
From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

10/29/2013 1:26:33 PM 

’Star Wars’ blooper reel emerges from a galaxy far, far away 

It’s been 36 years since the first "Star Wars" film was released, and it’s tough to surprise fans with anything new. But a 

now-viral video of never-before-seen bloopers from "Episode IV: A New Hope" has amassed nearly 1.5 million views 

since being uploaded on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

10/29/2013 1:26:34 PM 

Jonas Brothers declare ’it’s over for now’ 

They’ll still be brothers, but they won’t be bandmates. Nearly three weeks after the Jonas Brothers canceled their tour 

thanks to a "deep rift in the band," Kevin, Nick and Joe Jonas have decided the band should call it quits."lt’s over for 

now," Kevin Jonas told People magazine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

10/29/2013 2:29:44 PM 

’Jimmy Kimmel’ skit sparks protest after child suggests ’kill everyone in China’ 

Jimmy Kimmel loves working with children because he never knows just what they’re going to say. Unfortunately, in a 

recent "Jimmy Kimmel Live!" skit, a child’s suggestion to "kill everyone in China" to settle U.S. debt has led to an 

uproar.The Oct. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

10/29/2013 3:21:43 PM 

Deputy who shot teen holding replica gun was firearms instructor, war veteran 

Protesters will rally Tuesday in a San Francisco suburb where a 13-year-old boy who was carrying a plastic replica of an 

assault rifle was shot to death by a sheriff’s deputy last week.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Thabet Salem and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

10/29/2013 4:37:58 PM 

Syria’s Assad issues general amnesty for all ’criminals’ 

DAMASCUS, Syria - Syrian President Bashar Assad on Tuesday issued a general amnesty for all prisoners, a possible 

concession to rebels ahead of a meeting meant to help end the bloody civil war. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Phil LeBeau 

10/29/2013 4:56:36 PM 

How airlines are nickel and diming their way to record revenue 

Customers might not like them, but airlines sure do. Airlines are on track to collect a record $42.6 billion in ancillary 

revenue, according to a new study.That’s a 17.. 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

10/29/2013 4:56:44 PM 

Detroit’s iconic Packard plant could soon be back in business 

As Detroit hopes to bounce back after filing for bankruptcy, two iconic factories that helped the Motor City become 

America’s 20th century industrial hub could gain a new life in the near future. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

10/29/2013 6:04:37 PM 

Sebelius to acknowledge glitches, pledge action in Obamacare testimony 

In her testimony before a key House committee Wednesday, Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius is 

expected to acknowledge problems with the HealthCare.gov rollout and pledge quick fixes to the bug-plagued online 

health insurance marketplace. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

10/29/2013 6:04:47 PM 

Texas abortion ruling not a knockout, advocates say 

Amid a contentious nationwide debate over abortion that a federal judge called "the most divisive issue to face this 

country since slavery," abortion rights supporters have celebrated that judge’s ruling Monday to strike down key 

provisions of a controversial Texas abortion law. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve Scherer, Reuters 

10/29/2013 7:27:26 PM 

Moldovan dancer admits she was Concordia captain’s lover 

GROSSETO, Italy -- A young Moldovan dancer who was on the bridge of the Costa Concordia cruise liner with Captain 

Francesco Schettino when it capsized last year told an Italian court on Tuesday she had been his lover., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

10/29/2013 8:42:31 PM 

Spy chief Clapper: We’ve been snooping on our friends for years 

The nation’s top intelligence official told Congress on Tuesday that the U.S. has been snooping on friendly foreign 

leaders for years, and getting spied on by allies in return., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joseph Lichterman 

10/29/2013 9:22:41 PM 

Detroit emergency manager says ’cram down’ a possibility in bankruptcy case 

Detroit Emergency Manager Kevyn Orr said Tuesday he could force a legally binding settlement on the city’s creditors if 

they were unwilling to accept a proposed restructuring plan in bankruptcy court., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

10/29/2013 10:42:02 PM 

Gold rush sparked by global financial crisis devastates Amazon 

LIMA, Peru -- The ravaging of the Peruvian Amazon by a wave of illegal gold mining is twice as bad as researchers had 

thought., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

10/29/2013 10:42:07 PM 

Baby girl moved to tears by mom’s singing in viral video 

The tears streaming down the cheeks of a baby girl provide the perfect indication of how touched she was by her mom’s 

singing in a video that went viral on ¥ouTube Tuesday.In the video uploaded on Oct., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

10/29/2013 10:42:16 PM 

Katy Perry to ’naked’ female pop stars: ’Put it away’ 

Naked pop stars, hear Katy Perry roar: In a recent interview with NPR’s "Weekend Edition," the 6rammy-nominated 

singer protested the ongoing nudity present among women in music these days, and said it was time to "put it away. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

10/29/2013 10:42:22 PM 

Milk price may skyrocket if farm bill isn’t renewed 

The fight over renewing the nation’s farm bill has centered on cuts to the $80 billion-a-year food stamp program. But 

there could be unintended consequences if no agreement is reached: higher milk prices., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

10/29/2013 11:54:21 PM 

’Everything is far from okay’: Sandy survivors marl< year after deadly superstorm 

When Superstorm Sandy barrelled into New York and New Jersey a year ago, killing more than 180 people and 

destroying decades old landmarks as well as whole neighborhoods, few could have imaged that a year later the impact 

of that day could be so real. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, Political Reporter, NBC News 

10/29/2013 11:54:22 PM 

White House: President didn’t mislead on insurance promise 

The White House argued Tuesday that President Barack Obama didn’t mislead the public when he repeatedly promised 

Americans "If you like your health plan, you will be able to keep your health plan" under the Affordable Care Act. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Maloney 

10/30/2013 12:11:27 AM 

Does Cher have the ballroom cred to judge ’Dancing With the Stars’? 

Cher’s an Oscar, Golden Globe, Emmy and Grammy winner (not to mention "a scamp, a camp and a bit of a tramp"), but 

despite the fact that she’s set to serve as a guest judge on "Dancing With the Stars" next week, she’s no ballroom expert.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

10/30/2013 2:03:17 AM 

Halloween dead ahead: Most cultures have l~houlish, spooky traditions 

It’s almost Halloween -- a time when ghouls, ghosts and goblins are said to roam the landscape and the barrier between 

the living and the dead becomes permeable. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

10/30/2013 3:15:57 AM 

Several bodies found in South Carolina home 

Multiple bodies were found Tuesday night in a home in northwest South Carolina, authorities said.The Greenwood 

County Sheriff’s Office didn’t immediately return a call from NBC News, but Sheriff Tony Davis told NBC station WYFF of 

Greenville, S.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

10/30/2013 4:00:35 AM 

Six people found shot to death in South Carolina home 

Six people, including two children, were found shot to death Tuesday night in an apparent murder-suicide in South 

Carolina, authorities said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wilson Rothman 

10/30/2013 5:29:56 AM 

iPad Air reviewers praise tablet for being slim, speedy and long-lasting 

It’s the Tuesday night before the iPad Air goes on sale, and that means ... here come the reviews. No surprise, it’s a hit.o 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

10/30/2013 6:03:27 AM 

’Voice’ bromance: Blake Shelton snuggles up to Adam Levine 

"The Voice" bromance between Blake Shelton and Adam Levine is hotter than a steaming mug of cocoa.Thank Team 

CeeLo’s Caroline Pennell for bringing out the country superstar’s softer (stranger?) side.After her knockout battle with 

George Horga 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

10/30/2013 8:03:01 AM 

How did Obamacare site go so wrong? 5 questions Sebelius must answer 

Two down and one to go. House Republicans have battered the Obama administration with a series of hearings digging 

into how the health-insurance website, an online marketplace where people were supposed to be able to shop, got off 

to such a bad start.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

10/30/2013 8:50:45 AM 

Dust storm triggers deadly 19-vehicle pileup in Arizona; 3 killed, 12 hurt 

CASA GRANDE, Ariz. -- A stream of thick, blowing dust crossing an Arizona highway led to a chain-reaction crash that 

killed three people in an area where gusting winds often stir up towering clouds of dirt that can reduce visibility to zero.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rod McGuirk, The Associated Press 

10/30/2013 10:46:27 AM 

Australian government worker loses compensation case for sex injury 

CANBERRA, Australia -- Australia’s highest court on Wednesday denied workers’ compensation to a government 

employee who was injured while having sex in a motel room during a business trip., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

10/30/2013 12:12:43 PM 

Widow of hero teacher: My husband loved shooter ’no matter what’ 

The widow of the Nevada teacher who was killed while protecting his students from an armed classmate last week 

offered comforting words to the parents of the shooter, saying the motives behind their son’s crime aren’t important to 

her."Knowing why to me doesn’t matter.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

10/30/2013 12:31:48 PM 

’Boobies’ bracelet battle could be bound for Supreme Court 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

10/30/2013 1:16:33 PM 

Valerie Harper ’will see Christmas’ as docs credit positive attitude 

"Rhoda" star Valerie Harper’s cancer has regressed again, she revealed in an exclusive interview with new celebrity 

magazine Closer Weekly.She got the good news on Oct. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

10/30/2013 2:05:28 PM 

Jon Hamm shaves 2-3 times a day for smooth ’Mad Men’ look 

Jon Hamm is one seriously manly man; no wonder he’s the star of AMC’s hit "Mad Men." But according to the series’ 

makeup artist, he might be just a little more manly than average -- since when the show’s filming, she and her team 

have to continuously check on his facial hair. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

10/30/2013 3:14:45 PM 

Beyonce ’photobombs’ fan midway through Australia show 

Is anyone having more fun than Beyonc~ lately? One minute she’s bungee-jumping off of a high building, the next she’s 

taking a second out of a live concert to photobomb a fan taking a selfie in the front row,Bey was in the middle of her 

Oct.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

10/30/2013 3:14:45 PM 

’Miserably frustrating’: Sebelius apologizes for glitchy Obamacare site 

The Cabinet secretary responsible for Obamacare apologized Wednesday to Americans frustrated by the glitch-prone 

website that has blocked them from comparing and enrolling in health insurance plans., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jack Gillum 

10/30/2013 4:29:52 PM 

Gov’t document: Health site posed security risk 

An internal government memo obtained by The Associated Press shows administration officials were concerned that a 

lack of testing posed a "high" security risk for President Barack Obama’s new health insurance website. The Sept.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gerry Shih 

10/30/2013 4:29:55 PM 

Twitter goes for more eye-catching look 

SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Twitter was born in 2006 as a stream of SMS text messages. Before going public in 2013, it’s 

now reveling in images.The company tweaked its design Tuesday to favor image- and video-sharing by showing visual 

media directly within the Twitter timeline. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julie Appleby 

10/30/2013 5:36:43 PM 

Why insurers cancel health policies and what you can do when it happens 

News that health insurers are ending the policies of what could be millions of Americans has rattled consumers and 

added to the debate over the health care law.If you or a family member has been notified that your individual policy is 

being canceled at year’s end, you may be stunned and upset. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

10/30/2013 6:13:04 PM 

Girl athletes at risk for concussions as ’culture of resistance’ keeps rates high 

When it comes to concussions, cheerleading on the sidelines of a high school football game might be getting nearly as 

dangerous as taking the field with the team -- and for young people in all sports, the risks are rising.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda and Henry Austin, NBC News 

10/30/2013 6:19:02 PM 

American tourist is ’lucky to be alive’ after suicide bomb blast at Tunisian hotel 

An American tourist told NBC News that her family was "lucky to be alive" after a suicide bomber blew himself up in the 

Tunisian resort of Sousse early Wednesday -- no more than 50 meters away from them.~ 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Guttierez and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

10/30/2013 6:42:02 PM 

Suspect in South Carolina bloodbath was facing; prison time, custody dispute 

A South Carolina man suspected of killing his girlfriend, her parents and two of her nephews before shooting himself was 

locked in a custody battle and facing up to 25 years on a burglary charge, officials said Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

10/30/2013 6:42:06 PM 

You look better with your friends than you do on your own, study says 

If you’re dressing up for Halloween tomorrow, make it a group costume. People seem more attractive when they’re part 

of a group than when they’re on their own, a new study says. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ali Fateh, Niven McCalI-Mazza and Henry Austin, NBC News 

10/30/2013 6:47:43 PM 

Suspect in S.C. murder-suicide released 4 kids before bloodbath, cops say 

The main suspect in a "horrific" South Carolina murder-suicide that left six people dead, including two children, released 

four other children before the slaughter began, police told NBC News late Monday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

10/30/2013 7:45:49 PM 

Lecture canceled after Brown University protesters shout down New York’s top cop 

PROVIDENCE, R.I. -- New York City Police Commissioner Ray Kelly was shouted down by protesters at Brown University, 

forcing administrators at the Ivy League school to call off his lecture on "Proactive Policing in America’s Biggest City. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Courtney Kube and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

10/30/2013 7:45:50 PM 

VA official who resigned in spending scandal repeatedly pleads fifth at hearing 

A former Veterans Affairs official who resigned from his post last year amid revelations that the department had spent 

vast sums of taxpayer money on a pair of extravagant conferences was largely tight-lipped at a hearing Wednesday that 

lasted just three minutes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keir Simmons, NBC News Correspondent 

10/30/2013 8:36:26 PM 

Top Murdoch editors oversaw phone hacking, court says 

LONDON -Two of Rupert Murdoch’s top editors, Rebekah Brooks and Andrew Coulson oversaw a system of phone 

hacking and illegal payments to officials when they ran the now-defunct News of the World tabloid, a London court 

heard Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty 

10/30/2013 9:16:57 PM 

Obama: Massachusetts plan should give Americans confidence 

President Barack Obama on Wednesday touted the success of the Massachusetts health care law that served as a 

blueprint for the Affordable Care Act, highlighting how the Bay State plan overcame a troubled start in an effort to 

assure the public that his law can do the same. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

10/30/2013 9:22:50 PM 

Nicole Kidman: Tom Cruise wasn’t my ’great love’ 

Nicole Kidman has been married to country singer Keith Urban for seven years now, but for many, her name will be 

forever linked with ex-husband Tom Cruise.Kidman was just 23 when she wed Cruise, then 28, in 1990."1 was so young," 

Kidman tells Vanity Fair in its December cover story. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty 

10/30/2013 9:40:26 PM 

Obama says health care website will ’get fixed ASAP’ 

President Barack Obama on Wednesday said there is "no excuse" for the problems with the health care website and that 

he will "take full responsibility for making sure it gets fixed ASAP.""There’s no denying it. Right now, the website is too 

slow, too many people have gotten stuck. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

10/30/2013 9:40:31 PM 

11-year-old who allegedly brought gun to school erupts after being ordered to remain in custody 

An 11-year-old Washington state boy accused of taking a gun, knives and 400 rounds of ammunition to school last week 

yelled obscenities and fought detention officers after a judge ordered him to remain in custody. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

10/30/2013 9:40:33 PM 

Who is the richest person in every state? 

Most of us know the richest person in America (Bill Gates at $70 billion).But what about the richest person in your 

state?Wealth-X has put together a list of all 50 states with their top wealth holders. Surprisingly nine states don’t have 

billionaires (and yet somehow they manage to function). 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

]oNel Aleccia 

10/30/2013 9:46:07 PM 

When docs make mistakes, should colleagues tell? Yes, report says 

Medical mistakes are now estimated to kill up to 440,000 people in U.S. hospitals each year, making preventable errors 

the third leading cause of death in America behind heart disease and cancer.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Willliams 

10/30/2013 10:19:46 PM 

GAO: Security guards at federal facilities not trained for ’active shooter’ incidents 

Some of the 13,500 private security guards assigned to protect federal buildings lack training on how to respond to an 

active shooter, according to a government audit released Wednesday.Since 2010, the Department of Homeland Security 

has required that its guards receive active shooter training. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cox 

10/30/2013 10:19:52 PM 

Fed says it will keep stimulating the economy; leaves rates unchanged 

To the surprise of virtually no one, the Federal Reserve kept its cheap-money policy in place and pledged to continue 

pumping $85 billion a month into bond purchases until the economy improves.Wall Street had expected the Fed to 

refrain from tapering its so-called money printing operation.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Sanger & Jon Sweeney, NBC News 

10/30/2013 10:19:52 PM 

Sandy flashback: Retracing the superstorm via Instagram 

When photojournalist Ed Kashi began his day covering the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy, he never thought his first 

picture taken would be 100 yards away from his own house."Our dear friend’s home had a huge tree firmly implanted 

into its second floor bedroom," Kashi said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray 

10/30/2013 10:54:05 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Obama approval sinks to new low 

President Barack Obama’s approval rating has declined to an all-time low as public frustration with Washington and 

pessimism about the nation’s direction continue to grow, according to a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Domenico Montanaro Deputy Political Editor, NBC News 

10/30/2013 10:54:07 PM 

Poll: Majority think health law needs overhaul or elimination 

A majority of Americans - 52 percent - believe the health care law needs either a major overhaul or to be completely 

eliminated, a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll finds.Forty-four percent think it either needs minor modifications 

or that it’s working well as 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

10/30/2013 11:00:05 PM 

Not in Kansas: Sebelius hearing on Obamacare went straight to Oz 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tanya Lewis 

10/30/2013 11:45:26 PM 

Zombie neuroscience: Inside the brains of the walking dead 

The rotting flesh, the shuffling walk, the unintelligible groans -- it’s not hard to spot a zombie at a glance even among 

the most gruesome of Halloween monsters. But what’s going on inside their brain?= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erika Riggs 

10/31/2013 2:59:44 AM 

Celebrity real estate: Madonna selling Beverly Hills homefor $20 million 

In this week’s celebrity news, Madonna accepted a $20 million offer on her Los Angeles home, "Twilight" star Robert 

Pattinson finally went public with his home listing, and Kerry Washington’s former Harlem townhome is for sale. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura T. Coffey 

10/31/2013 2:59:46 AM 

Strangers surround dying man in his favorite color, #skybluepink 

When you know a loved one -- a parent -- is declining and receiving hospice care in another part of the country, life 

becomes surreal. You find yourself doing mental gymnastics and living in two places at once, while rarely feeling fully 

present anywhere.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

10/31/2013 2:59:47 AM 

Romance, romance, romance? No, no, no, says George Clooney 

If you can’t keep the recent George Clooney romance rumors straight, here’s a simple cheat sheet: None of them are 

true.The "Gravity" star has been rumored to have had recent flings with actress Katie Holmes, model Monika Jakisic, and 

lawyer Amal Alamuddin. But the gossip magazines are batting .. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, Political Reporter, NBC News 

10/31/2013 4:12:41 AM 

Obama leadership style raises question of ’who is in control?’ 

President Barack Obama’s seemingly hands-off management style is raising fresh questions and concerns that could 

upend his second-term legacy., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

10/31/2013 5:08:28 AM 

Video released in mysterious death of Georgia teen Kendrick Johnson leaves questions unanswered 

Surveillance video taken at a Georgia high school where a student was found dead, rolled up in a gym mat, was released 

on Wednesday -- but it doesn’t appear to show the fateful moment.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

10/31/2013 5:08:29 AM 

New battery deal could boost Tesla production 

It’s been a rough month for high-flying Tesla Motors, but despite a pair of fires and several downgrades by industry 

analysts, the California electric vehicle maker remains upbeat enough to ink a deal that will substantially boost the 

number of batteries it buys from Japan’s Panasonic Corp. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC CONNECTICUT STAFF 

10/31/2013 5:08:30 AM 

2013 Rockefeller Christmas tree hails from Connecticut 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

10/31/2013 5:08:34 AM 

Seven people poisoned by carbon monoxide at Seattle building 

Seven people, two of them in critical condition, were being treated Wednesday night for carbon monoxide poisoning 

suffered at a small apartment building in Seattle, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rachael Rettner 

10/31/2013 5:42:24 AM 

Eew, that’s the pits! Man had armpit odor for 4 years 

One man’s irrepressible body odor was the result of a bacterial infection of his armpit hair, accordinl~ to a new report of 

the case. The 40-year-old man told his doctors he’d had armpit odor and "dirty" armpit hair for the last four years. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

10/31/2013 9:00:00 AM 

Ex-trooper’s murder trials drained millions from cash-strapped Indiana county 

A former Indiana State Trooper acquitted last week in the grisly murders of his wife and two children after being tried 

for a third time walks free. But the county that paid for his defense remains shackled by the bill.Officials in Floyd County 

are scrambling to bridge a $2.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathon Kaminsky, Reuters 

10/31/2013 9:31:24 AM 

Off=duty Delta Airlines pilot accused of fondling girl during flight 

An off-duty Delta Airlines pilot has been charged with fondling a 14-year-old girl seated next to him on a flight, but he 

contends he was sleeping at the time, authorities said on Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

10/31/2013 10:03:11 AM 

Weak jobs recovery slams couples two ways 

The weak jobs recovery has hit men and women in different -- but nevertheless harsh -- ways, and that’s leaving many 

couples struggling to get by despite the fact that the economy has been adding jobs at a trickle for years now. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

10/31/2013 10:16:32 AM 

Drunken Halloween reveler dangled child from overpass: officials 

KENOSHA, Wis. -- A Wisconsin man wearing clown makeup dangled a child upside down from an overpass after coming 

home drunk from a Halloween party, according to officials who charged him with child abuse.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

10/31/2013 10:54:49 AM 

Putin ousts ’lame duck’ Obama as Forbes’ most powerful person 

Russian President Vladimir Putin has leapfrogged U.S. counterpart Barack Obama to take the top spot on Forbes’ list of 

the world’s most powerful people.Amid frosty relations between the U.S. and Russia, former No. 10bama was unseated 

by Putin in the magazine’s fifth annual list.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

10/31/2013 11:00:44 AM 

Texas flash floods prompt evacuations and helicopter rescues 

Heavy rain triggered flash floods near Austin, Texas, prompting helicopter rescues and forcing scores of people to 

evacuate their homes late Wednesday and early Thursday, officials said.The National Weather Service issued a flash- 

flood warning at 3.30 a.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, National Investigative Correspondent, NBC News 

10/31/2013 11:44:50 AM 

Tax delinquents by the thousands have security clearances, GAO finds 

Thousands of tax delinquents -- including one who owes $2 million to the IRS -- have sensitive security clearances, 

posing a risk that has gone undetected by federal agencies, congressional investigators will report Thursday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

10/31/2013 12:29:38 PM 

Florida man hits the lottery jackpot -- again 

An Orlando, Fla., man who won a multimillion dollar jackpot last year playing the Florida Lotto has done it again. The 

Florida Lottery says 67-year-old James Bozeman Jr. has claimed a ~;3 million Florida Lotto jackpot from the drawing held 

on Aug. 31, 2013. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

10/31/2013 1:34:43 PM 

Shot in face, cop chased suspects ’because I am a mom’ 

Texas police officer Ann Carrizales took two bullets at point-blank range -- including one to the face -- during an early 

morning traffic stop last Saturday. Yet she still went after the bad guys. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

10/31/2013 3:16:43 PM 

FAA to allow tablets and e-readers during all phases of flight 

Airplane passengers who forgot to bring a magazine will soon have other entertainment options besides browsing 

SkyMall and the in-flight safety card., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

10/31/2013 3:16:44 PM 

Ohio sex offender pleads not guilty to slayings, could get death 

A convicted sex offender who allegedly killed three Ohio women and dumped their bodies in trash bags in an 

impoverished East Cleveland neighborhood pleaded not guilty Thursday to updated charges, including aggravated 

murder, that could get him the death penalty.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

10/31/2013 4:32:11 PM 

Afternoons turn us into lying, cheating, lazy jerks 

Mornings are optimistic. The day is new, untouched. No one’s ruined anything yet. Maybe you start the day with a kale 

smoothie and head out the door, hopeful about what this day will bring, and what you’ll accomplish.And then morning 

fades into afternoon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

10/31/2013 4:32:28 PM 

Man behind Oregon’s infamous exploding whale dies 

An engineer who blew up a whale carcass in Oregon using some 20 cases of dynamite has died, but the biggest bang of 

his career will live forever in YouTube infamy., 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell, NBC News 

10/31/2013 6:30:51 PM 

NSA, British intelligence secretly tapped into Google, Yahoo cable links, officials say 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

10/31/2013 6:30:54 PM 

Murdoch editors had affair during hacking period, hacking trial told 

LONDON - Rebekah Brooks and Andy Coulson, two former editors of Rupert Murdoch’s now defunct News of the World 

tabloid, were having an affair at the time their reporters are accused of hacking into phones, a court heard on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marc Lallanilla 

10/31/2013 7:11:51 PM 

Vlad the Impaler: The real Dracula was absolutely vicious 

Few names have cast more terror into the human heart than Dracula. The legendary vampire, created by author Bram 

Stoker for his 1897 novel of the same name, has inspired countless horror movies, television shows and other 

bloodcurdling tales of vampires.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

10/31/2013 7:23:17 PM 

Why Washington is failing at ’too big to fail’ regulations 

CORRECTION: An earlier version of this story misstated the breakdown of the deadlines for rulemaking.Obamacare isn’t 

the only piece of landmark legislation that some members of Congress have been diligently working to delay. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

10/31/2013 8:49:03 PM 

Severe storm system looms over wide swath of US as rain, floods lash Texas 

A ferocious storm system was hurtling from Texas to the Northeast Thursday, promising to lash a long arm of the U.S. 

with buckets of rain and high winds, meteorologists said, as officials in four states postponed trick-or-treating to Friday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez and Jeff Black, NBC News 

10/31/2013 10:14:09 PM 

Feds to investigate mysterious death of Georgia teen Kendrick Johnson 

Federal investigators will probe the strange death of Georgia teen Kendrick Johnson, whose body was found rolled up in 

a gym mat at his high school in January, they announced Thursday.U.S. Attorney Michael Moore said in a news 

conference in Macon, Ga.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

10/31/2013 10:14:10 PM 

Health website restored once more as feds open up about tech whizzes 

The troubled federal health insurance website, which went offline just before a climactic hearing in Congress, is back in 

action again, officials said Thursday as tech gurus from companies including Google, Oracle and Red Hat joined the effort 

to fix the beleaguered site.They said Healthcare.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Dienst and Jeff Black, NBC News 

10/31/2013 10:19:44 PM 

Appeals court halts reform of NYPD’s controversial stop-and-frisk policy 

A federal appeals court on Thursday put the brakes on a judge’s ruling that ordered New York City’s police department 

to reform its controversial stop-and-frisk policy and assigned the case to a different judge.The 2nd U.S., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

10/31/2013 10:19:46 PM 

Android 4,4 KitKat detailed: Small but welcome changes 

6oogle has revealed the features contained within the latest version of Android operating system, 4.4 or KitKat, which it 

first announced in September. There’s nothing mind-blowing, but the features are helpful -- and hint at devices to 

come. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

10/31/2013 10:19:53 PM 

Remembering River Phoenix, and other stars who died too soon 

On Halloween night 20 years ago, actor River Phoenix, 23, collapsed and died outside the Viper Room nightclub in West 

Hollywood, Calif.Fans were shocked. Phoenix was well known from both his child star days ("Stand by Me") and his 

venture into adult roles ("My Own Private Idaho").= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Schone 

10/31/2013 10:19:54 PM 

San Diego drug tunnel held 8 tons of marijuana, 325 Ibs of cocaine 

Authorities have discovered a new and "highly sophisticated" drug tunnel, complete with rail tracks, ventilation and 

lighting, under the border between San Diego and Mexico, and seized more than 8 tons of marijuana and 325 pounds of 

cocaine.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Margaret Santjer 

10/31/2013 10:19:54 PM 

Obama: Foreign companies should embrace ’Made in America’ 

President Barack Obama made the case Thursday for foreign companies to invest in jobs in the United States, 

announcing an expansion of the SelectUSA program aimed at connecting them with states that want their business.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Diane Mapes 

10/31/2013 10:20:01 PM 

Reconstruction after breast cancer: It’s not a boob job 

It’s been nearly a month since my last surgery and the new girls are still a little scary looking. Righty’s recovering from a 

post-op infection that had me in the hospital on IV antibiotics for two days. Lefty’s missing most of her nipple, a casualty 

of my first surgery back in May. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Macharia, Reuters 

10/31/2013 10:20:02 PM 

Kenyan warplanes bomb al Shabaab strongholds in Somalia 

The Kenyan military said its warplanes bombed targets held by al Qaeda-linked Islamists in Somalia on Thursday, in 

retaliation for an attack on a Nairobi mall that killed at least 67 people., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/1/2013 12:00:57 AM 

Halloween themed drug bust: Suspected cocaine smuggled in pumpkins at Montreal airport 

Border agents found a spooky Halloween surprise Thursday in three pumpkins someone tried to smuggle through the 

Montreal airport, authorities said -- about four pounds of suspected cocaine.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

11/1/’2013 12:00:59 AM 

Hallmark’s ’ugly sweater’ ornament stirs controversy over lyrics 

Greeting card giant Hallmark said Thursday that it shouldn’t have changed the lyrics to "Deck the Halls" on a new holiday 

ornament that stirred a backlash from customers online. The Kansas City, Mo.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/1/2013 12:45:22 AM 

School bus plunges off Kansas bridge -- injured driver rescued from water 

The injured driver of a school bus that ran off a bridge was rescued safely Thursday from a swiftly moving creek near 

Wichita, Kan., authorities said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Gosk and Jeff Black, NBC News 

11/1/2013 1:24:20 AM 

How the feds snoop: What happens when you hit send on your email 

The Internet makes it easy to send information to far flung places in an instant - hit "send" and poof there it goes. But 

where does that information go, how does it get there and who gets access to the data?, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/1/2013 3:10:14 AM 

Five terrifying videogames for Halloween 

Seasoned video gamers might remember a time when "Resident Evil" was more than just a faded franchise and series of 

terrible movies. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

11/1/2013 3:38:31 AM 

Deadly storm system hits wide swath of US as rain, floods lash Texas 

A ferocious and deadly storm system hurtled from Texas to the Northeast Thursday, lashing a long arm of the U.S. with 

buckets of rain and high winds, meteorologists said, as officials in four states postponed trick-or-treating to Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/1/2013 4:06:11 AM 

24 bombs found in NC man’s barricaded home 

A North Carolina man was ordered held on 51.5 million bond Thursday after authorities discovered 24 bombs inside his 

barricaded, security-camera-guarded home.Erik Rudolph Arnebold, 37, was arrested Wednesday outside his home in 

Wilmington, N.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

11/1/2013 4:34:14 AM 

Getting a 4G iPad Air? Here’s how to outsmart the carriers 

The iPad Air and new Retina-display iPad Mini are among the hottest gadgets this holiday season, and of course many 

people will want to get the cellular-enabled versions so they can browse without looking for Wi-Fi. Here’s how you can 

get the most for your money-- or no money at all 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/1/2013 4:34:16 AM 

California judge sends boy who killed neo-Nazi father to state Iockup 

A judge in California has ruled that a 13-year-old boy who shot and killed his neo-Nazi father will serve up to ten years in 

a state juvenile facility, according to the Associated Press., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

11/1/2013 8:53:07 AM 

Open-source advocates to government: Let us help you fix healthcare.gov 

As computer experts hired by the U.S. government scramble to fix the much-maligned healthcare.gov website, a corps 

of independent kibitzers is chiming in from around the world, publicizing coding flaws that they’ve discovered and 

offering suggestions for fixing them. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Megan Gannon 

11/1/2013 9:50:59 AM 

How a dog wags its tail may say a lot -- to other dogs 

Tail wagging could convey more meaning among dogs than previously thought.Dogs have different emotional responses 

to their peers depending on the direction of a tail-wag, a new study found.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Timothy Heritage, Reuters 

11/1/2013 11:53:15 AM 

Russian leader Medvedev calls for Syria peace conference by end of year 

MOSCOW, Russia -- Russia hopes an international peace conference on Syria will be held before the end of this year, 

Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/1/’2013 1:05:58 PM 

Deadly storm system threatens Northeast with damaging wind 

A punishing storm system pushed into the Northeast on Friday and threatened major cities with power outages, downed 

trees and a nasty morning commute, a day after it forced four states to postpone trick-or-treating. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Morgan Brasfield 

11/1/2013 1:06:00 PM 

Foster mom retires after taking in 150 kids 

She’s known as "Mom Trom" to her 153 children. Yes, 153 children, three of whom are biological and 150 others who 

have always felt like her own."We had always been the family that had everyone else’s kids at the house for the 

summer.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

11/1/2013 1:54:04 PM 

Obama considered replacing Biden with Hillary Clinton, says new book 

President Obama’s top aides considered replacing Vice President Joe Biden with Hillary Clinton in the run-up to the 2012 

election, a new book reveals., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marian Smith and Andy Eckardt, NBC News 

11/1/’2013 3:38:44 PM 

Germany’s embattled ’bishop bling’ moves to monastery for ’recuperation’ 

A German bishop who was suspended from his diocese over a house renovation that reportedly cost $42.7 million is 

now spending his days in a decidedly less lavish monastery., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Strong 

11/1/2013 5:07:09 PM 

US auto sales jump despite government shutdown 

U.S. auto sales returned to form in October with most makers reporting sales increases despite the 16-day federal 

government shutdown.Sales were slow early in the month, but began hopping after the Washington stalemate was 

settled -- at least temporarily, the manufacturers said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, Erin McClam and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/1/2013 5:19:26 PM 

Reports of gunfire at Los Angeles International Airport 

Gunfire was reported Friday at Los Angeles International Airport, and federal authorities told NBC News that a 

Transportation Security Administration employee had been wounded.Federal officials said, about half an hour after the 

first reports of gunfire, that the incident appeared to over. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/1/2013 6:06:04 PM 

On the scene after shooting at Los Angeles International Airport 

Following complete coverage on the reaction, via social media, to the shooting incident Friday at Los Angeles 

International Airport.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, Andrew Blankstein, Erin McClam and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/1/2013 7:26:39 PM 

Gunman opens fire at LAX, killing TSA worker and wounding others 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

11/1/2013 7:32:09 PM 

White House: Obamacare enrollment numbers a ’dog bites man’ story 

The White House dismissed Republican allegations that Healthcare.gov managed to enroll only six Americans in 

insurance plans during its first day as little more than a "dog bites man" story. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

11/1/2013 7:54:53 PM 

White House: Obamacare enrollment numbers a ’dog bites man’ story 

The White House dismissed the furor surrounding notes leaked by Republicans which indicated that Healthcare,gov 

managed to enroll only six Americans in insurance plans during its first day as a "dog bites man" story.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/1/2013 8:57:12 PM 

Iraq’s Maliki at White House to seek US help battling increasing violence 

The prime minister of Iraq, a country in the grip of its worst violence in five years, is in Washington to ask for American 

help to fight what he calls the growing influence of al Qaeda.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

11/1/2013 11:16:08 PM 

Flight delays sweep across US after LAX shooting 

Flights to and from Los Angeles were stalled Friday, in some cases for hours, after a shooting that killed one TSA worker 

and wounded at least three others shut down terminals at one of the nation’s busiest airports.The shooting, which took 

place at Terminal 3 at around 9:20 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Brunker and Waj Khan 

11/1/2013 11:16:16 PM 

Leader of Pakistan Taliban killed in US drone strike, US, Pakistani officials say 

The leader of the Pakistan Taliban was killed Friday in a U.S. drone strike in Northwest Pakistan, a Pakistani official and a 

militant source tell NBC News.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/1/2013 11:16:25 PM 

Quiz: Spy thriller, television show, or real-life NSA surveillance program? 

Do recent revelations about the NSA’s surveillance programs have you spooked that Big Brother is watching? You’re not 

alone., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Edward Deitch 

11/1/2013 11:16:27 PM 

Debut ’Downton Abbey’ wines are fit for a lord 

In no other scripted TV series does wine figure so prominently as in "Downton Abbey." In just about every episode, 

Carson the butler and his staff can be seen taking stock of, decanting or pouring the evening’s wines for Lord Grantham 

and other members of the Crawley family and their guests.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lilit Marcus 

11/1/2013 11:16:28 PM 

Couple who met through their Instagram photos gets engaged 

Many people use Instagram to find inspiration. But when 21-year-old Denis Lafargue began using the photo-sharing app, 

he found something he wasn’t expecting: His future wife.~ 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

11/1/2013 11:16:32 PM 

B for brunch! NY restaurant cleverly hides inspection grade 

You may turn lemon into lemonade, but one New York caf~ has turned a real bummer into brunch. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

11/3/2013 8:30:36 PM 

Vets, pet owners demand to know: Why can’t FDA solve jerky treat mystery? 

When Zoe, a 3-year-old pit bull mix, showed up sick last week at a Coral Springs, Fla., animal hospital, veterinarian Sofia 

Morales said there was no mystery about what was wrong with the dog. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

11/3/2013 8:41:34 PM 

Obama rallies Virginia Democrats for McAuliffe 

Two days before Virginia voters go to the polls to elect a new governor, President Barack Obama urged Democrats not 

to let up in pushing for a victory for their nominee, Terry McAuliffe."We cannot have people stay at home when so much 

is at stake," Obama warned at a rally in the Washington, D.C.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/3/2013 8:58:23 PM 

Russia cracks down on terrorism ahead of Games 

With the Winter Olympics in the Black Sea resort of Sochi looming, Russia passed a tough new anti-terrorism law that 

could require relatives or friends to pay for damage caused by militants.The Games - Feb.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/3/2013 9:20:46 PM 

Snowden publishes ’manifesto’ as White House, lawmakers deny plea for clemency 

A German news magazine published a manifesto Sunday by former U.S. intelligence contractor-turned-runaway Edward 

Snowden as he pleaded with the U.S. government for clemency., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Allen, Reuters 

11/3/’2013 9:54:02 PM 

Suspected LA airport gunman planned ’suicide’ mission: Congressman 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

11/3/2013 10:21:44 PM 

Romney: Obama’s ’dishonesty’ on health care puts second term in peril 

By Tom Curry, National Affairs Writer, NBC NewsLast year’s losing Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney said 

Sunday that President Barack Obama’s "fundamental dishonesty" on the Affordable Care Act has "put in peril the whole 

foundation of his second term. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/3/2013 10:38:17 PM 

Man who killed sick wife at hospital ’out of love’ to make insanity defense 

A 68-year-old man who walked into his longtime wife’s Ohio hospital room and fatally shot her -- allegedly "out of love" 

-- intends to tell jurors he was mentally impaired at the time, his attorney said.Jury selection in the case accusing John 

Wise of aggravated murder starts on Monday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kristen Welker and Jeff Black, NBC News 

11/3/2013 10:54:54 PM 

Obamacare website to go offline overnight daily for repairs 

The application page of the Obamacare website -- stricken with glitches for weeks -- will go offline daily while a 

technology team works to resolve problems, the government said Sunday.The Health and Human Services Department 

said that the application page of HealthCare.gov will go offline from 1 a.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/4/2013 12:07:53 AM 

Birmingham airport evacuated amid security threat, officials say 

A security threat at Birmingham-Shuttlesworth International Airport prompted an evacuation Sunday afternoon, the 

airport said.Airport and law enforcement officials "are responding to a threat received around 4:00 p.m. The terminal 

has been evacuated," the airport said on a post on its Facebook page. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/4/2013 1:36:35 AM 

Los Angeles police probe death of man engulfed in flames at Halloween festival 

Authorities are investigating the death of a man who somehow became consumed in flames Thursday during a 

Halloween festival in a Los Angeles neighborhood and later died of his injuries., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jay Blackman and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

11/4/2013 2:09:46 AM 

Birmingham airport ’all clear’ after written bomb threat prompts evacuation 

Birmingham-Shuttlesworth International Airport is all clear after the discovery of a written bomb threat prompted an 

evacuation Sunday afternoon.The airport announced the "all clear" just after 6 p.m. (7 p.m. ET). 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/4/2013 3:54:59 AM 

Trove of 1,500 artworks looted by Nazis recovered in Munich, magazine reports 

A trove of 1,500 works of art plundered by the Nazis has been discovered in Munich, according to a German news 

magazine report -- a collection that, if confirmed, ranks among the most significant artistic finds of the postwar era. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Luciana Lopez 

11/4/2013 4:17:36 AM 

Eminem named Artist of the Year at YouTube Music Awards 

NEW YORK -- The first-ever YouTube Music Awards on Sunday, improvised with plenty of celebrity cameos thrown into 

the mix, saw awards going to rapper Eminem and hip-hop duo Macklemore and Ryan Lewis.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/4/2013 4:34:14 AM 

Obama presses Congress to pass anti-discrimination law in blog post 

President Barack Obama has called on Congress to pass legislation that would make it illegal to discriminate in hiring and 

employment on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

11/4/2013 5:13:17 AM 

’Big, striking horror:’ US military doctors allowed torture of detainees, new study claims 

U.S. military doctors designed, enabled and engaged in the torture of suspected terrorists held at American detention 

centers during the past decade, violating globally recognized ethics and medical principles that bar physicians from 

inflicting harm, according to a study released Monday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Sarah el Deeb, The Associated Press 

11/4/2013 9:10:51 AM 

Egypt’s ousted president Morsi goes on trial 

CAIRO - Egypt’s deposed Islamist president went on trial on charges of incitement of violence and murder on Monday 

after being brought from the secret location of his four-month detention. It was Mohammed Morsi’s first public 

appearance since his ouster in a coup on July 3. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lubna Hussain and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/4/2013 10:56:43 AM 

Why a 15-minute phone call threatens Saudi Arabia’s decades-old alliance with US 

News analysisRIYADH, Saudi Arabia -- The historic 15-minute phone call between President Barack Obama and Iranian 

counterpart Hassan Rouhani may have cost the U.S. one of its key friends in the Middle East.The U.S. and Saudi Arabia 

have been allies for some 80 years, with the U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ali Arouzi and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/4/2013 12:05:47 PM 

American flags burned as 10,000 Iranians protest on US Embassy siege anniversary 

TEHRAN -- At least 10,000 Iranians protested outside the former U.S. Embassy in Tehran Monday, burning American 

flags and effigies of Barack Obama on the anniversary of the 1979 seizure of the building. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yasmine Saleh and Yara Bayoumy, Reuters 

11/4/2013 12:05:53 PM 

Egypt’s ousted president Morsi blasts ’illegitimate’ trial 

CAIRO - Ousted Egyptian leader Mohammed Morsi struck a defiant tone on the first day of his trial on Monday, chanting 

"down with military rule," and calling himself the country’s only "legitimate" president.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

11/4/2013 1:05:28 PM 

Centrist or a conservative? Christie faces fork in the road for 2016 

Don’t expect Chris Christie to glide toward 2016 without challenges, even if he achieves the rare accomplishment of 

winning a second term as the Republican governor of deep-blue New Jersey in Tuesday’s election against Democratic 

nominee Barbara Buono.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Producer, NBC News 

11/4/2013 1:29:17 PM 

Thousands of Russian nationalist marchers raise specter of anti-immigrant violence 

MOSCOW - Thousands of Russian nationalists took to the streets of Moscow on Monday as part of annual marches that 

have sparked anti-immigrant violence in the past.Marchers celebrating National Unity Day ranged in age from young 

children to elderly men and women. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/4/2013 1:42:03 PM 

’Smash’ star Megan Hilty weds the love of ’my life’ 

Megan Hilty, the former "Smash" star who now appears on NBC’s "Sean Saves the World," has wed her Iongtime 

boyfriend, Brian Gallagher. The pair tied the knot at the Venetian chapel in Las Vegas on Saturday.The pair quickly took 

to Twitter and Instagram to share their newlywed love. "WE DID IT!!!~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

11/4/2013 2:26:09 PM 

Obama’s advisers staged debate intervention, authors reveal 

President Obama’s top advisers staged an intervention two days before the second debate with Republican contender 

Mitt Romney for fear he was derailing the campaign, the authors of a new political tell-all claim., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rachael Rettner 

11/4/2013 2:39:24 PM 

HPV vaccine: One dose may be enough 

A single dose of the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine may be enough to protect women against infection with the 

virus over the long-term, a new study from Costa Rica suggests. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/4/2013 2:58:26 PM 

’Not about me being a victim’: Ex-NYPD chief Kerik responds to critics 

Convicted felon and former New York Police Department commissioner Bernard Kerik continued his criticism of federal 

sentencing guidelines he called "flawed," while insisting Monday he’s not trying to raise public sympathy for himself."lt’s 

not about me being a victim of the system. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jessica Taylor 

11/4/2013 3:04:54 PM 

Candidate for Maine gov: Yes, I’m gay, ’but why should it matter?’ 

Maine Democratic Rep. Michael Michaud announced in an op-ed Monday that he is gay -- but that it shouldn’t matter as 

he runs for governor next year.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Shimon Prokupecz and Brynn Gingras, NBCNewYork.com 

11/4/2013 3:11:05 PM 

Missing NYU student found trapped between wall of dorm, garage 

A 19-year-old New York University student who went missing over the weekend was found trapped in a narrow gap 

between a dorm and a neighboring parking garage in lower Manhattan, where rescuers had to break through a wall 

Sunday night to free him,= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

11/4/2013 3:11:06 PM 

In-flight footsie and other airplane etiquette 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

11/4/2013 3:11:09 PM 

Business travel spending expected to rise in 2014 

Business travelers plan to pack their suitcases more frequently next year, according to several industry forecasts, which 

also project slightly higher hotel rates and steady-to-declining airfares.A study by the Global Business Travel Association 

predicts a 7. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lawrence Hurley, Reuters 

11/4/2013 3:53:41 PM 

Supreme Court won’t rule on medication abortions, striking Oklahoma ban 

The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday dismissed a case concerning a state law in Oklahoma that cracked down on the use 

of the abortion-inducing drug RU-486, meaning a state court ruling invalidating the statute remains intact., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

11/4/2013 3:59:38 PM 

Live chat: Ask ’Bridget Jones’ author Helen Fielding your questions 

It’s time for another TODAY Book Club get-together! Helen Fielding, author of our second pick "Bridget Jones: Mad 

about the Boy," will chat this morning with Natalie Morales and TODAY viewers. Watch the live Google+ Hangout here 

starting at 11 a.m. ET.And join inL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/4/2013 4:12:20 PM 

First runner with Down syndrome finishes NYC marathon 

He crossed the finish line hours after the winners, but Jimmy Jenson still set a record at the ING New York City Marathon 

on Sunday: He’s the first person with Down syndrome to complete the race. Jenson, who is 48 and from Los Angeles, ran 

all 26.2 miles with his friend Jennifer Davis at his side. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

MICHAEL R. BLOOD, SANDY COHEN 
11/4/2013 5:17:41 PM 
Hollywood targeted to give health care law a boost 

The health care overhaul might get a Hollywood rewrite., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JeeYeon Park 

11/4/2013 5:35:43 PM 

Stocks droop after early gains, on uncertainty over Fed action 

Stocks failed to hold their early gains in choppy trading Monday, after the Dow and S&P 500 turned in four-straight 

weeks of gains, amid uncertainty over when the Federal Reserve would start paring back its stimulus.St.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

11/4/2013 5:59:25 PM 

’Open adoption’ keeps birth mom in the family tree 

Not so long ago, adoption was something clothed in secrecy, something parents didn’t talk about. Adopted kids had to 

embark on long and arduous searches if they wanted to learn anything about their birth parents. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carlo Angerer and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/4/2013 6:22:36 PM 

Discovery of Nazi-plundered art offers glimpse ’into a dark story’ 

MUNICH -- Hundreds of works of art by Picasso, Matisse and other masters of the 20th century -- seized by the Nazis, 

lost for decades and now worth more than $1 billion -- were reportedly found among piles of rotting groceries in a 

German apartment., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/4/2013 6:56:43 PM 

Georgia man flicked lighter near gas tank, setting wife ablaze, officials say 

A Georgia man was arrested after he flicked his cigarette lighter near the gas tank of his truck and touched off an 

explosion and fire that left his wife with second- and third-degree burns to her head, arms and legs, authorities said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew DeLuca 

11/4/2013 7:02:22 PM 

’Greed sometimes is not good’: Billionaire Steven Cohen’s hedge fund reaches $1.8 billion plea deal 

Federal prosecutors announced a record $1.8 billion insider trading penalty against billionaire Steven A. Cohen’s 

embattled SAC Capital on Monday, closing a probe into the hedge fund that has transfixed Wall Street for years, and left 

investors with a message: "greed sometimes is not good.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

11/4/2013 7:41:39 PM 

Pug proposal! Man pops question with help of 16 wrinkly pooches 

Central Park has served as a beautiful backdrop to many an engagement. But vacationing Brit Ed Grant, 27, brought a 

little something extra to set the scene for his park proposal to long-term girlfriend Alexandra Justins: 16 pugs.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/4/2013 7:41:41 PM 

LAX suspect’s family ’shocked and numbed’ by shooting 

The family of the accused gunman in last week’s Los Angeles airport rampage broke their silence Monday to express 

sympathy for the victims and pledge love and support for the suspect. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/4/2013 8:49:44 PM 

Didn’t pre-order XboxOne or PS4? Duke it out on launch day -- or wait ’til 2014 

There are always a couple of gadgets that are in such high demand (or short supply) that, no matter how hard you try, 

you can’t seem to nab in time for the holidays. This year, it’s the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, Sony’s and Microsoft’s 

next-generation video game consoles.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/41’2013 9:58:12 PM 

Customer allegedly kills two men trying to rob Pennsylvania convenience store 

A pair of masked men who were robbing a Pennsylvania convenience store Monday were shot and killed by a customer, 

authorities said.The unidentified patron was arrested after allegedly gunning down two men who had held up Krick’s 

Korner in Reading, Penn., just after 2 p.m. Monday, Police Sgt.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/4/2013 9:58:14 PM 

’Full House’ sequel hoax fools grown-up ’90s kids 

Sorry, "Full House" fans. No sequel is on the way despite what you may have read online.On Monday, numerous media 

outlets picked up on a piece published at DisneyTreasures.com claiming that 1990s sitcom "Full House" was getting a 

remake, written by the show’s original creator, Jeff Franklin.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/4/2013 11:28:29 PM 

Exclusive images show skydivers’ terrifying collision and chaotic plunge 

The cameras strapped to the skydivers’ helmets were supposed to memorialize their perfectly timed jumps and 

exhilarating descent from two small planes to the earth 12,000 feet below. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

11/4/2013 11:45:15 PM 

Senate advances gay rights legislation; bill’s future dim in House 

The Senate has advanced a bill to expand workplace protections for gay, lesbian and transgender Americans, marking 

the chamber’s first vote on the issue in more than 15 years.The procedural vote, which required the support of 60 

senators, was 61-30.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Seth Borenstein 

11/5/’2013 12:02:08 AM 

8.8 billion habitable Earth=size planets exist in Milky Way alone 

WASHINGTON -- Space is vast, but it may not be so lonely after all: A study finds the Milky Way is teeming with billions 

of planets that are about the size of Earth, orbit stars just like our sun, and exist in the Goldilocks zone -- not too hot 

and not too cold for life. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/5/’2013 3:36:10 AM 

Three killed in Norway bus attack 

Two men and a young woman were stabbed to death in Norway when a knife-wielding man attacked the passengers 

and driver of a bus north of Oslo, on Monday night, police said. The victims were a 19-year-old female passenger, a male 

passenger in his 50s and the bus driver. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/5/’2013 4:20:40 AM 

Police respond to reports of shots fired at New Jersey mall 

By Daniel Arkin and Becky Bratu, NBC NewsAuthorities were looking for a gunman inside a New Jersey shopping mall 

Monday evening after reports of shots fired, law enforcement sources told NBC New York.Gunfire erupted just before 

the Westfield Garden State Plaza Mall in Paramus closed at 9:30 p.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/5/2013 4:43:05 AM 

Gunman fires at least one shot at New Jersey mall, then disappears 

By Daniel Arkin and Becky Bratu, NBC NewsA New Jersey mall remained on Iockdown Monday night after a man -- 

dressed in all black and armed with a rifle, according to witnesses -- fired at least one shot inside.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/5/2013 6:31:40 AM 

Gunman fires shots at New Jersey mall, then disappears 

By Daniel Arkin and Becky Bratu, NBC NewsA New Jersey mall remained on Iockdown Monday night after a man -- 

dressed in all black, wearing a helmet and armed with a rifle, according to witnesses -- fired "several shots" inside, 

police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

11/5/’2013 7:16:33 AM 

Blake Shelton doesn’t look like a winner on ’The Voice’s’ live opener 

It was Team Blake Shelton versus Team Adam Levine when "The Voice’s" live performances began on Monday -- but in 

many ways, the odds were stacked against Blake from the start.For starters, Adam was dressed like a winner in a slick 

suit. His rival? Well, let’s just say Blake was more casual.Shelbie Z.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

11/5/2013 8:38:33 AM 

’I came to the TSA to protect people’: Injured officer recounts LAX attack 

One of the Transportation Security Administration officers injured in a shooting at Los Angeles International Airport on 

Friday spoke publicly for the first time Monday and said he was more concerned with the safety of others than his own 

well-being.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

11/5/2013 9:33:17 AM 

Bob Newhart returns to ’Big Bang’ with Bill Nye the Science Guy as his archnemesis 

Comedian Bob Newhart is standing quietly in line at a pharmacy. It’s a fake drug store, the one frequented by Sheldon 

(Jim Parsons) and Leonard (Johnny Galecki) on "The Big Bang Theory" and featured in the first scene of this week’s 

episode. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/5/2013 9:38:54 AM 

SWAT team sent to Denver school after armed men break in: cops 

Police surrounded a Denver school early Tuesday amid reports two armed men with backpacks were inside.A SWAT 

team was on the scene at the Noel Middle School in the northeast of the city, Denver Police Department said on its 

Twitter feed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

11/5/2013 10:16:53 AM 

It’s Election Day: From N.J. to Va., what contests to watch 

Voters headed to the polls Tuesday for a series of off-year elections, including high-profile contests in Virginia and New 

Jersey that could offer nationally resonant lessons for Republicans and Democrats alike.New Jersey Gov., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Otis, GlobalPost 

11/5/’2013 11:32:01 AM 

Colombian women on ’crossed legs’ sex strike over crumbling highway 

BOGOTA, Colombia -- Sex sells, but no sex? That apparently gets the job done.To ensure that friends and neighbors 

could commute along a crumbling highway in a timely manner, a group of women in a remote Colombian town decided 

to cross their legs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/5/2013 Ii:55:53 AM 

Two armed iuveniles held after breaking into Denver middle school: cops 

Two juveniles were taken into custody at a Denver middle school early Tuesday after they were seen entering the 

grounds overnight apparently armed with rifles and backpacks, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff 

11/5/2013 12:58:02 PM 

Lou Reed’s will leaves estate to wife, sister 

Rocker Lou Reed’s life was decidedly unconventional, but he wanted his estate used for a very traditional purpose: to 

benefit his wife and other relatives. Reed’s will was filed Monday in a New York City court. The Velvet Underground front 

man and "Walk on the Wild Side" singer died Oct.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Diana Olick 

11/5/2013 1:16:35 PM 

Ti~;ht credit squeezini~ first-time homebuyers out of market 

Investors may be reaping the rewards of the housing recovery, but regular buyers, especially single and first-time 

buyers, are still on the outside looking in. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

J, Gordon Julien 

11/5/2013 1:53:29 PM 

Kidnap victim Michelle Knight: Ariel Castro was ’obsessed with prostitutes’ 

Thoughts of her little boy -- just a toddler when his 20-year-old mother was abducted in one of the nation’s most 

shocking multiple kidnappings -- kept Michelle Knight focused on freedom for the 11 years she suffered at the hands of 

her abductor, who, she told Dr.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/5/2013 2:52:11 PM 

Mortar hits Vatican Embassy in Syrian capital Damascus 

By Paul Nassar, Charlene Gubash and Henry Austin, NBC NewsA mortar round damaged the Vatican Embassy in 

Damascus early Tuesday, officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Becky Bratu and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/5/2013 3:04:22 PM 

Suspected gunman found dead at New Jersey mall 

A man wearing all black and a helmet walked into one of the busiest malls in the United States and fired at least six shots 

before killing himself, authorities and witnesses said. Hundreds of shoppers were locked into stores during the chaos.No 

one else was injured. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Candice Choi 

11/5/2013 3:16:54 PM 

Burger King to bring back Big Mac copycat 

What has two all-beef patties, special sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles and onions on a sesame bun? Burger King’s latest 

sandwich. The Miami-based chain says it’s bringing back its "Big King" sandwich, which looks a lot like the popular Big 

Mac made by its bigger rival McDonald’s. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

11/5/2013 3:16:55 PM 

Stocks fall ahead of key economic data; Dow down 88 points 

Stocks fell on Tuesday ahead of data on the services industry that could help investors get a better read on the health of 

the economy after the Federal Reserve said it needs to see signs of improvement before it starts cutting back on 

monetary stimulus.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/5/’2013 3:36:38 PM 

Skydivers in plane collision caul~ht on camera: We’ll jump a~;ain 

Nine skydivers made an incredible safe return to earth after a terrifying collision between two planes that caused one 

aircraft to burst into flames., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

11/51’2013 3:43:28 PM 

National unseats Enterprise in annual J.D. Power rental carsurvey 

Money can’t buy you happiness, but when it comes to rental cars, it seems that saving it probably won’t bring a smile to 

your face either.According to J.D. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carlo Angerer and Andy Eckardt, NBC News 

11/5/’2013 4:03:27 PM 

Nazi art trove in German apartment includes previously unknown Matisse 

SALZBURG, Austria -- A trove of Nazi-looted art discovered in a German apartment contains previously unknown works 

by painters including Henri Matisse, officials said Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/5/2013 5:24:52 PM 

Christie: N.J. mall shooting shows need for stronger mental health treatment 

Gov. Chris Christie said Tuesday that the shooting at a popular New Jersey mall, carried out by a young man who "came 

there to end his own life," demonstrates the need to strengthen mental health treatment. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

11/5/2013 5:31:32 PM 

Retailers want to make ’showrooming’ a no-show 

Retailers facing tenuous consumer sentiment this holiday shopping season are going on the offensive against 

"showrooming" -- shoppers checking out merchandise in the store, then buying elsewhere online to save a few bucks.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/5/2013 6:19:08 PM 

’Crisis of confidence’: Senate supporters of health reform worry 

And this was supposed to be a friendly hearing.One of the most liberal members of the U.S. Senate laid into the 

executive heading the Obama administration’s health insurance website Tuesday, saying she feared people had lost 

confidence in the whole effort.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/5/2013 6:49:07 PM 

Pope Francis’ latest surprise: a survey on the modern family 

Pope Francis is shaking things up again.The pontiff with a penchant for surprises is making new waves by launching a 

survey of his flock on issues facing modern families -- from gay marriage to divorce.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/5/2013 6:49:11 PM 

Justin Bieber hit with water bottle during concert 

Pop star Justin Bieber was not happy on Saturday after he was hit with a water bottle during a concert in Sao Paulo, 

Brazil, on his "Believe" tour. While Bieber was singing "Boyfriend," a bottle came flying from the left side and hit the 19- 

year-old, causing him to drop his microphone. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/5/2013 6:54:55 PM 

Colorado weighs how much to tax legal marijuana 

After becoming one of the first states to legalize recreational marijuana last year, Colorado may set another new 

standard on Tuesday when voters go to the polls: approving a pot sales tax.If Proposition AA passes, recreational 

cannabis sales will have a 25 percent tax slapped on them starting Jam 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/5/2013 8:27:21 PM 

Vatican says talk of female cardinals ’not remotely realistic’ 

The announcement that Pope Francis will name new cardinals next year sparked some fevered speculation that he could 

bestow one of the red birettas on a woman., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Ruiz 

11/5/2013 9:24:47 PM 

Crikey! Queen’s beloved Corgi breed may be deemed ’vulnerable’ 

The Pembroke Welsh Corgi, the type of dog favored by the Queen of England, is not just going out of style -- it might 

become a "vulnerable" native breed for the first time ever, according to Britain’s Kennel Club.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joan Lowy 

11/5/2013 9:24:52 PM 

FAA overhauls pilot training requirements 

Prodded by the families of people killed in a regional airline crash, federal officials issued significantly tougher training 

requirements for pilots Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander, NBC News 

11/5/2013 9:59:18 PM 

’Low-T?’ Testosterone therapy may boost serious risks in men with heart troubles 

Watch any football game or a news program, and you’re almost sure to see one of those commercials about how a-little- 

dab’ll-do-ya of testosterone can banish the "low-T" blues and put spark back into your life. The ads work., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

11/5/2013 9:59:20 PM 

Paul pledges ’new approval process’ amid plagiarism charges 

Kentucky Republican Sen. Rand Paul will create a "new approval process" for his speeches and written material after 

facing charges of plagiarism, a senior adviser said in a statement Tuesday.= 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Mike Stobbe 

11/5/’2013 9:59:21 PM 

Colon cancer screenings may be leveling off 

After years of steady increases, testing for colon cancer may be leveling off, a federal report suggests. A large survey 

done last year found that about two-thirds of Americans ages 50 to 75 have had the recommended screenings for 

colorectal cancer. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

11/5/’2013 10:17:04 PM 

Nests of bizarre big-clawed dinosaurs unearthed in Mongolia 

LOS ANGELES -- A nursery of bizarre-looking dinosaurs known as therizinosaurs has been found in the Gobi Desert in 

Mongolia.The nesting colony contained at least 17 clutches of eggs., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/5/2013 10:22:43 PM 

Toronto mayor Rob Ford won’t resign after admitting he smoked crack cocaine 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford said Tuesday he won’t resisn, hours after admittin8 he smoked crack cocaine, probably "in one 

of my drunken stupors.""l was elected to do a job and that’s exactly what I’m 8oin8 to continue doing," Ford said during 

a press conference at which he repeatedly apologized.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Ruiz 

11/5/’2013 11:15:57 PM 

Blimey! Queen’s beloved Coq~i breed may be deemed ’vulnerable’ 

The Pembroke Welsh Corgi, the type of dog favored by the Queen of England, is not just going out of style -- it might 

become a "vulnerable" native breed for the first time ever, according to Britain’s Kennel Club.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

11/6/2013 12:22:52 AM 

NBC News: Virginia governor’s race ’too early to call,’ Terry McAuliffe is leading 

As polls closed in Virginia, the race for governor between Democrat Terry McAuliffe and Republican Ken Cuccinelli was 

too early to call with McAuliffe leading, according to NBC News.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/6/2013 1:29:30 AM 

Christie poised for big re-election win in N.J. with 2016 on the horizon 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie is expected to cruise to re-election when voting ends Tuesday, launching the GOP star to 

another term in a deep blue state and solidifying his status as a top-tier 2016 presidential candidate., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

11/6/2013 1:29:34 AM 

Tea Party favorite or Clinton ally? Virginia to chooses next governor 

In a gubernatorial contest with broad implications for both parties, Virginia voters went to the polls Tuesday to choose 

between a former Democratic fundraiser with deep ties to the Clintons and a ruby-red conservative beloved by the Tea 

Party. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/6/2013 1:29:44 AM 

Appeals court vacates murder conviction in Ryan Ferguson case 

An appeals court Tuesday vacated the murder conviction of a Missouri man nearly a decade into a 40-year prison 

sentence for the 2001 Halloween night killing of a newspaper editor., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Andrew Rafferty 

11/6/’2013 2:03:29 AM 

NBC News: Virginia governor’s race ’too early to call’ 

As polls closed in Virginia, the race for governor between Democrat Terry McAuliffe and Republican Ken Cuccinelli was 

"too close to call," according to NBC News.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Andrew Rafferty 

11/6/2013 3:27:47 AM 

NBC News: McAuliffe projected to narrowly win Virginia governor’s race 

NBC News projects Democratic businessman Terry McAuliffe will defeat Republican Ken Cuccinelli to become Virginia’s 

next governor after a contentious race that appeared closer than many political watchers anticipated with votes still to 

be counted. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/6/2013 3:28:02 AM 

Colorado votes to tax legal marijuana 

After becoming one of the first states to legalize recreational marijuana last year, Colorado set another new standard on 

Tuesday when voters approved a pot sales tax.Recreational cannabis sales will have a 25 percent tax slapped on them 

starting Jan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/6/2013 3:28:02 AM 

Boston elects new mayor, and 10 other important elections around the country 

Governor’s races in Virginia and New Jersey highlighted Tuesday’s off-year elections, but voters across the U.S. were 

deciding several other contests that could have national implications.For the first time in 20 years, Boston’s mayor won’t 

be Tom Menino, who chose not to run for a sixth term, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters 

11/6/2013 3:45:14 AM 

Girl, 3, walks more than a mile to grandma’s house after mom is killed 

A 3-year-old girl walked more than a mile down a busy road in Florida to her grandmother’s house to seek help after her 

father allegedly murdered her mother, officials said on Tuesday. Sgt. Kristin Thompson of the Lake County Sheriff’s 

Department described the little girl as "kind of heroic. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Andrew Rafferty 

11/6/2013 4:24:41 AM 

NBC News: McAuliffe narrowly wins Virginia governor’s race 

NBC News projects Democratic businessman Terry McAuliffe will defeat Republican Ken Cuccinelli to become Virginia’s 

next governor after a contentious race that appeared closer than many political watchers anticipated with votes still to 

be counted.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, Political Reporter, NBC News 

11/6/2013 6:34:53 AM 

A tale of two parties: Christie offers GOP roadmap to resurgence in 2016 

Gov. Chris Christie’s big re-election victory in New Jersey on Tuesday offered the GOP a roadmap toward revitalization in 

2016 as the more uncompromising conservative, Ken Cuccinelli, suffered a narrow defeat in Virginia’s gubernatorial 

election. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/6/2013 6:35:06 AM 

More surveillance video to be released in Georgia gym mat death 

VALDOSTA, Ga. -The camera aimed in the general direction of where Kendrick Johnson was found dead in a rolled-up 

gym mat in January did not record how his body ended up there because the device was motion activated and the mat 

was out of its range, a sheriff’s investigator told NBC News.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/6/2013 9:47:30 AM 

US offers 35 million bounty for Mexican drug lord Rafael Caro Quintero 

WASHINGTON -- The State Department is offering a reward of up to $5 million for information leading to the arrest and 

conviction of freed Mexican drug lord Rafael Caro Quintero.The State Department said Tuesday that Caro Quintero 

kidnapped, tortured and murdered U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma-White 

11/6/2013 11:00:41 AM 

That maternal ’moment’: When parents first bond with adopted child 

When you have a child biologically, there are many moments early on where you may feel that first maternal bond to 

the baby. Perhaps it’s the first time you hear the baby’s heartbeat. Or when you see your little one in utero in an 

ultrasound. Or the first time the baby kicks in your belly. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai, Producer, NBC News 

11/6/2013 11:32:13 AM 

Commander linked to Malala attack in running to be next Pakistani Taliban leader: source 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan - A ruthless commander whose fighters were blamed for shooting schoolgirl Malala Yousafzai is 

among the front-runners to replace the Pakistani Taliban leader who was killed in a U.S. drone strike, according to a 

senior Taliban militant. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/6/2013 1:20:08 PM 

Ruben Studdard leaves ’Biggest Loser’ after sad, shockingweigh-in 

Tuesday’s episode of "The Biggest Loser" saw contestants give in to temptation by indulging in sweet treats in exchange 

for an even sweeter reward (immunity, which went to Bob’s blue team). But the night ended on a sour note, with fan- 

favorite contestant Ruben Studdard packing his bags.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/6/2013 1:20:09 PM 

Activision puts its best paw forward withRiley, the official dog of ’Call of Duty: Ghosts’ 

Paws down, the breakout star of this year’s "Call of Duty: Ghosts" was Riley, the adorably chipper German shepherd who 

fights alongside an elite squad of super-soldiers in Activision’s latest blockbuster first-person shooter.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/6/2013 2:10:13 PM 

New York, Boston elects new mayors, and 9 other important elections around the country 

Governor’s races in Virginia and New Jersey highlighted Tuesday’s off-year elections, but voters across the U.S. decided 

several other contests that could have national implications.For the first time in 20 years, Boston’s mayor won’t be Tom 

Menino, who chose not to run for a sixth term. State Rep. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

J. Gordon Julien 

11/6/2013 3:15:11 PM 

Michelle Knight: Castro convinced me ’my family didn’t care’ 

In 2002, when 20-year-old Michelle Knight was abducted by school bus driver Ariel Castro and held captive in a 

Cleveland house, there was no TV or news coverage, no family members knocking on doors asking if anyone had seen 

her. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/61’2013 3:39:49 PM 

Escaped Florida inmates had a contraband cellphone in prison 

Two convicted killeres who escaped from a Florida prison thanks to falsified documents had access to a contraband 

cellphone behind bars, something that may provide a clue as to who helped secure their release.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/6/2013 4:29:20 PM 

Cut! Jennifer Aniston the latest actress to lop off locks 

Jennifer Aniston will never not be famous for her hair, even when there’s less of it. The actress is sporting a new, chin- 

length bob, and has an explanation for why she she lopped of a good portion of her blonde locks. Aniston revealed in an 

interview with Elle U.K. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/6/2013 4:29:21 PM 

Out of bounds? Blood-splattered football uniform draws controversy 

The special uniforms Northwestern football players plan to wear next week against Michigan are evoking strong reaction 

for the literal way they have drawn attention to a patriotic cause.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/6/2013 5:11:11 PM 

Richie Incognito was asked by coaches to toughen up Dolphins teammate: Report 

A new report claims Miami Dolphins coaches asked guard Richie Incognito to toughen up offensive tackle Jonathan 

Martin after he missed voluntary workouts last spring, the latest twist in the controversy over allegations of harassment 

and hazing on the NFL team,~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/6/2013 5:29:34 PM 

Florida prison escapees had help from ’gang’ behind bars, official says 

Two convicted killers who escaped from a Florida prison using falsified documents had access to a contraband cellphone 

behind bars, something that may provide a clue as to who helped secure their release.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

11/6/2013 5:41:27 PM 

Office smackdown: Workers with kids vs. workers without 

In the career complaints category, few things can get people more worked up than the debate over who works harder, 

has it better or is given more preferential treatment: Workers with kids, or those withouL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Fishbein 

11/6/’2013 5:47:25 PM 

Miss Universe hopefuls overcome odds, from cancer to racial barriers 

From a beauty who battled breast cancer to an orphan breaking racial and religious barriers, some Miss Universe 

contestants bring with them heart-wrenching -- yet inspiring -- stories. They are among the 86 women from around the 

world competing for the 2013 crown in Moscow Saturday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Taylor, Reuters 

11/6/2013 7:17:07 PM 

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat was murdered with polonium: widow 

PARIS - Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat was poisoned to death in 2004 with radioactive polonium, his widow Suha said 

on Wednesday after receiving the results of Swiss forensic tests on her husband’s corpse.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Michael O’Brien 

11/6/2013 9:17:16 PM 

Christie: Presidential frenzy ’flattering,’ but I’m good with governor for now 

Chris Christie said Wednesday that he’s ignoring - for now - the fevered speculation about his presidential ambitions 

following a decisive re-election victory as a Republican in deep-blue New Jersey. But his words and actions suggested 

otherwise."lt’s complimentary.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lilit Marcus 

11/6/’2013 9:17:20 PM 

Something old, new, borrowed and skimpy? Behold the bridal swimsuit! 

Here comes the bride, all dressed in ... a swimsuit?Yes. A swimsuit.Designer Mara Hoffman, who is known for her chic- 

but-relaxed bohemian looks, recently launched her very first bridal collection. It includes a bikini and a one-piece suit, 

both in bridal white. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

11/6/’2013 10:12:20 PM 

Speaking; a second language delays dementias, even in the illiterate, study finds 

There’s more evidence that speaking a second language can delay the onset of dementia later in life -- this time in a 

population where even illiterate people reaped the benefits of being bilingual., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

11/6/’2013 10:48:39 PM 

Silk Road 2.0 rises from the ashes = with improvements 

Just five weeks after the shutdown of the Silk Road and the arrest of the man who allegedly ran it, the world’s most 

notorious Internet black marketplace for drugs and other contraband is back online.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julie Appleby 

11/6/2013 10:48:39 PM 

Popular Obamacare provision is causing ’sticker shock’ for some 

When setting premiums for next year, insurers baked in bigger-than-usual adjustments, driven in large part by a game- 

changing rule: They can no longer reject people with medical problems. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/6/2013 11:16:55 PM 

Kennedy cousin Michael Skakel will not be released on bail yet, judge rules 

Michael Skakel, a scion of the Kennedy dynasty granted a new trial last month after spending more than a decade 

behind bars for the 1975 murder of teenager Martha Moxley, won’t be released on bail just yet.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura T. Coffey 

11/6/2013 11:56:25 PM 

Lululemon co-founder on too-sheer yoga pants: Not for ’some women’s bodies’ 

A few months back, Lululemon Athletica’s too-sheer yoga pants transformed some women’s workouts into 

unintentional peep shows.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty, NBC News 

11/7/2013 7:04:52 AM 

’You son of a gun, Marty!’ Biden congratulates the wrong Walsh 

After Democrat Martin Walsh won Boston’s mayoral race on Tuesday, Vice President Joe Biden called to congratulate 

him. The problem? He called the wrong Martin Walsh."You son of a gun, Marty! You did it," Biden told the not-mayor- 

elect Walsh, according to the Boston Globe.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/7/2013 7:04:54 AM 

Country veterans rule the night at CMA Awards 

It was a good night for some familiar faces Wednesday at the 47th annual Country Music Association Awards in 

Nashville. Married couple Blake Shelton and Miranda Lambert won the male and female vocalist of the year awards, 

both for the fourth time in a row.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/7/2013 7:04:56 AM 

Feds give health centers $150 million to treat 1.25 million new patients 

The federal government announced Thursday it will give community health centers $150 million to help hire more staff, 

buy equipment and rent space to treat more than a million new patients,, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez, NBC News Correspondent 

11/7/2013 7:04:56 AM 

New video released in Georgia teen’s gym mat death -- still no answers 

VALDOSTA, Ga. -- The attorney representing the Lowndes County Sheriff’s Office released hundreds of hours of more 

surveillance video Wednesday from dozens of cameras at the school where Kendrick Johnson’s lifeless body was found 

rolled up in a gym mat in January. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

:11/7/20:13 7:04:57 AM 

Two men killed, eight wounded in east Detroit shootout 

Ten men were shot, two of them fatally, when the occupants of two cars got into a shootout outside a barbershop 

Wednesday night in east Detroit, police said.Police initially said three people were pronounced dead at the scene, but 

they later revised that to two. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

11/7/2013 9:40:45 AM 

Twitter prices shares at 326: source 

Twitter plans to price its IPO at $26 per share, a source tells CNBC.Earlier, underwriters involved with the Twitter IPO 

aimed to price the social network’s stock at ~;27, barring any last-minute hitches, according to three people familiar with 

the matter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/7/2013 11:16:00 AM 

Two men killed, eight wounded after shootout near Detroit barbershop 

Two men were killed and eight others injured in a shootout outside a Detroit barbershop Wednesday night, police 

said.Police initially said three people were pronounced dead at the scene, but they later revised that figure to two.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY Health 

11/7/’2013 1:50:09 PM 

Matt Lauer, AI Roker have prostate exams live on TODAY 

About one in six American men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer in his lifetime. Not counting skin cancer, prostate 

cancer is the most common cancer in men and the second most-common cause of cancer-related deaths, according to 

the US. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai, Producer, NBC News 

11/7/2013 2:02:50 PM 

Commander linked to Malala shooting takes charge of Pakistani Taliban 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan - A ruthless commander whose fighters were blamed for shooting schoolgirl Malala Yousafzai was 

named as the new leader of the Pakistani Taliban on Thursday, a spokesman for the militant group told NBC News.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor, NBC News 

11/7/2013 2:47:33 PM 

First Thoughts: GOP rivals begin dishing on Christie 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yuka Tachibana, Producer, NBC News 

11/7/2013 2:47:39 PM 

Rare glimpse of Victorian London’s working class captured by street photographer 

A book of photographs depicting the grueling poverty lived by many residents of Victorian London is due to be auctioned 

on Thursday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brooke Lefferts 

11/71’2013 2:47:41 PM 

Russians promise safety (and snow) at Sochi Olympics 

The president of the Olympic Organizing Committee in Sochi says Russians are working closely with American 

intelligence to make sure the city is safe for the 22nd Winter Games in February.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/7/2013 5:02:40 PM 

’Enrollment numbers will be low’ on health website, Sebelius says 

A team of tech whizzes working through nights and weekends to fix the troubled health insurance marketplace website 

will be hard-pressed to finish repairs as promised by the end of November, Health and Human Services Secretary 

Kathleen Sebelius said Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

11/7/2013 7:10:00 PM 

What companies are, and aren’t, doing to find qualified workers 

It’s been a familiar lament over the past few years: The idea that even though millions of Americans are unemployed, 

companies across the country just can’t find enough qualified workers.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

11/7/2013 7:10:04 PM 

Which airlines now allow electronic devices? 

One by one, airlines have begun allowing passengers to expand the use of personal electronic devices since the Federal 

Aviation Administration said it would start approving applications. So far, only a handful of airlines have the all-clear, 

and some have more exceptions than others. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/7/2013 7:21:54 PM 

A-list lawyer digs into Dolphins’ bullying controversy 

The lawyer tapped by the NFL to investigate the racially charged Miami Dolphins bullying uproar is on familiar turf: He’s 

a former high-school football star, a civil rights activist and a go-to litigator with a long list of powerful clients and high- 

profile cases under his belt. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/7/2013 9:27:29 PM 

Rockefeller Center Christmas tree heads to New York 

Christmas is on the way, and so is the tree that will illuminate Rockefeller Center for the 81st time this year.o 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ann Curry, Special Correspondent, NBC News 

11/7/2013 10:44:17 PM 

Kerry making unexpected visit to Geneva for Iran talks 

GENEVA -- Secretary of State John Kerry will unexpectedly come to Geneva tomorrow afternoon to meet with Iran’s 

Foreign Minister Javad Zarif, NBC News has learned.Nuclear talks between Iran and the so-called P5+1 nations resumed 

in Geneva this morning. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/7/2013 10:44:20 PM 

Family demands charges after unarmed 19-year-old woman shot dead in potential "Stand Your Ground" case 

A young, black Detroit woman was shot in the head and killed on a front porch while seeking help after a car accident 

over the weekend -- and her family and local activists are outraged the shooter has yet to be charged., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, NBC News 

11/8/’2013 12:02:39 AM 

Exclusive: Obama personally apologizes for Americans losing health coverage 

President Obama said Thursday that he is "sorry" that some Americans are losing their current health insurance plans as 

a result of the Affordable Care Act, despite his promise that no one would have to give up a health plan they liked. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

11/8/2013 12:02:41 AM 

Obama: ’No way’ I would have dumped Biden from 2012 ticket 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ann Curry, Special Correspondent, NBC News 

11/8/2013 12:19:37 AM 

Kerry making unplanned visit to Geneva for Iran talks 

GENEVA -- Secretary of State John Kerry will make an unplanned trip to Geneva Friday afternoon -- where intense 

nuclear negotiations are underway -- to meet with Iran’s Foreign Minister Javad Zarif, multiple sources including U.S. 

officials tell NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

11/8/2013 1:03:42 AM 

Artist responds to mixed reactions over Disney-fled feminist icons 

What would some of the world’s most famous female icons look like if they received the Disney treatment? Would 

Hillary Clinton have wide eyes and an impossible hourglass figure? Might Ruth Bader Ginsberg sit on the bench in sparkly 

black robes?~ 

View article_. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

11/8/2013 1:43:02 AM 

FDA moves to phase out trans fats from food, citing health concerns 

The Food and Drug Administration has declared war on trans fats. The government agency said Thursday it would 

require food makers to gradually phase out artificial trans fats -- the artery-clogging ingredient found in crackers, 

cookies, pizza and many other baked goods.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

11/8/2013 5:52:52 AM 

Super typhoon Haiyan slams Philippines; ’sil~nificant loss of life’ predicted 

One of the strongest storms ever slammed into the Philippines early Friday, packing wind speeds so high that a weather 

expert said were poised to make it the strongest tropical cyclone ever recorded at landfall., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

11/8/’2013 7:06:13 AM 

Super typhoon Haiyan slams Philippines; ’significant loss of life’ predicted 

One of the stronl~est storms ever recorded slammed into the Philippines early Friday, packinl~ powerful winds that blew 

apart houses and cut power lines., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

11/8/2013 7:28:44 AM 

Syrian polio outbreak could spread to Europe, experts warn 

An outbreak of polio in eastern Syria that has paralyzed at least 10 children could spread to neighboring regions, 

including Europe -- and in such a silent way that no one would know it for a year. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/8/2013 7:28:46 AM 

Man in body armor questioned in Detroit shooting; that killed three, wounded six 

Authorities were questioning a man who was wearing body armor when he was detained Thursday in connection with 

the shooting deaths of three people at a Detroit barbershop -- an attack police called "urban terrorism.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/8/2013 8:55:15 AM 

Two crises for NFL, but experts see no damage to ’extraordinarily durable’ brand 

It’s the bulletproof brand.The famously image-conscious National Football League is sweating two crises this week -- the 

reported bullying of a Miami Dolphin by a teammate and the admission by one of its legends that apparent traumatic 

brain injury has led him to consider suicide,~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brooke Lefferts 

11/8/2013 10:25:53 AM 

Sneaky risk: Trans fats hidden in yummy places 

The Food and Drug Administration wants to significantly limit trans fats in our food. Trans fats -- partially hydrogenated 

oils (PHO) found in many processed foods -- are linked to thousands of heart deaths a year, the government agency said 

Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/8/’2013 10:25:57 AM 

Hundreds help evangelist Billy Graham celebrate his 95th birthday 

ASHEVlLLE, N.C. -- U.S. evangelist Billy 6raham, who helped transform Christianity in America during seven decades in 

the pulpit, marked his 95th birthday on Thursday with a rare public appearance among close to 900 people who 

gathered to celebrate his life. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/8/2013 10:38:00 AM 

’Most powerful storm ever to make landfall’ batters Philippines; 2 deaths confirmed 

The most powerful storm ever to make landfall battered the Philippines with winds approaching 200 mph early 

Friday.Millions of people fled in search of safety ahead of category-five super typhoon Haiyan, which caused mudslides, 

flash flooding and a storm surge with waves of up to 30 feel 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

11/8/2013 10:49:45 AM 

Melody malady: Clarinet player develops ’saxophone lung’ from fungus 

A Dixieland band player who didn’t clean his clarinet for 30 years is recovering from a year-long allergic reaction caused 

by fungus that grew inside the reed instrument, experts said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/8/2013 12:03:28 PM 

As new video emerges of Toronto mayor in angry rant, another apology 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Stamp and Alastair Macdonald, Reuters 

11/8/2013 1:21:34 PM 

Israel ’utterly rejects’ potential Iran nuclear deal; Kerry heads to talks in Geneva 

GENEVA - Israel rejected out of hand on Friday a mooted deal between world powers and Iran, just as Secretary of State 

John Kerry prepared to join nuclear talks that aim to nail down an interim agreement on the decade-old standoff.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick Temple-West 

11/8/2013 2:55:15 PM 

Tax refund ID theft is growing ’epidemic’: IRS watchdog 

WASHINGTON -- More Americans’ identities were stolen in tax refund crimes in the first six months of 2013 than in all 

of 2012, said an Internal Revenue Service watchdog on Thursday who described the problem as "a growing 

epidemic." Tax refund fraud has exploded in recent years.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/8/2013 2:55:17 PM 

Ousted ’Biggest Loser’ contestant Ruben Studdard has lost 104 pounds 

Leaving "The Biggest Loser" ranch didn’t mean leaving the hard work behind for recently ousted contestant Ruben 

Studdard. He may be out of the running for the primary prize, but Studdard still has his eye on the at-home win and a far 

more important personal victory. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/8/2013 3:01:25 PM 

Dungy on Incognito’s reputation: Not ’what we wanted in our locker room’ 

Head coach Tony Dungy and the Indianapolis Colts had the chance to draft Richie Incognito in 2005, but passed, 

questioning the offensive lineman’s character.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Stamp and Alastair Macdonald, Reuters 

11/8/2013 3:19:48 PM 

Israel ’utterly rejects’ potential Iran nuclear deal 

GENEVA - Israel rejected out of hand on Friday a mooted deal between world powers and Iran, just as Secretary of State 

John Kerry prepared to join nuclear talks that aim to nail down an interim agreement on the decade-old standoff.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/8/2013 4:17:01 PM 

’Bottle of warm beer’ more effective than psychotherapy? German official sparks outrage 

Mainz, GERMANY -- A German health official has sparked controversy by suggestinl~ that a "bottle of warm beer" can 

sometimes be more effective than psychotherapy.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

11/8/2013 4:58:45 PM 

Lean times: Shoppers tapped out as holidays approach 

American shoppers have a way of rallying when the holidays roll around. But years after the Great Recession, 

consumers’ budgets remain badly squeezed by flat wages, higher payroll taxes and a weak job market.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/8/’2013 5:04:55 PM 

’Most powerful storm ever to make landfall’ batters Philippines; 4 deaths confirmed 

The most powerful storm ever to make landfall battered the Philippines with winds approaching 200 mph early Friday, 

killing at least four people and raising fears of widespread damage., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

11/8/2013 5:05:04 PM 

Thomas Roberts: I haven’t faced anti-I~ay discrimination in Russia 

While the world waits to find out who takes the title of Miss Universe 2013 in Moscow Saturday, many are also anxious 

to see how Russia’s anti-gay laws play out on the international stage., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jason Keyser, The Associated Press 

11/8/2013 7:03:47 PM 

World Trade Center tower debated as nation’s tallest building 

Rising from the ashes of 9/11, the new World Trade Center tower has punched above the New York skyline to reach its 

powerfully symbolic height of 1,776 feet and become the tallest building in the country. Or has it?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

11/8/2013 10:32:49 PM 

Publisher pulls CBS source’s Benghazi book 

A notable publisher ceased the publication of a book detailing firsthand accounts of the Benghazi consulate attacks on 

Friday, after two previous reports by one of the authors conflicted largely with accounts in the book.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/9/2013 12:51:01 AM 

Philippines tallies the damage after ’most powerful storm ever’ kills at least four 

The scope of the most powerful storm ever to make landfall was slowly revealing itself Saturday as dawn broke over the 

Philippines, where at least four people were confirmed dead after super Typhoon Haiyan swept the Pacific islands. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

11/9/2013 1:51:35 AM 

Want a 3-D printed metal gun? All you need is a million bucks 

A handgun created via 3-D printing has set off a storm of discussion on the Internet, but perhaps the most important 

piece of the story has been left out of the headlines: the gun was made with highly advanced and extremely expensive 

industrial-level machinery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/9/2013 1:51:38 AM 

Ex-Texas prosecutor first in history to be jailed for withholding evidence 

A former Texas district attorney agreed Friday to serve 10 days in jail for withholding evidence that could have stopped 

an innocent man from going to prison for nearly 25 years -- apparently the first time a prosecutor has been sent to jail 

for concealing evidence helpful to the defense. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/9/2013 1:51:45 AM 

Ellen DeGeneres gives good-deed waitress a new car 

Leave it to Ellen DeGeneres to end the week on an uplifting note. On her Friday show, DeGeneres presents a free car to 

a waitress she’d earlier rewarded for picking up the check for two furloughed soldiers, leaving the grateful woman 

weeping, and thrilling the studio audience.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/9/’2013 1:51:46 AM 

Myth, busted: Does plucking gray hairs make more grow back? 

When you find a gray hair, you have two immediate options if you want to get rid of it: Ignore it, or pluck it. The 

commonly held belief is that it’s smarter to leave it -- because if you pluck it, many more grays will grow in its place.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danielle Brennan 

11/9/2013 1:51:46 AM 

More than 13 Rockettes tall! The Rockefeller tree by the numbers 

The holidays came early to TODAY Friday morning, as the enormous Norway spruce that will become the world-famous 

Rockefeller Center tree arrived at the plaza. The tree made the trip from the yard of the Vargoshe Family from Shelton, 

Connecticut, who donated the tree. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

11/9/2013 1:51:47 AM 

That’s one big tree! Watch as the Christmas tree is erected in Rockefeller Center 

Read more about the Varghose family that donated the tree on TODAY.comPreviously on PhotoBIog:Take a spin on the 

ice at Rockefeller Centen 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Pappas 

11/9/2013 1:51:49 AM 

Low sexual desire plagues men, too 

Studies of sexual dysfunction typically focus on gender-specific problems: Lack of desire among women and 

performance problems for men. But women don’t have a monopoly on low desire, new research finds. Men struggle 

with a lack of interest in sex, too.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/9/2013 4:38:14 AM 

Philippines tallies the damage after ’most powerful storm ever’ kills at least seven 

The scope of the most powerful storm ever to make landfall was slowly revealing itself in the Philippines, where at least 

seven people were confirmed dead after Typhoon Haiyan swept the Pacific islands.The typhoon generated nearly 200- 

mph winds as it rampaged through on Friday. By 11 a.m. (10 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/9/’2013 9:37:21 AM 

Fireworks blast at Paris musical about French Revolution: 1 dead, 14 injured 

A stage worker died and 14 others were injured after a freak accident sparked a pyrotechnics explosion in Paris during 

preparations for a musical about the French Revolution, local media reported,The blast rocked the Palais des Sports 

venue in the south-west of the city at about 6 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sohel Uddin, Ronke Phillips and Henry Austin, NBC News 

11/9/2013 10:33:18 AM 

’Fishing for crime’: Desperation, lack of opportunities behind Nigerian piracy, experts say 

PORT HARCOURT, Nigeria -- Anger and frustration that Nigeria’s huge oil wealth has not improved the lot of most 

average citizens is fueling the sort of criminality that led to the kidnapping of two American oil workers off the country’s 

coast last month, experts say. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ronke Phillips and Sohel Uddin, NBC News 

11/9/2013 10:39:00 AM 

Hunt for a ghost ship: NBC News spots abandoned US vessel in Nigerian creek 

PORT HARCOURT, Nigeria -- It was an eerie sight: an American oil supply ship abandoned in one of the danger-filled 

creeks that snake through the south of Nigeria, stars and stripes fluttering from its mast, but no sign of life on board.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Evan Burgos, NBC News 

11/9/2013 12:08:14 PM 

Why do JFK conspiracy theories endure? New book blames top US officials 

The Warren Commission report -- the 888-page document produced by the committee appointed by President Lyndon 

B. Johnson to investigate John F. Kennedy’s assassination -- remains the official account of what happened in Dallas on 

Nov. 22, 1963. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/9/2013 12:24:54 PM 

Philippines tallies the damage after ’most powerful storm ever’ kills at least seven 

The scope of the most powerful storm ever to make landfall was slowly revealing itself in the Philippines, where at least 

seven people were confirmed dead after Typhoon Haiyan swept the Pacific islands.The typhoon generated nearly 200- 

mph winds as it rampaged through on Friday. By noon (11 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Foy, The Associated Press 

11/9/2013 1:09:34 PM 

Utah doctor Martin MacNeill guilty of killing wife, leaving her in tub 

PROVO, Utah - A jury convicted a doctor of murder early Saturday in the death of his wife six years ago, bringing an end 

to a trial that became the nation’s latest true-crime cable TV obsession with its tales of jailhouse snitches, forced plastic 

surgery, philandering and betrayal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/9/2013 4:08:48 PM 

Iran’s refusal to suspend work on plutonium reactor threatens nuclear talks 

Iran’s refusal to suspend work on a plutonium-producing reactor and downgrade its stockpile of higher-enriched 

uranium were standing in the way of an interim agreement to curb Tehran’s nuclear program in return for easing of 

sanctions, France’s foreign minister said Saturday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gary Merson 

11/9/2013 4:08:52 PM 

How much will an HDTV cost on Black Friday? Much less 

Still waiting for prices to drop on an HDTV you’ve been eyeing all year? Your chance may soon be coming.Black Friday 

comes but once a year, and this year it falls rather late on Nov. 29, creating the shortest number of holiday shopping 

days between Thanksgiving and Christmas.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve Gutterman 

11/9/2013 4:26:16 PM 

Cosmonauts take Sochi Olympic torch on spacewalk 

BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan (Reuters) - A pair of Russian cosmonauts took an Olympic torch into open space for the first time 

in history on Saturday as part of the torch relay of the Sochi 2014 Winter Games. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerrie Wudyka 

11/9/2013 5:55:23 PM 

Donald Trump ’evolving’ on issue of gay rights 

Donald Trump described himself as "evolving" on the issue of LGBT rights Saturday in an interview in Russia with openly 

gay MSNBC anchor Thomas Roberts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric Baculinao and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

11/9/2013 5:55:23 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Red Cross estimates 1,200 dead as winds slam Philippines 

MANILA - Communications with the hardest-hit parts of the Philippines remained cut off on Saturday, a day after 

Typhoon Haiyan struck the archipelago, but early reports indicated that the storm inflicted a devastating toll.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dave Copeland, NBC News contributor 

11/91’2013 6:56:10 PM 

Israeli settlements in Hebron hills threaten age-old Palestinian livelihoods 

TOUBA, West Bank - Shepherds on the scrubby hills of Hebron eke out a living tending sheep, goats and a few camels in 

much the same way their ancestors did centuries ago.On a recent morning shepherd Mahmoud Awad pointed to a 

heavily pregnant ewe. "Come, come, quickly, quickly," he shouted. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/9/2013 8:36:24 PM 

Filipino Americans across nation aid in typhoon recovery effort 

Filipino Americans and local organizations across the United States on Saturday were organizing relief efforts for friends 

and relatives at home after one of the strongest storms ever recorded swept over the Philippines early Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

11/10/2013 12:39:14 AM 

Africanized bees kill pit bull, injure another in Florida neighborhood 

A huge swarm of Africanized bees flew out the attic of a Florida home and stung a pit bull to death, police said.Another 

pit bull was left in critical condition, NBC station WFLA of St. Petersburg reported.The incident occurred Thursday 

morning when the two dogs started barking outside the home. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/10/2013 1:56:30 AM 

Kidnapped woman rescued by cousin in Louisiana, police said 

A woman who had been kidnapped two days earlier was found Friday with multiple stab wounds inside an abandoned 

house in Louisiana -- and freed by family members in a daring operation.The man who allegedly held her hostage for 30 

hours in a vacant home in Ducson, La.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/10/2013 6:28:06 AM 

How to help: Organizations offering relief to Typhoon Haiyan survivors 

The deadly Typhoon Haiyan flattened hundreds of homes and forced hundreds of thousands of residents to evacuate to 

emergency shelters when it stormed ashore, bringing wind gusts reaching 170 mph, mudslides and flashfloods.Millions 

of residents have been displaced. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Eric Baculinao, NBC News 

11/10/2013 10:42:27 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: US forces heading to storm-devastated Philippine islands 

American forces were being dispatched to the Philippines as the Pacific island country struggled to cope Sunday after 

one of the most powerful storms in recorded history killed thousands and wreaked damage far worse than expected. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Riordan Seville 

11/10/2013 11:44:13 AM 

Illinois AG and neighbors sue over humongous heaps of ’petcoke’ 

Along the banks of Chicago’s Calumet River, growing piles of black dust up to five stories high - a byproduct of oil 

refining called "petcoke" -- have sparked two lawsuits that allege the towering mounds pose grave threats to the 

environment and people of the city’s Southeast side.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peter Griffiths and Mark Trevelyan, Reuters 

11/10/2013 12:28:42 PM 

Founder of new China party makes surprisingly modest claims 

BEIJIN6 - For someone who has just set up a new political party in the face of a de facto ban by a Chinese government 

that tolerates no dissent, Wang Zheng has surprisingly modest aims.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nick Macfie, Jason Szep, Manuel Mogato and Roli Ng, Reuters 

11/10/2013 1:30:.52 PM 

’How can you beat that typhoon?’ Survivors pick through remains of devastated city 

TACLOBAN, Philippines - A church spire, its cross hanging loose, looks down on smashed houses, wrecked cars, toppled 

power lines and snapped trees, as dazed survivors try to count the cost. A bare-chested man in white shorts squats and 

wails.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Press Pass 

11/10/2013 2:26:42 PM 

No deal better than a bad deal, Kerry says after failure of talks with Iran 

By Tom Curry, National Affairs Writer, NBC NewsSecretary of State John Kerry said Sunday that the major world powers 

remain united on reaching a deal with Iran that would lead to it abandoning any efforts to build nuclear weapons.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

11/10/2013 3:44:53 PM 

Four injured in explosion of hot-air balloon in Southern California, fire officials say 

A hot air balloon exploded just after landing Saturday morning in Southern California, injuring four people aboard, fire 

officials said.The incident occurred east of the city of Temecula about 7:44 a.m., Riverside County Fire Department 

spokesman Mark Annas told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

11/10/2013 4:01:57 PM 

2 killed, 22 injured in wild Houston house party shooting 

Two people were killed and at least 22 were injured during a shooting late Saturday night at a house party in a suburb of 

Houston, Texas police said.On Sunday, Harris County police were searching for two suspects who opened fire between 

11 p.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Associated Press & KGW Staff 

11/10/2013 4:02:55 PM 

Activists allegedly throw tomatoes at Dutch 

MOSCOW (AP) - A Russian opposition group says its activists have thrown tomatoes at Dutch King Willem-Alexander and 

his wife, Queen Maxima, as they arrived for a concert in Moscow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Naomi O’Leary, Reuters 

11/10/2013 4:15:04 PM 

Pope Francis leads prayer for Philippines after typhoon 

VATICAN CITY -- Pope Francis on Sunday led prayers for those affected by the typhoon that may have killed 10,000 

people in the Philippines. "1 wish to express my closeness to the people of the Philippines and of that region. 

Unfortunately there are many victims and the damage is enormous. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Koba 

11/10/2013 4:15:46 PM 

Sochi Olympics: Going for the gold, spending in the red 

The Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia likely will take the gold for being the most expensive Games in history.Originally 

estimated at some $12 billion, the final costs for hosting the Sochi games is expected to exceed $50 billion--far 

surpassing the high of $15 billion in Athens in 2004. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jessica Taylor, NBC News 

11/10/2013 4:27:29 PM 

It’s all in the (political) family for famous kids on midterm ballot 

A Bush, a Cheney, and a Carter will all be on the ballot next year, but this is no ’80s flashback or stroll down memory 

lane.In the 2014 midterm races, the children and grandchildren of former presidents and a vice president are all trying 

to make their own political names. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Press Pass 

11/10/2013 4:45:31 PM 

Christie tells GOP: To win Latino and black votes, ’you need to show up’ 

By Tom Curry, National Affairs Writer, NBC NewsBasking in his smashing victory in Tuesday’s election, New Jersey Gov. 

Chris Christie said Sunday his party ought to follow his blueprint for success by accomplishing tangible things and by 

wooing minority voters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR 

11/10/2013 4:45:59 PM 

Few options for Obama to fix cancellations problem 

President Barack Obama says he’ll do everything he can to help people coping with health insurance cancellations, but 

legally and practically his options appear limited., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Naomi O’Leary, Reuters 

11/10/2013 4:58:48 PM 

Pope commemorates Nazi’s Kristallnacht attack on Jewish ’big brothers’ 

VATICAN CITY -- Pope Francis described the Jewish people as the "big brothers" of his Roman Catholic flock on Sunday 

in words of solidarity marking the 75th anniversary of the Kristallnacht attacks on Jews and their property in Nazi 

Germany.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Kirschbaum, Reuters 

11/10/2013 6:55:46 PM 

Germany, under pressure, speeds investi~;ation of Nazi-looted art 

BERLIN -- Germany, under pressure to hasten inquiries into Nazi-looted art works stashed in a recluse’s flat, has sent 

legal experts to help local authorities in Munich resolve myriad ownership issues, Focus magazine reported on Sunday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric Baculinao and Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

11/10/2013 9:47:51 PM 

’It was like a tsunami’: Philippines stunned by Typhoon Haiyan’s devastation as US forces head to islands 

American forces were dispatched to the Philippines as the Pacific island country struggled to cope Sunday after one of 

the most powerful storms in recorded history killed thousands -- possibly as many as 10,000 -- and wreaked damage 

far worse than expected.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

11/10/2013 10:32:24 PM 

2 killed, 19 injured in wild Houston house party shooting 

Two people were killed and at least 22 were injured during a shooting late Saturday night at a house party in a suburb of 

Houston, Texas police said.On Sunday, Harris County police were searching for two suspects who opened fire between 

11 p.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tariq Malik 

11/11/2013 5:06:38 AM 

Space station trio brings Olympic torch back down to Earth 

A Russian Soyuz space capsule landed safely on the steppes of Kazakhstan, returning three spacefliers to Earth along 

with one other precious item: the Olympic torch.The Soyuz spacecraft landed at 8:49 a.m. local time Monday (9:49 p.m. 

ET Sunday) under a clear blue sky in central Kazakhstam 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

11/11/2013 5:34:21 AM 

Are employers finally helping crack veteran hiring crisis? 

A veteran-employment slump dubbed "a national disgrace" in March has veered from pontification and promises to a 

true hiring push as 117,000 ex-members of the U.S. military and their spouses gained work during the past year, 

according to a report published Monday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/11/2013 5:34:21 AM 

PG-13 movies are now more violent than R-rated ’80s flicks -study 

Movies from the 1980s like "Terminator" or "Die Hard" were rated R at the time of their release - but if they were 

released today, they’d probably be rated PG-13, a new study suggests.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Gosk and Jeff Black 

11/11/2013 7:58:30 AM 

Female combat veterans find relaxation, support on the links 

Flashbacks and post-traumatic stress from combat were trapping one Ohio female veteran in her home.Judy Sallerson, 

whose Army unit was hit by a series of mortar attacks in Iraq, had been sent to Walter Reed Medical Center outside 

Washington in 2010 where she recovered for two years.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/11/2013 8:56:03 AM 

Keeper killed at Oregon wildcat sanctuary was alone in cage, director says 

An employee at an Oregon animal sanctuary died alone in a wildcat cage, the organization said Sunday.Renee Radziwon- 

Chapman, 36, of Portland, Ore., had been the head keeper at WildCat Haven Sanctuary for nearly a decade before she 

was killed Saturday evening.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Snyderman and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

11/11/2013 9:59:32 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Survivors search for food, water as health crisis emerges 

TACLOBAN, Philippines - A health crisis emerged on Monday in a city that was devastated by one of most violent storms 

to ever hit land as survivors of Typhoon Haiyan begged for help and picked through the wreckage for food. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Snyderman, Harry Smith and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

11/11/2013 11:59:41 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Survivors search for food, water as health crisis emerges in Philippines 

TACLOBAN, Philippines - A health crisis erupted on Monday in a city that was devastated by one of most violent storms 

to ever hit land as survivors of Typhoon Haiyan begged for help and picked through the wreckage for food. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/11/2013 11:59:41 AM 

How to help: Organizations offering relief to Typhoon Haiyan survivors 

Typhoon Haiyan "affected" a total of 9.5 million people across the Philippines -- and displaced at least 600,000 -- when it 

slammed into the country on Friday, according to the UN’s Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Snyderman, Harry Smith and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

11/11/2013 12:11:38 PM 

Health crisis erupts in Philippines following deadly Typhoon Haiyan 

TACLOBAN, Philippines - A health crisis erupted on Monday in a city that was devastated by one of most violent storms 

to ever hit land as survivors of Typhoon Haiyan begged for help and picked through the wreckage for food.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/11/2013 2:07:55 PM 

Newtown officer with PTSD: Town promised ’to take care of us’ 

A Connecticut police officer likely to get fired for failing to return to work since responding to the mass shooting at 

Sandy Hook Elementary School said his employer must keep its promise to take care of him while he battles post- 

traumatic stress disorder,= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/11/2013 2:07:59 PM 

Miley Cyrus sparks marijuana controversy onstage at MTV European Music Awards 

Miley Cyrus knows how to light up a room, and on Sunday the "Wrecking Ball" singer decided to light up in a room -- at 

the MTV European Music Awards in Amsterdam. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mitra Taj 

11/11/2013 2:20:20 PM 

Peru uses climate twist to lure tourists to shrinking glacier 

HUARAZ, Peru - In its heyday, the Pastoruri glacier in central Peru, drew daily throngs of tourists packed into dozens of 

double-decker buses 16,000-feet (5,0000-meters) high into the Andes to ski, build snowmen and scale its dizzying peaks.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelley Holland 

11/11/2013 4:03:36 PM 

Why Johnny can’t write, and why employers are mad 

Can you tell a pronoun from a participle; use commas correctly in long sentences; describe the difference between its 

and it’s? If not, you have plenty of company in the world of job seekers. Despite stubbornly high unemployment, many 

employers complain that they can’t find qualified candidates. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/11/2013 4:22:04 PM 

Sacha Baron Cohen knocks elderly woman offstage for Britannia Awards prank 

Sacha Baron Cohen got the audience good at the BAFTA Los Angeles Britannia Awards Saturday night when he pulled off 

a prank that shocked attendees. 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/11/2013 4:51:07 PM 

Anna Nicole Smith’s daughter growing up in ’paparazzi-free zone,’ says her dad 

When Anna Nicole Smith died in 2007, the lives of her partner, Larry Birkhead, and daughter, Dannielynn, were thrown 

into chaos. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Wall 

11/11/2013 5:32:32 PM 

To Mars and back quickly: Improved propulsion technology in works 

New propulsion technologies may blast astronauts through space at breakneck speeds in the coming decades, making 

manned Mars missions much faster and safer. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

11/11/2013 5:49:45 PM 

More men tackling turkey at Thanksgiving 

Brining, deep-frying, slow cooking: This Thanksgiving, a growing number of men will be doing more than gobbling turkey 

-- they’ll be cooking it, and they’re not afraid to experiment.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/11/2013 6:00:54 PM 

President, nation honor military veterans for ’highest service’ 

President Obama honored the nation’s current veterans as well as those to come today at the Veterans Day ceremony 

at Arlington National Cemetery in Washington, D.C., highlighting current military personnel and the approaching end to 

the war in the Middle East. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wynne Parry 

11/11/2013 6:46:21 PM 

Bloodsucking lice reveal clues to human evolution 

GAINESVlLLE, Fla. -- Clues to human evolution generally come from fossils left by ancestors and the molecular trail 

encoded in the human genome as it is tweaked over generations. However, some researchers are looking to another 

source: the bloodsucking louse. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

11/11/2013 6:52:01 PM 

Super Typhoon Haiyan’s cataclysmic destruction seen from above 

Related: ’Silence’ worries aid workers in wake of Typhoon Haiyan’It was like a tsunami’: Philippines stunned by Typhoon 

Haiyan’s devastationFull coverageHow you can help~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/11/2013 7:20:59 PM 

Two in custody after fatal shooting at house-party in Houston 

Two young men, one of them a teenager, are in custody following a shooting at a house party in Houston, Texas that left 

two killed and nineteen others injured, according to police.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/11/2013 8:34:46 PM 

’Save yourself’: Remarkable stories begin to emerge from the typhoon zone 

Stories of survival and perseverance -- some miraculous, each heartbreaking in its own way -- are emerging from the 

typhoon-wrecked islands of the Philippines.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/11/2013 9:19:35 PM 

Don’t expect big enrollment numbers for the health insurance exchanges 

The federal government promises to release the first official estimates this week of just how many people have 

managed to buy health insurance on the new online exchanges. By every indication, it won’t be many., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Meena Hart Duerson 

11/11/2013 9:25:21 PM 

Teen media mogul Tavi Gevinson: ’Don’t underestimate young people’ 

At 17, Tavi Gevinson has already accomplished more than many adults ever will -- and she’s just getting started.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/11/2013 9:36:41 PM 

’Brave’ Amy Robach reveals breast cancer detected by on=air mammogram 

Former TODAY anchor and current ABC News correspondent Amy Robach announced Monday on "Good Morning 

America" that she has breast cancer, a diagnosis revealed only after she reluctantly underwent her first mammogram 

live on-air.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/11/2013 10:15:52 PM 

Vitamins don’t prevent heart disease or cancer, experts find 

There’s not much evidence that vitamins can prevent heart disease or cancer - the two leading killers of Americans, 

experts said Monday.Even though half the U.S., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/11/2013 11:23:02 PM 

How to help: Organizations offering relief to Typhoon Haiyan survivors 

Typhoon Haiyan "affected" a total of 9.5 million people across the Philippines -- and displaced at least 600,000 -- when it 

slammed into the country on Friday, according to the UN’s Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Wall 

11/11/2013 11:23:12 PM 

Got a good pair of binoculars? Incoming Comet ISON’s visible now 

The potentially dazzling Comet ISON has brightened enough on its highly anticipated approach toward the sun that it’s 

now visible through a decent pair of binoculars.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rachel Harris 

11/11/2013 11:23:13 PM 

Cruise lines are ready for some football 

Over the last few years, it seems as if major cruise lines have been harnessing the star power of every kind of celebrity to 

sell more voyages. Some feature food from Top Chefs, entertainment from American Idols or even a chance to sail the 

Caribbean with the members of the band Kiss.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

11/12/2013 12:23:57 AM 

Doolittle Raiders share one last toast 

By Jim Miklaszewski, Correspondent, NBC NewsDAYTON, Ohio -- In April 1942, the United States was still reeling from 

the Japanese sneak attack on Pearl Harbor, the U.S. military was desperate to strike back, and the American people were 

in search of a hero. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Matthew Perrone 

11/12/2013 2:48:05 AM 

Health overhaul debate snags Senate pharmacy=oversight bill 

WASHINGTON (AP) -- A year after a meningitis outbreak from contaminated pain injections killed at least 64 people and 

sickened hundreds, Congress is ready to increase federal oversight over compounding pharmacies that custom-mix 

medications.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/12/2013 5:01:29 AM 

Arctic blast to bring chills, snow to much of country 

An arctic blast from Canada -- carrying the coldest air yet of the fall -- will descend onto the northern and eastern parts 

of the United States on Monday night into Tuesday, making for chilly winter-like temperatures across a wide swath of 

the country., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Snyderman, Harry Smith and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

11/12/2013 5:23:52 AM 

Thousands struggle and fail to flee Philippines as second tropical system makes landfall 

TACLOBAN, Philippines -- Thousands of survivors on Tuesday swarmed the airport in the province hardest hit by 

Typhoon Haiyan, trying to flee the country as another heavy tropical weather system made landfall in the Philippines.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Snyderman, Harry Smith and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

11/12/2013 5:29:29 AM 

Thousands struggle and fail to flee Philippines as second tropical system makes landfall 

TACLOBAN, Philippines -- Thousands of survivors on Tuesday swarmed the airport in the province hardest hit by 

Typhoon Haiyan, trying to flee the country as another heavy tropical weather system made landfall in the Philippines.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Krystina Gustafson 

11/12/2013 7:32:49 AM 

WaI-Mart joins the Thanksgiving rush 

WaI-Mart certainly wasn’t going to be left in the dust this Thanksgiving.The world’s largest retailer announced Tuesday 

that it will begin its in-store Black Friday sales at 6 p.m. on Thanksgiving Day, two hours earlier than last year.In addition, 

Walmart. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

11/12/2013 7:32:52 AM 

’Nerdy’ Adam Levine changes outfits during ’The Voice’ 

Have you ever walked into a party and discovered you were dressed much too formally for the occasion? Adam Levine 

knows just how you feel.Three of "The Voice" coaches showed up Monday in black. Blake Shelton had a sports coat over 

a dark shirt. Christina Aguilera wore an LBD. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/12/2013 8:17:59 AM 

’The recovery stage is the longest phase’: Americans gear up to help Philippines 

From military veterans and U.S. troops to grassroots Filipino-American organizations, people across the country geared 

up to do what they could to help after one of largest storms ever barreled through the Philippines over the weekend and 

killed an estimated 10,000 people.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Snyderman, Correspondent, NBC News 

11/12/2013 8:52:43 AM 

’Out of resources’: Doctors haunted by typhoon victims they couldn’t help 

TACLOBAN, Philippines -- Days after the super-typhoon Haiyan roared ashore here and laid waste to the Philippine 

island of Leyte, the roads remain blocked, the airports closed, the ferries aren’t running -- and a public health crisis is 

unfolding.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/12/2013 10:10:56 AM 

Brrrrr! Arctic blast to bring January-like temperatures to much of country 

An arctic blast from Canada brought winter-like temperatures across a wide swath of the country early Tuesday.The 

strong cold front moved toward the East Coast and the Gulf Coast and was expected to head out to sea on Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray, Senior Political Editor, NBC News 

11/12/2013 10:23:14 AM 

NBC poll: Christie faces divided GOP, trails Clinton in hypothetical ’16 race 

If New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie runs for president in 2016, he would likely face the dual challenges of uniting a 

fractured Republican Party and besting a formidable Hillary Clinton in a general election, according to a new NBC News 

poll 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBlog 

11/12/2013 11:54:28 AM 

Fallen soldier: Statue commemorating MacArthur’s Philippines landing toppled by typhoon 

One of the statues memorializing U.S. General Douglas MacArthur’s historic landing in the Philippines during World War 

II has been toppled by Typhoon Haiyan., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/12/2013 12:54:51 PM 

’Real Housewives of Beverly Hills’ star Brandi Glanville: ’You’ll see a different side of Lisa’ 

"Real Housewives of Beverly Hills" star Lisa Vanderpump has often sided with and defended co-star and friend Brandi 

Glanville from the other ladies when the latter joined the reality show in season two, but don’t expect too much more of 

the same this year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/12/2013 2:33:56 PM 

Justin Timberlake, James Gandolfini among GQ Men of the Year selections 

6Q has unveiled its five men of the year for 2013, and it’s an eclectic bunch: Justin Timberlake, Matthew McConaughey, 

Will Ferrell, Kendrick Lamar and James Gandolfini each will grace a cover of the magazine’s December issue. Each has 

had, or will have, a big year in 2013, for a variety of reasons. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/12/2013 2:33:56 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan: ’The world needs to get mobilized,’ US general warns as death toll grows 

By Harry Smith, Nancy Snyderman and Eric Baculinao, NBC NewsMANILA, Philippines -- The world must respond now to 

the disaster caused by the most violent storm to ever make landfall, the general in charge of U.S. relief operations in the 

typhoon-shattered Philippines said Tuesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

11/12/2013 2:52:18 PM 

Nissan hopes to head from raceway to highway with BladeGliderconcept 

Taking its cue from the radical DeltaWing race car, Nissan plans to reveal the new deltoid-shaped BladeGlider concept 

vehicle at the upcoming Tokyo Motor Show - and the way the prototype gets its power is as revolutionary as the design 

itself. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wilson Rothman 

11/12/2013 3:11:16 PM 

iPad Mini with Retina screen suddenly available -- until it sells out 

The eagerly awaited iPad Mini with Retina screen is available Tuesday, says Apple. The Mini is essentially a miniaturized 

version of the iPad Air: Same design, same camera, same processor. The screen is smaller, but it’s got the same number 

of pixels, making it even more sharp than its big brother. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Murray 

11/12/2013 3:11:23 PM 

’Sign of the apocalypse’? Mike Tyson, Shirley MacLaine make fast friends on TODAY 

A former boxer and an actress walk into a room -- and suddenly become best of friends.That’s what happened Tuesday 

in the Orange Room when Mike Tyson and Shirley MacLaine found themselves promoting their newbooks. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/12/2013 4:42:50 PM 

’We’re math geeks’: TODAY weds couple at 9:10 on 11/12/13 

Who gets married on a Tuesday? Early in the morning? In the middle of November? Shanel Manzano and Elliot Bryant, 

two self-professed "math geeks," that’s who. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kathryn Doyle 

11/12/2013 4:48:58 PM 

Being a bully linked to casual, risky sex 

Teens who bully other kids, or are both bullies and bullied themselves, are more likely to engage in risky sex, according 

to a new study. That’s especially the case among heterosexual teens, researchers say.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein and Jeff Rossen 

11/12/2013 5:07:25 PM 

Suspect in ’sextortion’ of Miss Teen USA, other young women to plead guilty 

The suspect in the "sextortion" case involving Miss Teen USA Cassidy Wolf and at least seven other women will plead 

guilty Tuesday to three counts of extortion and one count of computer hacking under a plea agreement with 

prosecutors. Jared James Abrahams, 19, of Temecula, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

11/12/2013 5:13:57 PM 

Jennifer Lawrence leaves red carpet to comfort fan in wheelchair 

Jennifer Lawrence was the primary focus at the premiere of "The Hunger Games: Catching Fire" in London on Monday 

night, but the actress turned her attention to a fan who needed comforting just off the red carpet. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

11/12/2013 5:43:23 PM 

Stocks slip as Fed hints at stimulus ending sooner 

Stocks declined on Tuesday after a two-day rise, with Wall Street falling to session lows after being reminded that the 

Federal Reserve could reduce stimulus before the end of the year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/12/2013 7:20:43 PM 

Two Americans kidnapped by pirates in Nigeria released 

Two Americans kidnapped from a U.S.-flagged oil vessel in the south of Nigeria almost three weeks ago have been 

released, the State Department said Tuesday.The captain and the chief engineer of the C-Retriever were taken off the 

ship during an Oct. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

11/12/2013 7:54:28 PM 

Apple, Samsung battle over millions in court again 

The latest round in Apple and Samsung’s bitter global battle for supremacy in the more than $300 billion smartphone 

market started Tuesday in a courtroom a few miles from Apple’s Silicon Valley headquarters.In courts, government 

tribunals and regulatory agencies around the world, Apple Inc. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Seewer 

11/12/2013 8:11:35 PM 

Ohio boy who came home for early Christmas dies 

TOLEDO, Ohio -- A boy whose last wish was to be home for his favorite holiday has died, two weeks after his hometown 

welcomed him with a Christmas tree outside his window and a motorcycle-riding Santa Claus.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Todd Bishop 

11/12/2013 8:28:53 PM 

Microsoft overhauls controversial employee review system 

Microsoft is replacing its controversial employee review system of a fixed curve with a new system that lets managers 

hand out raises and bonuses as they see fit, within their budget limits., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Snyderman and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/12/2013 9:37:06 PM 

Storm stories: Dangerous water, punching to safety, saving a 7-year-old 

Four days after a massive cyclone tore through the Philippines, increasingly desperate survivors scavenged for food amid 

the wreckage. An American general told the world to get mobilized because "a week from now will be too late." Chaos 

enveloped what was left of an airport. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/12/2013 10:17:16 PM 

Boston marathon bombing: Death penalty recommendation this week 

Boston prosecutors will tell Attorney General Eric Holder this week whether they think marathon bombing suspect 

Dzhokhar Tsarnaev should face the death penalty.The feds disclosed the timetable during a status hearing Tuesday. The 

judge said he wants a final decision from Holder by Jan. 31. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/12/2013 10:34:24 PM 

Thousands support special needs employee berated by customer 

One ugly encounter with a customer last weekend has resulted in thousands of messages of support, handshakes and 

hugs from strangers for a Wegmans employee in upstate New York.On Nov,~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Krystina Gustafson 

11/12/2013 10:45:34 PM 

Retailers sweeten the pot for Thanksgiving workers 

Retailers are hoping to entice their workers this Thanksgiving by offering a bigger paycheck, a store discount and a plate 

of turkey. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Harry Smith and Henry Austin, NBC News 

11/12/2013 10:45:34 PM 

Text message from American’s wife in Typhoon Haiyan: ’Wind is blowing," then silence 

MANILA, Philippines -- An American ex-serviceman is desperately searching for his wife, who vanished while visiting her 

grandchildren in the typhoon-battered city of Tacloban. U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/12/2013 11:02:20 PM 

Angelina Jolie shows evil side in ’Maleficent’ poster 

Yes, that’s Angelina Jolie, all decked up in pale makeup, stunning green contact lenses, red lipstick and -- uh -- leather 

horns.Disney released the poster for its upcoming movie "Maleficent" on Tuesday, and it offers a creepy look at the star 

in full costume.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/12/2013 11:02:22 PM 

Stevie Nicks will appear on ’American Horror Story: Coven’ 

Fleetwood Mac’s Stevie Nicks is often associated with witchcraft, so it’s perhaps fitting that she’ll be appearing on an 

upcoming episode of "American Horror Story: Coven." Show creator Ryan Murphy announced the casting news Tuesday 

on Twitter.Many fans found it a perfect fit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jon Sweeney, NBC News 

11/12/2013 11:46:55 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan’s impact revealed in before-and-after satellite images 

Several hours before Typhoon Haiyan made landfall in the Philippines on Nov. 7, DigitalGIobe activated FirstLook, an 

online service that provides satellite imagery of large scale disasters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/12/2013 11:47:00 PM 

New cholesterol guidelines could change how statins are prescribed 

New guidelines on who should take powerful cholesterol- lowering drugs will stress treating the sickest and those at the 

highest risk of a heart attack or stroke, as opposed to the current, more general emphasis on lowering cholesterol 

numbers.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Denise Chow 

11/12/2013 11:47:02 PM 

Dig for hominid bones begins deep in Cradle of Humankind 

An expedition to probe the deep recesses of a cave that may contain fossilized specimens of early humans is currently 

under way in South Africa. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lindsay Perez 

11/13/2013 12:14:53 AM 

Former US soldier and policeman led kidnap gang, say authorities 

A man who Mexican authorities say is a former U.S. Marine and policeman has been arrested for leading a gang of 

kidnappers in northern Mexico,, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

11/13/2013 12:42:37 AM 

’Endless path of misery:’ Typhoon aid workers rush to restore vital water supplies 

The quest for clean water has become a life-or-death ordeal in the Philippines after Typhoon Haiyan’s massive storm 

surge and high winds devastated the country, emergency aid workers said, and quick action needs to be taken to 

prevent further disease and dehydration. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anthony Galloway and Nick Johnson, NBC News 

11/13/2013 2:00:25 AM 

Missouri attorney general decides not to retry Ryan Ferguson after murder conviction overturned 

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. -- Missouri’s attorney general has dropped all charges against Ryan Ferguson, who was convicted 

10 years ago of brutally beating and strangling well-regarded newspaper editor Kent Heitholt on a fateful 2001 

Halloween night in Columbia, Mo. The state will not retry Ferguson. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anthony Galloway and Nick Johnson, NBC News 

11/13/2013 2:45:17 AM 

’The difficult part is over’: Ryan Ferguson speaks after murder conviction overturned 

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. -- Missouri’s attorney general has dropped all charges against Ryan Ferguson, who was convicted 

10 years ago of brutally beating and strangling well-regarded newspaper editor Kent Heitholt on a fateful 2001 

Halloween night in Columbia, Mo. The state will not retry Ferguson. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Dilts, Reuters 

11/13/2013 3:02:20 AM 

Occupy Wall Street buys 515 million of Americans’ medical debt 

An Occupy Wall Street spin-off group has bought up $14.7 million worth of Americans’ personal medical debt and 

forgiven it over the last year as part of its Rolling Jubilee project, the group announced Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

11/13/2013 3:02:25 AM 

World’s oldest ’big cat’ fossils unearthed in Tibet 

The earliest known big cat lived in what is now China between 5.9 million and 4.1 million years ago, newfound fossils of 

the ancient prowler suggest. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Wall 

11/13/2013 3:47:16 AM 

Mars Curiosity rover bounces back from software glitch 

NASA’s Curiosity rover has bounced back from a glitch that put the 1-ton robot into a protective "safe mode" for three 

days over the weekend,The car-sized Curiosity rover went into safe mode on Thursday, a few hours after receiving a 

software update from its handlers on Earth. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Baertlein 

11/13/2013 3:47:19 AM 

Starbucks to pay 32.76 billion in Kraft grocery rift 

Starbucks must pay Kraft Foods $2.76 billion after it ended the companies’ grocery deal at least three years early, the 

coffee chain said on Tuesday. Mondelez International spun off Kraft Foods as an independent company in October 2012.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Wagenseil 

11/13/2013 3:47:20 AM 

No, Stuxnet did not infect the International Space Station 

Did the Stuxnet cyberweapon infect the International Space Station?Almost certainly not, but that hasn’t stopped a lot 

of media outlets from saying so in bold headlines."The American-made Stuxnet virus has infected the International 

SpaceStation," said ExtremeTech. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

11/13/2013 7:02:56 AM 

America uses Twitter to save ’The Voice’ artist 

CeeLo Green was the talk of "The Voice" when Tuesday’s live elimination episode began, thanks to his futuristic black 

sunglasses. Carson Daly asked if he was watching a movie. Christina Aguilera wondered if they were 3-D glasses., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Aarne Heikkila, Producer, NBC News 

11/13/2013 7:48:00 AM 

Afghanistan posts record opium crop - despite 37 billion spent to combat drug 

KABUL- Afghanistan produced record levels of opium in 2013 - despite nearly $7 billion spent by the U.S. to combat the 

problem, according to a sobering United Nations report out Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

11/13/2013 8:46:34 AM 

As Philippines rebuilds, family overseas will play a key role 

While aid organizations rush to areas of the Philippines devastated by Typhoon Haiyan, experts say Filipino emigrants 

around the world are already scraping together whatever extra money they have as well - and those efforts could prove 

crucial to recovery.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/13/2013 11:47:48 AM 

Arctic blast brings freezing temperatures to Northeast and South 

A strong blast of freezing Arctic air is barreling across the Northeast and South, sending a chill through cities and towns 

that haven’t been struck by such a cold spell since last winter.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/13/2013 12:36:31 PM 

Days after Typhoon Haiyan, only a pickup truck worth of aid reaches ’overlooked’ island 

BOGO, Philippines - By lunchtime on Wednesday, the entire aid stockpile for nearly 70,000 people hit by Typhoon Haiyan 

on a devastated Philippine island could fit on the back of a pickup truck.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tim Reid 

11/13/2013 1:32:20 PM 

Tony resort city mulls bankruptcy, blaming wages, pensions 

DESERT HOT SPRINGS, Calif. - A resort town in California warned on Tuesday that it will run out of money by March due 

to burdensome salary and pension costs and could join other U.S. cities that have recently filed for bankruptcy 

protection. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/13/2013 2:35:17 PM 

’I feel positive about the future’: Ryan Ferguson on release from prison 

After spending nearly 10 years in prison for second-degree murder and first-degree robbery, Ryan Ferguson is a free 

man."It’s been a wild ride," Ferguson told Savannah Guthrie in his first live interview since leaving prison on TODAY 

Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

First Read 

11/13/2013 2:35:23 PM 

First Thoughts: A race to the bottom 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/13/2013 2:35:24 PM 

Dispute over Farrah Fawcett artwork by Andy Warhol goes to trial 

A silkscreen of Farrah Fawcett by artist Andy Warhol, which may be worth $30 million, has become the center of a legal 

dispute over ownership.Ryan O’Neal, Fawcett’s on-again, off-again partner between 1979 and her 2009 death, and the 

University of Texas have competing claims on the 1980 artwork.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/13/2013 3:19:58 PM 

Former President (3eorge W. Bush to appear on ’Tonight Show’ 

Former President George W. Bush will appear on "The Tonight Show with Jay Leno" on Nov. 19, his first visit to the show 

since his 2010 book tour, NBC announced Tuesday.He’ll be discussing life after the White House. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David R Arnott 

11/13/2013 3:20:02 PM 

Syrian rebels claim they captured government drone, reveal images found inside 

Syrian rebels this week showed off a miniature drone they they claim to have brought down using frequency 

interference.Fighters from the Free Syrian Army told Reuters that the unmanned, remote-controlled aircraft belonged to 

President Bashar aI-Assad’s forces. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

11/13/2013 3:33:09 PM 

’Can’t be bystanders’: Combat veterans answer call to help sick, injured in Philippines 

The human urgency is high, the terrain foreign, and the intel hazy. In other words: routine working conditions for 19 U.S. 

veterans performing search-and-rescue missions Wednesday while en route to a field hospital in the heart of the 

typhoon-tattered Philippines.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexandra Pournaras and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/13/2013 3:45:21 PM 

Whitey Bulger trial: Prosecutor says ’sociopath’ caused grotesque carnage 

A federal prosecutor opened the sentencing of Whitey Bulger on Wednesday by calling the Boston mob boss a 

"sociopath.""The carnage he has caused is grotesque," said Assistant U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/13/2013 3:45:22 PM 

PlayStation 4 review: Fantastic console looking for a few good games 

On Friday, Sony will officially step into the next generation of console gaming with the PlayStation 4. It’s the latest -- and 

greatest -- installment in the acclaimed line that established the company as the industry heavyweight., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AP 

11/13/2013 4:22:41 PM 

Missing for 15 years! Rare long-horn ox caught on camera 

A camera trap in a forest in central Vietnam has managed to snap a photo of one of earth’s rarest mammals, the saola, 

which hadn’t been seen in 15 years.The antelope-like, long-horned ox appears to walk through dense foliage at the edge 

of the camera’s range in the image taken in September.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/13/2013 5:10:29 PM 

Kate Hudson ’can’t afford’ high-end fashions 

The lifestyles of the rich and famous just aren’t what they used to be. According to actress Kate Hudson, despite a 

successful film career, she just can’t afford to buy the gorgeous gowns and other top designer fashions fans are used to 

seeing her wear. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/13/2013 5:35:04 PM 

"They did this to themselves": former government tech expert dishes on healthcare.gov woes 

Bad management is responsible for the failure of the healthcare.gov website, a former government tech official said 

Wednesday at a hearing of the Republican-controlled House Oversight Committee. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

11/13/2013 5:35:05 PM 

Jeff Probst: Naked bits and bacon in ’Two and a Half Men’ cameo 

When Jeff Probst tweeted that he would not be wearing his trademark blue shirt for his cameo on "Two and a Half 

Men," he wasn’t lying.The "Survivor" host and executive producer has four Emmys to his name for his deft handling of 

skinny, stinky island dwellers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

11/13/2013 7:04:47 PM 

Aloha gay couples! Hawaii eyes same-sex marriage tourism after vote 

A gay couple of 14 years stayed up late Friday night in Texas to watch the Hawaii House of Representatives approve a bill 

legalizing same-sex marriage after a heated, days-long debate in the Aloha state legislature., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

11/13/2013 7:04:50 PM 

HealthCare.gov targeted ’about 16 times’ by cyberattacks, DHS official says 

A top Homeland Security Department official testified Wednesday that there have been approxomately 16 cyberattacks 

on the HealthCare.gov website and one "denial of service" attack that was unsuccessful., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/13/2013 7:04:53 PM 

Toronto mayor Rob Ford admits buying illegal drugs in last two years 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford admitted to buying illegal drugs in the last two years amid a heated and raucous city council 

meeting Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

11/13/2013 8:02:20 PM 

White House urges Senate to hold off on Iran sanctions 

The Obama administration is pressing the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

11/13/2013 8:19:24 PM 

Police seek possible serial bomber in Oregon 

An improvised explosive device blew out windows and ignited a small fire at the Jackson County courthouse in Medford, 

Ore., Wednesday, but authorities said the damage could have been far worse had it ignited a large propane tank at the 

scene.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Angus Walker, ITV News, and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/13/2013 9:05:08 PM 

Storm stories: Another miracle baby, reaching Guiuan, ’survival of the fittest’ 

On the fifth day after the storm, desperation gave way to anarchy in parts of the Philippines. Police exchanged fire with 

apparent looters, and eight people were crushed to death when a hungry mob stormed a warehouse full of rice. 

Destroyed roads and other logjams tied up aid. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/13/2013 9:10:54 PM 

Three students shot outside Pittsburgh high school -- one to three shooters sought 

A Pittsburgh high school was locked down and police were seeking as many as three gunmen after three students were 

shot outside the school just as students were streaming home for the day, authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/13/2013 9:34:04 PM 

Three students shot near Pittsburgh high school -- ’multiple’ shooters sought 

A Pittsburgh high school was locked down and police were seeking "one to multiple" gunmen after three students were 

shot near the school just as students were streaming home for the day, authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Nebehay 

11/13/2013 10:02:26 PM 

"Pink Star" diamond sells for world record 583 million at auction 

The "Pink Star," a huge flawless pink diamond, sold for a world record $83 million at auction in Geneva, Switzerland on 

Wednesday, the auction house Sotheby’s said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

11/13/2013 10:19:21 PM 

’Mom is a survivor’: Families in US desperately seek loved ones missing in Philippines 

Just two days before Typhoon Haiyan devastated parts of the Pacific Island nation, two teenage boys and their father 

sang "Happy Birthday" over the telephone to their mother, who was visiting the Philippines, They said their ’1 love you’s’ 

and she told them she’d see them at Christmas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/13/2013 10:36:23 PM 

Six in custody after three students shot near Pittsburgh high school 

Six people were in police custody after three students were shot near a Pittsburgh school just as students were 

streaming home for the day, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

11/13/2013 10:53:10 PM 

Hawaii legalizes same-sex marriage, joining 14 other states 

Hawaii’s governor on Wednesday signed a bill into law making same-sex marriage legal in one of the first states where 

gays and lesbians couples sought the right to wed more than 20 years ago.Weddings can begin Dec. 2 in the Aloha state, 

which is the 15th to grant same-sex marriage. Gov.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/13/2013 10:53:10 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Log;istical ’log;jam’ preventing; aid from reaching; millions in desperate need 

Damaged roads and airports in the Philippines are hampering international efforts to help desperate victims six days 

after one of the most violent storms to ever make landfall, Typhoon Haiyan, slammed into the country."It’s as if you’ve 

taken [an eraser] and wiped away half the infrastructure. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, NBC News 

11/14/2013 12:06:25 AM 

Low enrollment numbers add to political low point for Obama 

In a new low point for President Barack Obama and another ding against his signature domestic achievement, only 

26,000 Americans signed up for health insurance plans in the month that the federal government’s troubled website has 

been open for business. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/14/2013 12:06:33 AM 

Climate chani~e threateninl~ polar bears in Canada 

Polar bears currently outnumber the residents of a small town in Canada’s tundra, but that may change soon. Climate 

change has sped up the ice melting season in Churchill, Manitoba, a town of about 800 residents -- and 900 polar bears.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/14/2013 12:06:33 AM 

Four Marines killed in accident at California base 

Four U.S. Marines were killed Wednesday when unexploded ordnance blew up after a training accident at Camp 

Pendleton, Calif., military officials said.The deadly accident occurred during a "range maintenance operation," the 

Marine Corps said in a statement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

11/14/2013 12:06:38 AM 

Bore your friends by tying Amazon lists and purchases to Facebook 

Amazon introduced a new feature Wednesday allowing users to hook up Facebook and Twitter to their Amazon 

accounts and automatically share all manner of shopping-related events. It may sound like a potential privacy 

nightmare, but don’t worry, you have to opt in.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/14/2013 12:51:30 AM 

Ohio delays child killer Ronald Phillips’ execution to study organ donation 

The governor of Ohio has delayed the execution of convicted child killer and rapist so he can study the prisoner’s last- 

minute request to donate his organs.Ronald Phillips was due to receive a lethal injection -- an untested two-drug 

cocktail -- on Thursday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/14/2013 1:53:50 AM 

Florida woman sentenced to 20 years for firing into wall to stay in jail -- for now 

A Florida woman who was sentenced to 20 years in prison for firing a warning shot into a wall during a fight with her 

allegedly abusive husband appeared in court on Wednesday -- but will have to wait to find out if she will be go free 

before a scheduled retrial 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Oskin 

11/14/2013 1:53:52 AM 

Antarctic iceberg the size of Singapore heads out to sea 

After lingering in its birthing bay for nearly six months, an Antarctic iceberg the size of Singapore is finally heading out to 

sea.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/14/2013 1:53:53 AM 

PlayStation 4reviewers love the video game console, hate the games 

Gamers still have to wait until midnight Thursday to get their hands on the PlayStation 4, but the tastemakers of the 

tech press are already weighing in on Sony’s next-generation video game console.The verdict? Critics nearly 

unanimously agree that the PS4 is a machine with enormous potential 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wynne Parry 

11/14/2013 3:33:53 AM 

Pick your poison: It might actually be good for you 

NEW YORK -- Nature is full of poisons, and that can be good for humans.Poisons cause harm by interfering with 

processes important for life. Some poisons, such as arsenic, occur in mineral form, but living things manufacture many of 

them. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

11/14/2013 4:07:19 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: A choice to either ’distribute food or collect bodies’ 

Seven days after the powerful Typhoon Haiyan slammed into the Philippines, aid was still slow to trickle in to desperate 

survivors due to a paralyzed infrastructure and widespread looting. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Warren Strobel, Reuters 

11/14/2013 6:21:50 AM 

Pentagon nixes plan to buy helicopters from Russian company that supplies Syria’s Assad 

WASHINGTON -- The Pentagon no longer will buy Russian helicopters for the Afghan Air Force from Rosoboronexport, a 

state-owned arms exporter that also sells weapons to the government of Syrian President Bashar aI-Assad, U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Coffman, Reuters 

11/14/2013 6:21:53 AM 

Colorado mulls banning drones for hunting game 

DENVER -- Colorado this week is considering an explicit ban on the use of unmanned drones to help hunters spot game 

as communities across the United States grapple with how to regulate the new technology. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

11/14/2013 6:21:55 AM 

New EpiPen law could save lives of schoolkids with severe aller~;ies 

When Dr. Sarah Denny’s son Liam was a toddler, she gave him soy milk.Liam had been diagnosed with certain food 

allergies, but had drunk soy milk about 200 times with no problems, Denny said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

11/14/2013 7:35:17 AM 

A piece of Thanksgiving history that could be worth millions 

On Oct. 3, 1789, George Washington signed a proclamation declaring Thanksgiving a national holiday.Now one of the 

original copies of this single-sided piece of paper, which includes the founding father’s signature--is about to hit the 

auction block at Christie’s. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/14/2013 7:35:19 AM 

Snoring aid billboard featuring soldier, Muslim woman turns heads 

A billboard featuring an American soldier with his arm wrapped tightly around a Muslim woman is turning heads -- but 

not necessarily for the sleep aid it’s selling.The ad features a married couple in an embrace, the woman wearing a 

garment, a niqab, that only reveals her eyes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Mike Stobbe 

11/14/2013 7:35:22 AM 

Doctors urged to aggressively fight obesity 

Next time you go for a checkup, don’t be surprised if your doctor gets on your case about your weight. The medical 

profession has issued new guidelines for fighting the nation’s obesity epidemic, and they urge physicians to be a lot 

more aggressive about helping patients drop those extra pounds. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/14/2013 9:54:26 AM 

Illegal ivory crush in Denver to send message to poachers, traffickers 

A massive stockpile of elephant ivory stacked in a warehouse north of Denver is set to be crushed by the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service on Thursday as part of an escalating push to stamp out illegal wildlife trafficking around the world., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/14/2013 9:54:27 AM 

Letters, lost tapes stand out amid deluge of JFK anniversary specials 

As the nation somberly marks the 50th anniversary of President John F. Kennedy’s assassination, there is no shortage of 

material remembering the tragic events of November 1963. There are dozens of television offerings, so many that you 

could sit down weeks before the actual Nov.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Susan Kroll, NBC News 

11/14/2013 10:24:15 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Navy carrier reaches devastated Philippine coast 

TACLOBAN, Philippines - The USS George Washington arrived off the devastated coast of the Philippines Thursday as the 

United Nations’ humanitarian chief acknowledged frustration at the slow pace of aid distribution, saying: "We have let 

people down.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

11/14/2013 10:36:39 AM 

How ’Big Bang’ became ruler of the TV universe 

This is the story of how an unlikely laugh-track comedy with jargon-laden dialogue and geeks who name-drop 

Heisenberg and Oppenheimer has won America’s heart through the strength of its characters., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Raheem Salman and Rania El Gamal, Reuters 

11/14/2013 11:56:15 AM 

At least 30 dead after suicide bombing during Muslim ritual in Iraq 

A suicide bomber blew himself up during a Shiite Muslim religious ritual in the eastern Iraqi city of al-Sadiya on 

Thursday, killing at least 30 people and wounding 67, a senior local official and police said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Krohn, NBC News contributor 

11/14/2013 12:08:38 PM 

Egyptians try to convince coup general who deposed Morsi to run for president 

CAIRO - A petition drive aiming to convince the general behind the coup that unseated Egypt’s democratically elected 

president to stand in elections has collected millions of signatures, according to backers. Army chief Gen., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Meghan Holohan 

11/14/2013 1:40:06 PM 

Cute hair styles for girls make mom a YouTube star 

When Mindy McKnight dropped her twin girls Brooklyn and Bailey off at school, the other moms noticed. The well- 

coiffed girls, who are now 14, always attracted attention. "People were always asking how I styled their hair; how I did a 

particular braid. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/14/2013 2:18:07 PM 

Florida sinkhole swallows boat and swimming pool, threatens homes 

Another large sinkhole has formed in Florida, causing parts of two homes to collapse and swallowing a boat and a 

backyard pool.The sinkhole in Dunedin, Fla., erupted early Thursday morning between the two houses, and by 8:30 a.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/14/2013 3:02:14 PM 

Prince Harry, wounded vets launch icy expedition 

Prince Harry and a group of wounded service members launched a charity expedition to the South Pole on Thursday 

from London’s Trafalgar Square. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp and Michael O’Brien 

11/14/2013 3:15:32 PM 

Pelosi: Obama to announce health care fix 

President Barack Obama will announce a fix to his health care plan to address concern over canceled insurance plans, 

the top House Democrat said Thursday. "The President will offer a proposal today is my understanding," House Minority 

Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/14/2013 3:40:58 PM 

Ivory crush in Denver to send messal~e to poachers, traffickers 

A massive stockpile of elephant ivory stacked in a warehouse north of Denver is set to be crushed by the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service on Thursday as part of an escalating push to stamp out illegal wildlife trafficking around the world., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/14/2013 4:05:26 PM 

Mariah Carey: ’American Idol’ was like being ’in hell with Satan’ 

Mariah Carey judged "American Idol" for only one season, and in a new interview, she made it pretty clear as to why she 

didn’t stick around for a second.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patti Domm 

11/14/2013 4:05:28 PM 

Fed chief nominee Yellen: Economy still needs Fed life support 

The U.S. economy has regained ground lost to the Great Recession but still needs the Federal Reserve’s support because 

unemployment remains too high, Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Janet Yellen said Thursday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carlo Dellaverson, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/14/2013 4:24:05 PM 

Cops intercept suicidal teen after Facebook tip 

A suicidal teenager who posted on Facebook that he was considering jumping off the George Washington Bridge 

between New York and New Jersey was intercepted after cops reached out to him via social media -- and he reached 

back., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/14/2013 5:39:12 PM 

Casey Anthony’s parents face foreclosure on Fla. home 

The Orlando home where Casey Anthony lived with her parents and near where the body of her toddler, Caylee, was 

found is facing foreclosure.Nationstar Mortgage filed a foreclosure complaint against Anthony’s mother, Cindy, on Nov. 

4, records with the Orange County, Fla., show. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/14/2013 5:39:12 PM 

Massive Florida sinkhole swallows boat and swimming pool, threatens homes 

Another large sinkhole has formed in Florida, causing parts of two homes to collapse and swallowing a boat and a 

backyard pool.The sinkhole in Dunedin, Fla., erupted early Thursday morning between the two houses, and by noon, had 

grown to a size of about 70 feet wide by 53 feet deep. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kyle Eppler and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

11/14/2013 5:39:13 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Hundreds of unidentified victims buried in mass graves 

TACLOBAN, Philippines - With the stench of death hanging over this storm-ravaged city, workers on Thursday began 

collecting the victims of Typhoon Haiyan for burial, in some cases in mass graves.Most of the collected bodies have yet 

to be identified. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carlo Dellaverson, Digital Producer, NBC News 

11/14/2013 6:20:57 PM 

Police intercept suicidal teen after Facebook tip 

A suicidal teenager who posted on Facebook that he was considering jumping off the George Washington Bridge 

between New York and New Jersey was intercepted after cops reached out to him via social media -- and he reached 

back. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/14/2013 6:38:56 PM 

1 in 5 Africans forced to pay bribes for police, health care, education: report 

Almost one in five Africans were forced to pay a bribe in the past year just to get basic public services, a major survey 

said Thursday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

11/14/2013 6:38:59 PM 

E=cigs, hookahs I~ain new hold with middle, hi~;h school kids 

New kinds of tobacco products like e-cigarettes and hookahs are catching on fast with U.S. middle school and high 

school students, even as conventional cigarette use holds steady, government researchers said Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Peltz 

11/14/2013 6:39:03 PM 

Actress convicted of stalking Alec Baldwin 

NEW YORK -- A Canadian actress has been convicted of stalking Alec Baldwin in New York City.A Manhattan judge 

issued the verdict Thursday, finding Genevieve Sabourin guilty of stalking, attempted aggravated harassment, 

harassment and attempted contempt of court. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/14/2013 7:25:36 PM 

Death-row organ donations pose practical, ethical hurdles 

Ohio’s governor has postponed the execution of a child-killer so he can study his offer to donate organs -- a proposal 

that experts say would be a logistical nightmare and an ethical minefield.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

11/14/2013 7:55:12 PM 

World’s most ’irreplaceable’ protected areas identified 

Colombia’s Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta range rises more than 18,000 feet from the Caribbean Sea -- a height that 

makes them the tallest coastal mountains in the world., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

11/14/2013 8:24:10 PM 

What to ask your financial adviser when you are in your 40s 

Most investors in their 40s and 50s say they want to build wealth and protect their investments as they near their 

retirement years, but many say they don’t know where to turn.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

11/14/2013 9:39:44 PM 

A more defiant Obama in Ohio: ’1 am going to see this through’ 

Hours after a penitent press conference, a notably more animated President Barack Obama told an Ohio crowd that he’s 

not giving up on fixing problems with his health reform law. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/14/2013 9:56:56 PM 

John Oliver leaving ’Daily Show’ for his own HBO program 

John Oliver impressed HBO executives so much with his summer fill-in duties on "The Daily Show With Jon Stewart" that 

the premium cable network has given him his own show. But yes, that means Oliver will be leaving his role with Stewart 

and company. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Susan Kroll and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/14/2013 10:13:35 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan: UN dramatically raises death toll to more than 4,400 

Storm-damaged hospitals in the Philippines struggled to treat patients as the United Nations on Thursday raised the 

death toll from the monster typhoon that ravaged the country to more than 4,400 -- almost double the previous figure 

and far higher than an estimate given by the Filipino president. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/14/2013 10:13:35 PM 

’You deserve better’: Obama offers fix for canceled health insurance plans 

Saying "we fumbled the rollout," President Barack Obama announced a fix to the vexing problem of canceled health 

insurance policies Thursday. He told insurers they don’t have to cancel plans next year just because of the Affordable 

Care Act. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/14/2013 10:13:36 PM 

Sony Iookinl~ into PlayStation 4 hardware problems on eve of launch 

Ahead of the PlayStation 4’s official release on Friday, reports have already surfaced of gamers and reviewers receiving 

retail units that aren’t fully operationak 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Landsman, Producer, CNBC’s "Fast Money" 

11/14/2013 10:24:55 PM 

Competitors race to muscle Lululemon out of its turf 

Is Lululemon Athletica’s pain Gap’s gain?From its chairman making controversial comments that implied some women’s 

figures were to blame for pilling yoga pants to complaints its fabric was too sheer, Lululemon has been trying to bounce 

back from bad publicity. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Susan Kroll and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/14/2013 11:03:44 PM 

Typhoon death toll rises to 4,400 as hospitals struggle to treat victims 

Storm-damaged hospitals in the Philippines struggled to treat patients as the United Nations on Thursday raised the 

death toll from the monster typhoon that ravaged the country to more than 4,400 -- almost double the previous figure 

and far higher than an estimate given by the Filipino president. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/14/2013 11:09:32 PM 

Obama: Repairing damaged credibility is ’on me’ 

President Barack Obama repeatedly acknowledsed Thursday that the problematic rollout of his sisnature health care 

law has damaged his credibility with the American public., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/14/2013 11:09:38 PM 

Best health care system? Really, John Boehner? 

House Speaker John Boehner trashed president Obama’s health care plan again Thursday, accusing him of wrecking the 

world’s best health care system. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/14/2013 11:15:27 PM 

Toronto mayor rants, then apologizes again in latest episode 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford, whose political career has barely hobbled ahead after he admitted last week that he smoked 

crack cocaine, was forced to issue an apology Thursday for yet another gaffe: using graphic language on live television.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/14/2013 11:26:42 PM 

Texas 15-year-old arrested hours after Twitter threats to shoot bullies at school 

A 15-year-old Texas boy was arrested Thursday and accused of tweeting threats to shoot up his school because he had 

been bullied, authorities said.The boy, who lives in Deer Park, a suburb of Houston, was arrested about 4 a.m. (5 a.m.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

11/14/2013 11:26:47 PM 

Forests disappearing since 2000? Google cloud maps global changes 

In this era of big data, anyone can now see how and where the world’s forests are changing thanks to a new mapping 

project made possible, in part, by the computing resources of the tech giant Google.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, NBC News 

11/14/2013 11:37:59 PM 

Still skittish: Wary Dems aren’t satisfied by Obamacare ’fix’ 

The White House is receiving mixed reactions from allies in Washington as it tries to soothe growing unease among 

Democrats on Capitol Hill about the implementation of the health reform law so many of them risked their careers to 

pass. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kristen Welker and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/14/2013 11:37:59 PM 

Secret Service agent removed after leaving bullet in woman’s hotel room 

A year after a prostitution scandal rocked the Secret Service, the agency is dealing with a new embarrassment after a 

senior supervisor was removed from his position for trying to retrieve a bullet he left in a woman’s hotel room, a source 

told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Susan Kroll and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/14/2013 11:38:04 PM 

Typhoon death toll rises above 4,400 as hospitals struggle to treat victims 

Storm-damaged hospitals in the Philippines struggled to treat patients as the United Nations on Thursday raised the 

death toll from the monster typhoon that ravaged the country to more than 4,400 -- almost double the previous figure 

and far higher than an estimate given by the Filipino president. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/15/2013 12:27:52 AM 

US crushes 6 tons of illegal ivory to send message to poachers, traffickers 

A massive stockpile of elephant ivory was crushed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Thursday as part of an 

escalating push to stamp out illegal wildlife trafficking around the world.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/15/2013 2:48:45 AM 

Nearly 400 children rescued and 348 adults arrested in Canadian child pornography bust 

Nearly 400 children have been rescued and 348 adults arrested following an expansive and "extraordinary" international 

child pornography investigation, Canadian police announced Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Poppick 

11/15/2013 2:48:52 AM 

Ocean glow sticks: Scientists shed light on why sea worm illuminates 

One common sea worm has a rather uncommon trick: Chaeteopterus variopedatus- also known as the parchment tube 

worm for the paperlike tubes it builds for itself and lives within throughout its life -- secretes a bioluminescent mucus 

that makes it glow blue. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/15/2013 2:48:53 AM 

Family of British tourist hit by NYC cab ’shocked’ no charges brought 

The family of a British tourist who lost her left leg when a taxi driver slammed into her on a Manhattan sidewalk during 

the summer was "shocked and disappointed" on Thursday when it was announced that prosecutors would not pursue 

criminal charges against the driver. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Benjamin Solomon 

11/15/2013 2:48:53 AM 

’Queen of Versailles’ star to host yard sale for less fortunate 

Even the Queen of Versailles knows you can’t eat cake if you can’t afford to buy cake. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News staff and wire reports 

11/15/2013 3:00:04 AM 

Holiday shopping season looking bleak for Walmart, Kohl’s 

This holiday season may not be one of joy for some big retailers as the aftermath of the recession -- slow job growth and 

higher payroll taxes -- has lower-income shoppers struggling to make ends meet and cautious about splashing out., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Stobbe 

11/15/2013 3:00:06 AM 

Infant illnesses linked to parents nixing routine Vitamin K shot 

ATLANTA -- Health officials are reporting four Tennessee cases of a rare infant illness that have been linked to parents 

refusing a routine shot for newborns.The four Nashville-area infants suffered brain or stomach bleeding earlier this year. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/15/2013 3:45:03 AM 

Woman leaves bomb in car at Washinl~ton state hospital -- second found in home 

A Washington woman was arrested in a hospital emergency room Thursday after she left a bomb in a car parked just 

outside, police said. Suspicious officers then searched her home -- and found another bomb.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/15/2013 4:52:09 AM 

Marine Corps identifies four killed in Camp Pendleton explosion 

The four U.S. Marines killed when unexploded ordnance blew up in a training accident at what is known as the Zulu 

impact area of Camp Pendleton, Calif., were all experienced in their field, and three had more than a decade of service. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/15/2013 8:34:06 AM 

The Obamacare ’fix’ is in: Now, where do we go from here? 

President Barack Obama surprised just about everyone Thursday when he said that health insurance companies don’t 

have to cancel policies after all -- even if they don’t meet health reform requirements. But this begs some big questions: 

Can he pull it off? And, what does it mean for you?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/15/2013 9:16:56 AM 

Witness intimidation on social media: Law enforcement’s growing challenge 

When news broke last Friday that there was an Instagram account devoted exclusively to ratting out witnesses to crimes 

across Philadelphia, social media experts barely blinked an eye."lt’s absolutely not surprising to me.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tami Abdollah, The Associated Press 

11/15/2013 9:57:49 AM 

LAX shooting: TSA officer Herndandez bled for 33 minutes at scene = report 

LOS ANGELES - An airport security officer lay helplessly bleeding after a gunman opened fire at Los Angeles International 

Airport as paramedics waited 150 yards away because police had not declared the terminal safe to enter, according to 

two law enforcement officials.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, National Investigative Correspondent, NBC News 

11/15/2013 10:09:31 AM 

Accusers: Head of Pentagon’s anti-sex abuse effort interfered with investigation 

The Army general in charge of preventing sexual abuse throughout the U.S. armed forces is facing new accusations that 

he personally interfered with an internal Pentagon investigation into allegations of horrific conditions at a U.S.-funded 

hospital in Afghanistan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Monica Alba 

11/15/2013 10:33:57 AM 

Don’t call us girls: Two veteran female spies on bombs, forgery and Julia Child 

If you want a group of soldiers to stop teasing you about being a female spy, just drop a grenade in the middle of their 

lunch table and watch them run.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

11/15/2013 10:33:58 AM 

Women can have it all - but they’ll likely pay a mommy penalty for it 

Call it the mommy penalty versus the daddy bonus.A new government report finds that women with children under 18 

earn less than women without minor children, while men with kids under 18 earn more than men without younger kids., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elaine Lies, Reuters 

11/15/2013 10:51:44 AM 

Caroline Kennedy takes public office in Japan, 50 years after JFK’s death 

TOKYO - Caroline Kennedy, daughter of slain U.S. President John F. Kennedy, arrived in Japan on Friday to take up her 

first high profile job in public office, making a late start to a political career for which her family is renowned.Kennedy, 

sworn in as U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

11/15/2013 2:21:35 PM 

First Thoughts: Rock bottom for Obama? 

Was yesterday rock bottom for Obama?... We’ll get a clue around 12:30 pm ET, when the House votes on the Upton 

legislation... 20 or 30 red-state Dems voting for it is one thing; 60 to 100 would be a rebuke... Still, so much hinges on 

whether the administration meets that Nov. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Murray 

11/15/2013 2:21:50 PM 

Puppies invade Orange Room to celebrate TODAY’s 2M Twitter followers 

TODAY officially passed 2 million Twitter followers, and there was really only one way to celebrate: puppies. Lots of 

them. The Orange Room threw a puppy party, hosting a gaggle to accompany TODAY’s Tamron Hall Friday morning, and 

streamed the action online all morning long. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/15/2013 3:05:44 PM 

Unseen footage reveals historic new glimpses of JFK 

Just days before the 50th anniversary of John F. Kennedy’s assassination, newly discovered documentary footage offers 

glimpses of JFK as a personable young candidate on the presidential campaign trail, as well as footage of him years later, 

riding in the limousine in which he would be shot to death. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/15/2013 3:24:14 PM 

Dolphins’ Martin meets with NFL special investigator in locker room bullying saga 

Jonathan Martin, the NFL tackle who left his team to get emotional help after what he said was bullying by a teammate, 

arrived Friday at a Manhattan office to talk to the lawyer appointed by the league to investigate the saga.Martin was 

accompanied by a lawyer of his own and a woman. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Nassar and Henry Austin, NBC News 

11/15/2013 5:08:46 PM 

Syria rebels linked to al Qaeda apologize for beheading fellow fighter 

The leaders of an al Qaeda-linked Islamist faction fighting Syrian president Bashar Assad have asked for "understanding 

forgiveness" after they mistakenly cut off the head of a fellow rebel and held it aloft for public display. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/15/2013 7:00:50 PM 

House set to vote on GOP insurance ’fix’ 

The House is set to vote Friday on a measure the GOP says would help reverse cancellation of Americans’ individual 

insurance plans, as Republicans continue to condemn the underlying Obamacare law and Democrats seek to insulate 

themselves from its slumping popularity., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/15/2013 7:06:37 PM 

In mild rebuke to Obama, 39 Dems vote with 6OP on ’Keep Your Plan’ bill 

In a mild rebuke to President Barack Obama, more than three dozen House Democrats broke with their party Friday in 

supporting a measure the GOP said would help reverse cancellation of Americans’ individual insurance plans. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/15/2013 7:40:57 PM 

Homeowner in Renisha McBride’s killing charged with second-degree murder 

A homeowner has been charged with second-degree murder in the shooting of an unarmed woman on a suburban 

Detroit porch earlier this month.Renisha McBride, 19, was killed on Nov. 2 in Dearborn Heights, Mich. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/15/2013 9:28:24 PM 

Toronto council maneuvers to reduce Mayor Rob Ford’s powers 

The Toronto City Council voted overwhelmingly Friday to strip some powers from Mayor Rob Ford, who has admitted 

smoking crack in a boozy stupor, buying illegal drugs and driving drunk -- but has defiantly refused to resign., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

]oNel Aleccia 

11/16/2013 1:55:31 AM 

Emergency meningitis vaccine will be imported to halt Ivy League outbreak 

Emergency doses of a meningitis vaccine not approved for use in the U.S, may soon be on the way to Princeton 

University to halt an outbreak of the potentially deadly infection that has sickened seven students since March. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Myers, Senior Investigative Correspondent, NBC News 

11/16/2013 1:55:33 AM 

Insurers, state officials say cancellation of health care policies just as they predicted 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Ruiz 

11/16/2013 1:55:42 AM 

Holy Batkid! 5-year-old cancer patient’s wish comes true as he ’rescues’ San Franciscans 

Most children only ever dream of becoming a superhero, but a 5-year-old leukemia survivor got to experience 

something like the real thing on Friday morning in San Francisco. Miles, who is from northern California and is now in 

remission, asked the Make-A-Wish Foundation if he could become Batman. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Stempel 

11/16/2013 1:55:47 AM 

After 12 years, Starbucks loses ’Charbucks’ appeal 

NEW YORK -- Starbucks Corp. has failed to persuade a federal appeals court to stop a small, family-owned New 

Hampshire roaster from selling coffee known as "Charbucks." Ruling in a case that began in 2001, the 2nd U.S., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anthony Galloway, Nick Johnson and Tracy Jarrett, NBC News 

11/16/2013 1:55:53 AM 

Ryan Ferguson vows to help free friend whose testimony put him behind bars 

As Ryan Ferguson reunited with his family and began his new life as a free man after 10 years behind bars, he vowed to 

fight to free Chuck Erickson--the man whose now recanted accusation and confession put Ferguson in jail., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/16/2013 1:55:55 AM 

Artist brings kids’ drawings to life, turning senior citizens into superheroes 

When trying to come up with a project that would showcase the vibrancy of senior citizens, Dutch visual communication 

designer Yoni Lefevre turned to a group that usually sees older people as superheroes -- children.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Finkle and Joseph Menn 

11/16/2013 1:55:56 AM 

FBI: Hacks of government computers by Anonymous ’a widespread problem’ 

Activist hackers linked to the collective known as Anonymous have secretly accessed U.S. government computers in 

multiple agencies and stolen sensitive information in a campaign that began almost a year ago, the FBI warned this 

week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By TOM HAYS 

11/16/2013 1:56:08 AM 

Hacker tied to Anonymous gets 10 years in prison for cyberattacks 

NEW YORK -- An unrepentant self-described "hacktivist" was sentenced Friday to 10 years in prison for illegally 

accessing computer systems of law enforcement agencies and government contractors. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

11/16/2013 3:24:54 AM 

Philippine workers fight the clock to name dead while digging mass graves 

Philippine workers are struggling with few resources and little time to bury bodies in hastily dug trenches, a delicate 

operation that may delay but not necessarily prevent desperate families from learning the fates of their missing loved 

ones, say two of America’s top mass-casualty experts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/16/2013 6:11:31 AM 

Rod 81agojevich corruption appeal to be heard by US appeals court 

Former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich will be back in court next month after a federal appeals court agreed Friday to hear 

arguments over whether to toss out his 2011 corruption conviction.ln a brief ruling filed Friday in 7th U.S. Circuit of 

Appeals in Chicago, the court set Dec.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

11/16/2013 6:11:32 AM 

Apple takes heat over insensitive dictionary entry for ’gay’ 

Apple’s stock Dictionary app is in the spotlight this week after a Massachusetts teen took issue with a derogatory 

definition of the word "gay." But not every Mac shows the same definition -- and, of course, Apple didn’t write the 

entry, it just licensed it.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda, Correspondent, NBC News 

11/16/2013 9:37:04 AM 

Why wasn’t the Philippines better prepared for the typhoon? Corruption, shoddy buildings to blame 

As the Philippines grapples with the devastating aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan, Filipinos are asking why the country 

wasn’t better prepared to deal with the super storm. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Koba 

11/16/2013 10:33:32 AM 

No joke: Lack of toilets signals deadly crisis 

An event like World Toilet Day -- observed on Nov. 19 -- is naturally going to spark some bathroom humor.But the day 

also serves as a reminder that for the 2.4 billion people who don’t have access to basic sanitation, that lack of toilet 

facilities is no laughing matter., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

11/16/2013 11:01:33 AM 

See for your selfie: Lady Gaga gives great face on Instagram 

No one can predict what face Lady Gaga will wear when she hosts and performs on "Saturday Night Live" this weekend. 

But if the many selfies on her Instagram account are any hint, she’s got plenty of options up her Alexander McQueen 

sleeves.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

11/16/2013 4:08:03 PM 

Once sleepy Mexican town becoming new Motor City 

For decades, Aguascalientes was little more than a ghost town, largely abandoned by even the railroads that originally 

gave rise to the crossroads village in Mexico’s central high plains desert. But today, it is giving chase to Detroit for the 

title of Motor City.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News staff and The Associated Press 

11/16/2013 4:30:33 PM 

Deadly suicide bomb hits Afghanistan’s capital on eve of US security talks 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- An estimated 18 people have been injured or killed after a suicide bomber blew up a bus in the 

Afghan capital Saturday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/16/2013 5:04:37 PM 

Funeral director Caleb Wilde is an undertaker for the overshare generation 

He tweets. He blogs. He embalms.Caleb Wilde is a sixth-generation mortician, working for the family business in small- 

town Pennsylvania -- a Victorian-style funeral home where the only visible concessions to modernity are two big-screen 

televisions used by overflow crowds to watch a service. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News staff and The Associated Press 

11/16/2013 8:57:36 PM 

Taliban claims responsibility for suicide bomb in Kabul ahead of US security talks 

KABUL, Afl~hanistan -- The Taliban claimed responsibility for a terrorist attack Saturday that left six people dead and 22 

wounded in the Afl~han capital, officials said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Pitt, The Associated Press 

11/16/2013 9:47:18 PM 

Urban hens often abandoned once they stop laying eggs 

Five chickens live in artist Alicia Rheal’s backyard in Madison, Wis., and when they age out of laying eggs, they may 

become chicken dinner. "We get egg-layers and after a couple of years we put the older girls in the freezer and we get a 

newer batch," Rheal said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sight 

11/16/2013 11:15:42 PM 

Over-50 and out of work: Program seeks to help long-term unemployed 

By Nona Willis-Aronowitz, NBC News contributorWhen Bret Lane was laid off from his telecommunications sales job 

after 16 years, he wasn’t worried. He’d never been unemployed for more than a few days since he started working as a 

teenager. But months passed, and he couldn’t find a job. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/17/2013 1:55:23 AM 

Boy found handcuffed on porch with dead chicken on his neck, police say 

An 11-year-old boy in North Carolina was found handcuffed to a porch and a dead chicken draped around his neck while 

a deputy was searching for a loose pig, authorities said Saturday.A Union County sheriff’s deputy had responded to a 

complaint of swine roaming a resident’s yard in Monroe, N.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/17/2013 2:11:57 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Aid begins trickling into desperate Philippines communities 

By Dr.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Investigations 

11/17/2013 5:30:41 AM 

Israel muzzles witness in US anti-terrorism lawsuit 

JERUSALEM -- The Israeli government has decided to prevent a key witness from testifying in an anti-terrorism case in 

the United States, drawing accusations that it is caving in to pressure from China.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

11/17/2013 10:01:44 AM 

Born into disaster: 12,000 babies on the way in Philippines’ typhoon-stricken region 

Life is coming to a land blanketed in death. But as an estimated 12,000 babies are born in storm-smashed swaths of the 

Philippines during the next month, many will arrive underweight and ill, adding fresh medical misery to places where all 

health clinics were swept away. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Finn, NBC News contributor 

11/17/2013 10:46:40 AM 

Muslim Brotherhood tapper resists Egypt military government with music 

CAIRO - When the police showed up at his studio in Alexandria last month, Abdullah Sharif, a member of the banned 

Muslim Brotherhood party, braced for the worst.But they did not arrest him. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/17/2013 12:05:07 PM 

1980s guilty pleasures that should come out of the attic 

Need a trip back in time? Mark your calendar for Jan. 18, when Lifetime will air its remake of creepy, incesty 1979 novel- 

turned-movie "Flowers in the Attic."But maybe that’s not enough retro embarrassment for you.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/17/2013 12:44:21 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan: A crisis by the numbers 

More than a week after one of the most powerful typhoons ever recorded tore through the Philippines, the government 

and international and national humanitarian agencies face an enormous and difficult task getting aid to those who need 

it most, leaving little time to begin assessing the damage. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fakhar ur-Rehman, Producer, NBC News 

11/17/2013 3:44:01 PM 

Pakistan ex-president Musharraf to be charged with treason 

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan’s former military ruler General Pervez Musharraf is to be charged with high treason, Pakistan’s 

interior minister told a news conference Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/17/2013 3:44:03 PM 

Geeky Lady Gaga goes head-to-head with Kim Kardashian on ’SNL’ -- sort of 

Lady Gaga showed off more than her musical skills and acting chops during her latest "Saturday Night Live" visit. She 

proved she had what it takes to complete in a beauty and brains showdown with Kim Kardashian -- or a reasonable 

facsimile of the reality TV star., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael S. Schmidt and Eric Schmitt, The New York Times 

11/17/2013 3:49:31 PM 

A Russian GPS using US soil stirs spy fears 

WASHINGTON -- In the view of America’s spy services, the next potential threat from Russia may not come from a 

nefarious cyberweapon or secrets gleaned from the files of Edward J. Snowden, the former National Security Agency 

contractor now in Moscow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/17/2013 4:28:46 PM 

’They’re trying to figure out what happened’: Malfunctioning drone hits Navy ship 

A small fire erupted and two sailors were injured after an aerial target drone malfunctioned and struck a guided missile 

cruiser during training off Southern California on Saturday.The drone struck the USS Chancellorsville on the side, leaving 

a 2- to 3-foot hole, said Lt. Lenaya Rotklein of the U. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/17/2013 4:39:58 PM 

High=intensity, short workouts will rule in 2014 -- but worry fitness pros 

Next year, your workout is going to get a lot more intense. Once the domain of fitness fanatics, high-intensity interval 

training is poised to hit the mainstream in 2014, according to a new survey from the American College of Sports 

Medicine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Lauran Neergaard 

11/17/2013 5:47:41 PM 

’Lungs don’t die when you do’: New transplant program might ease shortages 

The pair of lungs sits inside a clear dome, gently inflating as doctors measure how well they’ll breathe if implanted into a 

patient who desperately needs a new set.It’s a little-known twist of nature -- your lungs can live on for a while after you 

die.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/17/2013 5:47:42 PM 

Journalists give Lorde’s ’Royals’ a new twist for oldmedia 

Pining for the old days when print news ruled?While many readers now prefer their news buzz-packed and paper-free, 

some journalists still long for the days of old media -- and two of them found a new way to express that.On Saturday, 

Aaron Edwards, associate editor for BreakingNews. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/17/2013 6:26:41 PM 

53 million people at risk as powerful Midwest storm threatens tornadoes and severe winds 

A powerful storm system will bring tornadoes and widespread damaging wind gusts to many areas of the Midwest 

Sunday, with millions of Americans in its path, the Weather Channel forecasters said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

11/17/2013 6:26:43 PM 

Volcano under Antarctic ice may erupt, accelerate melting 

A newly discovered volcano rumbling beneath nearly a mile of ice in Antarctica will almost certainly erupt at some point 

in the future, according to a new study. Such an event could accelerate the flow of ice into the sea and push up the 

already rising global sea levels.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/17/2013 8:45:28 PM 

Mount Etna volcano erupts, lighting up sky over Sicily 

ROME -- Mount Etna, Europe’s most active volcano, has erupted again, lighting up the sky over much of eastern Sicily 

and shooting up a towering column of ash.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Teresa Cerojano and Todd Pitman, The Associated Press 

11/17/2013 9:25:17 PM 

Philippine president to set up camp in hard-hit Tacloban 

TACLOBAN, Philippines -- President Benigno Aquino III said Sunday that he will stay in typhoon-battered Leyte province 

until he sees more progress in the aid effort following complaints from survivors that they have yet to receive proper 

help. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

11/17/2013 9:53:07 PM 

53 million people at risk as powerful Midwest storm brinl~s tornadoes, severe winds 

Fifty three million people across the United States were in harm’s way as a powerful storm system raged across the 

Midwest on Sunday, spawning deadly tornadoes that left a path of destruction in parts of central Illinois. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kristen Welker and Ali Weinberg, NBC News 

11/18/2013 2:36:43 AM 

DC insurance commissioner fired a day after criticizing Obamacare steps 

Washington, D.C.’s insurance commissioner confirmed Sunday that he was fired after questioning President Barack 

Obama’s proposed fixes to his troubled health-care law. William White told NBC News that Mayor Vincent Gray’s office 

didn’t explicitly link his dismissal to his comments.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/18/2013 2:36:50 AM 

’Like a movie’: Woman drives 600 miles to rescue 27 people from typhoon-torn village 

After four days of hearing nothing from family in a typhoon-ravaged fishing village in the Philippines, Regina Balosca 

Sculley set off on her own rescue mission -- an operation that would bring to safety 27 people piled into a rental van., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Jeff Black, NBC News 

11/18/2013 2:47:56 AM 

Scores of tornadoes kill 5, injure at least 37 in Midwest 

A powerful storm system rampaged through the Midwest on Sunday, spawning scores of tornadoes that killed at least 

five people, injured dozens of others and left devastating damage in parts of Illinois.Brookport, III., in Massac County 

near the Kentucky line, was particularly hard hit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marisa Kabas 

11/18/2013 2:47:58 AM 

Real wedding: Rustic chic love story in the Adirondacks 

Kathleen and Ryan’s relationship began like any good old-fashioned American love story: at a bowling alley.The two 

were both seniors at Albion College in Michigan when they hit the lanes with their respective best friends, who 

happened to be dating each other. It was a set-up gone very right. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Jeff Black, NBC News 

11/18/2013 5:18:24 AM 

Scores of tornadoes kill 6, injure at least 37 in Midwest 

A powerful storm system rampaged through the Midwest on Sunday, spawning dozens of tornadoes that killed at least 

six people, injured many others and left devastating damage in parts of Illinois.Brookport, II1., in Massac County near the 

Kentucky line, was particularly hard hit. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

11/18/2013 5:18:29 AM 

Two dead, 20 injured in accident at Colorado mine 

Unexplained "noxious gases" killed two miners and injured 20 others in an accident at a Colorado mine Sunday morning, 

the mine’s manager said.All but two of the injured miners were treated and released from area hospitals, authorities 

said Sunday night.The accident occurred at 7:20 a.m. (9:20 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/18/2013 9:23:04 AM 

’So consequential an act’: 50 years later, JFK conspiracy theories endure 

The mob did it. Or the CIA. Or Fidel Castro. Or Lyndon Johnson. Or the Soviets.Half a century has passed since the 

assassination of President John F. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

(3il Aegerter 

11/18/2013 9:53:25 AM 

Nuclear plant workers in hot water after alleged plot to rob armored car goes awry 

The story reads like a movie script: A nuclear reactor operator recruits a co-worker for an armored car heist, gets caught 

hijacking a vehicle, then flees to South America only to be recaptured amid allegations of money laundering and gun and 

steroid smuggling. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Andrew K. Franklin, Senior Producer, NBC Nightly News 

11/18/2013 10:36:19 AM 

A day in the life: The Beatles’ first appearance on American television 

I think one of the cheekiest things we ever did was to say to Brian Epstein, "We’re not going to America until we’ve got a 

Number One record." - Paul McCartneyThe Beatles seemed to come out of nowhere to conquer America in 1964, but in 

fact, we knew they were coming. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/18/2013 11:52:13 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: World Bank offers S5OOM loan to Philippines as aid logjams persist 

As government officials and aid workers struggled to reach communities devastated by Typhoon Haiyan 11 days ago, the 

World Bank has offered the Philippines a $500-million emergency loan to help it construct buildings able to withstand 

high winds and severe flooding. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/18/2013 1:41:48 PM 

Brett Favre on NFL, concussions: ’The toll has got to be pretty high’ 

A model of toughness in an NFL career in which he started 297 straight games, future Hall-of-Fame quarterback Brett 

Favre now worries about all those hits. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/18/2013 1:59:22 PM 

III. tornado victim: ’1 found pieces of my house 100 yards away’ 

For Scott Gundy and his neighbors in hard-hit Washington, II1., Monday will be a day to pick up the pieces of a tornado 

that left their community devastated. "1 don’t know what we’re going to do," he told Matt Lauer in an emotional 

interview Monday on TODAY. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/18/2013 1:59:23 PM 

Cheney feud over same sex marriage flares on Facebook 

The simmering feud between the daughters of former Vice President Dick Cheney over same sex marriage has reignited 

on social media., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By (3ina Kolata 

11/18/2013 1:59:31 PM 

Risk calculator for cholesterol appears flawed 

Last week, the nation’s leading heart organizations released a sweeping new set of guidelines for lowering cholesterol, 

along with an online calculator meant to help doctors assess risks and treatment options., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joe Fryer and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/18/2013 2:06:03 PM 

Cop fires at minivan full of kids after traffic-stop scuffle in New Mexico 

What began as a traffic stop in New Mexico ended with a police officer bashing the window of a family minivan with his 

baton and a second officer firing shots at the van, which had five children inside., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

11/18/2013 2:24:26 PM 

Damage to city budgets: Self-inflicted with help from Wall Street 

Five years after a once-in-a-lifetime global financial collapse and the Great Recession, many American cities now caught 

in a financial bind can rightly blame forces beyond their control.In some cases, though, the damage was self-inflicted. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/18/2013 2:55:17 PM 

Is your coffee habit killing you or saving your life? 

Coffee is good for you, a new study says. Wait, no, coffee is actually not that good for you, a newer study says. It seems 

like research on coffee keeps contradicting itself: It is simultaneously the cause of and the cure to everything.So what’s 

the truth?. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/18/2013 3:01:25 PM 

’Breaking Bad’ alternate ending reveals it was a ’Malcolm’ dream 

What if "Breaking Bad" was a figment of Bryan Cranston’s "Malcolm in the Middle" character’s mind? A hilarious new 

alternate ending clip that USA Today reports was cribbed from the "Breaking Bad: The Complete Series" DVD box set 

suggests it could have been.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, NBC News justice correspondent 

11/18/2013 3:50:57 PM 

Supreme Court passes up review of NSA snooping practices 

The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday ducked an invitation to review the constitutionality of the National Security 

Agency’s electronic eavesdropping practices.This was the first case to reach the court since documents leaked by 

Edward Snowden disclosed the broad outlines of the NSA’s snooping programs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/18/2013 4:35:47 PM 

Bill Clinton says he hopes for ’a woman president in my lifetime’ 

Former president Bill Clinton says he does not know if his wife will mount another bid for the White House but that he 

will support any decision she makes about 2016., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/18/2013 4:54:22 PM 

Newlyweds recreate famous ’Dirty Dancing’ scene for wedding 

Newlyweds Terra and Drake Otto were clearly having the time of their life during their first wedding dance, but it wasn’t 

the same old two-step some might have expected. Instead, the Wisconsin couple recreated an iconic dance scene from 

"Dirty Dancing," and the video is exploding on the web.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

11/18/2013 5:36:41 PM 

3 of ’San Antonio 4’ to be released pending new trial decision, lawyer says 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin NBC News 

11/18/2013 5:36:41 PM 

Midwest tornadoes: Communities count cost as deadly storms head northeast 

People across the Midwest picked through the remains of their homes Monday after a storm system swept across six 

states, spawned more than 80 reported tornadoes and killed at least eight people.Authorities in Illinois went door to 

door to search for people trapped in houses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/18/2013 8:09:38 PM 

’A problem waiting to happen’: Headstrong elk euthanized after confrontation video goes viral 

A one-and-a-half-year-old elk was put down late Friday after an amateur video caught the animal making contact with a 

human, officials said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/18/2013 8:15:32 PM 

’Shame!’: Toronto Mayor Rob Ford heckled at power=curbing meeting 

Spectators shouted "Shame!" at Toronto Mayor Rob Ford at a raucous City Council meeting where lawmakers were 

debating a motion to strip him of much of his staff, budget and power., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter, NBC News 

11/18/2013 8:15:33 PM 

George Zimmerman arrested in Florida after disturbance call 

George Zimmerman has been arrested in Florida, NBC News has learned.A Seminole County Sheriff’s Office statement 

says Zimmerman was arrested Monday afternoon after deputies responded to a disturbance call at a house in Apopka, 

Fla., about 15 miles northwest of Orlando.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

11/18/2013 8:32:14 PM 

Deformed ’conehead’ skull from Dark Ages unearthed in France 

The skeleton of an ancient aristocratic woman whose head was warped into a deformed, pointy shape has been 

unearthed in a necropolis in France.The necropolis, found in the Alsace region of France, contains 38 tombs that span 

more than 4,000 years, from the Stone Age to the Dark Ages. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines and Michael Maloney 

11/18/2013 8:38:07 PM 

Bill Engvall can’t dance on ’Dancing With the Stars,’ but could groove to finals 

Bill Engvall was one of the weakest hoofer hopefuls on the season premiere of "Dancing With the Stars," and heading 

into the semifinals, he is firmly in the back of the pack. But that’s only where judges’ scores and unbiased eyes are 

concerned.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Liana B, Baker 

11/18/2013 8:38:07 PM 

Sony sells 1 million PlayStation 4 units in first 24 hours 

Sony Corp. said on Sunday it had sold 1 million units of its new PlayStation 4 gaming console in the first 24 hours that it 

was available in the United States and Canada., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

11/18/2013 9:24:13 PM 

Dow pares gains after breaking 16,000 barrier 

Investors failed to push the Dow to a record close on Monday after the index had pushed through the 16,000 level 

earlier in the session. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/18/2013 10:26:18 PM 

Cookie Monster is Cookieness Evereat in ’Sesame Street’s’ ’HungerGames’ spoof 

Fans of "The Hunger 6ames" franchise will have to wait a few days before they can catch a glimpse of "Catching Fire." 

But thanks to "Sesame Street’s" latest fun film parody, they can get a taste of the next best thing right now. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

11/18/2013 10:26:21 PM 

Path of destruction: Aerials show tornado’s trail 

Related:Midwest tornadoes: Communities count cost as deadly storms head northeastScores of tornadoes kill 6, injure 

at least 37 in MidwestVideo: Bird’s eye view of tornado-ravaged Midwest, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/18/2013 10:37:34 PM 

Imelda Marcos aide convicted of conspiracy in theft of Impressionist masterpieces 

Imelda Marcos’ former personal secretary was convicted Monday in the disappearance of four masterpieces after she 

and her husband, the late President Ferdinand Marcos, were driven out of the Philippines in 1986.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

11/18/2013 11:11:27 PM 

EBay and Craigslist: Where the desperate turn for sold-out gaming consoles 

Scalpers are turning to eBay and Craigslist to try to cash in the demand for the next-generation gaming consoles from 

Sony and Microsoft.The brand new PlayStation 4 and soon-to-be-released Xbox One are all over the online classifieds, 

listed for hundreds of dollars more than they officially cost.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/18/2013 11:16:58 PM 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford stripped of many powers at raucous meeting 

Scandal-scarred Toronto Mayor Rob Ford was stripped of many of his powers Monday at a raucous City Council meeting 

that turned out to be a real knockdown affair., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter, NBC News 

11/18/2013 11:28:08 PM 

George Zimmerman arrested after allegedly pointing shotgun at girlfriend 

George Zimmerman was arrested and charged with threatening his girlfriend with a gun Monday after Florida 

authorities responded to a disturbance call at the woman’s home., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

11/19/2013 1:13:13 AM 

’We take care of each other’: Military families already prepping for another government shutdown 

More than 80 percent of middle-class, military families expect another federal shutdown in January, according to a 

survey released Monday to NBC News, and some of those troops -- financially depleted from the previous shutdown -- 

are tapping food-sharing programs to help feed their children.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyun~; Kim 

11/19/2013 1:13:16 AM 

WaI-Mart defends controversial food drive for employees 

WaI-Mart is defending a Thanksgiving food drive that an Ohio store set up for its employees, saying workers there are 

"outraged" that their act of generosity is being twisted out of context., 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patti Domm 

11/19/2013 1:13:16 AM 

Too bubbly? Market milestones feed fears 

The Dow burst through 16,000 and the S&P 500 cracked 1,800 for the first time Monday, a sign that stocks are getting 

pricey, but not necessarily that a big selloff is imminent.The big round numbers are not meaningful for the market per 

se, but they are important to investor psychology. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sophia Rosenbaum, NBC News 

11/19/2013 1:18:56 AM 

Dozens hospitalized after carbon monoxide leak at Utah elementary school 

At least 23 people were hospitalized Monday morning after a carbon monoxide leak forced 280 students and faculty to 

evacuate a Utah elementary school 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/19/2013 1:18:56 AM 

Orlando police release new video evidence in Michelle Parker disappearance 

Orlando police on Monday released new surveillance video in the case of Michelle Parker, a mother of three who 

vanished two years ago just hours after she and her ex-fiance appeared in a pre-taped episode of "The People’s Court., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

11/19/2013 1:35:28 AM 

Kanye West in Harvard speech: ’World can be saved through design’ 

Kanye West stopped by Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design on Sunday and dropped some knowledge -- and 

free concert tickets -- on students during a short speech., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

11/19/2013 2:36:34 AM 

911 calls released following Zimmerman domestic disturbance arrest 

George Zimmerman was arrested and charged in connection with threatening his girlfriend with a gun Monday after 

Florida authorities responded to a disturbance call at the woman’s home,, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander 

11/19/2013 2:36:34 AM 

Even people with super recall tripped up by false memories, study finds 

Some people have an amazing ability to recall specific events, like exactly what happened on a particular day decades 

ago., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kevin Tibbles and Kate Snow, NBC News 

11/19/2013 3:33:16 AM 

’It’s all gone’: Midwest communities weigh costs of deadly tornadoes 

Stunned residents across the Midwest picked through the wreckage of what used to be their homes on Monday after a 

fierce storm system swept across six states, spawned nearly 60 reported tornadoes and killed at least eight people.From 

the air, large areas of the devastated city of Washington, IlL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Rubinkam, The Associated Press 

11/19/2013 3:50:18 AM 

Church jury convicts Pennsylvania United Methodist pastor for same-sex wedding 

SPRING CITY, Pa. -- A United Methodist pastor was convicted Monday of breaking church law by officiating his own 

son’s same-sex wedding and could be defrocked after a high-profile trial that has rekindled debate over the 

denomination’s policy on same-sex marriage.The Methodist church put the Rev. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/19/2013 3:55:48 AM 

Alabama principal apologizes for ’Trail of Tears’ banner at high school football game 

A principal at a McCalla, Alabama high school apologized Monday for a racially insensitive banner his students used at a 

football game over the weekend. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/19/2013 4:07:07 AM 

’Unlikely we’ll ever know’: A grim, chaotic count after Philippines typhoon 

Counting the dead in the Philippines is grim, slow, and frustratingly inexact work. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/19/2013 6:12:15 AM 

’Dancing With the Stars’ bad boy Maksim Chmerkovskiy playsgood=guy judge 

Maksim Chmerkovskiy, the "Dancing With the Stars" pro who earned a reputation as the bad boy of the ballroom, came 

back from his two-season break to act as guest judge in Monday’s semifinals.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Galligan 

11/19/2013 6:12:15 AM 

Winemakers team up to blend a masterful craft beer 

There’s a saying that it takes a lot of beer to make a good wine, because winemaking is thirsty work. The latest edition of 

Firestone Walker Brewing Company’s Anniversary Ale proves it’s a two way street - it can take a lot of winemakers to 

create a world-class beer.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/19/2013 6:12:16 AM 

’Joy Sessions’ capture tender moments with owners and terminally ill pets 

An emotional photo shoot with a terminally ill woman and her beloved black Labrador has inspired a Minnesota-based 

photographer to offer a special service illustrating the bond between owners and their pets. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/19/2013 7:27:58 AM 

Prince Harry’s icy expedition delayed 24 hours in Cape Town 

You can blame Mother Nature: Before Prince Harry hits the South Pole for an expedition with a group of wounded 

military veterans, he will have to rough it for a day in the beautiful summer weather of Cape Town in South Africa. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/19/2013 7:28:01 AM 

Unlucky PlayStation 4owners face ’blue light of death’ 

Sony’s next-generation PlayStation 4 video game console hit the shelves on Friday, receiving positive accolades from 

many early reviewers and Sony fans alike.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Investigations 

11/19/2013 9:10:21 AM 

Pentagon lab, slow to ID human remains, has time to shoot Bradley Cooper movie 

By Bill Dedman, Investigative Reporter, NBC NewsA unit of the U.S. Department of Defense, already under fire for faked 

public ceremonies and delays in identifying the remains of American service men and women, found time earlier this 

month to hand over part of its lab to Hollywood.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laila Kearney, Reuters 

11/19/2013 9:59:18 AM 

’Wild Bill’ Hickok’s revolver fails to sell as bids stall at $220,000 

SAN FRANCISCO -- The revolver carried by Old West lawman James "Wild Bill" Hickok on the day he was shot down at a 

Deadwood saloon failed to sell at an auction in San Francisco on Monday, with bidders failinl~ to meet the steep reserve 

set by the i~un’s owners. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

11/19/2013 10:18:33 AM 

Convinced by the Communists? Some theorize Soviets or Castro inspired Oswald to kill JFK 

In 1961, the U.S. attacked newly socialist Cuba in the unsuccessful Bay of Pigs Invasion.In 1962, Soviet Union leader 

Nikita Khrushchev allied his country with Cuban Prime Minister Fidel Castro and constructed missiles on Cuban soil 

pointing at America -- threatening to fire until the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

11/19/2013 10:43:29 AM 

Plain white T-shirt for 37 or 370? How wealth gap is changing retail 

The growing wealth gap between the richest and poorest Americans is increasingly creating a shopping chasm between 

those who are trading up and those who are trading down, experts say. What’s missing is the middle.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Coffman, Reuters 

11/19/2013 10:43:32 AM 

Carbon monoxide killed two in Colorado gold and silver mine: feds 

DENVER -- Fatal levels of carbon monoxide following an explosion killed two workers in a gold and silver mine in 

Colorado over the weekend, federal safety officials said on Monday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, Kevin Tibbles, and Kate Snow, NBC News 

11/19/2013 11:45:40 AM 

Midwest storm system featured most powerful northerly November tornadoes in a century 

A deadly storm system which ripped through the Midwest on Sunday brought with it the two most powerful tornadoes 

that far north in November for 100 years, meteorologists said Tuesday.One of the two EF4 tornadoes recorded on 

Sunday devastated large parts of Washington, IlL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/19/2013 12:29:31 PM 

NSA reported its own violations to intelligence court in 2009, files show 

By Eileen Sullivan, The Associated PressThe National Security Agency reported its own violations of surveillance rules to 

a U.S., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/19/2013 1:25:37 PM 

’I’m not perfect’: Defiant Toronto Mayor Rob Ford insists he can lead 

In a TODAY interview that aired Tuesday, embattled Toronto Mayor Rob Ford admitted flaws, but blasted his critics and 

insisted he’s fit to serve the city."l’m embarrassed," Ford said. "Not just myself, my family, my friends, my supporters, 

the whole city. I take full responsibility for that. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Krystina Gustafson 

11/19/2013 1:44:56 PM 

WaI-Mart kicks Black Friday deals up a notch 

Not to be outdone by other large retailers, WaI-Mart Stores announced Tuesday that it will kick off its Black Friday deals 

one week early.The retailer said it will mark down prices on a number of toys and electronics starting Nov. 22, in stores 

and online. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rachael Rettner 

11/19/2013 2:03:39 PM 

Pulse surges in woman’s neck reveal heart condition 

A 33-year-old woman in Canada who had large, abnormal pulses that were clearly visible in her neck ultimately needed 

surgery to combat a bacterial infection in her heart, according to a new report of her case. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Salter, The Associated Press 

11/19/2013 2:29:37 PM 

White supremacist serial killer to be put to death after clemency denied 

A white supremacist serial killer responsible for as many as 20 murders is set to die in Missouri just past midnight 

Tuesday, the first execution in the state in nearly three years. Joseph Paul Franklin, 63, is scheduled to die at 12:01 a.m. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David R Arnott 

11/19/2013 3:01:09 PM 

Caroline Kennedy meets Japan emperor, arriving; by horse-drawn carria~;e 

Thousands of well-wishers lined the streets of Tokyo to catch a glimpse of Caroline Kennedy on Tuesday as the new U.S. 

Ambassador to Japan traveled by horse-drawn imperial carriage to meet the Emperor at the Imperial Palace., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/19/2013 3:20:42 PM 

’It’s a Wonderful Life’ sequel planned for 2015 theatrical release 

"It’s a Wonderful Life," the classic Frank Capra film from 1946 that has become a holiday season staple, will get a sequel 

almost 70 years after its initial release, Variety reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Roberto Landucci, Naomi O’Leary and James Mackenzie, Reuters 

11/19/2013 3:39:56 PM 

Cyclone Cleopatra sweeps Italy’s Sardinia, killing at least 17 

ROME -- At least 17 people were killed by floods and hundreds made homeless after a cyclone swept over the 

Mediterranean island of Sardinia, Italian authorities said on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem, Ayman Mohyeldin and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

11/19/2013 3:39:56 PM 

At least 23 killed, dozens hurt as explosions rock Iranian Embassy site in Beirut 

BEIRUT - An Iranian diplomat was among at least 23 people killed in a suspected twin suicide bomb attack at the Iranian 

Embassy in Beirut Tuesday, officials said.An al Qaeda-linked terror group claimed responsibility - the latest sign that 

Syria’s civil war is spilling over the border into Lebanon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joan Raymond 

11/19/2013 4:31:55 PM 

Generation slowpoke? Kids don’t run as fast as parents once did, study finds 

Despite their "pumped up kicks," kids today aren’t running nearly as fast as their parents did at the same age. In fact, in 

a one-mile run, youngsters now are about 1.5 minutes slower on those laps than children 30 years ago, according to a 

new study.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

11/19/2013 4:31:58 PM 

’You go, girl’: Allison Janney on her sitcom turn and still getting the jitters 

No actor on television is making viewers laugh and cry in equal measure the way the Ober-versatile Allison Janney is 

doing at the moment., 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jessica Taylor 

11/19/2013 4:38:29 PM 

Cheney family dispute inflames tensions in Wyoming race 

The bitter spat over same-sex marriage between the Cheney sisters that spilled over into the public arena over the 

weekend is further inflaming tensions in Wyoming, especially among Iongtime state observers who see some in the 

family as willing to do anything to win an election. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sophia Rosenbaum, NBC News 

11/19/2013 4:50:58 PM 

Addicting rhythms: Documenting Mexican cartel-fueled music 

A conflict photographer who has spent time in the war zones of Israel, Gaza and Afghanistan, Shaul Schwarz is has 

devoted his life to putting himself in harms way to tell compelling stories.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel, NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent 

11/19/2013 5:30:43 PM 

Endless Afghanistan? US-Afghan agreement would keep troops in place and funds flowing, perhaps indefinitely 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

.lames Mackenzie, Reuters 

11/19/2013 5:30:47 PM 

Iran upbeat on nuclear talks: ’We can make progress’ 

ROME - Iran can make serious progress in talks on resolving a standoff over its nuclear ambitions at a meeting of world 

powers in Geneva this week, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fick, Reuters 

11/19/2013 5:37:21 PM 

Protesters hit Egypt’s Tahrir Square on anniversary of deaths 

CAIRO - Hundreds of Egyptians gathered in Cairo’s Tahrir Square on Tuesday to commemorate the deaths of protesters 

killed two years ago and call for the army-backed government to adopt reforms.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerry Sanders and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/19/2013 6:26:15 PM 

Zimmerman’s lawyer says he’s $2.5 million in debt 

George Zimmerman is $2.5 million in debt and will declare he is indigent when he appears in court Tuesday after being 

accused of threatening his girlfriend with a gun, his lawyer said.Public defender Jeff Dowdy is set to represent 

Zimmerman during his initial appearance.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TOM KRISHER 

11/19/2013 6:55:08 PM 

Safety agency opens probe into Tesla fires 

The U.S. government’s auto safety watchdog is investigating whether Tesla’s Model S electric car is vulnerable to fires 

because roadway debris can pierce the car’s underbody and battery. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/19/2013 6:55:09 PM 

Don’t be a Cheney sister: How to avoid siblinl~ squabbles this Thanksgiving 

If you want to have a peaceful Thanksgiving with your siblings next week, remember this: Don’t be a Cheney sister. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Williams, Andy Eckardt and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/19/2013 7:00:56 PM 

Haiyan’s hidden damage: Filipino children suffer emotional scars 

With many rescue workers in the Philippines focused on burying bodies, distributing aid and helping the injured, others 

have turned their attention to the many children they say are suffering deep emotional damage in the wake of the 

typhoon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/19/2013 7:36:16 PM 

Teen convicted of killing lO=year-old Jessica Ridgeway sentenced to life 

A teenager who pleaded guilty to the brutal killing of a 10-year-old girl in Colorado has been sentenced to life in 

prison.Austin Sigg, 18, was not eligible for the death penalty because he was 17 at the time of Jessica Ridgeway’s death. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Ing and Henry Austin, NBC News 

11/19/2013 7:47:37 PM 

Paris manhunt: French PM vows to ’use all means’ to snare shooter 

PARIS -- The French prime minister vowed Tuesday "to use all means" to track down a gunman who seriously injured an 

employee at a Paris newspaper office, fired shots near a major bank and hijacked a car to escape. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

11/19/2013 8:05:18 PM 

Are vacation days a luxury or a right? Americans are torn 

Fewer workers these days are dreaming of a fantastic trip away from the office as more of them are leaving unused 

vacation days on the table, according to a survey released Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/19/2013 8:17:17 PM 

Kanye West is done with President Obama 

Kanye West will say no more about President Barack Obama, the tapper declared during an interview on Philadelphia’s 

Hot 107.9 Monday.’Tm not gonna mention him no more," the "Yeezus" tapper told hosts Shamara and Laiya St. Claire. 

"That’s out of my thoughts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

11/19/2013 9:08:37 PM 

’Family Feud’ contestant’s awkward answer stuns Steve Harvey 

Name something you know about zombies. Now, before you say "they eat people" or "they’re difficult to kill," consider 

the answer of a "Family Feud" contestant whose response stunned host Steve Harvey into laughter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerry Sanders and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/19/2013 9:25:54 PM 

George Zimmerman’s bond set at $9,000 as prosecutor airs choking accusation 

It was a rough day for George Zimmerman: His wife served him with divorce papers in jail, he was accused in court of 

choking his girlfriend and threatening suicide, and his lawyer revealed he’s $2.5 million in debt.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/19/2013 9:43:10 PM 

Obama: We ’underestimated’ difficulty of launching Obamacare portal 

President Barack Obama said Tuesday that his administration "underestimated" the difficulty of launching the troubled 

HealthCare.gov web site but that political partisanship is also to blame for the law’s poor rollout., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/19/2013 9:43:20 PM 

Massachusetts high school’s football season canceled after racial harassment 

Officials in a Massachusetts town have called off the remainder of a high school football team’s season after racially 

charged graffiti was allegedly spray-painted on the house of the team’s only black player.Lunenburg, Mass., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, NBC News 

11/19/2013 10:06:14 PM 

Florida congressman charged with cocaine possession 

A first-term Florida Republican congressman has been charged with misdemeanor possession of a controlled substance, 

according to charges filed in Washington, D.C., superior court on Tuesday.Rep. Trey Radel, R-Fla., faces arraignment on 

Wednesday in Washington. He was arrested on Oct.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/19/2013 10:18:05 PM 

Dishing up comfort: Program aims to boost cancer patients’ appetites 

Carbs are great, the creamier the better. Fresh, juicy vegetables and fruits are good, too.New research released Tuesday 

as part of a project on cancer nutrition shows not only what turns patients’ stomachs, but what they will find appetizing.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair ]amieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/19/2013 10:29:18 PM 

Dozens trapped by rubble in South Africa mall collapse: reports 

A roof at a South African shopping mall that was under construction collapsed on Tuesday, killing at least one person 

and injuring at least 26, police said., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters 

11/19/2013 11:20:28 PM 

Over 100 prisoners missing as Philippine typhoon zone criminals swim out 

TACLOBAN, Philippines -- It’s 103 and counting - that’s the number of prisoners on the loose after escaping Tacloban 

City Jail when a super typhoon devastated the central Philippines, flooded the prison and smashed open the main gate.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Candice Choi 

11/19/2013 11:26:19 PM 

Thanksgiving mystery: why are turkeys not getting fat? 

Butterball apparently has a big mystery on its hands: The company says it doesn’t know why some of its turkeys 

wouldn’t plump up in time for Thanksgiving this year. CEO Rod Brenneman says it’s the first time it has happened and 

that the company is investigating what went wrong. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, Chief Justice Correspondent, NBC News 

11/20/2013 12:05:39 AM 

Supreme Court won’t block Texas abortion law 

The U.S. Supreme Court Tuesday decided not to block Texas’ new abortion law that activists said had the effect of 

shutting down about a third of the abortion clinics in the state.The justices voted 5-4 in favor of not taking action. The 

four liberal justices dissented. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/20/2013 1:40:46 AM 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford loses TV show -- after one day 

Toronto’s toul~h-talking, and crack-smokinl~, Mayor Rob Ford has lost his television show after just one episode -- a day 

after he lost most of his powers.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

11/20/2013 1:40:49 AM 

Does O.uizUp have all the answers? Social trivia game nets a million fans in a week 

Quick, what’s the No. 1 downloaded free app on iTunes this week? If you answered QuizUp, you’re one up on the 

competition. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Salter, The Associated Press 

11/20/2013 1:40:50 AM 

Federal judl~e l~rants stay of execution for white supremacist serial killer 

A federal judge in Missouri has given a stay of execution Tuesday to white supremacist serial killer Joseph Paul Franklin 

just hours before his scheduled death.U.S. District Judge Nanette Laughrey ruled late Tuesday afternoon in St., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/20/2013 1:40:50 AM 

Lullaby time: Kelly Clarkson is expecting first baby 

"American Idol" winner Kelly Clarkson, 31, is moving quickly from one milestone to another. The singer wed talent 

manager Brandon Blackstock Oct. 20, and on Tuesday, she announced via Twitter and Facebook that she was expecting 

their first child. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/20/2013 2:03:19 AM 

What ifJFK had lived? Book reimagines a presidency, a war and the ’60s 

It was raining in Dallas on the morning of Nov. 22, 1963. But the skies cleared in time for John F. Kennedy’s motorcade to 

roll through the streets without a protective bubble top on the president’s car.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Candice Choi and Michelle Chapman 

11/20/2013 2:31:18 AM 

Kicking the can: Campbell’s hit by fresh food shift 

Its soup may be Mmm Mmm Good, but Americans’ shift toward fresh foods is kicking Campbell’s right in the can.The 

company said on Tuesday its quarterly profit fell 30 percent as U.S. sales of soups and V8 beverage declined. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello, NBC News 

11/20/2013 2:31:19 AM 

Airline pilots depend too much on automation, says panel commissioned by FAA 

Commercial airline pilots rely too much on automation in the cockpit and are losing basic flying skills, warns a new 

Federal Aviation Administration report due out this week. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/20/2013 2:31:22 AM 

Walt Disney’s daughter has died at age 79 

Diane Disney Miller, who inspired her famous father Walt to create Disneyland, died Tuesday in Napa, Calif. at age 

79."We are deeply saddened by the loss of Diane Disney Miller and our thoughts are with her family during his difficult 

time," The Walt Disney Company said in a statement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jon Herskovitz, Reuters 

11/20/2013 2:31:23 AM 

Texas young conservatives group cancels ’Catch an lllegal Immigrant’ game 

AUSTIN, Texas -- A group of young political conservatives at the University of Texas canceled a game planned for 

Wednesday called "Catch an lllegal Immigrant" after criticism from students, the university and the state’s Republican 

attorney general 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miriam Kramer 

11/20/2013 2:31:27 AM 

Sun fires off powerful solar flare, triggering radio blackout 

The sun unleashed a powerful solar flare early Tuesday, the latest in a series of intense storms this month from Earth’s 

closest star.While the powerful solar flare was not aimed directly at Earth when it erupted, it did trigger a radio blackout 

at 5:26 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danielle Brennan 

11/20/2013 2:31:35 AM 

Show your what? Kmart’s new holiday ad gets naughty 

Is Kmart’s latest holiday ad too naughty?The retailer that brought you the play-on-words "Ship My Pants" and "Big Gas 

Savings" commercials is back with another cheeky ad -- but this one features holiday hunks playing "Jingle Bells" with 

their, uh, junk.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/20/2013 2:48:29 AM 

Adam Levine named People magazine’s Sexiest Man Alive 

"Voice" coach, Maroon 5 frontman and actor Adam Levine can now add Sexiest Man Alive to his list of achievements -- 

he’s People magazine’s 2013 pick. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Roni Caryn Rabin 

11/20/2013 3:50:19 AM 

Doctors complain they will be paid less by health exchange plans 

Many doctors are disturbed they will be paid less -- often a lot less -- to care for the millions of patients projected to 

buy coverage through the health law’s new insurance marketplaces.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Rubinkam, The Associated Press 

11/20/2013 3:50:26 AM 

Pennsylvania pastor who performed gay wedding suspended 

A United Methodist minister from southeastern Pennsylvania who was convicted under church law of officiating at his 

son’s same-sex wedding ceremony was suspended for 30 days Tuesday and told he will lose his credentials if he violates 

any of the church’s rules in that time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Wall 

11/20/2013 3:50:27 AM 

Nighttime rocket launch puts a record 29 satellites in orbit 

A spectacular rocket launch from Virginia’s eastern shore late Tuesday lit up the night sky like an artifical sun, kicking off 

a record-breaking mission to put 29 satellites into orbit.The Orbital Sciences-built Minotaur 1 rocket launched into space 

at 8:15 p.m.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

11/20/2013 3:50:36 AM 

Tuhao galore! China has the youngest billionaires 

China may not have the most billionaires, but it does have the youngest.According to a report from Wealth-X and UBS, 

China’s 157 billionaires have an average age of 53 years old. That’s nine years younger than the global average. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

11/20/2013 3:50:38 AM 

National Zoo’s panda cub takes her first few groggy steps 

The National Zoo’s giant panda cub is officially in the throes of toddlerdom: She took her first few insecure steps over 

the weekend! The nearly 3-month-old cub, who now weighs in at 10., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/20/2013 6:11:58 AM 

George W. Bush on Leno: History will judge my decisions in office 

Former President George W. Bush said history will judge the decisions he made in the White House -- yet it could take a 

while, maybe a couple of hundred years.But Bush, who appeared on NBC’s "Tonight Show" Tuesday, said he doesn’t 

worry too much about it.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/20/2013 6:46:32 AM 

Albuquerque votes down proposed strict abortion limits 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC NewsVoters in New Mexico’s largest city rejected a ban on late-term abortions Tuesday in 

a municipal election that was being closely watched as a possible new front in the national abortion fight. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/20/2013 6:46:35 AM 

Xbox One review: Compelling console with a strong lineup of games 

The six months since Microsoft unveiled its next-generation game console haven’t been kind to the tech giant. Gamers 

were enraged at how the company seemed to be emphasizing the Xbox One’s role as a smart TV box over its potential as 

a gaming powerhouse.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/20/2013 6:46:39 AM 

Liberty University student shot to death after attacking campus officer with hammer 

A campus security officer shot and killed a male collel~e student at an off-campus women’s dormitory Tuesday in 

Lynchburg, Va. after the student attacked him with a hammer, authorities said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kareem Raheem and Sylvia Westall, Reuters 

11/20/2013 9:57:38 AM 

At least 19 killed after six explosions rip through busy Baghdad markets, streets 

BAGHDAD -- Six bombs exploded in busy markets and streets across Baghdad on Wednesday, killing 19 people and 

wounding 66, police and medical sources said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/20/2013 10:03:44 AM 

Albuquerque voters reject ban on late-term abortions 

By Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC NewsVoters in New Mexico’s largest city rejected a ban on late-term abortions 

Tuesday in a municipal election that was being closely watched as a possible new front in the national abortion fight. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/20/2013 10:35:19 AM 

Court lifts two stays of execution for serial killer Joseph Paul Franklin 

A federal appeals court overturned two stays of execution for white supremacist serial killer Joseph Paul Franklin early 

Wednesday, but his legal team said it would apply to the U.S. Supreme Court for another stay.The 8th U.S.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Schecter, Monica Alba and Lindsay Perez, NBC News 

11/20/2013 11:32:03 AM 

Tyson Foods dumps pig farm after NBC shows company video of alleged abuse 

The nation’s largest meat producer says it has terminated its contract with an Oklahoma farm after NBC News showed 

the company undercover video of workers on the farm kicking, hitting and throwing pigs and slamming piglets into the 

ground. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Jay Blackman, NBC News 

11/20/2013 12:22:26 PM 

Florida sea search after Learjet carrying; doctors crashes on flil~ht to Mexico 

An air and sea search continued Wednesday for two people missing after a Mexican-registered medical flight carrying 

four people crashed off the Florida coast.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Holliday 

11/20/2013 1:17:45 PM 

Hate your job? You probably live in the US 

The relentless drudgery of working nine ’til five is a common gripe all over the world, but according to a survey by 

recruitment website Monster.com, U.S. workers hate going to the office the most.The survey, which was sponsored by 

Monster. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen and Josh Davis 

11/20/2013 1:17:46 PM 

Could a little dashboard light cost you big bucks? 

When the temperature drops, so does the air pressure in your tires, and that can cause a warning light to pop up on 

your dashboard. It’s completely natural, and the fix is easy: Just add some air. But could it scare you into spending big 

money that you don’t have to spend?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brooke Lefferts 

11/20/2013 1:17:47 PM 

Girl, 10, donates her American Girl doll to raise money for troops 

A young Texas girl has started a ripple of goodwill after giving up the coveted American Girl doll she wanted for 

Christmas to raise money for U.S. troops.Jordyn Self, 10, had asked to get a limited edition American Girl doll called 

"Saige" for Christmas this year.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

11/20/2013 1:30:23 PM 

Filipino fishermen set sail in fridges after typhoon wrecks their boats 

Usually a fisherman catches a fish and puts it in the fridge. In one typhoon-wrecked Filipino village, fishermen are 

putting themselves in the fridge and then going fishing., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lewis Krauskopf 

11/20/2013 1:36:54 PM 

Early Obamacare numbers show older Americans more apt to sign up 

More older Americans than young adults so far have signed up for new insurance coverage under the state marketplaces 

created by President Barack Obama’s health care law, according to early data from four states reporting details on their 

enrollment. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/20/2013 2:15:43 PM 

51.2 million in gold bars found stashed in Boeing 737’s bathroom 

A hidden stash of gold bars worth $1.2 million was found in a commercial jet’s bathroom on Tuesday, according to 

officials in India.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

11/20/2013 2:34:52 PM 

’San Antonio 4’ speak out after prison release: ’We’re actually innocent’ 

SAN ANTONIO, Texas -They didn’t get to watch their children grow up into young adults. They missed saying goodbye 

to grandparents, and in one case, a father, before those loved ones passed away.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

11/20/2013 3:39:55 PM 

’The Vietnam of my generation’: Afghanistan veterans worried by troop presence with no deadline 

Veterans of the war in Afghanistan met the news that a draft security deal may continue the American presence in the 

country for years to come with echoes of military muddles past, worrying that a sustained U.S. force will only render a 

sandier, sunnier version of Korea, if not worse.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danielle Brennan 

11/20/2013 3:40:04 PM 

Michelle Obama’s biggest fashion regret? Those gray shorts 

The first lady always looks stylish and picture perfect, but like many women, she has one particular look she now 

second-guesses.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

11/20/2013 3:40:07 PM 

Sales of existing homes fell 3,2% in October 

Fewer house-hunters bought existing homes in October, as higher mortgage rates, the 16-day partial government 

shutdown, higher prices and a limited supply of homes reduced sales. The National Association of Realtors said on 

Wednesday that home re-sales fell 3. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

From wire services 

11/20/2013 4:12:07 PM 

Rupert Murdoch, Wendi Deng reach divorce deal 

Media baron Rupert Murdoch and his wife, Wendi Deng Murdoch, have reached a divorce settlement, but the terms 

were not disclosed. The two appeared in a New York court Wednesday to tell a judge they’ve reached a deal to end their 

14-year marriage.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

11/20/2013 4:43:18 PM 

Senators want Obama to seek permission for continued troops in Afghanistan 

A small, bipartisan group of senators are seeking legislation to force President Barack Obama to seek permission from 

Congress to keep any U.S. troops in Afghanistan past the end of 2014., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/20/2013 4:43:28 PM 

Billy Graham hospitalized with respiratory problems in North Carolina 

Evangelist Billy Graham, who last week celebrated his 95th birthday, has been hospitalized with respiratory problems, 

NBC News has learned.The man who helped transform Christianity in America during his seven decades in the pulpit was 

taken to Mission Hospital in Asheville, N.C.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

11/20/2013 4:43:29 PM 

AAA: Fewer Americans driving or flying for turkey this year 

Travelers may find a little more room on the roads and in airport terminals over the Thanksgiving holiday this year but 

probably not enough to notice the difference.On Wednesday, AAA released its annual holiday forecast, predicting that 

43.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

11/20/2013 5:26:48 PM 

’Dallas Buyers Club:’ the four reasons it is Oscar bait 

"Dallas Buyers Club" is the real-life story of a hard-living, homophobic, racist cowboy whose partying caught up with him 

when he was diagnosed with AIDS and given 30 days to live.The year was 1985, when the disease was an immediate 

death sentence for most. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dan Mangan 

11/20/2013 6:55:22 PM 

Birth control for free with Obamacare? Most women didn’t know 

A majority of women are unaware that birth control is available for free from health insurance plans under 

Obamacare--even as the Supreme Court is likely to soon consider legal fights over that law.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Catherine Chomiak, NBC News Producer 

11/20/2013 7:38:20 PM 

Kerry: E~;yptian revolution ’stolen’ by Muslim Brotherhood 

WASHINGTON -- U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said that the Egyptian revolution was "stolen" from the youth who 

started it by the Muslim Brotherhood. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

11/20/2013 9:11:55 PM 

Online dating network hit with tens of millions of passwords hacks 

As many as 42 million people from around the globe had their information stolen from an online dating network, 

including names, email addresses, unencrypted passwords, and dates of birth, according to a report published by 

security researcher Brian Krebs.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel, NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent 

11/20/2013 10:14:27 PM 

US, Afghanistan reach agreement on security pact 

KABUL -- Secretary of State John Kerry on Wednesday said a final draft of key US-Afghan bilateral agreement has been 

reached after a series of phone calls with President Hamid Karzai this morning. The agreement would govern relations 

between US military and the Afghan government for years to come. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Kaminsky 

11/20/2013 10:31:40 PM 

Oregon health care exchange website never worked, has no subscribers 

Oregon, a state that fully embraced the Affordable Care Act, is enduring one of the rockiest rollouts of President Barack 

Obama’s signature health care law, with an inoperative online exchange that has yet to enroll a single subscriber, 

requiring thousands to apply on paper instead. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Schone, NBC News 

11/20/2013 11:11:52 PM 

Asian drug gang busted in alleged plot to smuggle North Korean meth into US 

Federal authorities have arrested and extradited five members of an alleged Asian drug ring Thailand and charged them 

with conspiring to smuggled 100 kilos of North Korean methamphetamine into the U.S.The five defendants, who hail 

from the U.K.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/20/2013 11:11:53 PM 

Go nuts! A handful a day may help you live longer, docs say 

An apple a day may keep the doctor away, but if you want to live longer, a handful of nuts may be a better bet, 

researchers reported Wednesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Krystina Gustafson 

11/20/2013 11:22:57 PM 

JC Penney fires shot in war for holiday shoppers with $1.97 pants 

J.C. Penney has fired the first shots in a holiday season price war -- pants and other items for just $1.97.As shoppers look 

for bargains this shortened season, major retailers are in a dogfight for consumer dollars--extending store hours, 

opening on Thanksgiving Day and cutting prices.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp and Andrew Rafferty, NBC News 

11/21/2013 12:02:28 AM 

Congresswoman robbed near Capitol Hill 

Rep. Grace Meng, D-N.Y., was robbed Tuesday night while walking near Capitol Hill, her office confirmed in a 

statement.Meng suffered a bruise on her chin and underwent a CAT scan at George Washington University Hospital 

after the perpetrator came up behind her and struck her in the back of the head.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

6hazi Balkiz, reporter, NBC News 

11/21/2013 12:25:28 AM 

Children increasingly are casualties in crossfire of Afghan-Taliban fighting 

KABUL, Afghanistan- A loud bang, a cloud of dust, a poof of smoke. Twelve-year-old Obaid Salaar doesn’t remember 

much of what happened on the overcast afternoon on October 30th. But when he woke up hours later in the hospital he 

was missing both of his legs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/21/2013 12:42:07 AM 

Four hours to find help: Virginia attack highlights US mental health crisis 

Virginia officials are investigating whether doctors tried, and failed, to find help for Austin "Gus" Deeds before he 

apparently stabbed his father, state Sen. Creigh Deeds, and shot himself in rural Virginia Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/21/2013 1:10:16 AM 

Lindsey Vonn tears her right ACL again, but her prognosis isn’t yet clear 

News that Olympic champion Lindsey Vonn suffered another ACL injury to her right knee in a crash during training on 

Tuesday has U.S. ski fans wondering: How bad is the tear to her ligament and will it impact her health long term?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/21/2013 1:10:16 AM 

Mystery remains after police kill Minnesota man who l~unned down doctor 

Investigators were still trying Wednesday to piece together why a lawyer showed up at the home of a renowned 

Minnesota obstetrician and shot him dead last week as an associate of the doctor listened on the phone.Dr., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Ing, Producer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 3:13:40 AM 

French police hold suspect over Paris shootings 

French police Wednesday evening arrested a man who strongly resembles the shooting suspect believed to have opened 

fire with a shotgun at the offices of a left-wing newspaper and of a major bank in Paris, the prosecutor’s office in Paris 

told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

11/21/2013 3:13:41 AM 

World’s tallest waterslide gets set to soak (and scare) thrillseekers 

Talk about making a big splash. That’s what visitors to the Schlitterbahn Waterpark in Kansas City can expect to 

experience next spring when the park opens VerrOckt, which aims to take top honors as the tallest, fastest waterslide in 

the world. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bahar Gholipour 

11/21/2013 3:13:41 AM 

Men’s sexual desire linked to prolactin levels 

Sexual problems in men may be linked to low levels of the hormone prolactin, according to a new study. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 4:15:28 AM 

Famous psychic, television personality Sylvia Browne dies at 77 

Legendary psychic Sylvia Browne, a mainstay of television and radio and the author of scores of best-selling books, died 

early Wednesday in a California hospital, according to her official website. She was 77.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Seth Abramovitch 

11/21/2013 4:15:29 AM 

Hear the other side of Sandra Bullock’s ’Gravity’ distress call 

During a pivotal scene in "Gravity," Sandra Bullock’s character Ryan Stone, trapped inside a Russian space capsule with 

little hope of survival, makes contact with a male voice speaking via radio in a foreign language.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/21/2013 4:26:26 AM 

Suspect at large after five shot in the head, three fatally, in Houston 

Three people were killed Wednesday and two others were rushed to a trauma center after they were all shot in the 

head execution-style in northwest Houston, authorities said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelly O’Donnell, NBC News 

11/21/2013 4:43:13 AM 

Chris Christie: ’Everybody’s excited’ for my RGA leadership 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- New Jersey Governor Chris Christie is getting a powerful political ticket to travel across the country 

and meet key donors as he takes over as chairman of the Republican Governors Association Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Victor Limjoco and Jim Seida, NBC News 

11/21/2013 9:02:55 AM 

Typhoon Haiyan: A young woman forges through chaos and debris to a new reality for her family 

ESTANCIA, PHILIPPINES -- A heavy rain falls on this devastated fishing town early on a Sunday morning, and 20-year-old 

Queennie Lucio hasn’t really slept. She looks upwards, gripping her young brother tightly, as water streams into the 

living room through a car-sized hole in the roof. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 9:28:54 AM 

Accidental assassin: JFK theory alleges Secret Service agent fumbled gun 

Many of the most popular Kennedy assassination theories have the trappings of a Cold War spy novel: political intrigue, 

colorful villains and labyrinthine twists and turns.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/21/2013 11:02:25 AM 

Korean War vet removed from plane and detained in North Korea 

An 85-year-old Korean War veteran from California has been detained in North Korea while on vacation to the reclusive 

country, his son said Wednesday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai, NBC News 

11/21/2013 11:02:26 AM 

Drone strike kills five senior Taliban commanders in Pakistan: officials 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan -- Five senior Taliban commanders were among nine people killed by a U.S. drone strike targeting a 

religious school early Thursday, Pakistani security officials told NBC News.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai, Producer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 11:59:45 AM 

Drone strike kills Haqqani network’s No. 2, other Taliban commanders: officials 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan -- Five Taliban commanders -- including the Haqqani network’s No. 2 -- were among nine people 

killed by a U.S. drone strike early Thursday, Pakistani security officials told NBC News.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Akbar Shinwari and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

11/21/2013 11:59:45 AM 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai: don’t trust the US 

KABUL - Afghan President Hamid Karzai told tribal leaders Thursday that he did not trust the United States, hours after 

Secretary of State John Kerry said a final draft deal on troop levels had been reached. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/21/2013 11:59:50 AM 

Flock of feral Turkeys causes flap in NYC 

Say "wild" and "New York City," and few might fill in these blanks: a flock of feral turkeys causing a flap in a city that 

defines urbanity.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Malone, Reuters 

11/21/2013 1:03:18 PM 

Mobster Whitey Bulger to appeal conviction 

BOSTON -- Lawyers for mobster James "Whitey" Bulger said Wednesday they plan to appeal his August conviction on 

charges including 11 murders, less than a week after a judge sentenced the former leader of Boston’s "Winter Hill" gang 

to two consecutive life terms in prison.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/21/2013 2:07:36 PM 

Fla. teen cleared of cyberbullying: I didn’t do ’anything wrong’ 

A day after a felony charge of third-degree aggravated stalking against her was dropped, Katelyn Roman, 13, denied any 

culpability in the case of alleged bullying that led to the suicide of a 12-year-old girl in September.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

11/21/2013 2:07:39 PM 

Blue Christmas for unemployed as Congress fiddles over jobless benefits 

It’s the most wonderful time of the year, but for 1.3 million jobless Americans, it could be a bleak holiday season if 

Congress fails to extend federal unemployment benefits. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/21/2013 2:14:37 PM 

Korean War vet removed from plane and detained in North Korea: son 

An 85-year-old Korean War veteran from California has been detained in North Korea while on vacation to the reclusive 

country, his son said Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

11/21/2013 2:45:35 PM 

First Thoughts: Democrats poised to deploy the ’nuclear option’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

11/21/2013 3:50:57 PM 

Senate poised for ’nuclear’ battle over nominees 

The Senate could vote Thursday to scramble two centuries of tradition in the upper chamber, a move that Democrats 

say is necessary to unblock GOP obstruction but will surely prompt complaints that the majority has moved the 

goalposts in the world’s most deliberative body. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Geraint Vincent, Correspondent, NBC News 

11/21/2013 4:17:34 PM 

Israelis hard-nosed about Iran nuclear talks 

News analysisTEL AVlV -- Israel may not be part of the talks to curb Iran’s nuclear program in Geneva, but Israel’s Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has had plenty to say about them. Iran is getting "the deal of the century," Netanyahu 

said on Nov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 4:30:17 PM 

Giant Boeing 747 freighter lands at wrong Kansas airport 

A behemoth Boeing air freighter bound for McConnell Air Force Base in Wichita, Kan., landed Wednesday night at a 

nearby smaller commercial airport by mistake, and officials scrambled to come up with a plan to get it back in the air.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

From wire services 

11/21/2013 5:13:45 PM 

End of the road for ’Government Motors’ 

The U.S. government expects to sell the last of its stake in General Motors by the end of the year, bringing an end to a 

sad chapter in the 105-year-old auto company’s history. The Treasury Department, in a statement issued Thursday, said 

it still owns 31.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 5:45:11 PM 

Michael Skakel, a Kennedy cousin, ordered freed on $1.2 million bond 

After 11 years behind bars for the 1975 murder of teenager Martha Moxley, Kennedy cousin Michael Skakel was ordered 

released on ~;1.2 million bond Thursday while he awaits a new trial.There was a smattering of applause as Skakel, 53, 

was led out of the courtroom to post bond. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/21/2013 7:02:58 PM 

Painting of Danish royal family criticized as ’creepy’ 

An official portrait of the Danish royal family that took artist Thomas Kluge four years to create has drawn criticism for 

being dark, "creepy" and resembling the poster of a horror movie.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 7:20:35 PM 

Michael Skakel, a Kennedy cousin, freed on 31.2 million bond 

After 11 years behind bars for the 1975 murder of teenaser Martha Moxley, Kennedy cousin Michael Skakel was ordered 

released on $1.2 million bond Thursday while he awaits a new trial.There was a smatterin8 of applause as Skakel, 53, 

was led out of the courtroom to post bond. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/21/2013 7:31:47 PM 

’Enough is enough’ :" Obama backs filibuster changes 

President Barack Obama said he backs Senate Democrats’ dramatic Thursday vote to change the chamber’s rules for 

presidential nominees, saying of the GOP’s use of filibusters that "enough is enough.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/21/2013 7:37:58 PM 

Justin Timberlake and Jimmy Fallon to do ’Saturday Night Live’ together 

"Saturday Night Live" has an awesome Christmas present for viewers, and it’s not a private part in a box, but close: the 

dynamic duo of Justin Timberlake and Jimmy Fallon will be doing the Dec. 21 show.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danielle Brennan 

11/21/2013 7:55:04 PM 

JFK’s grandson takes center stage: 9 things we know about Jack 

President John F. Kennedy’s only grandson, Jack Schlossberg, is stepping into the spotlight -- and Thursday morning on 

TODAY, Andrea Mitchell (and a little Google-searching on our part) revealed some fascinating facts about the 20-year- 

old Camelot scion. Here are 9 new things we know now:l.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wilson Rothman 

11/21/2013 7:55:09 PM 

’Xbox, go to Netflix’: A non=gamer’s guide to the Xbox One 

Even if you’re not a gamer, but others in your home are, you may find yourself face to face with an Xbox One very soon. 

See, the Xbox One doesn’t live on some TV input that you never have to switch to. When the Xbox One is set up, the 

cable or satellite TV box goes straight through 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Elizabeth Chuck, NBC News 

11/21/2013 7:55:10 PM 

Giant Boeing 747 freighter successfully lands at intended airport 

A behemoth Boeing air freighter found its way to the correct Air Force base Thursday, a day after it mistakenly landed at 

a nearby smaller airport that officials feared had too short of a runway for takeoff.The 23S-foot-long aircraft, bound for 

McConnell Air Force Base in Wichita, Kan.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/21/2013 8:00:46 PM 

5 children in serious condition after being pulled from car in pond 

Five children were unresponsive after being pulled from a car that plunged into a frigid Minnesota pond on Thursday 

morning, authorities said.The children, who ranged in age from I to 7, were rushed to the hospital. Their condition was 

unknown.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

11/21/2013 8:29:22 PM 

600K baby monitors recalled after 2 deaths 

WASHINGTON --Angelcare Monitors Inc. is voluntarily recalling 600,000 baby monitors following the death of two 

infants due to strangulation. The U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/21/2013 8:40:58 PM 

Colorado theater shooting trial postponed indefinitely 

The judge in the Colorado movie theater shootings case postponed the trial of James Holmes indefinitely on 

Thursday.District Judge Carlos Samour ordered the delay as attorneys on both sides debated whether the suspected 

shooter should undergo another psychiatric evaluation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

11/21/2013 9:55:28 PM 

Democrats drop the ’nuclear’ bomb, so what happens next? 

Washington entered a new era on Thursday when the Senate voted to invoke the "nuclear option," a technical change 

to an existing chamber rule that is sure to worsen the acrimony and further the divide between Democrats and 

Republicans on Capitol Hill 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/21/2013 10:01:19 PM 

Confused about the ’nuclear option?’ What you need to know 

Okay, so the Senate -the world’s "greatest deliberative body" and one that’s known for having lots of rules --just made 

a major change to how it’s going to address nominations in the future. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Saelinger 

11/21/2013 10:23:44 PM 

Experts give Brangelina’s wine two thumbs up 

Wine snobs usually turn their noses up at celebrity wine labels, but the ros~ from Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie is 

apparently the real deal.Wine Spectator magazine just ranked the Jolie-Pitt & Perrin C6tes de Provence Ros~ Miraval 

from Chateau Miraval No.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/:21/2013 10:41:10 PM 

’Unspeakable acts’: Grand jury indicts Mass. teen on murder, rape, robbery charges in teacher’s death 

A grand jury in Massachusetts on Thursday indicted a 14-year-old boy on murder, aggravated rape and armed robbery 

charges in the slaying of a popular math teacher at Danvers High School, prosecutors said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelli Grant 

11/21/2013 11:15:01 PM 

Black Friday? Relax, shop earlier and still get the bargains 

Black Friday this year may be a day to sleep in. It’s not that the deals aren’t decent. It’s that savvy shoppers can snap up 

many of the sale items for advertised Black Friday prices--or even less--before the big day., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

11/21/2013 11:15:05 PM 

More meningitis cases confirmed in NJ and Calif.; no link to Princeton so far 

A new case of meningitis was reported at a New Jersey university late Wednesday, raising worries that an outbreak of 

the potentially deadly infection may have spread beyond Princeton, where seven people have been sickened since 

March.An administrator at Monmouth University in West Long Branch, N.J.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/21/2013 11:26:04 PM 

Suspect sought after shots fired at North Carolina Central University 

Police launched a citywide search for a man who allegedly fired a gun that led to a Iockdown at North Carolina Central 

University in Durham on Thursday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joan Lowy and Scott Mayerowitz 

11/21/2013 11:26:07 PM 

’The time is right’: FCC considers allowing cellphone calls on planes 

Rules against making cellphone calls during airline flights are "outdated," and it’s time to change them, federal 

regulators said Thursday, drawing immediate howls of protest from flight attendants, airline officials and others. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Schecter 

11/21/2013 11:43:00 PM 

Expert panel says undercover video shows abuse at pig farm 

A panel of experts on the care of farm animals says that undercover video shot at an Oklahoma pig farm that supplied 

the nation’s largest meat producer shows "abuse and egregious misbehavior., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/21/2013 11:43:01 PM 

We’re No. 26! US below average on most health measures 

Americans are below average on most measures of health -- from obesity to infant mortality -- when compared with 

other rich countries, and they’re falling behind on lifespan, too, according to the latest survey.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/21/2013 11:54:18 PM 

Double down: New Jersey begins trial of Internet gambling 

New Jersey has become the third state in the nation to allow online gambling, starting with a five-day trial period of 

Internet betting at casinos beginning Thursday night -- before the state’s official roll out scheduled for next week,, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Paul Elias 

11/21/2013 11:54:20 PM 

Jury orders Samsung to pay Apple 5290 million 

SAN JOSE, Calif. -- A Silicon Valley jury on Thursday added $290 million more to the damages Samsung Electronics owes 

Apple for copying vital iPhone and iPad features, bringing the total amount the South Korean technology titan is on the 

hook for to $930 million. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/22/2013 1:29:16 AM 

Authorities nationwide probing disturbing trend of ’knockout’ attacks on unsuspecting pedestrians 

Authorities in major cities are investigating whether recent random and unsettling attacks on pedestrians are part of a 

game called "knockout" -- in which teenagers try to knock unsuspecting passerby out cold with a single wallop., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

KeUy O’Donnell, NBC News 

11/22/2013 1:29:16 AM 

Christie deflects 2016 questions on first day as RGA head 

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- New Jersey Gov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/22/2013 1:51:42 AM 

Hugh Jackman has skin cancer removed from his nose 

He might be Wolverine, but even Hugh Jackman knows he’s not immortal. The actor recently had a mark on his nose 

examined by his doctor, and when it proved to be skin cancer, had it removed.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/22/2013 3:04:05 AM 

First female Park Police chief announces retirement 

The first female leader of the U.S. Park Police, Chief Teresa Chambers announced her retirement Thursday effective on 

the date of her 35th anniversary as a sworn police officer, according to a news release.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/22/2013 3:04:13 AM 

As Karzai wavers, US gives Afghanistan year-end deadline for security deal 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai triggered more confusion over a security agreement with the U.S. on Thursday by saying 

the pact would not be signed until after his country’s presidential elections next spring -- even though the White House 

wants it made official much sooner. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura T. Coffey 

11/22/2013 3:04:18 AM 

’We are the woooooof’? Dogs create howlingly cute charity ad 

First there was Band Aid with "Do They Know It’s Christmas?" Then came USA for Africa with "We Are the World." And 

now, the dogs are having their day.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

11/22/2013 3:04:19 AM 

No more scam texts on your bill, say cell carriers 

Ever found a few bucks on your cellphone bill because of some kind of texting scam you had no idea you were a part of?= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jane Wells 

11/22/2013 3:04:22 AM 

Holiday cocktails for Wall Street? Time for a JPMor-garita 

It’s been quite a year on Wall Street. Record highs, record fines. Regardless, with the holidays approaching, we could all 

use a drink.Once again, the folks at Wall Street consulting and PR firm Cognito have come up with their Financial Holiday 

Cocktail Menu. So what’s to drink?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/22/2013 3:04:25 AM 

5=year-old is dead, 4 other children in serious condition after being pulled from car in pond 

A 5-year-old is dead and four other children were in serious condition after being submerged in a frigid Minnesota pond 

for half an hour of more after a car accident, authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C. White 

11/22/2013 3:15:47 AM 

McFail: McDonald’s debt advice to employees -- return purchases, skip the takeout 

McDonald’s is once again getting grilled over its employee advice, this time suggesting ways to get out of holiday debt 

that include returning unopened purchases and bringing a sack lunch. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty, NBC News 

11/22/2013 7:13:29 AM 

Clinton says it’s up to voters to fix Washington 

Hillary Clinton said she is confident there will be a "course correction" to fix the ongoing gridlock in Washington but it is 

up to voters to reject politicians who are unwilling to compromise., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

11/22/2013 7:13:37 AM 

Next stop for Google’s high speed fiber: Uganda 

Various American cities have rejoiced upon being chosen to receive Google Fiber high-speed Internet, displacing the 

expensive or slow service they once had.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Pappas 

11/22/2013 7:13:51 AM 

Don’t be fooled: Babies are born with some self-awareness 

With their uncoordinated movements and unfocused eyes, newborns may seem pretty clueless about the world. But 

new research finds that from the minute they are born, babies are well aware of their own bodies.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Brokaw, NBC News special correspondent 

11/22/2013 9:55:54 AM 

Tom Brokaw: Where I was the day JFK died 

Fifty years ago the assassination of President Kennedy was so traumatic, so unexpected and such a shared shock that a 

half century is not enough time to temper the lingering effect.Ask anyone who was over, say, the age of three at the 

time and they remember.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/:22/2013 10:20:59 AM 

’He symbolized the future’: Nation pays tribute to Kennedy on 50th anniversary 

Few tragedies loom as large in the American imagination as the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, cut down by 

an assassin’s bullets a half-century ago today.Americans are now pausing to remember one of the darkest hours in the 

country’s history -- a trauma at once personal and political 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/22/2013 10:53:29 AM 

Six reasons why ’Catching Fire’ is better than the original ’Hunger Games’ movie 

The Hunger Games aren’t over, and as fans know, the odds are never in your favor. Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) 

and Peeta Mellark (Josh Hutcherson) are back in battle starting Friday, when the second film in the series, "Catching 

Fire," hits theaters.Let’s be honest here. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/22/2013 12:02:43 PM 

2 children dead in Minnesota pond crash; three critical 

Two of the five children pulled from a car after being submerged in an ice-cold Minnesota pond have died, family 

members said. The other three are in critical condition."Devastating. It doesn’t get worse than this," said John Sedey, 

director of the Odyssey Academy charter school in Brooklyn, Minn. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/22/2013 12:59:36 PM 

Latvian supermarket a ’house of cards’ after collapse kills 32 including 3 firemen 

At least 32 people including three firemen were killed after the roof of a supermarket collapsed in the Latvian capital 

Riga, officials said Friday.Some 35 people were injured and 28 hospitalized after 5,300 square feet of the building’s roof 

caved in, The Associated Press reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Saelinger 

11/22/2013 2:16:58 PM 

Bar prohibits patrons under 25 on weekends 

Banning the under-12 or under-18 set is nothing new for bars and restaurants, but now one establishment in Brooklyn, 

N.Y., is making waves for shooing away those under 25. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/22/2013 2:48:42 PM 

Nation pays tribute to President Kennedy on 50th anniversary of assassination 

Few tragedies loom as large in the American psyche as the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, who was gunned 

down in Dallas a half-century ago today.Now, we pause to remember that dark day in the country’s history -- recalling a 

shared trauma that can feel both political and personal.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/22/2013 2:48:48 PM 

Michael Skakel’s attorney: ’A great weight has been lifted’ 

Michael Skakel spent 11 years in a maximum-security prison before becoming a free man on Thursday."He didn’t 

describe [his emotions], but you could see by his conduct that a great weight had been lifted off his shoulders," Skakel’s 

attorney, Hubert Santos, said on TODAY Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Emily Lugg 

11/22/2013 2:54:42 PM 

Cook, take out or dine out? Compare Thanksgiving dinner costs 

Thanksgiving is a time for friends and families to gather, share a big meal and reflect on their blessings. Along with that 

comes the expectation of a full-on turkey dinner, not to mention the stress associated with planning, doing and 

expense.So consider the alternatives.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/22/2013 3:00:38 PM 

Professor charged in killing of alleged rapist 18 years ago 

A psychology professor from Switzerland is behind bars after rejecting a plea deal involving the murder of the man she 

says raped her nearly two decades ago., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/22/2013 3:00:40 PM 

Bill Cosby: If the audience isn’t laughing, there’s ’something I’m doing wrong’ 

For decades, Bill Cosby has made people laugh with his stand-up comedy, TV series such as "The Cosby Show" and "Fat 

Albert and the Cosby Kids," his books and any number of other projects. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/22/2013 3:19:09 PM 

Typhoon Haiyan: Death toll tops 5,200 two weeks after storm smashed Philippines 

The death toll from super typhoon Haiyan, which smashed into the Philippines two weeks ago, has passed 5,200, an 

official said Friday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Twomey 

11/22/2013 3:25:33 PM 

Taxed by the mile instead of taxed at the pump 

Improved fuel efficiency is one of the easiest and practical solutions society can implement to combat climate change, 

but its unintended consequences are large: potholes and shaky bridges all across the U.S. map.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

11/22/2013 3:43:53 PM 

Another ’Knockout’ attack in NYC yields four arrests 

A round of the disturbing game "Knockout" -- in which teenagers try to punch out unsuspecting passersby -- ended 

with the arrest of four suspects in a New York City neighborhood Friday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Stephanie Pappas 

11/22/2013 3:43:59 PM 

Meet the gigantic carnivore that kept T. Rex down 

An enormous carnivorous dinosaur that once roamed North America kept Tyrannosaurus rex from achieving its potential 

for millions of years, a new discovery suggests. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/22/2013 4:27:52 PM 

Latvian supermarket collapse death toll rises to 47, including 3 firemen 

Rescuers continued to pull bodies from the rubble of collapsed supermarket in Latvia late Friday as the death toll 

climbed to 47, including three firemen, officials said.Scores of shoppers were in the building in the capital Riga earlier in 

the day when a huge section of the roof fell 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/22/2013 4:59:39 PM 

Latvian supermarket collapse death toll rises to 48, including 3 firemen 

Rescuers continued to pull bodies from the rubble of a collapsed supermarket in Latvia late Friday as the death toll 

climbed to 48, including three firemen, officials said.Scores of shoppers were in the building in the capital Riga earlier in 

the day when a huge section of the roof fell 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/22/2013 5:49:28 PM 

Teen suspect in murder of teacher Colleen Ritzer left ’hate’ note, documents say 

The 14-year-old boy accused of slittinl~ the throat of his math teacher in the school bathroom left a chillinl~ note that 

said, "1 hate you all," near her "sexually stal~ed" body, new court papers reveal. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephen Addison 

11/22/2013 6:01:08 PM 

Bank of America intern died of natural causes: inquest 

LONDON -- A 21-year-old Bank of America Merrill Lynch intern whose death prompted the bank to review working 

conditions for junior employees died of natural causes, an inquest found on Friday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/22/2013 7:16:16 PM 

’Hope and hatred collided’: Nation pauses to remember John F. Kennedy 50 years after his death 

Thousands of dignitaries, historians and citizens across the nation collectively commemorated the life and legacy of 

fallen president John F. Kennedy 50 years to the day, and even to the moment, when he was brutally assassinated on 

the afternoon of Nov. 22, 1963.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

11/22/2013 9:15:35 PM 

Stocks rise; S&P 500 sets record finish above 1,800 

Stocks gained Friday, with the S&P 500 recording its first close above 1,800 and the Dow posting its longest weekly win 

streak in nearly three years, as positive economic reports countered worries about the Federal Reserve curbing stimulus 

as early as December.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell and Becky Bratu 

11/23/2013 1:09:16 AM 

Kerry to travel to Geneva for Iran talks 

Secretary of State John Kerry is traveling to Geneva Friday for talks with Iran and six world powers hoping to clinch a 

nuclear deal, State Department officials said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/23/2013 4:12:35 AM 

’Doctor Who’ origin story puts 50th anniversary inperspective 

Time is relative for Time Lords, but when it comes to launching the longest running sci-fi show in television history, 

timing is everything. On Nov. 23, 1963, the time was ripe for BBC’s sci-fi series "Doctor Who," and a new TV movie that 

serves as a documentary in the form of drama explains why.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

11/23/2013 5:13:37 AM 

Ist recreational pot seller expects sky-high sales boost 

Cue the "Rocky Mountain High" jokes.A medical marijuana dispensary in Central City, Colo.--a small gambling town 

nestled in the mountains near Denver--just became the first business in the United States licensed to sell marijuana to 

patrons without a note from their doctors.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/23/2013 5:13:40 AM 

’Penniless’ man is worth $65 million judge rules in British divorce case 

LONDON -- One of Britain’s longest and most bitter divorce battles culminated on Friday with a High Court judge 

branding a well-connected millionaire a liar and his ex-wife a conspiracy theorist.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dina Cappiello, The Associated Press 

11/23/2013 5:13:41 AM 

Eagle deaths at wind turbine farm: Duke Energy agrees to pay 31 million 

WASHINGTON -- The government for the first time has enforced environmental laws protecting birds against wind 

energy facilities, winning a $1 million settlement Friday from a power company that pleaded guilty to killing 14 eagles 

and 149 other birds at two Wyoming wind farms. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

11/23/2013 5:13:43 AM 

Woman found living ’normal life’ in Australia 19 years after abduction as an infant in SC 

An infant girl who was abducted in South Carolina 19 years ago has been found living a "normal life" in Australia, 

authorities said, and her mother faces federal kidnapping and other charges.Savanna Catherine Todd, now 20, of Isle of 

Palms, S.C.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tanya Lewis 

11/23/2013 5:13:45 AM 

President’s Brain Initiative gets a shot in the arm 

SAN DIEGO -- A new initiative to understand the human brain, announced by President Barack Obama earlier this year, 

has left people wondering exactly what its goals will be.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/23/2013 6:41:58 AM 

Shark kills surfer off Western Australia 

A shark killed a surfer Saturday morning in Western Australia, prompting closure of a number of beaches, authorities 

said.Other surfers found the victim along the beach near Gracetown, about 150 miles south of Perth, missing an arm and 

with bites on his leg, PerthNow reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Ames, GlobalPost contributor 

11/23/2013 9:28:03 AM 

Mega-cruise ships looming over historic harbors spark debate 

DUBROVNIK, Croatia -- It’s morning here and a human tide is pouring through the Pile gates, the massive fortifications 

that have protected this ancient port city from invaders for half a millennium.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/23/2013 9:40:03 AM 

Abortion opponents undeterred by Albuquerque loss 

The defeat earlier this week in Albuquerque, N.M., of a measure to outlaw late-term abortions hasn’t discouraged 

abortion opponents from their latest strategy: micro-targeting cities and towns."We learned a lot from this campaign.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

11/23/2013 11:10:25 AM 

Good news, sleepyheads: some of late night’s best franchises live on online 

It’s a scary realization when you get to an age in life where late-night television starts to feel like it really is on too late. If 

it seems like some of the best comedy on TV is best suited for college kids who never go to bed, stop losing sleep over it.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell and Becky Bratu 

11/23/2013 11:55:56 AM 

Kerry aims to clinch deal with Iran during Geneva trip 

Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Geneva on Saturday for talks with Iran and six world powers hoping to clinch a 

nuclear deal.British Foreign Secretary William Hague and China’s foreign minister were also in the Swiss city, along with 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and U.S., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric M. Johnson, Reuters 

11/23/2013 12:24:12 PM 

Five hurt as explosion rocks Wyoming natural gas field 

Five workers were injured after a fire and tank explosion at a natural gas field in western Wyoming on Friday, officials 

said.Police said they received multiple calls about a blast at about 10:18 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Taibbi and Andrew Blankstein 

11/23/2013 12:41:06 PM 

The Disneys: Not the happiest family on Earth 

On Labor Day 2009, a young woman named Michelle Lund was rushed to an Orange County, Calif. hospital with a brain 

aneurysm following a night of partying with friends.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sil~ht 

11/23/2013 2:55:49 PM 

The power of pre-K: Model early ed prol~ram in Chical~o lifts entire family 

By Sara Neufeld, The Hechinger ReportCHICAGO--Mesha Exum wonders how her life would have turned out without a 

stroke of good luck 11 years ago. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michelle Rindels, The Associated Press 

11/23/2013 7:13:41 PM 

Unrelenting winter storm system kills four in West 

LAS VEGAS -- The West faced more stormy weather Saturday after a powerful system buffeted several states, stranding 

drivers in Nevada, causing water rescues in California and leading to the deaths of four people.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Williams, correspondent, NBC News 

11/23/2013 11:45:09 PM 

Cardboard headstones, simple ceremonies: Little opportunity to grieve after Typhoon Haiyan 

PALO, Philippines -- Tito Epitito rested on the handle of his shovel and wiped his brow as his son placed a candle on the 

simple grave where they had just buried the coconut farmer’s brother.They stood for a moment in silence. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/23/2013 11:45:13 PM 

Three ’slaves’ rescued in London were shackled by ’invisible handcuffs,’ police say 

Three women who police say were victims of modern day slavery lived in a London house with their captors for 30 years 

shackled by "invisible handcuffs" in what appeared to be a political collective, police announced on Saturday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/24/2013 12:13:01 AM 

Firefighters battle unusual winter wildfire in Northern California 

Nearly 800 firefighters and more than 50 fire engines battled a large late season wildfire that destroyed one structure 

and was threatening several others in Northern California on Saturday, according to the California Department of 

Forestry and Fire Protection.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

11/24/2013 12:13:05 AM 

Hit or hype? Hydrogen cars back in spotlight 

Gary Brahm says he was willing to make a sacrifice for the environment, so he decided to sign up several years ago to 

become one of the first to lease Honda’s FCX Clarity fuel-cell vehicle. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/24/2013 12:13:06 AM 

’Deeply concerned’: Kerry criticizes new air defense zone in China 

Secretary of State John Kerry strongly criticized a controversial air defense identification zone announced by China on 

Saturday that includes a chain of disputed islands claimed by both China and Japan and said the United States is "deeply 

concerned" by the move.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/24/2013 12:13:12 AM 

Zumba instructor who ran prostitution business released from jail 

The Zumba instructor who was convicted earlier this year of running a prostitution business out of her Maine studio was 

released from jail early Saturday morning.Alexis Wright, 30, walked quickly out of the York County Jail in Alfred, Maine, 

at 9:45 a.m.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

11/24/2013 12:13:12 AM 

Suspect charl~ed with hate crime in possible ’knockout’ assault in Brooklyn 

Police said a suspect has been arrested and charged with a hate crime for assaulting a man on a Brooklyn street early 

Friday in an attack that may have been part of a so-called "knockout game. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/24/2013 12:57:27 AM 

Third section of Latvian supermarket collapses, halting rescue efforts 

A hulking third section of a collapsed supermarket in Latvia that left over 50 people dead fell in Saturday as rescuers 

were pulling bodies from the rubble and searching for survivors. No one was injured, but officials were forced to 

suspend rescue efforts in the unstable building. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michelle Rindels, The Associated Press 

11/24/2013 1:36:15 AM 

Unrelenting winter storm system proving deadly in West 

LAS VEGAS -- The West faced more stormy weather Saturday after a powerful system buffeted several states, stranding 

drivers in Nevada, causing water rescues in California and leading to the deaths of eight people.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/24/2013 4:10:59 AM 

Read the White House fact sheet on Iran nuclear deal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/24/2013 4:27:50 AM 

’Tangible progress’: Obama says Iran deal first step toward comprehensive solution 

President Barack Obama on Saturday hailed a deal reached by Western powers with Iran over its nuclear program, 

calling it "the most significant and tangible progress that we’ve made with Iran since I took office. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/24/2013 7:14:20 AM 

Texas actress has plea deal over ricin letters sent to Obama, Bloomberg 

A Texas actress accused of mailing ricin-laced letters to President Barack Obama and New York Mayor Michael 

Bloomberg has reached a plea deal with federal prosecutors, according to federal court documents., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/24/2013 9:44:00 AM 

’Extremely dangerous’: Israelis, Republicans criticize Iran nuclear deal 

Israel and some Republicans in Congress called the nuclear deal hammered out between Iran and world powers very 

dangerous despite assurances from the United States that the pact would make American allies in the region safer. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

11/24/2013 11:07:43 AM 

’Historic mistake’: Israelis, Republicans condemn Iran nuclear deal 

Israel and some Republicans in Congress called the nuclear deal hammered out between Iran and world powers very 

dangerous, despite assurances from the United States that the pact would make American allies in the region 

safer."What was achieved last night in Geneva is not a historic agreement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/24/2013 3:30:39 PM 

13 shocks in one race? ER doctors warn about 10,000 volt wires in mud runs 

Here is some news that may (or may not) shock you, pun totally intended: Those muddy obstacle course races everyone 

seems to be doing lately can be dangerous, especially when they involve obstacles charged with 10,000 volts of 

electricity, emergency physicians say. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/24/2013 3:30:40 PM 

Josh Hutcherson brings ’Hunger Games’ fever to ’Saturday Night Live’ 

As the hotly-anticipated "Hunger Games" sequel "Catching Fire" opens this weekend in theaters, it’s no surprise that 

"Saturday Night Live" wanted in on some of that sweet, sweet attention. And with host Josh Hutcherson, they got it big 

time.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ann Curry, NBC News National and International Correspondent 

11/24/2013 4:04:17 PM 

New US sanctions would spell ’end of deal’ to limit nuclear program: Iran foreign minister 

GENEVA -- Iran will not honor the nuclear agreement it just signed with the United States and other world powers if 

Congress imposes new sanctions, Iran’s foreign minister told NBC News after the deal was announced."lf there are new 

sanctions, then there is no deal. It’s very clear. End of the deal.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marisa Kabas 

11/24/2013 4:04:24 PM 

Real wedding: Retro glam in Brooklyn 

Angle Pontani and Brian Newman like to refer to the time they knew they were meant for each other as their "second 

first date. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ryan Bradley 

11/24/2013 4:15:39 PM 

Best gadgets for your kitchen 

Need recommendations on last-minute cooking gadgets, bar supplies, place settings or cleaning products before 

Thanksgiving? We’ve got your back.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/24/2013 4:44:05 PM 

Robot roll call! ’Mystery Science Theater 3000’ cast share favorite episodes as show turns 25 

Hi-keeba! Twenty-five years, 197 episodes, one feature film and a million catchphrases ago, "Mystery Science Theater 

3000" premiered on Twin Cities’ television station KTMA, back on Nov. 24, 1988.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/24/2013 6:41:50 PM 

How did that happen? What you need to know about the Iran nuclear deal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NICOLE WINFIELD 

11/24/2013 6:41:56 PM 

Pope puts St. Peter’s relics on display, reviving scientific debate 

VATICAN CITY -- The Vatican publicly unveiled a handful of bone fragments purportedly belonging to St. Peter on 

Sunday, reviving the scientific debate and tantalizing mystery over whether the relics found in a shoe box truly belong to 

the first pope. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/24/2013 8:07:10 PM 

Armed men seize ballot boxes from polling stations in Mall: officials 

BAMAKO -- Armed men burst into voting stations in the region of Timbuktu in northern Mall and carried off ballot 

boxes, preventing voters from casting their ballots in Sunday’s legislative elections, officials said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fick and Yasmine Saleh, Reuters 

11/24/2013 9:02:53 PM 

Egypt’s government bans protests without police approval 

CAIRO -- Egypt’s president passed a law on Sunday making it illegal to hold demonstrations without the approval of the 

police and banning protests in places of worship, a move rights groups condemned as a blow to political freedom., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/24/2013 9:36:09 PM 

Police hunt for gunman after 4 shot dead, 1 wounded in Tulsa 

TULSA, Okla. -- Four people were killed and a fifth person was hospitalized after being shot in a Tulsa residence, police 

said Sunday. The victims were shot by a lone gunman at close range Saturday night, police said. The Tulsa World reports 

that officers are looking for a suspecL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Aarne Heikkila and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

11/24/2013 9:47:32 PM 

Afghan leader says peace needed before US security deal 

KABUL, Afghanistan - Afghan president Hamid Karzai said the United States should bring peace to his country before he 

would sign a security deal enabling American troops to stay beyond 2014, despite calls by an assembly of tribal elders to 

agree to the pact. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/24/2013 10:48:50 PM 

Famed trick shooter Annie Oakley’s shotgun sells for $293,000 at auction 

A shotgun once owned by one of America’s most famous Old West sharpshooters sold at auction Sunday in Dallas, 

Texas, for ,~293,000.Annie Oakley’s "16-Gauge Parker Brothers Hammer shotgun" was sold by Heritage Auctions to an 

unidentified telephone buyer, auction house officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lilit Marcus 

11/25/2013 12:06:32 AM 

Shelter dogs caught cuddling are adopted after outpouring of support 

Over the past week, an adorable photo of two dogs cuddling with each other went viral online, as the story of the 

siblings -- one of whom was blind and the other who appointed himself his brother’s helper -- touched hearts around 

the world.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura T. Coffey 

11/25/2013 3:22:59 AM 

Do~; of the year helps 8-year-old boy with autism find his voice 

Life did not begin well for a dog named Xena and a cat named Koshka -- but now, it’s just about perfect.Once neglected 

and abused, the resilient canine and feline have been rescued by humans who adore them.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/25/2013 5:30:34 AM 

Meowza! Miley Cyrus rocks out with a fuzzy kitten at American Music Awards 

Miley Cyrus has twerked, possibly lit up a joint on stage, and danced with teddy bears on awards show stages this year, 

so for Sunday’s American Music Awards, the big question was: Would she try to top herself? Nope.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/25/2013 10:33:14 AM 

Oil prices fall, shares rise in wake of Iran nuclear deal 

Global oil prices dropped and European shares rose in early trading Monday, as markets gave a cautious welcome to the 

weekend’s nuclear deal with Iran.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

11/25/2013 11:09:30 AM 

’The Mentalist’ finally catches up with Red John 

Spoiler Alert! Do not read this story if you have not watched Sunday’s game-changing episode of "The Mentalist."Put on 

your happy face: Red John is dead.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen and Avni Patel 

11/25/2013 12:35:06 PM 

’Knockout game’: Teens attack innocent people just for fun 

Pennsylvania schoolteacher Jim Addlespurger was walking home, minding his own business, when a group of teenagers 

knocked him out in broad daylight with no warning at all. He dropped face-down to the curb.It’s called the "knockout 

game": teenagers knocking people out for the fun of it.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/25/2013 1:05:23 PM 

Syria conflict: Assad’s government, rebels to meet for ’Geneva 2’ talks in January 

Both sides in Syria’s deadly civil war will sit around the table for peace talks for the first time since the uprising against 

President Bashar Assad began in early 2011, the United Nations announced Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Natalya Zinets, Reuters 

11/25/2013 1:41:42 PM 

Police use teargas on pro-Europe demonstrators in Ukraine 

KIEV - Ukrainian police fired teargas on Monday at pro-Europe demonstrators protesting a policy U-turn back towards 

Russia after the prime minister said there could be no repetition of the Orange Revolution protests of nine years ago., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/25/2013 1:53:59 PM 

’Family Guy’ kills off a major character 

Instead of going for the usual laughs on Sunday, Fox’s "Family Guy" delivered a tearful episode as the Griffin family said 

goodbye to beloved dog Brian. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/25/2013 2:12:23 PM 

Monty Python tickets sell out in 43 seconds 

Monty Python is still a hot ticket more than 30 years after they last performed together. Tickets for the troupe’s July 1 

show in London went on sale Monday and sold out in 43.5 seconds, a spokesperson for the group told The Independent., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/25/2013 2:12:24 PM 

Ringo Start reunites with mystery Beatles fans from photograph 

It’s a story 49 years in the making: Six New Jersey teens skipped school to see the Beatles arrive in the United States in 

1964 and ended up immortalized by budding photographer Ringo Start. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

11/25/2013 2:36:43 PM 

First Thoughts: A leap of faith that needed to be tried 

On the deal with Iran: A leap of faith that needed to be tried... What kind of additional sanctions will Congress send 

Obama?... Republicans are saying Obama is wagging the dog... The health-care success story in the Bluegrass State... 

Website deadline day is approaching (Nov, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dylan Welch, Reuters 

11/25/2013 2:36:53 PM 

US National Security Advisor Rice to meet Afghanistan’s Karzai amid deal uncertainty 

KABUL- United States National Security Advisor Susan Rice will meet Afghan President Hamid Karzai on Monday amid 

uncertainty about the future of U.S. troops in the country, a spokesman for Rice told Reuters. Rice arrived in Afghanistan 

at the weekend to assess the U.S. mission in the country. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sarah Elizabeth Richards 

11/25/2013 2:43:32 PM 

Fried, whipped and canned: Thanksgiving isn’t healthy and ’1 don’t care’ 

The guests at Ilyssa Israel’s Thanksgiving table will get a chance to try a couple new healthy dishes she’s adding to her 

menu, such as roasted Brussels sprouts with quinoa and cranberries and garlic mashed cauliflower instead of potatoes. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Diana Olick 

11/25/2013 3:32:41 PM 

Housing market showing more signs of fraying at the edges 

Signed contracts to buy existing homes fell for the fifth straight month in October, as the government shutdown added 

to an overall slowdown in the U.S. housing market. So-called pending home sales eased 0.6 percent from an upwardly 

revised September reading and are down 1. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/25/2013 3:51:55 PM 

’Thanks and Giving’ celebrates I0 years of St, Jude Hospital fighting child cancer 

Five weeks after being born prematurely, Summer Wilson was already receiving chemotherapy treatments to combat a 

rare cancer that mystified doctors.The cancer appeared as a large tumor in her right arm and was ultimately diagnosed 

by doctors at St.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/:25/2013 4:11:37 PM 

Stop selling those DNA tests, FDA tells 23andMe 

The Food and Drug Administration has ordered DNA testing company 23andMe to stop marketing its over-the-counter 

genetic test, saying it’s being sold illegally to diagnose diseases, and with no proof it actually works. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/25/2013 4:36:55 PM 

Wife of vet detained in N, Korea: ’We want him home for the holidays’ 

The wife of an 85-year-old military veteran who has been detained in North Korea spoke out Monday in an emotional 

interview in which she expressed concern for his health. "One day is as hard as another," Lee Newman told Miguel 

Almaguer on TODAY Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter and Lisa Riordan Seville 

11/25/2013 5:27:11 PM 

Judge will listen to Newtown 911 tapes, then rule on whether to release 

A Connecticut judge said Monday that he will listen to 40 minutes of 911 calls recorded the morning of the Sandy Hook 

Elementary school massacre and then rule on whether they can be released to the public, but won’t make his ruling 

Monday.= 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma-White 

11/25/2013 7:24:39 PM 

Dad’s poignant video chronicles preemie son’s journey from NICU to home, sweet, home 

The birth of a premature baby is a story that resonates with many. The long days-that-turn-to-months visiting baby in 

the NICU. The daily return home to an empty nursery. The wait for baby to grow and thrive. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

11/25/2013 7:30:34 PM 

Katy Perry’s geisha-inspired AMAs performance stirs controversy 

While it’s not the first time Katy Perry has donned a kimono in public, many viewers felt the pop star’s igeisha-inspired 

performance of "Unconditionally" at the American Music Awards Sunday nilght was culturally insensitive. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/25/2013 8:04:34 PM 

James Franco, Seth Rogen parody Kanye West’s ’Bound 2’ video 

Kanye West’s "Bound 2" video, featuring footage of a nude Kim Kardashian straddling a motorcycle (and West straddling 

Kardashian), might be a serious effort from the tapper -- or it might not be, we’re still not sure. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tariq Malik 

11/25/2013 8:10:54 PM 

How to watch SpaceX’s landmark commercial satellite launch 

The private spaceflight company SpaceX is counting down to a critical commercial satellite launch in Florida on Monday, 

and you can watch the launch attempt live online.SpaceX’s upgraded Falcon 9 rocket will blast off from a pad at Cape 

Canaveral Air Force Station at 5:37 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Oliver Holmes 

11/25/2013 8:10:56 PM 

Polio outbreak ’expected to spread’ in Syria 

BEIRUT -- The World Health Organization is likely to announce more cases of polio in war-ravaged Syria this week, a 

spokeswoman said on Monday, after the incurable virus was confirmed this month in 13 children who became 

paralyzed.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga, NBC News Producer 

11/25/2013 8:16:42 PM 

Could Putin-Pope Francis visit mark beginning of end of centuries-old rift? 

ROME -- Pope Francis and Russian President Vladimir Putin met Monday amid high expectations that their visit could 

mark the beginning of the end of the centuries-old rift between the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C. White 

11/25/2013 8:22:22 PM 

Early Thanksgiving openings may limit Black Friday chaos at big box retailers 

With the retail sector’s push to shift Black Friday to Thanksgiving evening, more deal-hunting shoppers are putting down 

their forks and picking up their wallets earlier this year. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

11/25/2013 8:33:56 PM 

How Thanksgiving travelers can still arrive on time 

Thanksgiving travelers looking to beat the heavy winter storm barreling down across the country have a few choices: 

shift your travel plans by a whole day, shell out extra cash, or cross your fingers. Possibly, all of the above."l just changed 

my flight to tomorrow morning.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

:11/25/20:13 8:56:26 PM 

Obama on Iran deal: US ’cannot close the door on diplomacy’ 

President Barack Obama on Monday lauded the "clear-eyed and principled" diplomatic talks that led to this weekend’s 

nuclear deal with Iran, saying that the United States "cannot close the door on diplomacy. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/25/2013 9:02:18 PM 

Katie Couric joining Yahoo, but will keep talk show 

Anchorwoman Katie Couric is joining Internet company Yahoo, but will keep her ABC talk show, "Katie," the company 

announced Monday."lt’s very exciting to be a part of a leading company at the intersection of content and technology," 

Couric said.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

11/25/2013 9:25:13 PM 

Obama tells heckler: No executive action to halt deportations 

President Barack Obama repeated on Monday that he will not take executive actions to halt deportations of 

undocumented immigrants, saying that such unilateral action would "violate our laws., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Bateson, Reuters 

11/25/2013 9:25:23 PM 

Putin signs law banning advertisements for abortion in Russia 

MOSCOW -- Russian President Vladimir Putin has signed a law banning advertisements for abortion, the Kremlin said on 

Monday, a step activists said would infringe on the reproductive rights of women.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

11/25/2013 9:36:38 PM 

Christine McVie wants to rejoin Fleetwood Mac 

Christine McVie left Fleetwood Mac in 1998, but now the singer, songwriter and keyboardist is no longer interested in 

going her own way: McVie is interested in rejoining the legendary group. "1 like being with the band, the whole idea of 

playing music with them," she told the U.K.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/25/2013 10:54:41 PM 

Rescue teams search for 5 missing backpackers in Utah 

A search-and-rescue operation has been launched for five college students who went missing while backpacking in Utah 

over the weekend.The students were hiking in the rugged terrain of the Elk Ridge area of southeastern Utah when they 

were reported missing by their families on Sunday afternoon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/25/2013 11:00:16 PM 

CDC working to import vaccine to fight college meningitisoutbreaks 

Federal health officials said Monday they are finishing up the final paperwork needed to import a European vaccine to 

fight an outbreak of meningitis on the Princeton University campus. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Meena Hart Duerson 

11/25/2013 11:00:18 PM 

Connecticut home invasion survivor Dr. William Petit, wife, welcome baby boy 

Dr. William Petit and his wife Christine are celebratinl~ some I~ood news just in time for the holidays: The couple 

welcomed a baby boy over the weekend.Their newborn son is named William, the family confirmed to TODAY.The 

couple was married in 2012, five years after Dr.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

11/25/2013 11:00:19 PM 

One case of Burgundy sells for nearly ~500,000 at auction 

Asia’s thirst for fine wine seems to have few limits. A case of 1978 Roman~e-Conti Grand Cru sold for $476,280 on 

Saturday, setting a record for Roman~e-Conti and making it one of the most expensive cases ever sold at auction.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jane Wells 

11/25/2013 11:00:20 PM 

Professional cuddler offers hugs for hire 

Need a hug? Call Samantha Hess. She’s a professional cuddler.It’s not what you think."There are so many people who 

need this service, but there’s just not enough time to get to everybody," she told me.The petite 29-year-old is the one- 

woman hugging machine behind CuddleUpToMe. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

11/26/2013 12:18:38 AM 

In meeting with Rice, Karzai balks on quick singing of BSA, adds more conditions 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai on Monday pushed back against U.S. efforts to get him to quickly sign a major bilateral 

security agreement -- and even suggested new terms for the precarious deal, the White House said.In a meeting in 

Kabul Monday with U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ali Weinberg and Erin McClam, NBC News 

11/26/2013 12:57:14 AM 

Easing of Iran sanctions will do little to lift crippled economy, experts say 

The foreign minister of Iran was greeted by cheers when he returned to his country, starved by years of economic 

sanctions, after a deal with the United States and other world powers to freeze the Iranian nuclear program. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

11/26/2013 12:57:21 AM 

Morning-after pill may be less effective for heavier women 

Some morning-after pills may not be a reliable way to prevent pregnancy in heavier women. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Talesha Reynolds and Lisa Myers 

11/26/2013 2:32:53 AM 

Large employers cite Obamacare ’Cadillac’ tax in reducing benefits 

For 75 million Americans who get their insurance through large companies, the Affordable Care Act is a mixed 

bag. Experts tell NBC News the new healthcare law is only slightly increasing premiums next year, but causing some 

companies with the most generous plans to reduce their employees’ benefits.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Victoria Cavaliere, Reuters 

11/26/2013 2:49:32 AM 

Olympic skier Bode Miller loses round in battle over custody of baby son 

NEW YORK -- The nine-month-old son of Olympic gold medal skier Bode Miller will, for now, live with his mother, a 

court ruled on Monday -- in a custody battle with the baby’s father that has raised questions about the rights of 

pregnant women to relocate.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

11/26/2013 2:49:33 AM 

1 in 10 Twitter accounts is fake, say researchers 

What’s in a Twitter handle? Apparently a lot of green, judging by opportunists around the world who are trying to cash 

in by selling fake followers online. Twitter, in advance of its initial public offering on Nov. 7, disclosed that it had 232 

million monthly active users.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marisa Kabas 

11/26/2013 3:12:38 AM 

Michelle Obama shares White House holiday traditions, from decor to Mariah Carey 

Want a peek at what Christmas is like in the White House? Here’s a hint: It involves listening to Mariah Carey. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Megan Gannon 

11/26/2013 4:14:00 AM 

lO,O00-year-old house among amazing finds unearthed in Israel 

Archaeologists say they’ve uncovered some stunning finds while digging at a construction site in Israel, including stone 

axes, a "cultic" temple and traces of a lO,O00-year-old house.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew Perrone 

11/26/2013 4:14:03 AM 

FDA overturns safety limits on diabetes drug 

The Food and Drug Administration is lifting severe safety restrictions on the former blockbuster diabetes pill Avandia, 

citing recent data suggesting that the much-debated medication does not increase the risk of heart attack. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

11/26/2013 4:14:14 AM 

Puppy rescued from bottom of Texas storm drain 

First residents heard the barking. Then they spotted it: A puppy resting at the bottom of a West Dallas storm drain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/26/2013 5:21:18 AM 

Jack Osbourne cries before learning his finale fate on ’DancingWith the Stars’ 

It was an emotional night in the ballroom on "Dancing With the Stars," as the final four faced off for the first part of the 

finale showdown. But it proved a lot more emotional for one star than the others. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

11/26/2013 6:17:04 AM 

Adam Levine’s ’clone babies’ and more crazy ’Voice’ coach critiques 

Baby clones, poetry readings, dance critiques and vocabulary lessons ... the coaches had plenty to say about Monday’s 

top eight performance episode of "The Voice.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, Political Reporter, NBC News 

11/26/2013 9:24:15 AM 

’Do-nothing’ Congress on track for one of the least productive years ever 

It’s not quite a "do nothing" Congress - but it’s not far off. With only a handful of remaining legislative days on their 

calendar, this current Congress is on track to go down as one of the most unproductive in modern history.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Aarne Heikkila and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

11/26/2013 10:06:13 AM 

US to Afghanistan’s Karzai: Sign security deal or we’ll pull out all troops next year 

KABUL, Afghanistan -The White House threatened to withdraw all U.S. troops from Afghanistan next year, after 

President Hamid Karzai refused to sign a new bilateral security agreement., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Genevieve Wong 

11/26/2013 1:11:28 PM 

’Real Housewives’ star Camille Grammer’s ex -boyfriend charged with assault 

Camille Grammer’s ex-boyfriend, Dimitri Charalambopoulos, is in legal hot water after allegedly assaulting "The Real 

Housewives" reality star.On Friday, Nov. 23, authorities charged Charalambopoulos with assault of a family member and 

impeding breath, a felony in the state of Texas.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

11/26/2013 2:25:27 PM 

First Thoughts: December is for deadlines 

December is for deadlines: Three deadlines to watch next month... Reid appears to give Obama wiggle room on 

sanctions... Obama: "We cannot close the door on diplomacy"... As Karzai moves goalposts, U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Lewis 

11/26/2013 2:25:34 PM 

’Maltese Falcon’ statue sells for over $4 million at auction 

The Maltese Falcon statue from the movie of the same name sold at auction for $4,085,00, including a buyer’s premium 

of $585,000.The sale was conducted by Bonhams in New York in conjunction with Turner Classic Movies.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News staff and wire reports 

11/26/2013 2:37:46 PM 

Sartorial scuffle: Men’s Wearhouse bids to buy Jos. A. Bank for $1.5B 

Men’s Wearhouse is turning the tables on its recent pursuer, offering to buy Jos. A. Bank for about $1.54 billion. The 

offer comes less than two weeks after Jos. A. Bank withdrew a $2.3 billion bid for its rival. Men’s Wearhouse Inc. is 

offering $55 per share for Jos. A. Bank Clothiers Inc.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Hosenball, Reuters 

11/26/2013 2:49:58 PM 

Spies fear NSA leaker Snowden has ’doomsday’ cache of classified data 

WASHINGTON - British and U.S. intelligence officials say they are worried about a "doomsday" cache of highly classified, 

heavily encrypted material they believe former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden has stored on a 

data cloud.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

11/26/2013 3:09:08 PM 

’Family Guy’ fans petition Fox to resurrect Brian 

"Family Guy" fans aren’t giving up on dog Brian Griffin, who was killed off on Sunday’s episode. Viewers were shocked by 

the unexpected death, and fan Aaron Thompson of Tuscaloosa, Ala., started a petition on Change. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

11/26/2013 3:09:10 PM 

’Oldboy’ screenwriter adds own twist to Korean horror classic 

Spoiler alert: This article contains details about the plot of "Oldboy."For screenwriter Mark Protosevich, reimagining the 

mind-bending "Oldboy" story with its horrifying twist was a daunting task. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C. White 

11/26/2013 3:21:47 PM 

Digital strategies help Black Friday warriors hang up battlegear 

Holiday deal-hunters no longer have to fight crowds and chaos at the mall on Black Friday to save biB, but scoring the 

deepest discounts still takes a well-thought-out battle plan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kathryn Doyle 

11/26/2013 3:21:54 PM 

Parents, speak up: Loud music wrecks kids’ ears 

Teenagers are at risk for serious long-term hearing problems caused by excessively loud music or other loud noises. But 

parents don’t always grasp the gravity of the situation, or talk to their kids about it, according to a new study.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

11/26/2013 3:21:55 PM 

Five missing college hikers found by search and rescue teams in Utah 

Five college students who went missing while hiking in Utah on a backpacking trip have been found and are "in good 

condition," according to the San Juan County Sheriff’s office.The five missing hikers were spotted by a helicopter near 

the Dry Mesa area of Elk Ridge, Utah on Monday afternoon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

11/26/2013 3:40:14 PM 

Recall No.7 for Ford Escape; This time there’s a fire danger 

Ford Motor Co. is recalling its Escape crossover-utility vehicle for the seventh time since the popular vehicle was 

redesigned for the 2013 model year.The latest problem centers around potential oil and fuel leaks that could result in 

vehicle fires.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/26/2013 3:52:00 PM 

Independent Scotland would keep queen, pound and TV shows but create own military 

Scotland will keep the United Kingdom’s queen and currency but will create its own defense force and passports if the 

country votes for independence next year, the nationalist government pledged Tuesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt, NBC News Producer 

11/26/2013 5:05:20 PM 

Bonobo apes in hi-tech German zoo go bananas for food, not TV porn 

MAINZ, Germany - Bonobo apes living in a zoo in southern Germany now have a flat screen TV for entertainment - and 

a group of scientists monitoring what they watch. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

11/26/2013 5:23:54 PM 

Stocks inch up on housing news in slow pre-Thanksgiving trading 

Stocks made mild gains on Tuesday as better-than-expected reports on housing countered a measure of consumer 

confidence that came in below expectations, with the market taking a more passive tone two days ahead of the 

Thanksgiving holiday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/26/2013 5:29:37 PM 

Dad’s zany ’How to Fight a Baby’ video goes viral 

Babies. They intimidate the best of us, but Gavin Mclnnes has got your back. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/26/2013 5:29:37 PM 

Supreme Court will take up controversial Obamacare provision on contraception 

By Pete Williams, NBC News Justice CorrespondentThe Supreme Court, taking up a controversial provision of 

Obamacare, agreed Tuesday to consider whether a company can refuse to provide contraceptive care to female 

employees on the grounds that doing so would violate its religious freedom. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Wall 

11/26/2013 5:35:22 PM 

Mars rover Curiosity bounces back from electrical glitch 

NASA’s Mars rover Curiosity is back in action after being sidelined for nearly a week by an electrical problem.The 1-ton 

Curiosity rover resumed science operations on Saturday, six days after mission engineers noticed an odd voltage change 

and stood the robot down to investigate. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/26/2013 5:35:25 PM 

Richard Dreyfuss reveals bipolar diagnosis ’took away all of myguilt’ 

Actor Richard Dreyfuss has struggled with bipolar disorder since childhood, but for many years, he didn’t know what was 

behind the intense emotions that filled much of his life."l didn’t know it was a manic state," he explained during a 

Tuesday morning visit to TODAY.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AP 

11/26/2013 5:53:35 PM 

’Inconceivable!’ Carey Elwes writing memoir about ’The Princess Bride’ 

More than 25 years later, Cary Elwes still has the fondest memories of starring in "The Princess Bride." The actor has a 

deal with Touchstone, an imprint of Simon & Schuster, for a memoir about the beloved fairy tale. The book is called "As 

You Wish: Tales from the Princess Bride. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Maloney 

11/26/2013 5:53:36 PM 

Bill Engvall: ’We won in so many ways’ on ’Dancing With the Stars’ 

Apparently, nice guys finish not first, but fourth on "Dancing With the Stars." "1 feel wonderful," funnyman Bill Engvall 

told reporters after getting booted in part one of the season finale Monday. "I’m proud. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Courtney Kube, NBC News 

11/26/2013 6:05:18 PM 

U.S. bombers fly over disputed island chain without informing China 

Two American B-52 bombers flew over a disputed island chain in the East China Sea on Monday evening, a U.S. defense 

official confirmed, just days after the Chinese government included the area in an air defense identification zone.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/26/2013 6:52:35 PM 

The ’abyss’: Sinkhole leaves villagers in Bosnia in shock 

SANICA, Bosnia-Herzegovina -- Just outside the rustic village, children fished in a tranquil pond bobbing with green algae 

and lined with willow trees, as cattle grazed nearby. Now, Rezak Motanic gazes in disbelief down a gigantic moonlike 

crater where the pond used to be. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

11/26/2013 7:28:22 PM 

Stabbing at Texas hospital leaves one dead, four injured 

A stabbing at a Texas hospital Tuesday morning has killed one person and injured four others, according to the medical 

center.A male suspect has been taken into custody, NBC affiliate KETK.com reported.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

11/26/2013 7:45:23 PM 

George Zimmerman had five guns when arrested: police 

George Zimmerman possessed five guns - including an AR-15-type rifle - when he was arrested last week and accused 

of pointing one of the weapons at his girlfriend, according to documents released by police. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/26/2013 7:45:23 PM 

Busiest travel day of year to be ’pretty bad’ for millions as pre-Thanksgiving storm looms 

A vast storm system lumbering up the East Coast threatens to spoil Thanksgiving in all sorts of ways -- ice to slick the 

roads, heavy rain to foul up the airports and wind so ferocious it could ground Spider-Man in the Macy’s parade.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lou Dubois 

11/26/2013 7:45:28 PM 

#Povertyls: What does poverty mean to you? 

The latest U.S. Census Bureau data, released this month, shows that 16% of Americans, or roughly 49.7 million people, 

live at or below the government-defined poverty line. But by more reasonable measures, poverty in America is even 

more pervasive. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

11/26/2013 7:45:30 PM 

Play at your own risk: dangerous toys of 2013 

Parents, don’t fight for these toys on Black Friday. Risks of choking, deafening or lead poisoning earned these toys slots 

on a "dangerous toys of the year" list."Be vigilant this holiday," said the Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) in its 

"Trouble in Toyland" report. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/26/2013 8:31:02 PM 

Lara Logan placed on leave over discredited ’60 Minutes’ report 

CBS correspondent Lara Logan has been ordered to take a leave of absence after an internal review found her 

discredited "60 Minutes" segment on the Benghazi consulate attack was poorly vetted, the network said in a memo to 

staff.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Potter, NBC News Correspondent 

11/26/2013 8:59:46 PM 

’Recipe for disaster’: Haitian human smuggling on the rise 

MIAMI - Twice this month, an often-repeated tragedy at sea occurred again, leaving at least 35 dead.On Monday night, 

a grossly overcrowded Haitian sail freighter capsized about 15 nautical miles from Staniel Cay, in the Bahamas, throwing 

more than 140 people into the water. The U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

11/26/2013 9:28:20 PM 

After a year in,’Candy Crush’ still the king of mobile 

If you’ve waited on line for anything in the past year, you’ve probably seen someone nearby passing the time on his or 

her smartphone by swapping tiny pieces of candy back and forth across the screen. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/26/2013 9:51:17 PM 

Manhunt underway for suspect in deaths of Kansas mother, three children 

Law enforcement agencies investigating the deaths of a mother and her three kids in Kansas were scouring Tuesday for 

a man they identified as a suspect in the case, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

11/26/2013 10:19:55 PM 

Warming oceans, not air, may be critical to melting ice sheets 

In the last 10,000 years, the Greenland Ice Sheet shrank to its smallest size around 3,000 to 5,000 years ago, when ocean 

temperatures were also quite high, a new study suggests.The finding, published Nov.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Furlong 

11/26/2013 10:36:32 PM 

’Breaking Bad’ creator reveals (really nitpicky) show regrets 

"Breaking Bad" fans who are still struggling with their final goodbyes to Walter White, Jesse Pinkman and the rest of the 

characters have a little to be thankful for right now. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/26/2013 10:53:06 PM 

Americas especially hard hit by 2009 swine flu, study finds 

A new look at the 2009 pandemic of HIN1 swine flu finds an unusual pattern -- more people died in the Americas than 

in the rest of the world. What’s not clear is why.The study, originally started to get a final estimate of global deaths from 

the HIN1 virus, shows about 200,000 people died. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/26/2013 10:53:08 PM 

Horse pulling Amish buggy shot in drive-by 

PHILADELPHIA -- A horse pulling a buggy with an Amish family aboard in rural Pennsylvania was struck by a bullet fired 

from a moving car and later died, police said on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Andronico 

11/26/2013 11:21:55 PM 

Mobile mania: Best Black Friday deals on laptops, tablets and smartphones 

Black Friday keeps coming earlier and earlier, with some stores opening on Thanksgiving night. Other retailers 

announced special deals in early November, and simply called them Black Friday deals.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

11/26/2013 11:49:47 PM 

For the first time, men talk turkey at Butterball’s holiday hotline 

By Samira Puskar, Producer, NBC NewsNAPERVlLLE, III. - Times are changing at the Butterball Turkey Talk-Line, a 

national toll-free helpline for home chefs.Now there’s a chance a man will be taking your turkey crisis call. It’s a first for 

Butterball’s helpline headquarters in Naperville, III. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

11/27/2013 12:11:59 AM 

Ex-FBI agent Levinson marks sad milestone in captivity 

Robert Levinson, the former FBI agent who was apparently kidnapped during a business trip to Iran six years ago, 

marked a sad milestone Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Coffman, Reuters 

11/27/2013 12:12:00 AM 

Army officer who blamed twin for sexual assaults pleads guilty 

DENVER -- A U.S. Army officer who initially blamed his identical twin brother for a series of sexual assaults on underage 

girls because they share the same DNA pleaded guilty to the crimes on Tuesday, prosecutors said., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marisa Kabas 

11/27/2013 12:56:16 AM 

’S’monut’ makers: We’re not copying the Cronut! 

For those who started to salivate when they heard the word "S’monut" this week, the bakers of the hybrid pastry have 

an important clarification: It’s actually just a "s’mores donuL 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/27/2013 1:23:56 AM 

First book ever printed in US sold at auction for ~14M, breaking records 

Who says print is dead?A pamphlet of psalms believed to be the very first book ever printed in what is now the 

continental United States set an auction record for a printed book Tuesday -- fetching ~;14,165,000 at Sotheby’s, the 

auction house told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

11/27/2013 1:23:58 AM 

Angelina didn’t buy heart-shaped island for Brad 

It was a nice thought.But according to people close to the situation, Angelina Jolie did not buy a private island in upstate 

New York for Brad Pitt’s 50th birthday."We have no idea how this rumor got started," one person said. "The property is 

still on the market. 

View article... 



From: By Paul Elias 

Sent: 11/27/2013 1:23:59 AM 

Subject: Toy firm sues Beastie Boys over song parody 

A California toy company is fighting for its right to parody a popular Beastie Boys song.Oakland-based GoldieBlox filed a 

lawsuit in federal court in San Francisco seeking permission to continue using a spoof of the rap song "Girls., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danielle Brennan 

11/27/2013 1:23:59 AM 

This guy’s pancake art is amazing! See his edible designs 

Dan Drake has become somewhat of a celebrity in St. Louis, thanks to his amazing skill with batter and a spatula. The 

employee from Courtesy Diner, who’s known as Dr. Dan the Pancake Man, has become a flapjack star because of his 

delicious designs, which went viral this week on ReddiL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Courtney Kube, NBC News 

11/27/2013 2:30:37 AM 

U.S. bombers fly over disputed island chain without informing China 

Two American B-52 bombers flew over a disputed island chain in the East China Sea on Monday evening, a U.S. defense 

official confirmed, just days after the Chinese government included the area in an air defense identification zone.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/27/2013 4:33:32 AM 

Dirty and malnourished, 3 Arizona girls were imprisoned in bedrooms for two years: Police 

An Arizona mother and stepfather were being held on kidnapping and child abuse charges Tuesday for allegedly 

imprisoning their three girls -- who were found malnourished in a filthy home and hadn’t bathed in months, police said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nicole Eggenberger 

11/27/2013 4:50:34 AM 

Jennifer Love Hewitt has daughter -- and a secret wedding 

Baby Love Hewitt! Jennifer Love Hewitt welcomed her first child, a beautiful baby girl, with fiance Brian Hallisay on 

Tuesday, her rep confirms exclusively to Us Weekly. And that’s not all -- she and Hallisay also secretly tied the knot.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ken Ritter, The Associated Press 

11/27/2013 4:50:34 AM 

Judge rejects OJ Simpson’s bid for new trial 

LAS VEGAS -- A judge in Las Vegas has rejected O.J. Simpson’s bid for a new trial 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/27/2013 5:18:31 AM 

’Dancing With the Stars’ names season 17 winner 

It’s over! On Tuesday night, the ballroom battle came to an end on "Dancing With the Stars" when "Glee" actress Amber 

Riley was named the season 17 winner., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

11/27/2013 6:20:13 AM 

Thanksgiving comes early for Adam Levine on ’The Voice’ 

’Adam Levine has a lot to be thankful for this Thursday. CeeLo Green, not so much ... at least as far as "The Voice" is 

concerned.Team Adam remained intact for the third week in a row, as voters sent Will Champlin, Tessanne Chin and 

James Wolpert into the final six."Team Adam, three for three tonightL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Dokoupil 

11/27/2013 9:52:45 AM 

Then and now: Who supports pot legalization? It might surprise you 

It bears an aura of inevitability, the state-by-state fall of marijuana prohibition, starting with January’s debut of 

commercial sales in Colorado and Washington state.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

11/27/2013 10:04:54 AM 

Report: NSA spied on porn habits to discredit Muslim radicals 

The NSA targeted suspected Muslim radicals by gathering evidence of visits to pornographic sites in order to harm their 

reputation, said a report Wednesday based on a document provided by leaker Edward Snowden. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Domenico Montanaro, Deputy Political Editor, NBC News 

11/27/2013 10:23:51 AM 

Presidential turkey pardons, not as long a history as you might think 

The annual ceremony of the presidential turkey pardon is so ingrained in the American Thanksgiving tradition that it 

might seem as old as the holiday itself. But the ritual of White House clemency for a pair of lucky fowl is actually 

relatively recent. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/27/2013 11:50:56 AM 

Thanksgiving weather: ’Not looking nearly as bad for travelers’ as storms don’t collide 

Two storm systems that had been expected to bring ice, snow and high winds to the Northeast on the busiest travel day 

of the year failed to merge on Wednesday, offering a glimmer of hope to millions trying to make it home for 

Thanksgiving. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fakhar ur Rehman and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/27/2013 12:22:31 PM 

Nuclear-armed and coup-prone Pakistan appoints new army chief 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -- Nuclear-armed Pakistan named a new army chief on Wednesday, a role widely seen as the most 

powerful position in the a country which has seen three periods of military rule. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/27/2013 1:05:30 PM 

Lindsey Vonn on injury: ’I still have time before Sochi’ 

Lindsey Vonn is "feeling good," she told Matt Lauer on Wednesday, and still believes she’ll compete in the upcoming 

Winter Games."The fall caused my knee to give out," she said. "If I hadn’t had my brace on, I definitely would not have 

had anything left in my knee. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/27/2013 1:05:32 PM 

Cubans to be allowed to charge visitors for using home telephones 

HAVANA - Cubans have a new private enterprise opportunity -- acting as "telecommunications agents" by essentially 

turning their homes into phone booths and charging neighbors by the minute to use their telephones.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/27/2013 2:07:27 PM 

Thanksgiving weather: Delays pile up as millions of travelers cross their fingers 

Flight delays and cancellations piled up Wednesday at some of the busiest airports, and a band of rain from Maine to the 

Carolinas soaked Americans trying to get home on the busiest travel day of the year., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/27/2013 2:07:34 PM 

Frankie Muniz suffers a second ministroke 

Former "Malcolm in the Middle" star Frankie Muniz has suffered a second ministroke almost exactly a year after his 

first. The 27-year-old, who played the title character on Fox’s popular sitcom from 2000 to 2006, tweeted about his 

latest experience Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Phil LeBeau 

11/27/2013 2:57:47 PM 

Why don’t airlines just add more flights at the holidays? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/27/2013 2:57:54 PM 

Meet the woman named for the holiday: Dr. Happy Thanksgiving 

On Thursday, the family of a Minnesota woman will be wishing a happy birthday to Happy Thanksgiving.That’s Dr. Happy 

Thanksgiving Reynolds of Minneapolis, to be precise, who will be celebrating her 43rd birthday on Thanksgiving, the 

holiday that inspired her colorful name.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/27/2013 3:17:27 PM 

Exclusive: Lindsey Vonn on injury: ’1 still have time before Sochi’ 

Lindsey Vonn is "feeling good," she told Matt Lauer on Wednesday in TODAY exclusive interview, and still believes she’ll 

compete in the upcoming Winter Games."The fall caused my knee to give out," she said. "If I hadn’t had my brace on, I 

definitely would not have had anything left in my knee. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva 

11/27/2013 3:17:33 PM 

Distracted drivinl~: Safety advocates call for culture shift as more US drivers admit to deadly habit 

Evie Lesser has a tattoo of her second-oldest son’s name scrawled on her left wrist: "Tommy." Her husband Tom bears a 

tattoo in honor of their son across his chest.On the night of Sept., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

11/27/2013 3:17:35 PM 

Full speed ahead for connected cars, but are they going the wronl~ way? 

Why is it, Tarun Bhatnagar was wondering, that the "beautiful screen in the instrument cluster of my rental car can’t 

provide me with a connected and safer driving experience?, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

11/27/2013 3:36:40 PM 

Layaway is last Christmas hope for consumers burned by credit cards 

Christmas is on layaway for many Americans of modest means. Burned by debt, and burdened by minuscule wage 

growth, the working poor are spurning plastic and returning to a retro way to stay on budget and put presents under the 

tree. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

11/27/2013 3:42:34 PM 

Automakers join Black Friday deal-making blitz 

Turn on the TV this week and you’ll be hard-pressed to go more than a few minutes without hearing about one Black 

Friday sale or another. With the economy still struggling, retailers are desperate to ensure they get momentum going 

into the holiday season. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/27/2013 4:40:04 PM 

Kanye West compares relationship with Kim Kardashian to ’Romeo and Juliet’ 

Kanye West really, really loves fiancee Kim Kardashian. (You didn’t see the "Bound 2" video yet?) And no metaphor, no 

literary allusion is too great to make when he talks about his enduring affections -- including "Romeo and Juliet. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Maloney 

11/27/2013 4:40:06 PM 

’Dancing With the Stars’ champ Amber Riley: ’1 can’t believe I endured!’ 

The ballroom bash is over, but "Dancing With the Stars" newest winner, Amber Riley, is still waltzing on air over her 

victory."l’m so excited!" Riley told TODAY after being named the season 17 champion. "l’m very proud of myself. I can’t 

believe I endured til the end.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

11/27/2013 5:04:36 PM 

Where millionaires live? State taxes make little difference 

Media reports are filled with stories of wealthy New Yorkers and pro golfers in California threatening to move to escape 

high taxes. Travis Brown, author of "How Money Walks," said there is a "mass exodus" of money from high tax to low tax 

states. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Saravia and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/27/2013 5:29:17 PM 

Brazil World Cup soccer stadium collapse kills three people 

At least three people were killed Wednesday after a structure collapsed at a Brazilian soccer stadium set to host the 

opening match of the World Cup next year, police said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Phillips 

11/27/2013 5:41:12 PM 

Virtual currency bitcoin bursts through real 51,000 barrier 

Bitcoin, the digital currency, broke above $1,000 for the first time on Wednesday, marking a rise of over 7,600 percent 

so far this year. Many analysts and investors have labeled bitcoin’s unfettered rise a bubble, yet greater awareness of 

digital currencies and last week’s U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Landsman, Producer, CNBC’s "Fast Money" 

11/27/2013 6:22:41 PM 

Markdown anatomy: What you’re really paying on Black Friday 

The next time you come across a flyer advertising a Black Friday deal that takes 50 percent off the retail price, you may 

not want to regard it as a "steal., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Saravia and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/27/2013 6:52:04 PM 

Brazil World Cup soccer stadium collapse kills two people 

At least two people were killed and one injured Wednesday after a structure collapsed at a Brazilian soccer stadium set 

to host the opening match of the World Cup next year. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

11/27/2013 10:57:02 PM 

Nigella Lawson allegedly abused drugs, UK court hears 

Allegations of Nigella Lawson’s extensive drug use have emerged in a lawsuit filed by her ex-husband, who is accusing 

two former personal assistants for the couple of stealing from them while the celebrity chef supposedly was high on 

drugs, according to reports by Britain’s ITV. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michelle R. Smith, The Associated Press 

11/27/2013 10:57:09 PM 

Thanksgiving shopping? Not in states that ban it 

PROVIDENCE, R.I. -- Shoppers won’t be lining up for Thanksgiving Day deals at stores in Rhode Island, Maine and 

Massachusetts. They can’t.It’s the legacy of so-called "blue laws," which prohibit large supermarkets, big box stores and 

department stores from opening on Thanksgiving. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lindsay Perez 

11/27/2013 11:08:49 PM 

’Drone’ tries to sneak contraband into Georgia prison 

Armed drones deal death from the skies in remote regions of Pakistan and Yemen, but a group of ’drone’ operators has 

failed in an attempt to use an unmanned craft to drop a deadly substance into a South Georgia prison.Four people were 

arrested in Morgan, Ga.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Derrik J. Lang 

11/27/2013 11:08:53 PM 

Xbox, PlayStation tackle console launch glitches 

Move over, zombies. Step aside, terrorists. Aliens, out of the way.There are a few new foes affecting gamers that are 

proving to be far more destructive than any on-screen villain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Oskin 

11/27/2013 11:08:53 PM 

Amazinl~ ice circle found spinninl~ on North Dakota river 

A spinning ice disk spotted on the Sheyenne River in North Dakota is a totally natural phenomenon and not the work of 

aliens or secret government spies, according to reports., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Stobbe 

11/27/2013 11:09:00 PM 

US abortions declined in 2010, CDC says 

ATLANTA -- U.S. abortions have continued to decline, but not quite as steeply as before.The number and rate of 

reported abortions fell 3 percent in 2010, the most recent year for which statistics are available.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rodrique Ngowi 

11/27/2013 11:09:03 PM 

If the poo fits .., DNA test bags owners who don’t clean up after dogs 

BRAINTREE, Mass. - Apartment and condo managers, dogged by complaints from those who’ve experienced the squishy 

and smelly sensation of stepping onto a pile of dog doo, are turning to DNA testing to identify the culprits who don’t 

clean up after their pets. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

11/27/2013 11:09:08 PM 

Million man snip: Men in Africa flock to get circumcised to protect against AIDS 

Nearly two million men have volunteered to be circumcised using U.S. funding in 14 African countries to protect 

themselves against the AIDS virus, health officials said Wednesday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

11/27/2013 11:09:19 PM 

’Hoarding: Buried Alive’ couple driven apart by trash 

Kyle and Lynn have been together for years, but now their relationship is big mess thanks to the heaps of trash and so- 

called treasures that fill the home they share. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Felicia Fonseca and Matthew Brown, The Associated Press 

11/28/2013 12:54:38 AM 

Navajo Code Talker says Redskins name not derogatory 

A leader of the Navajo Code Talkers who appeared at a Washington Redskins home football game said Wednesday the 

team name is a symbol of loyalty and courage -- not a slur as asserted by critics who want it changed.Roy Hawthorne, 

87, of Lupton, Adz. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joseph Pisani 

11/28/2013 12:54:39 AM 

Holiday helper: 5 shopping apps to get you the best prices 

NEW YORK -- Looking to save a few bucks while you shop for holiday gifts? Don’t hit the mall without these shopping 

apps.Many retailers, for instance, will match deals you find elsewhere, so these apps can help you find better prices to 

show the cashier. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

11/28/2013 1:24:22 AM 

Everything really must go[ Store shelves are overflowing 

If you’re wondering why stores seem to be slashing prices earlier and harder than in past holiday shopping seasons, 

here’s one big reason: Many of them simply ordered too much stuff. And they don’t want to get stuck with it in January. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

11/28/2013 2:08:43 AM 

Postman for America’s longest mail route drives 187 miles a day 

By Ziad Jaber and Samira Puskar, NBC NewsMANGUM, Okla. -- Before golden rays paint over the dry and dusty plains in 

rural Oklahoma, one man is already hard at work., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gary Peach 

11/28/2013 2:25:27 AM 

Latvian prime minister resigns in wake of supermarket roof collapse 

Latvia’s prime minister unexpectedly resigned on Wednesday, saying he can no longer lead the country after a 

supermarket roof collapse killed 54 people and sparked public outrage.Choking back tears, Dombrovskis told journalists 

that the country needed a change in leadership."Considering the .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miriam Kramer 

11/28/2013 2:25:27 AM 

On holiday menu in space: Thermostabilized turkey, freeze-dried beans. Mmm! 

For American astronauts in space, the lack of I~ravity is no reason to miss a turkey dinner on Thanksgivinl~. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

11/28/2013 3:26:41 AM 

Aaron Hernandez pleads Fifth for lawsuit alleging he shot friend in face 

Aaron Hernandez won’t respond to accusations that he shot a friend in the face after a night out at a Miami strip club, 

his lawyers said in court papers filed Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/28/2013 7:11:17 AM 

Suspect in deaths of Kansas mother, 3 kids being held on $5M bail 

PARSONS, Kan. -- The man suspected in the deaths of a southeast Kansas woman and her three children and arrested 

after a massive manhunt was being held Wednesday on $5 million baiI.Labette District Judge Robert Fleming signed an 

order that gives prosecutors until Dec. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jake Pearson, The Associated Press 

11/28/2013 12:24:31 PM 

NYC holds its breath as winds threaten Macy’s Thanksgivinl~ Day Parade 

The fate of Spider-Man, SpongeBob SquarePants and Snoopy rests in the hands of the New York Police Department.u 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Venus Wu, Reuters 

11/28/2013 12:24:33 PM 

Kim Jong Un-believable likeness launches new career for Australian musician 

HONG KONG -- A haircut and some makeup was all it took for a Hong Kong musician to transform himself into one of the 

world’s most notorious dictators, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Terri Peters 

11/28/2013 1:11:25 PM 

Black Friday shopping with kids: All you need to know, you learned in kindergarten 

Stampedes, fistfights, shouting matches and tears--a glance at Black Friday headlines can leave you wondering whether 

such tantrum-laden tales are coming from the aisles of an electronics store or from the carpet of a kindergarten 

classroom.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

11/28/2013 1:48:22 PM 

Pizza Hut reinstates manager fired after refusing to open Thanksgiving 

After being fired for refusing to open his restaurant on Thanksgivins, a Pizza Hut manager has his job back.Tony Rohr, 

who worked his way up from cook to general manager at the company, was told it was mandatory to keep his Elkhart, 

Ind., store open on the holiday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/28/2013 4:01:41 PM 

Australian police find 328 guns, 4.2 tons of ammo at farm 

A father and his two sons have been arrested in Australia after police found a $3 million arsenal of more than 300 guns 

and 4.2 tons of ammunition at their farm, police said Thursday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

11/28/2013 5:16:45 PM 

Bitcoin Black Friday: How to use virtual currency to buy real gifts 

As holiday deal-hunters pack the stores on Black Friday, a new breed of tech-savvy shopper will be at home, 

anonymously buying gifts with bitcoin.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ghazi Balkiz, Producer, NBC News 

11/28/2013 10:34:42 PM 

Troops tuck into turkey dinner, thousands of miles from home 

FOB TORKHAM, Afghanistan -- Sweet potato pie isn’t nearly as sweet half a world away -- but for the tens of thousands 

of troops still stationed in Afghanistan, it’ll do for now.The Defense Department said it sent 70,000 pounds of turkey and 

all the fixings this year to the roughly 45,000 U.S.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Myers, Lisa Riordan-Seville and Tom Winter, NBC News 

11/28/2013 10:34:44 PM 

Railroad car in Ohio derailment known to be unsafe and prone to rupture 

A railroad tank car exposed by NBC News as unsafe and prone to rupture is responsible for the chemical leak that forced 

hundreds of people from their homes following a train derailment in Ohio.The car involved in derailment was a DOT- 

111, said Gary Sease, a spokesman for the railroad, CSX Corp. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/28/2013 10:34:46 PM 

Nigerian police destroy 240,000 bottles of beer in public display of strict Islamic 

Police enforcing strict Islamic law in Nigeria publicly destroyed more than 240,000 bottles of beer in an attempt to crack 

down on alcohol consumption and other "immoral" behavior in the area, an official said Thursday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/28/2013 10:34:47 PM 

Torchbearer for Sochi Olympics briefly catches fire in Siberian city 

On the Sochi Olympics torch relay, the longest in history, the biggest problem has been simply keeping the flame going. 

This week there was a different mishap: One of the torchbearers caught himself on fire.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/28/2013 10:34:49 PM 

Florida woman given 20 years in domestic dispute gets bail for Thanksgiving 

A Florida woman who was sentenced to 20 years in prison for firing a shot into the wall during a fight with her husband, 

who she said had abused her, was released on bail in time for Thanksgiving.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

11/28/2013 10:35:05 PM 

You know in your gut if your marriage will be a happy one, study suggests 

How can anyone know whether their marriage, years down the road, will be a truly happy one? According to one new 

study, we already do. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

in Plain Sight 

11/29/2013 12:03:54 AM 

Thanksgiving: Food stamp cuts leave pantries struggling to meet rising need 

By Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC NewsFood pantries and food banks struggled to meet demand this Thanksgiving, just weeks 

after food stamp cuts for millions of Americans took effect.On Nov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Valentina Accardo, Reuters 

11/29/2013 12:20:33 AM 

Swiss banker for U.S. tax dodl~ers to be extradited 

BOLOGNA, Italy -- Raoul Well, a former UBS banker charged by U.S.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Irene Klotz 

11/29/2013 3:03:01 AM 

Last-minute glitch aborts SpaceX’s Thanksgiving rocket launch 

The launch of an unmanned SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket was aborted before liftoff on Thursday due to a technical issue, 

company officials said. It was the second attempt this week to launch a communications satellite for SES, which operates 

the world’s second largest fleet. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elaine Lies 

11/29/2013 8:35:37 AM 

US military: ’Improvised launch device’ found near base in Japan 

An "improvised launch device" was found outside the United States’ Yokota Air Force base in Tokyo on Thursday niight 

but there were no injuries and no damase, a U.S. military spokesman in Japan said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick Rizzo 

11/29/2013 8:53:05 AM 

Thanksgiving Day -- it’s not just a Black Friday warm up 

The traditions of Thanksgiving Day: The turkeys go in the oven, the fixins are assembled, places are set and families 

gather to celebrate a cherished holiday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Dokoupil, Senior Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/29/2013 9:17:25 AM 

Meet Harold Hamm, the billionaire behind America’s ’great renaissance of oil’ 

OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. -- In the history of oil, this fall is a tippinl~ point, the moment America I~uqgles past Saudi Arabia 

and Russia to become the world’s petroleum king.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/29/2013 12:07:09 PM 

Egypt arrests prominent blogger Alaa AbdeI-Fattah under new anti-protest law 

Egyptian security forces arrested a prominent political activist Thursday night over inciting a demonstration in defiance 

of a new law heavily restricting protests in the country, his family said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto and Jason Cumming, NBC News 

11/29/2013 1:20:08 PM 

Left-wing activists suspected after ’projectile’ is fired at US base in Japan 

TOKYO -- Left-wing radicals are reportedly suspected after an "improvised launch device" was used near a U.S. air base 

in Japan late Thursday.Tokyo Metropolitan Police received several reports of an explosion near Yokota Air Force Base 

around 11:30 p.m. local time (9:30 a.m. ET).~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

11/29/2013 1:51:04 PM 

Professor accused of killing alleged rapist breaks her silence, blames ex=boyfriend 

A psychology professor accused of orchestrating the murder of her alleged rapist in California almost two decades ago 

told NBC News that her ex-boyfriend -- who she blames for the killing -- destroyed her life. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

11/29/2013 2:34:48 PM 

’Movember’ movement for men’s health celebrates its lOth year 

Ten years ago, two brothers in Australia and 30 of their friends decided it was time for the mustache to make a 

comeback.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

11/29/2013 3:24:07 PM 

Natural gas pipeline explodes, triggers blaze in Missouri 

By Justin Kirschner and Henry Austin, NBC NewsA natural gas pipeline exploded in central Missouri overnight Friday, 

triggering a large blaze.The blast occurred near Hughesville, Mo., around midnight local time (1 a.m. ET), according to 

Captain Donald Sattler of the Sedalia Fire Department.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick Rizzo 

11/29/2013 4:27:03 PM 

’Everything is just all good’: Black Friday kicks off with a little chaos, lots of bargain-hunting 

It’s Black Friday. Let the madness begin.The holiday shopping season kicked off officially Friday after retailers tested the 

mood of consumers by offering discounts and opening their doors earlier than ever. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

11/29/2013 4:39:33 PM 

Switched at birth: Son born to rich parents sues hospital after life of poverty 

TOKYO -- A Japanese man born to wealthy parents has been awarded about $371,000 in damages after accidentally 

being switched with another baby and spending decades living in poverty.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Phil Stewart, Reuters 

11/29/2013 7:17:53 PM 

’On high alert’: Chinese fighter jets ramp up tensions in East China Sea 

BEIJING/WASHINGTON - China scrambled jets on Friday in response to two U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

11/29/2013 7:18:10 PM 

Celebs moonlighting as painters don’t always deserve the brush=off 

Acting and being a rock star are full-time jobs, but that doesn’t stop some celebrities from spreading their showbiz 

talents across other canvases -- literally. From Sylvester Stallone to Jane Seymour, celebs love to paint. But are they any 

good?Depends on who you ask. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga, NBC News 

11/29/2013 7:18:11 PM 

’Mamma mia!’: Mafia killer allegedly fed rival to starving pigs 

An Italian mobster fed a rival gangster to starving pigs -- and then marveled at how the victim screamed and how the 

swine gorged themselves, police say.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Meghan Holohan 

11/29/2013 7:18:14 PM 

’Center of the universe’: Experts warn against too many kid photos 

Chances are you’ll see a lot of kid photos on Christmas cards this holiday season.With the proliferation of smartphones, 

tablets, and digital cameras, children find themselves the stars of their own photo shoots. Some toddlers grab their 

parents’ smartphones and snap their own selfies.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carlo Dellaverson, Digital Producer 

11/29/2013 11:57:53 PM 

All in a day’s work: Romney son plucks car wreck victims to safety 

Cory Booker must have been unavailable.Josh Romney, son of former Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney, 

said in a tweet on Friday that he saved four people after a car accident and included a photo of himself standing next to 

what appeared to be an overturned vehicle inside a house. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/30/2013 12:25:13 AM 

Helicopter crashes into Glasgow pub 

A helicopter crashed into the roof of a pub in Glasgow late on Friday, causing multiple injuries, Scottish officials said.The 

crash happened at the Clutha Vaults in Stockwell Street, the BBC reported.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Roberta Rampton 

11/30/2013 12:41:50 AM 

Healthcare.gov down for overnight maintenance 

The website at the center of President Barack Obama’s healthcare reforms will be down for an extended period 

overnight on Friday as the government pushes to complete upgrades by a November 30 deadline, the Centers for 

Medicare & Medicaid Services said.The website, HealthCare. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

11/30/2013 1:53:37 AM 

US commander apologizes for airstrike that killed child in Afghanistan 

The top U.S. commander in Afghanistan apologized to Afghan President Hamid Karzai for a drone strike that local 

authorities said killed a child and injured two women on Thursday.Marine Gen. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

11/30/2013 1:59:03 AM 

Police helicopter crashes into Glasgow pub 

A helicopter crashed into the roof of a pub in Glasgow late on Friday, causing multiple injuries, Scottish officials said.The 

crash happened at the Clutha Vaults in Stockwell Street, Scotland Police said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

12/1/2013 8:17:53 AM 

Endangered green sea turtles make a comeback in Florida 

By Erika Angulo, Producer, NBC NewsMELBOURNE BEACH, Fla. -- When Chris Long thinks back on a summer spent 

digging up holes in the beach, it’s a job he says he "wouldn’t trade ... for anything." The 26-year-old University of Central 

Florida Ph.D.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

12/1/2013 8:17:57 AM 

Instead of the ER: Paramedics making house calls to chronic patients 

Emergency rooms -- which can cost patients thousands of dollars each visit -- have become the primary source of 

medical care for the uninsured and people with chronic illnesses.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/1/2013 12:50:53 PM 

Thai PM flees police compound as protesters launch ’people’s coup’; at least four dead 

By Amy Sawitta Lefevre, ReutersBANGKOK, Thailand - About 30,000 protesters launched a "people’s coup" on Thailand’s 

government on Sunday, swarming state agencies in violent clashes, taking control of a state broadcaster and forcing the 

prime minister to flee a police compound. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/1/2013 3:05:58 PM 

At least 4 dead after NY commuter train derails in Bronx 

A commuter rail line derailed in New York City early Sunday morning, killing at least four people.Officials said that more 

than 60 others were injured when the Metro-North train jumped the tracks as it was rounding a curve about 100 yards 

from a stop. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/1/2013 3:33:37 PM 

At least 4 dead, more than 60 injured after NY commuter train derails in Bronx 

A commuter rail line derailed in New York City Sunday morning, killing at least four people.Officials said that at least 63 

others were injured when the Metro-North train jumped the tracks as it was rounding a curve about 100 yards from a 

stop. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Press Pass 

12/1/2013 4:01:32 PM 

Republican voices concern about data security on Obamacare website 

By Tom Curry, National Affairs Writer, NBC News As the Obamacare administration claimed new success in getting its 

health care enrollment web site running, Republican opponents of the Affordable Care Act renewed their criticism 

Sunday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Mayerowitz 

12/1/2013 4:41:52 PM 

Airport chaplains offer spiritual comfort en route 

ATLANTA -- The Rev. Frank Colladay Jr. stood at the end of the gate waiting. On the arriving plane was a passenger 

whose husband had just died of a heart attack on another flight. Her name was Linda Gilbert. The two had never met 

before.Colladay’s parish happens to be the world’s busiest airport.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/1/2013 5:26:34 PM 

Another body pulled from Glasgow chopper crash site as police name 4 of dead 

Authorities in the Scotland on Sunday pulled another body from the pub in Glasgow where a police helicopter Friday 

night plummeted from the night sky and into the bustling bar, killing eight and injuring more than 30. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tara Bennett 

12/1/2013 5:49:03 PM 

From Kardashians to tree lightings: 8 must-see holiday specials to get you in the spirit 

Now that the turkey’s been eaten, and the leftovers are one lunch away from being a mere memory, it’s time to refocus 

on the next round of seasonal gifts - television Christmas specials., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/1/2013 7:18:51 PM 

Man allegedly steals boat, takes it for joyride near Seattle 

Authorities in Seattle, Wa., arrested a man Sunday after he allegedly stole a large commuter vessel and took it for a 

joyride.The U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/1/2013 7:40:44 PM 

Train derailment latest in string of problems for Metro=North this year 

Sunday’s deadly train derailment is one of a series of safety issues for the Metro-North Railroad just this year -- 

including a train derailment less than five months earlier along the same stretch of track.On Sept. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/1/2013 7:52:05 PM 

HealthCare.gov ’night and day’ from October, feds say 

Two months after its disastrous launch, HealthCare.gov is much better, working more than 90 percent of the time and 

up to the promised capacity of 50,000 users at any given time, government officials said Sunday.But it’s not at 100 

percent yet, with the final steps of enrollment still glitchy.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/1/2013 8:14:50 PM 

’No. No. No’: Stars mourn actor Paul Walker 

Fans and friends alike were shocked Saturday to hear of the death of "Fast & Furious" movie franchise star Paul Walker 

in a car crash in California. Walker was 40. His friend Roger Rodas was also killed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein, NBC News 

12/1/2013 8:48:29 PM 

Loose lips: Toronto man accused of passing shipping secrets to China 

A Toronto man is under arrest on suspicion of passing classified information about Canadian shipbuilding practices to 

China, Canadian authorities said on Sunday,, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/1/2013 9:32:51 PM 

Icy roads cause 65-vehicle crash in Massachusetts 

Icy conditions caused a 65-vehicle crash in Massachusetts on Sunday morning, leaving 35 injured, according to police. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/1/2013 9:38:52 PM 

At least 4 dead, more than 60 injured after NY commuter train derails 

A commuter train derailed Sunday morning as it hurtled around a sharp curve in New York City, killing four passengers 

and injuring dozens of others who were tossed around like rag dolls., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/1/2013 11:18:45 PM 

Bomb squad called after Seattle man allegedly takes ferry boat for joyride 

A Seattle man was under arrest Sunday after he allegedly stole a large ferry boat and took it for a joyride with the hint of 

a bomb threat.The U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, Hasani Gittens and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

12/1/2013 11:29:52 PM 

Engineer tells investigators brakes failed on NY commuter train that derailed, killing four 

A commuter train derailed Sunday morning when its brakes apparently failed as it hurtled around a sharp curve in New 

York City, killing four passengers and injuring dozens of others who were tossed around like rag dolls, authorities said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, Hasani Gittens and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

12/2/2013 12:58:48 AM 

Three of four passengers killed on N¥ commuter train identified 

A commuter train derailed Sunday morning when its brakes apparently failed as it hurtled around a sharp curve in New 

York City, killing four passengers and injuring dozens of others who were tossed around like rag dolls, authorities said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, Hasani Gittens and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

12/2/2013 1:15:44 AM 

Four killed, more than 60 injured as commuter train derails in NY 

A commuter train derailed Sunday morning as it hurtled around a sharp curve in New York City, killing four passengers 

and injuring dozens of others who were tossed around like rag dolls, authorities said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/2/2013 1:32:14 AM 

’Make it snow money’: Man tosses ,~1,000 into crowd at Mall of America 

A Minnesota man was cited by police after he tossed $1,000 in dollar bills from the third floor of the Mall of America 

into an audience watching a performance there, police said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/2/2013 6:28:56 AM 

Jeff Bezos tells Amazon customers to expect home delivery by drones 

Amazon.com hopes to deliver small packages to your home in just 30 minutes by unmanned drones within five years, 

chief executive Jeff Bezos said Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma-White 

12/2/2013 8:17:32 AM 

Why a messy baby may be brainier 

Next time your baby mashes his bananas, apple sauce AND carrots all together -- not to mention all over his hands, hair 

and the high chair--don’t fret about the mess. Your little one just may be getting smarter in the process. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Danilova and Yuras Karmanau, The Associated Press 

12/2/2013 9:33:55 AM 

Pro-Europe protesters besiege Ukraine government building, demand PM’s ouster 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski, Chief Pentag;on Correspondent, NBC News 

12/2/2013 9:52:29 AM 

Karzai security pact g;ambit aimed at keeping; US money filling; his pockets 

Behind a seemingly never-ending game of brinkmanship with the United States over a bilateral security agreement, 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai has a simple goal, according to U.S.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, Andrew Blackman and Jonathan Dienst, NBC News 

12/2/2013 10:34:29 AM 

Black box data recorder recovered after Metro-North train derails in New York 

NEW YORK -- The black box data recorder was recovered from a commuter train which derailed as it hurtled around a 

sharp curve in the Bronx, killing four people and injuring dozens of others, investigators said late Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, Andrew Blackman and Jonathan Dienst, NBC News 

12/2/2013 10:53:29 AM 

Black box data recorder recovered after deadly Metro-North derailment in New York 

NEW YORK -- The black box data recorder was recovered from a commuter train which derailed as it hurtled around a 

sharp curve in the Bronx, killing four people and injuring dozens of others, investigators said late Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/2/2013 1:55:21 PM 

Gov. Cuomo: I think NYC train crash was ’about the speed’ 

As investigators analyze black-box data from Sunday’s deadly Bronx, N.Y. Metro North train derailment, Governor 

Andrew Cuomo told Matt Lauer he suspects they’ll find a mixture of speed and human error were at play.Three options 

"are on the table," Cuomo said on TODAY Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

12/2/2013 2:27:30 PM 

First Thoughts: Obama’s rough year 

Obama’s rough year... How to tell if HealthCare.Gov is truly better: 1) watch the advertising spending, and 2) watch the 

red-state Dems... Website 2, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/2/2013 3:22:06 PM 

Rescuers scramble as Antarctica helicoper crash leaves 3 seriously injured 

Rescuers were in a race against time Monday to save three people badly injured in a helicopter crash in Antarctica, 

officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/2/2013 3:22:13 PM 

’Hobbit’ actor lan McKellen admits ’1 never understand the plot’ of the movies 

Whether lan McKellen is discussing his latest movie, "The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug," sharing photos of his 

Thanksgiving dinner with Patrick Stewart or admiring TODAY’s Matt Lauer’s "No-Shave November" beard, he’s always 

got a smile on his face. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Mackenzie, Reuters 

12/2/2013 3:34:34 PM 

Deadly factory fire highlights ’near-slavery’ conditions in Italy 

ROME, Italy -- At least seven people died and three were injured when a Chinese-owned clothing factory in the Italian 

town of Prato burned down on Sunday, killing workers trapped in an improvised dormitory built onsite.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/2/2013 3:47:03 PM 

Toledo school on Iockdown with armed student alone in classroom 

A high school in Toledo, Ohio, was on Iockdown Monday morning while police negotiated with a student armed with a 

gun, officials said.The school superintendent’s office said the student is alone in a classroom and administrators know 

his identity. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/2/2013 3:47:06 PM 

New York train crash: ’50-year-old transit systems’ in urgent need of upgrade: LaHood 

As investigators begin to piece together what led to a deadly commuter train derailment Sunday, former Secretary of 

Transportation Ray LaHood decried a lack of investment in the nation’s transportation infrastructure.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, Jay Blackman, Jonathan Dienst and Alexander Smith NBC News 

12/2/2013 4:29:14 PM 

Black box data recorder recovered, eyed after deadly Metro-North derailment in New York 

NEW YORK -- The black box data recorder was recovered from a commuter train that derailed as it hurtled around a 

sharp curve in the Bronx, killing four people and injuring dozens of others, investigators said late Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/2/2013 4:54:06 PM 

Milwaukee ’strangler’ dies three years into life sentence 

A serial killer died on Sunday after serving less than three years of a life sentence for strangling seven women, according 

to South Dakota prison officials. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/2/2013 5:00:02 PM 

Yoko Ono compares beinl~ blamed for Beatles split to beingaccused of murder 

She’s a musician, songwriter and outspoken peace activist, but for many, ¥oko Ono is best known as the woman who 

marked the beginning of the end of The Beatles.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Rina Raphael 

12/2/2013 5:36:03 PM 

Cool dad look? President Obama sports leather jacket 

Well well, look who’s looking suave these days.President Barack Obama, accompanied by daughters Sasha and Malia, 

donned a brown leather jacket while visiting a bookstore in Washington, D.C., on Saturday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/2/2013 5:36:09 PM 

Beyonc~, royal baby top America’s 2013 Bing searches 

To the left, Kim Kardashian. Beyonc~ has dethroned the ubiquitous reality TV diva as Bing’s most searched person in 

America.Kardashian dropped down to second place, followed by singers Rihanna, Taylor Swift and Madonna.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/2/2013 8:22:15 PM 

Metro-North train crash: Probe turns to black box for clues to cause 

NEW YORK -- Investigators are analyzing the black-box data recorder recovered from a commuter train that derailed as it 

hurtled around a sharp curve in the Bronx, killing four people and injuring dozens of others.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/2/2013 9:35:49 PM 

Kardashian family Christmas card missing most men, baby North West 

Forget mall Santas or dogs wearing antlers. Your holiday card better have more than one wrecked mannequin, ATM 

machine or naked mom pictured in it to keep up with the Kardashian family’s 2013 offering. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

12/2/2013 10:04:22 PM 

Slow start to holiday shopping means deeper discounts inDecember 

Patience is a virtue, especially when it comes to holiday shopping.The retail industry is still crunching the numbers on 

how the kickoff weekend fared, a task made more complicated this year by the spillover of Black Friday into 

Thanksgiving and the growth of online and mobile shopping. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/2/2013 10:04:30 PM 

Sam Champion joins The Weather Channel 

Award-winning weather anchor Sam Champion is joining The Weather Channel, where he will anchor the network’s 

new-in-2014 flagship morning show, and also serve as managing editor. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, Jonathan Dienst and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

12/2/2013 10:15:37 PM 

NTSB: New York train was going 82 mph in 30 mph zone before crash 

NEW YORK -- The Metro-North commuter train that derailed in the Bronx -- killing four people and injuring dozens -- 

was traveling at a "harrowing" 82 mph as it hit a curve where the limit was 30 mph, officials said Monday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Beasley, Reuters 

12/2/2013 10:26:48 PM 

Dragon Con co-founder pleads guilty to child molestation 

ATLANTA -- A founder of the nationally known Dragon Con science fiction and fantasy convention pleaded guilty in 

Georgia on Monday to molesting three boys and will serve time under house arrest in a case that began with his arrest 

13 years ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

12/2/2013 10:49:14 PM 

New research disputes fat but fit claim 

If you’re overweight or obese, it may pay off to shed even just a few extra pounds.Excess weight can knock years off 

your life even if your cholesterol, blood pressure and blood sugar are in the healthy range, a new study suggests.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/2/2013 11:22:51 PM 

Heavy snow, deep freeze descend on Rockies, Plains 

Three weeks shy of winter, another wintry storm is filling forecasts from Washington to Wisconsin and threatening to 

dump as much as 15 inches of snow."We currently have almost 2.5 million people under a winter-storm warning," said 

Kelsey Angle, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/2/2013 11:23:06 PM 

Sex, drugs and Disney drama: 4 jaw droppers from Joe Jonas’ latestinterview 

The Jonas Brothers are over -- at least for now -- but one member of the all-in-the-family act is now speaking out about 

the Disney drama he went through during their rise to fame.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

12/2/2013 11:23:08 PM 

Floating tax haven for the rich; the idea sails again 

The idea of a floating island for the rich seems to bubble up every year or so.There was the project called the "WHY 

58X38," a lO,O00-square-foot motorized island announced in 2010 that could rove around the world with its own beach 

and pool 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

12/2/2013 11:23:09 PM 

Swedish maker Saab builds first car in more thantwo years 

Could there be a happy ending, or more appropriately, a happy new beginning, for Saab?After a shutdown of more than 

2 ½ years that saw the Swedish car maker go bankrupt, new owners have fired up the assembly line and rolled out a new 

Saab 9-3 Aero. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/2/2013 11:23:10 PM 

Obama vows U.S. will keep fighting to eradicate AIDS 

President Barack Obama lauded "extraordinary" progress towards eradicating HIV/AIDS Monday and promised further 

U.S. investment to find a cure for the disease.~ 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Pappas 

12/3/2013 1:42:17 AM 

Maze of ancient tunnels mapped to keep Rome from falling again 

Deep under the streets and buildings of Rome is a maze of tunnels and quarries that dates back to the very beginning of 

this ancient city. Now, geologists are venturing beneath Rome to map these underground passageways, hoping to 

prevent modern structures from crumbling into the voids below.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/3/2013 1:42:20 AM 

Newtown to release Sandy Hook school shootinl~ 911 calls on Wednesday 

The 911 recordings from the school shooting in Newtown, Conn. that left 20 children and six adults dead almost a year 

ago will be released Wednesday afternoon, lawyers representing Newtown announced Monday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

12/3/2013 1:42:26 AM 

Loose screw? 3-D printer may soon forge you a new one 

It may cost a million bucks or more to 3-D print yourself a real metal handgun, but if all you need is a specialty washer or 

custom gear, a prototype device made by Michigan Technological University may let you do so for a fraction of the cost. 

Want one?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/3/2013 3:00:34 AM 

Two thousand mice dropped on Guam by parachute -- to kill snakes 

They floated down from the sky Sunday -- 2,000 mice, wafting on tiny cardboard parachutes over Andersen Air Force 

Base in the U.S. territory of Guam.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gerard Bon and Alexandria Sage, Reuters 

12/3/2013 4:46:56 AM 

Bob Dylan investigated in France for ’racist’ comments 

PARIS -- Iconic folk singer Bob Dylan is being investigated in France after a Croatian community organization alleged 

that comments he made to Rolling Stone magazine last year amounted to incitement to racial hatred, Paris prosecutors 

said on Monday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Poornima Gupta 

12/3/2013 5:09:42 AM 

Apple buys social analytics startup Topsy 

SAN FRANCISCO -- Apple has acquired social media search and analytics startup Topsy, an unusual purchase for a 

hardware-focused company that has made few forays into social networking.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/3/2013 7:08:15 AM 

Paul Walker’s car wasn’t racing, source says; speed in curve may have been a factor 

The Porsche that actor Paul Walker was riding in when he died on Saturday was traveling at approximately 40 to 45 mph 

when it came to a bend in the road where the speed limit drops to about 15 mph, a law enforcement official familiar 

with the investigation told NBC News on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/3/2013 7:36:21 AM 

More Americans searched Yahoo for Miley Cyrus than Obamacare 

Miley Cyrus was officially the most searched term overall on Yahoo in 2013, beating out more serious issues like the 

hotly debated Affordable Care Act, aka Obamacare. In related news, the most popular question starting with "What" 

happened to be "What is twerking?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marisa Kabas 

12/3/2013 8:16:18 AM 

Town’s Christmas tree of toys will be donated to needy 

This holiday season, the town of Silver Spring, Md., is putting a twist on the traditional idea of a Christmas tree display -- 

and helping neighbors in need in the process. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

12/3/2013 9:03:37 AM 

OMG! Adam Levine admits he’s ’unfamiliar’ with One Direction hit 

Each of the remaining six contestants on "The Voice" sang twice on Monday, and Matthew Schuler took the biggest risk 

in terms of song-choice. He picked a little-known B-side single called "The Story of My Life" by a British group named 

One Direction to dedicate to his family. What?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jared Taylor, Reuters 

12/3/2013 9:03:39 AM 

US indictment charges Mexican ex-governor with drug smuggling 

A federal grand jury in Texas has charged a former governor in Mexico’s ruling party with drug smuggling, bank fraud, 

racketeering, money laundering and working with drug cartels, according to an indictment unsealed on Monday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/3/2013 10:17:01 AM 

New York crash could add pressure on railroads to adopt new safety technology 

By Tom Curry and Erin McClam, NBC NewsThe deadly crash of a New York commuter train that hurtled into a steep 

curve at 82 mph could make it more difficult for railroads to fight a federal deadline to install technology designed in 

part to avert high-speed derailments. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma=White 

12/3/2013 10:59:20 AM 

George, Kanye and Korie part of 2013 popular baby name dynasty 

What do ducks, duchesses and directions have in common? They’re all part of the popular crowd, at least when it comes 

to baby names. Think Korie and Silas, of "Duck Dynasty" fame. Think George, as in the son of Duchess Kate, aka, the 

future king of England. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Allen and Nicolas Medina Mora Perez, Reuters 

12/3/2013 11:48:52 AM 

American vet held in North Korea ’believed we did good’ in conflict: Army friend 

In early 1953, Merrill Newman and Allen Hedges were among a small group of U.S. servicemen hunkered down on a tiny, 

frequently shelled island off the west coast of North Korea.They had orders to never make the dangerous journey across 

the narrow strait of water onto the mainland. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kyle Eppler and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/3/2013 12:54:22 PM 

Thai anti-government protesters storm PM’s compound as police look on 

BANGKOK, Thailand -- Thai police stood by and watched as protesters they have been battling for days broke down a 

gate and occupied the compound of the prime minister’s office on Tuesday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Williams, correspondent, NBC News 

12/3/2013 1:49:36 PM 

Analysis: Thailand’s ’people’s revolt’ is not quite as billed 

News analysisThe Thai protests turned a little surreal Tuesday, when after days of battling stone-throwing protesters 

with tear gas, water cannon and rubber bullets, the police abruptly changed tactics. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/3/2013 1:56:15 PM 

Obama to talk up health reform law - every day 

President Barack Obama is set to defend his health reform law Tuesday, his second major attempt at damage control in 

just two months.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/3/2013 2:09:41 PM 

’He’s alive!’: Video shows dramatic rescue of man who survived days underwater 

As a South African rescue diver probed the wreckage of an overturned tugboat in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of 

Nigeria this summer, it was assumed that all he’d be doing would be recovering the bodies of those who perished.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/3/2013 3:14:18 PM 

Arctic temperatures, sheets of snow wallop Rockies, Plains 

A wintry storm organizing across the Rockies has already closed Interstate 90 in Wyoming and plunged wind chills to 

minus-12 degress in North Dakota, promising more of the same for a wide swath of the country., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/3/2013 3:55:35 PM 

UPS driver delivers 51 years of accident-free packages 

Cal Ripken Jr. became known as "the iron man" of baseball after playing 2,131 consecutive games, breaking Lou Gehrig’s 

56-year-old record. But when it comes to delivery people, the iron man may be UPS driver Tom Camp.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/3/2013 4:16:03 PM 

George Clooney on the love of his life: ’1 haven’t met her yet,’ the actor reveals 

The scores of women crushing on the (very single) George Clooney want to know: what kind of woman is the inveterate 

bachelor looking for? In the latest issue of W magazine, the star reveals his concept of the ideal woman, and a bit about 

the love of his life.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/3/2013 4:23:10 PM 

FDA hopes hospitals will switch to newly regulated pharmacies 

The Food and Drug Administration hopes hospitals and clinics will vote with their pocketbooks, buying supplies from 

pharmacies regulated under new powers just given to the agency.Congress passed a law last month giving the FDA 

authority to regulate some so-called compounding pharmacies.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jack Kim and Ju-min Park, Reuters 

12/3/2013 4:29:59 PM 

North Korea leader’s powerful uncle likely ousted, South Korea reports 

SEOUL - North Korean leader Kim Jong Un is believed to have dismissed a powerful uncle, a man key to his rise to 

power, from his posts, South Korean lawmakers said on Tuesday, a move that could help consolidate his power base 

with a younger guard of aides. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/3/2013 5:34:18 PM 

Dislike? Facebook is adding an ’Unfollow’ button 

In a win for spiteful Facebook users everywhere, the company will soon unveil an "Unfollow" button. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

12/3/2013 5:34:26 PM 

Skier Mikaela Shiffrin: Don’t call me Lindsey Vonn 

Is Mikaela Shiffrin the next Lindsey Vonn?lf you ask her, the answer is a resounding "no."Shiffrin, an 18-year-old Alpine 

skier and Olympic hopeful, has been making waves with her performance, and after taking silver in the Audi FIS Alpine 

Ski World Cup Women’s 6iant Slalom at Beaver Creek, Colo. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Taylor, Reuters 

12/3/2013 5:46:34 PM 

French tests say Arafat’s death ’was not the result of poisoning’ 

PARIS - French forensic tests have concluded that Palestinian leader ¥asser Arafat did not die of poisoning, as had been 

suggested by an earlier report, a source who saw the conclusions of the report said on Tuesday.= 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nicole Winfield 

12/3/2013 6:05:18 PM 

Vatican, Oxford put ancient manuscripts online 

Access to the Gutenberg Bible and other ancient manuscripts has just gotten easier.The Vatican Library and Oxford 

University’s Bodleian Library put the first of 1.5 million pages of their precious manuscripts online Tuesday, bringing 

their collections to a global audience for the first time.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/3/2013 6:23:46 PM 

Taystee and Crazy Eyes wish you a merry Christmas 

If "Jolly Christmas Medley" doesn’t bring joy to your heart, you might need to visit a cardiologist. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

12/3/2013 6:47:20 PM 

House: Give loose change left at TSA gates to troop group 

The House has passed a bill to donate the loose change collected at Transportation Security Administration check-points 

to the United Service Organizations, the private non-profit group that supports American troops.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

12/3/2013 7:17:07 PM 

Supreme Court reluctant to expand frequent flier lawsuits 

The U.S. Supreme Court seemed reluctant Tuesday to expand the right of airline passengers to sue when they’re 

terminated from frequent flier programs, judging from comments by the justices in the case of a man who was dumped 

from the WorldPerks program of Northwest Airlines.Rabbi S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sheryl Gay Stolberg 

12/3/2013 7:28:51 PM 

NYT: A new wave of challenges to health law 

WASHINGTON -- More than a year after the Supreme Court upheld the central provision of President Obama’s health 

care overhaul, a fresh wave of legal challenges to the law is playing out in courtrooms as conservative critics -- joined by 

their Republican allies on Capitol Hill -- make the case that 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/3/2013 7:47:14 PM 

Vin Diesel to Paul Walker: ’1 will always love you’ 

Paul Walker’s "Fast & Furious" co-star Vin Diesel called the late actor an "angel in heaven" on Monday when he visited 

the Valencia, Calif. site where the 40-year-old actor and his friend Roger Rodas died in a car crash on Saturday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Cheng 

12/3/2013 8:26:57 PM 

Woman’s forced C-section in Britain criticized 

LONDON -- A local British authority is coming under harsh criticism for having a court declare a pregnant Italian woman 

incompetent, forcing her to have a cesarean section and then taking her baby into custody., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/3/2013 9:17:36 PM 

Obama on Affordable Care Act: ’We’re not repealing it as long as I’m president’ 

President Barack Obama said his signature health care reform law is going nowhere as long as he’s in office, and he’ll 

spend the remainder of his presidency fighting to make it work if necessary. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lucia Mutikani 

12/3/2013 9:56:55 PM 

Unemployment rate could drop, but not because of new jobs 

WASHINGTON --The unemployment rate could fall substantially early next year as belt-tightening in Washington throws 

more than a million long-term unemployed Americans off the benefit rolls. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/3/2013 9:56:58 PM 

Targeted radioactive bomb might clean out AIDS virus, study finds 

A radioactive smart bomb might help mop up the last bits of AIDS virus hiding out in a patient’s body, even getting into 

the brain, researchers reported Tuesday.The approach is part of a new effort to try to cure AIDS. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/3/2013 10:31:07 PM 

’Curb Appeal’ carpenter Bill Beckwith dies in motorcycle accident 

Bill Beckwith, a carpenter and co-host on the HGTV show "Curb Appeal," was killed Monday night in San Francisco, a 

spokesman for the city’s police department confirms to TODAY.Beckwith, 38, was riding a motorcycle at about 8:30 p.m. 

when he was struck by a car.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/3/2013 11:15:42 PM 

’Top Gun’ inspiration becomes highest-ranking woman at Pentagon 

President Barack Obama appointed Christine Fox as acting deputy defense secretary Tuesday, making the civilian analyst 

-- who inspired Kelly McGillis’ chracter in "Top Gun" -- the highest-ranking woman ever at the Pentagon.Fox replaces 

Ashton Carter, who is stepping down Wednesday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sight 

12/4/2013 1:58:26 AM 

What does it take to escape poverty? Ask Karvel Anderson, American success story in the making 

By Tony Dokoupil, Senior Staff Writer, NBCNewsMOON TOWNSHIP, Pa. -- Pom-poms shimmied and the fight song 

boomed on a recent Thursday night as Robert Morris University battled the University of Texas at Arlington, a ten-point 

RMU lead dwindling to two late in the second half. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, NBC News 

12/4/2013 1:58:28 AM 

NY train crash engineer told cops he zoned out: sources 

The engineer in the fatal IVletro-North train derailment told the National Transportation Safety Board that he was in % 

daze situation .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Elizabeth Chuck, NBC News 

12/4/2013 3:00:02 AM 

’Helter-skelter’ storm wallops Rockies, Plains with snow, arctic temperatures 

A winter storm dropped 30 inches of snow in Idaho Tuesday and is forecast to bring temperatures well below zero 

elsewhere in the country as the week goes on.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY staff and news services 

12/4/2013 3:11:31 AM 

Christmas tree lights up the night at U.S. Capitol 

A majestic 88-foot spruce that traveled all the way from one Washington to the other Washington lit up the west lawn 

of the U.S. Capitol on Tuesday night. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

12/4/2013 4:57:39 AM 

Harsh carbon fee needed to avert disaster, warns top climate scientist 

Time is almost out to avoid a climate catastrophe that would leave today’s children and future generations with a world 

starkly different from the one that nurtured civilization for the past 10,000 years, according to one of the world’s most 

eminent climate scientists. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Phil Wahba 

12/4/2013 4:57:42 AM 

Early start hurts Black Friday sales, Cyber Monday hits record 

Retailers rolled out holiday promotions earlier in November this year, denting sales growth over the Thanksgiving 

weekend that typically marks the beginning of the holiday spending period, according to data released Tuesday by 

ShopperTrak. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Coyne 

12/4/2013 4:57:56 AM 

Notre Dame sues over birth control mandate 

The University of Notre Dame on Tuesday filed another lawsuit opposing portions of the federal health care overhaul 

that forces it to provide health insurance for students and employees that includes birth control, saying it contravenes 

the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/4/2013 7:54:04 AM 

University of Virginia dean pleads not guilty to child porn charges 

An associate dean at the University of Virginia pleaded not guilty Tuesday to federal child pornography charges, some of 

which he is accused of having paid for through his campus email account.Michael G.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/4/2013 9:32:20 AM 

Midair collision over Arizona desert kills two skydivers 

Two skydivers were killed Tuesday when they collided over southern Arizona durinl~ a multiple-person jump, authorities 

said.The skydivers struck one another about 4 p.m. (6 p.m. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ammar Cheikhomar and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/4/2013 10:14:13 AM 

Desperate Syrian rebels turn homes into weapons factories 

ANTAKYA, Turkey -- Their bomb-making begins in jam jars and their weapons are secretly assembled using household 

products, car parts and scrap metak 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Zeina Karam, The Associated Press 

12/4/2013 10:33:12 AM 

Hezbollah commander gunned down outside home; Israel denies role in killing 

A commander for the Lebanese militant group Hezbollah was gunned down Wednesday outside his home in southern 

Beirut, security officials said. Hezbollah blamed Israel for the killing, something an official there quickly denied. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Josh Lederman, The Associated Press 

12/4/2013 10:57:36 AM 

Joe Biden urges Chinese students to challenge ’the status quo’ 

BEIJING -- Vice President Joe Biden opened a two-day visit to China Wednesday by urging young Chinese students to 

challenge their government, teachers and religious leaders. Arriving midday in Beijing, Biden paid a visit to the U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Elizabeth Chuck, NBC News 

12/4/2013 11:48:01 AM 

’Big ice threat’ for parts of the Midwest as storm churns on 

A "big ice threat" could cause power outages across parts of the Midwest over the next two days as a storm that 

dumped as much as 30 inches of snow in some locations churns east., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Elizabeth Chuck, NBC News 

12/4/2013 11:54:28 AM 

’Big ice threat’ for parts of the Midwest as winter storm Cleon continues 

A "big ice threat" could cause power outages across parts of the Midwest over the next two days as winter storm Cleon 

continues to blast a wide swath of the country."lt could be significant with lots of power outages," Kevin Noth, a lead 

meteorologist with the Weather Channel, told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt and Carlo Angerer, NBC News 

12/4/2013 2:12:06 PM 

Prost! Germany seeks UN protection for historic beer purity law 

Mainz, GERMANY -- Germany’s brewers are pushing to have their amber treasure to be protected by the same UN 

agency that has safeguarded the Great Wall of China, the Grand Canyon and Egypt’s pyramids.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor, NBC News 

12/4/2013 2:39:27 PM 

First Thoughts: What do Republicans do next? 

What do Republicans do next in the battle over health cafe’s implementation? .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/4/2013 2:58:19 PM 

Jay Z, Beyonce join ranks of celebrity vegans ... for 22 days at least 

Jay Z and Beyonc~ are no longer a meat-and-potato-eatin’ family. Well, maybe potatoes. As Jay announced Tuesday, he 

and his wife are launching a 22-day challenge in which they’ll chow down on only plant-based foods.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Myers and Richard Gardella 

12/4/2013 3:31:00 PM 

Warning: Your plastic gas cans can explode 

Red plastic portable gasoline containers - consumer gas cans sold throughout the U.S. - pose a rare but real explosion 

hazard many Americans may not know about, an NBC News investigation has found."lt was ’boom. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/4/2013 4:02:03 PM 

Nigella Lawson admits drug use, says ex-husband ’savaged’ reputation 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/4/2013 6:33:46 PM 

Ohio most foul-mouthed state; Washington is least, report says 

Ohio residents curse more than anyone else in the country, according to an analysis of customer service calls.You have a 

f@*%$&!*# problem with that?, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/4/2013 7:02:50 PM 

Sandy Hook shooting: 911 calls from Newtown massacre released 

The 911 recordings from the school massacre in Newtown, Conn., were released Wednesday, less than two weeks 

before the first anniversary of the tragedy, after state officials lost a fight to keep them under wraps.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

12/4/2013 9:32:50 PM 

Stocks close little changed; uncertainty over Fed stimulus persists 

Stocks see-sawed all day before closing little changed on Wednesday as Wall Street sifted through economic reports for 

hints as to when the Federal Reserve would reduce its stimulus, with investors on shaky ground two days before the 

release of the November jobs report. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

12/4/2013 9:44:02 PM 

Down, Sunny! First dog knocks 2-year-old over at White House 

Looks like first dog Sunny got a little too excited around a toddler at the White House on Wednesday. The notoriously 

playful Portuguese water dog jumped up on 2-year-old Ashytn Gardner, who was attending a holiday arts-and-crafts 

event for military families.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

12/4/2013 10:34:18 PM 

Detroit is the wake-up call for American cities 

Detroit’s bid to restructure its debts in bankruptcy court -- approved by a federal judge Tuesday -- marks the beginning 

of a painful reckoning after decades of financial mismanagement and economic decline.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/4/2013 11:08:12 PM 

Sweet! World’s largest gingerbread house raises money for hospital 

The world’s largest gingerbread house is turning tons of sweetness into thousands of dollars in charitable goodness in 

Texas.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/4/2013 11:13:42 PM 

Bail denied for LAX shooting suspect in first public appearance since deadly rampage 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/4/2013 11:13:44 PM 

’Theft of power’ lands electric-car driver in jail 

A Georgia man found himself in handcuffs after charging his electric car outside his son’s middle school in what police 

alleged was unlawful "theft" of county power worth roughly five cents. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Phil LeBeau 

12/4/2013 11:13:46 PM 

Auto rates drop, buyers take on record loans 

Following news of a strong Black Friday and better-than-expected November sales, a new report on the auto industry is 

showing signs of a strengthening consumer. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Myers and Richard 6ardella 

12/4/2013 11:25:01 PM 

Scientists: Tests show plastic gas cans can explode 

The plastic gas cans used by millions of Americans carry a risk of explosion under certain limited conditions, according to 

the results of separate laboratory scientific tests commissioned by a plaintiff’s attorney, the ATF and the gas can 

industry."’ls there a problem?. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura T. Coffey 

12/4/2013 11:25:05 PM 

Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree is set to sparkle Wednesday 

It’s that most wonderful time of the year: The moment when millions of people across the globe watch the Rockefeller 

Center Christmas Tree light up in the heart of New York City.Set for 7 to 9 p.m. ET on Wednesday, the 81st annual tree- 

lighting ceremony will include musical performances by Mary J. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lindsey Tanner 

12/5/2013 12:48:48 AM 

’My entire life is a miracle’: Face transplants showing signs of success 

CHICAGO -- The nation’s first full face transplant patients are growing into their new appearances -- literally.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marilynn Marchione 

12/5/2013 12:48:48 AM 

Multiple births linked to fertility drugs on the rise 

Triplets-and-more increasingly are the result of drugs given to women to make them produce eggs -- not from using 

multiple embryos from IVF, or lab-dish fertilization, new research shows.More than one-third of twins and three- 

quarters of triplets and higher multiple births in the U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

12/5/2013 12:48:51 AM 

Billionaire Icahn seeks lower Apple share buyback 

Billionaire investor Carl Icahn will submit a proposal to Apple’s shareholders at the company’s annual meeting, calling for 

Apple to buy back $50 billion in stock, a source told CNBC on Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/5/2013 3:25:34 AM 

’Tips for Jesus’ spreads the wealth in massive restaurant tips 

An anonymous patron is leaving a trail of generous gratuities on bar and restaurant tabs across the country, signing each 

credit-card receipt with the same name as the Instagram account he uses to document his largess: @TipsForJesus. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura T. Coffey 

12/5/2013 3:25:35 AM 

Behold! Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree lights up the night 

It’s that most wonderful time of the year: The moment when the Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree lights up in 

spectacular glory in the heart of New York City.Millions of people across the globe were watching as the tree began to 

sparkle and shine on Wednesday night. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/5/2013 3:47:58 AM 

Paul Walker died of ’traumatic and thermal injuries,’ autopsy concludes 

"Fast and Furious" star Paul Walker and his friend Roger Rodas died as a result of injuries sustained when the Porsche 

they were riding in crashed "with a fixed object" on Saturday, the Los Angeles Coroner’s office ruled on Wednesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/5/2013 3:47:58 AM 

Obama: Income gap threatens our ’way of life’ 

President Barack Obama put a spotlight on rising income inequality in a major economic speech on Wednesday, arguing 

that the disparity poses a "fundamental threat" to the American dream. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC’s Vaughn Hillyard 

12/5/2013 3:47:59 AM 

Warren: ’I’m not running for president’ in 2016 

U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) said Wednesday that she will not run for president in 2016.’Tm not running for 

president, and I plan to serve out my term," she said at a press conference in Boston.The senator’s office confirmed her 

statements with NBC’s First Read. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

12/5/2013 3:47:59 AM 

Why milk prices could soar to S8 

Brace yourself: the U.S. is about to go over the "dairy cliff," which could cause milk prices to jump.If Congress is not able 

to pass a new farm bill before the 2008 farm bill expires at the end of the year, a decades-old law will kick in. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jordana Ossad 

12/5/2013 3:47:59 AM 

Meet Wonder Woman! Gal Gadot lassos role in ’Batman vs, Superman’ 

Actress Gal Gadot will portray the iconic super heroine Wonder Woman in the upcoming "Man of Steel sequel," Warner 

Bros confirmed to E! News on Wednesday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Aarne Heikkila and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/5/2013 5:11:02 AM 

A country gripped by fear: Survey finds majority of Afghans afraid of US troops, voting 

KABUL, Afghanistan - More than three out of four Afghans live in fear of the U.S. troops sent to liberate their country 

from the Taliban, according to a survey released Thursday.The annual poll was conducted by the Asia Foundation, a non- 

profit international development group. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/5/2013 6:08:06 AM 

Arizona agency faulted for ’willfully’ endangering Yarnell Hill firefighters 

Nineteen elite Hotshot firefighters died needlessly in June, Arizona safety officials said Wednesday in a damning report 

that accused state forestry officials of valuing land over firefighters’ safety.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia (3hose 

12/5/2013 6:25:26 AM 

Killer whales go into silent stealth mode to stalk mammals 

SAN FRANCISCO -- For killer whales, silence is igolden as they hunt in complete darkness, listeninl~ for sounds of their 

marine mammal prey, and then rushinl~ in for the kill, new research sulggests.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Rosenbloom 

12/5/2013 6:25:27 AM 

Apps to smooth your journey 

Many travel apps, while great in principle, are too complicated, wonky or simply not helpful enough to earn a spot on 

your smartphone home screen. Some, however, can make travel easier. And who doesn’t want that during the frantic 

holiday season?. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/5/2013 6:25:33 AM 

Santa wars: Google and Microsoft both tracking St. Nick’s flight 

The Santa wars are on. Yes, this Christmas Eve, tech-savvy kids will have to choose between Microsoft and Google to 

keep track of St. Nick as he races across the globe. Other children, presumably, will be forced to use their imaginations.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/5/2013 8:02:05 AM 

Yarnell Hill blaze: Arizona agency didn’t prioritize safety of firefighters, officials say 

Nineteen elite Hotshot firefighters died needlessly in June, Arizona safety officials said Wednesday in a damning report 

that accused state forestry officials of valuing land over firefighters’ safety.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/5/2013 9:06:38 AM 

Yarnell Hill fire: Arizona agency didn’t prioritize Hotshots’ safety, officials say 

Nineteen elite Hotshot firefighters died needlessly in June, Arizona safety officials said Wednesday in a damning report 

that accused state forestry officials of valuing land over firefighters’ safety.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mohammad Ghobari, Reuters 

12/5/2013 11:55:47 AM 

At least 20 dead after militants attack Yemen defense minstry, sources tell Reuters 

SANAA, Yemen -- At least 20 people were killed on Thursday in a car bomb and gun battle at the Yemeni defense 

ministry compound in the capital Sanaa, sources inside the complex said, in one of the most serious attacks in the past 

18 months. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Olga R. Rodriguez, The Associated press 

12/5/2013 12:21:15 PM 

Thieves of Mexico truck carrying radioactive material ’in very great risk of dying’ 

Mexican troops and federal police kept a nighttime watch on a rural field where thieves abandoned a stolen shipment of 

highly radioactive cobalt-60, while officials began planning the delicate task of recovering the dangerous material. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyun~; Kim 

12/5/2013 1:23:33 PM 

Pantone’s Radiant Orchid is 2014’s Color of the Year 

Winter may be quickly approaching, but consumers should take heart in a spring-like hue that will likely saturate 

everything from clothing lines to industrial items across the nation.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/5/2013 1:42:28 PM 

US teacher slain in Benghazi 

An American teacher was killed in the Libyan city of Benghazi on Thursday, according to his school’s former 

principaI.Adel Mansour, who also serves as the current head of the International School Benghazi’s board of governors, 

confirmed that the male teacher had been slain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/5/2013 1:48:35 PM 

American teacher slain in Benghazi 

An American teacher was killed in the Libyan city of Benghazi on Thursday, according to his school’s former 

principaI.Adel Mansour, who also currently serves as head of the International School Benghazi’s board of governors, 

confirmed that a male teacher had been slain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Sift, NBC New York, and Erin McClam, NBC News 

12/5/2013 1:48:37 PM 

Driver in New York train crash suspended without pay, railroad says 

The engineer who drove the New York commuter train that took a curve at 82 mph and flew off the tracks, killing four 

people, has been suspended without pay since the crash, a spokeswoman for the transit authority said Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/5/2013 2:40:56 PM 

Nigella Lawson: ’I would rather be honest, if ashamed’ about drug use 

In her latest testimony in the fraud trial of her ex-assistants on Thursday, celebrity chef Nigella Lawson admitted to 

feeling shame over past drug use but insisted that she is not an addict.ltalian sisters Lisa and Francesca Grillo are 

accused of spending nearly $1.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito 

12/5/2013 2:47:06 PM 

Bratton named NYPD commissioner 

Bill Bratton, who pioneered the crime-fighting techniques that helped make New York the nation’s safest big city as its 

top cop two decades ago, will return to his old job under incoming mayor Bill de Blasio. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/5/2013 2:47:08 PM 

Paul Walker remembered for diamond ring gift to Iraq war vet, wife 

Many fans will remember the late actor Paul Walker for his "Fast & Furious" films, but one Iraq war veteran and his wife 

recall him for a different reason: The actor purchased a diamond ring for the couple. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash, Alexander Smith and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/5/2013 3:12:39 PM 

’Very much loved’ American teacher slain in Benghazi 

An American teacher was shot dead in the Libyan city of Benghazi on Thursday, according to the school’s principal.The 

victim was due to return home for Christmas when classes end next week. His wife and young son had recently traveled 

to the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/5/2013 3:32:16 PM 

Carrie Underwood warns, ’Somebody’sgoing to trip’ on ’Sound of Music Live!’ 

On Thursday night, country music star Carrie Underwood will sing about her "Favorite Things" while traipsing through 

pre-war Austria on live TV. Or at least, that’s what it’s going to look like. What she’ll actually be doing is navigating 25 

scene changes as Maria in "The Sound of Music LiveL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/5/2013 3:56:04 PM 

North Korea expands prison camp where inmates dig own graves: Amnesty International 

North Korea has increased the size of a labor camp where prisoners have been beaten to death with hammers and 

forced to dig their own graves, according to a report by a rights group published Thursday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Barnes 

12/5/2013 4:02:50 PM 

Danny Wells, character actor and co-star of ’Super Mario Bros.’ dies at 72 

Danny Wells, who played Luigi on the TV adaptation of the wildly popular Nintendo video game franchise "Super Mario 

Bros.," died Nov. 28 in Toronto. He was 72.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/5/2013 5:05:28 PM 

A 7-step guide to ’Scandal,’ the most bananas show on TV 

A bonkers ending! That’s what "Scandal" executive producer Shonda Rhimes is promising for the two-part winter finale 

that begins Thursday. But isn’t "bonkers" par for the course when it comes to ABC’s hit?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/5/2013 5:05:28 PM 

Washington state woman live-tweets husband’s fatal auto accident 

A Washington State woman who monitors police scanners live-tweeted a fatal car wreck Wednesday, growing 

increasingly frantic as she began to suspect that the victim was her own husband.Caran Johnson, who live-tweets police 

activity in Vancouver, Wash. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/5/2013 5:18:09 PM 

When ’Ho-ho’ turns to ’Oh, no!’ Holiday decorating injuries on the rise 

In U.S. emergency rooms, the holiday decorating season starts early. Just ask Dr. Carlos Roldan, a Texas ER doc who 

treated a man who fell off a ladder while putting up his Christmas lights -- in September. "He lost his balance as his wife 

was on the ladder trying tohand him his walker," Roldan says. 

View article... 



Frorf~; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/5/2013 5:48:13 PM 

Star quarterback for top-ranked Florida State to learn fate in sexual assault probe 

Jameis Winston, the sensational first-year quarterback of the top-ranked Florida State Seminoles and the leading 

candidate to win the Heisman Trophy, will learn Thursday whether he faces prosecution for sexual assault. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

12/5/2013 5:48:16 PM 

The new Mustang: contemporary interpretation of a classic 

She was just 22 years old, a fresh graduate from a teacher’s college and excited about life, so when Gail Wise went to 

the Ford showroom near her family’s home in suburban Chicago, she told the salesman she wanted something new, 

youthful and special.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Zuckerman and Sharon Bernstein, Reuters 

12/5/2013 6:41:24 PM 

Child killed in school bus accident in Idaho 

One child was killed and four more injured on Thursday when a bus carrying elementary schoolchildren collided with a 

dump truck at a rural intersection in Idaho, west of Boise, a state police spokeswoman said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/5/2013 6:58:46 PM 

Jenna Bush Hager: Former First Dog Barney ’was a real jerk’ 

Presidential pooch Sunny grabbed a few headlines for causing a 2-year-old to fall to the floor Wednesday at the White 

House. But at least the pup was just being playful. According to a true White House insider, Sunny’s presidential 

predecessor, Barney, was something less than man’s best friend. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/5/2013 7:27:41 PM 

’He saved me’: Girl, 13, tells of hero dad who died in rockslide 

A Colorado teenager who was the sole survivor of a rockslide that killed her parents and three other family members will 

never forget her father’s heroism."l did cover myself, but I was just standing in the open," Gracie Johnson, 13, told 

Savannah Guthrie on TODAY Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/5/2013 7:38:53 PM 

’Veronica Mars’ movie gets arelease date -- and a sneak peek! 

It’s really happening! ’Veronica Mars’ will return to the fictional town of Neptune, Calif., by way of the big screen, soon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/5/2013 7:38:53 PM 

Star quarterback for top-ranked Florida State cleared in sex assault probe 

Jameis Winston, the sensational quarterback of the top-ranked Florida State University football team and the leading 

candidate to win the Heisman Trophy, was cleared Thursday in a sexual assault investigation.A state prosecutor in 

Tallahassee, Willie Meggs, made the announcement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/5/2013 7:50:22 PM 

Microsoft says government snooping as bad as ’malware and cyber attacks’ 

Microsoft isn’t mincing words when it comes to how it feels about U.S. intelligence agencies potentially spying on its 

customers., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/5/2013 8:19:32 PM 

Middle America assails Washington machine as indifferent and ’above us’ 

MASON, Ohio -- America has met the enemy, and it is Washington.That was the message from a focus group of 11 

Cindnnati-area voters, who issued a scathing and impassioned indictment Wednesday of Washington, D.C. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/5/2013 8:31:33 PM 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford: Claim he tried to buy crack video ’an outright lie’ 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford said Thursday it’s an "outright lie" that he tried to buy the video that sparked a crack-smoking 

scandal that has turned him into a political figurehead and a punchline., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

12/5/2013 8:54:02 PM 

Adidas unveils new World Cup ball, the Brazuca 

With its reputation and millions on the line, Adidas has unveiled the "Brazuca," the official soccer match ball of the 2014 

World Cup in Brazil.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/5/2013 8:54:02 PM 

States losing billions in refusing to expand Medicaid, report finds 

Texas will lose $9.2 billion in 2022; Florida says goodbye to $5 billion; Georgia is out $4.9 billion. A new report details 

just how much states are losing because they don’t want to expand Medicaid under Obamacare, and it’s not chump 

change.~ 

View article... 



Frorr~: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Krystina Gustafson 

12/5/2013 9:17:22 PM 

Shorter holiday shopping period might boost traditional retail stores 

E-commerce has so far been the success story of a tumultuous holiday spending season. But as the season progresses, 

some experts said the advantage may shift to brick-and-mortar stores more heavily than in past years.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga, NBC News 

12/5/2013 9:17:30 PM 

Vatican sets up special committee on child sex abuse 

VATICAN CITY - The Vatican is to set up a special committee to improve measures to protect children against sexual 

abuse within the Church, the archbishop of Boston, Cardinal Sean Patrick O’Malley, said on Thursday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/5/2013 9:45:22 PM 

Nelson Mandela’s home a hub of activity, as concern grows over his condition 

Nelson Mandela’s home in South Africa, where the anti-apartheid icon has been receiving medical treatment since 

September, was a hub of activity Thursday as concern grew over his condition.South African President Jacob Zuma’s 

office was planning an "important announcement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/5/2013 11:15:47 PM 

’He is now at peace’: Nelson Mandela dead at 95 

Nelson Mandela, the revered South African anti-apartheid icon who spent 27 years in prison, led his country to 

democracy and became its first black president, died Thursday at home. He was 95."He is now resting," said South 

African President Jacob Zuma. "He is now at peace. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/5/2013 11:15:56 PM 

Obama on Mandela: ’He no longer belongs to us; he belongs to the ages’ 

Nelson Mandela now "belongs to the ages," President Barack Obama said Thursday in mourning the late South African 

leader and icon. "He no longer belongs to us; he belongs to the ages," Obama said in brief remarks at the White House. 

View article... 



From: Lou Dubois 

Sent: 12/5/2013 11:16:04 PM 

Subject: #RememberingMandela 

The revered South African anti-apartheid icon who spent 27 years in prison, led his country to democracy and became 

its first black president, died Thursday at home. He was 95. How will you remember Nelson Mandela? Weigh in across 

social networks using the hashtag #RememberingMandela. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

12/5/2013 11:16:06 PM 

7 ways Nelson Mandela changed South Africa 

Almost two decades have passed since the end of legalized racial segregation in South Africa, yet the abolition of 

apartheid remains the biggest legacy of Nelson Mandela., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/5/2013 11:16:13 PM 

He ’transformed South Africa and moved all of us’: Tributes pour in for Mandela 

World leaders, politicians, celebrities and public figures all across the globe mourned the passing of Nelson Mandela, 

anti-apartheid activist and South Africa’s first black president, who died Thursday at home at the age of 95.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/5/2013 11:16:22 PM 

Nelson Mandela legacy includes lasting mark on pop culture 

Former South African leader Nelson Mandela, who died Thursday at 95, was represented in the pop-culture and 

entertainment world in numerous ways, from movies about his life to fictional "Cosby Show" grandchildren being 

named for him. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Eng 

12/5/2013 11:49:56 PM 

What lurks beneath the sea? Navy launches drone from submerged submarine 

The U.S. Navy says it has successfully launched a drone from a submerged submarine, another big step toward 

developing new military spying and reconnaissance capabilities.In a press release, the U.S.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter and Andrew Blankstein, NBC News 

12/5/2013 11:49:59 PM 

Gun, heroin trafficking busts in Rhode Island cripple MS-13 ganl~, authorities say 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

12/5/2013 Ii:55:41 PM 

McDonald’s gives workers advice on tipping au pairs, trainers, dog-walkers 

Fast-food giant McDonald’s has committed another employee advice blunder, listing pricey suggestions for tipping au 

pairs, personal fitness trainers and pool cleaners on its worker resource website. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/6/2013 12:34:53 AM 

Obama: GOP should be ’embarrassed’ by low productivity on Hill 

Republicans ought to be "embarrassed" of their record low productivity during their time in charge of the House of 

Representatives, President Barack Obama said Thursday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

12/6/2013 2:26:52 AM 

Whale rescue effort continues in Florida’s Everglades as pods move to deeper waters 

Pods of 35 stranded pilot whales were moving into deeper waters of Florida’s Everglades National Park, raising hopes for 

their survival, officials said Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

12/6/2013 2:26:54 AM 

FDA: Idaho knew Chobani yogurt was tainted before recall 

TWIN FALLS, Idaho -- A U.S. Food and Drug Administration report says the Idaho State Department of Agriculture 

detected abnormalities in yogurt at a Chobani facility two months before the company issued a recall, but state officials 

say that’s not true. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Eng 

12/6/2013 2:26:55 AM 

Electric sale: Someone used bitcoins to buy a Tesla 

Add a brand new Tesla Model S to the growing list of items you can buy with bitcoins.An auto dealership in Newport 

Beach, Calif., revealed Wednesday that it sold its first vehicle with the virtual currency as legal tender.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Megan Gannon 

12/6/2013 2:26:57 AM 

Well-organized Neanderthals tidied up around the cave 

New research suggests that Neanderthals kept a tidy home. During excavations at a cave in Italy where a group of our 

closest known extinct relatives once lived, scientists say they found a strategically placed hearth and separate spaces for 

butchering and tool-making.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Stempel 

12/6/2013 4:24:03 AM 

Lulu: Of course we didn’t mean to sell see-through pants 

NEW YORK -- Lululemon Athletica said it is implausible to believe it intended to sell hundreds of thousands of nearly 

sheer yoga pants and hope consumers wouldn’t notice, and that a securities fraud lawsuit claiming it did just that should 

be thrown out. In a Wednesday night filing in the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M.L. Johnson 

12/6/2013 5:31:37 AM 

’Cannibal sandwiches’ sicken Wisconsin residents 

"Cannibal sandwiches," an appetizer featuring raw, lean ground beef served on cocktail bread, may be a Wisconsin 

tradition, but they are not safe, health officials said, noting that more than a dozen people became ill after consuming 

them last holiday season. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/6/2013 5:31:44 AM 

John Goodman, still lovable even when playing a ’pretty revolting guy’ 

"Inside Llewyn Davis" is the Coen brothers’ latest movie, a film about a struggling 1960s-era folk singer. But in it, Coen 

brothers regular John Goodman doesn’t make music -- he makes trouble.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/6/2013 8:56:45 AM 

Mandela’s daughters learned of father’s death at film premiere 

Nelson Mandela’s two youngest daughters, Zindzi and Zenani, were attending the London Royal Premiere of the new 

film about their father Thursday when they received word that he had died. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/6/2013 11:22:03 AM 

’Ice Friday’ spells flight cancellations, power outages across South and Midwest 

Hundreds of flights were delayed and more 100,000 people are facing power outages after a huge storm dumped snow 

and ice across a large swath of the South and Midwest, officials said Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/6/2013 12:04:40 PM 

Routine traffic stop nets Arkansas identity theft suspect 

An Arkansas man was in custody Thursday on felony theft and identity fraud charges after sheriff’s deputies who’d 

stopped him for a traffic violation searched his car and found checks, credit cards, Social Security numbers and bank 

records for dozens of people -- some of whom are dead. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Sager 

12/6/2013 1:01:04 PM 

Exclusive: Twitter CEO Dick Costolo reveals who he wishes was on Twitter 

In an exclusive interview airing Friday on TODAY, Twitter CEO Dick Costolo reveals to Matt Lauer who he’d like to see on 

the social network."l would say it’s the collection of female comedians. Melissa McCarthy, it’s Tina Fey, it’s Amy Poehler., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AP 

12/6/2013 2:16:41 PM 

Couple to turn Disney’s Chicago home into museum 

California has Disneyland and Florida has Disney World. But Chicago has Disney Home. Now a California couple who 

bought the house where Walt Disney was born 112 years ago plans to turn it into a historical site and museum., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Associated Press staff 

12/6/2013 2:22:53 PM 

Part stolen from Paul Walker’s crashed Porsche, teen arrested 

Detectives arrested a teenager Thursday accused of stealing some wreckage from the Porsche that "Fast & Furious" star 

Paul Walker was in when he died in a crash, and a second suspect was planning to turn himself in, authorities said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor, NBC News 

12/6/2013 2:46:39 PM 

First Thoughts: Universal, bipartisan praise for Mandela -- when that wasn’t always the case 

Universal, bipartisan praise for Mandela after his passing -- when it wasn’t always the case... Cincinnati-area focus group: 

Voters angry with Washington, down on Obama, and feeling helpless in fixing things... November jobs report: Employers 

add 203,000 jobs and unemployment rate falls to 7.0%, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin Conway-Smith, GlobalPost Contributor 

12/6/2013 3:24:26 PM 

South Africa’s real ’lnvictus’ rugby captain recalls Mandela legacy 

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - Growing up under apartheid in a rural Afrikaans community, young Francois Pienaar 

would hear talk about the "bad man.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/6/2013 3:31:16 PM 

’The Little Couple’s’ Jen Arnold reveals she has rare form of cancer 

Jen Arnold, one half of TLC’s "The Little Couple," has revealed that she has cancer.The neonatologist, who’s shared the 

emotional ups and downs she and husband Bill Klein have endured on the difficult path to parenthood on their show, 

spoke to People about her new struggle. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kory Grow 

12/6/2013 3:59:56 PM 

Draft of Bruce Sprinl~steen’s ’Born to Run’ lyrics auctioned for 3197,000 

A handwritten, early draft of the lyrics to Bruce Springsteen’s 1975 hit "Born to Run" fetched $197,000 at auction today 

at Sotheby’s, according to the Associated Press.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marc Shoul and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/6/2013 4:05:45 PM 

South Africans pause to pay respects to Mandela 

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa -- Hundreds of people of all ages, colors and creeds gathered outside Nelson Mandela’s 

home in Houghton, Johannesburg, on Friday to pay their respects to South Africa’s iconic leader, who died Thursday at 

the age of 95. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/6/2013 4:25:20 PM 

For celebs (and even pizza companies) ’The Sound of Music’ is a live-tweet event 

Now we know how celebrities spent their Thursday night: Watching NBC’s "The Sound of Music Live!" and telling the 

whole world about it on Twitter, And they weren’t alone -- DiGiorno Pizza served up slices of hilarity by live-tweeting 

the event with over a dozen posts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/6/2013 4:25:25 PM 

Hugh Jackman opens up about skin cancer: ’1 thought I’d scratched myself in a fight’ 

Hugh Jackman wears a bandage on his nose these days, but it’s no fashion statement: He’s had it since late November, 

thanks to an unplanned surgery on a basal cell carcinoma. But he’s now opened up about the incident with his 

"schnozz," and how much worse things could have been. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Schoen 

12/6/2013 4:38:27 PM 

More jobs, yes, but wage growth holds up recovery 

The job market may be gradually improving, but the gains aren’t showing up in worker’s paychecks. And the resulting 

belt-tightening continues to weigh on an economy heavily dependent on consumer spending. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelli Grant 

12/6/2013 5:38:55 PM 

Would sir care to try on a dry martini for size? 

Endless lines. Pushy crowds. Hearing "The Twelve Days of Christmas" for the umpteenth time in a matter of hours. 

Spend a little time shopping this holiday season, and odds are good you’ll want a good stiff drink. Not that you need to 

abandon your basket to grab one. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/6/2013 5:55:47 PM 

Barriers to health insurance: doubt, distrust and glitches 

A Florida woman has been trying desperately to log in to the new federal health insurance website but can’t get 

through. There’s the salesman in Indiana whose premiums have gone up but who’s afraid to try the website because of 

news coverage about its failures. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Catherine Boyle 

12/6/2013 6:07:18 PM 

Economic storm clouds loom over Rainbow Nation after Mandela’s death 

Nelson Mandela leaves behind a country in better economic shape than it was under white minority rule, but there are 

storm clouds on the horizon, with high youth unemployment rates, slowed growth, and continued economic inequality. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ashley Majeski 

12/6/2013 6:07:19 PM 

Marge Simpson finally gets a new dress, thanks to’Project Runway’ 

After almost quarter of a century in the television spotlight -- all the while sporting the same green dress -- Marge 

Simpson finally got herself a new outfit, thanks to "Project Runway: All Stars. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Dube 

12/6/2013 6:07:19 PM 

Too much tech? iPad bouncy seat makes some parents fuss 

A bouncy seat with an attachment for an iPad has got some parents rattled.More than one headline asked, "Is this the 

worst baby product ever?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/6/2013 6:24:30 PM 

Stranded whales find deeper water, raising hopes 

A large group of pilot whales stranded in Florida’s Everglades National Park was on the move again overnight and could 

not be found on Friday morning, an indication that they may have gone out to sea, officials said., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/6/2013 7:21:48 PM 

Vonn ’excited’ for first race since devastating crash 

Lindsey Vonn makes her first run Friday in her ski-racing comeback toward the Sochi Olympics, and she couldn’t have 

picked a better spot -- a Canadian resort where she has been so dominant that some people call it "Lake Lindsey."Vonn, 

one of the most decorated skiers in U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/6/2013 9:25:44 PM 

Vonn crosses finish line in first race since brutal crash 10 months ago 

Lindsey Vonn makes her first run Friday in her ski-racing comeback toward the Sochi Olympics, and she couldn’t have 

picked a better spot -- a Canadian resort where she has been so dominant that some people call it "Lake Lindsey."Vonn, 

one of the most decorated skiers in U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/6/2013 10:38:24 PM 

Bill Clinton recalls Mandela’s message of unity 

Former President Bill Clinton praised the late Nelson Mandela Friday as a leader who sought to demonstrate not only 

the power of forgiveness, but a message of unity and cooperation."He was a very, very effective president," Clinton said 

in an interview with NBC’s Brian Williams. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/6/2013 10:43:54 PM 

Stranded whales spotted disappointin~;ly closer to shore 

Hopes that a large group of pilot whales stranded in Florida’s Everglades National Park may have gone out to sea were 

dashed when officials spotted seven whales that have now joined others swimming slowly in shallow water., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Erin McClam 

12/7/2013 1:46:28 AM 

Frozen nation: At least nine dead as cold, ice and snow grip US 

At least nine deaths -- including three in California -- were blamed on the deep freeze that continued to grip the U.S. on 

Friday, canceling hundreds of flights and leaving hundreds of thousands of people without power.The Santa Clara 

County, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/7/2013 2:47:26 AM 

North Korea deports US war vet 

North Korea said it has deported 85-year-old American and war veteran Merrill E. Newman "from a humanitarian 

viewpoint" after more than a month in detention, the state news agency reported early Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Erin McClam 

12/7/2013 2:47:27 AM 

Frozen nation: At least 10 dead as cold, ice and snow grip US 

At least 10 deaths -- including three in California -- were blamed on the deep freeze that continued to grip the U.S. on 

Friday, canceling hundreds of flights and leaving hundreds of thousands of people without power.The Santa Clara 

County, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/7/2013 3:20:40 AM 

Duchess Kate recycles I~own - with 336 costume jewelry 

Duchess Kate doesn’t need crown jewels to dress up her look -- not when she’s I~ot a set of sparkly baubles around her 

neck. Who cares if they’re the real deal or not?~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/7/2013 3:20:41 AM 

Mexican hospital quarantined after theft of cobalt-60 

Mexican police have blocked access to the hospital where six people suspected of having stolen a shipment of highly 

radioactive cobalt-60 were being treated, officials said Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/7/2013 3:20:42 AM 

Florida teen gets 25 years in prison for attempting to murder transgender woman 

A teenager in Tampa, Fla., was sentenced to 25 years in prison Friday for the attempted murder of a transgender 

woman, officials said.Tavares Spencer, 16, was convicted in October for shooting Terrence McDonald, a man Spencer 

believed was a woman. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/7/2013 3:20:46 AM 

President Obama lights National Christmas Tree 

Despite dreary weather, President Barack Obama and his family got into the Christmas spirit Friday at the annual 

National Christmas Tree lighting in Washington. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ivan Moreno 

12/7/2012, 3:20:55 AM 

Judge orders Colorado baker to serve gay couples 

A baker who refused to make a wedding cake for a same-sex ceremony must serve gay couples despite his religious 

beliefs or face fines, a judge said Friday. The order from administrative law judge Robert N. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters staff 

12/7/2013 3:20:55 AM 

Banksy gas station mural sells for ,~209,000 at auction 

A Banksy mural that was removed from a Hollywood gas station wall fetched $209,000 at the first U.S. auction of the 

reclusive British street artist’s work, an auction official said on Friday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters staff 

12/7/2013 3:20:56 AM 

Disney secures rights for future ’Indiana Jones’ films 

Walt Disney Co has gained marketing and distribution rights for any future "Indiana Jones" films under an agreement 

with Paramount Pictures, the studio that released the first four movies in the blockbuster franchise. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

12/7/2013 3:21:00 AM 

Toilet of the future? You might want to sit down for this 

Despite its relatively staid presence in industrialized regions like the United States and Western Europe, the toilet could 

stand a technological makeover. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linnea Covington 

12/7/2013 3:21:01 AM 

Is Sriracha overrated? Andrew Zimmern, others talk hot sauce alternatives 

From Sriracha cookies to Sriracha vodka to Sriracha sandwiches at Subway, the wildly popular hot sauce has got a 

following of gourmands and fast food lovers like.David Chang, the chef and restaurateur behind Momofuku, uses 

Sriracha at every location. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/7/2013 3:21:01 AM 

Three Lamborghinis go up in smoke after crash in Malaysia 

Three Lamborghini supercars burst into flames after they were involved in a high-speed crash in Malaysia, officials said 

Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

DINA CAPPIELLO 

12/7/2013 3:21:02 AM 

Wind farms can kill eagles without penalty 

Under pressure from the wind-power industry, the Obama administration said Friday it will allow companies to kill or 

injure eagles without the fear of prosecution for up to three decades., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Megan Gannon 

12/7/2013 3:21:02 AM 

Pew! Pew! Curiosity fires off 100,000th laser shot on Mars 

NASA’s trigger-happy Curiosity rover has fired its 100,000th laser shot on Mars, a science milestone in its mission to 

determine what rocks on the Red Planet are made of, NASA announced Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/7/2013 4:05:14 AM 

North Korea deports US war veteran Merrill Newman 

North Korea has deported 85-year-old American war veteran Merrill E. Newman "from a humanitarian viewpoint" after 

more than a month in detention, the state news agency reported Saturday.The U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem, Investigative Producer, NBC News 

12/7/2013 10:23:21 AM 

US government considered Nelson Mandela a terrorist until 2008 

From the White House to the halls of Congress, U.S. government officials have responded to the death of Nelson 

Mandela with a hail of testimonials to the late South African president’s leadership in the struggle for freedom and 

human rights.Until five years ago, however, the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News 

12/7/2013 10:51:06 AM 

Venus has its brightest night of the year 

The planet Venus is a dazzler in western skies after sunset -- and on Friday night, it’s about as bright as it can get.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/7/2013 11:08:31 AM 

Pearl Harbor attack recalled 72 years after ’day of infamy’ 

Even 72 years after the attack on Pearl Harbor that pulled the United States into World War II, numerous states and 

organizations are commemorating the "day which will live in infamy."More than 2,400 American troops died in the early 

hours of Dec. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lolita C. Baldor, The Associated Press 

12/7/2013 12:38:12 PM 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel makes surprise visit to Afghanistan 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is visiting with American forces in Afghanistan amid a 

stubborn stand-off between the U.S.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jason Lynch 

12/7/2013 1:22:56 PM 

After ’Sound of Music,’ 4 more musicals that should get live-TV treatment 

Televisions were alive with "The Sound of Music Live!" Thursday night as the live broadcast of the beloved musical, 

starring Carrie Underwood as Maria, pulled in an impressive 18.6 million viewers, NBC’s highest Thursday night ratings 

(excluding sports programming) since 2004. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Erin McClam, NBC News 

:12/7/20:13:1:5:1:25 PM 

Frozen nation: At least :1:1 dead as cold, ice and snow grip US 

Arctic air, snow and freezing rain was expected across parts of the U.S. Saturday from California to the Northeast, as the 

winter storm that has killed 11 people continues to wreak havoc. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Eng 

12/7/2013 1:51:25 PM 

Aviation Week: Air Force’s new stealth spy drone is already flying 

A secret unmanned reconnaissance aircraft built by Northrop Grumman for the U.S. military has already begun test 

flights and could be ready for prime-time duty by 2015, according to a report in Aviation Week & Space Technology., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

12/7/2013 3:26:09 PM 

Fasting for immigration reform: Strikers go hungry in push for change 

WASHINGTON, D.C. -When the hunger headaches get strong, Lenka Mendoza focuses on why she is fasting and dreams 

of what she would do if she won the right to legally live and work in the U.S.: She would return to her home country, 

Peru, to hug her cancer-stricken morn. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Brunker, NBC News 

12/7/2013 5:51:46 PM 

American veteran detained for a month in North Korea arrives home after ordeal 

An 85-year-old American war veteran detained for more than a month in North Korea arrived in the United States on 

Saturday, a day after he was unexpectedly released by Pyongyang for "humanitarian" reasons.Merrill Newman arrived in 

San Francisco on a flight from Beijing shortly after 9 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News staff 

12/7/2013 5:51:49 PM 

South African government details official observances in Mandela’s honor 

The South African government on Saturday released an updated schedule of official observances in honor of the late 

President Nelson Mandela, culminating in a state funeral a week from Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/7/2013 6:08:39 PM 

Another winter storm brings snow to West as freeze grips much of the nation 

Widespread snowfall and freezing winds left icy roads and power outages stretching from Texas to the Rockies on 

Saturday as another powerful winter storm hit the West Coast. Much of the nation was expected to feel the advancing 

freeze by Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/7/2013 8:37:54 PM 

4.5-magnitude earthquake rattles nerves in Oklahoma, but no damage reported 

A moderate earthquake shook homes and rattled nerves near Jones, Okla., on Saturday, but there were no immediate 

reports of damage, authorities said.The earthquake, which struck around 12:10 local time with an estimated magnitude 

of 4. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/7/2013 I0:28:11 PM 

Teenager dies aboard Delta flight soon after takeoff from Seattle 

A Delta Airlines flight from Seattle to Atlanta was rerouted to Spokane International Airport in Washington state shortly 

after takeoff on Saturday due to a medical emergency that left a 16-year-old male passenger dead, officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/7/2013 10:56:12 PM 

Another winter storm wallops West as icy freeze grips much of the rest of the nation 

Much of the U.S. was in the grip of ice, snow and subzero temperatures on Saturday, and forecasters said anyone who 

wasn’t feeling the freeze yet would likely be slipping, sliding or shivering by early next week.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/8/2013 4:12:05 AM 

Newlywed couple found murder victim on Craiglist, police say 

SUNBUR¥, Pa. - A couple married for just three weeks lured a man to his death with a Crail~slist ad because they wanted 

to kill someone tolgether, police said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

12/8/2013 7:03:39 AM 

South Korea counters China’s air defense zone by expanding its own over submerged reef 

South Korea said Sunday that it will expand its air defense zone to include the area around a submerged rock that it 

controls in the East China Sea, in a challenge to a similar move by China last month.The new zone partially overlaps the 

zone that China declared on Nov. 23, Reuters reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Ajit Thomas 

12/8/2013 8:31:56 AM 

Struggling Sears to spin off Lands’ End clothing label 

Sears Holdings Corp. said it would spin off its Lands’ End clothing business, adding to the assets the company is shedding 

as it struggles with mounting operating losses and declining sales., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lauren Bohn, Contributor, NBC News 

12/8/2013 10:12:18 AM 

Egypt’s marriage crisis: Sons and daughters too broke to be married, waiting for adulthood 

ASSIUT, Egypt - A 24-year-old political activist working ten-hour shifts at an accounting firm in Assiut, one of the poorest 

areas of Egypt, says he can explain why his country hasn’t had a true revolution.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

12/8/2013 12:59:05 PM 

Winter storm heads east after walloping West 

A winter storm was hitting vast areas east of the Rockies Sunday, after having left hundreds of thousands of people in 

Texas and Arkansas without power., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dylan Welch, Reuters 

12/8/2013 1:38:06 PM 

UN decries ’low, uneven’ use of law protecting Afghan women 

KABUL - Afghanistan is failing to use a law designed to protect women from violence in a country regularly voted one of 

the most dangerous places in the world to be a woman, the United Nations said on Sunday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Press Pass 

12/8/2013 3:46:35 PM 

Mandela biographer says prison ’crucible’ steeled him and led to victory 

By Tom Curry, National Affairs Writer, NBC NewsFormer South African president Nelson Mandela’s biographer and those 

who knew him well reflected Sunday on the role that Mandela played in moving South Africa toward the end of its 

white-minority apartheid regime in the 1990s. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Isabel Coles, Reuters 

12/8/2013 4:26:00 PM 

UN inspectors visit Iranian site linked to nuclear program 

DUBAI -- U.N. inspectors visited an Iranian plant on Sunday linked to a planned heavy-water reactor that could yield 

nuclear bomb fuel, taking up an initial offer by Tehran to open its disputed nuclear program to greater scrutiny. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jillian Eugenios 

12/8/2013 4:43:07 PM 

Prince Harry’s Antarctic race canceled, but trek will go on 

The trek will continue, but it’s no longer a race to the finish line.Prince Harry’s South Pole expedition to benefit wounded 

warriors will still go on as planned, but the teams are now working together to complete what has been a more difficult 

trek than expected. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Todd Pitman, The Associated Press 

12/8/2013 4:54:21 PM 

Thai crisis deepens as opposition quits Parliament 

BANGKOK -- Thailand’s main opposition party resigned from Parliament on Sunday to protest what it called "the 

illegitimacy" of an elected government with which it can no longer work., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/8/2013 5:22:43 PM 

Hang up and watch! Movie manners dial wrong number thanks to cell phones 

It’s the cinema trend that’s more annoying than sticky theater floors, and can anger a moviegoer even more than paying 

$7 for a Coke: Theater patrons who use their cell phones during films -- whether to text, talk, play games, or even 

surreptitiously record the film. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Victoria Cavaliere 

12/8/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Singer Susan Boyle says she has Asperger’s syndrome 

Scottish singer Susan Boyle says she has a form of autism known as Asperger’s syndrome, a diagnosis she says came as a 

relief after years of believing she had brain damage. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/8/2013 8:10:19 PM 

’Something positive for humankind’: Girls lend cells to genetic study 

At 15, Hayley Mogul lacks the fine motor skills needed to write. Her sister Bari is 9 and still eating baby food. There’s no 

cure for their rare disorders, caused by unique genetic mutations. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Todd Richmond, The Associated Press 

12/8/2013 9:16:21 PM 

’1 don’t know any man who wants to just snuggle’: Wisconsin officials target cuddle industry 

MADISON, Wis. -- Wisconsin’s ultra-liberal capital city is a place where just about anything goes, from street parties to 

naked bike rides. But city officials say a business is pushing even Madison’s boundaries by offering, of all things, hugs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By MARILYNN MARCHIONE 

12/8/2013 10:01:00 PM 

Gene therapy scores big wins against blood cancers 

In one of the biggest advances against leukemia and other blood cancers in many years, doctors are reporting 

unprecedented success by using gene therapy to transform patients’ blood cells into soldiers that seek and destroy 

cancer.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeanna Bryner 

12/8/2013 10:06:37 PM 

Millennium-old luxury estate unearthed in Israel 

The remains of a wealthy estate with a mosaic fountain in its garden, dating to between the late lOth and early 11th 

centuries, have been unearthed in Ramla in central Israel. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/8/2013 10:28:28 PM 

Native American ceremonial items up for auction in Paris; US attempts to halt sale 

An auction of 25 Native American ceremonial masks, headdresses and other items, including an altar once owned by the 

late actor Vincent Price, will proceed in Paris despite attempts by the United States and opponents to halt the public 

sale. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sean Murphy, The Associated Press 

12/8/2013 10:56:18 PM 

Satanists want statue beside Ten Commandments monument at Oklahoma Legislature 

OKLAHOMA CITY -- In their zeal to tout their faith in the public square, conservatives in Oklahoma may have unwittingly 

opened the door to a wide range of religious groups, including satanists who are seeking to put their own statue next to 

a Ten Commandments monument on the Statehouse steps. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/8/2013 11:46:00 PM 

’Take extra precautions’: Massive wintry storm system hits country hard as it plows eastward 

A winter storm wreaked havoc in the Midwest and East on Sunday, covering roads with dangerous sheets of ice and 

snow that triggered fatal pileups involving dozens of cars, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/9/2013 2:16:00 AM 

’Shockingly racist’ sign about Chiefs, Redskins brings restaurant apology 

A Sonic Drive-in signboard that carried a "shockingly racist" message about the NFL’s Kansas City Chiefs and Washington 

Redskins prompted an apology from the restaurant chain on Sunday.The uproar began after a photo circulated 

on Twitter showing the sign in Belton, Missouri. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News 

12/9/2013 3:45:05 AM 

Holiday calendar: Mount Etna makes its mark on Sicily 

Twin plumes of ash and gas from Mount Etna stream across Sicily in an image from the European Space Agency’s Proba- 

V minisatellite. The Northeast Crater, one of several on the volcano’s summit, is emitting the ash column, while the New 

Southwest Crater is simultaneous venting mostly gas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

(3il Aegerter 

12/9/2013 4:01:34 AM 

85-year=old vet says he was well-fed, comfortable during North Korea detainment 

The 85-year-old American detained in North Korea this fall said Sunday that he was well fed and comfortable during the 

more than a month he was held in the secretive communist nation, a newspaper reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jack Kim and Ju-min Park, Reuters 

12/9/2013 4:01:41 AM 

North Korea says Kim Jong Un’s uncle dismissed for ’criminal acts’ 

SEOUL -- North Korea announced on Monday the dismissal of Jang Song Thaek, the once powerful uncle of leader Kim 

Jong Un, for what it described as a string of criminal acts including corruption, womanizing and drug-taking. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/9/2013 8:02:09 AM 

Day of prayer begins week of services honoring Mandela 

People of differing races and religions across South Africa gathered to pray and sing on Sunday in the first official day of 

mourning for former president Nelson Mandela, the country’s beloved champion of acceptance and equality.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Myers and Rich Gardella, NBC News 

12/9/2013 9:59:29 AM 

WaI-Mart agrees to contribute 525 million to settle gas can explosion lawsuits 

The nation’s largest retailer, WaI-Mart, has agreed to contribute about $25 million to settle unresolved lawsuits filed on 

behalf of consumers allegedly injured or killed in explosions involving portable plastic gas cans, according to court 

documents obtained by NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/9/2013 11:01:16 AM 

Pennsylvania solitary confinement inmates charged with rioting due in court 

A group of Pennsylvania prison inmates who claim they were savagely beaten and abused by guards while held in 

solitary confinement three years ago are due in court Monday on charges that they sparked a riot in their unit., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Heintz and Yuras Karmanau, The Associated Press 

12/9/2013 12:50:47 PM 

Ukraine protesters in riot-police stand-off on deadline to leave Kiev city hall 

Dozens of riot police in full gear positioned themselves outside the Kiev city administration on Monday, the deadline a 

court has set for the protesters occupying the building to leave. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rachel Armstrong and Rujun Shen, Reuters 

12/9/2013 12:50:51 PM 

Singapore rocked by first major riot in 44 years 

A crowd of around 400 people set fire to vehicles and clashed with police in Singapore late on Sunday after a man was 

hit and killed by a bus, the first major riot in the city-state for more than 40 years.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Heintz and Yuras Karmanau, The Associated Press 

12/9/2013 1:33:01 PM 

Ukraine protesters in stand-off with riot police after weeks of unrest 

Dozens of riot police in full gear positioned themselves outside the Kiev city administration on Monday, the deadline a 

court has set for the protesters occupying the building to leave. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/9/2013 1:38:59 PM 

Pope, Miley, Assad on Time’s Person of the Year short list 

What do the president of Syria, Pope Francis and Tea Party darling Ted Cruz have in common with Miley Cyrus and 

Edward Snowden, the American fugitive who leaked thousands of classified documents to the press?. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/9/2013 2:22:23 PM 

Thousands turn out for tributes to Paul Walker 

Thousands turned out over the weekend for fan-organized tributes dedicated to Paul Walker, honoring the "Fast & 

Furious" actor who died in a car crash with his friend Roger Rodas on Nov. 30. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/9/2013 3:00:34 PM 

’Get me off this plane’: Man locked in dark cabin in worst layover ever 

A man who dozed off during a connecting flight Friday was not dreaming when he woke to find himself alone and locked 

in a darkened cabin.Tom Wagner, a Louisiana boat captain, nodded off on a flight from Lafayette, La.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

12/9/2013 3:00:37 PM 

First Thoughts: Don’t sleep on the economy 

Don’t sleep on the economy when it comes to 2014... An improving economy could benefit a lot of incumbents, 

Democratic or Republican... But has the economy really turned a corner?~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/9/2013 3:00:39 PM 

5 things Americans loved sharing on Facebook in 2013 

While Americans were busy "Liking" each other’s pet photos, Facebook was working behind the scenes, counting and 

ranking how many times users mentioned the year’s most prominent people, places and events. Today, Facebook 

officially unveiled its 2013 Year in Review. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

12/9/2013 3:00:42 PM 

Don’t sldp the tip and other tips for holiday tipping 

Finding a way to give to every name on your list this holiday season can be a challenge, especially on the tight budgets 

that accompany a tough economy.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ron Allen, Correspondent, NBC News 

12/9/2013 3:38:50 PM 

On street where he lived, Mandela unites in death as in life 

SOWETO, South Africa - The messal~es are simple but profound."l love you," Dineo Pilane, 9, wrote on a wall of 

remembrances next to the Nelson Mandela family home and museum on Vilikazi Street."Thank You," wrote Mpho, 8. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peroshni Govender, Jon Herskovitz and David Dolan 

12/9/2013 3:38:57 PM 

Will ’crassness of finance’ taint ’Brand Mandela’ ? 

JOHANNESBURG - From political posters to bottles of wine and kitchen aprons, the face and name of Nelson Mandela 

are a potent commercial and political brand in South Africa. Little wonder it’s so sought after - and the source of 

occasional squabbles. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/9/2013 4:16:38 PM 

Who’s who of world leaders descends on South Africa to honor Nelson Mandela 

A who’s who of international dignitaries descended on South Africa Monday to pay tribute to Nelson Mandela.Around 

90 world leaders, including President Barack Obama, Great Britain’s David Cameron and Cuba’s Raul Castro were 

expected to attend memorial ceremonies over the next week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/9/2013 4:16:39 PM 

Ukrainian President agrees to talks as George Clooney sends video message to protesters 

Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych said on Monday he would enter talks to end anti-government protests that have 

paralyzed the country for weeks. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tanya Lewis 

12/9/2013 5:48:47 PM 

What happened to all the dinosaur poop? The cockroaches ate it 

Scientists now have an answer to a question you never knew you had: What happened to all the dinosaur dung? 

Cockroaches vacuumed it up, a new study suggests. One animal’s waste is another animal’s gourmet meal. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

12/9/2013 6:30:39 PM 

Stocks make small gains; markets eye Fed hints on stimulus easing 

Stocks tallied slight gains on Monday, with the S&P 500 rising above its record close, as Wall Street eyes focused on 

budget negotiations on Capitol Hill and any signs from the Federal Reserve on when it will tamp down its stimulus 

package. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vera Gibbons 

12/9/2013 8:09:42 PM 

Holidays can be good time to buy a home 

If you’re house hunting over the holidays, you’re likely a serious buyer with an immediate need. Perhaps you have to 

relocate for a new job opportunity, or there’s been a change in your personal life?~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/9/2013 8:26:42 PM 

Newtown families urge kindness as shooting anniversary nears 

The families of many of those who were killed in a shooting rampage a year ago at a Connecticut elementary school 

gathered Monday to encourage people to honor the victims with acts of kindness on the massacre’s anniversary., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/9/2013 9:12:29 PM 

U.S. to send transport planes to Central African Republic 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is ordering the U.S. military to transport troops from Burundi into the Central African 

Republic to help quell the latest upsurge in violence there. Hagel approved the order at the request of the French 

defense minister Jean-Yves Le Drian. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/9/2013 9:29:31 PM 

Mandela service, drawing half the world’s leaders, presents security challenge 

An open-air stadium packed with as many as 95,000 mourners, and thousands more surging to get close. On the inside, 

four presidents of the United States -- together overseas for what appears to be only the second time in history -- and 

the leaders of most of the world, from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

12/9/2013 11:35:37 PM 

’Floating university’ carrying US students arrives in Cuba 

While Cuba remains off-limits to most U.S. travelers, the arrival of a ship full of American college students in Havana on 

Monday is being greeted as a milestone event in the half-century of contentious relations between the two countries. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ed Kiersch 

12/9/2013 11:35:39 PM 

Jay Z scores with Cano contract 

Just a week ago, skeptics were laughing at Shawn "Jay Z" Carter, wannabe sports agent.Not any more.The New York 

media and sports agent rivals this year derisively dubbed Jay Z the "Rookie" after he seduced Yankees second baseman 

Robinson Cano away from super-agent Scott Boras.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Pear 

12/9/2013 11:35:43 PM 

NYT: On health exchanges, premiums may be low, but other costs can be high 

For months, the Obama administration has heralded the low premiums of medical insurance policies on sale in the 

insurance exchanges created by the new health law. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/9/2013 11:35:53 PM 

Kanye West compares on-stage risks to ’being a police officer’ or ’in war’ 

He’s a music mogul, a father and one half of "a love story for the ages," but the truth is it’s not easy being Kanye West -- 

according to Kanye West. In fact, it’s downright dangerous.In a recent interview with SaturdayNightOnline. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/10/2013 12:53:26 AM 

Domestic violence charges dismissed against one-armed hiker depicted in ’127 Hours’ 

Domestic violence charges were dismissed Monday against Aron Ralston, the hiker who inspired the Oscar-nominated 

movie "127 Hours" by sawing off his own arm to escape from a boulder he was pinned beneath. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/10/2013 12:53:27 AM 

George Zimmerman’s girlfriend recants allegations he threatened her with gun 

The woman who told Florida authorities in November that George Zimmerman threatened her with a gun during a 

heated argument recanted the allegations in documents released Monday -- saying that she does not want him 

charged, according to a signed affidavit.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Kasie Hunt, NBC News 

12/10/2013 1:26:31 AM 

Defense deal minted, but Gillibrand sexual assault amendment dropped 

Lawmakers announced a sweeping agreement Monday to pass a long-awaited authorization bill for the Defense 

Department before the end of the year, but a proposed amendment to curb military sexual assault didn’t make the 

cut.Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, D-N.Y. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/10/2013 1:26:32 AM 

Campus officer shoots, kills Texas college student after chase 

A Texas campus police officer shot and killed an honors student after a high-speed chase because the student stole his 

baton and began attacking him with it, the college said Monday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Meghan Holohan 

12/10/2013 1:43:11 AM 

’Completely unaware’: Why man didn’t wake when plane landed 

It’s a traveler’s worst nightmare: missing a connecting flight. But few can say it’s because they slept through the plane’s 

landing.Although some people can sleep through just about anything, experts say it’s highly unusual that the noise and 

commotion of disembarking would fail to wake a passenger.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/10/2013 1:54:16 AM 

Case of bride who pushed groom off cliff goes to trial 

The men and women who will decide if Jordan Linn Graham had murder in her heart when she pushed her new husband 

Cody Johnson off a 200-foot cliff -- eight days after she walked down the aisle with tears in her eyes -- were selected 

and heard opening statements in a Montana courtroom on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/10/2013 2:44:19 AM 

Despite plastic gun ban, 3-D printed firearms still have a future 

Earlier this year, Cody Wilson, the 25-year-old founder Defense Distributed, a Texas-based group that promotes the use 

of 3-D printed guns, fired a .380 caliber bullet from a plastic gun called the "Liberator. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

12/10/2013 2:55:35 AM 

Prankster who allegedly targeted top coaches arrested by LAPD 

Authorities have arrested a Los Angeles man who they say pranked big-name coaches from the NBA, NFL and college 

football into believing he was offering them jobs with pro or college teams. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News 

12/10/2013 2:55:38 AM 

Holiday calendar: ’Starry Night’ at sea 

Greenish phytoplankton swirls in the dark water surrounding Sweden’s Gotland Island in the Baltic Sea, evoking the look 

of Vincent van Gogh’s famous painting "Starry Night., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Seth Borenstein 

12/10/2013 2:55:42 AM 

Now that’s c-c-c-cold: Antarctica sets record of-135.8 degrees! 

WASHINGTON -- Feeling chilly? Here’s cold comfort: You could be in East Antarctica, which according to new data set a 

record for soul-crushing cold.Try 135.8 degrees Fahrenheit below zero; that’s 93.2 degrees below zero Celsius, which 

sounds only slightly toastier. Better yet, don’t try it.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/10/2013 3:40:27 AM 

Princeton begins meningitis vaccinations under shadow of UCSB amputation 

Nearly 2,000 Princeton University students lined up for shots Monday as the New Jersey school began offering an 

emergency vaccine aimed at halting an outbreak of potentially deadly meningitis that has sickened eight since March, 

health officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

12/10/2013 5:37:07 AM 

The world gets ready to say goodbye to Nelson Mandela 

Nelson Mandela was, in the words of one old friend, "a great giant who strode the universe like a colossus," and his 

sendoff in South Africa will be on a scale not seen in modern memory.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

12/10/2013 5:54:08 AM 

Adam Levine praises ’The Voice’s’ ’most flawless and graceful performance’ ever 

This was the night for Tessanne Chin to deliver on "The Voice," as only three of the five semifinalists will survive 

Tuesday’s results show. She should be one of them. The Jamaican artist closed the show with "Bridge Over Troubled 

Water.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

12/10/2013 5:54:09 AM 

Fox and dog meet in the woods, form adorable friendship 

It’s the stuff of Disney fairy tales: A fox and a dog stumble upon each other in the woods and become fast friends. That’s 

what happened last summer, when Norwegian photographer Torgeir Berge went out for a walk with his pup Tinni, and 

they encountered an abandoned baby fox. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Wall 

12/10/2013 9:18:08 AM 

Radiation on Mars ’manageable’ for manned mission, Curiosity finds 

The risk of radiation exposure is not a show-stopper for a long-term manned mission to Mars, new results from NASA’s 

Curiosity rover suggest. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Zuckerman, Reuters 

12/10/2013 9:50:03 AM 

Montana State University imposes hard liquor ban at fraternity amid rape allegations 

Montana State University has ordered members of an off-campus fraternity to attend classes on sexual assault 

prevention and imposed a ban on hard liquor there after a female student reported being raped at a frat house party 

where alcohol was served.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/10/2013 11:01:49 AM 

’1 just instantly burst into tears’: Medical worker finally gets insurance on Obamacare website 

It took two months, weekly visits to the jammed-up federal website and a half-dozen phone calls, but JoAnn Smith 

finally got health insurance Monday. It’ll only cost her $3.19 a month to cover herself and her husband. "1 just instantly 

burst into tears," she says. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lester Holt and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

12/10/2013 11:34:49 AM 

Nelson Mandela’s ’mighty power of forgiveness’ lauded at memorial 

SOWETO, South Africa -- Nelson Mandela was lauded as "one of the greatest leaders of our time" as tens of thousands 

of cheering South Africans and almost 100 world leaders paid tribute to the anti-apartheid icon at a memorial service 

Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lester Holt and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

12/10/2013 12:00:31 PM 

Obama to South Africa: ’The world thanks you for sharing Nelson Mandela’ 

SOWETO, South Africa - President Barack Obama lauded Nelson Mandela as a "l~iant of history" as tens of thousands 

cheered and almost 100 world leaders paid tribute to the anti-apartheid icon at a memorial service Tuesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/10/2013 12:14:04 PM 

Obama, in eulogy, calls Mandela ’the last great liberator of the 20th century’ 

President Barack Obama challenged South Africa and the world on Tuesday to apply the immortal example of Nelson 

Mandela and lift children from poverty, spread freedom of belief and overcome inequality and cynicism. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/10/2013 12:14:04 PM 

Chaotic commute: ’An inch an hour’ of snow to make travel difficult for millions 

Millions of Americans were set for more travel chaos Tuesday morning as a winter storm was expected to dump as much 

as 6 inches of snow on Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, New York City and Boston. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lester Holt and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

12/10/2013 12:27:28 PM 

Nelson Mandela memorial: ’The world has lost a beloved friend and mentor’ 

SOWETO, South Africa - Nelson Mandela was lauded as a "giant of history" and "one of the greatest leaders of our time" 

as tens of thousands cheered and almost 100 world leaders paid tribute to the anti-apartheid icon at a memorial service 

Tuesday.President Barack Obama, U.N. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Sager 

12/10/2013 12:51:56 PM 

Lululemon co-founder steps down in wake of ’women’s bodies’ remark 

Lululemon co-founder Chip Wilson, who recently issued a formal apology for remarks he made about how "some 

women’s bodies just don’t actually work" for his company’s yoga pants, has stepped down as chairman. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Schecter 

12/10/2013 2:24:07 PM 

DiGiorno dumps dairy farm after NBC shows company video of alleged abuse 

The nation’s largest frozen pizza company says it will no longer accept milk from a Wisconsin dairy farm after NBC News 

showed the company undercover video shot by an animal rights group of workers on the farm kicking, beating and 

stabbing cows and dragging the animals with ropes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

12/10/2013 2:42:40 PM 

First Thoughts: Washington fix-it insider joins Obama White House 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kirthana Ramisetti 

12/10/2013 2:42:47 PM 

White House Christmas card stars do~;s Bo and Sunny 

The White House has mailed out its annual Christmas card, and as in years past, it features Obama family pet Bo, as well 

as the latest addition to the family, Sunny. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/10/2013 3:35:11 PM 

’Sound of Music’ Baroness, Eleanor Parker, dies at 91 

Eleanor Parker, who received three best actress Academy Award nominations during her career and is perhaps best 

remembered for her role as the Baroness in the 1965 film "The Sound of Music," died on Monday at 91 in Palm Springs, 

Calif.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/10/2013 3:48:10 PM 

Snowy mess for roads and airports in Northeast; Washington comes nearly to a stop 

Flights were delayed more than five hours at the busy airports of the Northeast and most of Washington came to a stop 

Tuesday under a winter weather system that just won’t quit., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

12/10/2013 4:20:55 PM 

GM breaks Detroit’s glass ceiling; names first female CEO 

General Motors has turned to one of its own veteran executives, Mary Barra, to become the automaker’s first female 

CEO as it remakes itself after a government bailout saved it from bankruptcy.A day after the U.S.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

12/10/2013 4:33:48 PM 

Senate approves first nominee since ’nuclear option’ 

In the first confirmation vote since Democrats changed the Senate’s filibuster rules by invoking the "nuclear option," the 

upper chamber has approved Patricia Millett’s nomination to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

12/10/2013 5:16:16 PM 

World leaders take a ’selfie’: Obama, Cameron pose for picture with Denmark PM 

President Barack Obama and British Prime Minister David Cameron pose for a picture with Denmark’s Prime Minister 

Helle Thorning Schmidt next to First Lady Michelle Obama during the memorial service of South African former 

president Nelson Mandela at the FNB Stadium in Johannesburg on Dec. 10, 2013. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

12/10/2013 7:02:51 PM 

Kerry tries to allay congressional fears over nuclear deal with Iran 

Secretary of State John Kerry on Tuesday sought to reassure nervous members of Congress about the interim agreement 

with Iran that’s designed to stop its progress toward building nuclear weapons., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/10/2013 8:34:21 PM 

Couple, four children found safe after 2 nights missing in frigid Nevada mountains 

The couple and four children who had been missing since Sunday night in the frigid mountains of northern Nevada were 

found safe Tuesday, local officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

12/10/2013 8:34:22 PM 

We all speak like Valley girls now 

We are always asking questions, even when we’re not. A new study suggests that "uptalk," phrasing your statements 

with a rise in pitch at the end, isn’t just something young women do: it seems to be expanding to other demographics, 

including young men. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/10/2013 9:36:41 PM 

East Coast snowstorm: ’It could have been a lot worse’ 

Flights were delayed and morning commutes were messy, but the snow storm that hit the Northeast was tapering off by 

late afternoon on Tuesday."lt could have been a lot worse," said Jason Tuell, director of the National Weather Service’s 

eastern region.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/11/2013 5:49:39 PM 

Boehner lashes out at conservative groups on budget deal 

Republican leaders defended a modest budget deal that would maintain government operations through 2015 amid 

conservative opposition that could scuttle the legislation in the House.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/11/2013 5:49:46 PM 

’Fake’ sign language interpreter at Nelson Mandela memorial provokes anger 

Deaf people watching the Nelson Mandela memorial were bemused and shocked by a "fake" sign language interpreter 

on stage whose gestures were unintelligible, activists said Wednesday.The interpreter was watched by millions as he 

stood beside speakers at the event including President Barack Obama.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/11/2013 5:49:56 PM 

Couple, 4 kids lost in frigid Nevada mountains heated rocks in fire to survive 

A couple and four children who vanished in sub-zero conditions in the mountains of northern Nevada were found safe 

Tuesday and revealed they had heated rocks in a fire to keep warm, officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/11/2013 5:50:12 PM 

Health insurance numbers creep up on Obamacare exchanges 

About 365,000 people have managed to get health insurance on the new state and federal websites so far, federal 

officials announced Wednesday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/11/2013 5:50:19 PM 

Pope Francis named Time’s 2013 Person of the Year 

Pope Francis, the first Jesuit pontiff who won hearts and headlines with his humility and common touch, was named 

Time magazine’s Person of the Year for 2013, the magazine revealed Wednesday on TODAY.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Investigations 

12/11/2013 5:50:23 PM 

Newtown anniversary: US schools keep trying wrong fixes to deter school shootings, experts say 

By Bill Dedmanlnvestigative Reporter, NBC Newslt happened after Columbine, after Virginia Tech, and after Newtown, 

too. After every massacre in a school, Americans grasp at quick cures. Let’s install metal detectors and give guns to 

teachers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/11/2013 5:50:29 PM 

Asiana captain ’very concerned’ about making visual landing 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/11/2013 5:50:39 PM 

Mariah Carey brings TODAY home for the holidays 

Mariah Carey has a pink room in her home full of Christmas trees festooned not just with standard ornaments, but with 

real, live pink peonies.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

12/11/2013 5:50:44 PM 

Come on down! Bargains ahead at overloaded car dealerships 

This has been a great year for car makers and dealers. But next year may be an even better one for car buyers. Despite a 

burst of sales last month, showrooms and back lots have been filling up faster than salespeople can close deals. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/11/2013 5:50:45 PM 

Katey Sagal and Maggie Sift weep during ’Sons of Anarchy’ finale viewing 

Spoiler Alert: Do not read this story if you have not watched the "Sons of Anarchy" sixth season finale.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Foy, The Associated Press 

12/11/2013 5:50:46 PM 

Backcountry skier survives avalanche in Utah gully 

SALT LAKE CITY -- An avalanche dragged a backcountry skier into a Utah ravine and buried her in snow, but the woman 

survived because she deployed a special air bag and other skiers were able to quickly dig her out, witnesses said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/11/2013 5:50:52 PM 

US halts ’non-lethal assistance’ into northern Syria after Islamic Front seizes bases 

ISTANBUL - The United States has suspended all non-lethal assistance into northern Syria after Islamic Front forces 

seized headquarters and warehouses belonging to the opposition’s Supreme Military Council, a U.S. Embassy spokesman 

in Ankara said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/11/2013 5:50:53 PM 

World leaders, South Africans line up to bid farewell to Mandela 

World leaders and South Africans alike bowed before Nelson Mandela’s flag-draped coffin on Wednesday in the same 

amphitheater where the revered peacemaker was sworn in as the country’s first black president 19 years ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga, NBC News 

12/11/2013 6:03:23 PM 

What a year for Pope Francis: From obscurity to Time’s Person of the Year 

It’s been a whirlwind year for Pope Francis.He started 2013 as a relatively unknown Argentinian archbishop but ended it 

as the beloved leader of the world’s 1,2 billion Catholics and Time’s Person of the Year., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga, NBC News 

12/11/2013 6:21:25 PM 

What a year for Pope Francis: From unknown to Time’s Person of the Year 

It’s been a whirlwind year for Pope Francis.He started 2013 as a relatively unknown Argentinian archbishop but ended it 

as the beloved leader of the world’s 1.2 billion Catholics and Time’s Person of the Year., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/11/2013 6:38:42 PM 

Three feet of lake-effect snow set to bury parts of upstate New York 

Up to 3 feet of lake-effect snow could bury areas of upstate New York by the end of this week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Dube 

12/11/2013 6:56:16 PM 

Real moms take Gisele to task for glam ’multitasking’ photo 

It’s OK if you get me confused with Gisele. I get that all the time. Honest mistake. But geez, Tom Brady, stop calling me! 

I’m a happily married woman!Yes, my morning routine is a bit different than that of the Brazilian 

supermodel/supermom.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/11/2013 8:17:58 PM 

Group that survived two days in fril~id Nevada wilderness calls rescuers ’valiant’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/11/2013 10:34:57 PM 

Senator fires top aide amid child porn raid 

Tennessee Sen. Lamar Alexander, R, fired his chief of staff on Wednesday after the staffer’s personal residence was 

searched in connection to a child pornography investigation.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry, National Affairs Writer, NBC News 

12/11/2013 11:09:00 PM 

Your guide to the budget deal compromise 

Budget fights in Washington are rarely simple or without rancor. Some conservative groups have already begun 

attacking the compromise deal announced Tuesday, lobbing complaints Republican House Speaker John Boehner 

dismissed as "ridiculous.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/11/2013 11:20:18 PM 

’Unjustified’: Family of student killed by campus police speaks out 

The family of a Texas college student who was shot and killed by a university police officer last week is speaking out for 

the first time, remembering his life as they search for answers. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/11/2013 11:20:29 PM 

GOP forces overnight talkathon to protest filibuster rules change 

The Senate is set to spend Wednesday night debating executive nominees as Republicans protest Democratic attempts 

to force Obama administration nominations through in the wake of last month’s change in the filibuster rules.An aide to 

Sen. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Corey Williams, The Associated Press 

12/11/2013 11:20:33 PM 

Leaky government: DetroWs water supply wasted by ravaged pipes 

DETROIT -- Torrents of water spew from broken pipes in Detroit’s Crosman School, cascading down stairs before pooling 

on the warped tile of what was once a basketball court.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Mayerowitz 

12/11/2013 11:26:14 PM 

Most air travelers opposed to in=flight calls, new poll finds 

WASHINGTON -- As federal regulators consider removing a decades-old prohibition on making phone calls on planes, a 

majority of Americans who fly oppose such a change, a new Associated Press-GfK poll finds. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Cohn 

12/11/2013 11:26:20 PM 

Five years later, IVladoff still trying to control the story 

There is no mistaking the medium-security unit of the Butner Federal Correctional Complex, in Butner, N.C., for anything 

other than a prison. But Bernard Madoff could have done much worse. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/12/2013 12:44:17 AM 

Horrifying video shows crucial moment Asiana Flight 214 crashed at SF airport 

Dramatic new video shows the horrifying crash of an Asiana Airlines Boeing 777 that rammed into a seawall and 

cartwheeled down the runway last summer at the San Francisco airport. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander 

12/12/2013 12:50:14 AM 

’Miracle’ family in frigid Nevada mountains saved by smart moves 

The survival of the couple and four children who spent two frigid nights lost in the Nevada mountains was called "a 

miracle" by rescuers. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/12/2013 12:50:20 AM 

No charges against George Zimmerman after girlfriend withdraws threat allegations 

George Zimmerman won’t be charged with any crimes after the woman who told authorities last month that he 

threatened her with a gun during a heated argument recanted the allegations, prosecutors said Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Stempel 

12/12/2013 12:56:05 AM 

Facebook to join S&P 500 

Standard & Poor’s on Wednesday said Facebook Inc. will join its S&P 500 stock index after the close of trading Dec. 20, 

cementing the social media network’s rise into one of the biggest, most powerful U.S. companies.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/12/2013 12:56:10 AM 

Oprah Winfrey doesn’t regret not having kids 

She led discussions of many parenting issues on her talk show, and she runs an academy for girls in South Africa, but 

Oprah Winfrey doesn’t regret not raising her own children."lf I had kids, my kids would hate me," The talk-show host 

and actress told The Hollywood Reporter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

12/12/2013 12:56:11 AM 

Spotify snags Led Zeppelin catalog, bulks up free app offerings 

Spotify announced Wednesday that it has added the full discography of rock legend Led Zeppelin’s to its streaming 

music service -- and if you want to listen to "No Quarter" on the go, you can do so for free on their updated mobile app. 

There’s a catch, of course -- but hey, the price is right.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Koba 

12/12/2013 1:13:43 AM 

1.3 million stand to lose unemployment checks by year’s end 

In little more than two weeks, 1.3 million Americans who have been without work long term will likely see their 

unemployment benefits stop. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

12/12/2013 2:48:38 AM 

Veteran Arizona state cop resigns after discovered to be illegal immigrant 

A detective for the Arizona state police resigned this week after it was revealed she isn’t a U.S. citizen and had -- 

perhaps unknowingly -- misrepresented where she was born on application documents, officials said Wednesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/12/2013 2:48:43 AM 

Parents of Georgia teen found dead in gym mat rally for inquiry 

ATLANTA -- During a rally at the state Capitol Wednesday, lawyers for the family of a Georgia teenager found dead at 

school inside a rolled-up gym mat called on the governor to order a coroner’s inquest.The body of 17-year-old Kendrick 

Johnson was found Jan.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/12/2013 3:44:36 AM 

New York college freshman dies in fraternity pledge ’ritual’: prosecutors 

A New York City college freshman was fatally injured during a fraternity hazing ritual that required blindfolded pledges 

wearing weighted bags to navigate a path while being repeatedly knocked to the ground, authorities said Wednesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/12/2013 4:01:06 AM 

Montana man pushed off cliff believed bride accused of murder had a ’surprise’ for him: testimony 

A Montana man whose newlywed wife pushed him to his death off a cliff said on the morning he died that he’d canceled 

plans to go kayaking and golfing because his wife told him she had a "surprise" for him, his father-in-law and a friend 

both testified Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

12/12/2013 5:19:16 AM 

Community grants wishes for terminally ill 8-year-old ’Superman Sam’ 

When friends and neighbors learned that little Sammy Sommer was losing his battle with cancer, they rallied around his 

family and created an organization to help grant wishes for the terminally ill 8-year-old and his loved ones., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/12/2013 6:31:58 AM 

Cory Monteith, Pope Francis, the Super Bowl: 9 things people couldn’t stop tweeting about in 2013 

In 2012, President Barack Obama sent out the most retweeted message in the seven-year history of Twitter. It read, 

simply, "Four more years," with a picture of him embracing the first lady. This year, politics took a back seat to pop 

culture.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/12/2013 7:59:09 AM 

Sign language interpreter at Mandela memorial: I was hallucinating, hearing voices 

JOHANNESBURG -- A South African sign language interpreter accused of gesticulating gibberish during a memorial to 

Nelson Mandela defended his "champion" performance Thursday, but said he may have suffered a schizophrenic 

episode while on stage.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Investigations 

12/12/2013 10:00:33 AM 

Newtown anniversary: Daily drumbeat of child homicides gets little notice 

By Bill Dedman, Investigative Reporter, NBC NewsTo mourn the 20 children and six educators killed a year ago at Sandy 

Hook elementary, residents of the Connecticut suburb of Newtown will take a quiet action on Saturday: placing candles 

in windows to remember the lives lost.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Investigations 

12/12/2013 10:00:43 AM 

Newtown anniversary: The US children shot to death since Sandy Hook massacre 

Explore the interactive map above to learn more about the children 12 and under who have died from gunshots since 

the Newtown, Conn., slayings on Dec. 14, 2012, and the circumstances in which they died.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/12/2013 12:05:52 PM 

Violent sign language interpreter’s access to Obama sparks concern 

The vetting of a sign language interpreter who got within three feet of world leaders including President Barack Obama 

during Nelson Mandela’s memorial was being investigated Thursday after organizers admitted they were unaware of his 

violent history of schizophrenic episodes.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/12/2013 1:02:19 PM 

Violent sign language interpreter’s access to Obama triggers investigation 

The vetting of a sign language interpreter who got within three feet of world leaders including President Barack Obama 

during Nelson Mandela’s memorial was being investigated Thursday after organizers admitted they were unaware of his 

violent history of schizophrenic episodes.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelley Holland 

12/12/2013 1:02:25 PM 
(Set ready, Santa is coming, so is the tax man 

Ready for year-end tax planning? In between holiday parties and last-minute shopping, it’s worth making sure that you 

are minimizing your 2013 tax bill 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexei Anishchuk, Steve Gutterman and Thomas Grove, Reuters 

12/12/2013 1:46:50 PM 

Russia is not trying to be ’some kind of superpower,’ Vladimir Putin says 

MOSCOW - Russia is not tryinig to be a superpower or to "teach anyone how to live," President Vladimir Putin said 

Thursday in a veiled criticism of the United States., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/12/2013 1:59:28 PM 

Cory Monteith, Pope Francis, the Super Bowl: 9 things people couldn’t stop tweeting about in 2013 

In 2012, President Barack Obama sent out the most retweeted message in the seven-year history of Twitter. It read, 

simply, "Four more years," with a picture of him embracing the first lady. This year, politics took a back seat to pop 

culture.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/12/2013 2:38:38 PM 

12 buzzworthy celebs who joined Twitter in 2013 

Famous people! They tweet just like us, except that way more folks actually care about what they have to say.In 2013, 

celebrities dominated the conversation on Twitter. But which ones decided to join the conversation? Prepare to hit 

"Follow" on these 12 star-powered Twitter accounts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/12/2013 2:51:04 PM 

Driver struck by Amtrak train after going around crossing bar, authorities say 

A man tried to drive around a railroad crossing bar in Virginia and was struck by an Amtrak train barreling at almost 80 

mph on Thursday morning, authorities said. The man was flown to a hospital with non-life-threatening injuries., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/12/2013 3:10:43 PM 

Fraternity says hazing ritual that killed Baruch College pledge was banned 

A national fraternity said Thursday said it’s suspending some activities for all chapters after a freshman pledge from 

Baruch College was killed during a "prohibited" hazing activity over the weekend., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/12/2013 3:23:33 PM 

Danish prime minister on Obama selfie: ’it was a bit of fun’ 

The Danish prime minister who snapped a high-powered selfie during the memorial service for Nelson Mandela is 

pushing back at critics who called the moment inappropriate., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip Pullella, Reuters 

12/12/2013 3:35:31 PM 

Pope Francis attacks mega-salaries, wealth gap 

VATICAN CITY - Pope Francis said in the first peace message of his pontificate that huge salaries and bonuses are 

symptoms of an economy based on greed and inequality and called again for nations to narrow the wealth gap. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/12/2013 4:00:26 PM 

Breast cancer drug can also prevent cancer, study finds 

Researchers say they can add a new option to the toolkit for women who want to lower their risk of breast cancer - a 

pill called anastrozole. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/12/2013 4:00:30 PM 

Snowboarder Seth Wescott, 37, says age nor injury will slow him down 

Seth Wescott is trying to defend an Olympic gold medal while coming off a major knee injury in a sport where some of 

the competitors were barely born when he first joined the tour.Yet in Wescott’s mind, he isn’t getting older, he’s getting 

better. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen, Josh Davis and Jovanna Billington 

12/12/2013 4:19:56 PM 

School in Chicago suburb leads the way in keeping kids safe 

Don’t visit Viola H. Nelson Elementary School in Niles, II1., if there’s a warrant out for your arrest. All guests must present 

a photo i.d. before they can get past the staffer at the school’s locked doors, and when they do a computer runs an 

instant criminal background check. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

12/12/2013 5:03:22 PM 

Excusez-moi? French care charges rude customers extra 

Prices posted at a cafe in France suggest that a spoonful of politesse will sweeten the prices for a cup of joe.Ordering 

simply "a coffee" at the Le Petite Syrah care in Nice runs you 7 euros, about nine-and-a-half dollars, according to the 

prices on the chalkboard menu. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joy Jernigan 

12/12/2013 5:03:23 PM 

S-A-N-T-A: Adorable girl signs kindergarten holiday concert for deaf parents 

A "fake" sign language interpreter at Nelson Mandela’s memorial prompted one deaf mom to show the world how it’s 

really done.Lori Putney Koch of Clearwater, Fla. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/12/2013 5:35:01 PM 

Boehner to outside I~roups: "Are you kidding me?" 

House Speaker John Boehner is not sorry about his criticism of outside conservative groups. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

All Weinberg, NBC News 

12/12/2013 5:35:04 PM 

Naval Academy rape case could prompt changes to military hearings 

The grilling of a female Naval Academy midshipman allegedly sexually assaulted by classmates, who spent more than 30 

hours being cross-examined during an Article 32 preliminary military hearing, could lead to changes in the way such 

hearings are conducted.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/12/2013 7:39:52 PM 

Widow and daughter will split estate of poisoned 51 million lotto winner 

The estate of a Chicago man who was poisoned to death right after he won $1 million on a scratch-off lottery ticket will 

be split between his widow and his daughter from a previous marriage, ending a fight in court.The settlement was 

confirmed Thursday by a lawyer for the widow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/12/2013 9:06:31 PM 

Newlywed accused of pushing husband off cliff pleads guilty 

A Montana bride on trial for pushing her husband of eight days off a 200-foot cliff pleaded guilty Thursday to second- 

degree murder just before closing arguments were set to begin. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC’s Domenico Montanaro and Frank Thorp 

12/12/2013 9:57:13 PM 

Pelosi to Dems on budget deal: ’Embrace the suck’ 

Few, if any, have been better about getting her members to vote the way she wants than Nancy Pelosi.Today, the 

Democratic House leader’s message for rank-and-file members grumbling that jobless benefits weren’t included in the 

Paul Ryan-Patty Murray budget deal was blunt: "Embrace the suck.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/12/2013 11:10:04 PM 

Golden Globes TV nods full of surprises and snubs 

What do Tatiana Maslany, Michael Sheen, and Andy Samberg have in common besides their Golden Globe nominations? 

They can say the Golden Globes really, really liked them before the Emmys did. The Globes have a time-honored 

tradition of picking certain TV shows and actors to recognize before the Emmys.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

12/12/2013 ii:i0:ii PM 

Meet the tutor who makes up to SI,250 an hour 

He looks and sounds like many other young, highly qualified teachers.Nathaniel Hannan, a 33-year-old Indiana native, 

went to Notre Dame and got his masters at Oxford in philosophy and geology before becoming a high school teacher in 

Washington, D.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/12/2013 ii:27:07 PM 

Flu vaccine kept 80,000 out of hospital last year, CDC says 

The flu vaccine kept nearly 80,000 people out of the hospital last year, and prevented 6.6 million cases of flu, federal 

officials reported on Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Robert Windrem and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/12/2013 11:55:16 PM 

’A very worrisome sign’: North Korea executes uncle of leader Kim Jong Un 

Young North Korean leader Kim Jong Un’s previously powerful uncle has been executed as a traitor, the country’s state- 

run news service said Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

12/13/2013 1:08:18 AM 

Toughen up gun seller licensing to cut sales to criminals, mayors coalition says 

Loopholes in the licensing of gun dealers are letting "high-volume sellers" flood the U.S. market with tens of thousands 

of firearms sold through websites or gun shows, without background checks, the Mayors Against Illegal Guns coalition 

said in a report released Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/13/2013 1:08:26 AM 

Facebook takes on Snapchat with Instagram Direct 

Watch out Snapchat. On Thursday, Instagram announced a brand-new private messaging system that lets users share 

photos and videos with their friends. Called Instagram Direct, the feature allows people to send photos back and forth 

along with written messages.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

12/13/2013 1:08:32 AM 

House passes National Defense Authorization Act 

The House has passed the National Defense Authorization Act, the major funding measure for the United States military 

for fiscal year 2014.The vote was TK-TK. It now goes to the Senate, although the upper chamber is currently tangled in 

debate over executive nominations. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miriam Kramer 

12/13/2013 1:08:41 AM 

Dazzling Arizona fireball a warm-up for weekend meteor shower 

The Geminid meteor shower -- one of the most spectacular meteor displays of the year -- may hit its peak this 

weekend, but some stargazers in Arizona got a sneak preview of the celestial light show Tuesday night., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, Domenico Montanaro, and Jessica Taylor 

12/13/2013 7:08:21 PM 

First Thoughts: Welcome to Bizarro Washington 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Mike Brunker, NBC News 

12/13/2013 7:08:23 PM 

Family of American who vanished in Iran sees plusses in disclosure he was working for ClA 

Friends and relatives of Robert Levinson, a retired FBI agent who disappeared in Iran more than six years ago, say they 

hope new disclosures that he was working for the CIA will lead to more action to get him home.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/13/2013 7:08:28 PM 

Steubenville case: Four school workers plead not guilty 

Four school workers indicted by a grand jury investigating possible cover-ups in an Ohio rape case pleaded not guilty 

Friday, but the brief court hearing shed little light on exactly what they allegedly did. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephen Kalin, Reuters 

12/13/2013 7:08:28 PM 

Holy Land blanketed in snow after intense winter storm 

A snowstorm of rare intensity has blanketed the Jerusalem area and parts of the occupied West Bank, choking off the 

city and stranding hundreds in vehicles on impassable roads.Israeli authorities said at least 20 inches of snow had fallen 

since Thursday and more was forecast. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/13/2013 7:08:37 PM 

Mandela service sign language interpreter failed in 2012 with ’self-invented’ gestures 

A "fake" sign language interpreter who claimed to suffer an on-stage schizophrenic episode during Nelson Mandela’s 

memorial service failed to communicate a single word of a speech made by South African President Jacob Zuma more 

than a year ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/13/2013 7:08:49 PM 

Susan Sarandon admits she was high for ’almost all’ majorHollywood events 

It seems Susan Sarandon found a way to make the time fly at all those three-hour-plus awards shows -- well, at most of 

them. During a recent visit to "Watch What Happens Live," the actress admitted she wasn’t always sober for the 

Tinseltown festivities. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein, NBC News 

12/13/2013 7:08:50 PM 

The most loved, and hated, gun in America 

It has become one of the most popular -- and one of the most infamous -- weapons in American history.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dinesh Ramde, The Associated Press 

12/13/2013 7:09:10 PM 

’Monster’ leashed: Smirking child rapist jailed for 145 years 

A Wisconsin man who smirked while being admonished by a judge for recording himself sexually assaulting six young 

children was sentenced to the maximum 245 years in prison.Alexander R. Richter, 30, of Racine, had just apologized for 

molesting a 2-year-old girl and five other young children.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/13/2013 7:09:12 PM 

Prince Harry, teammates finally reach South Pole 

Friday the 13th turned out to be a lucky day for Prince Harry and his team of adventurers as they finished their grueling 

expedition across Antarctica., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/13/2013 7:09:13 PM 

Alexa Ray Joel struggled in the shadow of famous parents, ’but I made it through’ 

While growing up with famous parents might have its perks, it wasn’t so easy for Alexa Ray Joel, the daughter of singer- 

songwriter Billy Joel and supermodel Christie Brinkley.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

12/13/2013 7:09:28 PM 

Obama’s unlocking of federal funding ban on gun research yields little upshot in first year 

Nearly a year after President Barack Obama ended a 17-year-long virtual freeze on the federal funding of gun-violence 

research, that thaw has not yet produced scientific breakthroughs because America still lacks the money and minds to 

churn out pivotal studies on the topic, medical experts contend. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip Pullella, Reuters 

12/13/2013 7:09:38 PM 

Relatives of Sicilian Mafia’s ’boss of bosses~ arrested in massive Italy crime sweep 

PALERMO, Italy -- Close family members of the Sicilian Mafia’s fugitive "boss of bosses" were arrested on Friday in one of 

most significant anti-crime operations in Sicily in years, police said., 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/13/2013 8:17:38 PM 

Student tried to cover up frat-link in fatal hazing: cops 

While college freshman Mike Deng lay brain dead after a hazing ritual gone wrong last weekend, his Pi Delta Psi "big 

brother" made a call from the hospital -- telling others to get rid of anything that would identify them as fraternity 

members, court documents allege.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/13/2013 8:51:00 PM 

’Active shooter situation’ reported at Colorado high school 

Hospital personnel were told to prepare for a "mass injury incident" after two people were reported injured in a 

shooting Friday at a high school in Colorado.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/13/2013 9:14:25 PM 

Gunman kills self at at Colorado high school; second student injured 

A gunman opened fire at a high school in Colorado on Friday, injuring a classmate before killing himself, authorities 

said.The shooter was identified only as a student at Arapahoe High School in Centennial. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/13/2013 10:04:43 PM 

Gunman kills self at Colorado high school; two other students injured 

A gunman opened fire at a high school in Colorado on Friday, seriously wounding a fellow student before killing himself, 

authorities said.The second student confronted the gunman at Arapahoe High School in Centennial, who shot the youth, 

Arapahoe County Sheriff Grayson Robinson said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

12/14/2013 4:37:25 AM 

Melting ice a ’sleeping giant’ that will push sea levels higher, scientist says 

By the time today’s preschoolers are babysitting their grandkids, global sea levels are likely to be pushing 2 feet higher 

than they are now and on the way to topping 8 feet above current levels by the year 2200, according to a new study. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/14/2013 4:37:26 AM 

Mega Millions jackpot soars to $425 

Did you pick the lucky numbers?Heavy sales prompted lottery officials to increase the Mega Millions jackpot to $425 

million, as many rushed to buy tickets, undeterred by Friday the 13th superstitions. During Friday’s 11 p.m.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/14/2013 4:37:33 AM 

20,000 porn-watchers’ addresses mistakenly released in German court: lawyer 

Tens of thousands of people who watched pornography on a U.S.-based website have had their names and addresses 

mistakenly released by a court and are now being ordered to pay fines, a lawyer said Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wilson Rothman 

12/14/2013 4:37:45 AM 

A few of our favorite things: Gadgets everyone in the home will enjoy 

While most of the year’s gadget headlines continued to be dominated by tablets and smartphones from Apple, 

Samsung, Google and Amazon, there are a handful of gadgets that deserve a mention not only because they work so 

well, but because they’re great for gifts.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/14/2013 4:37:46 AM 

Khloe Kardashian files for divorce from Lamar Odom 

Khlo~ Kardashian and Lamar Odom are ending their marriage after four years. The "Keeping Up With the Kardashians" 

star filed divorce papers in Los Angeles on Friday, TODAY has confirmed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/14/2013 5:33:11 AM 

Colorado school ~;unman seen as bril~ht and passionate about politics 

The 18-year-old gunman who wounded a fellow student at a Colorado school before taking his own life Friday was 

described as a bright, politically opinionated young man who had a beef with a teacher.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/14/2013 5:33:16 AM 

Biden: Obama and I don’t exchange Christmas gifts 

Vice President Joe Biden and President Barack Obama won’t be spending any time looking under the tree for Christmas 

presents from one other this year. "We exchange birthday gifts - we don’t exchange Christmas gifts," Biden told TMZ. 

"He gave me a great birthday gift.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/14/2013 5:33:23 AM 

Arson fire killed woman, eight kids: Man found guilty a second time 

It took a federal jury in Cleveland, Ohio, from morning Friday until the afternoon to convict a man a second time of arson 

resulting in death for a fire he set in 2005. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Denise Chow 

12/14/2013 5:33:31 AM 

Newly detected greenhouse gas is 7,000 times more potent than CO2 

A greenhouse gas that is thought to have a potent impact on global warming was detected in trace amounts in the 

atmosphere for the first time, according to a new study., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Alexander, Reuters 

12/14/2013 5:50:24 AM 

US, Chinese warships narrowly avoid collision in South China Sea 

A U.S. guided missile cruiser operating in international waters in the South China Sea was forced to take evasive action 

last week to avoid a collision with a Chinese warship maneuvering nearby, the U.S. Pacific Fleet said in a statement on 

Friday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/14/2013 7:52:35 AM 

Mega Millions jackpot jumps to 5550 million after nobody wins big prize 

The Mega Millions jackpot soared to $550 million -- the fourth-biggest prize ever -- early Saturday after no winning ticket 

was sold.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/14/2013 9:39:07 AM 

Crisis counseling after a disaster: Does anything really help? 

In the first two weeks after the Sandy Hook Elementary School shootings last year, more than 800 anguished people 

streamed through the main crisis counseling center in Newtown, Conn.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/14/2013 10:07:20 AM 

Newtown charities raise S27 million in wake of tragedy 

One year after a school shooting devastated Newtown, Conn., more than $27 million has been raised in the tragedy’s 

name for a wide variety of causes, from support for the victims’ families and gun-control efforts to money for a local Boy 

Scout troop and an animal sanctuary. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda, NBC News correspondent 

12/14/2013 10:52:06 AM 

Mandela’s freedom fighter days not part of ’saintly’ image 

All week long, the tributes have soared for the man who South Africans say created their country, but an important 

chapter seems to have gone largely missing from the testimonials.This "giant of history" was compared to Mahatma 

6andhi, Martin Luther King 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Aurora Almendral, NBC News Contributor 

12/14/2013 11:37:00 AM 

Lights slowly return to Philippines region devastated by typhoon Haiyan 

TACLOBAN CITY, Philippines -- More than a month since Typhoon Haiyan tore through the Philippines, most of the 

worst-hit island of Leyte is still mired in darkness when night falls.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/14/2013 4:07:03 PM 

See for your selfie: Stars get in holiday spirit on Instagram 

In the spirit of the holiday season, celebrities have turned to a more festive variety of selfies and other variations of 

Instagram photography.Christmas trees and assorted decor have replaced, in many circles, bikini shots and other 

random excess. Oh, wait! We forgot to check Rihanna’s feed!~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/14/2013 5:42:54 PM 

Colorado school gunman targeted debate team coach 

The 18-year-old gunman who wounded a fellow student at a Colorado school before taking his own life Friday was 

described as a bright, politically opinionated young man who had a beef with the school’s debate team instructor and 

librarian. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/14/2013 6:10:46 PM 

Gunman kills self at Colorado high school; second student critically wounded 

A quick-thinking educator may have saved other lives Friday by trying to lure a student brandishing a shotgun away from 

teenagers at a Colorado high school, where the gunman wounded a fellow student before killing himself, authorities 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News and wire services 

12/14/2013 7:11:55 PM 

Nelson Mandela’s body makes final journey to icon’s South African village 

QUNU, South Africa --The body of Nelson Mandela arrived Saturday at his ancestral home on South Africa’s Eastern 

Cape, where it was greeted by singing, dancing local residents ahead of the anti-apartheid leader’s state funeral set for 

Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, National Investigative Correspondent, NBC News 

12/14/2013 8:40:49 PM 

Last man to see Robert Levinson before he vanished denies involvement in disappearance 

An American fugitive who met with Robert Levinson shortly before the former FBI agent vanished during a secret CIA- 

sponsored trip to Iran in 2007 has resurfaced, calling the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

12/14/2013 9:08:45 PM 

Exclusive: Savannah Guthrie sits down with Nevada family that survived 2 days in mountains 

In a TODAY exclusive, the Nevada family that survived two days of sub-zero-temperatures in the wilderness will sit down 

with Savannah Guthrie to talk about their ordeal for the first time., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/14/2013 9:25:17 PM 

Colorado school gunman targeted debate team coach who cut him 

The 18-year-old gunman who wounded a fellow student at a Colorado school before taking his own life Friday was 

described as a bright, politically opinionated young man who had a beef with the school’s librarian, who had kicked him 

off the debate team. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/14/2013 10:37:54 PM 

Federal judge strikes down key parts of Utah’s polygamy law in ’Sister Wives’ ruling 

A federal judge has found key parts of Utah’s anti-polygamy law to be unconstitutional, ruling in favor of a polygamous 

family known for their reality television show., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/14/2013 11:21:53 PM 

Gunman in Colo. high school shooting shot self when confronted by officer 

The 18-year-old gunmen who wounded a fellow student before taking his own life at a high school in Colorado on Friday 

was armed with a shotgun and multiple rounds of ammunition that he purchased legally this month, according to the 

Arapahoe County Sheriff.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/15/2013 1:40:01 AM 

Colorado shooting victim is great student, avid horse lover 

Claire Esther Davis, 17, a senior at Arapahoe High School in Centennial, Colo., who was shot point blank by a fellow 

student and remains in critical condition, is a "woman of principle" and the "innocent victim of an evil act of violence," 

her family said in a statement Saturday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

12/15/2013 4:36:58 AM 

Teen parents, grandfather let toddler smoke marijuana, authorities ay 

Two teenage parents have been arrested after being accused of letting their 23-month-old child smoke marijuana, 

authorities in upstate New York said Saturday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

12/15/2013 7:23:13 AM 

Mournful South Africa buries Nelson Mandela 

South Africa buries anti-apartheid icon Nelson Mandela on Sunday in the rolling hills of his ancestral home in Qunu, 

capping a week of solemn and sometimes joyful commemorations.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton, Rohit Kachroo and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

12/15/2013 10:10:15 AM 

Mournful South Africa buries ’greatest son~ Nelson Mandela 

QUNU - South Africa buries anti-apartheid icon and it’s "greatest son" Nelson Mandela in the rolling hills of his ancestral 

home on Sunday, capping a week of commemorations.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton, Rohit Kachroo and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

12/15/2013 10:26:46 AM 

South Africa buries ’greatest son’ Nelson Mandela 

QUNU, South Africa - Speeches, songs and artillery fire rang out across Nelson Mandela’s ancestral home on Sunday as 

South Africa said a final farewell to the man who united the country when many thought it would descend into bloody 

conflict. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Justin Kirschner, NBC News 

12/15/2013 10:43:22 AM 

Tornado warning as storm rips through Palm Coast, Florida 

Severe weather, including a possible tornado, caused "major damage" to several homes and brought down power lines 

in Palm Coast, Florida, late Saturday, officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton, Rohit Kachroo and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

12/15/2013 11:39:59 AM 

South Africa buries Nelson Mandela at ancestral home: ’A great tree has fallen’ 

QUNU, South Africa - Speeches, songs and artillery fire rang out across Nelson Mandela’s childhood home on Sunday as 

South Africa said a final farewell to the man who united the country when it teetered on the edge of bloody conflict.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry, NBC News 

12/15/2013 2:12:19 PM 

Ryan and Murray see budget accord as possible foundation for future deals 

Senate Budset Committee chair Sen Patty Murray, D- Wash., and her House counterpart Rep. Paul Ryan, R- Wisc., gave a 

vigorous defense Sunday of the budget agreement which they announced last week.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda, Correspondent, NBC News 

12/15/2013 2:40:10 PM 

Mandela’s freedom fighter days not part of ’saintly’ image 

All week long, the tributes have soared for the man who South Africans say created their country, but an important 

chapter seems to have gone largely missing from the testimonials.This "giant of history" was compared to Mahatma 

Gandhi, Martin Luther King 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hyung=Jin Kim, The Associated Press 

12/15/2013 3:19:37 PM 

Kim Jong Un’s aunt appears safe after husband’s execution 

SEOUL, South Korea -- The aunt of North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has been named to an ad-hoc state committee, the 

country’s official media reported, an indication that the execution of her husband and the country’s No. 2 has not 

immediately diminished her influence. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

12/15/2013 3:42:15 PM 

Robert De Niro, Sylvester Stallone ride in on ’Saturday Night Live’ 

"Saturday Night Live" host John Goodman got a little unexpected help from Robert De Niro and Sylvester Stallone. In a 

holiday-themed skit about the "Three Wise Guys," the stars of "Grudge Match" joined this week’s host on a trip via 

camel to visit newborn baby Jesus -- and gossip about the kid.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin and Albina Kovalyova, NBC News 

12/15/2013 3:42:16 PM 

Ukraine protests: McCain warns US could act over Russia deal 

KIEV, Ukraine -The United States could take "concrete action" asainst Ukraine if its 8overnment cracks down on dissent, 

Senator John McCain warned Sunday as he addressed thousands of protesters camped on Kiev’s bitterly cold main 

square.McCain, a leading Republican voice on U.S.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Danielle Silva, NBC News 

12/15/2013 6:08:49 PM 

Sleet, freezing rain and blizzard warnings as winter storm pounds Northeast 

Sleet, freezing rain and blizzards posed a hazard for motorists in New England Sunday as a strong storm that moved from 

the Midwest to the Northeast pelted the region with heavy snow, hampering travel plans for weekend shoppers and 

potentially for Monday commuters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Danielle Silva, NBC News 

12/15/2013 6:25:29 PM 

Sleet, freezing rain and commuter chaos as winter storm pounds Northeast 

Sleet, freezing rain and blizzards posed a hazard for motorists in New England Sunday as a strong storm that moved from 

the Midwest to the Northeast pelted the region with heavy snow, hampering travel plans for weekend shoppers and 

potentially for Monday commuters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Danielle Silva, NBC News 

12/15/2013 6:42:52 PM 

Snow, sleet and commuter chaos as winter storm pounds Northeast 

Snow, sleet and freezing rain posed a hazard for motorists in New England Sunday as a strong storm that moved from 

the Midwest to the Northeast pelted the region with heavy snow, hampering travel plans for weekend shoppers and 

potentially for Monday commuters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Justin Kirschner, NBC News 

12/15/2013 8:01:51 PM 

Tornado confirmed as storm rips through Palm Coast, Florida 

Officials on Sunday confirmed it was a tornado that caused "major damage" to several homes and brought down power 

lines in Palm Coast, Florida, late Saturday, officials said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

12/15/2013 10:48:32 PM 

Enough pixels already! TVs, tablets, phones surpass limits of human vision, experts say 

Looking for a new Ultra HD TV or a top-of-the-line smartphone? Experts agree: tech fans crazy for sharper resolution are 

sometimes paying for more pixels than their eyes can actually see., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keir Simmons, NBC News 

12/15/2013 10:59:31 PM 

Syria, and its refugees, brace for the freezing cold 

In a devastating war that has already taken over 100,000 lives, survivors now face a miserable winter. Snow blanketed 

Syria this week, and bombed-out houses offer little protection.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/16/2013 12:45:15 AM 

Colorado shooting victim is great student, avid horse lover 

The 17-year-old senior in a coma after being shot point-blank at a Colorado high school was described by her family as a 

"woman of principle" and by a fellow student as "amazing and so sweet."Claire Esther Davis is a senior at Arapahoe High 

School in Centennial, Colo. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve Veres 

12/16/2013 12:51:01 AM 

’Superman Sam,’ whose community granted his last wishes, passes away 

"Superman" Sam Sommer, the 8-year-old boy who while battling cancer had his wishes granted by his local community, 

passed away Saturday."He died peacefully and calmly and quietly at 12:33 a.m.," his mother, Phyllis Sommer, wrote on 

her blog that’s tracked her son’s illness.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Blackman 

12/16/2013 12:51:02 AM 

Real wedding: Bright Florida ceremony for military duo 

Dan Lawless proposed marriage -- black diamond ring and all -- to his now-wife Stefanie on their first official date.But 

the first-date proposal wasn’t exactly a surprise. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

12/16/2013 12:51:04 AM 

Butterfinger Peanut Butter Cups taste test: Too sweet or perfect treat? 

It’s a quandary most candy lovers have faced at one time or another: Am I in the mood for a confection that’s crunchy 

like a Butterfinger or creamy like a Reese’s cup? Thanks to Butterfinger Peanut Butter Cups you no longer have to 

choose between the two textures. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ron Mort and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

12/16/2013 2:48:14 AM 

Arapahoe high school shooting: 17-year-old girl shot in head is in a coma 

The 17-year-old girl shot point-blank in the head at a Colorado high school -- who is being described as "one of the 

nicest people" -- is in a coma and in critical condition, her family said Sunday.Claire Esther Davis, a senior at Arapahoe 

High School in Centennial, Colo.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joy Jernigan 

12/16/2013 5:13:14 AM 

The ’baby illusion’: Parents see youngest child as smaller 

When parents bring home their second baby, many say it seems as if their firstborn suddenly sprouted overnight."l 

remember going to change my toddler’s diaper after holding my newborn, and just thinking, ’She is huge!’" said Polly 

Conner, a mother of two in Columbia, Mo. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander, NBC News 

12/16/2013 6:26:30 AM 

Teen pot use could hurt brain and memory, new research suggests 

Teenage pot smokers could be damaging brain structures critical to memory and reasoning, according to new research 

that found changes in the brains of heavy users., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve Gutterman and Elizabeth Piper, Reuters 

12/16/2013 9:05:33 AM 

Russian torchbearer dies after carrying flame in Sochi relay 

MOSCOW - A torchbearer died of a heart attack after carrying the Olympic flame as part of Russia’s torch relay leading 

up to the Sochi 2014 Winter Games in February, an official said on Monday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

12/16/2013 10:07:02 AM 

Climate change expert’s fraud was ’crime of massive proportion,’ say feds 

The EPA’s highest-paid employee and top expert on climate change engaged in "crime of massive proportions" by 

pretending to be working as an undercover agent for the CIA so he could avoid doing his real job for years, according to 

federal prosecutors and the agency’s top investigator on the case.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff 

12/16/2013 12:32:07 PM 

Joan Fontaine, Oscar winner for ’Suspicion,’ dies 

Academy Award-winning actress Joan Fontaine, who found stardom playing naive wives in Alfred Hitchcock’s "Suspicion" 

and "Rebecca" and also was featured in films by Billy Wilder, Fritz Lang and Nicholas Ray, died Sunday. She was 96.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ashley Majeski 

12/16/2013 1:40:31 PM 

’Survivor’ crowns its 27th champion 

"Survivor: Blood vs. Water" was full of surprises this season, but the cycle ended on a rather unsurprising note when 

Tyson Apostol, who dominated the game, was named the show’s 27th winner on Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dan Slepian 

12/16/2013 2:18:56 PM 

Daughter said she lied and sent dad to prison for rape, but DA upholds conviction 

A man serving 40 years for raping his eight-year-old daughter has lost his bid to be released from prison, even though 

the alleged victim has insisted for the past 15 years that the crime never happened, and that she only said it had 

because her drug-addicted mother threatened to beat her. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

VERENA DOBNIK 

12/16/2013 2:25:22 PM 

’Tips for Jesus’ mystery man strikes again -- for $5,000 

The $111.05 New York restaurant receipt includes a $1,000 tip and the words "god bless!" scrawled across it. The handle 

@tipsforjesus is stamped next to an illegible signature.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jordana Ossad 

12/16/2013 2:38:34 PM 

Private funeral held for Paul Walker with family, close friends 

Paul Walker has been laid to rest. Family and close friends of the late actor gathered to say their final goodbyes in a 

private service at the Forest Lawn Memorial Park Cemetery in the Hollywood Hills on Saturday, Dec. 14., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ron Mort and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

12/16/2013 2:38:36 PM 

Colorado high school shooter read bomb-making manual 

The student who opened fire last week at a Colorado high school, leaving one girl in a coma before taking his own life, 

was angry after losing his coveted spot on the debate team and an avid reader of a notorious bomb-making bible, 

according to a classmate. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

STEVE ROTHWELL 

12/16/2013 2:52:12 PM 

Americans have little faith that stocks will keep rising, poll shows 

Americans aren’t expecting another bang-up year for the stock market, according to a new Associated Press-GfK poll. Of 

the people polled, 40 percent think the market will stabilize where it is now by the end of 2014, with 39 percent 

predicting that it will drop, but not crash. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/16/2013 3:43:00 PM 

Nev. family exclusive: We wouldn’t ’have lasted another two days’ without rescue 

A Nevada family who survived three days and two nights in below-freezing temperatures wouldn’t "have lasted another 

two days," Christina Mclntee, one of the rescued, told Savannah Guthrie in a TODAY exclusive interview.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hilary Stout 

12/16/2013 4:07:42 PM 

Haggling quietly makes a comeback this holiday season 

Pay no attention to the price on that tag.Or even the markdown.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/16/2013 4:26:50 PM 

More snow coming for weather-beaten Midwest, Northeast 

Parts of the Midwest and Northeast can’t catch a break from wintry weather, as a fast-moving, low pressure system 

began moving in from Canada on Monday, bringing with it more snow on the tail of the weekend’s major winter storm.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew Lee, The Associated Press 

12/16/2013 6:24:38 PM 

Kerry gives 335.5 million boost to China’s neighbors amid US-Beijing tensions 

Taking clear aim at China’s growing aggressiveness in territorial disputes with its smaller neighbors, U.S. Secretary of 

State John Kerry announced Monday that the United States will boost maritime security assistance to the countries of 

Southeast Asia amid rising tensions with Beijing. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jane Wells 

12/16/2013 6:24:44 PM 

Marijuana-related business sees growth as pot legalization spreads 

As legalization of marijuana grows, so too is the outlook of companies catering to the pot business.One such 

firm, WeedMaps.com, a website that allows users to rate and review medical marijuana dispensaries, expects to post 

$30 million in revenue this year and increase that by 20 percent next year.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Zachary Fagenson 

12/16/2013 7:11:34 PM 

Judge grants 59 million bail for former UBS banker 

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. -- A Florida judge ordered Raoul Well, a former high-ranking UBS banker charged with tax fraud 

by U.S. authorities, freed on 59 million bond Monday in federal court in Fort Lauderdale.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/16/2013 8:47:31 PM 

Prove those antibacterial soaps are better and safe, FDA tells makers 

Antibacterial soaps don’t seem to add any germ-killing power to plain old soap and water and in fact may have some 

health risks, the Food and Drug Administration said Monday. 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, NBC News justice correspondent 

12/16/2013 9:30:01 PM 

Federal judge says NSA program appears to violate Constitution 

A federal judge ruled Monday that the National Security Agency’s gathering of data on all telephone calls made in the 

United States appears to violate the Constitution’s protection against unreasonable searches.The judge, Richard Leon of 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/16/2013 9:41:10 PM 

Colorado school shooter’s parents: ’Shattered’ and mystified 

The parents of Colorado school gunman Karl Pierson said Monday that they are "shattered" by the shooting and don’t 

understand why he critically wounded a classmate and then killed himself., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

12/16/2013 10:33:21 PM 

Ethics panel to probe Radel cocaine charge 

The House Ethics Committee has voted to establish an Investigative Subcommittee to determine whether Rep. Trey 

Radel, R-Fla., violated Congressional rules when he was arrested in October for possession of cocaine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Cohn 

12/16/2013 10:33:22 PM 

Feds investigate Madoff’s claims against JPMorgan 

U.S. authorities are investigating whether JPMorgan Chase tried to impede their investigation of the Bernard Madoff 

Ponzi scheme, CNBC has learned. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, Alexander Smith and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

12/16/2013 10:33:23 PM 

Near-record lows, more snow coming for weather-beaten Midwest, Northeast 

Parts of the Midwest and the Northeast can’t catch a break from wintry weather -- even though winter hasn’t officially 

started -- as a fast-moving low-pressure system moving in Monday from Canada brought more dangerously low 

temperatures and new snow on the tail of the weekend’s major winter storm. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

12/16/2013 11:08:55 PM 

It pays to be pretty, starting in high school, research says 

Those awkward teenage years may be costing people more than just a date at the prom.A new research paper finds that 

attractive young adults enjoy a pay advantage over their less attractive peers, and that advantage starts building as early 

as high school.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

12/16/2013 11:08:57 PM 

General who blocked probe replaced as head of military anti=sex abuse office 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel is replacing the general in charge of preventing sexual abuse in the military in the wake 

of new allegations, first reported by NBC News, that he interfered with an internal investigation into horrific patient 

abuses at a U.S.-funded hospital in Afghanistan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/16/2013 11:08:57 PM 

Baruch College frat gets the boot after hazing death 

The fraternity Pi Delta Psi has severed ties with its Baruch College branch a week after a college freshman was killed 

during a hazing ritual that required pledges to run a gauntlet blindfolded and carrying 20-pound bags of sand.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

12/16/2013 11:08:58 PM 

’Family Guy’ resurrects Brian the dog 

It’s a Christmas miracle! "Family Guy" ripped fans’ hearts out on Nov. 24 when beloved character Brian, the Griffin 

family’s dog, was run over by a car and killed. But now, the wise-talking, hard-drinking pooch is back. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/16/2013 11:09:01 PM 

One of world’s first Christmas cards sells for over ~6,800 

If you’re looking to send a friend one of the world’s first Christmas cards, you just need a stamp and about ~;7,000. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kirthana Ramisetti 

12/16/2013 11:09:03 PM 

Mom’s memory lives on in sweet dad, daughter photos 

When a loved one passes away, we often use photographs as a way of keeping that person’s memory alive. One Ohio 

family took the process a step further, creating a unique set of photos that serves as both a touchstone of the past and a 

reminder of how life moves forward. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Spetalnick, Reuters 

12/17/2013 12:34:17 AM 

US scholars’ group backs call for academic boycott of Israel 

WASHINGTON -- An association of American scholars has voted for an academic boycott of Israeli colleges and 

universities in protest against Israeli policies towards the Palestinians, the group said on Monday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/17/2013 12:34:19 AM 

US, NATO express concern over Russian missile deployment near border 

Russia confirmed Monday that it has deployed a state-of-the-art missile system closer to Lithuania and Poland, a move 

the U.S. and NATO foreilgn ministers warned could destabilize the region.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

12/17/2013 12:34:24 AM 

Baseball and the brain: New danger in concussion crisis? 

Just as parents were adjusting to the idea that collision sports like football and ice hockey could damage kids’ brains 

comes word that sports like baseball may also carry a risk.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miriam Kramer, Staff Writer 

12/17/2013 12:34:26 AM 

Monkey launched into space returns home, Iran officials say 

Iran has successfully launched a monkey into space for the second time on Saturday (Dec. 14) and returned it safely to 

Earth after a 15-minute rocket ride, according to Iranian officials.Iran’s space monkey -- named Fargam -- launched 74.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/17/2013 12:34:28 AM 

Swimming champ, 9, gives trophy to hospitalized rival 

Before his swim meet on Dec. 7 had even started, Florida swimmer Josh Zuchowski, 9, decided he was not only going to 

compete in honor of his biggest rival, but also win the top trophy in the event and give it to him.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

12/17/2013 12:34:29 AM 

Children celebrate holiday season with a pair of liger cubs 

An adorable pair of liger cubs made their public debut at Jungle Island in Miami, FI. on Dec. 13, during a holiday 

celebration for young men involved in a program for at-risk youth.A liger is just what it sounds like: a cross between a 

male lion and tigress. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

12/17/2013 2:21:13 AM 

Better watch out: Internet might spill holiday secrets 

Santa might keep track of who has been naughty or nice, but increasingly fine-tuned marketers track what you’re 

shopping for, and that can mean a pre-Christmas peek at holiday surprises when online ads pop up on shared family 

computers and devices.With online shopping set to become the No. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick Doyle, Rolling Stone 

12/17/2013 2:54:59 AM 

Country singer Ray Price dies of cancer at 87 

Ray Price, one of the greatest voices of country music, who revolutionized the genre with No. 1 hits like "Crazy Arms" 

and "City Lights," died at home in Mr. Pleasant, Texas Monday after a long battle with pancreatic cancer, his family said. 

He was 87. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News 

12/17/2013 2:55:00 AM 

Holiday calendar: Where the Middle East snow shows 

In some places, December is a time to let it snow, let it snow, let it snow -- but not in the Middle East. A snowstorm 

paralyzed Jerusalem last week, and althouBh Gaza didn’t Bet in on the snowfall, torrential rains forced thousands to flee 

their homes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Zelie Pollon, Reuters 

12/17/2013 2:55:01 AM 

New Mexico teacher on leave after telling black student Santa is white 

SANTA FE, New Mexico -- A New Mexico high school teacher who questioned an African American student’s decision to 

dress up as Santa Claus on the grounds that the mythical North Pole figure was white has been put on paid 

administrative leave, an official said on Monday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/17/2013 2:55:01 AM 

Miley Cyrus talks breakup, says she was ’so scared of ever beinl~ alone’ 

After a year in which it would seem Miley Cyrus left very little unsaid, the singer manages -- in a new interview with 

Barbara Waiters -- to shed new light on her state of mind after her breakup with fianc~ Liam Hemsworth. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

12/17/2013 5:48:57 AM 

Adam Levine hangs one singer out to dry on ’The Voice’ 

Adam Levine found himself in a tough position going into "The Voice’s" last performance show Monday. Two of his 

singers are in the final three. Both, understandably, are trying to win. What’s a coach to do?In Adam’s case, the answer 

was to throw all his support to Tessanne Chin.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Greene 

12/17/2013 5:48:58 AM 

Nirvana, Kiss lead Rock and Roll Hall of Fame’s class of 2014 inductees 

The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame officially announced next year’s inductees on Monday: Nirvana, Kiss, Peter Gabriel, Hall 

and Oates, Cat Stevens and Linda Ronstadt will all join the class of 2014.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/17/2013 5:49:02 AM 

15 percent of Americans lacked health insurance last year 

The latest report to look at health insurance in the United States - covering almost the last period before Obamacare 

takes full effect - shows about 15 percent of all Americans went without health insurance during the first half of this 

year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

12/17/2013 5:49:05 AM 

Filing claims can double your auto insurance premiums 

Sure, you’ve had a perfect driving record until now, but a new study warns that putting in a claim on your car insurance 

can be unexpectedly costly - and you might wind up spending more than you get back.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

12/17/2013 5:49:08 AM 

IBM says ’big data’ will transform schools, hospitals -- and malls 

IBM has released its yearly "5 in 5" predictions for the technological innovations that could change the way we live over 

the next five years, and this time it’s all about "big data., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Dokoupil, Senior Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/17/2013 9:05:34 AM 

’Small world of murderS: As homicides drop, Chicago police focus on social networks of gangs 

CHICAGO -- It was an overcast noon, and 12 miles from the city’s sparkling core, Police Commander David McNaughton 

was ready for murder. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richa Naidu and Belinda Goldsmith, Reuters 

12/17/2013 10:41:16 AM 

UK police rule out new investigation into Princess Diana’s death 

LONDON -- British police on Tuesday ruled out reopening an investigation into the death of Princess Diana in a Paris car 

crash in 1997 after examining an accusation the elite British commando regiment was involved in her death., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

12/17/2013 10:53:42 AM 

Elle Fanning short film on horrors of bulimia may be too much for victims 

A haunting new short film featuring Elle Fanning accurately captures the aching sadness of life with an eating disorder, 

experts say. But as powerful as the message is, those currently suffering from disordered eating should probably avoid 

its graphic images.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, NBC News justice correspondent 

12/17/2013 11:45:45 AM 

’Twas the trial before Christmas: Who really wrote the famous poem? 

Nearly 200 years after an anonymous poet described a "jolly old elf" and his "eight tiny reindeer" prancing on the roof, a 

mock trial seeks to determine who penned "A Visit from St. Nicholas" -- more commonly known as "’Twas the Night 

Before Christmas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/17/2013 1:02:52 PM 

Twerking, Nelson Mandela, ’How to tie a tie’: Google’s top searches of 2013 

On Tuesday, Google unveiled its 13th annual Zeitgeist, a breakdown of around 1.2 trillion searches, which revealed one 

pressing question that people just couldn’t ask enough times in 2013: "What is twerking?= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Sharon Cohen 

12/17/2013 1:16:08 PM 

Why do lottery players think they can defy the odds? 

It’s the ultimate fantasy: Walk into a store, plunk down a dollar, and with nothing but luck -- really extraordinary luck -- 

you win a giant lottery. Suddenly, you’re rich as a sultan with enough money to buy an NBA team or your own 

island. The odds of that happening, of course, are astronomical. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/17/2013 1:42:38 PM 

Target refuses to carry Beyonce’s new album, fastest selling iTunes record ever 

Beyonc~’s new stealth-released self-titled record may be the fastest selling album ever worldwide on iTunes, but Target 

is having no part of it.Target said it will not carry the album, which dropped exclusively on iTunes Friday without any pre- 

release announcement or advertising.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/17/2013 2:01:27 PM 

Senate set to vote on budget deal 

The Senate was set to cast a key procedural vote on Tuesday to move toward approving a compromise budget to 

stabilize government funding into late 2015. Senators will gather at 10 a.m.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric M. Johnson, Reuters 

12/17/2013 2:14:50 PM 

Fla. school named for Ku Klux Klan leader to be renamed 

A Florida high school whose name commemorates a leader of the Ku Klux Klan is to be renamed, officials said on 

Monday. The Nathan Bedford Forrest High School in Jacksonville, Fla.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski, Courtney Kube and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

12/17/2013 2:47:24 PM 

Six US troops killed in Afghan air crash 

Six members of the U.S.-led NATO International Security Assistance Force service were killed in an aircraft crash in 

southern Afghanistan Tuesday, officials said.The cause of the crash is under investigation, NATO said in a statement. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/17/2013 2:53:22 PM 

Justin Timberlake helps fan propose on stage during concert 

Some prospective grooms might want to propose to their girlfriends in a private, intimate setting. Not Justin Timberlake 

fan Josh, who got a special invitation from the singer to pop the question to his excited girlfriend, Kim, before thousands 

in the middle of a concert on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski, Courtney Kube and Fazul Rahim, NBC News 

12/17/2013 3:20:11 PM 

Six US soldiers killed in Afghan helicopter crash 

KABUL - Six U.S. soldiers serving with the NATO International Security Assistance Force were killed when their Sikorsky 

UH-60 ’Black Hawk’ helicopter crashed in southern Afghanistan Tuesday, officials said.The cause of the crash is under 

investigation, NATO said in a statement, but a senior U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick Garrity, NBC News 

12/17/2013 3:32:26 PM 

’Too much fire too fast’: Big Sur blaze burns fire chief’s home 

A wildfire burning in the Big Sur area of California has chewed through 500 acres and destroyed at least 15 homes -- 

including that of a volunteer fire chief."It still has not sunk in," said Big Sur Fire Chief Martha Karsten told NBC affiliate 

KSBW. "I just haven’t absorbed it all yet. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/17/2013 3:32:28 PM 

Former housekeeper allel~es: Nil~ella Lawson used cocaine daily 

Nigella Lawson showed sil~ns of daily cocaine use, accordinl~ to her former Ionl~time housekeeper, who first noticed 

"banknotes rolled up around the house" in 2001, a British court was told Tuesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/17/2013 5:02:37 PM 

Whitey Bulger: Convicted mobster transferred to Okla. prison 

Former Boston crime boss James "Whitey" Bulger has been moved to a federal prison in Oklahoma, although it was not 

immediately clear if he is there to stay.The 84-year-old Bulger was being held Tuesday at FTC Oklahoma City, according 

to the federal Bureau of Prisons website. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Seth Abramovitch 

12/17/2013 5:27:42 PM 

Shia LaBeouf apologizes after short film called ’complete rip-off’ of comic 

Shia LaBeouf is at the center of a plagiarism controversy after graphic novelist Daniel Clowes accused the star of 

borrowing shamelessly from his 2007 comic, "Justin M. Damiano," for a short film directed by the "Charlie Countryman" 

star. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

12/17/2013 5:44:59 PM 

Amanda Knox in email to Italian court: ’1 am not a psychopath’ 

Seattle student Amanda Knox denied involvement in her roommate’s murder Tuesday, tellinig an Italian court via email: 

"1 am not a psychopath. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/17/2013 5:50:58 PM 

Former Microsoft exec to take over HealthCare.gov 

Former Microsoft executive Kurt DelBene will take over operations of the troubled HealthCare.gov website, the Obama 

administration said Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/17/2013 8:11:11 PM 

Boston bombing victim engaged to nurse he met during recovery 

One of the worst moments in the life of a man injured in the Boston Marathon bombing has led to one of his best.James 

Costello, 31, of Malden, Mass.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

12/17/2013 8:17:12 PM 

Prankster who hoaxed top NFL, NBA coaches charged with eavesdropping 

Prosecutors filed a charge of felony eavesdropping against a Los Angeles man who authorities say pranked big-name 

coaches from the NBA, NFL and college football into believing he was offering them jobs with pro or college teams. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nirmala George, The Associated Press 

12/17/2013 8:35:47 PM 

Alleged strip search of female diplomat in NYC ’despicable and barbaric,’ Indian official says 

NEW DELHI -- The arrest and alleged strip search of an Indian diplomat in New York City escalated into a major 

diplomatic furor Tuesday as India’s national security adviser called the woman’s treatment "despicable and barbaric. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/17/2013 9:20:50 PM 

Colorado school shooter wrote Latin phrase, classroom numbers on his arm 

The Colorado school-shooting gunman wrote the Latin phrase Alea iacta est -- meaning "The die has been cast" -- on 

his arm, along with numbers and letters that investigators believe outlined his plan for carnage, officials said Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/17/2013 10:35:27 PM 

Snowy double-hit in Midwest and Northeast turns deadly 

There’s no respite from snow for the East and Midwest.A winter weather system churning from the Great Lakes toward 

the Atlantic coast threatened to dump as much as 10 inches on parts of Maine and several inches in the major cities of 

the Northeast -- enough to confound commuters and frustrate fliers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Larry Neumeister 

12/17/2013 11:22:03 PM 

Airline, financial firm settle 9/11 suit for 5135 million 

Financial services firm Cantor Fitzgerald, which lost nearly two-thirds of its employees in the Sept. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/17/2013 11:22:04 PM 

Procedural vote moves Senate one step closer to budget deal passage 

The Senate cast a key procedural vote on Tuesday in support of a budget compromise to stabilize government funding 

into late 2015.Senators voted 67 to 33 to cut off debate on the bipartisan budget passed last week by a relatively 

overwhelming margin by the GOP-controlled House of Representatives. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/18/2013 12:07:12 AM 

Shooting at Reno hospital leaves at least one dead 

At least one person is dead and four others were injured when a person entered a Nevada hospital on Tuesday 

afternoon and opened fire, officials said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Tom Winter, NBC News 

12/18/2013 12:18:56 AM 

Harvard student tried to dodge exam with bomb hoax, FBI says 

A Harvard student was charged Tuesday with making a hoax bomb threat just so he could get out of a final exam.Eldo 

Kim, 20, of Cambridge, Mass., was scheduled for a hearing Wednesday in U.S. District CourL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

12/18/2013 1:20:08 AM 

Blind man struck by subway says his dog ’saved my life’ 

By Colleen Long, Associated Press NEW YORK - A blind man and his guide dog were struck by a subway train in 

Manhattan on Tuesday after the man lost consciousness and they tumbled on to the tracks, but both escaped without 

serious injury. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Candice Choi 

12/18/2013 1:20:12 AM 

Food ingredients shift as consumers push for change 

Take another look at that food label. An ingredient or two may have vanished. As Americans pay closer attention to 

what they eat, food and beverage companies are learning that unfamiliar ingredients can invite criticism from online 

petitions and bloggers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/18/2013 1:20:14 AM 

Marriage dilemma: Is it better to be happy -- or right? 

It’s an age-old question in marriage -- would you rather be happy or right?Bruce Arroll of the University of Auckland in 

New Zealand tried to answer the question scientifically, but says the experiment went badly wrong.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Genevra Pittman 

12/18/2013 1:20:14 AM 

Older women sedentary most of the day, study suggests 

NEW YORK -- Older women spend about two-thirds of their time sitting, a new study suggests. Sedentary behavior has 

been linked to disease and disability. That’s in part because people who spend lots of time sitting also tend to not meet 

physical activity guidelines -- but it’s not the whole story.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

12/18/2013 1:20:15 AM 

This November was the hottest on Earth since 1880 

It’s confirmed: November 2013 was the hottest November on Earth since at least 1880.This past November was the 

hottest on record, with land and ocean temperatures a toasty 1.4 degrees Fahrenheit (0.78 degrees Celsius) above the 

average 20th century global temperature of 55.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jordan Rau 

12/18/2013 1:20:15 AM 

Medicare identifies best and worst hospitals for hip and knee replacements 

Medicare has begun tracking the outcomes of hip and knee replacement surgeries, identifying 95 hospitals where 

elderly patients were more likely to suffer significant setbacks. The government also named 97 hospitals where patients 

tended to have the smoothest recoveries. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julie Watson, The Associated Press 

12/18/2013 4:02:36 AM 

Navy investigator pleads guilty in defense contractor bribery case 

A senior U.S. Navy criminal investigator pleaded guilty Tuesday to bribery charges stemming from a multimillion-dollar 

fraud probe targeting an Asian defense contractor.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

12/18/2013 4:02:38 AM 

Anld Drive Review:Taking Artificial Intelligence for a Test Drive 

This holiday season, one of the coolest things you could get for the automobile or tech enthusiast in your life is Anki 

Drive., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/18/2013 4:02:40 AM 

Duchess Kate’s weddinl~ tiara, Liz’s ruby necklace on display at exhibit 

French jeweler Cartier has opened its largest collection to date in a Paris exhibit that will feature everything from Kate 

Middleton’s wedding tiara to Grace Kelly’s engagement ring., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/18/2013 4:19:21 AM 

Mega-jackpot Mega Millions winning numbers: 8, 20, 14, 17, 39 -- Mega Ball 7 

A $636 million jackpot -- the second-biggest lottery payout in U.S. history -- hung in the balance Tuesday night, hinging 

on six little numbers: xxxxxxThose were the winning numbers drawn late Tuesday in the multi-state Mega Millions 

lottery., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/18/2013 5:10:05 AM 

At least one winning ticket in 3636 million Mega Millions drawing bought in California 

A $636 million jackpot -- the second-biggest lottery payout in U.S. history -- will be going to at least one winner after 

someone in San Jose, Calif., picked all six winning Mega Millions numbers Tuesday night, California lottery officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/18/2013 6:18:30 AM 

At least one winning ticket in 3636 million Mega Millions drawing bought in California 

A $636 million jackpot -- the second-biggest lottery payout in U.S. history -- will be going to at least one winner after 

someone in San Jose, Calif., picked all six winning Mega Millions numbers Tuesday night, California lottery officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/18/2013 6:18:30 AM 

US infant mortality rate drops only a little 

The U.S. infant mortality rate, an important measure of a country’s overall health, fell just a little bit in 2010, federal 

health researchers reported Wednesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/18/2013 6:52:29 AM 

At least two winning tickets in 3636 million Mega Millions drawing bought in California, Georgia 

A $636 million jackpot -- the second-biggest lottery payout in U.S. history -- will be split among at least two winners 

after tickets in California and Georgia matched all six winning Mega Millions numbers Tuesday night, lottery officials 

said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/18/2013 8:02:11 AM 

Are you Mega-rich? Winning Mega Millions tickets sold in California, Georgia 

A $636 million jackpot -- the second-biggest lottery payout in U.S. history -- will be split among at least two winners 

after tickets in California and Georgia matched all six winning Mega Millions numbers Tuesday night, officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Clark, NBC News contributor 

12/18/2013 9:32:49 AM 

Detroit is burning: Mysterious arson fires plague renowned public art project 

DETROIT, Mich. -- The air on Heidelberg Street reeked of smoke one recent morning. Char and ash darkened the snowy 

sidewalks. But the color remained: shocks of red and yellow and blue that polka-dot this blighted east side 

neighborhood, making it one of the city’s leading tourist attractions.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

12/18/2013 10:35:58 AM 

Shooting at Reno medical center leaves two dead, two wounded 

A gunman opened fire inside a Nevada medical office killing one person and wounding two others before turning the 

weapon on himself, officials said on Tuesday.The wounded victims were in surgery, and one of them is a doctor, the 

Nevada Department of Public Safety said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/18/2013 10:48:00 AM 

Black ice, yet more snow to hit commuters in Northeast 

Commuters in the Northeast were expected to face a messy Wednesday morning after black ice advisories were issued 

for New York City and much of the tri-state area and yet more snow hit New England.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/18/2013 10:48:03 AM 

Think before you post? 5 reasons people self-censor on Facebook 

We’ve all done it before. Blood boiling, we begin writing a tirade against the government or some terrible customer 

service we received, and then hover our finger over the "Post" button -- only to change our minds and delete the whole 

thing.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Clinch 

12/18/2013 1:23:46 PM 

Bitcoin price plunges as China clampdown escalates 

The price of bitcoin has plummeted by 50 percent since record highs in late November, with selling accelerating on 

Wednesday after reports that the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) has ordered third-party payment providers to stop 

using the virtual currency.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sight 

12/18/2013 2:15:37 PM 

From nanny to national organizer: Helping domestic workers stand up for their rights 

By Barbara Raab, Senior Producer, NBC Newslt was a simple desire that launched Barbara Young on a path she never 

expected: She wanted to learn CPR.It was 2001. Young, an immigrant from Barbados with five children of her own, had 

been a full time nanny for eight years.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

12/18/2013 2:50:17 PM 

First Thoughts: Three retirements, three seats now in play 

Three House retirements, three seats now in play... Does Latham’s retirement have an impact on Boehner remaining 

speaker after 2014? .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

12/18/2013 2:50:18 PM 

’Great Train Robber’ and British folk hero Ronnie Biggs dies aged 84 

LONDON - Notorious criminal Ronnie Biggs, who played a role in Britain’s "Great Train Robbery" of 1963 and escaped jail 

to spend decades on the run in South America, died Wednesday. He was 84., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray, Senior Political Editor, NBC News 

12/18/2013 4:07:59 PM 

The 10 biggest political stories of 2013 

The first year of a president’s second term is supposed to be a time of continuity, but 2013 gave politicians, pundits, and 

the public plenty of fresh -- and often chaotic -- drama.By the end of the year, President Barack Obama, the Republican 

Party, and the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/18/2013 4:46:41 PM 

’Gilligan’s Island’ to set sail again ... as a movie 

Just sit right back, and you’ll hear a tale, a tale of a rebooted TV series being turned into a movie. That’s right, "Gilligan’s 

Island," the goofy 1960s show about seven castaways stranded on a tropical island is getting the feature film treatment, 

with "Book of Mormon" star Josh Gad set to star.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/18/2013 5:38:07 PM 

Social media mobilizes to help blind man keep hero dog 

Editor’s note: TODAY will provide information about how to help Cecil Williams and Orlando as details come in from 

Williams or his friends., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/18/2013 6:37:45 PM 

Failing grade: Alleged Harvard bomb hoaxer needed more than Tot to cover his tracks, experts say 

Internet security experts say they probably would have given the accused Harvard bomb hoaxer an "F" when it comes to 

hiding his identity., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/18/2013 6:37:46 PM 

White House to release report on surveillance reforms 

The White House will release a report containing recommendations to reform government monitoring of online and 

telecommunications for the purposes of national security. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

12/18/2013 6:37:48 PM 

Snow job! ’SNL’ hypes Jimmy Fallon, Justin Timberlake, with no JT 

"Saturday Night Live" is super excited for the dream pairing of this week’s host, Jimmy Fallon, and musical guest Justin 

Timberlake. So excited, in fact, that the show has released three-plus minutes of promo material.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

12/18/2013 7:07:40 PM 

Warren Buffett’s wealth soared 337 million a day in 2013 

Warren Buffett gained more wealth than any other U.S. billionaire, adding $37 million a day, according to one study. 

Through Dec. 11, Buffett’s net worth--at least on paper--shot up by $12.7 billion to $59.1 billion in 2013 from 546.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/18/2013 7:19:38 PM 

Police ID victims in Reno hospital shooting 

Police have identified the doctor killed and one of the women injured in the shooting inside a Nevada medical office, 

where a gunman opened fire, killing one person and wounding two others before turning the gun on himself.The Reno 

Police Department said in a press conference on Wednesday that Dr.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/18/2013 7:37:08 PM 

Stay classy, Will Ferrell: ’Anchorman 2’ offers more catchy quotes 

"Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy," has to be one of the most quotable comedies of the modern era, right up 

there with "The Big Lebowski.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

12/18/2013 8:11:23 PM 

Senate poised to pass budget deal 

In the waning days of a year marked by the 16-day government shutdown, the Senate is poised to send a modest budget 

agreement to President Barack Obama’s desk that would head off future fiscal impasses.A final vote on the Senate deal 

is slated for Wednesday afternoon.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

12/18/2013 8:22:40 PM 

Chipotle expands into pizza business 

Following sky-high growth in its core business, Chipotle Mexican Grill detailed plans Wednesday to expand into a pizza 

concept with a model emphasizing service and speed., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

12/18/2013 9:02:54 PM 

Donations allow blind man keep the dog that saved him 

By Christina Caron, NBC NewsNEW YORK -- A blind man who would have had to say goodbye to the guide dog that 

stayed by his side after a fall onto the New York City subway tracks will now get to keep his loyal companion of eight 

years. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Justin Ravitz 

12/18/2013 9:14:20 PM 

’Duck Dynasty’ star calls homosexuality a ’sin,’ groups gays with terrorists 

"Duck Dynasty’s" Phil Robertson just lost any potential fans in the LGBT community. In a shocking interview with 6Q, the 

A&E reality star, 67, makes plain his thoughts on homosexuality. "Everything is blurred in what’s right and wrong," he 

complained. "Sin becomes fine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Pappas 

12/18/2013 9:43:06 PM 

Long-lost Dutch ’rock’ is actually a very rare meteorite 

A hunk of rock found in a private collection is a rare meteorite, researchers have announced.The brown-black rock, 

which is small enough to fit in the palm of a hand, plummeted to Earth with a flash of light and a hissing sound on Oct. 

27, 1873. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip Pullella 

12/18/2013 9:48:39 PM 

Pope Francis draws crowds 4 times larger than Benedict 

More than two million people have flocked to Pope Francis’ general audiences in St. Peter’s Square since his election in 

March, four times the number that Pope Benedict drew in all of 2012.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

(5abe (sutierrez, Erin McClam and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

12/18/2013 10:18:18 PM 

Georgia winner comes forward for share of ~;648 million jackpot, officials say 

A Georgia woman came forward Wednesday to claim half of the $648 million Mega Millions lottery jackpot, the second- 

largest in American history.Lottery officials identified her as Ira Curry, 56, of Stone Mountain, an Atlanta suburb.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/18/2013 11:08:54 PM 

After another winter mess, warmup may let Northeast shovel out 

Residents of the Northeast should finally get a chance to clean up this weekend following a messy commute Wednesday 

morning -- a parting gift of the third major winter storm to hit the region this month.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/18/2013 11:08:57 PM 

Prince Harry, teammates evacuated from Antarctica to beat storm 

Following a grueling trek to the South Pole to raise money for charity, Prince Harry and his team of adventurers had to 

leave earlier than expected on Wednesday in order to avoid a major storm in Antarctica that could have prevented them 

from being home by Christmas.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

12/18/2013 11:08:59 PM 

White House to tap Baucus as next ambassador to China 

The White House is expected to nominate Montana Democrat Sen. Max Baucus as the next U.S. ambassador to China, 

two sources familiar with the matter confirm to NBC News.Baucus, the chairman of the powerful Senate Finance 

Committee, announced in April that he would not seek re-election in 2014. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

12/18/2013 11:48:40 PM 

Snorkels in space: American astronauts prep for urgent spacewalk repairs 

Two American astronauts will begin a series of spacewalks Saturday to swap out a crippled valve that helps cool the 

International Space Station, and NASA announced Wednesday it will equip them with snorkels just in case their helmets 

accidentally fill with water.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/18/2013 11:48:41 PM 

Patients pour on to successful state insurance exchanges 

People are flocking to the more successful state health insurance exchanges in the final days before a late-December 

deadline, exchange directors said Wednesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/19/2013 12:33:33 AM 

Baruch College permanently bans frat after hazing death 

A New York City college has issued a permanent ban on the Pi Delta Psi fraternity after a freshman was killed during an 

unsanctioned hazin8 ritual during a retreat in Pennsylvania’s Pocono Mountains., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

12/19/2013 12:50:08 AM 

Obama task force calls for overhauls to surveillance tactics 

A White House report released Wednesday called for major changes to the government’s surveillance programs, 

including limits on the National Security Administration’s ability to store phone and email data in an effort to better 

protect American’s privacy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Keith Wagstaff and Sophia Rosenbaum 

12/19/2013 1:18:41 AM 

Harvard bomb hoax suspect Eldo Kim released on bond 

The Harvard student accused of emailing a bogus bomb threat to dodge a final exam was "under a great deal of 

pressure," his attorney said Wednesday after his client was freed on a $100,000 bond.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

12/19/2013 1:35:23 AM 

Neither Sprite nor Viagra boost drooping Christmas trees 

Urban myths for keeping Christmas trees fuller, longer, are as plentiful during the holidays as bell ringers on street 

corners. Some folks have even taken to tossing a Viagra in the tree stand, thinking the $25 pill might have the same 

effect on trees as it does for men.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/19/2013 3:49:33 AM 

Nevada man charged with aiding Sikh terrorist groups in India 

A Nevada truck driver was charged Wednesday with helping Sikh separatist groups in India plan terrorist attacks.In a 

five-count grand jury indictment handed up in U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Galligan 

12/19/2013 3:49:39 AM 

’Alcohockey’ takes beer pong to the next level 

Canadians are innovative people. They’ve given us IMAX movie technology, instant mashed potatoes, the snow blower, 

and the hockey mask, invented out of necessity by goalie Jacques Plante.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/19/2013 3:49:39 AM 

Craigslist robber murdered accomplice to silence him: cops 

A Pennsylvania man was charged Wednesday with executing his accomplice in a Craigslist-related robbery because he 

had loose lips, police said.William McRae, 23, was tracked down to New York City four months after Brandon Fraser, 20, 

was found shot to death in a car in the Poconos. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kirthana Ramisetti 

12/19/2013 3:49:40 AM 

Meet Darcy, ’the most famous hedgehog in the world’ 

In this hectic holiday season, sometimes you need a "cute" break, i.e., a few minutes to delight in some photos or videos 

of adorable pets. But Darcy the hedgehog is so cute, you might just want to follow her on Instagram all year long.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/19/2013 3:49:40 AM 

Monaco royal family welcomes baby boy 

Monaco’s royal family just got a little bigger.Charlotte Casiraghi and her boyfriend, French actor-comedian Gad Elmaleh, 

have a new son, the palace said in a statement Wednesday. Casiraghi, 27, the daughter of Princess Caroline, gave birth 

to baby Raphael Tuesday in Monaco.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Ferris 

12/19/2013 4:28:59 AM 

Delta and JetBlue: No voice calls on our planes 

While the Federal Communications Commission reconsiders its Iongtime ban on in-flight-phone calls, Delta Air Lines says 

its own policy will remain as it is: no, no and no. And after it previously considered allowing in-flight calls, JetBlue has 

also decided to prohibit them. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Maria Garza 

12/19/2013 4:29:03 AM 

Evolution lessons will stay in Texas biology textbook, board says 

A panel of experts has rejected concerns by religious conservatives in Texas that a high school biology textbook 

contained factual errors about evolution and a state board approved the book on Wednesday for use in public schools.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News 

12/19/2013 4:29:04 AM 

Holiday calendar: Red and green lights glow in space 

Red and green are traditional Christmas colors, and they’re also the colors of the aurora -- as seen in this top-down view 

from the International Space Station."What you can’t see in this image is the astonishment on the face of the astronaut 

who took it [on Dec. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/19/2013 4:29:05 AM 

Have $3,000 to spare? New Mac Pro goes on sale on Thursday 

Starting on Thursday, Apple fanatics will finally be able to get their hands on the new Mac Pro.It’s not exactly a cheap 

Christmas present. The most affordable version -- featuring a 3.7 GHz quad-core Intel Xeon E5 processor, 12GB of RAM 

and 256GB of storage space --starts at $2,999.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/19/2013 8:03:54 AM 

’Duck Dynasty’ patriarch suspended from show for anti-gay comments 

"Duck Dynasty" star Phil Robertson has been taken off the A&E hit series "indefinitely," following anti-gay comments he 

made in a GQ interview published online Wednesday that appears in the Dec. 24 issue., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lauren Sullivan 

12/19/2013 8:15:56 AM 

First round upset! ’Love Actually’ falls early in TODAY’s Christmas movie bracket 

Say it ain’t so! Just like that, "Love Actually" was upset in the first round of TODAY’s Christmas Movie Face-Off, losing out 

to the 1984 version of "A Christmas Carol." All the more reason to vote and keep your favorites aliveL 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jane Sutton and Eric M. Johnson, Reuters 

:12/:19/20:13 8:45::10 AM 

Two Guantanamo detainees sent to Sudan 

The United States has sent two detainees held at the Guantanamo Bay detention facility back to their native Sudan, the 

Defense Department said Wednesday, the latest transfers in an effort to eventually close the controversial prison.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/19/2013 9:29:06 AM 

Diplomats" exploitation of domestic workers a ’plague,’ activists say 

The arrest of an Indian diplomat who allegedly submitted fraudulent documents to import a babysitter at an illegal wage 

to the United States has sparked an unusual spat between the two countries., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Erin McClam, NBC News 

12/19/2013 1:00:25 PM 

Millions of Target customers’ credit, debit card accounts may be hit by data breach 

Target said Thursday that the credit and debit card information of as many as 40 million customers was compromised 

over three weeks of the holiday shopping season -- one of the largest breaches ever of American consumer data., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AIbina Kovalyova, Producer, NBC News 

12/19/2013 1:44:30 PM 

Russia’s Putin: Pussy Riot duo to be freed despite ’disgraceful’ protest 

MOSCOW - Two jailed members of the punk band Pussy Riot will be freed under an amnesty that will also see the 

release of 30 environmental activists, Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Thursday, eliminating two points of 

tension with the West as the country gets set to host the Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/19/2013 2:16:26 PM 

Mega Millions: One winner collects prize, the other remains unknown 

One mega-millionaire down, one to go.While a 56-year-old Georgia women celebrates her sudden fortune, the person 

with whom she will share a $648 million Mega Millions jackpot remains a mystery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung; Kim 

12/19/2013 2:29:25 PM 

Kate’s phone was hacked while she dated Will, court told 

Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge, had her cellphone voicemails hacked by staff members of Rupert Murdoch’s News of 

the World while she was dating Prince William, a London court learned Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

12/19/2013 2:47:42 PM 

First Thoughts: Baucus’ ambassadorship gives Democrats a potential 2014 break 

Obama selecting Baucus to be ambassador to China gives Democrats a potential 2014 break... The upsides and 

downsides for Democrats picking Lt. Gov., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/19/2013 3:08:35 PM 

Gay Olympian ’proud’ to represent US diversity as delegate in Russia 

After being selected to the official U.S. presidential delegation for Sochi, Olympic ice hockey player and openly gay 

athlete Caitlin Cahow hopes to spread the message of diversity and acceptance amid the controversy over Russia’s strict 

anti-gay laws, she said on TODAY Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

12/19/2013 3:15:13 PM 

Two Muslim converts guilty of killing UK soldier Lee Rigby on London street 

LONDON -Two radicalized British Muslim converts who described themselves as "soldiers of Allah" were convicted 

Thursday of hacking a soldier to death on a street in broad daylight., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/19/2013 3:48:10 PM 

Daughter of ’Gilligan’s Island’s’ Ginger: Make Professor gay in reboot 

"Gilligan’s Island" is set for a big screen voyage, and that makes casting -- and plot -- super-hot topics. So how about 

Jennifer Lawrence as bombshell Ginger? What about a gay Professor?. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

12/19/2013 4:53:04 PM 

Use your credit card at Target? Here’s what to do if your data might have been swiped 

As many as 40 million Target customers had their credit and debit card information ripped off by thieves over 19 days 

this holiday shopping season, including the Black Friday weekend., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

12/19/2013 6:59:35 PM 

U.S. Attorney not backing down from arrest, strip-search of Indian diplomat 

Just a few hours after Secretary of State John Kerry announced he had called Indian’s national security adviser to express 

"regret" over the arrest and strip-search of a diplomat in Manhattan, the prosecutor who charged her issued an 

extraordinary, detailed defense of his handling of the case. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/19/2013 7:56:28 PM 

Obama commutes sentences of eight crack cocaine offenders 

President Barack Obama has commuted the sentences of eight individuals convicted of crack cocaine offenses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve James 

12/19/2013 7:56:28 PM 

’Slightly haunted’ Pennsylvania home on sale for an unfrightening ,%140,000 

A staircase with spooks, a bathroom that goes Boo!, and sparkling finished hardwood floors -this Pennsylvania house 

has it all, almost.In the listing for his 1901 Victorian house at 1217 Marion St., Dunmore, Pa.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

12/19/2013 8:13:38 PM 

One Direction sends love via video to Arapahoe High shooting victim 

One Direction is sending a very special message to Colorado high-school shooting victim Claire Esther Davis. The 17-year- 

old is in a coma after being shot at Arapahoe High School by a fellow student on Dec. 13.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

12/19/2013 8:31:06 PM 

Canadian lottery winner donates 540 million jackpot to charity 

Unlike most big lottery winners who spend days, or even months, trying to figure out how they’ll spend their newfound 

riches, Tom Crist needed only a moment to decide where his $40 million in winnings would go: all to charity. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/19/2013 8:42:42 PM 

Marine dies durinl~ trip won on Ellen De(3eneres show 

A U,S. Marine was killed over the weekend in a skydiving accident during a trip to Australia his wife won on The Ellen 

De(3eneres Show.Gunnery Sgt., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

12/19/2013 8:59:58 PM 

Facebook CEO Zuckerberg expects staggering tax payments 

Last year Mark Zuckerberg paid an estimated $1 billion in taxes, which was considered one of the biggest payments 

ever.Until now.According to company filings, the Facebook chief executive officer is selling 41.4 million shares 

of Facebook worth around $2.3 billion. 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/19/2013 9:40:57 PM 

Pentagon identifies six soldiers killed in Afghan helicopter crash 

Five of the six U.S. soldiers who were killed in a helicopter crash this week while serving with NATO forces in Afghanistan 

were assigned to the same Kansas base, the Defense Department said Thursday in releasing their identities., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/19/2013 9:46:37 PM 

Massive Target credit card breach new step in security war with hackers: experts 

It looks like hackers hit the bulls-eye with the recent unprecedented hack of Target credit and debit card information. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/19/2013 9:46:40 PM 

Balcony in London’s Apollo Theatre collapses during performance 

A rescue operation was underway Thursday night in London after a section of a balcony in the Apollo Theatre collapsed 

during a performance.The London Fire Brigade tweeted that all casualties who had been trapped under the debris were 

freed.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

12/19/2013 10:09:25 PM 

Six charged in Florida prison escape that used forged documents 

A "criminal group" of six men - all current or former prisoners - were charged Thursday in a scheme that used bogus 

court papers to let two convicted murders walk away from a Florida prison, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/19/2013 10:38:06 PM 

London’s Apollo Theatre partially collapses during performance 

Dozens of theatergoers were injured Thursday when a section of the Apollo Theatre collapsed during a performance 

attended by hundreds of people, emergency services said. A number of people were initially trapped under the debris 

but later freed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

12/19/2013 10:54:28 PM 

The sound of secrets: New hacking technique infiltrates by hearing -- or touch 

We all know the noises computers make -- the whir of a fan, the whine of a hard drive spinninl~ up, the barely-audible 

sound of a processor hard at work. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/19/2013 11:05:57 PM 

Louisiana governor defends Duck Dynasty star 

Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal jumped to the defense of Phil Robertson, the star of the A&E megahit "Duck Dynasty" who 

was indefinitely suspended from the program Wednesday after making graphic statements about homosexuality.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Ruiz 

12/19/2013 11:05:59 PM 

Surprise! Woman finds out Bill Gates is her Secret Santa 

Most Secret Santas are average gift givers, but one woman got a big holiday surprise this week when she participated in 

an online gift exchange and received a package from none other than Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sophia Rosenbaum, NBC News 

12/19/2013 11:22:56 PM 

Detroit man will stand trial for alleged murder of drunken teen 

A suburban Detroit man who fatally shot a teen on his porch in the middle of the night will stand trial for murder, a 

judge ruled Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/20/2013 12:40:50 AM 

Pastor defrocked for performing son’s gay wedding will appeal 

A Pennsylvania pastor said Thursday that he will appeal United Methodist Church officials’ decision to defrock him for 

presiding over his gay son’s wedding in Massachusetts, an act that goes against the edicts of the denomination.Rev. 

Frank Schaefer of Lebanon, Pa.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

12/20/2013 12:40:50 AM 

Fired nuke commander drank heavily, was rude in Russia: Air Force report 

The fired former commander of the Air Force’s arsenal of ballistic missiles drank too much, had "associations" with 

foreign women and made rude comments to his hosts during a visit to Russia for military exercises, an inspector 

general’s report revealed on Thursday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/20/2013 12:40:51 AM 

Ayyyy! The Fonz is coolest man-on-the-street interview ever 

"Happy Days" are here again for anyone wondering what actor Henry Winkler might think of the proposed expansion of 

London’s Heathrow Airport.Winkler, 68, who starred as Arthur "The Fonz" Fonzarelli on the 1970s sitcom, was stopped 

and quizzed by James Landale, a deputy political editor for BBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/20/2013 2:27:34 AM 

Mississippi man under house arrest charged with kidnapping, assaulting two young boys 

A Mississippi man, who was supposed to be wearing a monitoring bracelet, allegedly kidnapped two young brothers, 

sexually assaulted them and slashed the throat of one -- who still managed to escape and get help -- authorities said 

Thursday.The man, James Harold Smith, 41, of Leetown, Miss. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

N BC Staff 

12/20/2013 2:27:35 AM 

John Lennon, 9 others honored with Mercury craters 

Imagine that. John Lennon is getting a tribute on Mercury.The late Beatles legend is among 10 famous people who are 

having craters on the planet closest to the sun named after them by the International Astronomical Union. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/20/2013 2:27:36 AM 

Mom worried about meningitis sends son to London to get shot 

One mother of a University of California, Santa Barbara, student is so worried about the lack of a vaccine to stop an 

outbreak of bacterial meningitis, she’s sending her son to London to get the shot. Dr. Cristina Lete, an obstetrician- 

gynecologist in Newton, Mass. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tamara Lush 

12/20/2013 2:27:36 AM 

Foodie alert: Culinary-themed hotel opens in Tampa 

TAMPA, Fla. -- In the past, the Tampa Bay region hasn’t been high on a foodie’s travel bucket list.Sure, there are some 

tasty Cuban sandwiches in Tampa and fresh grouper in restaurants along the Gulf of Mexico. But cutting-edge culinary 

trends haven’t surfaced here - until now. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News 

12/20/2013 4:47:28 AM 

Holiday calendar: Japan’s baby island is here to stay 

Clouds of steam and other volcanic gases mark the birth of Niijima, a new volcanic island off the coast of Japan, in a 

space snapshot captured by NASA’s Earth Observing 1 satellite.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/20/2013 4:47:28 AM 

PETA donates hand-me-down furs to the homeless 

PETA, whose supporters have been known to throw red paint at people wearing minks, has been handing out castoff 

furs to the poor. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brooke Lefferts 

12/20/2013 4:47:29 AM 

Prince George may join William, Kate on trip to Australia, New Zealand 

Little Prince George may get his first passport stamp when Prince William and Duchess Kate go on an official tour down 

under next year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kathryn Doyle 

12/20/2013 4:47:32 AM 

Being overweight may harm men’s semen quality 

NEW YORK - Overweight and obese men in a new study showed diminished quantity and quality of semen, suggesting 

that a weight problem might also affect fertility, researchers say."The heavier the men, the higher the chances of a low 

sperm count," urologist Dr. Keith Jarvi told Reuters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith VVagstaff 

12/20/2013 4:47:32 AM 

Santa claws: Lil Bub lights up your ’paw-lidays’ with adorable Yule log video 

Forget throwing a Yule log on the fire this Christmas. Instead, boot up your laptop and get ready for one hour of Lil 

Bub.Yes, you can watch the Internet’s favorite cat get cozy for 60 minutes on YouTube, purring, cooing and overall being 

adorable as flames crackle in the background.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Donna Cassata, Associated Press 

12/20/2013 7:32:11 AM 

Defense bill adding protections for sexual assault victims heads to Obama’s desk 

WASHINGTON -- Congress is sending President Barack Obama a comprehensive defense bill that would crack down on 

sexual assault in the military and add protections for victims. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer 

12/20/2013 9:10:55 AM 

Death penalty on life support? Prisoner executions on steady decline, report shows 

Askari Abdullah Muhammad was set to die Dec, 3 -- his death warrant signed in October after the convicted killer spent 

more than 30 years on Florida’s death row.But Muhammad wasn’t executed., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Donna Cassata, The Associated Press 

12/20/2013 10:01:59 AM 

’Huge win for victims of sexual assault’: Congress sends defense bill to Obama 

WASHINGTON -- The women of the Senate who led the fight to change how the military deals with sexual assault in its 

ranks are hailing passage of a comprehensive defense bill that now heads to President Barack Obama for his 

signature.The Senate voted 84-15 Thursday night for the $632. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/20/2013 10:08:27 AM 

Forget ’SexyBack’! Jimmy Fallon, Justin Timberlake bringold-school comedy chemistry back 

When "Late Night" host Jimmy Fallon and hit-maker Justin Timberlake get together something magical -- and laughable 

and often musical -- happens. It’s also something familiar. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu and Henry Austin, NBC News 

12/20/2013 10:33:32 AM 

’Avalanche’ of debris crashes onto audience at London’s Apollo Theatre; 76 hurt 

LONDON -- At least 76 people were injured Thursday when a "huge piece of plaster" broke off from the ceiling of 

London’s Apollo Theatre, crashing into the audience and bringing down sections of a balcony, officials said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/20/2013 11:21:46 AM 

New York City Council votes to ban e-cigarettes 

New Yorkers who’ve latched on to electronic cigarettes to get their nicotine fix at the local bar had their hopes snuffed 

out Thursday as the New York City Council overwhelmingly voted to add the smokeless smokes to the city’s ban on 

smoking in public places. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen, Avni Patel and Josh Davis 

12/20/2013 12:39:10 PM 

Have questions about the Target credit card hack? Here are answers 

The U.S. Secret Service is now leading the investigation into the massive security breach at Target, affecting customers 

at all their stores between Nov. 27 and Dec. 15 -- the peak of the holiday shopping season. As many as 40 million credit 

and debit card numbers were hacked. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Javier E. David 

12/20/2013 1:16:52 PM 

BlackBerry posts massive $4.4 billion quarterly loss 

Embattled smartphone maker BlackBerry saw no rest to a weary year, as the company was forced to take a massive $4.4 

billion writedown on unsold inventory in its fiscal third quarter -- including on the device that it hoped would lead to its 

salvation.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump and Eun Kyung Kim 

12/20/2013 2:01:17 PM 

Former Nigella Lawson assistants found not guilty of fraud 

A London jury has acquitted two former Iongtime personal assistants for Nigella Lawson of charges they defrauded the 

celebrity chef and her ex-husband out of nearly S1.1 million while working for the couple. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/20/2013 2:27:15 PM 

Bus rider who jumped armed robber: It was ’pure instinct’ and ’a bad idea’ 

In hindsight, Casey Borgen says he wouldn’t have confronted the armed thief. In reality, the hero jumped the gunman 

who had already taken several cell phones by the time he got to Borgen.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/20/2013 2:27:16 PM 

Reid hospitalized as ’precaution’ after feeling ill Friday 

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid was hospitalized early Friday morning as a "precaution" after feeling ill, a spokesman 

said, adding that doctors concluded "everything is normal" after testing. "Early this morning, Senator Reid was not 

feeling well and as a precaution decided to go to the hospital 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/20/2013 2:27:17 PM 

’Duck Dynasty’ family: ’We cannot imagine the show going forward’ without Phil 

"Duck Dynasty" patriarch Phil Robertson was suspended "indefinitely" from the A&E show following anti-gay remarks he 

made in an interview with GQ, but a new statement from his family hints that the future of the entire show is now at risk 

as long as he’s gone.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelli Grant 

12/20/2013 2:40:20 PM 

Why did Target take so long to report data security breach? 

The Taqget data breach affectinig 40 million of the retailer’s credit and debit cards stems back to Nov. 27, two days 

before Black Friday. So why are we just hearinlg about it now, three weeks later? Blame protocol., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

12/20/2013 2:53:20 PM 

NSA program stopped no terror attacks, says White House panel member 

A member of the White House review panel on NSA surveillance said he was "absolutely" surprised and wondered 

"what are we doing here?" when he discovered the agency’s lack of evidence to show that the bulk collection of 

telephone call records had thwarted any terrorist attacks."lt was, ’Huh, hello?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/20/2013 2:59:33 PM 

From Mary Poppins facts to kid appeal, an insider’s guide to ’Saving Mr. Banks’ 

"Saving Mr. Banks," the new film about what happened when Walt Disney (Tom Hanks) tried to convince author P.L 

Travers (likely Oscar nominee Emma Thompson) to let him turn "Mary Poppins" into a movie, opens in most U.S. cities 

on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Spoonauer 

12/20/2013 2:59:35 PM 

Top 10 tech fails of 2013 

It was a year of great tech triumphs, including big and beautiful phablets, a new wave of easy-to-use fitness trackers and 

cheap-but-versatile gadgets like the Chromecast. The jury is still out on smartwatches. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/20/2013 3:18:12 PM 

Boston bombing victim engaged to nurse: ’I’m glad I got blown up’ 

Boston Marathon bombing victim James Costello believes the worst moment of his life was a blessing in disguise. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/20/2013 3:18:12 PM 

North Korea sends fax threatening to strike South Korea ’without notice’: report 

Menacing language from North Korea is nothing new. Neither is its office technology.A South Korean news agency 

reported Friday that the North has threatened a "merciless" attack without notice in response to anti-North rallies this 

week -- and that it sent the warning by fax. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/20/2013 3:31:11 PM 

Boston bombing victim engaged to nurse: Tragedy brought me ’love of my life’ 

Boston Marathon bombing victim James Costello believes the worst moment of his life was a blessing in disguise. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/20/2013 3:31:12 PM 

Suspected soccer-coach pedophile arrested after accidental tip-off by burglar 

A soccer-coach has been arrested in Spain after a thief broke into his house and stole videotapes containing 

incriminating footage of child sex abuse, Spanish police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

12/20/2013 3:31:12 PM 

First Thoughts: Another 11th-hour health-care change 

Another health-care delay... Listing all the delays... Obama heads to Hawaii, but don’t be surprised if we hear from him 

first ... Republicans again dealing with immigration and gay rights _. A busy next two months _. And the top 10 races of 

2014 to watch, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/20/2013 4:09:43 PM 

Obama to hold year-end press conference Friday 

President Barack Obama will hold his final press conference of 2013 on Friday, capping a year dominated by sagging 

approval ratings and controversies over his signature health care law and his administration’s domestic surveillance 

programs.The press conference is set for 2p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Jocelyn Noveck 

12/20/2013 4:16:01 PM 

The biggest fashion moments of 2013 

Which celebrities caught our eye in 2013?From Miley’s onstage antics to Duchess Kate’s chic, understated style, there 

certainly was a lot of fashion to talk about in 2013. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/20/2013 5:30:44 PM 

J.K. Rowling to bring Harry Potter to London stage 

The Boy Who Lived will appear again -- this time on stage. J.K. Rowling will produce a play based on Harry Potter’s life 

before he headed to the Hogwarts, the school where he refined his wizardry skills., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC’s Domenico Montanaro and Mark Murray 

12/20/2013 6:01:13 PM 

Top 10 Races to Watch of 2014 

In our final installment of our top 10 look-backs and look-aheads, here is the Political Unit’s list of the Top 10 Races to 

Watch in 2014 (with some wild cards below them) with a combined criteria of attention-grabbing AND be competitive.l.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/20/2013 6:01:15 PM 

’After Earth,’ ’Sharknado’ named year’s worst movies 

Step aside, "Battlefield Earth." Will and Jaden Smith’s science-fiction adventure "After Earth" has joined you on a 

legendarily awful movie list.Fans of bad-movie experts Michael J. Nelson, Kevin Murphy, and Bill Corbett of Rifftrax.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/20/2013 11:15:04 PM 

Slip-sliding away: 6 ways Obamacare isn’t what it used to be 

The health insurance exchanges were supposed to be the crowning glory of Obamacare -- an easy way to help the 45 

million people who don’t have health insurance get some. Turns out, it hasn’t been so easy.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/20/2013 11:15:07 PM 

More than a million signed up for health insurance, Obama says 

More than a million people have now managed to sign up for health insurance on the state and federal websites -- 

more than 500,000 on the federal HealthCare.gov website so far this month alone, President Barack Obama said Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

12/20/2013 11:15:09 PM 

Quack attack: Late night hosts, celebs react to ’Duck Dynasty’ scandal 

If free speech is at the heart of the "Duck Dynasty" controversy, which resulted in the suspension of patriarch Phil 

Robertson after he expressed his anti-gay views in an interview, celebrities are not being shy about exercising their First 

Amendment rights. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

12/20/2013 11:15:10 PM 

Family of unarmed man shot dead by LAPD wants 320 million 

The family of an unarmed man who was shot and killed by officers following a pursuit of his Corvette through Los 

Angeles has filed a $20 million civil claim against the LAPD, the family’s lawyer announced Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Erin McClam, NBC News 

12/21/2013 12:10:49 AM 

’Holiday travel nightmare’: Winter storm, tornadoes could spell Christmas misery 

Bands of dangerous ice in the Northeast and the Midwest. The risk of a rare December tornado across parts of the 

South. And for the East Coast, temperatures that are more "Mele Kalikimaka" than "White Christmas.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bonnie Rochman 

12/21/2013 12:21:49 AM 

Group vasectomy -- the ultimate in male bonding? 

It may be the ultimate in male bonding: a pact between male friends to bid farewell to their fertility en masse. Turns out 

having a pal to share the pain of a vasectomy isn’t so unusual, say doctors.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/21/2013 3:58:52 AM 

Ned Vizzini dies at 32: Fans mourn ’It’s Kind of a Funny Story’ writer 

Young adult novelist Ned Vizzini has died at the age of 32. The New York-based author of "It’s Kind of a Funny Story," a 

semi-autobiographical story about a teen’s battle with severe depression, committed suicide on Thursday, the city’s 

medical examiner’s office confirmed to TODAY.com.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/21/2013 5:05:12 AM 

Two Colorado teens arrested in alleged plot to shoot up high school 

Just a week after a disaffected teen severely wounded a fellow student at his Colorado high school before killing himself, 

police arrested two other boys Friday on suspicion of plotting to similarly shoot up their high school in the same state. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joe Fryer and Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/21/2013 5:05:12 AM 

What’s stopping big Bertha? Seattle debates mysterious object obstructing tunnel machine 

SEATTLE -- In a city known for a giant needle pointing toward space, everyone is talking about a massive machine stuck 

underground.They call her Bertha, a 57-foot-wide, earth-eating tunnel maker chewing her way below downtown Seattle 

to make way for an underground highway along the city’s waterfront.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

12/21/2013 5:05:18 AM 

Supercar war: Lamborghini’s 202mph Huracan blows in 

The "200 club" just got a new member. Lamborghini unveiled a supercar that can reach a top speed of 202 mph. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Furlong 

12/21/2013 9:42:27 AM 

11 breakout hits of the fall TV season 

From the jaw-dropping Red Wedding on "Game of Thrones" to the clone-tastic performance of Tatiana Maslany on BBC 

America’s "Orphan Black" (which you should watch that if you haven’t already -- trust us), there was some serious water- 

cooler fodder to be had.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/21/2013 10:10:15 AM 

See for your selfie: Jimmy Fallon’s Instagram feed full of good eats 

Talk about an Instagram feed! Jimmy Fallon returns to "Saturday Night Live" this weekend just in time to avoid any 

possible weight gain from the culinary side trips he took during his "Clean Cut Comedy Tour.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric M. Johnson, Reuters 

12/21/2013 12:59:17 PM 

Slain Benghazi teacher Ronnie Smith’s widow: I ’love’ and ’forgive’ his killers 

The widow of an American teacher shot dead by gunmen in Libya two weeks ago said on Friday that she forgave the 

men who attacked her husband, whom she described as a devout Christian., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tammy Webber, The Associated Press 

12/21/2013 1:27:08 PM 

Heading home for Christmas? Holiday travelers face Mother Nature’s wrath 

CHICAGO -- Freezing rain. Snow. Thunderstorms. Even tornadoes. Much of the nation braced for foul weather on one of 

the busiest travel weekends of the year, as a wet winter storm created travel worries from Chicago and Detroit to 

Boston and New York. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebekah Smyth, Wendy Jones and Courtney Kube, NBC News 

12/21/2013 2:00:38 PM 

Four hurt as gunfire hits US military plane sent to evacuate Americans from South Sudan 

Four U.S. military personnel were injured early Saturday when a plane being sent to help evacuate Americans from 

strife-torn South Sudan was struck by gunfire.The Osprey CV-22 was damaged while approaching the city of Bor., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

12/21/2013 4:11:04 PM 

Detroit automakers aim at rebound in California 

It was the perfect opportunity to reach Hollywood’s elite, a mix of celebrities gathered for a preview screening of the 

new film "Inside Llewyn Davis" at the ArcLight Cinemas theater on Sunset and Vine., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AP 

12/21/2013 4:11:07 PM 

1,500 tested for TB at Southern California school 

More than 1,500 staff and students at a Southern California high school were tested for tuberculosis after one student 

was diagnosed with the bacterial infection last month, health officials said Friday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/21/2013 7:04:58 PM 

Tweet from PR exec about AIDS, Africa and race sparks outrage online 

A public relations executive for an Internet company drew outrage online after a post from her Twitter account said: 

"Going to Africa. Hope I don’t get AIDS. Just kidding. I’m whiteL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/21/2013 8:00:33 PM 

After lung transplant that changed the rules, Sarah is doing fine 

Six months after a life-saving double lung transplant, the Pennsylvania girl whose parents changed the way the organs 

are allocated in the U.S. is growing healthy and strong -- and she wants a Furby Boom for Christmas., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/21/2013 8:00:35 PM 

Chase limits debit card use for customers at risk in Target breach 

JPMorgan Chase, the largest bank in the United States, told customers Saturday that they would be limited to $100 in 

cash withdrawals and $300 in total purchases per day if they used Chase debit cards at Target during a recent security 

breach.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Boyle, Science Editor, NBC News 

12/21/2013 9:18:44 PM 

Holiday calendar: A scientific slant on winter’s start 

Winter officially began in the Northern Hemisphere at 12:11 p.m. ET Saturday -- and that moment marked the start of 

summer in the Southern Hemisphere as well. But why? This full-disk picture of Earth from Eumetsat’s Meteosat 10 

weather satellite shows why the 23. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/21/2013 9:35:02 PM 

Hotel magnate and wine entrepreneur feared dead in crash after chateau sale 

By Claude Canellas, ReutersBORDEAUX, France -- A Chinese hotel magnate and a French wine entrepreneur were feared 

dead with two others on Saturday after their helicopter crashed hours after they had agreed on the sale of a luxury 

Bordeaux chateau, police said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

12/22/2013 1:48:32 AM 

Second pedestrian killed by Amtrak train in Maryland 

A pedestrian was struck and killed by an Amtrak train headed to Boston Saturday, which led to regional service 

disruptions during a busy day for holiday travel, rail officials said. The incident took place at 4:34 p.m. north of 

Aberdeen, Md., an Amtrak representative said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/22/2013 3:50:40 AM 

Ice, snow, storms, possible tornadoes: Watch out on the way home for the holidays 

From ice and snow in the Midwest and New England to thunderstorms and perhaps even tornadoes in the South, 

hazardous weather descended on a swath of the nation from Texas to Maine on one of the busiest travel and holiday 

shopping weekends of the year.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/22/2013 6:36:34 AM 

Report: CIA secretly helping Colombia kill FARC rebel leaders 

WASHINGTON -- A covert CIA program has helped Colombia’s government kill at least two dozen leaders of the 

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, the rebel insurgency also known as FARC, The Washington Post reported 

Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/22/2013 9:00:40 AM 

Businessman, Jewish advocate Bronfman dies 

Edgar M. Bronfman Sr., the billionaire businessman and Iongtime president of the World Jewish Congress, which lobbied 

the Soviets to allow Jews to emigrate and helped spearhead the search for hidden Nazi loot, died Saturday. He was 84.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martin Petty, Reuters 

12/22/2013 12:32:46 PM 

Protesters swarm in Thai capital to demand PM resigns 

BANGKOK - Tens of thousands of anti-government demonstrators massed at sites around Thailand’s capital on Sunday in 

a bid to topple Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra before an uncertain February election the main opposition party will 

boycott. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Humeyra Pamuk and Andrew Heavens, Reuters. 

12/22/2013 12:32:48 PM 

Dozens of police officers ousted as corruption scandal roils Turkey’s elite 

ANKARA - Turkish authorities have removed another 25 police chiefs from their posts, media reported, widening a 

crackdown on the force since it launched a corruption investigation that Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan has called a 

"dirty operation" against his rule.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jon Herskovitz, Reuters 

12/22/2013 1:22:52 PM 

Freedom puts an end to Texas jailhouse cobbler’s career 

HUNTSVILLE, Texas - Lawmen would come from across Texas just to walk a few miles in the boots made by inmate 

Arnold Darby. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Goldman and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

12/22/2013 2:30:35 PM 

One person wounded in blast on Israeli bus 

JERUSALEM - One person was wounded in an explosion on a bus in the suburbs of Tel Aviv on Sunday, Israeli medical 

services said. "At 14:30 we received a report on an explosion on an empty bus. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joy Jernigan 

12/22/2013 3:42:57 PM 

’A real lightsaber’: Readers share their kids’ holiday wish lists 

Want to see kids’ imaginations shine? Ask them to write a letter to Santa. Inspired by some awesome wish lists we’ve 

seen this season, we asked you, TODAY Moms readers, to share your kids’ letters to Santa or holiday wish lists. Let’s just 

say Santa has his work cut out for him this year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Press Pass 

12/22/2013 3:54:04 PM 

Schumer sees job creation and middle-class income growth as defining issues for 2014 

By Tom Curry, National Affairs Writer, NBC NewsSen. Charles Schumer of New York, the third-ranking Democrat in the 

Senate leadership, said Sunday that "the number one issue in the 2014 election is not going to be Obamacare or the 

deficit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/22/2013 4:05:11 PM 

Huge and sloppy storm system snarls holiday travel 

Freezing rain, snow, ice and thunderstorms were wreaking havoc for millions of holiday travelers from the Louisiana Gulf 

Coast to eastern Canada on Sunday, as a huge and deadly storm system moved east in time for Christmas.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/22/2013 4:05:12 PM 

Jimmy Fallon, Justin Timberlake wrap up ’SNL’ Christmas showand crack each other up 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Raquel Castillo and Paul Day, Reuters 

12/22/2013 6:01:27 PM 

Two working-class towns big winners of Spain’s ~875M ’El Gordo’ prize 

MADRID -- Lottery ticket-holders in two Spanish towns - a working-class suburb outside Madrid and a town recently hit 

by layoffs in the Basque country -- were the big winners of the 640-million-euro ($875 million) El Gordo Christmas draw 

on Sunday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marisa Kabas 

12/22/2013 6:12:39 PM 

Real wedding: Elephants help ’dream come true’ in Africa 

Corey and Lynette Perkins’ spectacular wedding in Zimbabwe on Nov. 30 was a day neither of them was sure would ever 

come.° 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kyle Michael Miller 

12/22/2013 6:18:21 PM 

After failed IVF cycles, couple’sfriend carries their twins 

Sandi and Philip Palmisano always knew they wanted to have kids, but this married couple’s journey to getting pregnant 

took a detour they didn’t expect. "Quickly, things were going nowhere," Sandi Palmisano told TODAY’s Kyle Michael 

Miller. "Negative test after negative test.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Carla K. Johnson 

12/22/2013 7:46:57 PM 

Health plan sticker shock ahead for some buyers 

As a key enrollment deadline hits Monday, many people without health insurance have been sizing up policies on the 

new government health care marketplace and making what seems like a logical choice: They’re picking the cheapest 

one.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

12/22/2013 8:31:07 PM 

Young photographer killed in Syria conflict 

A Syrian photographer who took pictures for Reuters on a freelance basis has been killed while covering fighting in 

Aleppo, activists said. Molhem Barakat died on Friday as he took photographs of a battle over a hospital between rebels 

and forces loyal to President Bashar aI-Assad.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Fitzgerald 

12/22/2013 8:53:45 PM 

NY school goes all-in on digital textbooks 

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. -- At Archbishop Stepinac High School, the backpacks got a whole lot lighter this year because 

nearly every book -- from freshman biology to senior calculus -- is now digital, accessible on students’ laptops and 

tablets. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mohammed Ghobari, Reuters 

12/22/2013 9:04:41 PM 

AI Qaeda apology?: Terror group says attack on hospital was mistake 

SANAA -- AI Qaeda’s wing in Yemen blamed a renegade fighter for targeting medics and patients in a military hospital 

during its attack on the Defence Ministry compound in Sanaa earlier this month, it said in a statement released on 

Saturday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/22/2013 9:48:45 PM 

What’s cooking?: London police to review Nigella Lawson trial for possible drug probe 

British authorities will review the trial of two ex-employees of celebrity chef Nigella Lawson for a possible drug 

investigation, the Metropolitan Police Service said on Sunday.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/22/2013 9:48:46 PM 

U.S. citizens evacuated from violent region of South Sudan 

U.S. citizens have been safely relocated from Bor, South Sudan to the nation’s capital of Juba, in the midst of escalating 

violence and fears of possible civil war in the newly-formed African country, according to the State Department.Three 

hundred and eighty U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/22/2013 10:55:00 PM 

Americans evacuated from violent region of South Sudan 

Americans were safely relocated from Bor, South Sudan, to the nation’s capital of Juba in the midst of escalating 

violence and fears of possible civil war in the newly formed African country, according to the U.S. State 

Department.Three hundred and eighty U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

12/23/2013 3:03:47 AM 

35-state storm system creates kaleidoscope of weather, snarling holiday travel 

Freezing rain, snow and ice swirling in and around unseasonably warm patches created a bizarre patchwork of weather 

conditions over dozens of states Sunday, wreaking havoc for millions of holiday travelers.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/23/2013 4:04:28 AM 

After outrage, Cracker Barrel to sell ’Duck Dynasty’ items again 

Country store and restaurant Cracker Barrel filled display stands once more with "Duck Dynasty" merchandise on 

Sunday, only two days after removing the products in the wake of a cast member’s anti-gay comments and his 

subsequent suspension from the A&E show. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/23/2013 4:04:29 AM 

Rescuer of Ariel Castro’s captives signs book deal 

Charles Ramsey, the Cleveland man credited with rescuing three women from a decade of captivity under Ariel Castro’s 

roof, has signed a book deal, despite his previous lack of interest in attention and publicity, a publishing company 

announced Sunday.Cleveland publishing house Gray & 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

12/23/2013 4:04:30 AM 

Apple, China Mobile strike deal to bring iPhone to China in January 

Apple and China Mobile announced their long-awaited deal Sunday night, with the Chinese mobile carrier launching the 

iPhone across the country next month. China Mobile bills itself as the world’s largest mobile company, with 760 million 

subscribers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Producer, NBC News 

12/23/2013 8:54:53 AM 

Member of Russian punk band Pussy Riot freed from prison 

KRASNOYARSK, Russia -- A jailed member of Russia’s Pussy Riot punk bank, who was convicted of hooliganism after a 

performance critical of President Vladimir Putin, was released from jail on Monday, her lawyer said. Maria Alyokhina, 25, 

was released Monday morning. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

12/23/2013 9:17:30 AM 

Family plans second opinion for teen declared brain dead after routine surgery 

OAKLAND, Calif. -The family of Jahi McMath - a Northern California girl on life support after being declared brain dead - 

was expected to appear with hospital officials in court Monday to announce the name of the independent physician 

they have chosen to provide a second opinion on her condition. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

12/23/2013 9:53:26 AM 

Survivalist sought in murder of wife and two young daughters 

A survivalist accused of killing his wife and two young daughters after hiding an arsenal of weapons in an underground 

bunker is still on the run seven months later, in one of the few cases of gun violence against children in the U.S. without 

an arrest since the Newtown shootings. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Kaminsky, Reuters 

12/23/2013 11:34:35 AM 

Seattle girl escapes serious injury when bullet hits glasses 

A teenage girl avoided serious injury when her glasses deflected a bullet fired during a drive-by shooting at her Seattle 

home, police said on Sunday. The 16-year-old girl was asleep on her living room couch at about 9:40 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerry Sanders 

12/23/2013 11:34:36 AM 

Water causes a fresh problem for space station’s spacewalkers 

The first spacewalk to repair the International Space Station’s coolinl~ system went better than expected, but afterward, 

NASA encountered a new problem. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/23/2013 12:56:26 PM 

Company has ’parted ways’ with PR exec after tweet on AIDS, Africa and race 

A New York-based public relations executive offered an unsparing apology for a toxic tweet about AIDS in Africa that 

triggered outrage across the Internet, but the apology wasn’t enough to save her job. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda, Albina Kovalyova and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/23/2013 1:08:19 PM 

Freed Pussy Riot member: Russia’s Putin showed ’weakness’ in releasing band 

KRASNOYARSK, Russia -- A member of the Russian punk band Pussy Riot who was freed from prison Monday said 

President Vladimir Putin’s decision to release her showed that he was a weak leader. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer 

12/23/2013 6:24:28 PM 

Utah scrambles to halt same-sex marriages after judge’s surprise ruling 

State attorneys in Utah will ask a federal judge on Monday to put a temporary hold on his own ruling that made same- 

sex marriages legal there.U.S. District Judge Robert J., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/23/2013 9:23:31 PM 

Christmas in the dark? Storm brings ice and outages to Midwest, Northeast 

Thousands of people faced the prospect of spending the holidays in the dark, after a huge ice storm knocked out power 

throughout the Midwest and New England., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/23/2013 9:51:35 PM 

’Record day’ as last-minute Obamacare shoppers get a 24=hour buffer 

More than 850,000 people piled on to the federal health insurance website Monday, the last day to log on and sign up 

for health insurance coverage that begins Jan. 1, federal officials said."As of 2:00 p.m. today, we’ve seen approximately 

850,000 visits to HealthCare. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sight 

12/24/2013 4:30:23 AM 

Paul: Borrowing for unemployment benefits ’weakening us as a country’ 

By Kasie Hunt, NBC NewsSen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., is on a mission to get more minority voters and urban dwellers to 

support Republicans -- and to do it, he’s pitching a plan that would end long-term unemployment insurance, outlaw 

traditional pensions, and offer sweeping tax reductions to hard-hit areas.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/24/2013 4:30:27 AM 

Queen pardons computing giant Alan Turing 59 years after his suicide 

Queen Elizabeth II granted a rare "mercy pardon" Monday to Alan Turing, the computing and mathematics pioneer 

whose chemical castration for being gay drove him to suicide almost 60 years ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/24/2013 4:30:28 AM 

Curtain Calls 2013: Remembering stars old and young who passed this year 

Among the stars we lost in 2013 were those who left us with great bodies of work and those who we hoped to see so 

much more from in the coming years.From the world of film, Peter O’Toole died on Dec. 14., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sarah Elizabeth Richards 

12/24/2013 4:30:28 AM 

Doctors’ group sounds warning on freezing eggs to buy time on your biological clock 

Thinking about freezing your eggs to buy yourself a few more baby-making years? Not so fast, says the American College 

of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. The doctor’s organization issued a statement Monday warning healthy women not 

to use egg freezing to pause their biological clocks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

12/24/2013 4:30:29 AM 

McDonald’s employee site bashes fast food 

McDonald’s employee resources website once again is giving out worker advice that doesn’t seem to fit. This time, it’s 

about the industry it helped make ubiquitous -- fast food."Fast foods are quick, reasonably priced, and readily available 

alternatives to home cooking.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Marc Koslow, NBC News 

12/24/2013 5:09:02 AM 

Chase ups limits on cards after Target breach 

JPMorgan Chase is easing restrictions it placed on customers who used debit cards at Target stores during a massive 

credit and debit card security breach at Target stores, the company told customers Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yasmine Saleh, Reuters 

12/24/2013 6:49:39 AM 

At least 11 killed, dozens wounded in Egypt explosion 

CAIRO -- At least 11 people were killed and more than 100 others were wounded in a massive explosion at a security 

compound in Egypt’s Nile Delta town of Dakahlyia on Tuesday, a month before a vote on a new constitution key to the 

transition from military-backed rule.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fakhar ur Rehman and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/24/2013 9:55:56 AM 

Treason trial of Pakistan’s Musharraf disrupted by bomb 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -- Pakistan’s former military ruler Pervez Musharraf failed to attend the first day of his high 

treason trial Tuesday because of a bomb found near his home, an official said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair ]amieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

12/24/2013 10:41:24 AM 

Drunk woman enters elephant pen at Denver Zoo, gets electric shock: cops 

An "extremely intoxicated" woman was taken to hospital late Tuesday after entering the elephant pen at Denver Zoo 

and receiving a shock from an electric fence, police and officials said.The incident happened at about 9 p.m. local time 

(11p.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/24/2013 1:08:22 PM 

Mississippi cop slain, partner wounded by bank robbery suspects 

TUPELO, Miss. -- Suspected bank robbers shot a policeman dead and wounded a second officer as they made their 

getaway after a hold up, police in Mississippi said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelley Holland 

12/24/2013 3:41:26 PM 

Get the biggest bang for your donation bucks 

You have a deadline looming, and it’s not Christmas.This month is your last chance to make charitable donations for 

2013. So in between the holiday parties and cookie swaps, consider pulling out your checkbook one more time for your 

favorite cause. You’ll have plenty of company. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katrina Bishop 

12/24/2013 4:37:16 PM 

Ancient skills are keeping hipsters busy as bees 

While it appears that everyone is addicted to technology, a growing number of trendy city-dwellers are going to the 

other extreme and taking lessons in archaic - and sometimes weird - skills to stand out from the crowd.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Eng 

12/24/2013 10:02:26 PM 

Till the cows come home: Irish farmers milk the selfie trend 

Life on the farm isn’t immune from the year of the selfie. Irish farmer P.J. Ryan is proof of that.The Newport, County 

Tipperary resident was the runaway winner of this month’s "Selfie on the Farm" competition hosted on Facebook by the 

Irish Farmers Journal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Finkle and David Henry 

12/24/2013 10:13:31 PM 

Target hackers stole encrypted bank pins: report 

The hackers who attacked Target Corp. and compromised up to 40 million credit cards and debit cards also managed to 

steal encrypted personal identification numbers (PINs), according to a senior payments executive familiar with the 

situation. One major U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer 

12/:24/2013 10:46:41 PM 

Man dressed as Santa Claus robs Florida bank 

This Santa is no saint.Police in Port Orange, Fla., were looking for a man who robbed a SunTrust Bank on Monday 

wearing a red Santa Claus hat, a white beard and shades before making off with an undisclosed amount of cash.The bad 

Santa carried a package into the bank at about 3:13 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/24/2013 10:57:35 PM 

Pope Francis delivers his first Christmas homily 

The faithful flocked to St. Peter’s Basilica for Pope Francis’ first Christmas Eve midnight Mass, in which the pontiff once 

again preached the importance of acceptance and humility, qualities he has demonstrated continually in his first nine 

months as head of the Catholic Church. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

12/24/2013 10:57:37 PM 

’What an amazing present’: Boston Marathon survivor makes bid to walk 

Eight months after twin bombings at the Boston Marathon nearly took one survivor’s left leg, she can finally put two feet 

on the ground.Rebekah Gregory, 26, has had 14 surgeries in a bid to save the leg, though she has faced constant pain 

and the prospect of amputation many times. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/25/2013 11:01:04 AM 

NSA leaker Snowden urges US to ’end mass surveillance’ 

LONDON - NSA leaker Edward Snowden urged the U.S. and other world powers to "end mass surveillance" Wednesday 

in his first televised interview since arriving in Russia to avoid prosecution by authorities. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sinan Salaheddin, The Associated Press 

12/25/2013 12:57:46 PM 

Bombs at Christian targets kill at least 37 in Baghdad 

Militants in Iraq targeted Christians in two separate bomb attacks in Baghdad on Wednesday, killing at least 37 people, 

officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/25/2013 1:53:28 PM 

Swathes of icy Midwest, Northeast without power on Christmas morning 

Hundreds of thousands of Americans woke up to a Christmas morning without power Wednesday as crews battled to 

restore electricity to parts of the Midwest and Northeast following an ice storm.The worst affected state was Michigan, 

with about 180,000 homes and businesses still without power at 6 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/25/2013 4:06:28 PM 

37 killed in Baghdad bomb blasts amid ’deliberate and senseless’ targeting of Christians 

The U.S. Embassy in Iraq condemned the "deliberate and senseless" targeting of Christians after three bombs killed 37 

people in the capital Baghdad on Wednesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/25/2013 5:02:02 PM 

New Jersey ’go-go bar’ shooting: 3 dead, 2 hurt 

Three men were shot dead and two others wounded outside a "go-go bar" in New Jersey early Christmas morning, 

officials said.The shooting happened outside Slick’s Go-Go Bar, in Irvington, N.J., at 12.45 a.m. ET on Wednesday, the 

Essex County Prosecutor’s Office told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kiko Itasaka, Producer, NBC News 

12/25/2013 6:51:49 PM 

Christmas in Afghanistan: Thoughts of home as US troops get on with job 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- It was neither a silent nor holy night for American troops based in Afghanistan.With the whir of 

choppers overhead, weapons holstered at their sides, and convoys rolling out, everyone was constantly reminded of the 

job at hand and dangers they face. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/25/2013 7:36:17 PM 

Michigan, Maine 

Christmas cheer was hard to come by Wednesday in parts of Michigan and Maine, where more than 200,000 homes and 

businesses remained without electric power for a fourth day.Utility crews worked through the holiday to try to restore 

electricity cut off by a severe ice storm Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/25/2013 10:20:55 PM 

Michigan, Maine cope with cold, dark Christmas 

Christmas cheer was hard to come by Wednesday in parts of Michigan and Maine, where more than 200,000 homes and 

businesses remained without electric power for a fourth day as bitter winds and persistent ice from a sprawling winter 

weather system knocked down trees and power lines across the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Dokoupil, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/25/2013 11:37:58 PM 

UPS, FedEx draw fire after Christmas delivery problems 

The Grinch has company.Thousands of Americans awoke to find that special something missing from beneath the 

Christmas tree Wednesday, a day after UPS acknowledged getting swamped by the seasonal cheer and failing to deliver 

orders in time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto, Correspondent, NBC News 

12/26/2013 10:20:58 AM 

Backlash at Japan after PM Shinzo Abe visits controversial war shrine 

TOKYO - Japan faced an international political and economic backlash Thursday after prime minister Shinzo Abe visited 

the controversial Yasukuni shrine which honors the nation’s war dead - including those convicted of war crimes., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wajahat S. Khan and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/26/2013 11:56:59 AM 

American kidnapped in Pakistan begs Obama to negotiate with al Qaeda for his release 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -- A U.S. contractor kidnapped more than two years ago by aI-Qaeda militants in Pakistan pleaded 

with President Barack Obama to negotiate his release, in a video message published Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

12/26/2013 1:22:28 PM 

Economy revs up, but leaves millions of Americans waiting in the dust 

The U.S. economy is finally accelerating six years after the start of the Great Recession. Housing and stock prices are 

rising, the unemployment rate keeps falling, and the government’s budget deficit is shrinking.So why does it feel like the 

recession never really ended?. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

12/26/2013 2:07:42 PM 

A royally good year: The Brits’ best moments in 2013 

By George, this has been a great year for the British monarchy!~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

12/26/2013 2:36:02 PM 

UPS, FedEx scramble to deliver delayed Christmas packages 

Two of the nation’s biggest package shippers hit the road Thursday, scrambling to deliver boxes to angry customers who 

didn’t receive the gifts they ordered in time for Christmas., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

12/26/2013 3:38:21 PM 

Amid fast food flap, McDonald’s removes employee help site 

After yet another public relations headache, McDonald’s has taken down its employee resources website following what 

it deemed "unwarranted scrutiny and inappropriate commentary., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Elias, The Associated Press 

12/26/2013 3:55:52 PM 

Family of girl brain dead after tonsillectomy spending Christmas at hospital 

OAKLAND, Calif. -- The family of a 13-year-old Northern California girl declared brain dead after suffering complications 

following a tonsillectomy was trying to give the girl as normal of a Christmas as possible, with a tree and presents in her 

hospital room, her uncle said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin, Correspondent, NBC News 

12/26/2013 3:55:52 PM 

Egypt roadside bus bomb wounds five, two other devices defused 

CAIRO - Five people were injured - one of them critically - when a roadside bomb hit a bus in Cairo’s Nasr City district 

on Thursday, officials said.The homemade device had been place near a bus stop and was detonated as passengers were 

getting off, a security source said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

12/26/2013 6:40:25 PM 

Fire crews battle California wildfire fanned by strong Santa Ana winds 

A wind-whipped wildfire burning outside Los Angeles since Christmas evening was about 80 percent contained late 

Thursday morning, officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelli Grant 

12/26/2013 9:39:04 PM 

Online gifting: Plenty of happy and (sometimes) unhappy returns 

Free shipping has given online retailers a huge boost this holiday season. But shoppers looking to return an item might 

find that doing so racks up financial as well as time costs.Online sales have been booming this year, with spending from 

Thanksgiving through Dec. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Sullivan 

12/27/2013 1:25:19 AM 

8 US islands that are warm now 

You don’t need to splurge on a trip to the Caribbean to spend time on the beach this winter. These eight U.S. islands 

have the sandy shores, seafood shacks, and sunny skies that will have you thinking it’s summer-- even when there’s 

snow on the ground back home. Amelia Island, Fla. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

12/27/2013 1:25:21 AM 

Helping those with Down syndrome reach their highest potential 

By Kate Snow and Wonbo Woo, NBC NewsFollow Nancy Gianni around for a day or two and the first thing you’ll feel is 

tired. She walks fast. She talks fast. And she is very much on a mission."l want to show people the beauty and potential 

in our kids," she explains. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/27/2013 1:25:23 AM 

Father, son drown while attempting challenging cave dive in Florida 

A father and his son died in a cave diving accident near the coast of Florida while trying out new diving equipment on 

Christmas Day, police said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz and Tom Winter, NBC News 

12/27/2013 1:25:23 AM 

Connecticut State Police to release final Sandy Hook report 

Connecticut State Police will release its official report Friday of the chilling texts, photos and 911 calls investigated by 

authorities in the Newtown school shooting. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer 

12/27/2013 1:25:24 AM 

New Hampshire firefighter responds to fatal car wreck that claims daughter’s life 

Volunteer firefighter Stephen Whitcomb rushed to the scene of a Christmas Eve car wreck, not knowing if the victim 

could be saved.But at the nightmarish accident in New Hampshire, he made a heartbreaking discovery: The female 

victim was dead. She was his 30-year-old daughter.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Coyne, The Associated Press 

12/27/2013 1:25:25 AM 

Man pleads not guilty in rape, death of Ohio girl 

WOOSTER, Ohio -- An Ohio man pleaded not guilty Thursday in the rape and strangulation of a 9-year-old girl whose 

body was found in a trash bin at the trailer park where they were neighbors. One of Jerrod Metsker’s court-appointed 

attorneys entered the pleas for him in Wayne County court. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Oskin 

12/27/2013 1:25:26 AM 

Whoops! Earth’s oldest ’diamonds’ actually polishing grit 

Evidence of Earth’s first continents -- 4.3-billion-year-old "diamonds" -- are actually just fragments of polishing grit, a 

new study finds, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Krystina Gustafson 

12/27/2013 1:31:03 AM 

These retailers broke their Christmas delivery promise 

Shopping online has many advantages. You can put on your pj’s, open a bottle of wine and avoid the crowds -- all while 

crossing items off your list. But what happens when that convenient process is ruined by late delivery of a package, with 

the result being no gift under the tree?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/27/2013 4:56:48 AM 

’We just can’t get through’: Explorer ship stuck in Antarctic ice battered by blizzards 

Explorers marooned aboard a ship stuck in Antarctic sea ice said Friday that rescuers were nearing their position, a day 

after they were battered by blizzard conditions and winds of up to 45 mph.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

12/27/2013 8:14:27 AM 

Majority of Americansstill in the dark about incandescent light bulb phase-out 

The Jan. 1 deadline to end production of 60- and 40-watt incandescent light bulbs is fast approaching, but most 

Americans aren’t even aware that their traditional light sources will soon become a rare commodity, according to one 

consumer survey.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem, Producer, NBC 

12/27/2013 8:20:17 AM 

Strong explosion hits downtown Beirut 

BEIRUT, Lebanon - A strong explosion shook the Lebanese capital on Friday, sending black smoke billowing into the sky 

of central Beirut.A number of cars were burning the explosion’s aftermath and several bodies lay on the street.Please 

check back for details on this breaking news story. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

12/27/2013 8:43:14 AM 

’Great news’: Rescue vessel within sight of explorer ship stuck in Antarctic ice 

Rescuers were finally within sight of a ship stuck in Antarctic sea ice Friday, one of the explorers on board said, three 

days after it became stuck on Christmas Eve. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

12/27/2013 9:39:28 AM 

Think 2013 was a bad year for health politics? Just wait for 2014 

It was the gift that kept on giving: The disastrous roll-out of the health-insurance exchanges provided daily fodder for 

Republican opponents of Obamacare. And the dire state of U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

12/27/2013 9:39:29 AM 

Blast kills Lebanon’s ex-ambassador to US 

BEIRUT - The former Lebanese ambassador to the United States was assassinated early Friday by a bomb explosion close 

to the government headquarters in central Beirut.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

12/27/2013 9:45:01 AM 

Ex-ambassador to US among five killed in Lebanon bomb blast 

BEIRUT - The former Lebanese ambassador to the United States was assassinated early Friday by a bomb explosion close 

to the government headquarters in central Beirut that also killed at least four others. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

12/27/2013 10:43:02 AM 

Ex-ambassador to US killed in Lebanon bomb blast; four others killed 

BEIRUT -The former Lebanese ambassador to the United States was killed early Friday by a bomb explosion close to the 

government headquarters in central Beirut that also killed at least four others. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

12/27/2013 10:48:52 AM 

Ex-ambassador to US killed in Lebanon bomb blast; four others slain 

BEIRUT -The former Lebanese ambassador to the United States was killed early Friday by a bomb explosion close to the 

government headquarters in central Beirut that also killed at least four others. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Hasani Gittens NBC News 

12/27/2013 11:58:46 AM 

Mired in ice: Winter weather keeping power out for many 

It could be days before power is restored to swathes of the country after a ice storms plunged homes and businesses 

from Michigan to Maine and into Canada into darkness, utility officials say., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/27/2013 1:59:34 PM 

Cops: 4 dead, including suspect’s wife and ex-mother-in-law, in Louisiana shootings 

A south Louisiana man attacked his former in-laws, his current wife, and the head of a hospital where he’d worked, 

killing three before killing himself, authorities said. The shootings happened at four locations in two parishes about 45 

miles southwest of New Orleans on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/27/2013 2:17:31 PM 

Love ’em or leave ’em? Five earworms we couldn’t shake in 2013 

If you’ve managed to avoid hearing the biggest songs of 2013, congratulations. We hope you got a nice tan during your 

stay in radio-free utopia. For the rest of the pop-rock population, it’s time to weigh in on which of these songs you think 

you could stand hearing again in the new year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Diane Mapes 

12/27/2013 2:34:38 PM 

Fitness fails: Workouts you need to stop doing in 2014 

Fitness fads come and go. And sometimes, they inexplicably come galloping back again (we’re talking to you, 

Prancercise). Some exercise trends could use a little nudge toward the door, though, like family members who stay too 

long after the holidays. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/27/2013 2:46:37 PM 

Twerking, blackface and sex tapes: Stars made unwelcome headlines in 2013 

Famous folks can make headlines for winning Oscars, or for winning the Nobel Peace Prize, or for writing a bestseller. Or 

they can find themselves in the news for sex tapes, DUI scandals, bitter divorces and tweets gone wrong.Here’s a look at 

some of the year’s many celebrity scandals.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

:12/27/20:~3 2:57:53 PM 

’Selfie king’ James Franco calls out TODAY for calling out his selfies 

During his time on social media, James Franco has learned a thing or two -- namely, posting selfies gets attention. 

Posting photos of other things ... not so much. And in a new column for The New York Times, Franco shares the wisdom 

of the selfie, and gave a tip of the hat to TODAY in the process. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Markham Heid 

12/27/2013 3:15:07 PM 

Does your face turn red when you drink? Here’s why 

You probably have at least one buddy who suffers from "The Flush": After a few drinks, he looks like Violet Beauregarde 

just before the Oompa Loompas rolled her out of Willy Wonka’s gum room. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/27/2013 3:38:10 PM 

From online hacks to plastic fakes: The strange life of a stolen credit card 

Six days before Christmas, Shaw Lash’s debit card was used at a Toys R Us in the New York City borough of Brooklyn. The 

problem? Lash wasn’t at Toys R Us buying gifts.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin, Correspondent, NBC News 

12/27/2013 3:49:34 PM 

At least 148 arrested in crackdown on Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood 

CAIRO - At least 148 people, including 28 women, have been arrested across Egypt as the government deepens its 

crackdown on members of the ousted and now-banned Muslim Brotherhood, security sources said on Friday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

12/27/2013 3:49:35 PM 

Ohio woman stabs sister during Christmas fight over apple fritters 

A fight over apple fritters among sisters on Christmas night led one of the siblings to allegedly stab another in the chest 

in Akron, Ohio, reports said Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lilit Marcus 

12/27/2013 4:00:46 PM 

Couple celebrates 61 years of marriage in ’Up’-inspired shoot 

61 years ago, Donald and Dorothy Lutz’s wedding photographer stood them up, leaving the lovebirds with only a single 

picture to remember their big day. But six decades later, they got a very special belated wedding gift -- a beautiful 

anniversary photo shoot, inspired by the Disney movie "Up.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

12/27/2013 4:00:46 PM 

Python strangles security guard at luxury hotel in Bali, Indonesia 

A python strangled a security guard near a luxury hotel on Indonesia’s resort island of Bali on Friday, and then escaped 

into nearby bushes following the deadly attack, police and a hotel employee who witnessed the incident said.The 

incident happened around 3 a.m. local time (2 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

12/27/2013 4:40:37 PM 

’Golden Sisters’ argue over sexiest men: Woody Allen vs. Jack Nicholson 

It’s not unusual for sassy senior sisters Mary Bartnicki, Josie Cavaluzzi and Teresa Dahlquist of OWN’s "Golden Sisters" to 

disagree with each other. That’s half the fun of watching the gals’ reality show. However, it is unusual for sexy men to be 

the source of their squabbles. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin, Correspondent, NBC News 

12/27/2013 4:46:22 PM 

At least 265 arrested in crackdown on Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood 

CAIRO - At least 265 people, including 28 women, have been arrested across Egypt as the government deepens its 

crackdown on members of the ousted and now-banned Muslim Brotherhood, security sources said on Friday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sanjeev Miglani, Reuters 

12/27/2013 5:20:14 PM 

American schools, officials targeted in India as diplomat dispute deepens 

NEW DELHI - India has sought details about staff in American schools in the country for possible tax violations and 

revoked ID cards of U.S. consular officials and their families, retaliatory steps for the arrest of an Indian diplomat in New 

York. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Finkle and Dhanya Skariachan 

12/27/2013 7:34:51 PM 

Target confirms encrypted PINs stolen in data breach 

Target Corp. said Friday that PIN data of its customers’ bank ATM cards were stolen as part of the massive data breach 

at the third-largest U.S. retailer, but it was confident that the information was "safe and secure.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

12/27/2013 8:02:26 PM 

Pot businesses pick up retail marijuana licenses in Denver for Jan. 1 debut 

Call it a Green Christmas,Marijuana retailers in Denver on Friday were picking up the final licenses they need to legally 

sell retail pot in Colorado come New Year’s Day."We’re excited about it. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

12/27/2013 8:13:31 PM 

Long-term jobless facing new year without aid 

Over a million out-of-work Americans will be ringing in the new year with a lot more uncertainty about the 

future.Jobless benefits are slated to expire this weekend for 1.3 million people who receive the long-term federal aid 

payments that kick in after state insurance payments run out. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/27/2013 8:24:33 PM 

Two men make Christmas Day airport breaches in separate incidents in NJ and Arizona 

Two men at airports over 2,000 miles apart were arrested on Christmas Day after both breached high-security fences 

and ran onto the tarmacs in separate incidents in Newark, N.J. and Phoenix, Ariz., authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/27/2013 8:24:34 PM 

Flu season kicks in, likely to affect younger adults, CDC says 

The new flu season is ramping up across the U.S. with growing reports of illness -- particularly in the south -- chiefly 

caused by the HIN1 bug that is more likely to sicken younger adults than the elderly, health officials said Friday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter, Hannah Rappleye, Monica Alba and Kristen Dahlgren 

12/27/2013 9:59:16 PM 

Police release full Newtown massacre report, with photos and video 

A massive new report from the Connecticut State Police released on-line today reveals new details about the Dec. 14, 

2012 mass shooting that took 26 lives at Sandy Hook elementary school in Newtown, Conn.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Irene Klotz 

12/27/2013 10:04:49 PM 

Russian spacewalkers run into snags with Earth-watching cameras 

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. -- Spacewalking cosmonauts on Friday installed two cameras outside the International Space 

Station for a Canadian streaming-video business, but then retrieved the gear after electrical connections failed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Oskin 

12/27/2013 11:12:02 PM 

New eruption may be brewing at El Hierro volcano in Canary Islands 

Two years after a new underwater volcano appeared offshore of El Hierro in the Canary Islands, earthquake swarms and 

a sudden change in height suggest a new eruption is brewing near the island’s villages, officials announced Friday (Dec. 

27). 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/27/2013 11:50:50 PM 

’Duck Dynasty’ star Phil Robertson will remain on show, A&E says 

"Duck Dynasty" family patriarch Phil Robertson will be back on the popular A&E reality show when new episodes begin 

filming in 2014, the network said in a statement on Friday. A&E had previously suspended Robertson after he was 

quoted in GQ magazine discussing homosexuality. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, Political Reporter, NBC News 

12/28/2013 5:06:04 AM 

New year, old headaches? Checking in with the IRS, NSA and Benghazi controversies 

The botched rollout of the Affordable Care Act may be the top political topic -- or punch line -- for families around the 

dinner table this holiday season, but it was far from President Barack Obama’s only headache in 2013. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

12/28/2013 8:51:59 AM 

Out of this world: Astronaut captures majestic view during Christmas Eve spacewalk 

Sure, you might have a nice view from your workplace, but how does it stack up to this?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/28/2013 ii:55:31 AM 

New ship on the way after Antarctic rescue boat hits ice 

Rescuers trying to reach a ship trapped by sea ice in Antarctica were themselves thwarted by thick "multi-layered" ice 

more than 6.5 feet deep.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Hasani Gittens NBC News 

12/28/2013 11:55:32 AM 

Winter storm power cuts: Frustration grows with tens of thousands still in the dark 

Tens of thousands of people awoke Saturday to a sixth day without power, after freezing ice storms plunged homes and 

businesses from Michigan to Maine and into Canada into darkness. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

12/28/2013 2:59:13 PM 

Biggest reality TV scandals of 2013 

Reality TV provides no shortage of headlines each year, whether it’s Kim Kardashian giving birth on "Keeping Up With 

the Kardashians" or Blake Shelton getting knocked out of the competition for the first time in three seasons of "The 

Voice."But not all headlines are good.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

12/28/2013 3:55:10 PM 

One-pot meals, crispy chicken: 13 most popular recipes in 2013 

Comfort and ease ruled 2013 when it came to the recipes TODAY.com readers clicked on most. From one-pot meals and 

crispy chicken to pasta, dessert and, of course, the Mac Attack Burger, take a look at the top recipes for 2013., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/28/2013 4:06:06 PM 

Student killed as Brootherhood supporters clash with police in Cairo 

A college student was killed as supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood clashed with Egyptian police at a Cairo university, 

the group and state media reported Saturday. The student, identified by activists as Khaled EI-Haddad, was killed on the 

Cairo campus of AI-Azhar University. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/28/2013 4:44:52 PM 

Are state gay-marriage bans in jeopardy? Not so fast, experts say 

Though a federal judge struck down Utah’s same-sex marriage ban and another chipped away at a similar law in Ohio in 

the last week, experts warned that about 30 similar state statutes weren’t necessarily under threat despite mounting 

legal challenges. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

12/28/2013 4:44:54 PM 

Stranded ship awaits Australian ice-breaker in Antarctic 

An Australian rescue vessel trying to reach a ship and its passengers trapped by ice in Antarctica was expected to arrive 

on Sunday evening local time, after early rescue efforts to break the ship free were stymied by thick "multi-layered" ice 

more than ten-feet deep.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin and Hasani Gittens, NBC News 

12/28/2013 5:24:29 PM 

Student killed as Brotherhood supporters clash with police in Cairo 

A college student was killed as supporters of the Muslim Brotherhood clashed with Egyptian police at a Cairo university, 

the group and state media reported Saturday. The student, identified by activists as Khaled EI-Haddad, was killed on the 

Cairo campus of AI-Azhar University. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip Pullella, Reuters 

12/28/2013 5:35:49 PM 

Syria’s Assad sends private message to Pope Francis, Vatican says 

VATICAN CITY -- Syrian President Bashar Assad has sent Pope Francis a private message, the Vatican said on Saturday, 

without disclosing its contents.It was the first known time Assad has sent a direct message to the pontiff since the start 

of Syria’s civil war in 2011. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

12/28/2013 6:14:31 PM 

Going bold on the red carpet: Fashion risk=takers of 2013 

Celebs were daring with their wardrobes in 2013, walking the red carpet in sheer styles, big prints and quirky looks.Take 

a look at the bravest fashionistas of the year.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Morag MacKinnon, Reuters 

12/28/2013 7:15:29 PM 

Zimbabwe ambassador to Australia seeks asylum 

PERTH, Australia -- Zimbabwe’s ambassador to Australia has asked for political asylum just days before her term ends 

saying she fears for her safety if she goes home, media reported on Saturday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

12/28/2013 8:22:14 PM 

Are state gay-marriage bans in jeopardy? Not so fast, experts say 

Though a federal judge struck down Utah’s same-sex marriage ban and another chipped away at a similar law in Ohio in 

the last week, experts warned that about 30 similar state statutes weren’t necessarily under threat despite mounting 

legal challenges. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/28/2013 8:27:52 PM 

Thousands still without power as more snow on way to Northeast 

As efforts continued Saturday to restore power to residents across much of the Midwest and Northeast after an 

debilitating ice storm, more snow is projected to accumulate Sunday night, officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/28/2013 9:17:27 PM 

Kerry to return to Palestine, Israel on Jan. 1 to push for peace 

As his first diplomatic move in the New Year, Secretary of State John Kerry will return to both Palestinian and Israeli 

territories to engage in peace talks, an unnamed U.S. official said Saturday.The official said Kerry will visit Jerusalem and 

Ramallah on Jan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/28/2013 9:23:00 PM 

FBI: Suspect in Mississippi bank robbery that left cop dead now tied to heist in Georgia 

A bank robbery suspect on the run after fatally shooting one policeman and wounding another in Mississippi earlier this 

week has been connected to an earlier robbery that same day in Georgia, the FBI said on Saturday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/28/2013 11:46:44 PM 

Great-granddaughter of cereal heiress found stabbed to death on Honduras island 

The great-granddaughter of the heiress to the General Foods cereal fortune was found stabbed to death in her luxury 

spa on the South American island of Roatan, police in Honduras said.Roatan Police Chief Alex Edgardo Madrid told 

reporters Friday that Nedenia Post Dye, 46, of Santa Monica, Calif.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Producer, NBC News 

12/29/2013 9:32:18 AM 

Four killed, 10 hurt in explosion at Russia train station 

Four people were killed and 10 injured in an explosion at a railway station in southern Russia Sunday, the country’s 

emergency ministry said.The Federal Security Services are at the scene but no confirmation on cause of explosion yet., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

12/29/2013 9:54:37 AM 

Scenic Mexico coastal highway collapses after rain, small earthquakes: reports 

A 300-yard section of scenic highway near the U.S. border collapsed Saturday, sinking up to 300 feet and forcing the 

closure of the route, according to reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

12/29/2013 12:25:31 PM 

Jahi McMath: New York facility is ’last hope’ for girl declared brain dead, family say 

The family of Jahi McMath, the 13-year-old girl declared brain dead after complications from routine tonsil surgery, said 

Saturday a hospital in New York may be able to accept her and keep her on life support. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Simon Moya-Smith, NBC News 

12/29/2013 1:59:41 PM 

Bitter cold, more snow forecast for storm-battered Northeast 

An icy blast of freezing weather was forecast to bring bitter cold to the Upper Midwest and Northern Plains Sunday, 

while the storm-battered Northeast is to get more snow., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Peter Jeary, NBC News 

12/29/2013 2:16:24 PM 

Former F1 racing champion Schumacher injured in ski accident 

LONDON - Retired seven-times Formula One world champion Michael Schumacher was airlifted to a hospital after 

colliding with a rock while skiing in the French Alps, officials told local media. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

12/29/2013 3:06:35 PM 

Say what? Funniest movie quotes of the year 

Even the worst movies can feature memorable lines. Here’s a look at some of the best movie quotes of 2013 -- we’re 

not vouching for the films as a whole, just the zingers in question."Who the hell is Julius Caesar? You know I don’t follow 

the NBAL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Producer, NBC News 

12/29/2013 3:17:29 PM 

Russia suicide attack: Suspected female bomber kills at least 14 at train station 

MOSCOW -- At least 14 people were killed in a terror attack by a suspected female suicide bomber at a railway station 

in Russia Sunday, officials said -- the second deadly attack in three days as the country prepares to host the Winter 

Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

12/29/2013 3:45:12 PM 

Bigger, smarter, lighter: The tech we’re looking forward to in 2014 

Some parts of the tech world remain mysterious and unpredictable, but there are a few things one can still count on and 

look forward to in 2014. Barring the appearance of flying cars or robotic butlers, here are our most anticipated items or 

trends in technology for 2014. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

12/29/2013 4:18:41 PM 

Too cute! Vote for your favorite animal story of the year 

This year has seen its fair share of incredible (and incredibly cute) animal stories, from a paralyzed pig with a wheelchair 

to a lioness who shares a heartwarming bond with a pair of conservationists. Here are the 10 animal stories you liked 

most on Facebook. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Press Pass 

12/29/2013 4:35:00 PM 

Issa stands by claims of al Qaeda-affiliation in Benghazi attacks 

By Carrie Dann, NBC NewsRep. Darrell Issa on Sunday stood by claims that a group affiliated with the terrorist 

organization al Qaeda was involved in the 2012 attack on the American consulate in Benghazi."It was accurate," Issa said 

on NBC’s Meet the Press.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip Pullella, Reuters 

12/29/2013 4:46:08 PM 

’1 would have died when I was nine’: Italian woman defends animal testing, incurs wrath 

ROME -- An Italian woman who declared in an internet posting that she owed her life to medicines developed from 

testing on laboratory mice has gone on national television to answer abuse from animal rights militants. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laila Bassam, Erika Solomon and Julien Ponthus, Reuters 

12/29/2013 6:54:46 PM 

Saudi Arabia to give Lebanese army $3 billion 

BEIRUT - Saudi Arabia is giving the Lebanese army $3 billion in aid, Lebanon’s President Michel Suleiman said on Sunday, 

calling it the largest grant ever to the country’s armed forces. Some of the money was likely to be spent on weapons 

from France, Suleiman indicated in a televised address.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/29/2013 8:28:56 PM 

Cracks in ice new hope for stranded Antarctica ship 

The ice surrounding a trapped research ship in Antarctica appeared to be cracking as a rescue vessel arrived Sunday, the 

crew reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/30/2013 2:02:47 AM 

Bank bandit wanted in Mississippi cop’s death killed during Phoenix shootout: FBI 

A serial bank robber suspected of murdering a Mississippi police officer and wounding a second one was killed in a 

shootout with cops in Arizona on Saturday, ending a weeklong manhunt, authorities said Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew DeLuca, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/30/2013 3:04:46 AM 

Year in scandals, 2013: Miley Cyrus twerks, Lance dopes, Weiner flops 

And what a year it was.Old names returned amid new peccadilloes (here’s looking at you, Carlos Danger), while an 

obscure government contractor took to the international stage propelled by shocking revelations about the extent of 

government snooping.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/30/2013 6:41:50 AM 

Bad weather thwarts rescue of stranded Antarctica ship 

Weather conditions thwarted efforts of a third rescue vessel attemptinl~ to approach a trapped research ship in 

Antarctica on Monday, officials reported., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

12/30/2013 6:58:15 AM 

At least 10 killed in trolley bus explosion in the Russian city of Volgograd, officials say 

At least 10 people have been killed in a trolley bus explosion in the Russian city of Volgograd, according to officials -- the 

third deadly attack in four days as the country prepares to host the Winter Olympics. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nelson Renteria 

12/30/2013 7:42:43 AM 

El Salvador volcano erupts, prompting evacuations 

The Chaparrastique volcano in eastern El Salvador belched a column of hot ash high into the air on Sunday, frightening 

nearby residents and prompting authorities to order evacuations in the area.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sarah DiLorenzo and Geir Moulson, The Associated Press 

12/30/2013 10:06:18 AM 

Formula One legend Michael Schumacher critically ill after skiing accident 

PARIS - Seven-time Formula One champion Michael Schumacher was in critical condition Monday after undergoing brain 

surgery following a weekend skiing accident. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Simon Moya-Smith, NBC News 

12/30/2013 10:18:00 AM 

Bitter cold forecast for central, eastern parts of country 

Bitterly cold weather looked set to linger in central and eastern parts of the country on Monday, with some regions 

experiencing wind chills as low as 25 to 35 degrees below zero., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

12/30/2013 10:23:40 AM 

Porn through a looking glass? Tech vices that could haunt us in 2014 

The optimist in all of us would like to think that technology evolves to make the world a better place. And, well, it often 

does. But it also helps stimulate our seedier side as well., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dominic Lau 

12/30/2013 10:35:26 AM 

Japan’s Nikkei closes out year up 57 percent, its biggest annual gain in four decades 

TOKYO -- Japan’s Nikkei stock average rose to a six-year high to close out 2013 with a 57 percent annual gain, its biggest 

in more than 40 years on the back of aggressive economic stimulus by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. The Nikkei rose for a 

ninth day to end 0.7 percent higher at 16,291.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Simon Moya-Smith, NBC News 

12/30/2013 10:53:32 AM 

Brrrr! Mercury plummets 32 degrees in just hours in Minneapolis as bitter cold lingers 

Bitterly cold weather lingered in central and eastern parts of the country on Monday, with some regions experiencing 

wind chills as low as 25 to 35 degrees below zero. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

12/30/2013 1:03:51 PM 

It’s over! Celebrity breakups of 2013 

There was no happily ever after for some celebrities this year as high-profile couples announced they were going their 

separate ways.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Webber 

12/30/2013 1:43:53 PM 

Patrick Swayze’s widow Lisa Niemi is engaged 

Lisa Niemi will soon be a new bride. Patrick Swayze’s widow is engaged, her rep confirms to Us Weekly. The actress and 

dancer is gearing up to tie the knot to jeweler Albert DePrisco.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Finkle 

12/30/2013 2:35:39 PM 

Hacker hijacked BBC server, tried to ’sell’ access on Christmas Day 

BOSTON (Reuters) - A hacker secretly took over a computer server at the BBC, Britain’s public broadcaster, and then 

launched a Christmas Day campaign to convince other cyber criminals to pay him for access to the system.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

12/30/2013 3:32:18 PM 

Pending home sales rise, but less than expected 

Signed contracts to buy existing homes rose slightly in November, breaking a five-month negative streak, according to 

the National Association of Realtors. Pending homes sales ticked 0.2 percent higher from a downwardly revised reading 

in October but are still down i.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova and Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

12/30/2013 3:49:17 PM 

Rush-hour blast kills 14 on trolley bus in Volgograd, Russia; 3rd deadly attack in four days 

MOSCOW -- At least 14 people were killed and 28 wounded when an explosion ripped throul~h a trolley bus in the 

Russian city of Volgolgrad on Monday, the country’s third deadly attack in four days. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Harry Papachristou, Madeleine Chambers and Karolina Tagaris, Reuters 

12/30/2013 3:49:20 PM 

Gunmen fire on German ambassador’s residence in Athens, Greece 

ATHENS -- Unidentified assailants opened fire on the German ambassador’s residence in Athens with a Kalashnikov 

assault rifle early on Monday in an attack seen as an attempt to sour relations between debt-laden Greece and its 

biggest creditor nation.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

12/30/2013 4:06:17 PM 

Antarctic expedition leader on rescue attempts: ’We’re just keeping hope’ 

The latest attempt to rescue a Russian research vessel trapped in Antarctica was scuttled Monday morning because the 

ice around the stranded ship turned out to be too thick to break up. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michelle Rindels, The Associated Press 

12/30/2013 5:02:57 PM 

Drones take next step with announcement of test sites 

The Federal Aviation Administration announced six states on Monday that will develop test sites for drones, a critical 

next step for the unmanned aircraft’s march into U.S. skies. The agency said Alaska, Nevada, New York, North Dakota, 

Texas and Virginia as states that will host research sites.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/30/2013 5:59:34 PM 

Jennifer Lawrence is the celebrity of the year 

Jennifer Lawrence started 2013 by winning awards for her role in "Silver Linings Playbook" and she’s ending the year 

with new nominations as a star of "American Hustle." In between she won us over with her sense of humor and style 

and another blockbuster "Hunger Games" film. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/30/2013 7:12:24 PM 

How Google and Apple are turning your car into a giant smartphone 

Google and German automaker Audi are teaming up to create an in-car infotainment system that could make checking 

your phone while driving a thing of the past. 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/30/2013 7:23:35 PM 

8 things to know about buying and smoking pot in Colorado 

Colorado’s budding pot industry is set to flourish in the new year, as the state becomes the first in the country to allow 

recreational marijuana sales starting Jan. 1.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Susan Cornwell 

12/30/2013 7:34:29 PM 

Official who oversaw building; of Obamacare website retires 

U.S. health official Michelle Snyder, who oversaw the building of the troubled Obamacare website, HealthCare.gov, is 

retiring from her job as chief operating officer at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Fahey 

12/30/2013 8:13:28 PM 

Less juice: Home electricity use falling to 2001 levels 

The average amount of electricity consumed in U.S. homes has fallen to levels last seen more than a decade ago, back 

when the smartest device in people’s pockets was a Palm pilot and anyone talking about a tablet was probably an 

archaeologist or a preacher.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

12/30/2013 8:24:34 PM 

Wild and wooly: Male body hair a backlash to manscaping 

This is more than hipster scruff or weekend fluff or stylish chin tufts. Man hair is back, coiling with a vengeance on the 

torsos and faces of Hollywood’s leading men -- as well as on some of your neighbors and probably the young dude in 

the next cube. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

12/30/2013 8:35:48 PM 

Beyonce criticized for sampling audio from shuttle Challenger disaster 

Beyonc~’s sampling of audio from the 1986 space shuttle Challenger disaster on her new song "XO" is being criticized by 

former NASA astronauts and family members.The song, part of the surprise new album the singer released on Dec.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nia Hamm 

12/30/2013 9:08:52 PM 

More "quality" jobs seen as sign of improving economy 

Recent job gains and record highs in the stock market are signs that the U.S. economy is strengthening, leading many 

economists to believe job growth will continue into 2014. "If we could maintain a 3 percent-plus pace next year ... I’m 

thinking so far we have in the second half of this year .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

12/30/2013 9:31:03 PM 

Neighbor of Ariel Castro pleads guilty to murders, rapes, kidnappings 

The man nabbed by Cleveland police because of the proximity of his house to the late serial rapist and kidnapper Ariel 

Castro pleaded guilty to murder and rape charges on Monday.Elias Acevedo St., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/30/2013 9:36:36 PM 

Cholesterol levels linked to early signs of Alzheimer’s in brain 

High levels of "good" HDL cholesterol and low levels of the "bad" LDL kind are not just helpful for your heart, they’re 

better for your brain as well, a new study finds.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/30/2013 11:43:29 PM 

Bombings fuel fears about Sochi threat by ’Emir of Caucasus’ Doku Umarov 

A trio of deadly bombings in Volgograd ahead of the Winter Olympics has focused new attention on notorious Chechen 

warlord Doku Umarov, who has claimed responsibility for a wave of similar terrorist attacks in the name of Islam and 

vowed to stop the Sochi Games.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

12/31/2013 12:05:34 AM 

2nd child to challenge organ transplant rules gets new lungs 

A New York boy who joined Pennsylvania’s Sarah Murnaghan in challenging the nation’s organ transplant rules has 

received a new set of lungs, his mother said Monday. Javier Acosta, of the Bronx, underwent a transplant on Oct.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Barbara Mantel 

12/31/2013 12:22:10 AM 

Millions at high risk for lung cancer should be screened yearly, panel says 

In a move that could affect millions of current and former smokers, a highly influential, independent panel of medical 

experts is recommending yearly screening for healthy adults between the ages of 55 and 80 at high risk for lung cancer.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

12/31/2013 12:22:11 AM 

Prince William plans to go back to school, study agricultural management 

The University of Cambridge may have just landed its most famous student. Early next year, Prince William plans to 

return to school and complete a lO-week program in agricultural management at the university, Kensington Palace 

announced Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

12/31/2013 1:23:14 AM 

Brain-dead teen to remain on life support pending appeal by family 

With an hour to spare, a judge ordered a stay on the restraining order against the hospital that was scheduled to take 

the 13-year-old girl rendered brain-dead by elective surgeries in California off life support Monday evening.Jahi McMath 

is allowed to remain on life support until Jan.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chart 

12/31/2013 1:34:36 AM 

’Price Is Right’ gives its biggest winner yet a 3157,000 car 

Come on down, Sheree Heil, and celebrate the biggest win in daytime "Price Is Right" history! The long-running game 

show on Monday tweeted that contestant Hell had won an Audi R8 Spyder Quattro among other prizes and cash to 

become the biggest winner with winnings totaling ~170,345. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/31/2013 2:18:46 AM 

Residents of ND town urged to evacuate after train collision sets oil tankers ablaze 

A collision between two trains caused a freight train carrying crude oil to derail in North Dakota on Monday afternoon, 

triggering an explosion and sending flames shooting more than 100 feet into the air. No injuries were immediately 

reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/31/2013 3:08:59 AM 

Man accidentally killed by truck on tarmac at Boston airport 

The death of a man who was run over by a truck on the tarmac at Boston Logan International Airport was an accident, 

authorities said Monday night. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Simon Moya-Smith, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/31/2013 3:47:30 AM 

’It’s over’: New York City Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio vows to ban horse=drawn carriages 

New York City Mayor-elect Bill de Blasio said that one of his first acts after taking office this week will be to ban horse- 

drawn carriages in Central Park.Speaking at a news conference Monday, de Blasio said it was inhumane to expose the 

horses to the city’s dangerous streets. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

12/31/2013 7:28:13 AM 

More than 19,000 flee as volcano erupts on Indonesia’s Sumatra 

A volcano that has been erupting for months on Indonesia’s Sumatra island sent ash 23,000 feet into the air overnight 

on Monday, forcing more than 19,000 people to flee, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/31/2013 8:24:08 AM 

Hey! Who turned out the lights? Incandescent bulb ban just one of new year’s new laws 

Comic strip artists will have to find a new way to illustrate someone’s having a bright idea beginning Wednesday, thanks 

to a new federal law banning production of the familiar incandescent light bulbs -- just one of hundreds of new rules 

and regulations taking effect across the U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Graham, Reuters 

12/31/2013 9:20:13 AM 

Northern Ireland talks prove fruitless after year of renewed rioting, bombs 

Marathon talks between the leaders of Northern Ireland’s Catholic and Protestant communities broke down on Tuesday 

without agreement to ease tensions that have led to one of the worst years of rioting in the British province for a 

decade.The U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

12/31/2013 9:53:34 AM 

Boy Scouts of America enters new era as group opens to gay youth on Jan, 1 

For 103 years, Boy Scout Troop 101, one of the oldest west of the Mississippi River, has called Pomona First Baptist 

Church home. But that relationship will end on New Year’s Day when the church will sever ties with the troop over the 

Boy Scouts of America’s decision to admit openly gay youth. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/31/2013 10:22:04 AM 

Scores die as followers of ’prophet’ Gedeon seize TV station in Democratic Republic of Congo 

KINSHASA - Around 100 people were killed in Democratic Republic of Congo when security forces clashed with 

supporters of a self-proclaimed ’prophet’ who tried to seize control of the airport, a military barracks and state 

television, the government said Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jason Cumming, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/31/2013 11:42:01 AM 

Formula One legend Michael Schumacher showing ’slight improvement,’ doctors say 

Doctors treating Michael Schumacher said Tuesday that new scans showed "slight improvement" in the Formula One 

icon’s condition after he underwent a second operation to relieve pressure on his brain."We can’t say he is out of danger 

but ... we have gained a bit of time," 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sergei Karpov, Reuters 

12/31/2013 12:04:29 PM 

Russia rounds up dozens as suicide blasts heighten fears ahead of Olymplics 

VOLGOGRAD, Russia - Police detained dozens of people on Tuesday in sweeps through the Russian city of Volgograd 

after two deadly attacks in less than 24 hours that raised security fears ahead of the Winter Olympics.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

12/31/2013 1:11:41 PM 

Light-hearted obits more than a passing fancy, say family of 2013’s funniest dead 

This is the way their worlds ended, not with a bang ... but a rim shot.o 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

12/31/2013 1:51:08 PM 

Reporter passes out during live interview, makes instant recovery 

Mom always said when you take a spill, just pick yourself back up and start all over again. It’s sound advice that one Salt 

Lake City TV reporter took to heart on Dec. 28 when, midway through her live, on-camera interview, she toppled over in 

a faint. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

12/31/2013 2:08:39 PM 

Florida’s mangrove forests expand north with climate change 

Fewer deep freezes, attributable to Earth’s warming climate, have caused mangrove forests to expand northward in 

Florida over the past three decades, new research suggests.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

12/31/2013 2:14:41 PM 

Hangovers really DO get worse as we get older, and here’s why 

As the years go by, it gets harder to shake off the head-and-stomach-achey aftereffects of a night of drinking. Hangovers 

seem to get worse as we get older -- and it’s not your imagination. It is, unfortunately, science.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

12/31/2013 2:31:47 PM 

US Olympic CEO: Russian bombings ’a preview of what could happen’ in Sochi 

With just over a month to go before the Winter Olympics get underway in Russia, a top U.S. Olympic official addressed 

the pair of deadly attacks during a 24-hour period this week in the Russian city of Volgograd. "We’re concerned," Scott 

Blackmun, CEO of the U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/31/2013 2:31:47 PM 

Mile-long train carrying crude oil derails, explodes in North Dakota 

A mile-long train carrying crude oil has derailed and exploded, triggering a "giant fireball" after colliding with another 

train in North Dakota on Monday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

12/31/2013 2:48:46 PM 

’Duck Dynasty’ stars to do first TV interview since anti-gay controversy 

"Duck Dynasty" stars Willie and Korie Robertson will be appearing on Fox News Channel’s "All-American New Year" 

special Tuesday, the network announced Monday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem 

12/31/2013 3:05:56 PM 

Experts fear Russia attacks are terrorist probes ahead of Sochi Olympics 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

12/31/2013 3:40:52 PM 

Fuel=saving ’stop-start’ technologyto become norm 

It’s familiar to hybrid drivers: Come to a stoplight and brake, and notice the car gets quieter. What’s less obvious, until 

drivers reach the gas pump, is the fuel efficiency.~ 

View article... 



From: Becky Bratu 

Sent: 12/31/2013 4:14:35 PM 

Subject: Breakout 2013 

As the year comes to a conclusion, we look back at the people who shaped our world, grabbed our attention, dominated 

our conversations or otherwise made a strong impression in 2013. Here’s our list, in no particular order -- chime in in the 

comments section. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

12/31/2013 4:14:35 PM 

Guantanamo Bay detainees who were ’never’ terrorism suspects get new lives in Slovakia 

By Jim Miklaszewski and Alexander Smith, NBC NewsThree Guantanamo Bay detainees have been sent to Slovakia 

where they are "voluntarily resettling," officials said Tuesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David R Arnott 

12/31/2013 4:59:33 PM 

Flying solo: Kim Jong Un tours North Korea ski resort 

As a tumultuous year drew to a close, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un got away from it all by taking a solo ride aboard 

a ski lift.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AP 

12/31/2013 5:32:53 PM 

Why so blue? Biblical dye was made from snails 

An Israeli researcher says she has identified a nearly 2,000-year old textile that may contain a mysterious blue dye 

described in the Bible, one of the few remnants of the ancient color ever found.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, Political Reporter, NBC News 

12/31/2013 6:39:32 PM 

Despite hunger for change, Washington gridlock will likely continue 

Frustration with Washington and its political leadership continues to reach record highs, making a "throw-the-bums- 

out" movement appear obvious for the coming 2014 midterm elections.Or not. So far, there are few signs that a 

landscape-altering "wave" election has begun to materialize. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yannick LeJacq 

12/31/2013 6:50:29 PM 

Press start for love: Man wins wife with video game marriage proposal 

Four or five months might seem like a long time to spend preparing for a proposal, but when one video game developer 

summoned the courage to ask for his game-loving girlfriend’s hand in marriage, he had his work cut out for him.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/31/2013 7:12:31 PM 

Over 2 million people signed up for Obamacare, says White House 

Over two million people have enrolled for health insurance through the federal and state health exchanges, Obama 

administration officials said Tuesday.While considerably short of the 3.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sarah Maizes 

12/31/2013 7:12:32 PM 

10 things your babysitter hates about you 

As parents, we view babysitting our children as a cushy gig allowing the young employee to watch TV, eat unlimited 

snacks, and play with our adorable little cherubs, all while simply ensuring the house doesn’t burn to the ground. But the 

truth is, it’s not all a bed of roses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/31/2013 7:12:33 PM 

Uber reminds New Year’s Eve partiers that rides wi[[ be very, very expensive 

The only thing more certain than champagne on New Year’s Eve is the fact that you won’t be able to find a cab. Unless 

you download Uber -- the service that lets you hail a car in more than 50 cities with your smartphone. The only 

problem? It’s not going to be cheap.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AP 

12/31/2013 7:23:34 PM 

Netflix tests price tiers, CEO ~;ets 50 percent raise 

Netflix is testing new price plans for streaming video as it tries to lure more viewers amid increased competition. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Margaret Santjer 

12/31/2013 8:40:40 PM 

More Target trouble: someholiday gift cards not activated 

Target is apologizing to shoppers who bought holiday gift cards that weren’t properly activated, leaving recipients with 

cards that didn’t have value at the register.How many cards were affected isn’t clear., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

12/31/2013 8:46:21 PM 

Apple denies working with NSA on backdoor to the iPhone 

Apple has denied working with the National Security Agency to allow access to the iPhone in a program called 

DROPOUTJEEP first made public by German magazine Der Spiegel and security researcher Jacob Appelbaum.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/31/2013 9:02:55 PM 

Dad files $130M lawsuit after son in Utah is given up for adoption 

A dad whose newborn son was given up for adoption by the birth mother -- without his knowledge -- is suing for $130 

million in a lawsuit testing the boundaries of a biological father’s rights in Utah.The adoption of Jake Strickland’s son just 

after he was born Dec.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

12/31/2013 9:14:02 PM 

MSNBC’s Melissa Harris-Perry apologizes after flap over Romney photo 

MSNBC host Melissa Harris-Perry apologized Tuesday for a segment in which panelists joked about a photo of Mitt 

Romney with his family, including an adopted black grandchild.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

12/31/2013 9:30:22 PM 

Hawaii sinkhole swallows truck -- with driver in it 

A Hawaii woman was thankful to be alive Tuesday after an enormous sinkhole opened up and swallowed her pickup 

truck -- with her still inside. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

12/31/2013 9:41:15 PM 

Champagne year’s end for Wall St as stocks set record closing highs 

Stocks closed 2013 at record highs on Tuesday, with the S&P 500 posting its largest annual jump in 16 years and the Dow 

its biggest gain in 18, after positive reports on consumer confidence and housing boosted sentiment on the final trading 

day of the year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

12/31/2013 11:14:51 PM 

More than 2 million people sil~ned up for Obamacare, says White House 

More than 2 million people have enrolled for health insurance through the federal and state health exchanges, Obama 

administration officials said Tuesday.While considerably short of the 3., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/1/2014 1:43:51 AM 

Clearer picture of fiery ND train explosion emerges as evacuation is lifted 

The fiery explosion of an oil train in North Dakota was caused when it slammed into a single car of a grain train that had 

derailed on to its tracks, investigators said Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Winston Wilde, NBC News 

1/1/2014 9:15:52 AM 

Supreme Court halts contraception mandate for religious groups 

Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor granted a last-ditch plea from Catholic groups Tuesday night to block a birth 

control mandate in the new health care law for religious organizations, just hours before it was to have gone into effect.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda, Correspondent, NBC News 

1/1/2014 9:15:53 AM 

Russian bombing suspect spoke of ’way of Jihad’ 

The suspect in the bombing of the Volgograd train station -- the first of back-to-back attacks in the Russian city -- has 

been identified as a recent convert to Islam who rebuffed his parents’ plea to leave the insurgency and come home., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniella Silva, NBC News 

1/1/2014 9:15:54 AM 

Soaring deaths of bald eagles in Utah attributed to West Nile virus 

State wildlife officials announced Tuesday that a rare seasonal outbreak of West Nile virus is to blame for the recent 

spike in deaths of iconic bald eagles across northern Utah. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jessica Donati, Reuters 

1/1/2014 11:44:37 AM 

US tries to block Afghanistan from releasing ’dangerous’ prisoners 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- The United States wants Afghanistan to halt the release of 88 prisoners from an Afghan jail 

because they pose a serious threat to security, U.S. officials said on Wednesday, adding to strains between the two 

sides. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Stempel, Reuters 

1/1/2014 11:44:38 AM 

Lawyer who aided terrorism released from prison on ’compassionate’ grounds 

NEW YORK - A former defense lawyer convicted of aiding terrorism was granted a "compassionate" release from federal 

prison on Tuesday because she is dying of cancer,, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alex Johnson and Jamie Gangel, NBC News 

1/1/2014 1:35:13 PM 

Former first lady Barbara Bush hospitalized for ’respiratory related issue’ 

Former first lady Barbara Bush has been admitted to a Houston hospital with a "respiratory related issue," the family 

said in a statement Tuesday night.Bush, 88, the wife of former President George H.W. Bush and mother of President 

George W. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joy Bauer 

1/1/2014 1:46:16 PM 

Want fab abs? Add chia seeds to your daily diet 

TODAY nutritionist Joy Bauer, along with her fitness team, are helping people get in shape in our "6 Months to a 6 Pack 

Challenge." Ready to jump start your fab-ab diet? Our first week requires you to incorporate these two belly-slimming 

tips: Add i tablespoon of chia seeds to your daily menu.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/1/2014 3:20:43 PM 

Iraq vet with PTSD makes Colorado’s first legal recreational pot purchase 

Colorado’s legal recreational marijuana industry kicked off Wednesday with an Iraq war veteran who suffers from post- 

traumatic stress disorder making the first pot purchase under the new law., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/1/2014 3:31:50 PM 

US missionary family’s dilemma: Flee violence-ravaged South Sudan or stay with orphans 

An American couple who set up an orphanage in South Sudan must choose whether to leave the violence-ravaged 

country with their kids or to stay with the orphans., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/1/2014 4:32:46 PM 

Palestinian ambassador to Prague killed in possible accidental explosion: officials 

The Palestinian ambassador to the Czech Republic was killed in what authorities said appeared to be an accidental 

explosion in his Prague home on Wednesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Terri Peters 

1/1/2014 4:32:47 PM 

Family New Year’s resolutions: Commit to change together in 2014 

As the hustle and bustle of the holidays come to a close, many parents turn their thoughts from their kids’ wish lists to 

their own goals for the new year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR 

1/1/2014 5:00:47 PM 

New year may mean new challenges, too, for health care law 

This could be the year that things finally turn around for President Barack Obama’s health care law. Yet it could start 

with another round of glitches that vex consumers and leave Republicans crowing, "We told you so. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/1/2014 5:17:36 PM 

Palestinian ambassador in Prague killed by security mechanism on safe sealed for 30 years: report 

The Palestinian ambassador to the Czech Republic was killed in an explosion when he tried to get into a safe which had 

been sealed for 30 years, the Palestinian foreign minister said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick Garrity and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/1/2014 5:23:10 PM 

Building explodes in downtown Minneapolis 

Thirteen people were injured -- six of them critically -- in a building explosion in Minneapolis that sent flames shooting 

20 feet into the air Wednesday morning, authorities said.The ferocity of the blaze pushed back firefighters, who had to 

battle the flames from the outside with hoses.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz and Daniella Silva, NBC News 

1/2/2014 12:46:06 AM 

New Year’s Eve: Global revelers begin ringing in 2014 

The global party has begun, as skylines across Oceania and East Asia lit up with an out-of-this-world fireworks show to 

ring in 2014.For the first time in more than a decade, pyrotechnics were launched from the iconic Sydney Opera House, 

giving the estimated 1. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/2/2014 12:57:19 AM 

’Pretty significant storm’ to bring near-blizzard conditions to Northeast 

A winter storm grounded hundreds of flights early Wednesday as forecasters warned that parts of the Northeast face up 

to a foot of snow by Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew DeLuca 

1/2/2014.5:11:58 AM 

AIIThingsD co-founders launch new tech site, Re/code 

The founders of popular technology website AIIThingsD have launched a new digital news and review website after 

parting ways with Dow Jones back in September.The site, Re/code, was announced on Thursday by co-founders Kara 

Swisher and Walt Mossberg. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/2/2014 5:11:58 AM 

Helicopter rescue mission for Antarctica ship delayed again 

Pack ice conditions have foiled a helicopter mission Wednesday to remove 52 passengers from a research ship stranded 

by ice in Antarctica. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rod McGuirk, The Associated Press 

1/2/2014 7:02:42 AM 

Rescue begins for icebound ship in Antarctica 

A Ionl~-awaited rescue of passenigers on board a research ship that has been trapped in Antarctic ice for more than a 

week is finally underway., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jenna Wolfe 

1/2/2014 7:19:18 AM 

’Her joy was my joy’: Jenna Wolfe on loving her baby’s year of firsts 

One of the best things about parenting is collecting all the firsts: the first smile, the first sneeze, the first haircut, the first 

holiday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

1/2/2014 7:19:18 AM 

Missing banker accused of multimillion-dollar theft caught in Georgia traffic stop 

A former banker accused of faking his own death in 2012 to cover up the theft of millions of dollars has been arrested 

after a traffic stop in Georgia, authorities said.Aubrey Lee Price, 47, was arrested on Tuesday after Glynn County sheriff’s 

deputies stopped him on Interstate 95 in Brunswick, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

1/2/2014 7:41:26 AM 

Cheers for WWll women pilots honored at Rose Parade 

By Joe Fryer, Correspondent, NBC NewsThey were the nation’s first female military pilots and 70 years after their World 

War II service, the Rose Parade honored the aviation pioneers with a float in the 2014 New Year’s Day parade.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/2/2014 11:36:01 AM 

All passengers from stranded ship in Antarctica are rescued by helicopter 

All but four of the 52 passengers stranded aboard an ice-locked ship in Antarctica for more than a week were rescued by 

helicopter early Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/2/2014 11:47:22 AM 

Helicopter rescues all 52 passengers from stranded ship in Antarctica 

All 52 passengers who were stranded aboard an ice-locked ship in Antarctica for more than a week were rescued by 

helicopter early Thursday, officials said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

1/2/2014 11:47:24 AM 

AI O.aeda fighters take over parts of two Iraq cities 

AI Qaeda fighters brandished their weapons in the streets of two Iraqi cities and set police vehicles ablaze on 

Wednesday, The Associated Press reported. A provincial spokesman said the militants had taken over police stations and 

military posts in Fallujah and Ramadi after security forces left.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/2/2014 12:39:19 PM 

Lightning strikes killed fewer Americans than ever in 2013 

Lightning strikes killed fewer people in the U.S. last year than in any other year on record, officials said Thursday.Just 23 

people died as a direct result from lightning strikes in 2013, according to figures from the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

1/2/2014 1:31:57 PM 

Ray Romano is happy to be playing on Team Max on ’Parenthood’ 

Ray Romano sensed there was something special about his grumpy "Parenthood" character Hank and the way he 

related to his ex girlfriend’s teenage nephew Max (Max Burkholder). 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/2/2014 1:56:01 PM 

James Avery, ’Fresh Prince of BeI-Air’ star, dies at 68 

James Avery, the actor best known for playing Uncle Phil on the ’90s sitcom "Fresh Prince of BeI-Air," has died at the age 

of 68, his publicist confirmed to TODAY.Avery passed away Tuesday night in Glendale, Calif., due to complications from 

open heart surgery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeffrey Heller, Reuters 

1/2/2014 2:08:00 PM 

Former Israeli leader Ariel Sharon’s condition suffers ’very serious’ decline: hospital 

JERUSALEM -The condition of former Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, who has been comatose since suffering a 

stroke in 2006, has deteriorated and he is unlikely to rally, a hospital official said Thursday. "1 am no prophet, but the 

feeling of his doctors and his sons .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/2/2014 2:14:17 PM 

’Duck Dynasty’ stars: ’We’re ready to move on’ from anti-gay controversy 

It’s a new year, new start for the stars of "Duck Dynasty." During an interview on Fox News Channel’s "All American New 

Year" special on Tuesday night, Willie and Korie Robertson said the family was ready to put the controversy stirred up by 

Willie’s dad, Phil, behind them. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/2/2014 2:43:48 PM 

Brian Boitano on coming out: ’1 had to go past my comfort zone’ 

Retired Olympic figure skater Brian Boitano is a private person, but joining the U.S. delegation in Sochi led to a very 

public decision.The 1988 gold medalist released a statement on Dec., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

1/2/2014 3:00:35 PM 

233 migrants rescued from 33-foot boat in rough seas off Italy 

ROME - The Italian navy has rescued 233 migrants from an overcrowded smugglers’ boat in rough seas south of 

Sicily.The navy said one of its frigates was bringing the migrants -- who were from Pakistan, Eritrea, Nigeria, Somalia, 

Zambia and Mall -- into a Sicilian port on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/2/2014 3:52:10 PM 

Family of slain Colorado student Claire Davis forgives killer 

The grieving family of the :17-year-old Colorado girl fatally shot by another student at school have expressed a powerful 

emotion toward her killer: forgiveness."My wife and I forgive Karl Pierson for what he did," Michael Davis said 

Wednesday night during a memorial for his daughter, Claire.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/2/2014 3:52:10 PM 

Oh, Canada: Rob Ford makes good on threat to run again 

In a move that will make stand-up comics rejoice and the rest of the world sigh "Oh, Canada," Toronto Mayor Rob Ford 

made good on his threat to run for re-election and filed candidacy papers Thursday."My track record speaks for itself," 

Ford, 44, told reporters at the City Hall election office. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem, Producer, NBC News 

1/2/2014 4:05:35 PM 

Huge blast hits militia stronghold in Beirut, Lebanon 

BEIRUT, Lebanon - A huge explosion killed at least four people in a stronghold of militia and political party Hezbollah in 

the Lebanese capital’s southern suburbs on Thursday, just days after a former minister and vocal critic of the Shiite 

group was himself killed in an explosiom 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/2/2014 4:17:39 PM 

Oops! Woman accidentally gets gift intended for Obama family friend 

Apparently the post office even makes mistakes with mail from the White House.On New Year’s Eve, an Illinois woman 

finally received a package her brother-in-law had sent to her family for Christmas.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

1/2/2014 4:34:42 PM 

Banker accused of faking own death says family didn’t know he was alive 

A former banker accused of faking his own death in 2012 to cover up the theft of millions of dollars told authorities his 

family didn’t know he was alive and that he had returned to Georgia to renew the tag on his truck. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jessica Donati, Reuters 

1/2/2014 5:38:25 PM 

Senators press Afghan president over security agreement, prisoner release 

KABUL -- U.S. senators John McCain and Lindsey 6raham visited the Afghan president on Thursday to try to push 

forward talks to sign a crucial bilateral security deal and halt the release of prisoners the United States considers a threat 

to security. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, staff writer, NBC News 

1/2/2014 5:49:34 PM 

’A real mess’: Up to 100 million face mammoth winter storm 

Some of the U.S.’s biggest cities braced for what’s expected to be another mammoth snowfall and blizzard-like 

conditions in the Midwest and the Northeast -- with as much as a foot and a half forecast through Friday.Behind the 

snow comes a blast of cold. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/2/2014 6:06:38 PM 

Time running out for ’desperate’ US missionaries to save South Sudan orphans 

Time is running out for an American family in South Sudan struggling to rescue 10 orphans from the country, their U.S. 

friends said Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jacoba Urist 

1/2/2014 6:06:41 PM 

How I met your mother: Family folklore gets an update with online dating 

"Mommy, how did you meet Daddy?" In many homes, the story of how two people came together to form a unit is an 

important part of family folklore. Our son is only 4, and we’ve already told the story of how we met one fall day during 

our freshman year in college more times than I can remember.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

:~/2/2014 7:02:51 PM 

First snow, then ’brutal’ cold for millions in storm’s path 

More than 90 million people across the Midwest and Northeast were bracing for a major snowstorm and blizzard-like 

conditions, followed by dangerous, bone-chilling cold that could sap the melting power of salt and threaten lives.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tara Bennett 

1/2/2014 7:19:34 PM 

Catching up with ’Community’s’ cast of crazies 

Can "Community" actually achieve its "six seasons and a movie" aspirations? It’s certainly getting an A for effort with its 

upcoming fifth season opener, which packs a lot of changes, surprises and even new characters.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/2/2014 7:36:24 PM 

Jeff Daniels hopes ’Dumb’ sequel is ’funnier than the first one’ 

Jeff Daniels may have picked up his first Emmy win for his role as a smart TV anchor on HBO’s "The Newsroom" in 

September, but many fans are looking forward to seeing him play dumb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Pappas 

1/2/2014 9:05:34 PM 

Bloomin’ mystery: Rare blue petunias reveal origin of color 

Beautiful and fragrant blue petunias get their unusual color from a molecular defect in the system that controls the 

acidity of the plants’ cells.A new study reveals this defect in full, solving the decades-long mystery of the flowers’ prized 

color. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kirthana Ramisetti 

1/2/2014 9:11:19 PM 

Daughter with Down syndrome bonds with mom through photos 

A photographer, so used to being an observer, is not often found on the other side of the lens. But one mother gave up 

control of her images for a project that allowed her to bond with her child in a unique way. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/2/2014 9:22:27 PM 

California police name suspect in slaying of beloved Catholic priest 

Authorities have issued an arrest warrant for a California man suspected in the murder of a beloved Catholic priest 

found dead in the rectory of his church Wednesday morninl~.Eureka, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger and Elizabeth Chuck, NBC News 

1/2/2014 9:39:12 PM 

Calif. high court grants undocumented immigrant admission to state bar 

An undocumented immigrant who has met the requirements to practice law in California must be given a legal license, 

the state’s Supreme Court ruled Thursday in a landmark case that could set a national precedent., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/2/2014 10:40:21 PM 

California police arrest suspect in slaying of beloved Catholic priest 

Authorities have arrested a California man suspected in the murder of a beloved Catholic priest and educator found 

dead in the rectory of his church Wednesday morninl~.Gary Lee Bullock, 43, of Redway, Calif.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

1/3/2014 12:58:59 AM 

Fugitive banker accused of faking own death says family didn’t know he was alive 

A former banker accused of faking his own death 18 months ago to cover up the theft of millions of dollars told 

authorities his family didn’t know he was alive and that he had returned to Georgia to renew the tag on his truck.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

:1/3/20:14 2:54:43 AM 

First snow, then ’brutal’ cold for millions in storm’s path 

More than 90 million people across the Midwest and Northeast were bracing for a major snowstorm and blizzard-like 

conditions, followed by dangerous, bone-chilling cold that could sap the melting power of salt and threaten lives.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/3/2014 7:55:50 AM 

’Emotional rollercoaster’: Passengers from ship stuck in Antarctica head for home 

At least one passenger shed tears of joy as others expressed relief and gratitude on Thursday after a helicopter whisked 

them off of an icebound Russian ship in Antarctica and delivered them onto an Australian icebreaker that will take them 

home. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C. White 

1/3/2014 7:55:51 AM 

Stockpilers take dim view of new bulb ban 

Forget colorful holiday lights. In the last few weeks of 2013, plain-Jane incandescent light bulbs were a hot product, 

thanks to a ban on making or importing conventional 40- and 60-watt incandescent light bulbs that went into effect 

Wednesday that’s driving some consumers to hoard the old bulbs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/3/2014 7:55:54 AM 

No, diet supplement can’t cure concussions, FDA says 

It sounds appealing: Take a pill to reduce inflammation and you might be able to prevent the damage caused by a brain 

injury such as a concussion. But it isn’t so easy, the Food and Drug Administration says.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Candice Choi 

1/3/2014 7:55:55 AM 

Original Cheerios to go GMO-free 

General Mills says some Cheerios made without genetically modified ingredients will start appearing on shelves 

soon. The Minneapolis-based company said Thursday that it has been manufacturing its original-flavor Cheerios without 

GMOs for the past several weeks in response to consumer demand.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/3/2014 7:55:56 AM 

’Duck Dynasty’ family to launch line of guns 

The Robertson family of "Duck Dynasty" will soon have more than their hit reality show and successful line of duck calls 

to boast about. Gunmaker Mossberg announced on Thursday that the reality stars have teamed up with the company to 

release 11 guns. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/3/2014 7:55:56 AM 

Body pulled from site of Minneapolis apartment blast 

A body was recovered from the rubble of a downtown Minneapolis apartment building Thursday, more than a day after 

an explosion ignited a massive fire that injured more than a dozen people.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

1/3/2014 9:11:25 AM 

20 inches of snow, ’brutal’ temperatures hammer Northeast 

A massive winter storm dumped 20 inches on parts of New England and looked set to cripple parts of the Midwest and 

East Coast on Friday as millions faced bone-chilling temperatures.The immediate focus was on snow.Ten to 15 inches of 

snow had fallen on Boston, Mass., by 3:30 a.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sight 

1/3/2014 9:56:50 AM 

Mold, mice and zip codes: Inside the childhood asthma epidemic 

By Linda Carroll, NBC News contributorJavier Sepulveda watches the cockroaches skitter across the floor of his Harlem 

apartment with a mixture of anger and angst., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/3/2014 9:56:51 AM 

Passengers from ship stuck in Antarctica head for home 

At least one passenger shed tears of joy as others expressed relief and gratitude on Thursday after a helicopter whisked 

them off of an icebound Russian ship in Antarctica and delivered them onto an Australian icebreaker that will take them 

home. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric Baculinao and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/3/2014 12:14:42 PM 

Kim Jong Un’s executed uncle was eaten alive by 120 hungry dogs: report 

BEIJING -- North Korean leader Kim Jong Un’s powerful uncle was stripped naked, thrown into a cage, and eaten alive by 

a pack of ravenous dogs, according to a newspaper with close ties to China’s ruling Communist Party.The report could 

not be independently confirmed by NBC News on Friday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jon Sweeney, NBC News 

1/3/2014 2:03:46 PM 

#MySnowPics: Share your winter storm photos 

Blizzard-like conditions have taken hold in the Midwest and Northeast, with over a foot and a half of snow in some 

areas. How is the storm affecting your area? Show us with the hashtag #MySnowPics on Instagram or Twitter, or upload 

your pictures directly by clicking the box below. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joe Rao, SPACE.com Skywatching Columnist 

1/3/2014 2:09:41 PM 

First meteor shower of 2014 on Friday -- sun to steal US show 

Early each January, the Quadrantid meteor shower provides one of the most intense annual celestial fireworks displays, 

with a brief, sharp peak lasting only a few hours. That peak occurs Friday (Jan. 3), but this year the sun will spoil the 

show for stargazers in North America. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, M. Alex Johnson and Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

1/3/2014 3:00:55 PM 

Up to 20 inches of snow, ’brutal’ temperatures hammer millions in Northeast 

The massive winter storm continuing to dump snow across the Northeast and ushering in dangerously cold 

temperatures has turned deadly.The treacherous conditions led to at least nine deaths in the eastern United States, 

according to The Associated Press.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/3/2014 3:29:55 PM 

The storm that kicked off the new year: By the numbers 

A mammoth winter storm that built up on the Plains and plowed into the Northeast has affected millions of people in 22 

states.Here’s an early tally of the storm’s impact:23.8 inches: The snowfall in Boxford, Mass., at 9 a.m., according 

to weather.com. 7. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/3/2014 4:33:21 PM 

Clay Aiken reportedly considering congressional run in North Carolina 

Will Clay Aiken go from "American Idol" to American congressman? The season two runner-up from the singing 

competition series is reportedly considering a bid for Congress in North Carolina’s 2nd District, according to the 

Washington Blade. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/3/2014 4:44:45 PM 

’MythBusters’ takes a swing at iconic star ’Star Wars’ scene 

Look out, "Star Wars," because the "MythBusters" are coming after you! Discovery’s popular show is putting several of 

the beloved film series’ famous scenes to the test when "MythBusters" returns this weekend.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR 

1/3/2014 4:56:31 PM 

Adding baby to Obamacare health plan isn’t easy 

There’s another quirk in the Obama administration’s new health insurance system: It lacks a way for consumers to 

quickly and easily update their coverage for the birth of a baby and other common life changes. With regular private 

insurance, parents just notify the health plan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/3/2014 5:36:27 PM 

’Insane’ escapee locked away for death of parents captured 

A South Carolina man who was found not guilty by reason of insanity in the murder of his mother and stepfather -- who 

were found wrapped in plastic in his basement -- has been captured a day after he escaped from a mental hospital, 

officials said Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Schoen 

1/3/2014 6:16:19 PM 

Housing recovery means more seized homes on auction block 

This New Year’s may have been the last that Courtney Scott celebrates in her modest suburban Atlanta home. Two days 

before Christmas, as her quest for an affordable mortgage entered its fifth year, Bank of America sent the 65-year-old 

retired nurse another foreclosure notice -- her fourth. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/3/2014 7:18:18 PM 

Pope: Church must not turn priests into ’little monsters’ 

Pope Francis is calling for a change in the culture of seminaries, saying priests who are taught only to toe the line will 

become "little monsters., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, M. Alex Johnson and Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

1/3/2014 7:51:36 PM 

Killer storm: :~:~ deaths blamed on winter blast as snow piles up 

A massive winter storm dumped snow across the Northeast and ushered in dangerously cold temperatures Friday, 

leaving travelers stranded and a cutting a deadly path across several states. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/3/2014 9:21:03 PM 

U.S. argues nuns have no complaint over birth control requirement 

A group of Colorado nuns has no reason to appeal the birth control mandate in the health care law because it doesn’t 

have to provide contraception anyway, the U.S. government argued on Friday.But the Little Sisters of the Poor say they 

cannot authorize someone else to "sin on their behalf".= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, M. Alex Johnson and Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

1/3/2014 10:21:25 PM 

Killer storm: :~3 deaths blamed on winter blast as snow piles up 

A massive winter storm dumped snow across the Northeast and ushered in dangerously cold temperatures Friday, 

leaving travelers stranded and cutting a deadly trail across several states.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C. White 

1/3/2014 11:05:29 PM 

Non-genetically tweaked Cheerios more marketing boon than health boost 

A non-Frankenfood Cheerios may not make much of a difference to consumers’ health, but it could deliver some 

benefits to General Mills’ bottom line., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/4/2014 1:56:37 AM 

Thousands of flights canceled as weather snarls travelers 

The Northeast’s first major winter storm of 2014 canceled flights, snarled traffic, and launched a cascade of weather- 

related delays across the country Thursday.Over 3,027 flights were canceled and 6,642 delayed.ldle passengers took to 

social media to voice their frustrations.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rod McGuirk, The Associated Press 

1/4/2014 1:56:37 AM 

Rescue ship sent to retrieve stranded Antarctic voyagers now stuck in ice 

CANBERRA, Australia -- An icebreaker carrying 52 passengers who were retrieved from an icebound ship in the 

Antarctic began its journey Saturday after a delay when a Chinese vessel involved in the dramatic rescue became 

trapped in the heavy sea ice. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Michael O’Brien, NBC News 

1/6/2014 12:07:19 AM 

Congress returns with hefty to-do list 

They’ve been away from Washington for more than two weeks, but Congress is finally back on the job. Both chambers of 

Congress are back in earnest this week to begin the second year of a session noteworthy for its rancor and sluggish 

productivity. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/6/2014 3:37:01 AM 

Family spots missing man in cold weather news photo 

A man missing since Wednesday was found by his family after this photo appeared in the pages of USA TODAY.Nicholas 

A. Simmons, 20, disappeared from his family’s house in a tiny upstate New York town New Year’s Day. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

1/6/2014 5:22:18 AM 

Skip the homework if you’ve got a concussion 

Kids need to cut back on mental exertion, as well as physical exercise, when they’re recovering from a concussion, a new 

study shows.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/6/2014 2:18:57 PM 

Everything but jetpacks: At CES 2014, the future is now 

The all-you-can-gawk buffet that is the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) kicks off on Monday in Las Vegas. There will be 

the usual parties, corporate hype and questionable celebrity appearances.But you don’t care about Tim Tebow- 

endorsed headphones. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/6/2014 3:12:53 PM 

’Llewyn Davis’ star Carey Mulligan would still rather go nude than sing in movies 

Carey Mulligan is no stranger to singing on camera. She shows off her pipes alongside Justin Timberlake in the new film 

"Inside Llewyn Davis," and crooned "New York, New York" in 2011’s "Shame." But that doesn’t mean she has to like it.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Chief White House Correspondent, NBC News 

1/6/2014 3:41:39 PM 

Liz Cheney drops Wyoming Senate bid 

Citing "serious health issues" in her family, Liz Cheney has dropped her primary challenge against Wyoming Republican 

Sen. Mike Enzi, ending a bitter political contest that had spilled over into a public fight over gay marriage with her sister.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/6/2014 3:41:40 PM 

Jay Mohr says his ’heart is broken’ for hurting Alyssa Milano 

Actor and comedian Jay Mohr is continuing to hang his head in shame. After "Project Runway All-Stars" host and judge 

Alyssa Milano called him out for reportedly fat-shaming her after they attended a NASCAR event together last month, 

he’s issued several mea culpas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Sedensky 

1/6/2014 4:34:54 PM 

Will surge of older workers take jobs from young? 

It’s an assertion that has been accepted as fact by droves of the unemployed: Older people remaining on the job later in 

life are stealing jobs from young people. One problem, many economists say: It isn’t supported by a wisp of fact. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Akbar Shinwari and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/6/2014 5:09:27 PM 

Young girl wearing suicide vest caught by Afghan police 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- A young girl, no older than 10, was caught wearing a suicide vest by border police in southern 

Afghanistan on Sunday, an official told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

1/6/2014 5:32:21 PM 

Senate backers fight to keep jobless aid extension alive 

The Senate is scheduled to take a test vote Monday on a temporary extension of unemployment benefits to over one 

million jobless Americans, but backers of the measure may not have enough support to bring the bill to the floor for 

debate.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

1/6/2014 6:13:20 PM 

Touchless touchscreens may be just a software update away 

The problem with touchscreens is that you have to touch them.What if you could put your finger near a screen and have 

your phone wake up, or call up a keyboard under your waiting hand, or any number of other handy things that don’t 

involve making contact?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wajahat S. Khan, NBC News Correspondent 

1/6/2014 8:23:24 PM 

Fine French food in the heart of Pakistan, just no Pakistanis allowed 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -- Fine French dining in the heart of Pakistan? Sounds great -- that is unless you’re Pakistani and 

you’re not allowed. Say, what?That’s right, restaurant owner Philippe Lafforgue, opened the 20-seat "La Maison" last 

October with the controversial policy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

1/6/2014 8:40:14 PM 

Weather delays leave thousands of air travelers stranded 

Frustrated air travelers are caught in a series of storms that have canceled thousands of flights and stranded people as 

planes were already so full they don’t have enough empty seats to get everyone home before the next round hits., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Flam 

1/6/2014 8:40:15 PM 

Is today really the most depressing day of the year? 

So, you enjoyed too many delicious desserts, charged more Christmas gifts than you planned and accidentally revived an 

old family feud over the holidays? Maybe the dark days of winter have you down, or the trek back to work or school has 

you feeling blue?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/6/2014 9:08:39 PM 

Calif. college students to get imported meningitis vaccine 

Health officials say they’ll soon offer an imported vaccine to prevent more cases of potentially deadly bacterial 

meningitis at the University of California, Santa Barbara, after last month’s vaccination of more than 5,200 students at 

Princeton University. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and M, Alex Johnson, NBC News 

1/6/2014 10:26:46 PM 

JetBlue halts flights at 4 airports as deep freeze bears down on Northeast 

JetBlue Airways, recovering from heavy weekend delays and getting ready for a deep freeze overnight in the Northeast, 

took the extraordinary step Monday of grounding flights for 17 hours at four of the busiest airports in the country.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

1/6/2014 10:59:59 PM 

Family spots missing man in cold weather news photo 

A man missing since Wednesday was found by his family after this photo appeared in the pages of USA TODAY.Nicholas 

A. Simmons, 20, disappeared from his family’s house in a tiny upstate New York town on New Year’s Day.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

1/6/2014 11:33:13 PM 

Weather forces delay on jobless aid vote in Senate 

With cold temperatures grounding flights throughout much of the country Monday, the United States Senate has 

delayed a key test vote on a temporary extension of unemployment benefits to over one million jobless Americans., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Cohn 

1/7/2014 12:22:47 AM 

Executives spared in JPMorgan’s $2 billion Madoff deal: sources 

JPMorgan Chase is expected to pay about $2 billion to settle an investigation into its dealings with convicted fraudster 

Bernard Madoff, though no individuals at the bank will be implicated, sources familiar with the agreement told 

CNBC.The deal, which Manhattan 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alan Fram 

1/7/2014 12:39:22 AM 

Janet Yellen confirmed as first female Fed chair 

WASHINGTON -- The Senate confirmed Janet Yellen on Monday as the first woman to lead the Federal Reserve, 

elevating an advocate of fighting unemployment and a backer of the central bank’s efforts to spur the economy with low 

interest rates and massive bond purchases.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

1/7/2014 3:14:42 AM 

Case of Jahi McMath raises questions about life after brain death 

A right-to-life battle over a 13-year-old California girl declared brain dead last month has sparked a national debate over 

whether a person in her state should be kept alive.Jahi McMath underwent a tonsillectomy Dec. 9 at Children’s Hospital 

Oakland to treat her sleep apnea.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/7/2014 3:14:43 AM 

Family demanding answers after police fatally shoot mentally ill NC teenager 

North Carolina prosecutors promised Monday to get to the truth -- "wherever the truth leads"-- in the death of a 

mentally ill teenager whose family claims police shot him in cold blood over the weekend.Keith Vidal, 18, of Boiling 

Springs Lakes, was shot and killed Sunday afternoon, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/7/2014 3:14:44 AM 

Infamous sex scandal teacher Mary Kay Letourneau jailed after missing court appearance 

The former Seattle school teacher who made headlines in the 1990s after sleeping with a 12-year-old student was briefly 

jailed Monday after missing a court appearance in connection with her driving without a license. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/7/2014 3:14:45 AM 

Report alleging North Korean execution by hungry dogs was likely false 

A report claiming that North Korea leader Kim Jong Un executed his uncle by stripping him naked and throwing him to a 

pack of ravenous dogs likely isn’t true., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dan Williams, Reuters 

1/7/2014 3:25:54 AM 

Snowden has more U.S.-Israel secrets to expose: Greenwald 

JERUSALEM -- Former U.S. spy agency contractor Edward Snowden has more secrets to reveal that relate to Israel, the 

journalist who first brought his leaks to the world’s attention said on Monday.Among allegations aired by Snowden last 

year were that the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

1/7/2014 3:25:55 AM 

Michael Bay flames out on stage during Samsung presentation at CES 

Every live presentation has a chance to go horribly wrong, but at the Consumer Electronics Show the difficulties are 

usually with the devices, not the celebrity guests.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/7/2014 6:24:26 AM 

Winter is here: Nation shivers in an Arctic blanket 

The U.S. has basically gone into hibernation -- thanks to the coldest Arctic outbreak in at least 20 years, which promises 

to keep wind chills Tuesday as low as 40 below in parts of the country. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/7/2014 12:36:46 PM 

Goodyear French factory ’boss-napping’ siege enters second day 

Two managers at U.S. tire giant Goodyear were spending their second day barricaded inside a factory in France Tuesday 

after being held inside a meeting room overnight by 100 angry workers.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

1/7/2014 1:35:50 PM 

Marriage may not be silver bullet for poverty, study says 

Getting hitched can also hitch you to a better financial future - or so a slew of data shows.But after years of the 

government throwing money at trying to promote marriage as a way to help single moms and their children out of 

poverty, some experts are arguing it’s time to try something different. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein, NBC News 

1/7/2014 1:35:51 PM 

Sources: Embattled LA County Sheriff Lee Baca to retire amid misconduct probe 

Embattled Los Angeles County Sheriff Lee Baca is expected to announce Tuesday that he will not run for a fifth term as 

the county’s top cop and step down from his post by the end of the month, sources familiar with the decision told NBC 

News.His decision to retire comes weeks after Andre Birotte 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ina Fried 

1/7/2014 2:30:29 PM 

T-Mobile CEO booted from AT&T party 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Kasie Hunt 

1/7/2014 3:12:49 PM 

After weather delay, Senate to vote on jobless aid 

After freezing temperatures and travel woes forced a one-day delay, the Senate is scheduled to take a key first vote 

Tuesday on a temporary extension of unemployment benefits to 1.3 million jobless Americans. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Scolforo, The Associated Press 

1/7/2014 3:12:53 PM 

Sandusky tries to get his Penn State pension back 

HARRISBURG, Pa. -- Jerry Sandusky described his career and retirement from Penn State by video link Tuesday as 

testimony began in a hearing into whether he can get back the retirement benefits he lost after being convicted of child 

molestation. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/7/2014 3:12:54 PM 

Goodyear managers freed after overnight ’boss-napping’ siege in France 

Two managers at U.S. tire giant Goodyear were freed Tuesday after about 100 angry workers barricaded them inside a 

factory overnight in France.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/7/2014 4:56:23 PM 

Brutal polar vortex threatens to ’take your breath away’ with record-setting cold 

The fiercest outbreak of arctic air in two decades -- a "polar vortex" that has paralyzed air travel, closed roads and 

schools and been blamed for at least 16 deaths -- locked almost the entire United States under subfreezing 

temperatures Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/7/2014 5:36:48 PM 

Obama pushes GOP on unemployment insurance 

President Barack Obama lauded the Senate’s advancement of a bill to extend jobless aid on Tuesday as a "very 

important step" and called on Republicans in both chambers to back it "without obstruction or delay. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

1/7/2014 5:42:21 PM 

UN stops counting Syrian dead as first chemical weapons removed from the country 

The "complex and dangerous" nature of Syria’s civil war has made it impossible to accurately update the death toll that 

last stood at around 100,000 people, a spokesman from the United Nations human rights office told NBC News on 

Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Goldman and Dave Copeland, NBC News 

1/7/2014 5:48:03 PM 

Israel migrant worker protest: Strike over human rights enters third day 

TEL AVIV, Israel - A strike by thousands of migrant workers entered its third day Tuesday amid anger at new laws that 

allow Israel to indefinitely detain immigrants without visas.The measure, approved by Israel’s parliament in December, 

has been condemned by critics as a violation of human rights. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/7/2014 6:17:45 PM 

Alex Trebek raps clues on ’Jeopardy’ 

Answer: The Internet goes crazy. Question: What happens when Alex Trebek, the Iongtime straight-faced host of TV 

game show "Jeopardy!" has an entire category of rap lyrics to read to his contestants?. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

1/7/2014 7:37:24 PM 

Don’t fall for the ’bikini bridge’ prank the Internet is playing on you 

The "bikini bridge" appears to be the Internet’s latest way of ensuring that women hate their bodies. The "thigh gap" of 

2014, if you will. It also appears to be a hoax, brought to us by bored, lulz-hungry 4chan users.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lilit Marcus 

1/7/2014 7:42:57 PM 

Tiny people play around on food in surreal photos 

Pierre Javelle and Akiko Ida met as photography students at the School for Fine Arts in Paris, but they quickly realized 

they shared another love besides art -- food!~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/7/2014 8:22:07 PM 

Escaped Kentucky inmate opts for the big house over the big chill 

There’s no escaping the polar vortex. Not even for an escaped prisoner.A Kentucky inmate managed to get out of a 

minimum-security prison on Sunday -- and turned himself in the next day at a motel a few miles away, explaining that 

he wanted to get out of the frigid air. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/7/2014 8:22:09 PM 

Miracle weight loss? No such thing, feds say in $34 million suit 

The website promises you can lose weight without dieting - all you have to do is sprinkle "Sensa" on your food like salt 

and pepper. But it’s a false claim, the Federal Trade Commission says.The FTC says makers of Sensa have agreed to pay 

$26. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/7/2014 8:27:45 PM 

Gates dings Obama’s leadership, Biden’s foreign policy chops 

The former defense secretary who served under both President Barack Obama and President Geoq~e W. Bush has less 

than lglowing praise for America’s top two elected officials. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/7/2014 8:27:46 PM 

Don’t double dip: Velveeta warns of shortage 

Kraft Foods is warning consumers about a Velveeta shortage that could temporarily leave shelves across America bare of 

their favorite cheese-like products.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/7/2014 8:50:06 PM 

Two hunters killed, 1 rescued after boat capsizes off Mass. 

Two duck hunters died and a third was plucked from an icy river and rushed to the hospital Tuesday morning after their 

skiff capsized in Westport, Mass.The U.S. Coast Guard received a rescue call at 9 a.m. of an overturned boat in the 

Westport River, near New Bedford. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/7/2014 8:55:36 PM 

Death toll from polar vortex climbs as frustrations mount and records fall 

The deadly, record-shattering blast of arctic air known as the polar vortex plunged almost the entire country below 

freezing on Tuesday and punished parts of it with much worse, including thousands more canceled flights and power 

grids straining as people cranked up the heat. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

1/7/2014 9:35:19 PM 

Are you a binge drinker? Your doctor likely doesn’t know, report finds 

At least 38 million Americans binge drink -- regularly downing at least four alcoholic beverages in a single bout -- but 

many doctors are failing to discuss with their patients how dangerous this behavior can be, a new government report 

shows.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, NBC News 

1/7/2014 9:52:04 PM 

Pressured on poverty programs, GOP divided on defense 

President Obama and his party are pursuing a new strategy to force the GOP into a debate on popular antipoverty 

programs, beginning with this week’s focus on the extension of long-term unemployment benefits., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/7/2014 9:52:08 PM 

With incandescents dead, smart bulbs step into the light 

We come to mourn the incandescent light bulb, banned from manufacture and import into the United States as of Jan. 

1, 2014, the deadline on the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) signed by former President George W. Bush 

seven years earlier. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/7/2014 10:31:47 PM 

Young Afghan girl wearing suicide vest says family coerced her to target police checkpoint 

A young Afghan girl found wearing a suicide vest has spoken of how she escaped her family after they allegedly told her 

to blow up a police checkpoint. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/7/2014 10:48:15 PM 

US military chopper crashes near English coast 

A U.S. military helicopter with four people on board crashed Tuesday near the eastern coast of England, U.S. military 

officials told NBC News.Police said four people were believed to have been killed, but U.S. officials said they couldn’t 

confirm the report.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/7/2014 11:21:59 PM 

Venezuelan soap star Monica Spear, ex-husband murdered 

A Venezuelan actress and her ex-husband were shot to death and their 5-year-old daughter was wounded when armed 

robbers ambushed their broken-down car during an idyllic vacation, police said Tuesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, National Investigative Correspondent, NBC News 

1/8/2014 1:07:57 AM 

US investigates Yemenis’ charge that drone strike ’turned wedding into a funeral’ 

The Obama administration has launched an internal investigation into a Dec. 12 drone strike in Yemen that targeted an 

al Qaeda militant but which local villagers say ended up hitting a wedding party, killing 12 and injuring 14 others, 

U.S. officials tell NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Courtney Kube and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/8/2014 1:13:28 AM 

US general: Not time to send American troops back to Iraq 

A U.S. Army general who led the war in Iraq until late 2010 said Tuesday that this is not the time to send American 

troops back there even though the government is struggling to regain control of some cities.Gem Ray Odierno said the 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/8/2014 1:18:59 AM 

American detained in UAE for parody video to go free, State Department says 

An American jailed in the United Arab Emirates for posting a satirical YouTube video will be set free, the State 

Department said on Tuesday. The man’s case had sparked an internet campaign calling for his release. A court ruled on 

Dec.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

1/8/2014 7:14:17 AM 

They’re multiplying! 3-D printers go big and small 

There are probably more 3-D printers in one place at this year’s Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas than 

anywhere else, at any time. We know you want to keep up to date, so we got the lowdown on every one of them.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Dube 

1/8/2014 7:14:18 AM 

Get your tissues ready: New ad celebrates the moms behind the Olympians 

From the moment they start to stand on their own, unsteady little legs, you’re there to pick your babies up when they 

fall.As they get older, the falls get harder, and watching them fall and fail is one of the hardest parts of a parent’s job.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Nassar, Producer, NBC News 

1/8/2014 7:14:19 AM 

Teen’s death sparks Lebanese selfie protest: #NotAMartyr 

Graphic warning: This post contains images depicting bloodshed that some readers may find unsettling.Mohammad 

Chaar looked like a typical teenager. Dressed in a bright red boodle, he looked straight at the camera as he posed with 

his friends for a "selfie" on Dec. 27. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/8/2014 7:14:19 AM 

Leonardo DiCaprio: A great white shark almost ate me 

Leonardo DiCaprio’s character ends up in some crazy situations in his new movie, "The Wolf of Wall Street," but DiCaprio 

himself landed in an even worse predicament. 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

From wire services 

1/8/2014 7:14:21 AM 

European flooding beats Philippine typhoon on economic damage 

The most expensive disasters globally in 2013 hit First World nations, but the ones that cost the most lives struck 

developing countries. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miriam Kramer 

1/8/2014 7:14:21 AM 

Wow! Hubble Space Telescope snaps super-deep view of the universe 

WASHINGTON -- A new set of breathtaking photos reveals a never-before-seen deep view of the universe.Released as 

the first "Frontier Fields" view from NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope, the new images mark the deepest-ever 

observations of a cluster of galaxies. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/8/2014 7:14:21 AM 

Prince William’s first day of school at Cambridge 

More than two dozen years ago, he was the plucky young prince dropped off at preschool by his famous mum, the 

beloved Princess Diana. On Tuesday, Prince William returned to school, this time a parent himself, to take classes to help 

prepare him for the royal estate he’s set to inherit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Eadicicco 

1/8/2014 7:14:22 AM 

Samsung shows off TV that curves with the press of a button 

The curved display is still a new frontier for consumers, but some manufacturers are already experimenting with new 

flexible TV form factors. After unveiling the world’s first UHD :105-inch curved TV, Samsung flaunted a prototype that 

changes shape with the press of a button.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

1/8/2014 7:14:22 AM 

The tiny Ozobot line-following robot is high-tech creative fun 

There are always a few high-tech toys on display at the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, and this year is no 

exception. Perhaps the most charming is Ozobot, a tiny robot that follow lines drawn on screens or paper -- it’s a simple 

concept that’s surprisingly fum 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/8/2014 8:16:02 AM 

Massive cache of explosives, bomb manuals found in Maryland home 

A Maryland man was being held on $400,000 bond Tuesday after local, state and federal authorities discovered working 

bombs, more than 100 pounds of bomb-making chemicals and numerous manuals for creating bombs and booby traps 

in his home, fire investigators.The man, Todd Dwight Wheeler Jr.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

1/8/2014 8:39:00 AM 

What’s it like to jump on a frozen trampoline? 5 crazy cold-weather videos 

The freezing temperatures across the country have inspired people to get creative with what they can do in the cold. 

Lucky for us, we can stay warm and dry and enjoy these cold-weather experiments from the safety of our computers, 

thanks to the magic of social media.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

1/8/2014 9:13:21 AM 

Trapped Russian ship and Chinese Snow Dragon break free from Antarctic ice 

A Russian research ship and a Chinese icebreaker stranded in Antarctica have broken free from heavy ice and no longer 

need to be rescued by a US vessel, Australian officials said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

1/8/2014 9:25:06 AM 

Trapped Chinese Snow Dragon, Russian ship break free from Antarctic ice 

A Russian research ship and a Chinese icebreaker that were stranded in Antarctica have broken free from heavy ice and 

no longer need to be rescued by the United States, Australian officials said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve James 

1/8/2014 9:58:53 AM 

Deep freeze puts $5 billion chill on economy 

The record cold spell that has half the country in the deep freeze could cost the U.S. economy up to $5 billion. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson, Staff writer, NBC News 

1/8/2014 10:15:54 AM 

Trapped research ship, rescue vessel break free of Antarctic ice 

A Russian research ship and a Chinese icebreaker that were stranded in Antarctica have broken free from heavy ice and 

no longer need to be rescued by the United States, Australian officials said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/8/2014 10:34:29 AM 

Polar vortex: Temperatures ’getting dramatically warmer’ as cold spell thaws 

The brutally cold "polar vortex" that plunged millions of Americans into a deep freeze was easing Wednesday -- but 

temperatures remained between 10 and 20 degrees below seasonal averages.The weather system was receding north, 

having set new record low temperatures in 50 cities on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/8/2014 1:28:46 PM 

Still loving him tender: 6 great Elvis moments to honor the King’s birthday 

Elvis Presley would have been 79 on Wednesday, but we lost the King of Rock ’n’ Roll when he was just 42, back in 1977.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sight 

1/8/2014 2:29:36 PM 

Reporting the Story: Brian Williams interviews Paul Ryan and journalists 

To mark the one-year anniversary of the In Plain Sight reporting initiative, and the 50th anniversary of LBJ’s declaration 

of "war on poverty," NBC News is hosting an event at the Newseum in Washington, D.C. on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro, NBC News 

1/8/2014 2:54:39 PM 

First Thoughts: Two differing views on Gates’ memoir 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tara Bennett 

1/8/2014 2:54:41 PM 

’Revolution’ is a ’very weird show now,’ jokes star Billy Burke 

Frustration, thy name is "Revolution." In the November fall finale, fans of the slow-burning chemistry between snarky, 

reluctant hero Miles Matheson (Billy Burke) and his former lover, Rachel Matheson (Elizabeth Mitchell), were finally 

rewarded with his confession of love. The problem?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Flam 

1/8/2014 4:12:38 PM 

Son surprises parents with 130-pound weight loss 

Lucas Irwin surprised his family with a holiday gift they just couldn’t believe: Without mentioning a peep about his 

determination to lose weight after years of struggle, the 300-pound young man slimmed down to a trim 170. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/8/2014 5:12:56 PM 

Rodman serenades North Korean leader for birthday; family of US captive ’outraged’ 

The sister of an American held captive in North Korea for more than a year said Wednesday she is outraged that Dennis 

Rodman, the former NBA star who has cozied up to North Korea’s young dictator, is "playing games with my brother’s 

life. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/8/2014 5:24:27 PM 

Forget 4K TVs: Most Americans still own a VCR 

Everyone is drooling over the new 4K TVs capable of showing ultra-high resolution programming which are on display at 

this week’s Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas.Netflix, Amazon and YouTube will all offer 4K streaming in the 

future.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Barnard, The Associated Press 

1/8/2014 5:42:19 PM 

Suspect tried to blow up priest’s home: Affidavit 

A man charged in the beating death of a priest in the Northern California city of Eureka tried to blow up a rectory by 

turning on the gas from a stove and leaving behind a lit cigar, police said in court documents obtained Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric Rosenbaum 

1/8/2014 5:42:23 PM 

How to talk to your boss about improving your 401(k) 

Online financial software has made it possible for retirement investors to compare their 401(k) with other plans in a 

matter of minutes and, in some cases, at the press of a button, send an email to their company’s CEO to show that the 

plan isn’t measuring up to the competitiom 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/8/2014 5:59:12 PM 

Grade-school principal indicted in Steubenville probe cuts deal 

An elementary school principal charged with failing to report child abuse in the wake of the Steubenville rape case is off 

the hook if she completes 40 hours of community service and rape awareness work, officials announced Wednesday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

1/8/2014 5:59:13 PM 

Radel apologizes to GOP colleagues 

The Florida congressman who pleaded guilty to cocaine possession last year has apologized to his colleagues. Rep. Trey 

Radel, R-Fla., expressed his remorse to House Republicans during their weekly closed-door meeting Wednesday, GOP 

aides tell NBC News.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/8/2014 6:46:16 PM 

Police shooting which sparked 2011 riots in UK was a ’lawful killing’ 

LONDON -- A police shooting which sparked the worst riots in English history was largely vindicated by a London jury 

Wednesday.An court-led investigation found that Mark Duggan’s death at the hands of a police marksman in 2011 was a 

"lawful killing.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

1/8/2014 6:46:18 PM 

Mariska Hargitay says ’Law & Order: SVU’ feels ’like a different show now’ 

"Law & Order: Special Victims Unit" will soon return from its mid-season break and back to the storyline that’s gripped 

viewers since the last season closed -- the physically and emotionally difficult ordeal faced by Det. Olivia Benson. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tariq Malik 

1/8/2014 7:03:21 PM 

Huge solar flare delays private rocket launch to space station 

WALLOPS ISLAND, Va. -- A huge solar flare unleashed by the sun has delayed plans to launch a private cargo ship to the 

International Space Station Wednesday (Jan. 8) due to worry over space weather radiation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/8/2014 7:20:38 PM 

Utah orders state agencies not to honor same-sex marriages 

Utah has ordered state offices not do anything that would recognize more than 1,000 same-sex marriages performed in 

the two weeks before the U.S. Supreme Court put a temporary halt to gay nuptials.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck, Courtney Kube and Jim Miklaszewski, NBC News 

1/8/2014 7:31:56 PM 

One crewman dead after Navy helicopter goes down off Va.; one missing 

One crew member has died and another is missing after a U.S. Navy helicopter made an emergency water landing off 

the coast of Virginia on Wednesday, the Navy said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/8/2014 8:22:40 PM 

What’s in a sugar pill? Maybe more than you think 

Doctors trying to use psychology to boost the power of migraine medication have made a startling discovery about how 

attitude can affect pain. They found that people felt relief from placebos -- sugar pills -- even when they knew they 

were taking placebos. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

1/8/2014 8:39:34 PM 

Jobless aid bill hits snag over price tag 

Republicans who helped keep a bill to restore long-term jobless aid alive earlier this week say they won’t stay on 

Democrats’ side unless the legislation’s backers find a way to pay for the $6.4 billion program.Sens. Rob Portman, R- 

Ohio, and Kelly Ayotte, R-N.H. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/8/2014 8:56:47 PM 

Polar vortex: Temperatures ’getting dramatically warmer’ as cold spell eases 

The worst of the brutally cold "polar vortex" that plunged millions of Americans into a deep freeze was over Wednesday, 

forecasters said, but temperatures remained between 10 and 20 degrees lower than normal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

1/8/2014 9:19:37 PM 

Michael Jackson’s mother won’t get new trial 

A Los Angeles Superior Court judge ruled Wednesday that Katherine Jackson will not get a new trial in her negligence 

case against concert promoters AEG Live, whom she alleges are financially liable for the 2009 death of her son, pop 

superstar Michael Jackson. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

1/8/2014 9:36:35 PM 

Rare genetic mutation discovered in Tourette syndrome family 

A rare genetic mutation that disrupts the production of histamine may help researchers unravel the mystery that 

surrounds Tourette syndrome. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dave Collins, The Associated Press 

1/8/2014 10:04:45 PM 

Police think Patriots’ Hernandez at scene of fatal 2012 shooting: search warrant 

BRISTOL, Conn. -- Police believe former New England Patriot Aaron Hernandez was in an SUV when someone inside shot 

two people to death in Boston in 2012, according to a search warrant filed in Connecticut. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien and Mark Murray, NBC News 

1/8/2014 10:15:56 PM 

Christie vows action in ’unacceptable’ bridge scandal 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie denied knowing about a scheme orchestrated by his administration to bully a local 

political rival, calling the reported actions of a top aide "unacceptable." He vowed to hold members of his administration 

accountable.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/8/2014 11:28:23 PM 

Man accused of having nearly 50 bombs in Ohio is Guardsman, intel analyst 

A man arrested after police allegedly found guns and nearly 50 bombs in his vehicle New Year’s Day is a specialist in the 

Indiana National Guard who trained as an intelligence analyst with a reconnaissance unit, a Guard official said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/9/2014 12:01:31 AM 

Obama administration takes aim at cutting racial disparity in school discipline 

The Obama administration Wednesday issued new guidelines on classroom discipline, seeking to end the apparent 

disparities in how students of different races are punished for violating school rules. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ann Curry 

1/9/2014 12:01:31 AM 

Central African Republic crisis: ’Like Darfur, plus anarchy’ 

BANGUI, Central African Republic - At Bangui International Airport, nearly 100,000 people are living in a makeshift camp 

after fleeing the unspeakable violence that has seized this nation. They are hungry and living chock-a-block in hangars 

and under the wings of old airplanes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck, Courtney Kube and Jim Miklaszewski, NBC News 

1/9/2014 2:03:15 AM 

Two crewmen dead after Navy helicopter goes down off Va.; one missing 

Two crew members died and another is missing after a U.S. Navy helicopter made an emergency water landing off the 

coast of Virginia on Wednesday, the Navy said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/9/2014 4:55:38 AM 

USDA shutters Foster Farms poultry plant over cockroaches 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture shut down a Foster Farms poultry processing plant in Livingston, Calif., Wednesday, 

saying it was infested with live cockroaches, which can pose a threat to public health. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/9/2014 7:10:08 AM 

Dennis Rodman apologizes for comments on American held in North Korea: report 

Dennis Rodman is reportedly apologizing for comments he made in an interview about an American missionary held 

captive in North Korea for more than a year.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

1/9/2014 9:56:27 AM 

Russia airports to ban all liquids on flights ahead of Sochi Olympics 

Two of Moscow’s major airports have banned passengers from taking any form of liquid in their hand luggage as Russia 

ramps up security ahead of the Winter Olympics in Sochi next month. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

1/9/2014 10:08:33 AM 

Conjoined whale twins found off coast of Mexico 

MEXICO CITY - Fishermen have found two rare conjoined gray whale calves that died shortly after being born off the 

coast of Baja California, the Mexican government said. 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

1/9/2014 10:55:20 AM 

Chris Christie’s rising 2016 star in peril as bridge controversy grows 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie has rocketed to the top of the 2016 GOP presidential field, fueled by his straight-talking 

persona, his tell-it-like-it-is approach to policy and his willingness to reach across the aisle. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

1/9/2014 1:53:26 PM 

Christie to face the press on growing bridge scandal 

Chris Christie will hold an 11:00 a.m. press conference Thursday to address the emerging political crisis involving an 

aide’s effort to retaliate against a Democratic rival., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/9/2014 2:24:42 PM 

First Thoughts: The five questions Christie needs to answer 

Christie press conference at 11:00 am ET ... Five questions for Christie - 1. Has that staffer been fired?; 2. Has he created 

a culture where this is thought to be acceptable? 3. Does he regret not taking this more seriously? 4. How can he regain 

voters/his constituents’ trust? 5. 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/9/2014 3:28:52 PM 

Bode Miller, 36:’1 definitely feel my age’ going to Sochi Olympics 

After a year in which he battled back from a major knee injury, underwent a high-profile custody battle and mourned 

the death of his younger brother, Bode Miller will try to add to his Olympic legacy despite being one of the oldest skiers 

in the field in SochL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/9/2014 3:41:42 PM 

Dallas safari club calls in FBI after death threats over rhino-hunt auction 

A Texas safari club auctioning a permit to hunt an endangered black rhino has contacted the FBI after receiving death 

threats from animal rights activists, the club said Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Michael O’Brien 

1/9/2014 4:37:14 PM 

’Embarrassed and humiliated’ Christie axes aide, apologizes for bridge scandal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

1/9/2014 4:37:15 PM 

Yes, your boss probably is happier than you are 

Chances are, your boss really is living the good life.A Pew Research Center report released Thursday found that bosses 

are more likely than workers to be satisfied with their family life, current job and financial situation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck, Courtney Kube and Jim Miklaszewski, NBC News 

1/9/2014 5:53:53 PM 

Part of crashed Navy chopper found as search for missing crewman continues 

Part of a U.S. Navy helicopter that crashed off the coast of Virginia, killing two crew members, has been found as 

searchers continue to look for a crewman who has been missing since the incident Wednesday morning.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve James 

1/9/2014 6:39:33 PM 

The George Washington Bridge: a nightmare even without political hijinks 

The traffic on the George Washington Bridge is nothing to joke about.Anyone who has driven from New Jersey to New 

York City knows the frustration of idling in long lines to get through the toll booths at the George Washington Bridge - 

the world’s busiest for motorists.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Potter and Erika Angulo, NBC News 

1/9/2014 7:07:55 PM 

7 detained in murders of Venezuelan TV star, ex-husband 

Mourners gathered Thursday at a Caracas cemetery chapel for the wake of former Miss Venezuela and soap-opera star 

Monica Spear and her ex-husband, who were gunned down in a highway ambush in front of their 5-year-old daughter., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/9/2014 7:25:01 PM 

Christie appointee pleads the Fifth before state committee in bridge fiasco 

An appointee of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie at the center of an apparent plan to engineer a monster traffic jam as an 

act of political payback was held in contempt Thursday after he refused to answer questions from state lawmakers.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

1/9/2014 8:56:28 PM 

Key senators nearing deal on jobless aid extension 

After hitting snags earlier this week, key senators appear to be close to a deal to extend unemployment benefits for the 

long-term jobless through November. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski, Courtney Kube and Elizabeth Chuck, NBC News 

1/9/2014 9:13:13 PM 

Enemy explosion caused deadly Afghanistan helicopter crash last month 

A Blackhawk helicopter crash in southern Afghanistan last month that killed six U.S. soldiers was brought down by an 

enemy explosion, U.S. military officials said Thursday.The UH-60 helicopter crashed in the Shahjoi district of 

Afghanistan’s Zabul province on Dec. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/9/2014 9:13:17 PM 

Jersey boy Jon Stewart ’ashamed’ of home state over bridge fiasco 

"Daily Show" host Jon Stewart was raised in New Jersey, and you better believe he has a lot to say about the unfolding 

scandal there involving Gov. Chris Christie and aides who apparently intentionally jammed traffic as revenge against the 

Fort Lee, N.J., mayor. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/9/2014 9:46:56 PM 

Indian diplomat indicted but already has immunity and left US 

The Indian deputy consul whose arrest and strip-search in New York touched off a diplomatic spat between the U.S. and 

India had been indicted -- but she’s already been given immunity and has left the country, the prosecutor said Thursday. 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wajahat S. Khan and Mushtaq Yusufzai, NBC News 

1/9/2014 10:53:57 PM 

Taliban kills ’Pakistan’s toughest cop’ 

ISLAMABAD - Pakistan’s top Taliban hunter, a controversial police officer who survived several previous assassination 

attempts, was killed by a Taliban car bomb in the southern city of Karachi on Thursday, police said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/9/2014 10:53:58 PM 

Meryl Streep’s Walt Disney slam draws response from family museum 

Meryl Streep had some harsh words for Walt Disney’s treatment of women, but the museum devoted to the late 

animator’s life fired back late Wednesday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/9/2014 10:53:59 PM 

Beyonce and Kelly Rowland crash a karaoke party 

What’s better than singing along to your favorite artists’ tunes with a good pal? When the superstars crash your karaoke 

party and sing along with you!This really happened to two young ladies late Tuesday into early Wednesday at the Sing 

Sing karaoke bar in MiamL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

In Plain Sight 

1/10/2014 6:51:27 AM 

Ryan on the War on Poverty: ’It has failed’ 

Former Republican vice-presidential candidate Paul Ryan TKTK ... in an interview with NBC Nightly News anchor Brian 

Williams as part of the network’s "In Plain Sight" poverty reporting project., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/10/2014 6:51:29 AM 

West Virginia chemical spill prompts state of emergency, water ban in 9 counties 

West Virginia Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin declared a state of emergency Thursday in several counties because of a chemical 

spill into the Elk River.The advisory was expanded at night from five to eight counties.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

1/10/2014 6:51:34 AM 

Cry wolf? Large carnivore decline puts humans at risk, study says 

A few years after wolves were reintroduced to the Northern Rockies in 1995, fifth-generation Montana rancher Rick 

Jarrett gave up on the parcel of federal land near Yellowstone National Park that he grazed for 20 years. The carnivores 

harassed his cattle so much that they stopped gaining weight,~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/10/2014 9:19:23 AM 

Six questions still lingering in the George Washington Bridge fiasco 

It went on for almost two hours: New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie said he was blindsided, betrayed, embarrassed, 

heartbroken, humiliated and sad. He said he had lost sleep. He fired a top aide. He called his own staff stupid.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Schecter 

1/10/2014 11:10:42 AM 

Tyson changes pig care policies after NBC shows company undercover video 

The nation’s largest meat producer has announced new animal care guidelines for its pork suppliers a month and a half 

after NBC News showed the company undercover video of workers on one of its farms kicking and hitting pigs and 

slamming piglets into the ground. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/10/2014 1:24:30 PM 

Amanda Knox: I will become a ’fugitive’ if re-convicted for murder 

Amanda Knox has reportedly told an Italian newspaper that if she is again convicted of murder, she will become a 

fugitive rather than return to an Italian prison., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/10/2014 2:23:49 PM 

West Virginia chemical spill cuts water to up to 300,000, state of emergency declared 

A chemical spill into a West Virginia river has led to a tap water ban for up to 300,000 people, shut down bars and 

restaurants and led to a run on bottled water in some stores as people looked to stock up.The federal government 

joined West Virginia Gov.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/10/2014 2:29:52 PM 

Ex-CIA lawyer on waterboarding: ’My conscience is clear’ 

The nation’s top CIA lawyer after the September 11 attacks, the man who convinced the Bush administration to sign off 

on waterboarding techniques, says he has no regrets about the controversial interrogation method.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

1/10/2014 2:35:42 PM 

Mesmerizing! Mom downs 72-ounce steak in under 3 minutes 

Nebraska resident Molly Schuyler plowed through a 12-pound sandwich with a 1-pound side of fries in 54 minutes. The 

very next evening, the 125-pound mother of four mauled a 72-ounce steak in just 2 minutes and 44 seconds "on a whim.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/10/2014 2:58:42 PM 

First Thoughts: Christie’s enemies - Democrats and Republicans - ready to pounce 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cox 

1/10/2014 3:22:25 PM 

Job growth weakest in 3 years; unemployment rate falls 

Job creation stumbled in December, with the U.S. economy adding just 74,000 positions even as the Federal Reserve 

voted to take the first steps in eliminating its stimulus program.The unemployment rate dropped to 6., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckhart and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/10/2014 4:04:47 PM 

Google sorry for Adolf Hitler gaffe on German map 

MAINZ, Germany -- Google apologized after its Internet mapping service temporarily renamed a popular Berlin square 

after Nazi dictator Adolf Hitler on Thursday.Instead of Theodor Heuss Platz, the map named the street along one side of 

the eponymous square Adolf Hitler Platz after the Fascist leader.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wajahat S. Khan, Producer, NBC News 

1/10/2014 4:41:07 PM 

Can departure of strip-search diplomat save US-India relations? 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - The late-night departure of a diplomat who was indicted for lying about how much she paid her 

housekeeper might be enough to resolve the spat between the United States and India, observers said Friday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/10/2014 4:47:06 PM 

Flu season worsens across U.S., spreads to all regions 

The annual flu epidemic is spreading steadily across the U.S., officials reported Friday, with "elevated" activity in all 

regions of the country now.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Andronico 

1/10/2014 5:33:19 PM 

Typing on the fly: TrewGrip redefines the mobile keyboard 

Mobile typists usually have to settle for touch keyboards or small plastic add-ons, but the folks behind TrewGrip are 

looking to change thaL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

1/10/2014 5:44:42 PM 

House passes Obamacare cybersecurity bill 

The House’s first week back at work this year began much like last year ended: with a vote to change the new health 

care law.The GOP-led House passed legislation Friday that would require any breach of security in an Obamacare 

website to be made public within two days. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/10/2014 7:44:03 PM 

Target estimates breach affected up to 110 million 

The massive data heist at Target stores across the country was more massive than previously revealed, with the retailer 

saying at least 70 to 110 million customers were hit -- making it one of the largest security breaches of its kind. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/11/2014 4:00:40 AM 

’Worst breach in history’ puts data-security pressure on retail industry 

The Target security breach that may have affected as many as 110 million customers -- with their names, mailing 

addresses, phone numbers and credit card information possibly swiped -- ranks as the most extensive corporate data 

hack ever, experts said on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Catherine Chomiak and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/11/2014 4:00:42 AM 

India expels US diplomat day after its own is sent packing 

The Indian government has asked the U.S. to remove one person from the American embassy in Delhi a day after one of 

its own diplomats -- whose arrest and strip-search has strained tensions between the countries -- was sent packing. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/11/2014 4:00:44 AM 

Hundreds sickened after West Virginia chemical spill 

Hundreds of people in West Viqginia have complained of symptoms after a chemical spill contaminated the water supply 

for nine counties, but fewer than 10 have been hospitalized, officials said.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

1/11/2014 4:00:49 AM 

Wear, stare and share: The gadgets of CES 

This year’s Consumer Electronics Show was full of interesting technology (and a few interesting characters) -- but the 

show is so big and busy that it’s hard to remember just what exactly that tech was. Here are the bits of CES we found 

most memorable. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ashley Majeski 

1/11/2014 4:00:50 AM 

’Project Runway’ winner: Some challenges ’weren’t inspiring’ 

"Project Runway All Stars" designer Seth Aaron Henderson may have coasted through much of the season, but he picked 

up speed when it counted most and won on Thursday’s season three finale., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rina Raphael 

1/11/2014 4:00:50 AM 

Best red carpet looks from People’s Choice Awards, more 

As award show season ramps us, which stars are already upping their style game? From floor-length gowns to flirty 

dresses, take a look at our favorite recent looks from the People’s Choice Awards, the National Board of Review gala and 

more:~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/11/2014 4:50:32 AM 

Neiman Marcus hack affected customers’ credit cards 

Neiman Marcus said Friday that some customers’ credit cards were compromised in a security breach, but it provided 

scant detail on the scope of the hack.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Courtney Kube, Producer, NBC News 

1/11/2014 4:50:34 AM 

Air Force drug probe grows to include 10 officers 

An Air Force investigation into alleged drug use in its ranks has grown to include 10 officers at six different bases in the 

U.S. and Britain. Nine lieutenants and one captain are now under investigation for illegal drug possession by the Air 

Force Office of Special Investigations in Quantico, Va.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Courtney Kube, Producer, NBC News 

1/11/2014 11:33:41 AM 

US deploys small military team to Somalia 

The United States deployed a small team of military advisers to be based in Somalia for the first time in more than 20 

years.The team, called the Mogadishu Coordination Cell, began moving in quietly in October and was fully operational 

by mid-December. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Maloney 

1/11/2014 12:23:25 PM 

Golden Globes quiz: Are Fey, Poehler friendlier hosts than Gervais? 

Often-caustic former Golden Globes host Ricky Gervais has passed the awards show hosting baton to funny ladies Tina 

Fey and Amy Poehler, who will return as hosts this Sunday for the 71st Annual Golden Globe Awards on NBC. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/11/2014 12:23:26 PM 

Sosie Bacon and other celebrity children honored by the Golden Globes 

The Golden Globes boasts bright lights, big stars, shiny trophies ... and a celebrity offspring?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martin Fletcher, NBC News Correspondent 

1/11/2014 1:02:44 PM 

Former Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon dead at 85 

Ariel Sharon, the former prime minister and ex-general who embodied Israel’s military might, DIED ON XYZ 

DAY.Comatose since a 2006 stroke, 85-year old Sharon had been on life support for eight years at Sheba Medical Center 

near Tel Aviv. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/11/2014 4:33:55 PM 

No survivors: Wreckage of plane missing since Dec. 1 found in Idaho 

The wreckage of a six-seat single-engine plane that disappeared from radar in a mountainous area of Idaho shortly after 

its pilot radioed air traffic controllers about engine trouble on Dec. 1 was found Friday, officials said. "There appears to 

be no survivors at this time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

1/11/2014 5:07:53 PM 

How skier Mikaela Shiffrin conquered pull-ups, splotchy skin and more 

All eyes are on 18-year-old Mikaela Shriffin, who’s poised to be America’s skiing sweetheart. Called a "phenom" by the 

likes of Bode Miller, Shiffrin won her second World Cup slalom earlier this month. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/11/2014 6:25:16 PM 

Statesmen, leaders react to the passing of Ariel Sharon at age 85 

Leaders across the world paid tribute to former Israeli prime minister Ariel Sharon, who died Saturday at the age of 

85.Figureheads in the ex-general’s home country praised the hard-liner as a tough, thick-skinned leader, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/11/2014 8:55:04 PM 

Hundreds report symptoms after West Virginia chemical spill 

Nearly 800 people in West Virsinia have reported symptoms after a chemical spill contaminated the water supply for 

nine counties, officials said Saturday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/11/2014 9:50:20 PM 

Pimp sues Nike for not warning shoes could be dangerous if used to beat people 

A former Portland pimp is suing Nike for not placing a warning in their shoes specifying that the kicks could be used as a 

dangerous weapon, after he was sentence to 100 years in prison for beating a john severely with his Nike sneaker. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, National Investigative Correspondent, NBC News 

1/11/2014 10:34:12 PM 

Democrat heading bridge probe says Christie could be impeached if he knew of closures 

The chairman of the New Jersey legislative panel investigating the George Washington Bridge lane closures said Gov. 

Chris Christie’s top aides had engaged in a "cover-up" and the governor could be impeached if it is determined he was 

aware of efforts to use the bridge for political purposes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lolita C Baldor, The Associated Press 

1/111’2014 10:34:13 PM 

Sexism part of military academy culture, Pentagon report says 

Students at the U.S. military academies often believe they have to put up with sexist and offensive behavior, according 

to a Pentagon report released Friday, reflecting a culture of disrespect that permeates the schools and their sports 

teams and fuels reports of sexual harassment and assaults.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Roberta Rampton and Eric Beech, Reuters 

1/11/2014 11:18:23 PM 

Accenture new lead contractor on Obamacare website 

Accenture has been chosen to replace CGI Federal as the lead contractor on the Obamacare enrollment website, which 

failed to work when it launched in October for millions of Americans shopping for insurance, the U.S. Centers for 

Medicare and Medicaid Services said on Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/12/2014 2:36:03 AM 

Chewbacca tweets great old ’Star Wars’ photos 

Peter Mayhew, who brought us the lovable character Chewbacca in the "Star Wars" films, has shared some great 

behind-the-scenes images captured while the actor was part of the iconic franchise. The Wookie has a great eye for 

historical photography.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ross Kerber, Reuters 

1/12/2014 2:41:29 AM 

Massachusetts teen dies of rare aging disease 

A Massachusetts teenager who became a well-known face of the premature aging disease progeria has died, his family 

confirmed online. Sam Berns, of Foxborough, Mass., died on Friday at 17 years old, according to a statement posted on 

the website of the Progeria Research Foundation.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

1/12/2014 4:31:43 AM 

Basque protesters rally in support of ETA prisoners 

Tens of thousands of protesters marched through the streets of Bilbao in Spain’s northern Basque Country on Saturday 

in support of jailed members of the Basque separatist group ETA, defying a court ban from Madrid. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alessandra Prentice, Reuters 

1/12/2014 9:07:06 AM 

New Russia scare: 5 militants with bomb arrested weeks before Olympics 

MOSCOW -- Five members of a banned militant group were arrested in southern Russia on Saturday and a homemade 

bomb packed with shrapnel was defused, in another security scare weeks before the Winter Olympics in Sochi., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Finkle and Mark Hosenball 

1/12/2014 12:48:56 PM 

Reuters sources: Other US retailers victims of cyberattacks 

BOSTON/WASHINGTON -- Target Corp and Neiman Marcus are not the only U.S. retailers whose networks were 

breached over the holiday shopping season late last year, according to sources familiar with attacks on other merchants 

that have yet to be publicly disclosed.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip Pullella, Reuters 

1/12/2014 3:47:47 PM 

Pope names 19 new cardinals, puts emphasis on poor 

VATICAN CITY -- Pope Francis put his first stamp on the group at the top of the Roman Catholic hierarchy on Sunday, 

naming 19 new cardinals from around the world.Sixteen of them are "cardinal electors" under 80 and thus eligible to 

enter a conclave to elect a pope. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

1/12/2014 4:15:25 PM 

Democratic mayor in bridge scandal says he takes Christie at his word 

The mayor whose town was apparently punished by New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie’s aides during last year’s campaign 

said Sunday "1 take him at his word" that Christie had no prior knowledge of lane closings leading to the George 

Washington Bridge.The lane closings in Fort Lee, N.J. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelli Kennedy and Russell Contreras 

1/12/2014 4:21:06 PM 

Lost in translation: Spanish version of health insurance website beset by problems 

Mirroring problems with the federal health care website, people around the nation attempting to navigate the Spanish 

version have discovered their own set of difficulties. The site, CuidadoDeSalud.gov, launched more than two months 

late. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jillian Eugenios 

1/12/2014 6:00:53 PM 

Do not open until 2023: Deceased girl’s letter to her future self goes viral 

When 12-year-old Taylor Smith wrote a special letter to herself last spring, to be read in 10 years’ time, she didn’t know 

it would be opened before even a year had passed -- and that it wouldn’t be her eyes reading the words.Instead, it was 

opened by Taylor’s parents after she died last spring. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/12/2014 6:11:56 PM 

Colorado changes ’Mile 420’ highway marker to stymie stoner heists 

A sign marking the mile 420 on a Colorado highway was replaced with one that reads "MILE 419.99" -- after the old one 

was repeatedly stolen by weed-enthusiasts, according to the state’s transportation department. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/12/2014 9:20:29 PM 

Kerry ’confident’ Syrian opposition groups will attend peace talks 

Secretary of State John Kerry said Sunday he was confident that Syrian opposition i~roups would show up at peace talks 

in Switzerland later this month -- a key benchmark as the U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/1:2/2014 11:49:26 PM 

Hope flows as West Virginia water showing signs of improvement after chemical spill 

The latest tests of poisoned water in West Virginia have shown that the quality is improving "in the right direction," the 

state’s governor said Sunday -- a hopeful sign for the 300,000 residents currently under a strict tap water ban following 

a chemical spill four days ago.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

1/12/2014 11:54:49 PM 

Justin Bieber accused of egging neighbor’s home 

Detectives are investigating a report that pop star Justin Bieber egged a home in his gated community while his neighbor 

and his neighbor’s daughter watched from a balcony.The 19-year-old singer is named in a misdemeanor vandalism and 

assault crime report taken by investigators, L.A.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/13/2014 12:22:31 AM 

Target CEO promises to make ’significant changes’ after huge data breach 

The head of retail powerhouse Target is pledging to "make significant changes" in the wake of the latest revelation that 

as many as 110 million customers were ensnared in a massive data heist at stores across the country."Clearly, we’re 

accountable and we’re responsible.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Rina Raphael 

1/13/2014 1:45:22 AM 

Going deep V: Amy Adams’ plunging neckline returns 

Why mess with a good thing?On the Golden Globes red carpet, "American Hustle" star Amy Adams brought back the 

deep-V style that dominated her wardrobe in the ’70s-era film. Adams, nominated for best actress, wore a sexy 

Valentino gown -- a style she’s obviously a veteran of.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

1/13/2014 1:50:59 AM 

Tina Fey, Amy Poehler bring big laughs back to the GoldenGIobe Awards 

Viewers wondering whether or not hosts Tina Fey and Amy Poehler would be able to recapture the Golden Globes magic 

that made them fast favorites at last year’s ceremony got their answer as soon as this year’s bash began: Oh, yeahL 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/13/2014 2:57:30 AM 

Nevada Farm Bureau, counties sue reds over mismanagement of wild horses 

A pair of Nevada organizations have filed a lawsuit against the federal government, alleging that mismanagement of wild 

horses who have been rounded up has damaged the rangelands -- and the animals themselves.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

1/13/2014 5:22:21 AM 

School violence lands more than 90,000 a year in the ER, study finds 

Despite all the lip service given to battling bullying, many kids are still being seriously hurt while on school grounds, a 

new study shows.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/13/2014 5:22:21 AM 

Golden night: A-listers sweep, but Fey and Poehler steal show at Globes 

Hollywood royalty and critical favorites swept up the big movie and TV trophies at a rather subdued Golden Globe 

Awards Sunday night in Los Angeles., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rina Raphael 

1/13/2014 6:29:45 AM 

Vote: Who wore it best on the Golden Globes red carpet? 

Which stars dazzled on Sunday’s Golden Globes red carpet? Fashion fans couldn’t stop talking about "Her" actress Olivia 

Wilde’s pregnancy glow or "12 Years a Slave" star Lupita Nyong’o’s avant-garde style."Nyong’o was simply stunning," 

said style expert Rebekah George.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/13/2014 6:29:47 AM 

Jennifer Lawrence makes Golden Globes more awesome, in her great goofy way 

From the moment Jennifer Lawrence showed up on the Golden Globes red carpet, viewers had to know that hijinks 

would ensue. And the "American Hustle" actress, who picked up the first Globe of the night, did not let her fans down.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/13/2014 6:35:49 AM 

Shallow 6.5-magnitude earthquake strikes off coast of Puerto Rico 

WASHINGTON -- An earthquake of magnitude 6.5 struck north of Puerto Rico on Monday, the U.S. Geological Survey 

said.It said the quake, initially reported as a magnitude 6.4, was very shallow, at a depth of 17.7 miles below the seabed. 

It struck at 12:01 a.m.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper and Randee Dawn 

1/13/2014 9:21:46 AM 

Swearing, Keaton’s singing, a dig at Taylor Swift: Golden Globe burning questions answered 

A three-hour awards show can’t possibly slip by without a few head-scratchers. From inside jokes to out-and-out bizarre 

moments, here are your burning questions about Sunday’s Golden Globes explained -- so far as we know.Were some of 

the winners seemingly seated in San Diego?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

1/13/2014 9:28:25 AM 

Dennis Rodman apologizes again for failing to help Kenneth Bae 

BEIJING - Former basketball star Dennis Rodman apologized on Monday for not being able to help an American 

missionary detained in North Korea during his trip there.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Thanyarat Doksone and Todd Pitman, The Associated Press 

1/13/2014 11:37:43 AM 

Protesters try to shut down Thai capital in bid to overthrow government 

Anti-government protesters aiming to shut down central Bangkok took over key intersections Monday, halting much of 

the traffic into the Thai capital’s main business district as part of a months-long campaign to overthrow the 

democratically elected prime minister. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

lan Williams, correspondent, NBC News 

1/13/2014 12:13:08 PM 

Eats shoots and leaves: US=born panda Yun Zi starts new life in China 

CHENGDU, China -- Yun Zi was nervously exploring his new Chinese home Sunday, pacing back and forth and peeping 

over the top of grass verge at the curious staff who’ll now be looking after him. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/13/2014 2:24:07 PM 

Feds will probe post-Sandy TV ads that starred Christie, lawmaker says 

Adding a headache for Gov. Chris Christie, a federal agency will investigate whether New Jersey improperly spent 

Hurricane Sandy relief money on an ad campaign that featured the governor while he was running for re-election, a 

lawmaker said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/13/2014 2:35:25 PM 

First Thoughts: Bridge-scandal story has only just begun 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

1/13/2014 2:41:21 PM 

Woody Allen’s Golden Globes tribute sparks slams from Mia, RonanFarrow 

The Golden Globes honored director-writer-actor Woody Allen with the Cecil B. DeMille Award during Sunday night’s big 

bash., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

1/13/2014 4:17:07 PM 

GM sweeps Car and Truck of the Year with Corvette, Silverado 

General Motors made a clean sweep of the influential North American Car and Truck of the Year, with Chevrolet’s new 

Corvette landing the car award and the Silverado netting the truck honors, despite a recent recall. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jay Blackman, Daniel Arkin and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/13/2014 4:46:29 PM 

Southwest flight touches down in Missouri -- at the wrong airport 

Federal officials are investigating why a Southwest Airlines flil~ht that was supposed to land at Branson Airport in 

southwest Missouri instead landed at another airport miles away -- the second such mix-up in two months., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/13/2014 4:51:56 PM 

NJ. lawmakers form special investigative panel to look into bridge lane closures 

New Jersey lawmakers said Monday they will form a special investigative committee, with the power to order testimony 

from witnesses, to probe the George Washington Bridge lane closures that have exploded into a scandal for Gov. Chris 

Christie. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Carrie Dann 

1/13/2014 5:03:30 PM 

Supreme Court hears arguments in battle over recess appointments 

The Supreme Court is hearing oral arguments Monday in a case that could have big implications for the balance of 

power between Capitol Hill and 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/13/2014 5:20:39 PM 

GIF it up for the best Golden Globe moments 

The Golden Globes delivered more than just trophies to A-list celebrities on Sunday night. The show, hosted by Tina Fey 

and Amy Poehler, also offered viewers plenty to giggle about -- and not all of it was from the hilarious duo.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/13/2014 5:55:55 PM 

Robert Gates: My memoir has been ’hijacked’ by politics 

Former Defense Secretary Robert Gates clarified claims he supposedly made about President Obama’s commitment to 

the military surge in Afghanistan, saying Monday he "absolutely believed" the commander-in-chief supported the 

mission at the time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/13/2014 6:53:34 PM 

Scott Hamilton: Gracie Gold could strike gold at Olympics 

After watching teenage figure skater Gracie Gold win her first national championship in a landslide, NBC Olympic analyst 

Scott Hamilton believes she has the ability to live up to her last name at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jay Blackman, Daniel Arkin and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/13/2014 8:41:10 PM 

Southwest pilots in wrong-airport landing grounded 

Southwest Airlines on Monday grounded the pilots who landed a passenger jet at the wrong Missouri airport -- 

disturbingly close to a dropoff at the end of the runway, according to one passenger., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jay Blackman, Daniel Arkin and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/13/2014 8:46:51 PM 

Southwest pilots in wrong-airport landing grounded 

Southwest Airlines on Monday grounded the two pilots who landed a passenger jet at the wrong Missouri airport -- 

disturbingly close to a dropoff at the end of the runway, according to one passenger., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Tanya Lewis 

1/13/2014 8:52:23 PM 

Between the whines: Humans read emotion cues in doggy sounds 

Most dog owners can sense the difference between Fido’s yip of joy and howl of discontent. Now, scientists find people 

use the same general rules to recognize doggy emotions as they do for fellow humans., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/13/2014 9:25:58 PM 

Middle-aged Americans first in line for health insurance, new numbers show 

Government officials confirmed on Monday that more than 2 million people have signed up for private health insurance 

on the new government websites, but just under a quarter of them are the presumably healthy young adults needed to 

make the plans profitable. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/13/2014 9:42:32 PM 

Obama Praises Gates, Says He Still Has Faith in Afghan Mission 

President Barack Obama called former Pentagon chief Robert Gates an "outstanding" Defense Secretary Monday but 

refuted Gates’ suggestion that he lost faith in the mission in Afghanistan., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/13/2014 9:48:09 PM 

Man shot and killed for texting during Florida movie: sheriff 

A filmgoer irked that other audience members were texting at a Mark Wahlberg war film opened fire in a Florida movie 

theater Monday, killing a man and wounding a woman, authorities said.The Grove 16 Theatre in Wesley Chapel, north of 

Tampa, was evacuated after the shooting about 1:20 p.m. ET. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/13/2014 10:04:39 PM 

Ex-U.S. solider who wanted to help aI-O.aeda affiliate sentenced to prison 

A former U.S. Army specialist who admitted to trying to aid the aI-Shabaab militant group -- the aI-Qaeda affiliate in 

Somalia that claimed responsibility for the horrific mall siege in Kenya -- was sentenced Monday to seven years in 

prison.Craig Baxam, 24, of Laurel, Md., was sentenced in U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/14/2014 12:12:36 AM 

The ’smart life’: How connected cars, clothes and homes could fry your brain 

Welcome to the "smart life." Brain cells, beware. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Liz Gannes 

1/14/2014 12:12:37 AM 

Google acquires Nest Labs for $3.2B 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter 

1/14/2014 12:56:30 AM 

Heroin deaths surge at the Jersey Shore 

The Jersey Shore, famous for sun, fun and reality TV, now has a new and less welcome distinction. Deaths from heroin 

and prescription drug overdoses in Ocean County, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

1/14/2014 12:56:31 AM 

Highway to heaven: Pope auctioning his Harley Davidson chopper for charity 

Pope Francis has gained a reputation as the "cool" pope, but who knew he had a Harley?The pope plans to auction off 

his 1,585cc Harley-Davidson Dyna Super Glide, embellished with a signature on the tank that reads "Francesco," in early 

February, according to the auctioneer.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/14/2014 12:56:32 AM 

West Virginia chemical company facing tough questions after spill 

Weary West Virginians are feeling some relief after officials on Monday began to lift a tap-water ban -- with cautious 

pledges that all 300,000 affected residents will have safe drinking and bath water sooner than later., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Megan Gannon 

1/14/2014 12:56:33 AM 

These slave-hunting pillage ants play a ’Game of Thrones’ 

A new species of ant that raids the acorn castles of other insects and captures them as slaves has been discovered on 

the forest floors of the northeastern United States., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/14/2014 12:56:34 AM 

News organizations call for release of journalists detained in Egypt 

Members of more than 50 news organizations appealed on Monday for the release of three journalists who have been 

detained in Egypt since the end of December., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/14/2014 12:56:35 AM 

Jodi Arias to face retrial on penalty for murdering her boyfirend 

Jodi Arias -- convicted last year of brutally stabbing and shooting her boyfriend in a spellbinding five-month trial -- in 

March will face a retrial on the penalty phase in her case, an Arizona judge announced Monday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/14/2014 12:56:35 AM 

Chicken plant still closed after cockroach cleanup 

A troubled Foster Farms chicken processing plant in California didn’t re-open last weekend after it was closed because of 

a cockroach infestation and firm officials say they need more time to address problems. Foster Farms officials had said 

they would reopen the Livingston, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/14/2014 3:28:35 AM 

’Penis pumps’ waste Medicare millions: inspector general 

Vacuum erection systems -- commonly known as "penis pumps" -- cost the Medicare program $172 million over a six- 

year period, roughly double the amount the average American consumer would have paid at the retail level, according 

to a report released Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/14/2014 3:28:36 AM 

Hawaiian health director died of irregular heartbeat after plane crash 

Authorities say the cause of death for the Hawaii health director who died after an airplane crashed off the island of 

Molokai was cardiac arrhythmia -- an irregular heartbeat.Loretta Fuddy died due to the stress from the horrific Dec., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/14/2014 3:28:37 AM 

Disney’s animated hit ’Frozen’ headed for the stage 

Do you want to build a snowman -- er, see a stage musical? "For the First Time in Forever," maybe "In Summer"? 

Disney’s blockbuster animated hit movie "Frozen" is in early development for the stage, a spokesperson for Disney 

Theatrical Group confirmed to TODAY on Monday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/14/2014 3:28:38 AM 

Court rejects underwear bomber’s appeal of life sentence 

The life sentence of the "underwear bomber" was upheld on Monday by a federal appeals court. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/14/2014 3:28:39 AM 

’Octomom’ Nadya Suleman charged with welfare fraud 

Nadya Suleman -- famously known as "Octomom" for giving birth to octuplets conceived via in vitro fertilization-- 

been charged with welfare fraud for allegedly failing to report nearly $30,000 in earnings, the Los Angeles County 

prosecutor announced on Monday.~ 

has 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

1/14/2014 3:28:40 AM 

Stocks drop sharply on talk of Fed slowing its stimulus, poor earnings 

Stocks closed sharply down on Monday, with the Dow dropping almost 200 points, after a Federal Reserve official said 

the central bank will continue to taper off its stimulus and several companies warned of poor quarterly results.The Dow 

Jones Industrial Average posted its worst session since Sept. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Dokoupil 

1/14/2014 5:35:37 AM 

What is police brutality? Depends on where you live 

When can police officers use force, and when is use of force excessive?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/14/2014 5:46:47 AM 

Ants go marching: Michael Douglas joins cast of "Ant-Man’ 

Michael Douglas is having a good week. On Sunday, the actor won a Golden Globe for playing Liberace in HBO’s "Behind 

the Candelabra," and on Monday it was announced that Douglas will have a starring role in the 2015 superhero movie 

"Ant-Man.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Zachary Fagenson, Reuters 

1/14/2014 8:58:16 AM 

Tennis great Jennifer Capriati has stalking, battery charges dropped 

MIAMI -- Charges of battery and stalking against Jennifer Capriati were dropped by Florida prosecutors on Monday after 

the retired tennis player completed community service and an anger-management class. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/14/2014 9:57:07 AM 

Juggling act: Why are women still trying to do it all? 

This story is part of a week-long series on women and the economy based on "The Shriver Report: A Woman’s Nation 

Pushes Back from the Brink."Carrin Jade is a lawyer, a yoga teacher, a freelance writer and -- in her spare time -- a 

mother to two young children. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/14/2014 10:03:04 AM 

Scandal-plagued Chris Christie proposes longer school day 

Embattled New Jersey Governor Chris Christie will propose a longer school day and extending the school calendar in his 

State of the State speech Tuesday, as he tries to shift attention away from the bridge scandal which threatens to derail 

his second term and presidential ambitions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/14/2014 11:01:50 AM 

Do we need cyber warfare treaties? Study looks at legacy of Stuxnet 

Over the last few years, Iran, China and the United States have all deployed weapons capable of damaging physical 

infrastructure, all without a single explosion.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/14/2014 1:20:08 PM 

Retired cop ~;uns down man for textinl~ at Florida movie: sheriff 

The retired Tampa police captain accused of gunning down a man texting during a Mark Wahlberg war movie will be 

arraigned on a second-degree murder charge Tuesday in a Florida court,Curtis Reeves Jr.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt and Lubna Hussain, NBC News 

1/14/2014 1:44:53 PM 

German diplomats dodge bullets in Saudi Arabia 

MAINZ, Germany - Two German diplomats survived a shooting attack which set their car on fire in Saudi Arabia, officials 

said Tuesday,, 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/14/2014 2:33:12 PM 

First Thoughts: Changing the subject 

Changing the subject?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/14/2014 3:50:26 PM 

Gracie Gold on championship skate: ’1 was on top of the world’ 

In the biggest competition of her burgeoning career, U.S. figure skater Gracie Gold left no doubt that she earned her 

spot on the Olympic team this weekend.Gold, 18, won her first title at the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma=White 

1/14/2014 3:50:29 PM 

’1 am strong. Do I have a choice?’ Moms of special needs kids are #DoingltAII, too 

For moms with special needs kids, the task of "doing it all" is an even more daunting one.In addition to the normal 

stresses of parenting, they bear the emotional and often financial strain of being an advocate for a child who needs 

more. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Barbara Mantel 

1/14/2014 3:50:29 PM 

Studies find small risk from rotavirus vaccine 

Babies vaccinated against rotavirus, the leading cause of severe diarrhea in infants and young children worldwide, may 

have a small risk of a dangerous intestinal blockage, researchers reported Tuesday.. 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/14/2014 4:20:18 PM 

’Friday Night Tykes’ reveals kids are getting recruited for football at age 3 

Little boys and sports go together like ice cream and summer. But where does the fun end and the pressure to win 

begin?, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein, NBC News 

1/14/2014 5:43:02 PM 

Deputies search Justin Bieber’s California mansion for evidence in egging incident 

Los Angeles County sheriff’s deputies descended on the Calabasus, Calif., mansion of Justin Bieber on Tuesday to serve a 

search warrant in connection with a recent incident in which the pop star was accused of egging a neighbor’s house. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/14/2014 5:43:02 PM 

Shooting reported at New Mexico middle school 

A gunman opened fire Tuesday morning at a New Mexico middle school, and at least two children were taken to the 

hospital, authorities said. Police said the shooter was in custody.The shot were reported just after 8 a.m. local time at 

Berrendo Middle School in RoswelL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien and Kelly O’Donnell 

1/14/2014 5:48:33 PM 

Christie to nod toward scandal in speech 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie is expected to acknowledge the scandal that has engulfed his administration in recent 

days during his state of the state address on Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/14/2014 6:35:00 PM 

Wendy Davis tells Maria Shriver, ’I’m not an overnight sensation’ 

Although she became a household name immediately after staging an 11-hour filibuster over abortion rights, Texas state 

senator Wendy Davis insists she climbed a long political ladder to get to where she is today."l’m not an overnight 

sensation. I’m a Texan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/14/2014 6:40:51 PM 

Jimmy Fallon has the ’Fever,’ channels Travolta in ’Tonight’ promo 

Jimmy Fallon is taking over "The Tonight Show" and moving it to New York starting Feb. 17, and a new promo for the 

show features the host with a very recognizable bounce to his Brooklyn step. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Janet Shamlian and Tracy Connor 

1/14/2014 8:21:38 PM 

Husband of brain-dead, pregnant woman suing to remove life support 

The husband of a brain-dead, pregnant woman filed suit Tuesday to force a Texas hospital to remove her from life 

support.Marlise Munoz, 33, was 14 weeks pregnant when she collapsed in her home in November from what doctors 

believe was a pulmonary embolism.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hamza Hendawi and Maggie Michael, Associated Press 

1/14/2014 8:21:40 PM 

Egypt clashes kill 11 on first day of vote 

CAIRO - A referendum on a new constitution laid bare the sharp divisions in Egypt six months after the military removed 

the elected Islamist president. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/14/2014 8:32:47 PM 

At 50, Michelle Obama’s next act could be raising her voice 

Michelle Obama has spent the first half-century of her life breaking barriers and checking off a series of firsts. Now, as 

he reaches her milestone birthday Friday, the nation will be watching to see in what other areas she will leave her mark.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/14/2014 9:34:48 PM 

At least 4 hurt in shooting at New Mexico middle school 

A gunman opened fire Tuesday morning at a New Mexico middle school, authorities said. At least four children were 

taken to hospitals, two of them seriously wounded, they said.Police said the shooter was in custody. The shots were 

reported just after 8 a.m. (10 a.m., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/14/2014 9:51:41 PM 

2 students seriously wounded in shooting at New Mexico middle school 

A student opened fire Tuesday morning at a New Mexico middle school gym, seriously wounding two students, 

authorities said.State police said the shooter, a 12 year-old boy in the seventh grade, was in custody and was the only 

suspect. The shots were reported just after 8 a.m. (10 a.m.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

1/14/2014 10:02:52 PM 

Jobless aid bill blocked in Senate 

The Senate’s effort to restore long-term unemployment insurance benefits for 1.3 million Americans sputtered Tuesday 

amid bitter procedural disagreements.Negotiators from both sides of the aisle had been working to get a deal to extend 

the jobless aid that expired at the end of last year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

1/14/2014 10:02:53 PM 

First look: Amaro shoots first, faces consequences later on’Law & Order: SVU’ 

If you thought the drama on "Law & Order: Special Victims Unit" would dial down a bit after Olivia Benson’s kidnapper 

got what was coming to him last week, think againL 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/14/2014 10:13:49 PM 

Several arrested for being gay in Nigeria under new law 

Nigerian police targeted a group of gay men and tortured them into naming dozens of others, human rights activists said 

Tuesday, according to The Associated Press.The men now face up to 10 years in jail for belonging to a gay organization 

under a new bill that criminalizes same-sex relationships.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/14/2014 11:04:01 PM 

Retired Tampa cop denied bail in movie-theater slaying 

The retired Florida police captain accused of fatally shooting a man who was texting during a movie had every right to 

defend himself, his lawyer argued in court Tuesday.But Curtis Reeves Jr., who faces life in prison for the shooting at a 

Florida movie theater Monday, was denied bail 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

1/14/2014 11:04:02 PM 

Texas man, imprisoned for murders half his life, freed on bond 

A Texas man imprisoned for half his life for a double homicide that he, witnesses, and hundreds of supporters all 

maintain he did not commit was freed Tuesday, nearly two decades after he was sent to prison.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/14/2014 11:04:04 PM 

Federal judge: NFL concussion deal might not be enough money 

A federal judge on Tuesday declined to approve the NFL’s $765 million settlement over brain injuries, saying it might not 

be enough money cover benefits for 20,000 retired players., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/14/2014 11:04:04 PM 

Iran: US and others ’surrendered before the great Iranian nation’ in nuclear deal 

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said Tuesday that world powers including the United States "surrendered before the 

great Iranian nation" in agreeing an interim nuclear deal with his country.lran reached the deal on Nov.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/14/2014 11:04:05 PM 

Verizon wins, Net neutrality loses, as court ruling opens door to a tiered Internet 

Telecom companies won a victory in the battle over "Net neutrality" Tuesay after a U.S. appeals court invalidated 

regulations from the FCC that banned carriers from favoring traffic from certain sources. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

1/15/2014 1:49:51 AM 

Will Boston Succeed in Closing the Gender Wage Gap? 

By Mary Kozelka, NBC NewsBoston is brimming with educated women -- and mayoral advisor Katharine Lusk is 

determined to help them earn more money at work."Women in Boston make up more than half the population and half 

the workforce ... They are central to families. They are central to the communities, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yara Borgal and Danika Fears 

1/15/2014 2:06:29 AM 

Rare ’lesbian’ penguins build love nest at Israeli zoo 

When penguins Chupchikoni and SuM coupled up two years ago, zookeepers at the Ramat Gan Zoological Center in 

Israel didn’t think much of it. After all, penguins typically mate for life. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mary Agnes Carey 

1/15/2014 2:06:29 AM 

Health coverage extended for patients in high-risk pools 

About 85,000 people with a history of serious illnesses who are enrolled in high-risk insurance pools created under the 

health care law will have an additional two months -- until March 31 -- before they lose that coverage, the Department 

of Health and Human Services announced Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

1/15/2014 2:06:33 AM 

Will it work? VA invests another ~;600K in bid to end vet homelessness 

Veterans and their families on the brink of homelessness can access more than a half billion in new federal dollars, the 

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs announced Tuesday, as the agency nears its own deadline to pull all veterans off the 

streets. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma=White 

1/15/2014 2:06:36 AM 

Best and worst celebrity baby names of 2013 

Celebrities have a long tradition of bestowing untraditional names on their offspring, from Moon Unit to Moxie 

Crimefighter, and 2013 was no exception -- just ask little North West.But some stars make stellar name choices, as a 

BabyCenter.com survey of more than 5,000 moms found. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/15/2014 2:06:36 AM 

Conan O’Brien responds to video from man claiming to be his son 

Conan O’Brien has spoken out on Twitter about a new video in which a 20-year-old man with a striking resemblance to 

the talk show host claims to be O’Brien’s illegitimate son. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

1/15/2014 3:02:00 AM 

Screening job candidates on Facebook? Good luck with that 

If the idea of a company checking you out on Facebook before hiring you creeps you out, you’re not alone. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Oskin 

1/15/2014 3:02:02 AM 

Squid vs. fish: Camera captures epic undersea battle on video 

Thanks to its sharp beak, a small red squid emerged victorious after an epic hourlong battle with a much bigger owlfish, 

all caught on video last November in Monterey Bay, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Pappas 

1/15/2014 3:02:03 AM 

What was in that grog? Scientists analyze ancient Nordic drink 

Ancient Scandinavians quaffed an alcoholic mixture of barley, honey, cranberries, herbs and even grape wine imported 

from Greece and Rome, new research finds.This Nordic "grog" predates the Vikings.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Fishbein 

1/15/2014 3:02:05 AM 

Chores prompt chuckles in funny photos of ’disrupted domestic acts’ 

If you thought the household chores your mother assigned you were taxing, Lee Materazzi will put you to shame with 

her recent photography series on "disrupted domestic acts.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/15/2014 3:02:05 AM 

Eight is enough: Jon Gosselin says he had vasectomy 

Nadya "Octomom" Suleman has 14 children. The Duggars have 19. But for Jon Gosselin, eight is enough. The former star 

of "Jon and Kate Plus 8" went on "The Wendy Williams Show" Tuesday and told the host that both he and his girlfriend 

had medically made sure they would have no more offspring. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brooke Lefferts 

1/15/2014 3:02:07 AM 

Widower surprises couple by picking up their tab 

When a recently-widowed Canadian man dining alone picked up the tab for a couple sitting nearby last week, he never 

expected his act of kindness to go viral., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

1/15/2014 3:02:07 AM 

Yeezus balks: Kanye West sues over ’Coinye’ bitcoins 

Yeah, he’s sayin’ they’re gold diggers. Kanye West is suing the creators of "Coinye West," a bitcoin alternative, for using 

his name and image.West’s lawyers filed the trademark-infringement lawsuit against Coinye on Tuesday in federal court 

in Manhattan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/15/2014 4:13:57 AM 

12-year-old in custody after 2 students shot at New Mexico middle school 

A 12-year-old boy pulled a sawed-off shotgun from a bag and opened fire Tuesday morning at a New Mexico middle 

school gym, seriously wounding two students, before a hero teacher talked him into putting down the weapon, 

authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/15/2014 5:48:08 AM 

Policies cut some chemicals, but others replaced them, study finds 

Policies meant to protect people from suspect chemicals that have caused widespread public concern reduced levels of 

some of those chemicals in people’s bodies, researchers reported Wednesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kirthana Ramisetti 

1/15/2014 7:11:33 AM 

Restaurant apologizes after child with disability asked to remove shoes 

When Catherine Duke stopped in at her local Panera Bakery in Savannah, Georgia earlier this month, she thought it 

would be a routine stop at her regular eatery.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Monica Alba and Stephanie Gosk, NBC News 

1/15/2014 9:23:21 AM 

NFL wives agree with judge that S765M concussion settlement not big enough 

The wives of former NFL players told NBC News they were overjoyed by a federal judge’s ruling Tuesday that a $765 

million settlement of a concussion lawsuit against the league might not be big enough to cover the needs of 20,000 

retired players and their spouses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/15/2014 10:52:15 AM 

US pledges another S380 million to help war-torn Syria 

Secretary of State John Kerry promised an extra $380 million in international humanitarian efforts for war-devastated 

Syria on Wednesday.The money brings the total amount the U.S. has pledged to help provide water, food, medical care 

and shelter to those affected by the three-year civil war to $1.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ludmila Danilova, Reuters 

1/15/2014 11:15:30 AM 

Seven die in shootout during pre-Olympic Russia militant sweep 

MOSCOW, Russia -- Three Russian servicemen and four gunmen were killed in a shootout in southern Russia on 

Wednesday during a sweep for militants ahead of next month’s Sochi Winter Olympics., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt, Producer, NBC News 

1/15/2014 12:02:45 PM 

On camera: Twin baby polar bears open eyes for 1st time 

MAINZ, Germany -- Germany’s adorable twin baby polar bears, born at Munich’s Hellabrunn zoo 

[https://www.facebook.com/tierparkhellabrunn] last month, were caught on camera Tuesday as they opened their eyes 

for the first time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt, Producer, NBC News 

1/15/2014 12:14:13 PM 

On camera: Polar bear twins open eyes for 1st time 

MAINZ, Germany -- Germany’s adorable twin baby polar bears were caught on camera Tuesday as they opened their 

eyes for the first time.Zoo officials are thrilled that the cubs and their mother Giovanna, aged seven, have thrived since 

being at born at Munich’s Hellabrunn Zoo last month. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt, Producer, NBC News 

1/15/2014 1:01:40 PM 

Cuteness on camera: Polar bear twins open eyes for 1st time 

MAINZ, Germany -- Germany’s adorable twin baby polar bears were caught on camera Tuesday as they opened their 

eyes for the first time.Zoo officials are thrilled that the cubs and their mother Giovanna, aged seven, have thrived since 

being at born at Munich’s Hellabrunn Zoo last month. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

1/15/2014 2:37:02 PM 

Report: Thinner doesn’t mean healthy for Asian-Americans 

Asian-Americans tend to be skinnier than white, black or Hispanic Americans, but that doesn’t necessarily equal healthy, 

new national data reminds. People of Asian descent still struggle with health issues associated with being overweight, 

like hypertension and high cholesterol 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/15/2014 2:48:24 PM 

First Thoughts: Beginning to preview Obama’s State of the Union 

Beginning to preview Obama’s upcoming State of the Union address... POTUS heads to Raleigh, NC to speak on the 

economy and manufacturing at 1:05 pm ET... Rift inside the Dem Party on free trade? 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/15/2014 3:11:52 PM 

Bruce Springsteen, Jimmy Fallon take a ’Run’ at Chris Christie traffic scandal 

Soon-to-be "Tonight Show" host Jimmy Fallon busted out his musical comedy chops once again on "Late Night" Tuesday, 

and this time, he had a little fun at New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie’s expense.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/15/2014 3:35:40 PM 

Senate panel on Benghazi: ’The attacks were preventable’ 

A Senate panel faults the State Department and intelligence agencies for failing to thwart the September 11, 2012 

assault on American outposts in Benghazi and says that the attacks were "preventable.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerry Sanders and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/15/2014 8:13:06 PM 

Movie-theater texting confrontation may have had prequel 

Florida authorities are looking into the account of a woman who says retired police captain Curtis Reeves confronted her 

about texting in the movie theater where he allegedly gunned down man for the same thing two weeks later. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/15/2014 8:13:07 PM 

Sen. Wendy Davis recalls struggle ’making ends meet’ as teen mom 

Wendy Davis, who grabbed national headlines last summer by filibustering an abortion bill in Texas, said the same 

perseverance that fueled her marathon session on the state Senate floor helped transform her from a divorced, teenage 

mom into a rising political star. ’Tm not an overnight sensation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Shawna Thomas 

1/15/2014 8:18:50 PM 

Obama: I won’t ’wait for Congress’ on economic fixes 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- President Barack Obama was back at North Carolina State University to talk about jobs, but this time 

the speech was more about what he could do without Congress instead of what he’d like done legislatively this year.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Goldman and F. Brinley Bruton, NBC News 

1/15/2014 8:18:52 PM 

Israel defense minister’s attack on Kerry criticized, called ’refreshing’ 

TEL AVlV, Israel - Reaction to Israeli defense minister Moshe Yaalon’s scathing remarks about Secretary of State John 

Kerry ranged on Wednesday, with one commentator praising him for his honesty and another accusing him of 

descending to levels seen in online squabbles."These remarks .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Courntey Kube, NBC News 

1/15/2014 11:22:22 PM 

34 nuclear missile officers cheated on tests, Air Force says 

The military has stripped the certification and security clearances of 34 officers at a Montana missile base after 

uncovering what it believes is the largest cheating scandal ever to hit the nuclear force, Air Force officials told NBC News 

Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/16/2014 1:12:36 AM 

School shooting suspect’s family say they’re ’heartbroken’ 

The parents and grandparents of the 12-year-old boy accused of shooting two fellow students at a New Mexico middle 

school said Wednesday they’re heartbroken and are praying for the wounded children."We are horribly sad over this 

tragedy on so many levels.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/16/2014 2:47:05 AM 

New video indicates rescuers saw body on ground in Asiana crash before girl was run over 

Video recorded by the helmet camera of a first responder and the dash-cam of a fire truck at the crash site of an Asiana 

Airlines flight in San Francisco last year shows at least one firefighter noticed someone was on the ground outside the 

aircraft and alerted a colleague. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/16/2014 4:04:51 AM 

California Little Leaguer sued by own coach for ’carelessly’ celebrating 

A California Little Leaguer and his parents are being sued by his own coach for allegedly injuring the man when the boy 

threw his batting helmet in joy after his team scored the winning run in a game., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

1/16/2014 9:37:37 AM 

New Mexico’s hero teacher a reminder of the need to train educators for crises 

The majority of educators across the United States are not adequately trained to deal with a crisis such as a school 

gunman, experts say, in a week when another school shooting -- and the teacher who prevented it from being worse -- 

made headlines. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/16/2014 10:48:58 AM 

Doomsday cult member’s murder trial starts in Japan 

TOKYO, Japan -- A famed former member of the notorious Japanese doomsday cult that carried out the 1995 Sarin gas 

attack on the Tokyo subway system, faced trial Thursday almost 19-years after going on the run.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/16/2014 1:37:47 PM 

UN criticizes Vatican for ’efforts to cover up’ pedophile priests in sex abuse scandal 

The Vatican came under blistering criticism from a United Nations committee Thursday over allegations it protected 

pedophile priests at the expense of victims in what constituted a worldwide sex abuse scandal.The U.N. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/16/2014 2:45:27 PM 

First subpoenas could go out Thursday in Christie traffic jam probe 

A special committee investigating the manufactured traffic jam at the George Washington Bridge could issue its first 

round of subpoenas Thursday to allies of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

1/16/2014 2:45:29 PM 

Armed Services chief McKeon to retire 

The powerful chairman of the House Armed Services Committee will retire at the end of his term.Rep. Buck McKeon, R- 

Calif., announced at a Thursday morning press conference that he will not run for re-election in 2014.He will have served 

for 11 terms.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/16/2014 4:10:35 PM 

Gunman shot dead after killing two women in grocery store: cops 

A gunman killed an employee and a customer at an Indiana grocery store before being shot dead by police, officials said 

early Thursday.The man had his gun pointed at a third person when officers arrived at Martin’s Super Market in the city 

of Elkhart, Indiana State Police Sgt.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/16/2014 4:45:38 PM 

Christie vows he won’t be distracted as subpoenas loom in bridge fiasco 

A special committee investigating the manufactured traffic jam at the George Washington Bridge could issue its first 

round of subpoenas Thursday to allies of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/16/2014 5:04:23 PM 

Ohio killer executed with untested two-drug cocktail 

An Ohio man who raped and stabbed to death a pregnant woman became the first person executed with a previously 

untested two-drug cocktail on Thursday, and witnesses reported he gasped for air for up to 15 minutes., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jamieson Lesko, Producer, NBC News 

1/16/2014 6:07:00 PM 

Civilian deaths spark dispute between US-led forces, Afghan President Karzai 

The death of at least two civilians on a mission to clear Afghan insurgents has led to yet another dispute between U.S. 

led forces and the country’s president Hamid Karzai., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerry Sanders and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/16/2014 6:07:02 PM 

Missing WSJ reporter’s credit card used in Mexico: source 

An unexpected clue has emerged in the case of a Wall Street Journal energy reporter who went out for a walk five days 

ago and never returned: His credit card was used in Mexico on Wednesday night, a source close to his family told NBC 

News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/16/2014 8:07:17 PM 

Air Force cheating scandal only latest embarrassment for nuclear force 

Safety lapses, binge drinking, drug use -- the list of embarrassments plaguing the military’s nuclear force continues to 

grow, raising concerns that the nation’s arsenal is not in good hands.In the latest blow, 34 U.S.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, Kelly O’Donnell and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/16/2014 8:29:47 PM 

Christie campaign organization on subpoena list in bridge probe, source says 

The special committee investigating the manufactured traffic jam at the George Washington Bridge plans to issue a 

subpoena for Gov. Chris Christie’s re-election campaign organization, a source involved in the probe told NBC News on 

Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Carrie Dann 

1/16/2014 8:41:35 PM 

’Almost unreal’ : Bipartisan lawmakers unveil new Voting Rights Act fix 

A bipartisan group of lawmakers introduced legislation Thursday that would restore protections in the Voting Rights Act 

that were struck down by the Supreme Court last year. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry, NBC News 

1/16/2014 10:55:17 PM 

Sweeping changes not expected in Obama’s NSA plan 

President Barack Obama is not expected to propose any sweeping changes to surveillance data collection when he 

delivers a much anticipated speech on Friday, months after one of the largest intelligence leaks in U.S. history shook 

national confidence in the federal government.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/16/2014 10:55:19 PM 

Same-sex newlyweds in Utah can file joint state taxes 

In the latest twist for same-sex couples who received marriage licenses in Utah before the U.S. Supreme Court put the 

process on hold, the state now says they can file joint state tax returns., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

1/16/2014 11:23:06 PM 

Congress passes massive funding bill to keep government open (for now) 

A $1.1 trillion government spending bill is headed to the president’s desk. The Senate voted TK-TK to approve the bill, 

which funds the government until October. The House approved it on Wednesday by a vote of 359-67.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Riordan Seville, NBC News 

1/16/2014 11:28:47 PM 

Rail, oil industry to consider new safety measures in wake of derailments, explosions 

Top officials from the railroad and oil industries agreed Wednesday to consider voluntary new safety steps for oil trains 

carrying crude from the Bakken region of North Dakota - possibly including additional speed restrictions - in the wake of 

recent fiery crashes.U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/17/2014 1:31:55 AM 

Fires rage as drought ravages California 

Winter storms have meant rain and snow for much of the United States but in California a massive wildfire raging 

Thursday was just the latest symptom of an extreme drought now covering nearly two-thirds of the state.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

1/17/2014 2:16:24 AM 

Dr. Nancy Snyderman: My Life as a Caregiver 

Editor’s note: This article first appeared in the October-November 2013 issue of AARP the Magazine.By Dr. Nancy 

Snyderman, Correspondent, NBC NewsSix years ago my siblings and I decided it was time for our parents to live closer to 

family. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arshad Mohammed and Lesley Wroughton 

1/17/2014 2:16:25 AM 

US urges Syria rebels to attend peace talks 

The United States ursed Syria’s opposition on Thursday to attend Jan. 22 peace talks and criticized its government for 

suggesting the meeting should be about fighting terrorism rather than forging a political settlement., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen and Tom Winter, NBC News 

1/17/2014 3:56:07 AM 

Massive Target data breach strategy ’new to eCrime’: security report 

A 17-page report from a computer firm hired to look into the massive data breach at Target stores provides new insight 

into the holiday hacking that endangered data for more than 100 million customers.The report, from computer firm 

iSight, was filed to the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Becky Bratu 

1/17/2014 4:29:12 AM 

Coburn to resign at the end of current Congress 

Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn announced Thursday he would retire at the end of the current session of Congress, giving 

up his last two years in office.His term was scheduled to end in 2016. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

1/17/2014 8:41:01 AM 

After White House, hi~;h hopes in private life for ’superwoman’ Michelle Obama 

Michelle Obama, who turns 50 on Friday, is only just starting to build her legacy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/17/2014 11:43:04 AM 

Calif. firefighters gain upper hand despite high winds 

Whipping winds look set to hinder a wildfire that forced thousands of people to evacuate their homes on the outskirts of 

Los Angeles.The fire tore through 1,700 acres of brush in the San Gabriel Mountains and drove some 3,700 people to 

evacuate.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC Politics 

1/17/2014 2:05:17 PM 

Cruz seeks to refocus NSA debate on ’bad guys’ 

Sen. Ted Cruz of Texas, a potential 2016 Republican presidential contender, is trying to refocus the debate over National 

Security Agency surveillance on the terrorists who actually succeed in pulling off attacks in the United States.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/17/2014 2:28:49 PM 

First Thoughts: Obama tries to stake middle ground in NSA debate 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/17/2014 2:40:31 PM 

Japanese WWll solider who refused to surrender for 29 years dies 

TOKYO -- A Japanese soldier who hid in the jungle and refused to surrender until 29 years after the end of World War II 

died Friday aged 91.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/17/2014 2:40:33 PM 

Girl, 4, fatally shoots cousin, 4, while playing at grandpa’s Detroit home 

A 4-year-old girl shot dead her 4-year-old cousin with a rifle that she found while playing at her grandfather’s house 

Thursday in Detroit.Police said the "tragic accident" was a case of irresponsible gun ownership but have not yet made 

any arrests. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/17/2014 2:40:36 PM 

Change-of-plea hearing for man charged with sending Obama deadly ricin letters 

A Mississippi man accused of sending poison-laced letters to President Barack Obama, a senator and a judge is 

scheduled to appear at change-of-plea hearing Friday.James Everett Dutschke, from Tupelo, Miss., has denied sending 

letters containing the deadly substance ricin.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

1/17/2014 6:19:16 PM 

Obama: Take NSA out of storing snooping data 

President Barack Obama ordered changes to intelligence-gathering practices that would prevent the government from 

storing broad collections of phone and electronic communication data. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/17/2014 6:19:16 PM 

California governor declares drought emergency, asks for conservation 

Gov. Jerry Brown on Friday declared a drought emergency in California, where rivers and reservoirs are dangerously low 

after one of the driest years on record, and asked the people to cut their water use by 20 percent.He did not rule out 

mandatory conservation measures later. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

1/17/2014 6:55:47 PM 

Northridge earthquake survivor’s haunting memories still vivid two decades later 

By Mike Mosher, Senior Producer, NBC NewsThe photos have faded, but the memories are still clear.At 4:31 a.m. there 

was a rumbling noise -- like a train coming -- and violent shaking that didn’t stop. My wife jumped from bed first and ran 

toward our 4-year-old daughter’s room. "Earthquake!= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/17/2014 11:26:13 PM 

Calif. firefighters make progress, say conditions ’pretty good’ around homes 

Firefighters made progress Friday against a wildfire -- apparently sparked when paper was tossed into a campfire -- 

that tore through two and a half square miles of brush and forced thousands of people from their homes in the foothills 

outside Los Angeles.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/18/2014 12:41:23 AM 

Man pleads guilty to sending ricin letters to Obama, two others 

A Mississippi man accused of sendin8 poison-laced letters to President Barack Obama, a senator and a judge pleaded 

guilty on Friday afternoon at a change-of-plea hearing in Oxford, Miss.James Everett Dutschke, 41, from Tupelo, Miss.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News staff 

1/19/2014 1:43:12 AM 

Hoboken mayor: Christie administration officials pushed quid pro quo on Sandy relief 

Two senior members of Gov. Chris Christie’s administration warned that Hoboken, N.J., would be starved of Hurricane 

Sandy relief funds unless the mayor approved a redevelopment project favored by the governor, according to the city 

official and emails and personal notes she shared with msnbc.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ammar Cheikhomar, NBC News 

1/19/2014 1:43:15 AM 

Main Western-backed opposition group agrees to join Syria peace talks 

The Syrian National Coalition, the main Western-backed group battling to topple the government of Syria’s Bashar 

Assad, on Saturday agreed to take part in peace talks in Switzerland next week. The group’s legal committee approved 

participation in the talks by a vote of 58-14 vote. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Domenico Montanaro 

1/19/2014 1:43:16 AM 

’Mitt’ gets real: Documentary shows another side of Romney 

"Mitt," the documentary by Utah filmmaker Greg Whiteley about the 2012 Republican presidential nominee, is worth 

watching for the simple fact that viewers get access to a side of Mitt Romney most have never seen.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

1/19/2014 1:43:17 AM 

House Intelligence chairman hints at Russian help in Snowden leaks 

A leading House Republican is raising questions about Russia’s involvement in the largest security leak in recent U.S. 

history.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters 

1/19/2014 1:43:18 AM 

Iranian diplomat killed resisting kidnap attempt in Yemen 

SANAA, Yemen -- An Iranian diplomat was killed Saturday when he resisted gunmen who were trying to kidnap him near 

the ambassador’s residence, the Iranian Foreign Ministry and Yemeni security sources said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sanjeev Miglani, Reuters 

1/19/2014 1:43:19 AM 

India politician’s wife found dead just days after Twitter spat with husband’s ’stalker’ 

NEW DELHI - The wife of an Indian government minister was found dead in a New Delhi hotel room on Friday, days after 

she became embroiled in a Twitter spat with a woman she accused of stalking her husband. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/19/2014 1:48:51 AM 

Favorable conditions help firefighters make progress on California wildfire 

The wildfire that forced thousands from their homes in Southern California continued to burn Saturday, but firefighters 

made progress overnight and only one community remained evacuated due to the blaze, fire officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/19/2014 2:53:39 AM 

Rodman checks into rehab for alcoholism, agent says 

Basketball player Dennis Rodman checked into an alcohol rehabilitation center to seek treatment for his long-time 

struggle with alcoholism, his agent said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/19/2014 2:53:42 AM 

Obama promises Germans that US won’t wiretap them, Merkel 

President Barack Obama said Saturday that he would not let revelations about U.S. intelligence work and surveillance 

damage ties with Germany, a day after outlining his plans to curb the government’s mass collection of phone records.In 

an attempt to reassure key U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/19/2014 3:09:45 AM 

Rodman checks into rehab after N Korea alcohol-fueled meltdown 

Retired basketball star Dennis Rodman checked into an alcohol rehabilitation center to seek treatment for his long-time 

struggle with alcoholism, his agent said. Dennis Prince declined to disclose which facility will treat the star.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/19/2014 3:47:14 AM 

Evacuations lifted as firefighters make progress on California wildfire 

Officials lifted all remaining mandatory evacuation orders Saturday evening as fire crews worked to gain ground over a 

1,906-acre brush fire sparked by an out-of-control campfire a forest northeast of Los Angeles.The wildfire had forced 

thousands from their homes in Southern California.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jamieson Lesko, Producer, NBC News 

1/19/2014 5:23:07 AM 

Three Americans among 21 killed as Taliban targets popular Kabul restaurant 

KABUL, Afghanistan -The Taliban claimed responsibility for an attack on a popular restaurant in Kabul on Friday that 

killed at least 21 people, including three Americans and 11 other foreigners.U.S. Embassy spokesman Robert Hilton 

confirmed Sunday that three Americans were among the dead. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustaq Yusufzai, Fakhar ur Rehman and Wajahat Khan, NBC News 

1/19/2014 6:27:00 AM 

Blast kills 20 soldiers in Pakistan, military says 

Twenty soldiers were killed when a bomb explosion hit a vehicle in North West Pakistan on Sunday, military officials told 

NBC News.A military official in Bannu, where the attack occurred about 8:45 a.m. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Thanyarat Doksone and Todd Pitman, The Associated Press 

1/19/2014 12:57:53 PM 

28 hurt as explosions rock anti-government protest site in Thailand 

BANGKOK -- Two explosions shook an anti-government demonstration site in Thailand’s capital on Sunday, wounding at 

least 28 people in the latest violence to hit Bangkok as the nation’s increasingly bloody political crisis drags on. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

1/19/2014 2:07:36 PM 

Congressional intelligence chairmen applaud Obama for backing surveillance 

The heads of the House and Senate intellil~ence committees applauded President Barack Obama’s defense of the 

National Security Al~ency in his speech Friday proposinlg reforms to the spy algency. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/19/2014 5:25:59 PM 

Winter’s comeback: New round of plunging temperatures hits country 

The next blast of cold air due to hit the Northeast and Midwest starting Sunday won’t be as biting as the cold that kicked 

off January, but millions of Americans are bracing for a chill after a relatively warm -- albeit short -- hiatus. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

1/19/2014 9:38:17 PM 

Giuliani: Democratic lawmaker leading Christie probe should step aside 

The Democratic lawmaker leading an investigation of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie is not impartial and ought to step 

aside, Christie ally Rudy Giuliani said Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/19/2014 9:38:18 PM 

Former Homeland Security chief hired to represent brid~;e honcho in Christie probe 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/19/2014 9:38:18 PM 

Three Americans killed in Afghan restaurant attack were working toward ’a safer world for all’ 

Three Americans killed in a brutal commando-style attack on a popular Kabul restaurant were being remembered 

Sunday as innocent civilians helping Afghanistan build a better future.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

1/19/2014 9:38:19 PM 

Obama: NFL players know the injury risks ’they’re buying into’ 

Professional football players "know what they’re buying into" when they play the sport and risk concussions and brain 

damage, President Barack Obama said in a lengthy profile in the current issue of the New Yorker magazine. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

1/20/2014 3:04:44 AM 

Cold blamed for Wisconsin derailment as temperatures plunge again 

A new blast of cold air that hit the Northeast and the Midwest on Sunday won’t be as biting as the cold that kicked off 

January, but it was bad enough to cause the derailment of a coal train in Wisconsin., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/20/2014 3:10:00 AM 

Hoboken mayor meets with U.S. investigators in Christie probe 

The New Jersey mayor who accused Gov. Chris Christie’s administration of holding hurricane relief funds hostage met 

Sunday with federal investigators looking into Christie’s alleged political retaliation and strong-arm tactics, the mayor 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/20/2014 4:08:46 AM 

Hammer-wielding thieves grab $700K in Rolexes at Memphis mall 

Armed thieves who rushed into a crowded Memphis mall and swiped $700,000 worth of Rolex watches used hammers 

to pull off the heist, police said Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/20/2014 4:08:50 AM 

Strong earthquake rattles New Zealand’s north island 

A strong earthquake -- a magnitude 6.3 -- rattled New Zealand’s north island on Saturday morning, centered about 40 

miles southeast of the town of Palmerston, the U.S. Geological Society said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dan Williams, Reuters 

1/20/2014 4:08:51 AM 

Israel plans laser interceptor ’Iron Beam’ for short-range rockets 

JERUSALEM -- Israel plans to deploy a new missile shield known as "Iron Beam" next year which would use a laser to 

blow up short-range rockets and mortar bombs, a defense industry official said on Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wajahat S. Khan, Mushtaq Yousafzai and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

1/20/2014 9:31:50 AM 

At least 13 killed, 24 hurt in bomb blast near Pakistan army HQ 

An explosion killed at least 13 people and injured 24 others near the Pakistani army’s headquarters early Monday, police 

and military officials said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

1/20/2014 10:31:57 AM 

Kenneth Bae speaks: US missionary detained in North Korea pleads for help 

PYONGYANG, North Korea -- An American missionary who has been jailed in North Korea for more than a year appeared 

before reporters Monday and appealed to the U.S. government to do its best to secure his release, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, NBC News 

1/20/2014 12:14:57 PM 

New video claims responsibility for Volgograd attacks -- and threatens Sochi Olympics 

SOCHI, Russia -- A video of two men claiming responsibility for the back-to-back deadly suicide bombings in Volgograd 

in early January emerged Sunday -- warning that "a surprise" should be expected during the Winter Olympic Games in 

SochL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AIbina Kovalyova, NBC News 

1/20/2014 1:30:49 PM 

Sochi ’surprise’: New video threatens to attack Putin’s Olympics 

SOCHI, Russia -- Two men from an Islamist militant group threaten in a new video to attack the Winter Olympics next 

month in Russia, warning that "a surprise" is in store for President Vladimir Putin and tourists attending the games.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, NBC News 

1/20/2014 1:57:51 PM 

Olympics on edge: New terror threats emerge as Sochi Games approach 

SOCHI, Russia -- Less than three weeks before the opening ceremony, fresh concerns flared Monday about the security 

of the Sochi Olympics, as Russian authorities searched for a suspected terrorist and a video threatened an attack on the 

games. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, NBC News 

1/20/2014 2:30:35 PM 

Olympics terror dragnet: Scarred woman hunted as Sochi Games near 

SOCHI, Russia -- Racing to protect the Winter Olympics from terror, Russian authorities hunted Monday for a woman -- 

disappeared from a volatile region and with a prominent scar on her cheek -- they believe may be part of a plot against 

the games.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/20/2014 3:46:01 PM 

N.J. lieutenant gov: Mayor’s allegations on Sandy money ’completely false’ 

The lieutenant governor of New Jersey on Monday flatly denied a mayor’s allegation that Gov. Chris Christie’s 

administration withheld hurricane relief money because the mayor would not support a real estate project important to 

the governor.Lt. Gov.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/20/2014 4:18:56 PM 

Iraq launches offensive to purge al Qaeda militants controlling Ramadi 

Fierce clashes raged in the Iraqi city of Ramadi on Sunday as government forces launched an all-out offensive to push 

back al Qaeda militants who have taken control, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel, Albina Kovalyova and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/20/2014 4:51:34 PM 

Olympics terror dragnet: Russia hunts as many as four ’black widows’ 

MOSCOW -- Russian security services may be looking for as many as four "black widows" dispatched to carry out 

terrorist attacks related to the Winter Olympics, including at least one woman believed to be in or near the Olympic city 

of Sochi, U.S. and Russian sources told NBC News on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

1/20/2014 6:23:28 PM 

Obama: Pot not ’more dangerous’ than alcohol 

President Barack Obama says smoking pot isn’t "more dangerous" than drinking alcohok 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nadia Sikander, NBC News 

1/20/2014 7:12:45 PM 

Multiple injuries in Omaha plant explosion, collapse 

At least nine people were injured and others may be trapped after an explosion and collapse at a livestock feed plant in 

Omaha, Neb., NBC News affiliate WOWT reported.Thirty-eight employees were inside Industrial Nutrition at 10 a.m. 

when the accident occurred.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/20/2014 9:37:57 PM 

Propane shortal~e adds to winter woes 

As meteorolol~ists on Monday added up to 10 inches of snow to their fril~id forecasts for the Northeast and Midwest this 

week, the relgions are struggling with a lack of the essential resources residents need to keep warm. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/20/2014 9:43:19 PM 

Richard Sherman leads Seahawks to Super Bowl, brings the trash talk 

All eyes will be on Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning in this year’s Super Bowl, but all ears are pricking up to 

hear the Seattle Seahawks’ cocky cornerback, Richard Sherman.The third-year corner back has grabbed the spotlight for 

Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nadia Sikander, NBC News 

1/20/2014 10:21:26 PM 

Fatalities reported in Omaha plant explosion 

Several people are likely dead after structural collapse and fire at an animal feed plant in Omaha, Neb., the head of the 

city’s fire department said Monday afternoonOmaha Fire Department Chief Bernie Kanger said there were fatalities as a 

result of the accident -- but he did not say how many. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/20/2014 11:20:14 PM 

Two babies dumped on Orlando sidewalk after thief steals mother’s car 

Two babies were found buckled in their car seats and dumped on a Florida sidewalk after a thief stole their mother’s 

vehicle while they were still inside, police said Monday.The 1-year-old and 3-year-old were in the vehicle when it was 

stolen outside a hotel in Orlando just after 8 p.m. Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/20/2014 11:20:15 PM 

Retrial of Amanda Knox and former Italian boyfriend enters final phase 

An Italian prosecutor in the retrial of Amanda Knox and Raffaele Sollecito pleaded with a court to take steps to ensure 

that their sentences would be served if they’re convicted again of killing British student Meredith Kercher. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/21/2014 1:28:50 AM 

Report alleges torture, mass killings by Syria 

A Syrian military photographer has defected and turned over evidence of torture and mass killings by the Syrian 

government, according to a report published Monday by three former international war crimes prosecutors. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Nadia Sikander, NBC News 

1/21/2014 2:22:47 AM 

Two dead in Omaha plant explosion 

Two people were killed and 17 others were injured, four of them critically, when an animal feed plant collapsed and 

burst into flames Monday in Omaha, Neb., officials said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Nadia Sikander, NBC News 

1/21/2014 3:22:04 AM 

Separate plant blasts kill 4 people in Nebraska, Oklahoma 

Four people were killed and 18 others were injured, at least four of them critically, in two separate explosions at 

industrial plants in Nebraska and Oklahoma on Monday, authorities said.Two died when the three-story International 

Nutrition Inc. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai, NBC News 

1/21/2014 8:28:35 AM 

Pakistani forces launch airstrikes against militants in North Waziristan 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan -- The Pakistani military launched airstrikes against suspected militant positions in North 

Waziristan on Tuesday in the wake of suicide bomb attacks that killed dozens, many of them army and paramilitary 

personnel 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai, Producer, NBC News 

1/21/2014 10:38:32 AM 

Pakistan bombs militant hideouts in wake of deadly attacks 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan -- Jets bombed Pakistan’s restive North Waziristan tribal region for the first time in years on 

Tuesday after a wave of suicide bomb attacks targeted security forces., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai, Producer, NBC News 

1/21/2014 11:21:55 AM 

Pakistan bombs militant hideouts in North Waziristan for first time in years 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan -- Jets bombed Pakistan’s restive North Waziristan tribal region for the first time in years on 

Tuesday after a wave of suicide bomb attacks targeted security forces., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/21/2014 12:32:34 PM 

President Obama to meet with Pope Francis in March 

President Barack Obama will pay a visit to Pope Francis in March, the White House announced.Obama will meet the 

pope at the Vatican on March 27 as part of a European tour that will include stops in the Netherlands and Belgium, as 

well as Italy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/21/2014 2:21:11 PM 

First Thoughts: Christie’s two-front war 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelly O’Donnell and Carrie Dann 

1/21/2014 2:26:44 PM 

Christie’s inauguration party canceled due to weather 

An inauguration party for New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie has been canceled due to weather.Aides tell NBC News that the 

party scheduled for Tuesday night on Ellis Island has been called off as a major snowstorm bears down on the East 

Coast.It may be postponed or canceled entirely, the aides said.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, NBC News national investigative correspondent 

1/21/2014 2:59:32 PM 

’Super committee’ formed to dig into bridge, Sandy scandals 

New Jersey lawmakers will announce Tuesday they will create a special joint Assembly-Senate committee to investigate 

the George Washington Bridge traffic jams and other alleged "abuses of government power" by the Christie 

administration, legislative sources tell NBC News.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Richard Engel and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/21/2014 3:54:06 PM 

Sochi Olympics terrorism threat: Three more ’black widow’ suspects identified 

SOCHI, Russia -- Russian security officials are hunting for three more young Muslim women -- so-called "black widow" 

terror suspects -- who they believe are planning to target the final stages of the Olympic torch relay with suicide bomb 

attacks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Richard Engel and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/21/2014 6:36:15 PM 

Sochi Olympics terrorism threat: Two more ’black widow’ suspects identified 

SOCHI, Russia -- Russian security officials are hunting for two more young Muslim women -- so-called "black widow" 

terror suspects -- who they believe are planning to target the final stages of the Olympic torch relay with suicide bomb 

attacks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

1/21/2014 6:57:55 PM 

Private jets compete for Super Bowl space 

For Super Bowl week, New Jersey’s Teterboro Airport is raising what might be considered a red-velvet rope around its 

airspace, requiring more than 1,000 private jets to vie for reserved spots just a few miles from MetLife Stadium. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/21/2014 6:57:56 PM 

Cope with cold travel: Freeze cancels thousands of flights already 

The freeze is back. It was just earlier this month when a weeklong, nationwide arctic smothering led to 27,779 canceled 

flights out of 243,842 scheduled departures, according to flight tracking site FlightView. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

1/21/2014 6:57:56 PM 

Pay gap? New GM CEO Mary Barra to earn less than predecessor 

Countless surveys have found that women in the workforce tend to make less money than their male counterparts, and 

that’s often true at even the highest levels -- including the new chief executive officer at General Motors.GM has 

revealed that its new CEO Mary Barra stands to earn as much as $4. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander 

1/21/2014 6:57:58 PM 

This is your dog on drugs: Marijuana poisoning on the rise in pets 

Please don’t let your dog drink the bong water. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/21/2014 8:52:12 PM 

Man shot and killed in Purdue University classroom 

A man was killed Tuesday and a suspect was in custody after a shootinl~ on the campus of Purdue University in Indiana, 

police and campus authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danielle Brennan 

1/21/2014 9:08:39 PM 

Double duty: 11 Olympians who’ve played both winter and summer sports 

Lolo Jones and Lauryn Williams are no strangers to the Olympics. They are both track-and-field veterans of the Summer 

Games, and now they will represent the United States at the Winter Games in Sochi as bobsledders.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC Politics 

1/21/2014 10:29:14 PM 

Former Virginia governor charged for illegally accepting gifts 

Federal prosecutors filed criminal corruption charges against former Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell and his wife, 

Maureen, on Monday for allegedly accepting gifts illegally. A federal grand jury returned a 14-count indictment against 

the governor and his wife, according to the Richmond Times-Dispatch.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Courtney Kube, NBC News 

1/21/2014 10:45:39 PM 

Russians want US tech to spot bombs during Sochi Olympics 

The United States is considering sharing sophisticated electronic devices capable of detecting remote-controlled bombs 

with Russia during the Sochi Olympics, senior military officials told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Clinch 

1/21/2014 10:45:42 PM 

Bill Gates predicts ’almost no poor countries’ by 2035 

As snowy Davos becomes engulfed in the hustle and bustle of another World Economic Forum, Microsoft founder Bill 

Gates took the opportunity to deliver an upbeat message in his annual newsletter.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mushtaq Yusufzai and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/21/2014 10:56:46 PM 

3 gunned down as violence erupts against Pakistan’s polio workers 

PESHAWAR, Pakistan -- A deadly day of violence against Pakistani polio workers saw three killed, a further four shot and 

two more groups feared kidnapped, a World Health Organization official told NBC News.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/21/2014 10:56:48 PM 

Goodbye MOG, hello Beats Music, New streaming music service takes aim at Spotify 

Beats Music, the new music streaming service from the company behind the popular Beats by Dre headphones, 

launched on Tuesday for lOS, Android and Windows Phone., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

1/21/2014 11:07:41 PM 

Storm’s silver lininl~: Death rate drops in wintry car crashes 

As you white-knuckle the steering wheel through the blizzard on your commute route this week, know this bit of good 

news: If you get into a car crash, you’re half as likely to die in it as you would be in nice conditions.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/21/2014 11:29:15 PM 

Teaching; assistant shot and killed in Purdue University classroom 

A teaching assistant was killed Tuesday and a fellow student was in custody after a shooting on the campus of Purdue 

University in Indiana, police and campus authorities said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/22/2014 12:12:01 AM 

Could cold meds help spread the flu? 

Cold and flu drugs that bring down fevers and help patients feel better could be helping the spread of influenza, 

researchers reported on Tuesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/22/2014 12:28:33 AM 

Winter storm set to ’go bananas~ across Northeast 

The nation’s capital was at a standstill Tuesday evening as snow continued falling at a rate of about an inch an hour -- 

and commuters across the Northeast struggled to get home through blizzard-like conditions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/22/2014 12:28:35 AM 

Toronto Mayor Ford on new video: I was drinking ’a little bit’ 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford confirmed Tuesday that he’s fallen off the wagon after a video surfaced showing him rambling 

incoherently with what appeared to be a Jamaican accent in a steakhouse. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

1/22/2014 12:28:36 AM 

After-hours heart attack? You’re more likely to die, study finds 

A heart attack is more likely to kill you if it happens on the weekend or at night, a new study shows.It’s not that off- 

hours attacks are more deadly -- it’s that hospital care may not be as timely, researchers reported Tuesday in the British 

Medical Journal online. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/22/2014 12:28:38 AM 

Nevada man, 88, meant to kill paralyzed wife and then himself: affidavit 

An 88-year-old man charged with shooting his wife of 63 years as she lay in her Nevada bed told investigators through 

tears that he’d meant to carry out a murder-suicide but that the gun jammed after one shot, court records showed 

Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Meghan Holohan 

1/22/2014 12:28:40 AM 

Victoria’s Secret store bans mom from breastfeeding 

You’d think the last place a woman would be denied to breastfeed in public would be a store that sells...bras. But that’s 

what happened at a Victoria’s Secret in Austin, Texas, where a nursing mom was told she couldn’t feed her crying infant 

son in the lingerie store, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hannah Dreier 

1/22/2014 12:28:41 AM 

2 Vegas hotels to accept bitcoins -- but gambling still requires hard cash 

Las Vegas is getting one more novelty. Starting this week, patrons will be able to use the online currency bitcoin to pay 

for rooms, food and drinks at two downtown casinos. The D casino and the city’s oldest casino, the Golden Gate, will 

accept bitcoins at hotel front desks beginning Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/22/2014 12:45:05 AM 

Northeast getting slammed as winter storm intensifies 

The nation’s capital was at a standstill Tuesday evening as snow continued falling at a rate of about an inch an hour -- 

while commuters across the Northeast struggled to get home through blizzard-like conditions.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sarah Bourassa 

1/22/2014 12:45:13 AM 

Your shapewear may be giving you the squeeze 

Spanx and other types of popular shapewear make our figures look tight and curves feel smooth, but some doctors say 

they can be so constricting they may be harmful to our bodies.Guys know tighty whities can affect sperm count. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Edward Deitch 

1/22/2014 12:50:46 AM 

Could wines from Uruguay be the next big thing? 

I’ve mentioned to several people in recent weeks that I’ve been tasting - and enjoying - a broad sampling of wines from 

Uruguay, and with the exception of one guy in the office who had just come back from a vacation there, no one had 

heard of Uruguayan wines.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Staff reports 

1/22/2014 12:50:52 AM 

Win an easy $1B -- pick every March Madness winner! 

Warren Buffett will pay $1 billion for anyone who picks every winner of the March Madness basketball 

tournament.That’s how much the billionaire investor and Dan Gilbert, founder of Quicken Loans, are putting up for the 

perfect NCAA bracket.That means predicting the results of 67 games. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

1/22/2014 12:50:54 AM 

How hot was it? 2013 joins the top 10 for temperatures, experts say 

Globally, 2013 failed to shatter temperature records, but it ranks among the top 10 warmest years since recordkeeping 

began, according to new figures released Tuesday by government scientists. The readings, they said, are consistent with 

a long-term global warming trend.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/22/2014 5:39:43 AM 

Video shows Colorado plane crash that killed pilot 

Dramatic video shows the crash and ensuing fireball that enveloped a private plane that went down at the Aspen, Colo., 

airport this month, killing one person and injuring the two others on board.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Goldman, Shanshan Dong and Jeff Black, NBC News 

1/22/2014 5:39:48 AM 

On eve of peace talks, Syrian information minister says ’There is no civil war’ 

Syria’s information minister, speaking in Montreux, Switzerland, the day before peace talks were set to begin denied a 

civil war was raging in his country -- insisting the fighting pits government troops against terrorists.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/22/2014 5:39:51 AM 

Grand jury declines to indict NC cop who killed former FAMU footballer looking for help 

A North Carolina igrand jury declined Tuesday to indict a Charlotte police officer who killed an unarmed man by shootinl~ 

him 10 times last year., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vidya Rao 

1/22/2014 5:39:56 AM 

Snowboarder Seth Wescott shows off his workout for strong shoulders 

Seth Wescott may be 37 years old, but he’s not letting his age slow him down one bit. As the only person to ever win 

gold in snowboardcross, the two-time Olympian is hoping to defend his title in Sochi -- despite getting over a knee 

injury. Here, he tells TODAY. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

1/22/2014 6:50:29 AM 

’Absurd’: Snowden denies getting help from Russia on leaks 

WASHINGTON -- Former U.S. spy agency contractor Edward Snowden said he acted alone in leaking U.S. government 

secrets and that suggestions by some U.S. lawmakers he might have had help from Russia were "absurd," the New 

Yorker magazine reported on Tuesday, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Potter and Erika Angula, NBC News 

1/22/2014 6:50:31 AM 

Family of 14-year-old executed for 1944 murders ask judge for retrial 

SUMTER, S.C. -- Almost 70 years after a 14-year-old African American was executed for the slaying of two young white 

girls, family members asked a local judge on Tuesday to order a retrial and correct what they called a long-ago 

miscarriage of justice. Advocates for George Stinney Jr. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien and Andrew Rafferty 

1/22/2014 8:49:39 AM 

Fomer Virginia governor denies wrongdoing following indictment 

Former Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell said Tuesday that he and his wife have been "falsely and wrongfully accused" and 

that federal prosecutors have "stretched the law to its breaking point" after being indicted on criminal corruption 

charges for allegedly accepting gifts illegally. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/22/2014 10:11:11 AM 

After the snow comes freezing winds for Northeast commuters 

Millions of commuters in the Northeast and mid-Atlantic faced a nightmare commute Wednesday morning thanks to 

bitterly cold temperatures, high winds, and the aftermath of heavy snowfall.The snowfall ended south of Boston by 4 

a.m. Wednesday, according to The Weather Channel 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/22/2014 12:59:18 PM 

Kerry at Syria talks: ’Brutal’ Assad can no longer hold nation hostage 

Syrian President Bashar Assad’s brutality has robbed him of the legitimacy to rule his country, Secretary of State John 

Kerry said at the beginning of the first face-to-face peace talks between the Syrian government and opposition on 

Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Courtney Kube, NBC News 

1/22/2014 12:59:20 PM 

Pentagon to relax rules on personal religious wear -- including beards, turbans 

The Pentagon on Tuesday is expected to announce widespread changes to rules governing religious items and religion- 

based physical attributes that service members can maintain while in uniform - including beards, some religious tattoos, 

and turbans.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/22/2014 12:59:22 PM 

Movie stars, monsters and Muppets: 7 must-see films for 2014 

The new slate of movies spreads out in front of us like a blanket of new-fallen snow. So much sparkle! So much promise! 

The flops are as yet unknown, and every production could be an Oscar winner. Well, not really, but you can’t blame us 

for wishing. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen and Jovanna Billington 

1/22/2014 1:54:05 PM 

Unhitched trailers can become ’missiles on the highway’ 

Kristie Cox lost nearly everything because of a missing safety pin and chain.An improperly hitched trailer broke free on 

the road, slamming into her husband’s SUV, tearing through its windshield and crushing the vehicle’s left side.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

1/22/2014 2:15:42 PM 

Zach Braff sold his movie, Kickstarter backers await rewards 

Now that Zach Braff has premiered his crowd-sourced movie at the Sundance Film Festival and sold the distribution 

rights to Focus Features, the next step is a release date. But for those who invested in "Wish I Was Here" on Kickstarter 

last year and helped the actor and director raise 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Andy Eckardt and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/22/2014 2:32:14 PM 

Olympic teams get terror threat ahead of Sochi Winter Games 

SOCHI, Russia -- The Olympic teams of at least five countries said Wednesday that they had received emails threatening 

attacks at the Winter Games in Sochi, Russia, adding to mounting security fears two weeks before competition begins.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/22/2014 2:32:15 PM 

Glass panel at Apple ’cube’ store in NYC shattered during snowstorm 

One of the casualties of the snowstorm that hit New York City on Tuesday was a large glass panel that is part of Apple’s 

distinctive "cube" store on Fifth Avenue in Manhattan., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/22/2014 2:48:42 PM 

Child car seats should survive side-impact crashes, feds say 

For the first time ever, the government has said that children’s car seats should be able to survive a side-impact or "T- 

bone" crash.The recommendation came Wednesday from new regulations proposed by the U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/22/2014 3:05:01 PM 

First Thoughts: GOP’s stars of 2009 fall from grace 

GOP’s stars of 2009 fall from grace... Self-inflicted - not ideological -- problems for McDonnell and Christie... The State of 

the Union responder curse strikes again!!! ..... 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cox 

1/22/2014 3:05:07 PM 

Matt Damon urges help from world’s rich on water crisis 

Matt Damon is both a hot Hollywood actor and a water wonk.The man who brought Jason Bourne to life spends 

considerable time these days preaching the virtues and value of getting drinking supplies as well as "the dignity of a 

toilet" to the world’s needy.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By MARGIE MASON 

1/22/2014 3:22:11 PM 

Bird flu spikes ahead of big holiday in China 

A spate of bird flu cases since the beginning of the year in China has experts watching closely as millions of people and 

poultry are on the move ahead of the Lunar New Year holiday, the world’s largest annual human migration.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova, Andy Eckardt and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/22/2014 4:05:46 PM 

US and other Olympic teams get terror threat ahead of Sochi Games 

SOCHI, Russia -- The United States Olympic team and at least five other national delegations have received messages 

making terrorist threats ahead of the Winter Games, adding to mounting security fears two weeks before competition 

begins. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/22/2014 4:27:41 PM 

Facebook like an infectious disease, will lose 80 percent of users, says Princeton study 

Have you been infected with Facebook?Don’t worry, like a viral outbreak, Facebook use will explode before plummeting 

down to Myspace levels of obscurity, says a new study from Princeton University.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

1/22/2014 4:27:43 PM 

Bundle up, America! Naked Cowboy keeps on truckin’ through snowstorm 

Robert Burck, the original ’Naked Cowboy’, performs in a snowstorm in New York’s Times Square on Tuesday. Burck, 

who started performing in Times Square in 1998, claims to make up to $150,000 a year in tips alone. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Goldman and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/22/2014 4:33:15 PM 

Activists use macabre street theater to show defiance outside Syria peace talks 

It was not just the delegates in at the first face-to-face Syria peace talks on Wednesday -- protesters from both 

sides traveled to the Swiss city of Montreux to make their voices heard., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/22/2014 5:17:00 PM 

Wife of movie-theater shooting victim: ’My life got shattered’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kory Grow 

1/22/2014 7:00:14 PM 

’I’m done’: Quentin Tarantino ditches new Western after script leaks 

Quentin Tarantino’s plans for making another Western have quickly gone south. After telling Jay Leno in November that 

the experience of making "Django Unchained" had inspired him to want to make another film in the genre, he’s made an 

about face.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/22/2014 7:43:11 PM 

White House takes up fight against campus sexual assault 

The White House is taking new actions to combat sexual assault - particularly on college campuses.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

1/22/2014 7:43:14 PM 

Hey liberal arts ~;rads, there’s hope for you yet, salary study shows 

Turns out English majors aren’t doomed to work for Starbucks wages for the rest of their lives. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

AP 

1/22/2014 7:43:16 PM 

Sales of ’Catcher in Rye,’ other Salinger books soar after TV doc airs 

The airing of a J.D. Salinger documentary has returned "The Catcher In the Rye" to the top of bestseller lists."Catcher" 

was No. 1 on Amazon.com and No. 20 on Barnes & Noble.com within hours of "Salinger" appearing Tuesday night on 

PBS stations.Rankings for other Salinger books also surged. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

1/22/2014 9:04:42 PM 

Button up: Snowstorm over, but cold settles in 

A wind-whipped winter storm that dumped a foot of snow or more through Wednesday morning in parts of the 

Northeast has left a trail of bitter cold that will linger into the weekend., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

1/22/2014 9:32:03 PM 

Stocks meander on mixed bag of corporate earnings 

Stocks finished mixed on Wednesday as Wall Street found little clarity in quarterly results from companies including 

Texas Instruments, Norfolk Southern and IBM.The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 41 points, with IBM pacing 

losses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Krystina Gustafson 

1/22/2014 11:36:03 PM 

Wave of store closings expected to hit retail 

Get ready for the next era in retail -- one that will be characterized by far fewer shops and smaller stores.On 

Tuesday, Sears said that it will shutter its flagship store in downtown Chicago in April. It’s the latest of about 300 store 

closures in the U.S. that Sears has made since 2010. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

1/22/2014 11:41:28 PM 

Muscle cars gone wild with 53.9 million Corvette 

For years, the car collecting market has been a tale of two recoveries. Ferraris and other vintage European sports cars 

were soaring in price and demand. But American muscle cars--which saw irrational run-ups in the mid-2000s--were 

stalled.Now, the muscle car market is back. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mujeeb Ahmed and Waj S. Khan, NBC News 

1/22/2014 11:47:06 PM 

7 killed as armed raiders attack Spanish cyclists on tour of Pakistan 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - Armed raiders ambushed Pakistani security forces escorting a pair of Spanish round-the-world 

cyclists across one of the country’s most dangerous regions killing seven of them, officials told NBC News Wednesday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

1/22/2014 11:47:08 PM 

No evidence of shots fired after University of Oklahoma reports shooting 

University of Oklahoma has resumed campus operations after a shooting scare.There was no evidence of shots fired and 

no injuries after university officials reported a possible shooting just before noon central time on Wednesday. "Shooting 

on campus. Avoid Gould Hall 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nadia Sikander, NBC News 

1/22/2014 11:47:13 PM 

State orders West Va. plant to come clean on chemical spill 

The West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection has ordered the owners of a coal-cleaning plant to disclose 

everything that leaked from a storage tank and fouled the water supply for 300,000 people.Freedom Industries, Inc., a 

chemical company based in Charleston, has until 4 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

1/22/2014 11:47:14 PM 

So long, Spice Girls! Victoria Beckham vows, ’1 won’t ever do it again’ 

In 2012, the Spice Girls gave fans a thrill when they reunited for a performance at the London Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/22/2014 11:52:37 PM 

Sochi terror threat: ’All on Russia’ for response if something goes wrong 

A catastrophic terrorist strike at the Sochi Winter Olympics would present the United States with a logistically mind- 

boggling and diplomatically delicate challenge: How to get more than 200 American athletes safely out of Russia.U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lawrence Hurley, Reuters 

1/23/2014 1:07:45 AM 

Supreme Court justices weigh restitution to victims of child porn 

U.S. Supreme Court justices appeared to struggle Wednesday as they considered how much defendants convicted of 

possessing images of child pornography should have to pay in restitution to victims., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rachael Rettner 

1/23/2014 1:07:47 AM 

Electrical burn causes star-shaped cataracts in patient’s eyes 

A 42-year-old electrician in California developed star-shaped cataracts in his eyes after a serious work-related accident 

caused electricity to run through his body, according to a new report of the case.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/23/2014 1:07:49 AM 

’Guccifer’ hacker who leaked Bush paintings arrested in Romania 

Guccifer, the infamous hacker perhaps best known for breaking into the email accounts of former secretary of state 

Colin Powell and several Bush and Rockefeller family members, among many others, was arrested Wednesday in 

Romania, local media reported.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sharon Epperson 

1/23/2014 1:07:50 AM 

Your best money moves in 2014 

When it comes to Your Money, Your Future, some of the best money advice is the most simple. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/23/2014 1:07:58 AM 

Web mystery: China Internet traffic winds up in Wyoming 

China has an estimated 591 million Internet users, the most of any country. On Tuesday, much of its Web traffic was 

redirected to IP addresses that belonged to a company that, as of last year, was located in a single, 1,700-square foot 

home located in a quiet neighborhood in Cheyenne, Wyo. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

1/23/2014 1:08:01 AM 

Texters can’t walk in a straight line, study shows 

Introducing a new rule: While you walk, put the phone away. A new study shows that walking while mindlessly tap-tap- 

tapping away on your phone actually changes your gait, causing you to move more slowly (which annoys everyone 

around you).~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

1/23/2014 1:08:06 AM 

Elephant mystery at ancient Syrian battle solved 

The mystery of an ancient battle between two warring troops of elephants has been solved, thanks to a modern genetic 

analysis of the lumbering beasts.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/23/2014 1:24:31 AM 

No answers: Jerky treats back in stores as pet mystery lingers 

Two of the top-selling brands of jerky treats for pets will soon return to U.S. store shelves, a year after a nationwide 

recall and with government experts no closer to solving the mystery that has linked the products to hundreds of animal 

deaths and thousands of illnesses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/23/2014 2:02:43 AM 

Texas delays execution of Mexican national, waits on Supreme Court 

Texas has delayed the execution of Mexican national Edl~ar Tamayo scheduled for 6 p.m. CST on Wednesday as it awaits 

word from the U.S. Supreme Court over an appeal to keep him alive, a prison official said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/23/2014 2:02:48 AM 

Love didn’t keep Captain and Tennille together 

Love didn’t keep them together. Not even Muskrat Love. And they’d better Shop Around. "Captain" Daryl Dragon and 

singer Toni Tennille are getting divorced after 39 years together, People reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/23/2014 2:51:12 AM 

Fetus of Texas woman on life support ’distinctly abnormal,’ family lawyers say 

Attorneys for the family of a brain-dead pregnant woman who is in life support in a Texas hospital said Wednesday they 

have medical records showing the fetus is "distinctly abnormal."They issued the statement, they said, to clear up any 

"misconceptions about the condition of the fetus.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

1/23/2014 3:02:06 AM 

FBI questions Hoboken mayor’s aides over alleged Sandy relief funds threat, sources say 

FBI agents have begun questioning witnesses in the investigation into whether New Jersey Gov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/23/2014 3:18:33 AM 

Supreme Court denies stay of execution in Texas for Mexican national 

The Supreme Court has denied a stay of execution for Mexican national Edgar Tamayo, who is scheduled to be put to 

death on Wednesday evening by Texas.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/23/2014 4:01:47 AM 

Texas executes Mexican national despite opposition 

The Supreme Court denied a stay of execution for Mexican national Edgar Tamayo, clearing the way for Texas to put the 

inmate to death Wednesday night.The Texas Department of Criminal Justice confirmed Tamayo was executed at 9:32 

p.m. Central time (10:32 p.m. ET). 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

1/23/2014 4:12:45 AM 

Brrrr: Cold lingers, with chance of more snow ahead 

A wind-whipped winter storm that dumped a foot of snow or more through Wednesday morning in parts of the 

Northeast has left a trail of bitter cold that will linger into the weekend., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

1/23/2014 5:32:59 AM 

Courtney Love defends herself in the first ’Twibel’ trial 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/23/2014 5:33:00 AM 

Murder-suicide suspected in deaths of three at Fort Hood 

A man and two young girls who were found dead at Fort Hood, Texas, were possibly the victims of a murder-suicide, the 

Army said Wednesday.The Army would continued to release few details about the discovery of the bodies Tuesday 

morning in an on-base residence, including the victims’ identities. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry, NBC News 

1/23/2014 5:33:07 AM 

Lew warns debt limit must be raised before end of February 

Treasury Secretary Jack Lew told House Speaker John Boehner and other congressional leaders Wednesday that 

Congress must vote to increase the government’s borrowing limit before late February., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/23/2014 7:16:10 AM 

Can you learn to wed? Law proposed for pre-marriage classes 

Colorado couples could be required to take premarital education classes before tying the knot, if a proposed ballot 

initiative goes through.The Colorado Marriage Education Act would mandate 10 hours of pre-wedding instruction for 

first-time brides and grooms. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/23/2014 7:16:13 AM 

Nevada woman allel]edly shot by husband of 63 years dies 

An 86-year-old Nevada woman who police said was shot in her hospital bed by her husband of 63 years in an apparent 

murder-suicide attempt died Wednesday, authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/23/2014 7:16:19 AM 

Bill Cosby to star in new NBC family comedy 

Bill Cosby is coming back to NBC, where his family sitcom, "The Cosby Show," was a massive 1980s hit. Cosby, 76, will 

play the patriarch of a multigenerational family, a spokesman for the network confirms. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

1/23/2014 9:16:16 AM 

Left behind: Afghan translator dodges Taliban on long road to America 

The Afghan interpreter hid for his life, hunted by the Taliban for helping the Marines. His punishment, he says, had 

already been savage - the murder of his father and the abduction of his toddler brother. He believes he was next on the 

hit list. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/23/2014 10:43:19 AM 

AI Qaeda leader to Syria rebels: Stop the infighting and establish ’just Muslim government’ 

AI Qaeda boss Ayman al-Zawahiri urged jihadist rebel groups in Syria to stop their infighting and focus on the battle to 

overthrow Bashar Assad’s regime.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Sanger 

1/23/2014 11:10:43 AM 

AP severs ties with war photol~rapher for ethics breach 

The Associated Press has ended its relationship with a freelance photographer after he alerted editors that he 

manipulated a photograph taken for the wire service.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/23/2014 11:32:27 AM 

Elton John to Vladimir Putin: Let me introduce you to my I~ay Russian friends 

Elton John lashed out at Russia’s laws banning homosexual "propaganda" and said they provide cover for extremists, 

just days after President Vladimir Putin said his country welcomed gays., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein, Investigative Reporter, NBC News 

1/23/2014 12:15:46 PM 

Sugar vs. corn syrup: Legal battle aims to establish the sweet truth 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen and Josh Davis 

1/23/2014 1:15:47 PM 

What’s ’sizzurp’? A dangerous way for kids to get high 

Attention, parents: Young people are using a drink with a funny-sounding name -- "sizzurp" -- to get high, and the 

consequences are anything but amusing.Doctors are warning that the drug, which is made by combining soda, candy 

and prescription cough syrup with codeine in it, can be deadly.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/23/2014 3:45:47 PM 

Three dead, 30 missing in fire at Quebec senior complex 

A massive fire ripped through a senior complex in eastern Quebec early Thursday, killing at least three people and 

sending firefighters into the flames to search for 30 others still missing, officials said.The fire broke out around 12:30 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC’s Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

1/23/2014 3:45:54 PM 

First Thoughts: Debt-ceiling debate - here we go again? 

Debt-ceiling debate: Here we go again? Or maybe not? .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bob Sullivan 

1/23/2014 3:45:55 PM 

Are you ’binge working’? The question is deadly serious 

More people are living a life marked by energy-drink-fueled all-nighters.A toxic combination of digital leashes, the 

hypnotic effects of technology, economic anxiety, and caffeine is encouraging workers to push far beyond normal limits 

in the name of hard work.It’s a costly trend. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

1/23/2014 3:46:00 PM 

Des Moines, where regular folks can live the rich life 

Beverly Hills may be rich and chic and the Upper East Side of Manhattan may be rich and exclusive.But if you’re looking 

for the city where regular folk can live a rich life, try Des Moines, lowa.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma-White 

1/23/2014 3:46:01 PM 

Dodgeball trauma: Gym class bullying turns kids off fitness, study finds 

For the person who was always the first kid to get pegged in dodge ball, or the one who was mocked for being "slow as 

molasses" in every race, two words likely bring up emotional scars: gym class., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/23/2014 4:13:05 PM 

Rebel without a pause: Bieber’s ima~;e in ’slow decline’ 

Justin Bieber’s arrest early Thursday morning for driving under the influence, resisting arrest and driving with an expired 

license will surprise no one who’s been paying attention to the singer’s recent trajectory.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/23/2014 4:13:06 PM 

Indian village ’court’ orders gang rape of woman as punishment for boyfriend 

Village elders in India ordered the gang rape of a 20-year-old woman after they found out she was in a relationship with 

a man from a different community, police said Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray and Carrie Dann 

1/23/2014 5:18:27 PM 

It’s official: Heavyweight Dem super PAC backs Clinton 

She still hasn’t announced a run for the White House yet, but Hillary Clinton is getting a big financial boost nearly two 

years before the presidential nominating contests begin. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz and Miranda Leitsinger, NBC News 

1/23/2014 5:34:49 PM 

Three dead, 30 missing in fire at Quebec senior complex 

A massive fire ripped through a senior complex in eastern Quebec early Thursday, killing at least three people and 

sending firefighters into the flames to search for 30 others still missing, officials said.The fire broke out around 12:30 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

1/23/2014 5:34:49 PM 

Revelio! Hogwarts Express gets ready to roll at Universal StudiosFIorida 

J.K. Rowling may have closed the book on Harry Potter, but the story of the world’s most popular boy-wizard is on the 

track and gathering steam at Universal Orlando Resort in Florida., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

1/23/2014 6:25:25 PM 

DOJ accuses firm that vetted Snowden of faking 665,000 of background checks 

As Edward Snowden prepares to defend himself in a worldwide webinar Thursday, the Justice Department is accusing 

the private contractor that vetted him and thousands of other intelligence workers of bilking U.S. taxpayers out of tens 

of millions of dollars by conducting phony background checks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry and Michael O’Brien 

1/23/2014 6:25:25 PM 

Advisory panel says NSA surveillance program should be ended 

A government advisory panel said Thursday that the bulk data collection program run by the National Security Agency is 

illegal and should be halted. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/23/2014 6:25:26 PM 

No answers: Jerky treats back in stores as pet mystery lingers 

Two of the top-selling brands of jerky treats for pets will soon return to U.S. store shelves, a year after a nationwide 

recall and with government experts no closer to solving the mystery that has linked the products to hundreds of animal 

deaths and thousands of illnesses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz and Miranda Leitsinger, NBC News 

1/23/2014 7:15:10 PM 

Death toll expected to rise in deadly fire at Quebec senior complex 

Neighbors of an eastern Quebec senior home watched in horror as a ferocious inferno swallowed the building early 

Thursday while cries for help from trapped residents could be heard from within. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

1/23/2014 8:15:23 PM 

Justin Bieber arrested for alleged DUI, resisting arrest 

Singer Justin Bieber was arrested in Miami Beach early Thursday morning and charged with DUI, resisting arrest without 

violence and driving with an expired driver’s license, Miami Beach Police said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, Justice Correspondent, NBC News 

1/23/2014 8:42:13 PM 

Death penalty for Boston bombing suspect? Holder will decide soon 

Attorney General Eric Holder is preparing to announce by January 31st whether he will authorize federal prosecutors to 

seek the death penalty in the Boston Marathon bombing case. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/23/2014 8:42:16 PM 

Huckabee: Dems say women need government to ’control their libido’ 

Former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee says that Democrats are pushing women to believe "they cannot control their 

libido or their reproductive system without the help of the government. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Saelinger 

1/23/2014 8:42:18 PM 

Chocolate-flavored fried chicken restaurant set to open in Los Angeles 

Looks like the prediction that we’ll see more outlandish food mash-ups in 2014 is coming true.Last week, we heard 

about the Cragel, and now comes word about a new ChocoChicken restaurant from Umami Burger founder Adam 

Fleischman. Yes, that’s right, ChocoChicken, as in chocolate and chicken. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Mason 

1/23/2014 8:58:36 PM 

Obama health care adviser Jennings leaving White House 

Chris Jennings, a top adviser to President Barack Obama who played a key part in the rollout of his signature healthcare 

law, is leaving the White House for health and family reasons, an aide told Reuters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

1/23/2014 9:15:00 PM 

Dow drops over 170 points on global growth concerns 

Stocks dropped sharply on Thursday, with the Dow losing over 170 points and extending losses for a third session, after 

disappointing U.S. and Chinese manufacturing data sparked concerns for global growth. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jamieson Lesko, NBC News Producer 

1/23/2014 9:15:03 PM 

Women’s rights in Afghanistan worsen in 2013: report 

KABUL- Women’s rights in Afghanistan have regressed in the past year, increasing worry about what the future holds, 

according to a Human Rights Watch report released Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim IVliMaszewski and Jeff Black, NBC News 

1/23/2014 10:58:16 PM 

Defense Secretary Hagel orders review of nuclear weapons mission following scandals 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel on Thursday ordered a sweeping review of the U.S. military’s nuclear weapons mission 

-- in the wake of reports of cheating, alleged drug abuse and other failures among the ranks of Air Force missile launch 

officers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein, Investigative Reporter, NBC News 

1/23/2014 10:58:18 PM 

’Revenge porn’ site creator, alleged hacker charged with computer crime, ID theft 

Two California men - including the creator and operator of a so-called "revenge porn" website -- were charged Thursday 

with computer crimes and ID theft stemming from an alleged conspiracy to hack into email accounts and steal nude 

photos that were later posted on the Internet site. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/23/2014 10:58:21 PM 

Elephant trampling suspected in American woman’s death in Thailand 

The body of an American woman missing in Thailand for five days was found in a nature reserve, where she was 

apparently trampled to death by elephants, police said Thursday.Seventy people had been searching for the victim, 

whose name was not released, the Associated Press reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/23/2014 10:58:23 PM 

Your votes decide if Beckham bares it in Super Bowl ad 

Should David Beckham be "#covered" or "#uncovered" in his H&M Super Bowl ad? The answer for fans of the soccer 

superstar seems nearly obvious, but the retailer is asking it anyway in teasers for its David Beckham Bodywear spot. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Miranda Leitsinger and M. Alex Johnson, NBC News 

1/24/2014 12:09:10 AM 

Crews sort through remains of Quebec senior home after raging fire kills three 

Rescue crews were carefully combing through the icy rubble of a seniors’ home that burned to the ground Thursday 

morning in a fire that killed at least three people and injured 10 others, authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray, Senior Political Editor, NBC News 

1/24/2014 12:41:24 AM 

GOP considers changes to 2016 calendar 

Poised to move up their presidential convention in 2016, Republicans on Thursday advanced a package of changes to 

party rules for the upcoming election, including shortening the primary calendar and punishing states that hold their 

nominating contests before March. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/24/2014 1:30:05 AM 

Conservative Obama-documentary maker Dinesh D’Souza accused of illegal campaign contributions 

Conservative author and filmmaker Dinesh D’Souza was indicted in federal court on Thursday on allegations he made 

illegal contributions to a U.S. Senate campaign in New York in 2012., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/24/2014 1:41:05 AM 

Foster Farms chicken plant opens after 10-day shutdown 

A Foster Farms chicken plant in central California is open after 10-day shutdown to eradicate an infestation of live 

cockroaches, company officials said. The Livingston, Calif.. 

View a rticle,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Becky Bratu 

1/24/2014 1:41:08 AM 

Ukraine’s pro-West opposition urges continued truce 

Leaders of pro-Western demonstrations that have turned Kiev into a battleground delivered an ultimatum to Ukraine’s 

government late Wednesday in the wake of a deadly protest crackdown -- call elections or we will "go on the attack.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt, Producer, NBC News 

1/24/2014 1:41:13 AM 

German farmers post online ’moo-vies’ in bid to calm consumers’ industry beef 

MAINZ, Germany - A group of German milk farmers has been entertaining thousands of cow-loving viewers with short 

"moo-vies" posted online. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

1/24/2014 3:07:18 AM 

New Jersey to rebuild decaying Trenton Central High School 

By Ron Allen, Correspondent, NBC Newsln what one state official called "a complete departure" from past attempts to 

fix Trenton Central High School’s decrepit 82-year-old school building, a spokesman for New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie 

confirmed he now supports the plan to build a brand new building. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/24/2014 3:39:59 AM 

Computer glitch forces major Northeast commuter line to stop in tracks 

A computer glitch at New York’s 6rand Central Terminal forced all Metro-North commuter trains on all three lines to 

grind to a halt and stop in place Thursday evening, snarling late rush-hour traffic, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/:24/2014 3:40:07 AM 

Can Google Street View car beat ’Top Gear’ Mercedes? No, no it can’t 

There is a reason that NASCAR drivers don’t strap giant, 360-degree cameras on the roof of their racecars.That, 

however, is exactly what Google did when it pitted its Street View car against a Mercedes SLS AMG driven by the 

mysterious "Stig" from BBC’s "Top Gear."Spoiler alert: The Mercedes won.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/24/2014 3:45:34 AM 

Na-nu, na-nu: ’Mork & Mindy’ stars will reunite on ’Crazy Ones’ 

Mork, calling Mindy, come in, Mindy. The famous Earthling-Orkan couple from late 1970s sitcom "Mork & Mindy" will 

reunite this spring when Pam Dawber appears on Robin Williams’ CBS sitcom, "The Crazy Ones," CBS confirmed on 

Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/24/2014 3:45:36 AM 

Justin Bieber joins ranks of not-so-bad celebrity mug shots 

On a scale of one to Nick Nolte, smiley-faced Justin Bieber pulled off a pretty acceptable police mug shot when he was 

popped for allegedly driving under the influence and more in Miami Beach, Fla., on Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/24/2014 7:11:32 AM 

Mary J, Blige’s father critical after stabbing 

The father of R&B superstar Mary J. Blige was in critical condition in a Michigan hospital after he was stabbed in the neck 

Thursday, police said.Thomas Blige, 63, of Battle Creek, was in a Kalamazoo hospital following surgery, Battle Creek 

police said.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash, NBC News 

1/24/2014 7:11:33 AM 

Four dead, dozens wounded in explosion near Cairo police HO. 

CAIRO -- Four people are dead and 51 more are wounded after a blast shook central Cairo on Friday morning, Egypt’s 

Ministry of Health said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash, Producer, NBC News 

1/24/2014 8:48:56 AM 

Five dead, dozens wounded as explosions rock Cairo 

CAIRO -- At least five people were killed and almost 100 more wounded after two explosions rocked Cairo on Friday 

morning, Egypt’s Ministry of Health said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sean Axmaker 

1/24/2014 9:49:15 AM 

Comedy actors laugh last when Oscar rewards dramatic turns 

"Dying is easy, comedy is hard," goes the old show biz cliche. Unless you’re looking for an Oscar, of course. That’s when 

comedians face death, disease, and hardship, without cracking a joke.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

1/24/2014 10:05:23 AM 

For Virginia attorney general, gay marriage fight is just the latest challenge 

He hasn’t even been attorney general for two weeks, and he is already picking a battle that could have repercussions for 

marriage equality throughout the South.But Democrat Mark R. Herring, who started in his new post as Virginia’s 

attorney general on Jan.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julie Yoo and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/24/2014 10:10:58 AM 

North Korea calls for end of hostilities in letter to South 

SEOUL, South Korea -- North Korea has written an open letter to South Korea ahead of its joint military drills with the 

United States calling for end to hostilities between the two nations. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, Political Reporter, NBC News 

1/24/2014 11:32:39 AM 

GOP taps its top woman, mom of three, for Obama rebuttal 

After hearing from the leader of the free world at Tuesday’s State of the Union address, Americans will hear a rebuttal 

from a woman unfamiliar to many of them.Most of the national television audience hasn’t heard of Rep. Cathy 

McMorris Rodgers, the highest-ranking Republican woman in Washington, D. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/24/2014 12:41:49 PM 

Massive pileup on Indiana highway kills 3, injures 20 

Workers continued Friday morning picking through the wreckage of a massive pileup on a busy northern Indiana 

interstate that killed three people and injured 20 more. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/24/2014 1:19:45 PM 

Massive pileup on Indiana highway kills 3, injures :20 

Workers continued Friday morning picking through the wreckage of a massive pileup on a busy northern Indiana 

interstate that killed three people and injured 20 more. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/24/2014 2:41:38 PM 

Five dead and dozens wounded as explosions rock Cairo 

CAIRO -- At least five people were killed and almost 100 more wounded after explosions rocked Cairo on Friday 

morning, Egypt’s Ministry of Health said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Miranda Leitsinger, NBC News 

1/24/2014 2:41:39 PM 

Death toll rises to five in Quebec senior home fire 

Rescue crews were carefully combing through the icy rubble of a seniors’ home that burned to the ground Thursday 

morning in a fire that killed at least five people and injured 10 others, authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C. White 

1/24/2014 3:19:44 PM 

Advertisers ready to bare knuckles for big game 

On Super Bowl Sunday, everybody’s going to want a helmet -- including advertisers. Experts predict commercials for 

everything from Greek yogurt to luxury cars will tackle rival brands head-on. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Diana Olick 

1/24/2014 3:25:15 PM 

All-cash offers crushing first-time homebuyers 

Insatiable demand from hedge funds, private equity investors and foreign buyers, all armed with ready cash, are 

elbowing first-time buyers out of the housing market.First-time buyers tend to purchase lower-priced homes, but all- 

cash investors have cornered the market on those, leaving little behind. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/24/2014 3:46:42 PM 

Woman trampled by elephants was ’fearless’ researcher 

The young American woman trampled to death by elephants in Thailand was a "fearless" outdoor researcher who knew 

how to handle dangerous animals, her family said Friday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/24/2014 9:00:43 PM 

Google confirms brief Gmail outage 

For many users, Google’s free email service, Gmail, went down for nearly an hour Friday afternoon. Reports of an outage 

came from across the United States, as well as from Europe and Canada. Google+, Drive, Hangouts and YouTube were 

also experience connection issues. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

1/24/2014 9:42:28 PM 

Wall St slammed; Dow drops more than 300 points 

Stocks tumbled on Friday, with the Dow falling over 300 points for its worst week since November 2011, after big selloffs 

in European and Asian markets over concerns of slower global economic growth.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Charles Hadlock, NBC News 

1/24/2014 10:46:34 PM 

Texas judge orders brain-dead pregnant woman off life support 

Ajudge ordered a Texas hospital Friday to remove Marlise Munoz, who is pregnant and brain dead, from life support 

after the hospital acknowledged that her fetus isn’t viable.Tarrant County District Judge R.H. Wallace gave John Peter 

Smith Hospital of Fort Worth until 6 p.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

1/24/2014 10:46:37 PM 

Republicans approve rules to shorten primary calendar 

The Republican National Committee on Friday approved a rules package aimed at condensing the 2016 nominating 

process -- a move designed to protect their next presidential nominee from a prolonged, damaging primary., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger, NBC News 

1/24/2014 10:57:25 PM 

Rescuers melt ice in search for victims of Canadian senior home fire 

Fire crews in Quebec used steam to melt the ice encasing the charred rubble of a seniors home on Friday as they 

searched for victims of a blaze that killed at least eight people and left some 30 others missing, authorities said., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/25/2014 1:42:57 AM 

Google confirms Gmail outage 

Updated at 8:20 p.m. ET: Goggle says the problems have been fixed and that the outage lasted no more than 30 

minutes for most users.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

1/25/2014 4:34:06 AM 

Inside Russia’s pre-Olympics terrorist crackdown 

MAKHACHKALA, Dagestan -- A bell rang, and several hundred students made their way to the auditorium at the top of 

the stairwell.It was assembly period at the Lyceum 5 school here in Dagestan’s capital city, the heart of Russia’s terrorist 

problem, and it wasn’t long before the mood turned somber. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

1/25/2014 4:34:15 AM 

As Arctic ice melts, polar bears switch diets to survive, studies say 

Arctic polar bears may be adjusting their eating habits as their sea ice habitat melts and the furry white predators stand 

to lose the floating platform they depend on to hunt seals, their primary food. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joan Raymond 

1/25/2014 4:34:16 AM 

Food addicts: New study measures out-of-control eatinl~ 

While "food addiction" is somewhat controversial, a new study is shedding some light on women who may actually fit 

the profile of an addict, rather than simply liking chips and dip.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

1/25/2014 5:38:51 AM 

Watch out, Mary Poppins: This dog may be the best nanny ever 

"Peter Pan" fans know dogs make great guardians, but Nana the storybook pup isn’t the only canine to embrace her role 

as nanny.Meet Australian shepherd Blakely, for whom playtime is all in a day’s work as he watches over little ones at the 

Cincinnati Zoo’s nursery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/25/2014 5:49:53 AM 

Woman held on ~;500,000 bail in stabbing of Mary J. Blige’s father 

The Michigan woman accused of critically wounding R&B superstar Mary J. Blige’s father by stabbing him in the neck 

was ordered held on a half-million dollars’ cash bail Friday on a charge of assault with intent to murder., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/25/2014 11:39:11 AM 

U.S. ready to ’extract’ citizens from Sochi Olympics: Hagel 

The United States will be ready to rescue and extract Americans from the upcoming Sochi Olympics, Defense Secretary 

Chuck Hagel said amid heightened security fears in the run-up to the Games. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/25/2014 4:33:47 PM 

Quebec crews pick through remains of charred senior home 

Exhausted crews in Quebec on Saturday resumed their search through the remains of a senior home destroyed by a fire 

that killed eight residents and left dozens missing."The conditions are very, very difficult," police spokesman Lt. Guy 

Lapointe said in a televised briefing Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Ing, NBC News 

1/25/2014 6:48:04 PM 

France’s Hollande confirms breakup with long-time companion after report of affair 

PARIS -- French President Francois Hollande issued a written communique on Saturday announcing that he has reached 

"the end of his communal life" with long-time companion Valerie Trierweiler, confirming reports that the couple had 

broken up over reports he was having an extramarital affair.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nancy Ing, NBC News 

1/25/2014 6:58:54 PM 

France’s Hollande confirms breakup with Iongtime companion after report of affair 

PARIS -- French President Francois Hollande issued a written communique on Saturday announcing that he has reached 

"the end of his communal life" with Iongtime companion Valerie Trierweiler, confirming reports that the couple had 

broken up amid reports he was having an extramarital affair. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/25/2014 7:14:39 PM 

At least three dead in shootinl~ at mall near Baltimore 

At least three people were killed Saturday in a shooting at a shopping mall in Columbia, Md., near Baltimore, police 

said.At a news conference, Howard County, Md.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Brunker, NBC News 

1/25/2014 7:25:28 PM 

Michaels arts and crafts chain reports possible breach of payment data 

Michaels, the nation’s biggest arts and crafts retailer, said Saturday that it may have suffered a "data security attack" on 

its computer system that processes payment cards and that federal law enforcement and a computer forensics firm 

were investigating. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/25/2014 7:31:01 PM 

Three dead in shooting at mall near Baltimore 

Three people were killed Saturday in a shooting at a shopping mall in Columbia, Md., near Baltimore, police said.At a 

news conference, Howard County, Md. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/25/2014 8:56:47 PM 

Eight killed, 24 presumed dead in Quebec senior home fire 

Exhausted crews in Quebec on Saturday resumed their search through the remains of a senior home destroyed by a fire 

that killed eight residents and left dozens missing."The conditions are very, very difficult," police spokesman Lt. Guy 

Lapointe said in a televised briefing Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt and Becky Bratu, NBC News 

1/25/2014 10:54:25 PM 

Two store employees, gunman dead in Maryland mall shooting 

Two employees of a skate shop were killed Saturday when a gunman armed with a shotgun and "a large amount of 

ammunition" opened fire in the store in a shopping mall in Columbia, Md., near Baltimore, before apparently killing 

himself, police said.At a news conference, Howard County, Md. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Eng 

1/26/2014 1:02:11 AM 

Google glitch sends thousands of emails to man’s Hotmail account 

Updated at 6:06 p.m. ET:A Google spokesperson says the search glitch that flooded Peck’s inbox was not related to the 

Gmail outage. Here’s the statement provided to NBC News:"Due to a technical glitch, some email addresses on public 

webpages appeared too prominently in search results. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/26/2014 3:00:01 AM 

Young mother among victims of Maryland mall shooting 

The young mother of a 2-year-old is one of the victims killed Saturday in a shooting at a Maryland mall, a family member 

said.Two employees of a skate shop died when a gunman armed with a shotgun opened fire in a shopping mall in 

Columbia, Md.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/26/2014 4:25:04 AM 

300 sickened on Royal Caribbean cruise ship 

U.S. health officials are expected to board a Royal Caribbean cruise ship in the Virgin Islands on Sunday to investigate a 

possible outbreak of highly contagious norovirus that has sickened more than 300 passengers and crew members., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Vineyard 

1/26/2014 5:50:36 AM 

Literary loves (and lusts): 15 of history’s most amorous authors 

The third TODAY Book Club pick is "Under the Wide and Starry Sky," the second novel by Nancy Horan, the celebrated 

author of "Loving Frank." Share your thoughts about Horan’s windswept romance by joining the TODAY Book Club 

community. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/26/2014 9:45:56 AM 

Despite Zach Braff, crowdfunding continues to grow 

Zach Braff’s directorial debut, "Garden State," earned $35.8 million after it was released in 2004. That might be why he 

raised a few eyebrows when turned to crowdfunding site Kickstarter to raise $3.1 million for his new film "Wish I Was 

Here."He isn’t the only big name asking for money.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/26/2014 11:28:05 AM 

Militants to Russia: Rebel against Putin, or else 

Militants who claimed responsibility for last month’s suicide bombings that killed at least 34 people in the city of 

Volgograd have warned Russians that they faced more attacks if they didn’t rebel against President Vladimir Putin. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters 

1/26/2014 12:48:15 PM 

Grief-striken Quebec town prepares to mourn seniors killed in fire 

The small grief-struck Quebec town of L’lsle-Verte will hold a memorial service on Sunday for the 32 people who are 

thought to have died in a massive fire that engulfed a three-storey wooden residence for seniors.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters 

1/26/2014 3:07:34 PM 

Grief-stricken town prepares to mourn dozens of seniors killed in fire 

The small grief-struck Quebec town of L’lsle-Verte will hold a memorial service on Sunday for the 32 people who are 

thought to have died in a massive fire that engulfed a three-story wooden residence for seniors., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/26/2014 3:29:20 PM 

Cold forces officials to halt search for missing seniors in Quebec fire 

Brutal weather on Sunday morning was hampering the search for 22 people presumed dead in a fatal senior home fire in 

Quebec, where mourners will hold a memorial service later in the day for those killed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Kirschbaum, Reuters 

1/26/2014 3:39:54 PM 

Snowden says NSA engages in industrial espionage: German TV 

BERLIN -- The U.S. National Security Agency is involved in industrial espionage and will grab any intelligence it can get its 

hands on regardless of its value to national security, former NSA contractor Edward Snowden told a German TV network. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

1/26/2014 3:45:26 PM 

Leonardo DiCaprio reenacts classic ’Titantic’ scene with Jonah Hill on ’SNL’ 

Jonah Hill kicked off his third time hosting "Saturday Night Live" by boasting about his Oscar-nominated role in "The 

Wolf of Wall Street" -- much to the chagrin of the film’s leading man, Leonardo DiCaprio. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/26/2014 5:06:00 PM 

Cold slowing officials’ search for missing seniors in fatal Quebec fire 

Brutal weather on Sunday morning was hampering the search for 22 people presumed dead in a fatal senior home fire in 

Quebec, where mourners will hold a memorial service later in the day for those killed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

1/26/2014 5:22:06 PM 

Paul says Bill Clinton ’predatory’ behavior undercuts Democrats’ ’War on Women’ rhetoric 

Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucky Sunday called former President Bill Clinton "predatory" for his 1996-1997 liaison with former 

White House intern Monica Lewinsky.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

1/26/2014 5:27:38 PM 

Police identify gunman in deadly Maryland mall shooting 

Police on Sunday morning identified the gunman in a deadly Maryland mall shooting, who killed two skate shop 

employees on Saturday.Officials said Darion Marcus Aguilar, 19, of College Park, was responsible for the rampage that 

took the lives of two workers at a Zumiez store on Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Lauran Neergaard 

1/26/2014 5:38:32 PM 

$3,000 for the flu? Scientists seek volunteers for virus study 

Forget being sneezed on: Government scientists are deliberately giving dozens of volunteers the flu by squirting the live 

virus straight up their noses. It may sound bizarre, but the rare type of research aims to show how the body fights off 

influenza.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/26/2014 7:21:12 PM 

Prolonged cold blast worsens propane shortage across Midwest 

America’s chronic cold is creating a significant propane shortage across the Midwest -- leading Wisconsin to become the 

latest state to declare an energy emergency in advance of more arctic air blasting eastward this week. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

1/26/2014 7:32:13 PM 

Scarlett Johansson addresses bubbling criticism over SodaStream deal 

Scarlett Johansson has responded to criticism over her new ad campaign for an Israeli company that operates in the 

West Bank, but she’s not pulling out of the endorsement deal.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Galligan 

1/26/2014 7:48:43 PM 

Super Bowl beer brawl: What to drink while rooting for your team 

This year’s Super Bowl matches up two excellent football teams from Colorado and Washington, but even more 

importantly, two of America’s best beer producing regions. Let’s take a look at which state would win in a Super Bowl- 

inspired craft beer shootout. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Khaled Yacoub Oweis and Stephanie Nebehay, Reuters 

1/26/2014 9:14:38 PM 

Syria talks bring offer of exit from siege of Horns 

GENEVA -- The Syrian government offered to let women and children leave the besieged city of Homs on Sunday as 

negotiators from the warring sides discussed humanitarian gestures on a second day of face-to-face talks in Geneva.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/26/2014 9:14:40 PM 

Slain protester mourned in Kiev as Ukrainian political crisis worsens 

Police clashed with protesters in Kiev on Sunday as thousands of Ukrainians swarmed the streets of the capital to mourn 

the death of a demonstrator killed during bloody scuffles with riot police last week. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/26/2014 11:06:51 PM 

Penn State student arrested for constructing ’weapons of mass destruction’ 

A Russian college student in Pennsylvania was charged with unlawful possession of weapons of mass destruction and 

risking catastrophe on Friday, according to authorities., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

1/26/2014 11:39:26 PM 

No known relationship between Maryland mall shooter, victims, police chief says 

Authorities on Sunday identified the gunman who shot and killed two skate store employees at a Maryland shopping 

mall Saturday.Official said Darion Marcus Aguilar, 19, of College Park, Md.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski, NBC News 

1/27/2014 12:16:54 AM 

US missile strike targets suspected militant leader in Somalia 

The U.S. military carried out a missile strike in Somalia on Sunday, targeting a suspected militant leader with links to the 

aI-Qaeda and aI-Shabaab terror groups, U.S. military officials told NBC News.U.S.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/27/2014 1:53:58 AM 

See for your selfie: Stars Insta-Grammy on music’s big night 

Some of the biggest stars in music turned out for the 56th Annual Grammy Awards, and of course they were armed with 

their phones. Thus, Instagram was more like Insta-Grammys as the photo-sharing app became a showcase of celebs at 

the Staples Center in Los Angeles. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/27/2014 5:07:21 AM 

Daft Punk, Lorde win big at retro-flavored Grammy Awards 

Familiar faces, including the two surviving Beatles, dominated Sunday’s Grammy Awards performances, but the night’s 

big winners hid their faces behind their trademark shiny helmets. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rina Raphael 

1/27/2014 7:53:29 AM 

We’re obsessed: Beyonce’s white lace Grammy Awards gown 

Is there anything Beyonce doesn’t do amazingly well? (Rhetorical, guys.)She gave a steamy performance of "Drunk In 

Love" with husband Jay-Z at the start of the 2014 Grammy Awards, then changed into a revealing white lace Michael 

Costello gown that showed just enough skin. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/27/2014 8:31:33 AM 

Actor who played Marlboro Man in ads dies from smokinl~-related disease 

Eric Lawson, a workinl~ actor who portrayed the Marlboro Man in ciigarette ads durinig the late 1970s, has died. He was 

72.Lawson’s wife, Susan Lawson, said Sunday that her husband died Jan. 10 at his California home.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

1/27/2014 9:30:54 AM 

No known relationship between Maryland mall shooter, victims: cops 

The gunman who shot and killed two skate store employees at a Maryland shopping mall had no criminal record, police 

said Sunday.Officials said Darion Marcus Aguilar, 19, of College Park, Md. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Randee Dawn and Gael Fashingbauer Cooper, TODAY 

1/27/2014 9:47:23 AM 

From psychedelic pianos to helmet history, Grammy burning questions answered 

With all the red carpet preening, heavily bleeped performances and outlandish headgear (we’re looking at you, Pharrell), 

Sunday night’s Grammys left us with more than a few unanswered questions. Here’s what we discovered.What was up 

with the psychedelic piano Paul McCartney played?= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

:1/27/2014:10:25:24 AM 

20:14 State of the Union: Six things to expect during Obama’s speech 

With sickly approval ratings and a stagnant Congress, President Barack Obama’s State of the Union address will likely be 

more of an opportunity to press the reset button than a feel-good TV presentation for his party.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga, Producer, NBC News 

1/27/2014 11:30:23 AM 

Vial of Pope John Paul II’s blood stolen from Italian church 

ROME -- A relic containing drops of late Pope John Paul II’s blood has been stolen, Italian authorities said Monday.The 

vial was stolen from the Church of San Pietro della lenca in the mountainous Abruzzo region in central Italy on Saturday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/27/2014 12:13:33 PM 

Ti~;ht security welcomes Sochi Olympic torch to volatile Dagestan 

The Olympic torch arrived in Russia’s volatile Dagestan region amid heightened security Monday as terrorism concerns 

continued to dominate the run-up to next month’s Winter Olympics.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/27/2014 1:44:33 PM 

’Winter burnout’: Ice threatens the Deep South while Great Lakes shiver again 

The Deep South is the next target for the deep freeze in a winter that won’t quit.Forecasters warned that ice could soon 

coat the front porches of Charleston, S.C., and Savannah, Ga., where winter storm alerts were posted Monday for the 

first time in almost four years. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jamieson Lesko and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/27/2014 2:55:26 PM 

Afghanistan to free 37 Bagram inmates despite U.S. protests 

KABUL -- Afghanistan is to free 37 inmates from one of its prisons despite protests from the United States that they are 

"dangerous insurgents" with "blood on their hands," according to a statement by American forces Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/27/2014 3:06:17 PM 

Blind man who fell on tracks gets new dog, but keeps one who saved him 

A blind man rescued by his aging guide dog after he fell onto the subway tracks in New York last month has a new guide 

dog -- plus a new pet, thanks to donations that have allowed him to also keep the Iongtime companion that saved his 

life. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Imma Ande and Joe Brock, Reuters 

1/27/2014 3:11:34 PM 

Gunmen kill 22 in Nigeria church attack: witnesses 

YOLA, Nigeria (Reuters) - Attackers armed with guns and explosives killed 22 people at a busy church service in a 

northeast Nigerian village, witnesses said on Monday, in a region where Islamist sect Boko Haram is resisting a military 

crackdown. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jacoba Urist 

1/27/2014 3:33:21 PM 

The new ’juicing’: Some tips for loading kids up with liquid veggies 

Getting kids to eat more fruits and vegetables is one of the oldest parenting challenges. Given the recent green juice and 

smoothie craze, it’s no wonder parents are turning to blenders for help.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Federico-O’Murchu, TODAY contributor 

1/27/2014 4:16:45 PM 

WTF! Is your workplace a ’hotbed of profanity?’ 

Does profanity belong in the modern workplace? Hell yes, say some business insiders. "Wall Street is a hotbed of 

profanity," says Dennis Gibb, a former Morgan Stanley trader and Bear Stearns junior partner. "You’ve got a lot of high- 

testosterone people with big egos making a lot of money. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/27/2014 6:05:06 PM 

Killer croc snatches 12-year-old boy swimming with pals in Australia 

Australian police are hunting a killer crocodile that they believe snatched a 12-year-old boy while he was swimming with 

his friends.Police said Monday that officers have been given orders to shoot any crocodile more than eight feet long in a 

bid to find the boy’s remains.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Imma Ande and Joe Brock, Reuters 

1/27/2014 6:05:15 PM 

Suspected Islamist insurgents Idll at least 62 in Nigeria, including in church 

YOLA, Nigeria - Suspected insurgents armed with guns and explosives killed at least 62 people in northeast Nigeria, 

including at a church service, in a region where Islamist sect Boko Haram is resisting a military crackdown, witnesses said 

on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

1/27/2014 6:27:14 PM 

Southwest Airlines to begin flights to Caribbean 

Southwest Airlines will start flying international routes on July 1 and seek to bring lower fares to those destinations, 

starting with Aruba, Jamaica and the Bahamas, the company announced Monday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/27/2014 6:59:44 PM 

Uber hits possible roadblock with lawsuit over 6-year-old girl’s death 

On New Year’s Eve, Sofia Liu, 6, was hit by a car while walking across the street in San Francisco with her family. Her 

mother and brother suffered injuries, but survived. She did not.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

N BC N ews 

1/27/2014 7:43:07 PM 

Facebook hiring editors to staff unreleased news aggregation app 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/27/2014 8:47:33 PM 

Disgraced former journalist Glass denied ability to practice law in California 

A disgraced journalist who was caught fabricating numerous articles during his career was denied a license to practice 

law by the Supreme Court of California on Monday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

TODAY 

1/27/2014 9:36:13 PM 

Lindsey Vonn joins NBC as Olympic correspondent 

Gold medal alpine skier Lindsey Vonn will join NBC as an Olympic correspondent for TODAY and NBC Sports during the 

2014 Winter Olympics. In her new role, Vonn will report daily from the U.S. for TODAY, and she will contribute to NBC 

Sports Olympic coverage. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/27/2014 9:41:48 PM 

One dead, two wounded in shootinl~ near Geoq~ia hil~h school 

One person was dead and two others were injured in a shooting near a suburban Atlanta high school Monday afternoon, 

police and school officials told NBC News. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, NBC News justice correspondent 

1/27/2014 10:03:20 PM 

US reaches deal with Internet companies on spy data 

The Obama administration and some of the nation’s biggest providers of Internet services have settled their dispute 

over how much the companies can reveal about requests for customer information from US intelligence agencies, 

according to court documents filed on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JeeYeon Park 

1/27/2014 10:03:23 PM 

Apple drops on weak iPhone sales, revenue outlook 

Apple posted quarterly earnings and revenue Monday that beat estimates, but reported weaker-than-expected iPhone 

sales and handed in a current-quarter revenue forecast that underwhelmed analysts, sending shares lower in extended- 

hours trading. The company posted earnings of $14. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/27/2014 10:19:51 PM 

CDC to stay on cruise ship with nearly 650 sickened 

Federal health officials will stay on board a Royal Caribbean cruise ship until it gets back to port in New Jersey later this 

week, keeping an eye on patients and trying to find the source of a nasty stomach bug that’s sickened more than 620 

people. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/27/2014 10:30:44 PM 

Once-in-a-generation winter storm could paralyze Deep South 

The Deep South is the next target for a brutal winter freeze, with much of the region in the crosshairs of a storm that 

forecasters called "potentially paralyzing" and "crippling. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/27/2014 10:57:35 PM 

New grand jury indicts Charlotte police officer who shot unarmed man 

Less than a week after one grand jury declined to charge him, a different one has indicted a Charlotte, N.C., police officer 

for voluntary manslaughter in the shooting death of an unarmed man who was looking for help after a car crash.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Flam 

1/27/2014 10:57:37 PM 

Parents fight cyberbullying with lawsuit 

A Texas family is trying to fight cyberbullying in court.Reymundo and Shellie Esquivel are filing a lawsuit this week 

against six of their teenage daughter’s schoolmates and their parents, alleging that the students created an Instagram 

account aimed at humiliating her and fellow classmates.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/27/2014 11:02:57 PM 

Jimmy Fallon to Jay Leno: ’1 hope I make you proud’ 

That awkward moment when you step down from hosting the most popular late night show -- only to take it back 

months later?Won’t happen. This time, Jay Leno promised he’s ready to hand over the reins to "The Tonight Show" for 

good."Of course. Yes, yes. Please. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Jim Heintz and Maria Danilova, The Associated Press 

1/27/2014 11:40:43 PM 

Ukraine president will scrap anti-protest laws 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Ukraine’s beleaguered president on Monday agreed to scrap harsh anti-protest laws that set off a wave 

of clashes between protesters and police over the past week. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Brown 

1/27/2014 11:40:47 PM 

Are you a target for alternative minimum tax? 

This may come as a surprise, but it’s not the rich who have to worry the most about having to pay the reviled alternative 

minimum tax, or AMT. Some 3.9 million taxpayers -- 4.2 percent of the nation’s total -- are expected to get hit with it 

for 2013, according to experts from the Tax Policy (::enter.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Luke Russert and Frank Thorp 

1/27/2014 11:46:22 PM 

Farm bill deal reached; cuts SNAP by ~800m per year 

Lawmakers have reached a deal on a sweeping farm bill that would cut food stamps by about $800 million per 

year. Senate and House negotiators have been hammering out compromise legislation on the massive agriculture 

legislation since last year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Valdmanis, Retuers 

1/28/2014 12:50:43 AM 

Trial begins for woman in pregnant friend’s killing, theft of fetus 

BOSTON -- The trial began on Monday for a Massachusetts woman accused of killing her pregnant friend, cutting the 

fetus out of her body and later attempting to pass off the baby as her own., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Investigations 

1/28/2014 12:50:43 AM 

Snowden docs reveal British spies snooped on YouTube and Facebook 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/28/2014 12:50:44 AM 

Crews find four more bodies in rubble of Quebec senior home 

Fourteen people were confirmed dead on Monday from a fire that swept through a retirement home in a small Quebec 

community last week, police said.Another 18 people remained missing and presumed dead in the tragedy at the 

Residence du Havre in L’lsle-Verte.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/28/2014 12:50:45 AM 

Dad with cancer writes daughter 826 notes to last after he’s gone 

Garth Callaghan started slipping notes into his daughter Emma’s lunchbox when she was in kindergarten. She could 

barely read at the time, so he kept the napkin notes simple with easy words, sometimes using drawings or symbols. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ree Hines 

1/28/2014 3:32:32 AM 

Hugh Jackman wanted to be next Regis Philbin before he wanted to be Wolverine 

Forget the leather-clad mutant with adamantium claws -- long before Hugh Jackman took on the role of Wolverine in 

the "X-Men" film franchise, or any other blockbuster role, the actor really wanted to be a talk show legend like Regis 

Philbin.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Raphael Satter 

1/28/2014 3:59:30 AM 

NSA spied through Angry Birds, other apps: report 

LONDON -- Documents leaked by former NSA contractor Edward Snowden suggest that spy agencies have a powerful 

ally in Angry Birds and a host of other apps installed on smartphones across the globe., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

1/28/2014 3:59:33 AM 

Seattle’s Socialist councilwoman to accept less than half of S117K salary 

Seattle’s socialist City Council member announced Monday that she will make good on a campaign pledge and accept 

only $40,000 a year in salary, the average wage of a worker in the city. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Cheng 

1/28/2014 3:59:36 AM 

Scientists link two plagues of the past -- and warn of future outbreaks 

LONDON -- Scientists say two of the deadliest pandemics in history were caused by strains of the same plague and warn 

that new versions of the bacteria could spark future outbreaks., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/28/2014 3:59:37 AM 

Corruption Trial Begins for Ex-New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin 

NEW ORLEANS -- Jury selection started on Monday in the public corruption trial of former New Orleans Mayor Ray 

Nagin, who led the city during and after Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and now faces charges he profited personally from 

the city’s recovery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

1/28/2014 3:59:38 AM 

Good news! There’s a gluten-free Girl Scout cookie 

In less than two weeks, wide-eyed Girl Scouts will descend upon supermarkets and local businesses to peddle (errr, 

tempt us with) boxes of Thin Mints and Samoas. But this year, some cookie fiends will find a new, gluten-free treat 

alongside the usual temptations. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray, Senior Political Editor, NBC News 

1/28/2014 5:15:12 AM 

NBC News poll: Pessimism defines the state of the union 

As President Barack Obama enters his sixth year in the White House, 68 percent of Americans say the country is either 

stagnant or worse off since he took office, according to the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Domenico Montanaro, Deputy Political Editor, NBC News 

1/28/2014 5:15:13 AM 

Poll: Christie numbers tank as scandals continue 

Chris Christie’s political future looks to be in serious danger with more Americans believing the embattled New Jersey 

governor is lying about the bridge closure scandal than telling the truth, according to the latest NBC News/Wall Street 

Journal poll.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/28/2014 7:29:54 AM 

3 killed as helicopter snags power line in Colorado 

All three people aboard a helicopter were killed after it snal~ged a power line and crashed Monday in rural western 

Colorado, authorities said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/28/2014 7:29:55 AM 

Families struggle to pay medical bills, survey finds 

More than a quarter of U.S. families are burdened by having to pay for medical care, and almost one in six struggle to 

pay health care bills, federal researchers reported on Tuesday.The 2010 Affordable Care Act is designed to reduce the 

burden by getting health insurance to more Americans. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

1/28/2014 7:29:58 AM 

Christie bridge ally under scrutiny in yet another case: report 

One of New Jersey Gov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marcia Dunn 

1/28/2014 7:30:01 AM 

Russian spacewalkers reinstall cameras -- but there’s a snal~ 

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. -- Two Russian space station astronauts took a spacewalk Monday to complete a camera job left 

undone last month, but ran into new trouble. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Megan O. Steintrager 

1/28/2014 7:30:05 AM 

Bye bye, Brazilian: Backlash to the bare bikini line has begun 

If you’ve flipped through any celebrity or fashion magazine -- or, for a clearer picture, a copy of Playboy -- over the past 

10 years or so, you’ve seen the growing (or rather diminishing) trend in hair down there.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll, NBC News Contributor 

1/28/2014 7:30:10 AM 

At risk in just 5 minutes: Doctors share advice on coping with the extreme cold 

If you’re going outside in some parts of the country -- the parts where it’s cold enough to close schools and ground 

flights -- cover up.Cover everything up,That’s the advice of Dr.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Christopher Nelson, NBC News 

1/28/2014 7:57:19 AM 

Iconic folk singer and activist Pete Seeger dead at 94 

Pete Seeger, the iconic banjo-strumming folk singer and activist who performed for migrant workers and presidents, 

died on Monday. He was 94.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen, Tom Winter and Avni Patel, NBC News 

1/28/2014 9:23:34 AM 

Super Bowl security net cast wide to protect game and related events 

More than 80,000 football fans are expected to brave near-freezing temperatures to attend the New York region’s first 

Super Bowl on Sunday, and more than 3,000 security guards, 700 cops and hundreds of high-tech gadgets will be on 

hand to greet them. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Alexander Smith and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/28/2014 9:50:54 AM 

Once-in-a-generation winter storm descends on Deep South 

A brutal winter freeze began to descend on the Deep South early Tuesday with a huge swath of the region in the 

crosshairs of a storm that forecasters called "potentially paralyzing."The storm was still in its infancy at 3:30 a.m., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

1/28/2014 10:34:18 AM 

Egypt’s ousted Morsi to give evidence at prison break trial 

CAIRO - Egypt’s deposed president Mohammed Morsi was expected to give evidence in Cairo on Tuesday at the start of 

his trial for breaking out of prison during the country’s 2011 revolution., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/28/2014 11:01:43 AM 

Missing girls found 15 miles from home after disappearing from sleepover 

Two girls who vanished from a sleepover and sparked a widespread search were found late Monday 15 miles from their 

hometown, police said.Raylynn Bolt, 12, and Diana Tourdot, 14, were found by police within two blocks of each other in 

San Bernardino, Calif., police told The Associated Press. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/28/2014 12:23:37 PM 

Disputed islands are ours, Japan’s new teaching manuals claim 

TOKYO -- Japan risked further irking their close neighbors China and South Korea on Tuesday, when the government 

announced teaching manuals were being changed to make it clear that two sets of remote islands at the center of 

sovereignty disputes are integral parts of their territory. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro, NBC News 

1/28/2014 2:22:34 PM 

First Thoughts: A decade of pessimism 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/28/2014 2:22:34 PM 

U.K.’s Queen Elizabeth down to last Sl.6 million in reserves after royal overspend 

LONDON -- Britain’s Queen Elizabeth has just £1 million ($1.6 million) left in financial reserves after the royal household 

overspent on its budget last year, according to a report by British lawmakers released Tuesday.The royal household had 

to dip into its reserves after overspending £2. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/28/2014 2:33:45 PM 

Worst snow and ice in a generation threaten parts of an unprepared South 

Schools closed, hundreds of flights were scrapped and cities blew the dust off the few snowplows they have Tuesday as 

the Deep South hunkered down for what could be its worst snow and ice in a generation.From Texas to the Carolinas, 

almost 40 million people are in the storm’s path. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/28/2014 3:01:07 PM 

Dad: Girl, 16, who survived 3,500-foot sky-divinl~ mishap is ’miracle child’ 

A Texas teen is recovering after her birthday gift of a sky-diving trip went awry when she plummeted 3,500 feet and 

slammed into the ground.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

1/28/2014 3:01:08 PM 

Believe it: Why a partial truth feels worse than a total lie 

If you’ve cheated or committed some other kind of ethical transgression, it may be tempting to confess a little bit of 

wrong-doing so you won’t look as bad. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/28/2014 3:55:16 PM 

Officials monitor lake created after avalanche cuts off Alaska town 

Grocery store shelves are stocked, express mail is on its way, and additional flights and ferries are available.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gillian Flaccus 

1/28/2014 3:55:18 PM 

Toddlers love selfies: Parenting in an iPhone age 

Every so often, Brandi Koskie finds dozens of photos of her 3-year-old daughter, Paisley, on her iPhone -- but they aren’t 

ones Koskie has taken."There’ll be 90 pictures, sideways, of the corner of her eye, her eyebrow," said Koskie, who lives 

in Wichita, Kan. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

1/28/2014 3:55:20 PM 

Egypt’s ousted president Morsi to trial judge: ’Tell me who you are!’ 

CAIRO - Deposed Egyptian president Mohammed Morsi shouted at a judge Tuesday as he appeared in a glass-encased 

metal cage at his trial for breaking out of prison.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/28/2014 4:11:50 PM 

Alec Baldwin wrongly blames TSA for his 5-month-old daughter’s airport pat-down 

Alec Baldwin often makes headlines for going after persistent paparazzi. But his latest target is the TSA, after Baldwin 

claimed the agency gave his baby daughter a pat-down when he and wife Hilaria returned to New York from the 

Bahamas.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peter Alexander and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

1/28/2014 4:49:49 PM 

State of the Union: Obama to raise minimum waive for federal contract workers 

President Barack Obama plans to announce that he will issue an executive order raising the minimum wage for federal 

contract workers with new contracts to ,~10.10 an hour, the White House said Tuesday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/28/2014 5:49:45 PM 

Denver rock station swears off Seattle music for Super Bowl week 

They’re going to be hearing a lot of John Denver in Denver this week. Classic rock station The Mountain is banning all 

Seattle-based bands from its airwaves until after Sunday’s Super Bowl contest between the Broncos and Seahawks. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/28/2014 6:33:23 PM 

Sticky, icky virus: How to clean a 1,O00-foot cruise ship 

Royal Caribbean cruise officials are busy scrubbing and sanitizing a giant cruise ship after nearly 650 passengers and 

crew got sick with suspected norovirus this week. But it won’t be easy to get the ship spic and span for the next batch of 

tourists. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Luke Russert 

1/28/2014 6:59:56 PM 

’Duck Dynasty’ star cominl~ to State of the Union 

"Duck Dynasty" is coming to the State of the Union.Louisiana Rep. Vance McAIlister, R, invited Willie Robertson, a 

character on the A&E reality show, to be his guest at tonight’s annual speech on Capitol Hill.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/28/2014 6:59:58 PM 

Ohio lawyers deny coaching executed man to put on ’a big show’ 

Ohio prison officials claim that a recently executed inmate -- who appeared to gasp for air during the 25 minutes it took 

to die -- said his lawyer wanted him to put on a "big show" when he got the lethal injection., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JOSH BOAK 

1/28/2014 7:43:31 PM 

Home prices dipped in November on colder weather 

Home prices fell slightly in November as colder weather slowed buying, ending nine straight months of price gains. The 

Standard & Poor’s/Case-Shiller 20-city home price index slipped 0.1 percent from October to November, partly reversing 

the previous monthly increase of 0.2 percent.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/28/2014 7:54:28 PM 

Ryan Ferguson: Amanda Knox ’a little scared’ as new verdict looms 

Ryan Feq~uson, who spent 10 years in prison for a murder he didn’t commit, has become a confidante of Amanda Knox 

as she awaits the verdict in her latest trial, which could come Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/28/2014 7:54:30 PM 

Colorado farmers avoid prison in deadly listeria outbreak 

Two Colorado brothers whose contaminated cantaloupe farm was tied to 33 deaths in one of the nation’s worst food- 

borne sickness outbreaks won’t have to serve prison time.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/28/2014 9:09:54 PM 

Victims families devastated as Colorado farmers avoid prison after deadly melon outbreak 

Two Colorado brothers whose contaminated cantaloupe farm was tied to 33 deaths in one of the nation’s worst food- 

borne sickness outbreaks won’t have to serve prison time, a judge ruled yesterday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez and Erin McClam, NBC News 

1/28/2014 10:57:53 PM 

South blows the dust off snowplows and braces for rare winter storm 

Up north, snowplows are armadas -- hundreds of them that fan out over and over to clear the streets during the 

punishing storms of winter. If they’re handled carelessly, as more than one mayor of New York has learned, there’s 

political hell to pay.Not so for Columbia, S.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC’s Domenico Montanaro and Mark Murray 

1/28/2014 11:03:34 PM 

Polar vortex: From kumbaya to downright icy at State of the Union 

Well, that didn’t last long.Just three years after dozens of members of Congress decided to attend the 2011 State of the 

Union with the political opposition after the shooting of Rep., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

1/28/2014 11:19:38 PM 

Gloves off: Obama to cut out uncooperative Congress 

Burned last year by an uncooperative Congress, President Barack Obama is expected to use his State of the Union 

address to showcase the ways he can use his executive powers to sidestep Republican roadblocks.Even hours before 

Tuesday’s speech, he’s already getting major blowback from GOP leaders.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

1/29/2014 12:08:51 AM 

House passes bill to bar federal funds for abortion 

The House has passed legislation that would permanently prohibit federal funds from being used to pay for almost all 

abortions. The legislation will almost certainly be ignored by the Democratic-controlled Senate, and President Barack 

Obama has said that he would veto the bill if it got to his desk. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Koba 

1/29/2014 12:19:42 AM 

College football players seek union status 

In a first for college sports, a group of athletes at a university is asking to form a union, according to a report from ESPN. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/29/2014 12:19:46 AM 

Delta makes totally tubular 1980s-themed safety video 

The 1980s were a simpler, more neon-splashed time, especially when it came to flying. Delta Airlines’ new safety video 

does the time warp back to the decade of Valley Girls, mall hair and Madonna wannabes. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/29/2014 12:19:47 AM 

Presidents, poets and ice-cream makers take time to remember Pete Seeger 

When Pete Seeger turned 90 in 2009, the turnout of legendary musicians playing and singing with and for him at 

Madison Square Garden included Arlo Guthrie, Bruce Springsteen, John Mellencamp, Ani DiFranco, Billy Bragg, Kris 

Kristofferson, Emmylou Harris and even Oscar the Grouch from "Sesame Street.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sarah Bourassa 

1/29/2014 12:19:50 AM 

Who’s got time to be sick? Nip the cold before it nips you 

You wake up in a cold sweat, can’t breathe from your nose, and can barely swallow your throat is so sore. The common 

cold is all too common this time of year, and who has time or wants to be slowed down by feeling ill?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Saravia and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

1/29/2014 12:19:52 AM 

United Nations aid convoy stuck outside besieged Homs as Syria talks stall 

Twelve aid trucks remained on standby outside the besieged Syrian city of Homs Tuesday, as ongoing talks in Geneva 

between the government and opposition groups stalled once more. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

1/29/2014 12:19:53 AM 

Teen inventor of ’marshmallow gun’ fame scores SOTU invite 

The Obama family’s list of invitees to the State of the Union is full of interesting characters, but one stands out -- 

despite being the youngest and smallest by far. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Wagenseil 

1/29/2014 12:19:54 AM 

7 ways to stop NSA spying on your smartphone 

Recently uncovered PowerPoint slides used by the National Security Agency and its British equivalent indicate that the 

spy agencies have been intercepting personal data sent by "leaky" smartphone apps. 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Joan Raymond 

1/29/2014 1:18:51 AM 

A lot of luck: How teen survived parachuting accident 

When Texas teen Mackenzie Wethington survived a parachuting accident Saturday, her father Joe called the 16-year-old 

"a miracle." Doctors who treat traumatic injuries aren’t disagreeing. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/29/2014 1:18:53 AM 

Foodborne toxin could trigger MS, studies suggest 

Add another clue to the mystery of multiple sclerosis: Scientists say a poison produced by common foodborne germs 

could be a trigger for the debilitating autoimmune disorder that affects 400,000 Americans. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/29/2014 1:18:59 AM 

George Clooney talks movies, jokes, hoops and sandwiches in Reddit chat 

6eorge Clooney came down off a wire on the set of the film "Tomorrowland" for an Ask Me Anything chat on Reddit on 

Tuesday. He introduced himself as "a filmmaker who’s worked on films you may know" who was "also a guest star on 

’The Golden 6iris. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/29/2014 2:13:32 AM 

And the ’designated survivor’ is... 

The designated survivor for Tuesday’s State of the Union address will be Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz.For security 

reasons, one member of the president’s cabinet is chosen every year to sit out the speech in case of a disaster that 

wipes out the government’s leaders. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC Politics 

1/29/2014 2:40:50 AM 

Duck Dynasty photo ops, instant analysis and more: Storifying the State of the Union 

From colorful congressional guests such as "Duck Dynasty’s" Willie Robertson to instant reaction to President Obama’s 

agenda, NBC News has the State of the Union covered. Scroll down and hit refresh for our social media recap.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC Politics 

1/29/2014 3:50:31 AM 

Storifying #SOTU: ’Mad Men’ and ’Duck Dynasty’ make the State of the Union 

From colorful congressional guests such as "Duck Dynasty" star Willie Robertson to President Obama’s use of "Mad 

Men" to lament workplace inequality, NBC News has the State of the Union covered. Scroll down and hit refresh for our 

social media recap. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, NBC News 

1/29/2014 4:44:51 AM 

Six things we learned from the State of the Union 

President Barack Obama may have made sweeping statements about his unfinished agenda on Tuesday night, but, when 

it came to specifics, the president used a scalpel rather than an axe when delivering his State of the Union message. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

1/29/2014 5:28:03 AM 

Army Ranger Cory Remsburg honored as hero during State of the Union address 

Sergeant First Class Cory Remsburg’s story of courage, struggle and survival had the entire room in a standing ovation 

near the end of the State of the Union address Tuesday -- as President Obama recognized one of the nation’s wounded 

heroes as a symbol for the country’s own resilience.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelly Harry and Steve James 

1/29/2014 10:40:52 AM 

Cold Man Winter strikes water pipes; insurers deluged 

A home in Brooklyn, N.Y., got colder and colder even as the owners turned up the heat, while a house in Paducah, Ky., 

had an inch of water in four rooms. They were both victims of water pipes that cracked in the deep freeze that has much 

of the nation in its icy grip. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/29/2014 10:57:16 AM 

Deep South winter storm: Hundreds of kids stranded overnight by travel chaos 

Hundreds of schoolchildren spent the night in classrooms or bus depots as authorities across the Deep South continued 

to struggle with a rare blast of winter weather. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Salter, The Associated Press 

1/29/2014 11:40:10 AM 

Supreme Court orders stay of execution for Missouri death row inmate 

ST. LOUIS - The U.S. Supreme Court granted a temporary stay of execution for Missouri death row inmate Herbert Smulls 

late Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

1/29/2014 1:50:02 PM 

Not much new in Obama’s speech for those at the bottom of economic ladder 

A higher minimum wage, immigration reform and public-private partnerships to boost job growth. If Tuesday’s State of 

the Union address to Congress had a familiar ring to it, it’s because the list of initiatives President Obama proposed was 

little changed from last year’s speech.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/29/2014 1:50:03 PM 

Weatherman Jim Cantore wards off on-air ambusher 

Meteorologist Jim Cantore has had to report on air while enduring some pretty extreme conditions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/29/2014 1:50:05 PM 

Biden: I’m undecided, but ’in my heart, I’m confident’ I’d be a good president 

Vice President Joe Biden said Wednesday he has yet to decide whether he will make a run for the White House in 

2016."1n my heart, I’m confident that I could make a good president," he told TODAY’s Savannah Guthrie, before 

emphasizing he doesn’t plan to make the call any time soon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jamieson Lesko, Producer, NBC News 

1/29/2014 1:50:11 PM 

$600k in U.S. taxpayer dollars buys medieval hospital in Afghanistan 

KABUL, Afghanistan - Despite the United States spending nearly $600,000 in taxpayer dollars on Salang Hospital in 

Afghanistan’s Parwan province, the facility must still resort to medieval medical practices such as pulling teeth out with 

pliers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/29/2014 2:06:35 PM 

Jimmy Fallon passes the ’Late Night’ pickle to Seth Meyers 

Make no mistake: When "Late Night" host Jimmy Fallon handed over an enormous green pickle to his late-night talk 

show replacement Seth Meyers Tuesday night, it was a really big dill ... err, deal 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

:1/29/20:~4 3:28::~0 PM 

Ex-Dolphin Jonathan Martin: Attacks on me were ’personal’ and ’racial’ 

Describing the alleged bullying that caused him to leave the Miami Dolphins this season, former offensive lineman 

Jonathan Martin told NBC Sports analyst and former NFL coach Tony Dungy that the attacks were both "personal" and 

"racial., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/29/2014 4:06:30 PM 

Hong Kong lesbian to tycoon dad: Stop offering men millions to turn me straight 

The lesbian daughter of a Hong Kong property tycoon has written her father an open letter asking him to stop offering 

millions of dollars to any man who would marry her. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kaeli Conforti 

1/29/2014 4:22:32 PM 

To go or not to go: Countries to enjoy -- or avoid -- this year 

Sure, the world can be a dangerous place, but we’re happy to report progress in some notorious trouble spots. Here, the 

up-to-the-minute scoop on what countries to avoid, where to tread carefully and where you can kick back and relax.Is 

Brazil on your bucket list this year? How about Haiti?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Edward Kiersh 

1/29/2014 4:22:34 PM 

Live NFL football faces its toughest adversary 

Once the Super Bowl is over and the 2013 season fades into memory, live NFL games next year will find themselves 

battling against an adversary that’s more powerful than its ever been: the league’s own broadcasts.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/29/2014 5:17:08 PM 

Apple TV gets prime real estate. Could a TV set be on the horizon? 

When Steve Jobs unveiled the Apple TV in 2007, experts wondered if it could do for television what the iPod did for 

music after taking the market by storm in 2001.Suffering from a lack of content, Apple TV was deemed a "dud. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/29/2014 5:54:57 PM 

Thousands still stranded on Atlanta highways after snow catches South unprepared 

Thousands of drivers were hopelessly stuck for a second day Wednesday, many without food and water, on paralyzed 

interstates around Atlanta after a winter storm appeared to take the city by surprise.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ryan Reed 

1/29/2014 6:22:18 PM 

Miranda Lambert, Tim McGraw lead ACM Awards nominations 

The nominees are in for the 49th annual Academy of Country Music Awards. Leading the charge are Miranda Lambert 

and Tim McGraw, who each earned seven total nominations, while Keith Urban follows just behind with six. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Flam 

1/29/2014 6:54:36 PM 

’It was beautiful’: Baby born on Atlanta-area roadside during snowstorm 

Update: She’s named Grace Elizabeth!What a birthday for a police officer and the baby girl he helped deliver during a 

snow and ice storm near Atlanta., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/29/2014 7:32:26 PM 

Some supplements might fuel tumors, study finds 

Certain supplements that people once hoped would fight cancer may in fact fuel tumors, possibly by knocking out some 

of the body’s natural defenses against cancer, Swedish researchers reported Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/29/2014 7:48:30 PM 

Jennifer Lawrence damaged ’American Hustle’ gown with Dorito dust 

Dorito dust is a menace -- the orange powdery stuff gets all over everything it touches. And it doesn’t limit itself to 

raining only on us regular chip crunchers, it dusts itself on Oscar winners as well 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

1/29/2014 8:53:39 PM 

’We made it!’: Nearly 700 sick as illness-plagued cruise ship returns home 

Beleaguered passengers finally fled a Royal Caribbean cruise ship Wednesday after a 10-day vacation cut short by a 

nasty gut bug that sickened nearly 700 people.One woman aboard the Explorer of the Seas yelled, "We made it!" as the 

ship docked in Bayonne, N.J., two days ahead of schedule. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, Erin McClam and Lou Dubois, NBC News 

1/29/2014 9:09:51 PM 

Gridlock baby, dangerous waits, Candy Crush: Stories from the South’s epic snow jam 

A rare winter storm hatched a nightmare traffic jam that paralyzed parts of the South -- especially the city of Atlanta -- 

that was ongoing nearly 24 hours after it began. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

1/29/2014 10:20:14 PM 

Weight fate: Heavy kindergartners far more likely to be obese teens 

A child’s weight in kindergarten can foreshadow a struggle with obesity later in life -- and the warning signals probably 

start even earlier than that, a large new study has found., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/29/2014 10:31:05 PM 

Facebook helps good Samaritan rescue pregnant woman in freezing Atlanta storm 

In snowy Atlanta, stranded drivers are sending a social media SOS.One of those messages was received by Craig Catalfu, 

a 25-year-old who was looking to help some of the thousands of drivers stranded on the icy streets of the city after a 

winter storm passed through. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Malone, Reuters 

1/29/2014 11:19:58 PM 

Mass transit attack seen as top Super Bowl security risk 

NEW YORK -- Bomb attacks of the kind that tore through mass transit sites in Russia ahead of the upcoming Sochi 

Olympics are a top concern of security officials preparing for Sunday’s Super Bowl, the head of the New Jersey State 

Police said on Wednesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/29/2014 11:20:00 PM 

See what the spooky twins from ’The Shining ’ look like today 

They helped give identical twins a totally terrifying reputation. Lisa and Louise Burns, who played the Grady daughters 

who horrify little Danny Torrance in 1980’s "The Shining," disappeared from the public eye after the movie’s release.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/29/2014 11:20:01 PM 

’Superpope’ Francis: Street art near Vatican likens pontiff to cartoon hero 

ROME -- Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No it’s "Superpope."For billions of Catholics, Pope Francis is already emerging as a hero 

thanks to his revitalized teaching of the church’s message and his tough stance on internal greed and corruption. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mal~gie Fox 

1/29/2014 11:20:03 PM 

Study confirms ’he hormone’ link to heart attacks 

Heavily promoted male hormone products may be sending men flocking to stores, but their next stop may be the 

emergency room, according to a new study published Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin, Correspondent, NBC News 

1/30/2014 1:18:09 AM 

Egypt to put 20 journalists on trial on terrorism-related charges 

Egypt said 20 AI-Jazeera journalists, including both Egyptians and foreigners, will face trial on terrorism-related 

charges.Among them are three journalists employed by AI-Jazeera English, the Qatari-based international news channel 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

1/30/2014 1:18:12 AM 

Hacker claims to hold personal data hostage to steal @N, a ’$50,000 Twitter account’ 

A California man says he was extorted into giving up his valuable single-letter Twitter name after a hacker staged an 

elaborate online stickup -- allegedly by tricking a customer service representative into revealing the victim’s credit card 

information. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Cheng 

1/30/2014 1:18:13 AM 

New treatment shows promise for kids with peanut allergies 

LONDON -- An experimental therapy that fed children with peanut allergies small amounts of peanut flour has helped 

more than 80 percent of them safely eat a handful of the previously worrisome nuts. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/30/2014 1:18:14 AM 

’Dead’ man living: Disabled teen-turned-lnternet star ’lives by inspiring others’ 

When Nick Santonastasso was 2 years old, his father left him alone on the living room floor while he went into the 

garage for a moment, only to hear an odd clanking noise a few minutes later. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miriam Kramer 

1/30/2014 1:18:16 AM 

Unprecedented map shows weather on an alien brown dwarf 

Scientists have created the first weather map of a space oddity known as a brown dwarf, revealing a rare glimpse at 

alien weather patterns on the failed, wannabe star.The map shows the weather on the surface of WISE J104915.57- 

531906.1B (called Luhman 16B for short). It’s just 6. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

MARK STEVENSON 

1/30/2014 1:18:17 AM 

Why Mexico is losing millions of migrating Monarch butterflies 

MEXICO CITY -- The stunning and little-understood annual migration of millions of Monarch butterflies to spend the 

winter in Mexico is in danger of disappearing, experts said Wednesday, after numbers dropped to their lowest level 

since record keeping began in 1993.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

1/30/2014 2:39:04 AM 

Happy Meal ’toy’ was heroin sold at McDonald’s drive-through, police say 

A McDonald’s worker is accused of putting a little extra something in Happy Meals sold at a Pittsburgh drive-through: 

heroin.Police said they arrested the 26-year-old woman Wednesday after buying the drugs at a McDonald’s in the East 

Liberty neighborhood, NBC station WPXI of Pittsburgh reported.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sharon Bernstein 

1/30/2014 2:39:07 AM 

California weighs tax break for space exploration firms 

SACRAMENTO, Calif. -- For-profit space explorers who make California their headquarters would not have to pay 

property taxes on their rockets and space stations under a bill that advanced in the state legislature on Wednesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/30/2014 2:55:31 AM 

Justin Bieber turns himself in to Toronto police to face assault charge, then leaves 

On the same day a petition to have him deported back to Canada topped 100,000 signatures, teenage singer Justin 

Bieber returned to his home country and turned himself in at a police station in downtown Toronto, Toronto police 

confirmed to E!.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Daily Nightly 

1/30/2014 4:15:37 AM 

Breaking the Ice: Coast Guard’s Chilly Trek Down the Hudson River 

By Chiara Sottile, NBC NewsStanding akimbo on the ship’s bridge with his stare fixed forward, Lt. Ken Sauerbrunn can’t 

take his eyes off the miles of ice stretching bank to bank before him. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/30/2014 4:15:37 AM 

Supreme Court green lights Missouri lethal injection after delay 

The U.S. Supreme Court late Wednesday denied last-minute appeals that had briefly blocked the planned execution of a 

Missouri man, and prison officials were expected to try to put him to death before a warrant expires at midnight., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

By Jenny Gold 

1/30/2014 4:15:41 AM 

Need to see a doctor quickly? Avoid Boston, try Dallas 

Need to see a doctor? You may have to wait.A survey of physician practices in 15 metropolitan areas across the country, 

which was taken before the health law expanded coverage, found that the average wait time for a new patient to see a 

physician in five medical specialties was 18.5 days. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/30/2014 6:41:36 AM 

Why your boss may be eyeing the Obamacare exchanges 

Premiums on the new government health exchanges are lower, across the board, than the average premium paid by the 

majority of Americans who have employer-based coverage, according to a new report released Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter and Joel Seidman, NBC News 

1/30/2014 6:41:40 AM 

Reporting of school sexual abuse plagued by confusion, spotty data, GAO says 

Sexual abuse of children by teachers or other public school employees is likely underestimated because of a patchwork 

reporting system and involvement of numerous local, state and federal agencies in investigating such claims, according 

to a new government report obtained exclusively by NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova and Carlo Angerer, NBC News 

1/30/2014 10:13:33 AM 

Far-flung Olympic protest park an ’insult’ to demonstrators 

SOCHI, Russia - Trains rumbled by, cars sped along the highway overpass above, and only few pedestrians strolled 

through this public park on a recent gray day in Khosta, a beachside part of Greater Sochi, declared as the official protest 

zone during the Olympic Winter Games.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Monica Alba, NBC News 

1/30/2014 10:46:03 AM 

Super Bowl surge in sex trafficking? Maybe not, but issue grabs the spotlight 

The idea of helping sex-trafficking victims came to Theresa Flores when she was naked and freezing on the floor of a 

motel bathroom, after being gang-raped by at least 10 men, maybe more. She says she lost count when she passed out 

from the pain.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovlayova and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/30/2014 11:45:36 AM 

Volgograd suicide bombers identified; two accomplices arrested 

Russian anti-terror officials said Thursday they had identified the two suicide bombers who killed 34 people in the city of 

Volgograd in December, as international fears grow about security surrounding the Sochi Winter Olympics., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/30/2014 12:35:08 PM 

Nine killed in Kentucky house fire, authorities say 

Nine people were killed early Thursday when fire tore through a house in Kentucky, authorities said.The fire started 

about 2 a.m. in Muhlenberg County, about 150 miles southwest of Louisville. The coroner confirmed the nine deaths to 

WFIE, the NBC affiliate in Evansville, Ind. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

1/30/2014 12:57:10 PM 

Seahawks, Broncos gear up for super ’green’ bowl 

Given the legalization of recreational marijuana in Washington and Colorado, this year’s Super Bowl featuring the Seattle 

Seahawks and Denver Broncos has already earned a few chuckles as the "green" bowl. 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

1/30/2014 2:17:33 PM 

Nine fear dead, inluding 8 children, in Kentucky house fire 

A parent and eight children were feared dead when a fire tore through a Kentucky home on Thursday morning, 

authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/30/2014 2:23:04 PM 

Entire Syrian neighborhoods wiped out by Assad: rights group 

The Syrian regime has used explosives and bulldozers to demolish the homes of thousands of civilians, according to 

dramatic before-and-after pictures obtained by international advocacy group Human Rights Watch., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro, NBC News 

1/30/2014 2:28:44 PM 

First Thoughts: Watching the rhetoric vs. the action 

Watching the GOP’s rhetoric vs.o 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump 

1/30/2014 2:34:15 PM 

Amanda Knox and ex-boyfriend await verdict in latest trial 

Amanda Knox and Italian ex-boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito are awaiting an Italian court’s expected verdict in their latest 

trial more than two years after they were acquitted of murdering a British student. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/30/2014 3:50:08 PM 

Now suggesting advice for Grimm? Anthony Weiner. 

Anthony Weiner may not be mayor of New York City, but he’s trying another career on for size: advice columnist.In an 

article penned for the New York Daily News, the onetime congressman and failed mayoral candidate offers his advice for 

onetime colleague Rep. Michael Grimm, R-N.Y. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alessandra Malito, NBC News 

1/30/2014 3:55:40 PM 

Parched: California’s drought woes worsen 

Nearly 9 percent of California is experiencing "exceptional drought," officials reported Thursday, the first time since the 

measure has been kept that conditions have reached the highest level of alarm.The 2013 calendar year was the driest in 

119 years of record-keeping. Gov.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

1/30/2014 4:39:20 PM 

Veteran Rep. Waxman to retire from Congress 

Longtime California Rep. Henry Waxman, D, will retire from Congress at the end of this term, he announced 

Thursday. Waxman, a top lieutenant of Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Danika Fears 

1/30/2014 4:44:52 PM 

’He wouldn’t give up’: Hero boy follows hunch to save elderly woman 

Ten-year-old Danny DiPietro was on his way home from lacrosse practice with his dad on Saturday night when he 

thought he spotted a dog lying in the open garage of a condo complex near his home in Howell, Mich."It was really cold 

out and something didn’t seem right," Danny told TODAY.com. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski, Courtney Kube and Elizabeth Chuck, NBC News 

1/30/2014 5:22:46 PM 

92 nuclear missile officers implicated in cheating scandal, Air Force says 

The number of nuclear missile launch officers under investigation for allegations of cheating has ballooned to 92, the Air 

Force said Thursday.The new total is nearly three times the initial 34 officers who were implicated in the scandal and 

nearly one-fifth of the force. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

1/30/2014 5:39:13 PM 

Hate doing your taxes? Blame Congress, not the IRS 

If you are dreading doing your taxes this season, don’t blame the Internal Revenue Service for making it so hard.After all, 

it’s the nation’s elected officials who have passed all those tax laws over the years -- for better or for worse.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

1/30/2014 6:38:58 PM 

Obama touts manufacturing on road tour 

President Barack Obama talked up manufacturing jobs as a worthwhile pursuit for young people, even after the 

struggles weathered by U.S. industry in recent years.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Craig Berman 

1/30/2014 6:44:36 PM 

Praise Harry! Connick is resurrecting ’American Idol’ with humor 

"American Idol" hired Harry Connick Jr. to bring a breath of fresh air to the judging panel, and boy, is he succeeding.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, NBC News justice correspondent 

1/30/2014 8:05:58 PM 

Feds to seek death penalty against accused Boston bomber Tsarnaev 

The Justice Department has notified a federal judge that it intends to seek the death penalty if a jury convicts Dzhokhar 

Tsarnaev for last April’s bomb attacks at the Boston Marathon., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

1/30/2014 8:06:02 PM 

Justin Bieber tested positive for marijuana and Xanax, report shows 

The toxicology report for Justin Bieber’s recent Miami Beach, Fla., arrest shows that he tested positive for marijuana and 

Xanax, and is consistent with what the 19-year-old pop star told police at the time of his arrest. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Stump and Keith Miller 

1/30/2014 9:10:45 PM 

Amanda Knox and ex-boyfriend found guilty in retrial 

Amanda Knox and Italian ex-boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito were found guilty by an Italian court in their latest trial more 

than two years after they were acquitted of murdering a British student.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

1/30/2014 10:04:49 PM 

Some Boston Marathon survivors support death penalty decision 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann, Luke Russert and Frank Thorp 

1/30/2014 10:20:53 PM 

House GOP unveils ’standards’ for immigration reform 

House Republicans released a set of broad "standards" for immigration reform Thursday that would allow many 

undocumented immigrants to "get right with the law" and live legally in the United States if they meet a set of stringent 

requirements and if tough border security triggers are met., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/30/2014 11:03:56 PM 

Quick new approach catches scary diseases, CDC says 

In just six months, a pilot program to help Uganda watch out for deadly new health threats such as Ebola helped officials 

catch cases of West Nile virus, Zika virus, Crimean-Congo Hemorrhagic Fever virus, hepatitis E virus, and a bacteria that 

causes dangerous meningitis, U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/30/2014 11:04:00 PM 

Imprisoned Kenneth Bae must serve his 15 years hard labor: North Korea envoy 

North Korea will not release imprisoned American missionary Kenneth Bae until he finishes his sentence of 15 years hard 

labor, according to a rare interview with a Pyongyang diplomat.Bae was leading a tour group in the secretive state in 

Nov.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/30/2014 11:04:05 PM 

Who will win the Super Bowl? Budweiser! 

The contest for this year’s Super Bowl ads looks like a blowout with Budweiser is taking home the rings for the second 

year in a row., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julia Boorstin 

1/30/2014 11:04:07 PM 

Zynga to cut 15 percent of workforce 

Social game maker Zynga, known for its popular "FarmVille" title, said Thursday it would cut 15 percent of its workforce, 

at the same time surprising Wall Street with a quarterly loss that beat expectations. It also announced it is buying a U.K.- 

based mobile game company.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JeeYeon Park 

1/30/2014 11:04:08 PM 

Amazon shares drop 12% after disappointing results 

Amazon.com posted quarterly results that fell short of expectations and handed in a weak revenue outlook on Thursday, 

sending shares sharply lower in extended-hours trading.Stock in the world’s largest Internet retailer was more than 12 

percent lower at $353 after the Nasdaq’s closing bell. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

1/30/2014 11:09:41 PM 

Drug traffickers deal lethal blow to Central American forests, study says 

The craving for cocaine in the United States is carving apart rainforests in Central America as narco-traffickers seek new 

routes to ship their drugs and expand cattle ranches to launder their profits, according to a new study. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

1/30/2014 11:09:44 PM 

Forgotify lets you discover Spotify’s 4 million forgotten songs 

Spotify spends a lot of effort trying to get users to listen to music they have never heard before, including algorithms, 

recommendations from friends and Spotify radio.The problem? There are a lot of songs on Spotify. Like, more than 20 

million of them. Good thing Forgotify exists.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/31/2014 12:19:32 AM 

Vodka to blame for early deaths of Russian men: study 

Russians may toast with the words "Na zdorovie" -- "to your health" -- but a new study finds that many Russian men 

are often literally drinking themselves to death.Russian men who drink three bottles of vodka a week double their risk of 

dying over the next 20 years, the study shows. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia (3hose 

1/31/2014 12:46:09 AM 

Spies, take note: Scientists create one=way sound machine 

Scientists have created a one-way sound machine.The device, called an acoustic circulator, runs counter to the principle 

that sound waves, and other types of waves, are a two-way street.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tia Ghose 

1/31/2014 12:46:10 AM 

’Devil frog’ sported anti-dinosaur body armor, scientists say 

An ancient, predatory creature known as the devil frog may have looked even scarier than previously thought. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/31/2014 12:46:10 AM 

Mom’s tearful reaction to Super Bowl tickets goes viral 

A son’s Super Bowl surprise for his mother, a diehard Seattle Seahawks fan, has quickly gone viral thanks to the woman’s 

emotional reaction.On Tuesday Mike Harris posted a YouTube video that captured his mom’s response to opening a 

FedEx package with tickets to this weekend’s big game in New York. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Little 

1/31/’2014 12:46:11 AM 

Bitter winter weather puts the freeze on pending home sales 

Signed contracts to buy existing homes dropped 8.7 percent in December as abnormally cold weather hit much of the 

U.S., according to a new report from the National Association of Realtors. The plunge caught economists by surprise., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katie Wall and Alastair Jamieson, NBC News 

1/31/2014 12:46:12 AM 

White House: Syria must step up efforts to get chemical weapons to port 

Syria must intensify its efforts to offload chemical weapons, the White House said Thursday, after a report that less than 

five percent of its arsenal had been delivered and that work to destroy the weapons has fallen behind schedule.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith, NBC News contributor 

1/31/2014 12:46:12 AM 

N. Korea builds missile launch pad to aim at U.S.: report 

North Korea is improving one of its missile launch sites and may soon be able to fire rockets large enough to hit 

mainland United States, according to experts.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

1/31/2014 2:27:51 AM 

Dogecoin cryptocurrency donors help send Indian athletes to Sochi 

Reports of Indian athletes short of funds to compete in the Sochi Olympic Games caused an outpouring of cash from an 

unlikely source: the community around Dogecoin, a ’cryptocurrency’ like Bitcoin that started as a joke but soon became 

popular enough to be worth real money. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

1/31/2014 2:27:52 AM 

Tina Fey gets coffee with Jerry Seinfeld, but won’t tweet about it 

Tina Fey grabbed coffee, a Cronut and some kind of beverage made out of puffed-wheat cereal in the latest episode of 

Jerry Seinfeld’s "Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee."Cruising to Harlem in a red 1967 Volvo 1800s, Seinfeld told Fey, "1 

don’t know if you get it, but this car is you. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

1/31/2014 3:16:25 AM 

Feds busted alleged worker smuggling ring in Texas 

HOUSTON -- Two Houston employment agencies that allegedly recruited immigrants living in the U.S. illegally to be 

cheap labor for restaurants in at least seven states were shut down Thursday after a series of arrests, federal authorities 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Laura Zuckerman 

1/31/2014 4:05:00 AM 

New species of ugly, big=headed fish found in Idaho and Montana 

SALMON, Idaho -- A tiny fish characterized by a disproportionately large head and previously unknown to scientists has 

been found in mountain rivers of Idaho and Montana, in what biologists said on Thursday marked a rare discovery. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin, NBC News 

1/31/2014 6:53:41 AM 

Utah school district apologizes for seizing kids’ lunches for unpaid bills 

One of Utah’s biggest school systems apologized Thursday and told angry parents it was investigating why dozens of 

elementary school children had their lunches seized and thrown away when they didn’t have enough money in their 

accounts., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/31/2014 7:05:05 AM 

Nine dead, including 8 children, in Kentucky house fire 

A mother and eight children were killed when a fire ignited by an electric heater tore through a Kentucky home on 

Thursday morning, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Investigations 

1/31/2014 8:45:06 AM 

Art cache of recluse Huguette Clark revealed, begins world tour before sale 

By Bill Dedmanlnvestigative Reporter, NBC NewsNEW YORK -- Masterpieces from the art collection of reclusive heiress 

Huguette Clark, hidden away like their owner for nearly a century, begin a world tour on Friday, stopping in London, 

Hong Kong, Tokyo and New York.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

1/31/2014 10:09:11 AM 

Zuckerberg makes $3B in one day as Facebook stock surges 

Not a bad day at the office for Mark Zuckerbers. He just made $3 billion.With Facebook’s stock risin8 16 percent to an 

all-time hish over $61 on Thursday, the social networkin8 company’s founder and CEO’s wealth also shot up -- by more 

than $3 billion to $29.7 billion, accordin8 to Wealth-X. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

1/31/2014 10:25:57 AM 

Super Bowl halftime show will take viewers to (Bruno) Mars 

It was 10 years ago that Justin Timberlake sang to Janet Jackson, "I’m going to have you naked by the end of this song," 

and then did his best to prove it. During the Super Bowl halftime show on Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/31/2014 11:37:11 AM 

Amanda Knox should be extradited to Italy after guilty verdict: victim’s family 

The family of Amanda Knox’s murdered roommate on Friday called for her to be extradited from the United States to 

Italy after she was re-convicted of the deadly stabbing. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

1/31/2014 1:33:55 PM 

Raffaele Sollecito’s lawyer: He wasn’t trying to leave Italy after verdict 

The American attorney for Amanda Knox’s former boyfriend on Friday said his client wasn’t trying to flee Italy when 

authorities stopped him at the border after an Italian court convicted him for a second time of murder., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Shereen Jegtvig 

1/31/2014 3:53:14 PM 

Seeing ultrasound rarely changes abortion plans: study 

Nearly 99 percent of women went ahead with an abortion after voluntarily viewing an ultrasound image of the fetus 

beforehand, according to a large new U.S. study., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

1/31/2014 4:10:02 PM 

How the Internet made Super Bowl ads weird 

Super Bowl ads are getting weird. Doritos "Finger Cleaner." Audi’s "Doberhuaha," a Chihuahua with the oversized head 

of Doberman. Because nothing covers up the odious like Axe, a funny body spray ad that echoes Vietnam War 

atrocities.Blame the internet.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

1/31/2014 4:10:07 PM 

Miley Cyrus advises Justin Bieber: ’Pay people to make sure you don’t get in trouble’ 

Barry Gibb isn’t the only one offering advice to Justin Bieber these days. Miley Cyrus had a few words of wisdom to share 

with her fellow pop star when she appeared on "The Tonight Show" Thursday."¥ou know what, you’ve got a lot of 

money. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Claudio Lavanga and Alexander Smith, NBC News 

1/31/2014 4:49:15 PM 

Amanda Knox’s ex-boyfriend: I wasn’t trying to flee 

Amanda Knox’s ex-boyfriend said Friday that he was out of Italy when he got the stunning news that they had been re- 

convicted of her roommate’s brutal murder and he immediately returned to surrender his passport.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip Pullella, Reuters 

1/31/2014 5:00:13 PM 

Stolen blood of Pope John Paul II recovered by police 

Police on Friday recovered the piece of cloth stained with the blood of the late Pope John Paul, a day after they found 

the stolen gold and glass case which once contained the relic., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

1/31/2014 5:16:27 PM 

Capitol Police: No charges for Grimm 

U.S. Capitol Police will not be pursuing charges related to an incident between Rep. Michael Grimm, R-.N.Y., and NY1 

reporter Michael Scotto on Tuesday night. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Cohn 

1/31/2014 5:16:31 PM 

Detroit and retirees reach health covera~;e deal 

Mediators in the Detroit bankruptcy case say the city and its retirees have reached an agreement on health insurance 

benefits--a key hurdle in the process., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

1/31/2014 5:33:07 PM 

White House combats ’cruel Catch-22’ for long-term jobless 

President Barack Obama announced more federal initiatives Friday to help the unemployed caught in the "cruel catch- 

22" of long-term joblessness.~ 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter, NBC News 

1/31/2014 7:06:59 PM 

Police, feds investigate suspicious packages delivered near Super Bowl site 

Federal and local police in New Jersey and New York were investigating seven suspicious packages send to hotels and 

other sites, including several delivered near the site of Sunday’s Super Bowl in East Rutherford, N.J.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

1/31/2014 7:55:39 PM 

Cruise virus outbreak one of worst in 20 years, CDC says 

Federal health officials confirmed on Friday that norovirus was the culprit that sickened nearly 700 people on a cruise 

ship this week, and said it was one of the biggest norovirus outbreaks in 20 years., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/31/2014 7:55:39 PM 

Cartier heist: Thieves steal ~;700,000 worth of watches from high-end jeweler 

Two men who allegedly stole 16 luxury watches in a brazen midday "smash and grab" heist of a Cartier jewelry store in 

New York City were arrested on Friday and charged with robbery., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

1/31/2014 8:11:47 PM 

50 evacuated after chemical train derailment in Mississippi 

About 50 people in southeast Mississippi were forced from their homes Friday after 18 cars of an 85-car train carrying 

chemicals derailed, officials said.The train traveling from Jackson, Miss., to Mobile, Ala., derailed at 9 a.m. local time (10 

a.m. ET) Friday in New Augusta, Miss. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

1/31/2014 9:43:41 PM 

Stocks close down =- first losing month since August 

Stocks closed deep underwater on Friday, with Wall Street recording its first monthly loss since August, as investors 

compiled a list of worries that now include emerging markets. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams, Erin McClam and Tracy Connor, NBC News 

1/31/2014 11:04:54 PM 

Why US might send Amanda Knox back to Italy if she loses appeal 

If Italy asks the United States to extradite Amanda Knox, the decision will probably come down to Secretary of State 

John Kerry -- and legal experts say it would be difficult for him to refuse the requesL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

2/1/2014 3:33:50 AM 

’New TSA in town,’ agency says in response to screener’s charges 

The federal airline security agency Friday sort of denied a scathing expos~ of passenger screening procedures by a 

former security agent who said colleagues laughed at passengers’ nude X-ray images, ogled attractive women and 

retaliated against rude fliers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

2/1/2014 5:10:12 AM 

Ohio man’s wish fulfilled as he is buried on motorcycle 

The dying wish of an Ohio motorcycle aficionado that he be buried astride his beloved Harley-Davidson was fulfilled by 

his family -- although it wasn’t easy.Billy Standley’s body was prepped by five embalmers with a metal back brace and 

straps, The Dayton Daily News reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda, Correspondent, NBC News 

2/1/2014 10:22:21 AM 

’Nothing’s changed’: Philippine typhoon survivors fear being forgotten 

TACLOBAN CITY, Philippines - It’s been almost three months since Typhoon Haiyan - or Yolanda, as it’s called by 

Filipinos - struck this part of Leyte province with a force stronger than Katrina or Sandy, killing at least 6,000 people. 

More than 2,000 are still missing, presumed dead. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric M. Johnson, Reuters 

2/1/2014 12:52:37 PM 

Gunman still at large after two students shot near Michigan State University 

Two students were shot, and one was critically injured, on Friday evening inside their apartment complex near the 

campus of Michigan State University (MSU), police said.The shooting happened at about 8:45 p.m.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lindsay Perez 

2/1/2014 1:40:57 PM 

’NFL’ heroin busted in the Bronx 

Just days before the NFL’s best teams face off in the Super Bowl in New Jersey, local and federal authorities discovered a 

multi-million-dollar heroin mill across the river in New York City that was stamping its dope with the brand name "NFL. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

2/1/2014 2:08:25 PM 

Grunge match: Seattle, Denver face off in a pop-culture battle royale 

The bluest skies you’ll ever see are in Seattle, sang Perry Como, but others think there’s nothing to rival that Colorado 

Rocky Mountain High. (Make your own legal marijuana joke here.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephen Brown and Missy Ryan, Reuters 

2/1/2014 2:51:33 PM 

Ukraine crisis: West and Russia accuse each other of ’coercing’ unstable nation 

MUNICH - The United States and Europe exchanged angry words with Russia on Saturday in a tug-of-war over Ukraine, 

with U.S., E.U. and NATO leaders saying Moscow must not strong-arm Kiev into an unpopular alliance.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Associated Press 

2/1/2014 4:22:42 PM 

Judge in Amanda Knox case says he agrees with guilty verdict 

The judge who presided over Amanda Knox’s second murder conviction says he suffered over the verdict but that he and 

the jury agreed about her guilt in the death of British student Meredith Kercher. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

2/1/2014 4:22:43 PM 

Buzz abounds over DenverCounty Fair’s new pot pavilion 

Seattle and Denver may be fairly well-matched in Sunday’s Super Bowl, but the latter has already laid claim to a bowl 

title of another sort: This summer, the city’s National Western Complex will be home to the world’s first pot pavilion 

Aug. 1-3 during the Denver County Fair. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/1/2014 5:43:18 PM 

Two planes grounded in Northeast after smoke fills cabins 

Two commercial airline flights were grounded in the Northeast late Friday and early Saturday when smoke poured into 

the cabins on board the planes., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

2/1/2014 6:15:33 PM 

Millennials hit 30: It’s the economy, not us 

Turning 30 used to mean hitting your stride as an official adult. But for many of the country’s millennials, it feels like 

being stuck in perpetual late adolescence.Marriage eludes many. Children? Not anytime soon. Most millennials have 

some sort of job, but for many a career seems unobtainable.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/1/2014 7:31:07 PM 

Michigan State student dies after Friday shooting, gunman still at large 

One student was killed and one injured during a shooting inside their off-campus Michigan State University (MSU) 

apartment complex on Friday, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mustafa Kassem, NBC News 

2/1/2014 7:31:09 PM 

Four killed, 15 injured in Lebanon suicide bombing 

BEIRUT -- Four people were killed and 15 wounded Saturday when a suicide bomber detonated explosives at a gas 

station in Hermel, in Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley, the nation’s interior minister told NBC News.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kavita Varma-White 

2/1/2014 8:20:00 PM 

Go team! Super Bowl equals super bonding for many families 

While the Super Bowl is all about huge men tackling, running, catching and kicking their way to football’s greatest prize, 

it also showcases something else: the spirit of family.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff, National Investigative Correspondent, NBC News 

2/1/2014 9:24:10 PM 

Feds ask NJ lawmakers not to interfere with criminal probe in bridge scandal 

Federal prosecutors from the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Todd Pitman, The Associated Press 

2/1/2014 9:34:57 PM 

US journalist among at least seven hurt in Thailand clashes 

Gunfire rang out across a busy intersection in Thailand’s capital for more than an hour Saturday as government 

supporters clashed with protesters trying to derail tense nationwide elections one day before the vote begins. At least 

seven people were wounded, including an American photojournalist. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/1/2014 10:01:22 PM 

Young leukemia patient serves as Detroit police chief for a day 

Motor City had a new police chief on Friday, as a young boy with leukemia had a lifelong dream fulfilled by serving as 

honorary "Chief for a Day."Nine-year-old fourth-grader Jayvon Felton was celebrated in a ceremony coordinated by 

Detroit police Capt. Darwin Roche. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, NBC News 

2/1/2014 10:01:22 PM 

Video showing cop forcibly cutting woman’s hair weave makes waves 

Disturbing new video showing a Michigan police officer hacking off the hair weave of a young woman arrested in 

November is stirring up controversy.In the video, Charda Gregory, 23, of Detroit is tied in a restraining chair by four 

officers before a female officer rips and cuts at her long braids. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

2/2/2014 1:03:27 AM 

Christie’s camp counterattacks, slamming former ally Wildstein, New York Times 

An email from New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie’s office Saturday launched a double-barreled attack against the former 

ally who ordered the September bridge closures and The New York Times for publishing his allegations that Christie 

knew of them at the time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/2/2014 3:12:21 AM 

Woman arrested in connection with body parts dumped along Michigan roads 

Human remains found stuffed in garbage bags on the side of Michigan roads are thought to be those of an adult male, 

police said Friday.St.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nicole Winfield, The Associated Press 

2/2/2014 3:33:55 AM 

Diver killed workinl~ on Costa Concordia shipwreck in Italy 

A diver died Saturday while working on the shipwrecked Costa Concordia, apparently gashing his leg on an underwater 

metal sheet while preparing the wreck for removal, officials and news reports said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

2/2/2014 8:31:51 AM 

Groundhog’s forecast comes in depths of bitter winter 

Punxsutawney Phil is set to make his famous groundhog forecast early Sunday, and after a winter like this one, more 

folks than usual may be hoping he doesn’t see his shadow.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jamieson Lesko, Producer, NBC News 

2/2/2014 10:13:59 AM 

Hated in Washington’s halls of power, loved by the taxpayer: Meet John Sopko 

WASHINGTON -- What makes John Sopko a thorn in the Pentagon’s side also makes him the American taxpayers’ best 

friend.Since 2002, Congress has appropriated around $100 billion for reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan -- or more 

than $3,000 per American. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martin Petty and Amy Sawitta Lefevre, Reuters 

2/2/2014 2:04:54 PM 

Thailand votes peacefully after violent unrest on election’s eve 

BANGKOK, Thailand -- Elections in Thailand passed off peacefully on Sunday but the country was no nearer to ending its 

intractable political conflict, with the government facing the prospect of months of paralysis, protests and complex legal 

challenges. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

PhotoBIog 

2/2/2014 3:25:10 PM 

Indonesia volcano claims lives for the first time 

GRAPHIC WARNING: This post contains graphic images which some viewers may find disturbing. AP reports: The death 

toll rose to 16 after an eruption of Indonesia’s Mount Sinabung volcano on the western island of Sumatra on Saturday, 

government officials said.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

2/2/2014 5:07:54 PM 

Super Bowl (temporarily) splits households where ’Hawk, Bronco devotions clash 

In loyalty-splintered abodes from Seattle to Denver to parts beyond, a football divide only widens this weekend as 

backers of the bird and rooters of the horse throw down under the same rooflines. A prank here. A taunt there. Green 

over here. Orange over there. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/2/2014 6:23:04 PM 

Woman arrested for dumping body parts is mother of victim, cops say 

The woman arrested in connection with body parts found in garbage bags on the side of a Michigan highway is now 

believed to be the mother of the victim, police said Sunday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

2/2/20:14 6:23:06 PM 

Dylan Farrow renews claims of child sex abuse against Woody Allen in open letter 

The adopted daughter of actress Mia Farrow and film director Woody Allen penned a harrowing open letter published 

on The New York Times website Saturday, renewing accusations that Allen sexually assaulted her when she was a child.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/2/2014 8:37:24 PM 

81-year=old Fla. woman arrested, held without bond -- for feeding bears 

An 81-year-old Florida woman was arrested on Wednesday after she was repeatedly warned not to feed bears from her 

property and refused to comply, authorities said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

2/2/2014 9:52:17 PM 

Joan Mondale, wife of former VP, enters hospice care, family says 

The wife of former Vice President and Democratic presidential candidate Walter Mondale has entered hospice care.Joan 

Mondale, 83, entered hospice care early Friday, according to a family statement released by the Westminster 

Presbyterian Church in Minneapolis, Minn.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

World News 

2/2/2014 10:30:10 PM 

Europe, US to offer financial aid to Ukraine, says EU official 

BRUSSELS -- The European Union and the United States are working on a plan for significant short-term financial 

assistance for Ukraine, EU foreign policy chief Catherine Ashton was quoted on Sunday as saying. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/2/2014 i0:35:39 PM 

More snow, cold to come for many parts of the U.S. 

Snow is headed for the Midwest and Northeast and even the South on Monday and a second storm will leave those 

areas, as well as the Great Lakes and Plains, in snowy or rainy conditions through Wednesday, meteorologists predict. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

2/2/2014 11:02:40 PM 

Super Bowl 2014: Scenes from the sidelines 

The Denver Broncos and Seattle Seahawks face off for the NFL’s top prize at MetLife Stadium in New Jersey. It’s the 

most-watched event of the year, and NBC News reporters are on the sidelines. Follow along (and refresh for new posts) 

as they document the big game.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/2/2014 11:45:06 PM 

Christie administration staffer resigns amid lane closures probe 

A member of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie’s administration who has been subpoenaed in the investigation of the 

September bridge lane closures has resigned., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

2/3/2014 12:28:09 AM 

Obama clashes with Fox News’s O’Reilly over record 

President Barack Obama hit back in a combative Super Bowl Sunday interview with Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly, defendinl~ his 

administration’s record on everythinl~ from health care to Benl~hazi. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marisa Kabas 

2/3/2014 1:11:15 AM 

Romantic, rustic real wedding goes DIY in Indiana 

As the saying goes, if at first you don’t succeed, try, try again. And that’s exactly what Johnny Szydlowski did to finally 

get his wife Meghan to go out with him for the first time.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jamieson Lesko, Producer, NBC News 

2/3/2014 9:14:23 AM 

Obama’s call to Seahawks superfan marine in Afghanistan made his day 

If watching his team destroy the Broncos from his U.S. Army post in Kandahar, Afghanistan wasn’t good enough for 

diehard Seahawks fan Sgt. Christopher Hogan, a call from President Barack Obama to issue congratulations rather than 

orders really topped everything off. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ann Curry 

2/3/2014 11:51:02 AM 

’People are eating cats’: Starvation, deaths plague Syria camp 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joan Raymond 

2/3/2014 1:33:47 PM 

Racial discrimination in teen years could mean health problems later 

Racial discrimination isn’t just a civil rights issue -- it can also affect teenagers’ health, a new study suggests. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/3/2014 2:01:05 PM 

Best Super Bowl ads, from ’Puppiest’ to ’GIFiest’ 

Did you see those cars exploding? Did you see Tebow carry not one, but two puppies from a burning fire? Can you 

believe what that woman nearly did to Stamos to get some yogurt? We sure did, and it was awesome. And even when it 

wasn’t, it was a fascinating window into America’s brain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Murray 

2/3/2014 2:39:35 PM 

Joe Namath’s fur coat is Super Bowl winner on Twitter 

First it was Pharrell’s Grammy hat; now it’s Joe Namath’s Super Bowl coat. Give the Web enouigh time and it will have a 

full closet of wardrobe memes for 2014.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerry Sanders 

2/3/2014 2:45:10 PM 

Pot buyers add more than $1M to Colorado tax coffers 

DENVER -- In the first month of legal recreational marijuana sales in Colorado, retailers who shared their proprietary 

data with NBC News say they have collected S1.24 million in tax revenue.Half of the state’s 35 licensed recreational 

retailers participated in the NBC News survey. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

2/3/2014 2:56:13 PM 

Mini’s new hardtop grows, as do sales 

Few automotive brands have done a better job at defying conventional wisdom than Mini. When it first rolled into 

American showrooms in 2002, the prevailing thought was that small cars wouldn’t sell in a market dominated by SUVs 

and midsize or larger sedans. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

2/3/2014 3:28:59 PM 

In love and healthy: Former ’Biggest Loser’ players are living life to the fullest 

For contestants of "The Biggest Loser," the challenge isn’t over with their last on-air weigh-in. The end of the reality TV 

competition is just the beginning of a whole new life. So what has that new life been like for past players?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/3/2014 3:45:07 PM 

Marshall Islands castaway details fishing trip gone awry 

The man who washed up on the Marshall Islands in the Pacific with a tale of being lost at sea for more than a year told 

authorities that he left Mexico on a fishing trip, was blown off course after his engine died and watched his traveling 

companion starve to death., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joseph Szczesny 

2/3/2014 5:33:59 PM 

Cold snap hurts most carmakers’ January sales 

The record cold weather that has swept across much of the U.S. in recent weeks has apparently put car sales in the deep 

freeze - a situation analysts suggest was worsened by the slide in stock prices that has again raised concerns about the 

nation’s on-again/off-again economic recovery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew DeLuca 

2/3/2014 7:32:17 PM 

Yellen sworn in as Fed chair, Bernanke heads to Brookings 

Janet Yellen was sworn in as the first female chair of the Federal Reserve on Monday, the Fed announced in a press 

release. She was confirmed by the Senate in early January after being nominated by President Obama in 2013. The oath 

of office was given by Gov. Daniel K. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cox 

2/3/2014 8:26:59 PM 

Good intentions paved way to market mayhem 

As hard as policymakers have sought to assure markets that they stand at the ready when conditions weaken, lack of a 

consistent voice has only spurred weakness, according to an analysis released Monday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/3/2014 9:15:48 PM 

Antifungal drug may treat common skin cancer, study finds 

An inexpensive antifungal pill that’s already on the market may help treat a very common type of skin cancer, 

researchers reported Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/3/2014 9:32:10 PM 

Gene tool delivers healthy babies to mom with fatal disease 

A Tennessee woman with a fatal inherited disorder has three disease-free children -- toddler twins and a 9-month-old 

-- thanks to the new use of a growing procedure that lets parents pick healthy babies in a Petri dish., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/3/2014 10:31:59 PM 

Marshall Islands castaway claimed as long-lost man by family 

It could be one of the most remarkable tales of survival ever: a shark fisherman swept out to sea in a storm survives for 

more than a year on fish, birds, turtles and rainwater before washin8 up on a remote Pacific island in his battered boat., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

2/3/2014 10:58:02 PM 

Farm bill’s effects to be felt far and wide 

The Senate is on the cusp of passing a nearly $1 trillion agriculture and nutrition bill that affects everything from corn 

subsidies to food stamps to the cost of an acre of farm land. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/3/2014 10:58:05 PM 

Super Bowl 2014 is most watched in history 

A record 111.5 million tuned in to the Super Bowl XLVlII matchup between the Denver Broncos and the Seattle 

Seahawks, FOX announced Monday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Reuters 

2/3/2014 11:57:39 PM 

Girl, 12, testifies at stepfather’s ’waterboarding’ trial: I felt like I was goin~ to die 

The stepdaughter of a Delaware pediatrician accused of "waterboarding" her as discipline testified at his trial Monday 

that the punishment made her afraid she was going to die.The 12-year-old girl took the witness stand for the first time in 

the case of 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

2/3/2014 11:57:41 PM 

4 talkers from Miley Cyrus interview (plus, that cover shot!) 

Yep, that’s Miley Cyrus, apparently nude except for a strategically placed comforter and some rings and arm bangles, on 

the cover of W magazine. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/3/2014 11:57:48 PM 

White House announces its first Maker Faire 

The White House is embracing technology, students and great photo-ops by holding its first Maker Faire. Maker Faire, 

which describes itself as "part science fair, part county fair, and part something entirely new," attracted 165,000 people 

to its two main events in San Mateo, Calif.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ryann Blackshere 

2/4/2014 12:19:26 AM 

Widower forges friendship with man in crash that killed wife, unborn baby 

Early one morning in Dacula, Ga., Matt Swatzell was driving home from a 24-hour shift as a firefighter and EMS and had 

only 30 minutes of sleep. He was less than four miles from his home on October 2, 2006 when he suddenly heard what 

he calls "the most God awful sound I’ve ever heard. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

2/4/2014 12:19:28 AM 

Governor Christie security officer arrested on shoplifting charges 

A member of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie’s security detail has been suspended after he was charged with shoplifting 

in Pennsylvania, according to police and court records -- and he reportedly asked officers to go easy on him because of 

his job. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew Perrone 

2/4/2014 12:35:39 AM 

Colonoscopy in a pill: FDA approves bite-size camera 

WASHINGTON -- A kinder, gentler approach to one of the most dreaded exams in medicine is on the way: U.S. 

regulators have cleared a bite-size camera to help screen patients who have trouble with colonoscopies. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, NBC News 

2/4/2014 12:52:03 AM 

One down: First storm of week dumps snow, two more expected 

The first of three storm systems expected to pound wide swaths of the country over the next week was leaving the 

Northeast on Monday night after dumping several inches of thick snow, snarling traffic, and shuttering schools.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black, Staff Writer 

2/4/2014 1:45:32 AM 

Joan Mondale, wife of former vice president, dies at 83 

Joan Mondale, a passionate arts supporter and the wife of former Vice President Walter Mondale, died at age 83 on 

Monday.The family announced her death in a statement through their church on Monday. She had gone into hospice 

care in Minneapolis, Minn., on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

2/4/2014 1:45:38 AM 

4 feared dead in Tennessee plane crash as pilot hailed for avoiding buildings 

Four people were feared dead aboard a light plane that crashed Monday near Nashville, Tenn., including the pilot, who 

witnesses said saved many lives by narrowly avoiding a nearby YMCA building.The plane went down shortly before 5 

p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty, NBC News 

2/4/2014 1:45:39 AM 

Obama awaits Kerry recommendation before making call on Keystone 

President Barack Obama said he will await Secretary of State John Kerry’s recommendation before deciding whether to 

approve the Keystone XL oil pipeline after a new State Department report concluded the project would have minimal 

impact on the environment. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Liedtke and Stephen Braun 

2/4/2014 1:45:40 AM 

Top tech firms release new data on NSA spy requests 

Freed by a recent legal deal with government lawyers, major technology firms released new data Monday on how often 

they are ordered to turn over customer information for secret national security investigations -- figures that show that 

the government collected data on thousands of Americans.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien, NBC News 

2/4/2014 2:28:13 AM 

Christie office receives US attorney subpoena 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie Monday acknowledged that his office had been subpoenaed by the U.S. Attorney in New 

Jersey in relation to the bridge scandal that has rocked his administration. Christie said his office would comply with the 

federal subpoena. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs, NBC News contributor 

2/4/2014 2:28:17 AM 

VA backlog again gnarled in red tape, report finds 

The Department of Veterans Affairs’ promise to end by 2015 its massive, benefits backlog for disabled veterans has 

"stalled," according to an analysis released Monday by a leading veterans’ organization.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

2/4/2014 2:28:18 AM 

Hotels investigating potential security breach 

Customer information at more than a dozen hotels spread across the country may have been stolen in yet another data 

breach, according to a company that manages several hundred properties for large hotel chains.The breach was 

first reported by security researcher Brian Krebs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

2/4/2014 3:16:28 AM 

Vanity Fair ushers its Hollywood issue into the land of living color 

For the first time in 20 years, Vanity Fair’s special Hollywood issue features a three-panel foldout cover with six actors of 

color. That it deserves special mention seems an outrage at this point in history. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty, NBC News 

2/4/2014 3:48:35 AM 

Obama says Fox News’s O’Reilly ’absolutely’ unfair in extended interview 

President Barack Obama said that he is "in a lot of ways" less liberal than former Republican President Richard Nixon 

and said Fox News Channel’s Bill O’Reilly has been "absolutely" unfair to him throughout his presidency in an interview 

that aired Monday night. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

2/4/2014 3:48:37 AM 

4 killed in Tennessee plane crash as pilot lauded for avoiding buildings 

Four people were killed aboard a light plane that crashed Monday near Nashville, Tenn., authorities said. The dead 

included the pilot, who witnesses and fire officials said saved many lives by narrowly avoiding a nearby YMCA building.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

2/4/20:14 4:37:23 AM 

Pilot called a hero for avoiding buildings in Tennessee plane crash that killed 4 

Four people were killed aboard a light plane that crashed Monday near Nashville, Tenn., authorities said. The dead 

included the pilot, who witnesses and fire officials said saved many lives by narrowly avoiding a nearby YMCA building.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/4/2014 8:56:16 AM 

Gay-rights groups will avoid Olympics -- and spread message via social media 

The Sochi Olympics present a unique chance for gay-rights organizations to call attention to anti-gay laws passed under 

President Vladimir Putin, most notably one that criminalized the promotion of "non-traditional sexual relations. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

U.S. News 

2/4/2014 9:50:33 AM 

Child dies after being pulled from cruise ship pool 

A 4-year-old child died after being pulled unresponsive from a swimming pool on a Norwegian Cruise Line ship off the 

coast of North Carolina on Monday, cruise line and Coast Guard officials said. Crew members were able to revive a 6- 

year-old boy also found in the pool 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carlo Angerer, Producer, NBC News 

2/4/2014 9:55:57 AM 

For Russians in Olympics’ shadow, Sochi construction leaving them in the cold 

SOCHI, Russia -- Atop a small mountain ridge just outside Sochi, 73-year-old Nadezhda Kuharenko’s small house stands 

in the middle of a vegetable garden."lt’s like paradise here," she said looking across the valley lined by green trees, 

snow-covered mountains in the horizon.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

2/4/2014 1:38:18 PM 

Gap year for grown-ups: Some workers taking a mid-career time out 

The grand tradition of the gap year: that glorious time between school and work when young people take an extended 

break to see the world, explore their options and, perhaps, get a better sense of how they want to live the rest of their 

lives. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Dienst, Richard Esposito and Katy Tur, NBC News 

2/4/2014 2:21:54 PM 

Hoffman found with 50 bags of heroin, addiction meds: sources 

As family, friends and fans mourn the death of Philip Seymour Hoffman, new details about the actor’s apparent drug 

overdose have emerged.The Oscar-winning actor, 46, was discovered dead in a New York City apartment just after 11:30 

a.m. Sunday, with a syringe still in his arm, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

2/4/2014 2:27:16 PM 

Woody Allen’s lawyer: Dylan Farrow’s molestation memories ’implanted’ by her mother 

Accusations of molestation leveled at Woody Allen by his daushter Dylan Farrow are implanted memories, Allen’s 

lawyer told TODAY Tuesday, speaking for the first time since an open letter by Farrow was published in The New York 

Times."ln my view, she’s not lying," Elkan Abramowitz said of Farrow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

2/4/2014 4:10:19 PM 

Federal judge hears arguments on Virginia’s ban on gay marriage 

A federal judge is hearing arguments Tuesday on whether Virginia’s ban on gay marriage should be struck down in a case 

that could have repercussions for marriage equality throughout the South. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

2/4/2014 4:10:23 PM 

Animated Boehner: ’There’s nothing complex about the Keystone Pipeline!’ 

House Speaker John Boehner became animated Tuesday over the proposed Keystone Pipeline, castigating the Obama 

administration for not having approved the project yet., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry, NBC News 

2/4/20:~4 4::~5:54 PM 

Budget deficits shrinking but set to grow after 2015 

The Congressional Budget Office said Tuesday that higher tax revenues and restrained spending will produce smaller 

federal budget deficits in the next few years.For the current fiscal year, spending will grow by 2., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

2/4/2014 4:26:44 PM 

Andy Samberg still reeling from Golden Globe win: ’It’s about as shocked as l’ve ever been’ 

"Saturday Night Live" veteran Andy Samberg’s new comedy "Brooklyn Nine-Nine" has been a critical hit since its debut, 

but that doesn’t mean he was prepared in any way to receive a Golden Globe for his role on the show. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

2/4/2014 4:26:45 PM 

Gwen Stefani tweets 1983 photo of herself getting autograph from Sting 

Stars! They’re starstruck, just like us! That’s what pop singer Gwen Stefani proved on Sunday, tweeting out a totally 

adorable photo of herself obtaining an autograph from a punked-out, bleached-blond Sting in 1983.What’s not to love?. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Javier E. David 

2/4/2014 4:53:41 PM 

Nadella named new Microsoft CEO as Gates era ends 

Microsoft named its top cloud computing executive, Satya Nadella, as chief executive on Tuesday. The company also 

said Bill Gates would step aside as chairman of the board but would remain a technology adviser to the company. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/4/2014 5:26:07 PM 

Mexican fisherman shore up Marshall Islands castaway’s account 

Pacific castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga’s claim that he spent more than a year drifting in the ocean before he washed 

up on the Marshall Islands last week is being supported by fellow fisherman in Mexico who remember when he vanished 

and assumed he was dead.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd, Mark Murray, and Domenico Montanaro 

2/4/2014 6:04:14 PM 

First Thoughts: Obama administration divided over Syria? 

Obama administration divided over Syria?... Where was Obama’s cabinet after the State of the Union?... President heads 

to nearby Maryland tout broadband/wireless initiative at 11:30 am ET.., Is OFA diverting resources away from the 

DNC? .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Staff and Associated Press 

2/4/2014 6:15:14 PM 

FDA targets teens in its first anti-smoking campaign 

They’re not scared of lung cancer and they can’t imagine ever developing heart disease. So the Food and Drug 

Administration is trying to get at what might really scare teenagers in its first campaign against smoking: looking ugly 

and stupid. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito, NBC News 

2/4/2014 7:31:35 PM 

Hoffman withdrew 51,200 from ATM the night before he was found dead: sources 

Philip Seymour Hoffman withdrew $1,200 from an ATM at a supermarket near his New York City apartment the night 

before he was found lifeless in his bathroom with a syringe still in his left arm, sources told NBC News., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

2/4/2014 7:42:19 PM 

John Stamos shows off a smooth, bald look 

Have mercy! "Necessary Roughness" actor John Stamos recently revealed a surprising look -- one with his famous 

luscious locks noticeably absent., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck and Miranda Leitsinger, NBC News 

2/4/2014 7:47:53 PM 

Federal judge promises quick ruling on Virginia’s ban on gay marriage 

A federal judge hearing arguments Tuesday on whether Virginia’s ban on gay marriage should be struck down told the 

parties she’d rule quickly in a case that could have repercussions for marriage equality throughout the South.At the end 

of the nearly two-hour-long hearing, U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

2/4/2014 7:47:54 PM 

’Little House on the Prairie’ shopkeeper Richard Bull dies at 89 

Richard Bull, the actor best known for playing Nellie Oleson’s father Nels on the iconic television show "Little House on 

the Prairie," died Monday at age 89, People magazine reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eun Kyung Kim 

2/4/2014 8:41:57 PM 

Shaun White on Sochi: ’The road here was not easy’ 

Olympic snowboarder Shaun White is days away from competing for his third consecutive gold medal, but in an 

exclusive interview with TODAY’s Matt Lauer, the aerodynamic athlete describes how much tougher it was getting to 

Winter Games this time around.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry, NBC News 

2/4/2014 9:09:19 PM 

Report fuels Obamacare debate with estimates of job loss 

The non-partisan Congressional Budget Office gave new fuel to the debate over the Affordable Care Act Tuesday with its 

estimate that the law will lead to the eventual loss of about 2.5 million full-time jobs.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/4/2014 9:30:42 PM 

Castaway’s parents thought they would never see him again 

The father of Pacific castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga said he was told his long-lost son vanished on a fishing trip but he 

didn’t have the heart to break the news to his ailing wife., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson 

2/4/2014 9:30:45 PM 

Stocks rebound from brutal plunge; Dow closes 72 points higher 

Stocks climbed on Tuesday, rebounding somewhat from the prior day’s brutal rout that shaved more than 2 percent off 

the Dow and other major indices., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

2/4/2014 9:58:08 PM 

Senate sends Farm Bill to Obama with bipartisan support 

The Senate voted with strong bipartisan support to send a nearly $1 trillion farm bill to the White House for President 

Barack Obama’s signature.The Senate voted 68-32 to approve the five-year agricultural and food bill, following the 

Republican House’s vote in favor of the legislation last week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Talesha Reynolds, Jim Miklaszewski and Jeff Black, NBC News 

2/4/2014 10:03:27 PM 

National Guard recruiting fraud could top 350 million, top Army investigator says 

Millions of dollars worth of fraud uncovered in a National Guard recruiting program in which recruiters secretly 

pocketed referral bonuses is likely far worse than was earlier known, an Army general told a Senate subcommittee on 

Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kurt Schlosser 

2/4/2014 10:03:28 PM 

Marvin Gaye’s 1964 passport found in record bought for 50 cents 

"Antiques Roadshow" traveled back in time yet again in a new episode which aired Monday, and this time the PBS hit 

brought along a passport., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin, Staff Writer, NBC News 

2/4/2014 10:25:13 PM 

Second wallop: 32 states in the path of another wild storm 

Winter came out swinging Tuesday as the second storm of the week pummeled the nation’s midsection and the East 

Coast hunkered down for an overnight onslaught of snow and ice.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Warren Strobel 

2/4/2014 10:36:08 PM 

Chemical weapons deal strengthened Assad, says US intel chief 

Last year’s agreement to eliminate Syria’s chemical weapons left President Bashar Assad in a strengthened position, and 

there appears little chance rebels will soon force him from power, the U.S. intelligence chief told Congress on Tuesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Timothy Heritage, Reuters 

2/4/2014 11:56:33 PM 

Outcry over the fate of Sochi’s stray dogs mars Games preparations 

SOCHI, Russia - An outcry over the fate of stray animals being rounded up in Sochi is the latest problem to dog Russia’s 

preparations for the Winter Olympics. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joan Raymond 

2/5/2014 12:02:04 AM 

Don’t curse the cold: Shivering may help burn body fat 

If you’re looking for a silver lining in the cold-fest that has been Winter 2014, look no further than your waistline. 

Shivering may be as good as exercise to help you drop a few pounds, a new study finds. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Belinda Goldsmith 

2/5/2014 1:32:55 AM 

Scotland legalizes same-sex marriage 

Scotland voted overwhelmingly on Tuesday to allow same-sex marriages, becoming the 17th country to give the green 

light to gay marriage despite opposition from its main church organizations. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nadia Sikander, NBC News 

2/5/2014 1:32:58 AM 

New York mayor refuses to march in St. Patrick’s Day parade over gay ban 

New York’s newly elected mayor is already walking away from one of the city’s oldest traditions: The St. Patrick’s Day 

Parade.Bil De Blasio will become the first mayor in decades to sit out the March 17th amble along Fifth Avenue.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/5/2014 1:32:59 AM 

Why good athletes are good-looking, too 

Good-looking athletes seem to have it all -- fame, money and often plenty of admiring women. And there may be a 

good reason for it, a new study finds. It seems better-looking men also perform better athletically., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz, NBC News 

2/5/2014 1:33:00 AM 

Road into Alaska town cut off by avalanche set to reopen 

Residents of a small Alaska city choked off by a monster avalanche can rejoice: The sole highway in and out of town is no 

longer blocked and will reopen Wednesday, officials said.Since a series of landslides on Jan.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson, Staff Writer 

2/5/2014 1:33:00 AM 

Tennessee plane crash victims all members of Kansas ranching family 

The hero pilot of the light plane that crashed Monday in Nashville, Tenn., killing the man and three of his relatives, was a 

prominent Kansas rancher on his way to the nation’s largest cattle industry trade show, authorities said Tuesday.Glenn 

Mull, 62, of Great Bend, Kan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

2/5/2014 1:33:01 AM 

Jimmy Fallon pens ’Thank You Notes’ to Jay Leno on ’Tonight Show’ 

Jimmy Fallon made one last appearance as a guest on "The Tonight Show" Monday to pay his respects to Jay Leno, 

whose hosting gig ends this week."l had to come -- this is your last week. This means a lot to me!" Fallon, who takes 

over hosting "Tonight Show" on the 17th, told his predecessor. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:26:06 AM 

Why America Boycotted the Last Russian Olympics 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Dokoupil and Bill Briggs 

2/5/2014 3:26:06 AM 

Robber Gangs Terrorize Colorado Pot Shops 

One thief, posing as a delivery man, pulled a can of bear mace on employees and ransacked their marijuana shop, 

fleeing in a defensive cloud of "ultra-pepper" spray. Another opened the wall of a dispensary with an ax and attacked 

the store’s safe with a circular saw. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:26:06 AM 

Home Sweet Sochi: Olympians Greet New Digs 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:26:07 AM 

Diablo Cody Talks Love, Karma and Remarkable Men 

What is honesty? What is power? These are some of the questions we’ll be asking as we explore the big meaning of little 

words often used and rarely defined., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/5/2014 3:26:07 AM 

Why Good Athletes Are Good-Looking, Too 

Good-looking athletes seem to have it all -- fame, money and often plenty of admiring women. And there may be a 

good reason for it, a new study finds. It seems better-looking men also perform better athletically., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/5/2014 3:26:07 AM 

Revolutionary Diet: Food on the Front Lines in Ukraine 

If an army marches on its stomach, what about a protest movement?Anti-government activists have been camped out in 

the center of Kiev for more than two months during a harsh Ukrainian winter, and the longevity of their protest is partly 

down to the efficiency of their volunteer-run catering system. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/5/2014 3:26:09 AM 

Alaska Town Cut Off by Avalanche Finally Free 

Residents of a small Alaska city choked off by a monster avalanche can rejoice: The sole highway in and out of town is no 

longer blocked and will reopen Wednesday, officials said.Since a series of landslides on Jan. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

2/5/2014 3:26:09 AM 

Gap Year for Grown-Ups: Some Workers Taking Mid-Career Time Out 

The grand tradition of the gap year: that glorious time between school and work when young people take an extended 

break to see the world, explore their options and, perhaps, get a better sense of how they want to live the rest of their 

lives. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/5/2014 3:26:10 AM 

Missed Opportunity? Gay Rights Groups Will Steer Clear of Olympics 

The Sochi Olympics present a unique chance for gay rights organizations to call attention to anti-gay laws passed under 

President Vladimir Putin, most notably one that criminalized the promotion of "non-traditional sexual relations. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:26:10 AM 

What a Real Russian Winter Looks Like 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Jeff Black 

2/5/2014 3:26:10 AM 

Nuclear Letdown: Navy Suspends 30 at Reactor School for Alleged Cheating 

The nuclear officer cheating scandal seems to have spread to another branch of the U.S. military.About 30 senior 

instructors at the Navy’s nuclear propulsion school in Charleston, S.C., have been suspended from duty for alleged 

cheating on exams, U.S. Navy officials said Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito 

2/5/2014 3:26:11 AM 

Hoffman Took Out 51,200 Before Death, Sources Say 

Philip Seymour Hoffman withdrew $1,200 from an ATM at a supermarket near his New York City apartment the night 

before he was found lifeless in his bathroom with a syringe still in his left arm, sources told NBC News.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

2/5/2014 3:26:13 AM 

Boehner: ’There’s Nothing Complex About the Keystone Pipeline!’ 

House Speaker John Boehner got testy Tuesday over the proposed Keystone Pipeline, castigating the Obama 

administration for not having approved the project yet."Complex? You think the Keystone Pipeline is complex? 

Boehner responded to a questioner. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:26:15 AM 

Holy Graffiti: Nepali Kids Pray for Prosperity 

A boy looks through the window of the Saraswati temple, whose walls are covered with writings, during the 

Shreepanchami festival in Kathmandu, Nepal, on Tuesday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Javier E. David and Julianne Pepitone 

2/5/2014 3:26:16 AM 

New Era: Microsoft Names Satya Nadella as CEO 

Microsoft named its top cloud computing executive, Satya Nadella, as chief executive on Tuesday.The company also said 

Bill Gates would step aside as chairman of the board but would remain a technology adviser to the company.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

2/5/2014 3:26:17 AM 

Why You Should Care About the Farm Bill 

The Senate is on the cusp of passing a nearly $1 trillion agriculture and nutrition bill that affects everything from corn 

subsidies to food stamps to the cost of an acre of farm land. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:26:17 AM 

’Tiger Mom’ Amy Chua: My Daughter Plans to Join the Army 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/m~ms/ti~er-m~m~dad~ur~dau~hter-p~ans-j~in-army-we~c~u~dnt~2D12~5469~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 5:19:39 AM 

Obama Calls Seahawks Coach After Super Bowl Blowout 

Fresh from his team’s Super Bowl blowout on Sunday, Seattle Seahawks coach Pete Carroll tweets that the president 

called to send his relgards.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 6:51:56 AM 

4 Suspects Questioned About Heroin in Hoffman’s Apartment 

h ttp ://www. n b c n ewyo r k. co m/n ews/I o ca I/4-S u s p ects-Qu e st i o n ed-H offm a n-N¥C-H e to in-Sales-So u rce s-243622861, h tm [ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 6:57:32 AM 

Four Suspects Questioned About Heroin Found in Hoffman’s Apartment 

h ttp ://www. n b c n ewyo r k. co m/n ews/I o ca I/4-S u s p ects-Qu e st i o n ed-H offm a n-N¥C-H e to in-Sales-So u rce s-243622861, h tm [ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 10:01:15 AM 

Oklahoma Teen Testifies: My Friend Killed Australian College Student 

DUNCAN, Oklahoma -- One of three Oklahoma teenagers charged with fatally shooting an Australian student athlete 

who was jogging in a small town in August testified on Tuesday that a co-defendant had pulled the trigger and later said 

he thought the handgun held blanks.James Edwards Jr. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 10:17:44 AM 

Four Bombs Rock Central Baghdad, Killing 13 

BAGHDAD -- Four bombs struck near Baghdad’s heavily-fortified "Green Zone" and a busy square in the center of the 

capital on Wednesday, killing at least 13 people, security sources said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 10:17:45 AM 

’Biggest Loser’ Finale Ends With Record-Breaking Win 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/entertainment/biggest-~ser-seas~n-ends-rec~rd-breaking-win-2 D12059394~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 10:44:36 AM 

Marvin Gaye’s 1964 Passport Found in Record Case 

http ://www.to d ay, co m/e nte rtain m e nt/m a rvi n -gayes-1964-pa ss po rt-fo u n d-reco rd-bo ught-50-ce nts-2 D 12054121, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/5/2014 11:00:57 AM 

Why Good Athletes Are Good-Looking, Too 

Good-looking athletes seem to have it all -- fame, money and often plenty of admiring women. And there may be a 

good reason for it, a new study finds. It seems better-looking men also perform better athletically., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

2/5/2014 11:22:45 AM 

Former ’Idol’ Star Aiken Running for Congress 

Former "American Idol" star Clay Aiken is officially running for Congress.Aiken made official on Wednesday an upstart 

bid to unseat second-term Rep. Renee EIImers in a heavily Republican district in North Carolina. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/5/2014 11:22:45 AM 

Nine People Trapped After South Africa Gold Mine Rockfall, Fire 

A fire and rockfall in a deep South African gold mine have trapped nine people more than a mile underground, officials 

said Wednesday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga 

2/5/2014 12:01:11 PM 

Pope John Paul II’s Personal Notes Published Against His Will 

ROME - A collection of personal notes by the late Pope John Paul II was published Wednesday against the former 

pontiff’s explicit instructions.In his will, the Pope who led the Catholic Church from 1978 to 2005 asked his closest aide, 

Polish Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz, to burn his notes. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 12:01:13 PM 

North, South Korean Families Separated by War to Hold Reunions 

SEOUL -- North and South Korea agreed on Wednesday to allow some families separated by the 1950-53 Korean War to 

hold brief reunions, despite a campaign by Pyongyang that Seoul cancel planned war games with the United States., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 12:17:25 PM 

Know It All: Wednesday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and welcome to the new NBCNews.com. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning:l. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 12:33:54 PM 

Shaun White Bows Out of Slopestyle Event, Citing Risk 

http~//w~w~t~day.c~m/s~chi/shaun-white-b~ws~ut~s~pesty~e~event-citin~.risk.2D12~59938~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/5/2014 1:01:02 PM 

Megabat Rescue: Flying Foxes Released Into Wild 

Wildlife volunteers in Sydney released a pair of grey-headed flying foxes in a city park Wednesday.The megabat, which 

has been classified as vulnerable to extinction by local authorities, was among several species that suffered in the 

extreme heatwave that hit parts of Australia last month.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/5/2014 1:17:30 PM 

Russian Police Kill Suspected Mastermind of Volgograd Bombings 

SOCHI, Russia -- Russian police said Wednesday that they had killed a suspected mastermind of two suicide bombings in 

December that left 34 people dead and raised terrorism fears ahead of the Sochi Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Maria Stromova 

2/5/2014 1:17:33 PM 

U.S. Navy Warship In Black Sea Ahead of Sochi Olympics 

MOSCOW - An American Navy command ship, the U.S.S. Mount Whitney entered the Black Sea Wednesday as part of 

Pentagon security measures ahead of the Sochi Olympics, officials told NBC News.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/5/2014 2:01:38 PM 

Castaway’s Parents Thought They Would Never See Son Again 

The father of Pacific castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga said he was told his long-lost son vanished on a fishing trip but he 

didn’t have the heart to break the news to his ailing wife.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peter Alexander 

2/5/2014 2:17:52 PM 

White House Says U.S. Has Not Curbed Drone Policy in Pakistan 

White House officials are pushing back on a new report that asserts the U.S. has sharply curtailed drone strikes in 

Pakistan at the request of the government there as it pursues peace talks with the Pakistani Taliban.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:01:26 PM 

Leno by the Numbers: 22 Years, 44,000 Jokes, 4,607 Aimed at Clinton 

http://www.today.com/entertainment/leno-num bers-22-years-44-000-jokes-4-607-aimed-2D12057956~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/5/2014 3:07:04 PM 

A New Report Highlights the Need for Reform as Population Ages 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 3:12:30 PM 

Grenade Attack On Libyan School Injures At Least Six 

BENGHAZI, Libya -- At least six children were wounded when unknown assailants tossed a hand grenade into a school in 

the eastern Libyan city of Benghazi, hospital and security sources said on Wednesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/5/2014 3:45:10 PM 

So Long, Cigs: CVS Pulls Tobacco Products From Its Stores 

CVS Caremark pharmacies will phase out tobacco in U.S. retail stores by Oct. 1, a move quickly embraced by President 

Barack Obama and the first lady on Wednesday in the name of promoting good health., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/5/2014 4:01:29 PM 

Two Tons of Grit and Muscle: Celebrity Bulls Steal Spotlight 

Two seconds into the showdown, this celebrity athlete is ablaze with urgency. Nearly four feet off the ground, his back 

muscles bow and flare while his eyes seem to beam pure calmness, masking the fury at play.This superstar’s known to 

be serene before hitting the bright lights. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski 

2/5/2014 4:23:24 PM 

Jim Miklaszewski: US Warships on Standby During Olympics 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 4:50:52 PM 

Red Alert! Waves Pummel Spain’s Coast 

Dangerous waves engulf the lighthouse on Mouro Island in Santander, Spain on Feb. 2. Spanish authorities have issued a 

red alert due to major flooding after a strong swell pummelled Spain’s northern coast. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Henry Austin 

2/5/2014 4:50:52 PM 

Snow, Ice Confound Commute, Knock Out Power in Latest Blast 

Nearly one in four Americans were under storm warninigs and hundreds of thousands were without power Wednesday 

as the winter blast that wreaked havoc across the nation’s midsection roared into the Northeast., 

View article,,. 



From: David Arnott 

Sent: 2/5/2014 5:12:43 PM 

Subject: Castaway Gets a Haircut 

Jose Salvador Alvarenga, the fisherman who claims he spent more than a year adrift in the Pacific, finally got a haircut 

Tuesday, transforming him from a ragged castaway with an unruly mane and bushy beard to a clean-shaven and 

respectable citizen of the world.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 5:34:22 PM 

David Beckham to Start Soccer Team in Miami 

h ttp ://p roso cce rtalk, n b cs po rts. co m/2014/02/05/d avid-beckh a m-a n n o u n c es-mia m i-will-be-m ajo r-I e aig u e-socce rs-22 n d- 

franchise/related/, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 5:45:19 PM 

Matt Lauer Visits Sochi ’Lovers Bench’ - With New Friend 

http://www.today.com/sochi/matt-takes-tour-lovers-bench-sochi-local-2D 12059939~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 6:18:02 PM 

Too Risky: Shaun White Bows Out of Sochi Event 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/s~chi/shaun-white-b~ws-~ut-s~pesty~e-event-citing-risk.2D12~59938~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 7:28:30 PM 

Watch Live: Seattle Cheers Seahawks Victory at Parade 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

2/5/2014 7:39:29 PM 

Woman Set to Be Executed in Texas for 1998 Torture, Killing 

A woman convicted of torturing and killing a mentally impaired man she had promised to marry is scheduled to be 

executed in Texas on Wednesday evening.Suzanne Basso, 59, is slated for lethal injection at 6 p.m. CT. She would only 

be the 14th woman executed in the U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/5/2014 7:55:31 PM 

New Bionic Hand Restores Sense of Touch 

A new bionic hand has for the first time helped a man feel the objects he is holdinig and tell how bil~ they are and 

whether they’re hard or soft., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 7:55:32 PM 

Dad Writes Male Version of ’Lean In’ 

http://www.today.com/moms/lean-dads-says-family-times-not-just-women-2D12054120~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 8:01:04 PM 

’Don’t Whiz on the Alamo’: Texas Man Faces Jail Time 

Don’t tinkle on Texas.An El Paso man faces up to 18 months behind bars after pleading guilty to urinating on the Alamo, 

the crucible of the legendary 1836 battle in San Antonio between the Mexican Army and Texas settlers fighting for 

independence. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 8:28:19 PM 

Babies Star in Classic Book Covers 

http://w~w~today.com/m~ms/itty~bitty.b~k-lovers-babies-star-reimagined-covers-fav~rite-chi~drens-2D12~58055~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 8:44:36 PM 

Uncool Runnings: Jamaican Bobsledders Missing Luggage, Gear 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/jamaican-bobsled-team-missing-luggage-equipment 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 9:17:13 PM 

’Match Made in Heaven’: Elderly Nuns Adopt Aging Pit Bull 

http://www.today.com/pets/elderly-nuns-adopt-9-year-old-pit-bull-no-one-2 D12062402~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/5/2014 9:22:34 PM 

Vitamin C May Aid Cancer Treatment 

A new study renews the controversial idea that vitamin C might help fight tumor cells.Tests in the lab, in mice and finally 

in real patients suggest a special intravenous formulation of the vitamin may enhance chemotherapy, and may reduce 

side effects at the same time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michelle Kosinski 

2/5/2014 9:39:04 PM 

Michelle Kosinski: Palace Mum on Prince Paparazzi Photos 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/5/2014 10:00:47 PM 

Feds Warn Russian Planes About Toothpaste Bombs 

The U.S. government has sent an advisory to airlines that fly into Russia, warning them that recent intelligence suggests 

terrorists might try to smuggle explosives onto planes by using toothpaste tubes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Henry Austin 

2/5/2014 10:33:27 PM 

Knocked Out: Storm Thrashes Weary Northwest 

Nearly one in four Americans were under storm warnings and hundreds of thousands were without power Wednesday 

as the winter blast that wreaked havoc across the nation’s midsection roared into the Northeast., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 10:33:30 PM 

Salt in the Wound: Rugged Winter Drains Road Budgets, Supplies 

As storm after ferocious storm wallops the country this winter, many cities have been forced to ration resources amid a 

shortage of the road salt used to melt snow., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/5/2014 10:38:43 PM 

Vitamin C May Help Cancer Treatment, Study Finds 

A new study renews the controversial idea that vitamin C might help fight tumor cells.Tests in the lab, in mice and finally 

in real patients suggest a special intravenous formulation of the vitamin may enhance chemotherapy, and may reduce 

side effects at the same time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bob Sullivan 

2/5/2014 10:43:59 PM 

Byte Me: How Our Gadgets Track Our Every Move 

The sheer volume of data sucked out of us every minute is creating a digital duplicate of our lives that can be exploited 

by the nefarious. Follow an NBC News reporter through one day in his life to see how much and how often he 

unknowingly leaks data,Cell phones tell stores you are walking by,. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Plesser 

2/5/2014 10:44:02 PM 

Skilled, Cheap Russian Hackers Power American Cybercrime 

MOSCOW -- When it comes to finding original ways of virtually stealing real money, Russian criminals are in a class of 

their own. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 10:44:05 PM 

Skeleton Racers Aspire to Look Fierce 

The Olympic sport of Skeleton racing, a sort of single-man luge, is full of athletes who are not ones to be messed with. 

For this year’s Winter Games, skeleton racers are looking fierce from head to toe. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 10:49:36 PM 

Salt in the Wound: Rugged Winter Drains Road Budgets, Supplies 

As storm after ferocious storm wallops the country this winter, many cities have been forced to ration resources amid a 

shortage of the road salt used to melt snow., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Henry Austin 

2/5/2014 11:00:33 PM 

KKnocked Out: Storm Thrashes Weary Northeast 

Nearly one in four Americans were under storm warninigs and hundreds of thousands were without power Wednesday 

as the winter blast that wreaked havoc across the nation’s midsection roared into the Northeast., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Henry Austin 

2/5/2014 11:16:34 PM 

Knocked Out: Storm Thrashes Weary Northeast 

Nearly one in four Americans were under storm warninigs and hundreds of thousands were without power Wednesday 

as the winter blast that wreaked havoc across the nation’s midsection roared into the Northeast., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/5/2014 11:27:02 PM 

Feds Warn Russian Flights About Toothpaste Bombs 

The U.S. government has sent an advisory to airlines that fly into Russia, warning them that recent intelligence suggests 

terrorists might try to smuggle explosives onto planes by using toothpaste tubes. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 11:48:49 PM 

Glowin’ in the Wind: Art Installation Shines in German Town 

A long time exposure image shows the wind wheel called "Smarties Mill" turning under a starlit sky near Sehnde- 

Muellingen, Germany, Feb. 4. French artist Patrick Raynaud installed 30 colored luminous fields at the wind energy 

tower.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

2/5/2014 11:48:49 PM 

The Latest Controversy Over Sochi Is: Greek Yogurt? 

Is Russian President Vladimir Putin playing games with Americans’ yogurt ahead of the Olympics?New York Democrat 

Sen. Chuck Schumer is upset that Chobani yogurt is being held up by Russian authorities instead of making its way to 

American athletes in Sochi. (Chobani is based in Schumer’s home state. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/5/2014 11:48:49 PM 

More Cowbell! Will Ferrell Brings AMA Laughs 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/e nte rtain m e n t/will-fe r rell-talks-t rees-s n o o p-d og-best-red d i t-a m a-eve r-2 D 12061957. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Erik Ortiz 

2/5/2014 11:54:20 PM 

Ex-Cop After Cinema Shooting: ’1 Can’t Believe What I Have Done’ 

The retired police captain charged with fatally shooting a man in a Florida movie theater in a dispute over texting 

exclaimed afterward, "1 can’t believe what I’ve done," a witness testified at a bail hearing Wednesday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Henry Austin 

2/6/2014 12:21:29 AM 

Pinched: Salt Supplies Dwindle After Endless Storms 

As if traffic snarls, scrubbed flights and power outages weren’t enough misery, the latest bit of winter savagery to hit the 

Midwest and the East is an extreme shortage of the salt used to clear snow and ice off roadways., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

2/6/2014 12:21:31 AM 

The Latest Sochi Controversy Is...Greek Yogurt? 

Is Russian President Vladimir Putin playing games with Americans’ yogurt ahead of the Olympics?New York Democrat 

Sen. Chuck Schumer is upset that Chobani yogurt is being held up by Russian authorities instead of making its way to 

American athletes in Sochi. (Chobani is based in Schumer’s home state. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michelle Kosinski 

2/6/2014 12:53:28 AM 

Michelle Kosinski: Are Royals Warminl~ to Paparazzi? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 12:53:30 AM 

Watch NHL Live: Penguins Face Off Against Sabres 

http://nhlstream2.nbcsports.com 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

2/6/2014 1:09:39 AM 

Woman Executed in Texas for 1998 Torture, Killing 

A woman convicted of torturing and killing a mentally impaired man she had promised to marry was executed in Texas 

on Wednesday evening.Suzanne Basso, 59, was put to death by lethal at 6:26 p.m. CT, the Texas Department of 

Corrections said.She was only be the 14th woman executed in the U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/6/2014 3:18:47 AM 

Report: Target Hackers Slipped In Via Vent .,. Maintenance Company 

The latest intelligence on the Target breach saga suggests that the hackers got in through the A/C vents.., but not the 

way you think. Instead of creeping in through the vents themselves, they supposedly used a HVAC maintenance 

company’s credentials to gain access to Target’s internal networks, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 3:35:19 AM 

Food Blogger Urges Subway to Remove Chemical From Bread 

Subway says it’s in the process of removing a chemical from its bread as part of an ongoing effort to improve its 

recipes.The announcement comes after a popular food blogger launched a petition this week asking the sandwich chain 

to stop using the ingredient, called azodicarbonamide. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 4:17:56 AM 

Waiting on Rain: Cattle Roam Drought-Stricken Fields 

Hereford cattle roam the dirt-brown fields of Nathan Carver’s ranch, which his family has owned for five generations on 

the outskirts of Delano, in California’s Central Valley, on Monday, Feb. 3.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Henry Austin 

2/6/2014 4:23:14 AM 

Pinched: Salt Shortage Leads to Dangerously Slippery Streets 

As if traffic snarls, scrubbed flights and power outages weren’t enough misery, the latest bit of winter savagery to hit the 

Midwest and the East is an extreme shortage of the salt used to clear snow and ice off roadways.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 9:09:27 AM 

North Korea Says B-52 Training Sortie Imperils Family Reunions 

SEOUL - A U.S. B-52 bomber sortie over South Korea has endangered plans for reunions between families from the 

North and South of the country and risks triggering a further escalation of military tensions, North Korea said on 

Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jason Lynch 

2/6/2014 10:14:52 AM 

What’s Next for Leno? 7 Networks That Might Nab Him 

When Jay Leno signs off from "The Tonight Show" Thursday, the comedian will be without a regular TV gig for the first 

time since he took over for Johnny Carson as "Tonight" host back in 1992.~ 

View article,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Raul A. Reyes 

2/6/2014 10:14:53 AM 

Bold Lesson: Florida School District Swaps Cops for Counseling 

A couple of years after arriving as superintendent of the Broward County Public Schools, Robert Runcie turned the 

district’s discipline policies upside down., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 10:14:54 AM 

Men We Love With Paul Feig 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 10:36:48 AM 

Eight Bodies Pulled From South African Mine 

South African rescuers have recovered eight bodies after a fire and rock fall at a gold mine near Johannesburg, the 

government said Thursday. One other miner remained missing., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 10:52:58 AM 

Sochi Kicks Off: What to Watch 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/what-watch-day-l-sochi-olym pics~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 10:53:00 AM 

LeBron, Heat Hold Off Clippers Despite Griffin’s 43 Points 

h ttp ://p ro b as ketballtalk, n bcs p o rts. co m/2014/02/06/h eat-sta rt-h o t-th e n-h a n g-o n-to-beat-clip p e rs/related[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/6/2014 11:36:29 AM 

Russian Deputy P.M. on LGBT Laws: ’Please Do Not Touch Kids’ 

SOCHI, Russia -- The deputy prime minister of Russia said Thursday that gay Olympians and fans have nothing to worry 

about but added: "Please do not touch kids. That’s the only thing. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:36:32 AM 

Photographer Explores Line Where the Frontier Began 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:47:28 AM 

Why the Jobless Rate Isn’t What It Seems 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 12:25:18 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Thursday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Thursday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

Russian official reminds gays at Olympics not to ’touch kids’Russia’s Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Kozak made the 

remarks Thursday while talking to reporters in Sochi. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/6/2014 12:46:58 PM 

Giant Jellyfish Previously Unknown To Science Washes Up In Australia 

An Australian family went to the beach to collect sea shells, but instead stumbled across a igil~antic jellyfish that has 

piqued the interest of scientists. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/6/2014 12:52:16 PM 

Russian Official Invokes Boston in Guaranteeing Olympic Security 

SOCHI, Russia -- The Russian deputy prime minister says the level of security threats is "the same in Sochi as in Boston," 

the second day in a row that a Russian official has invoked the site of last year’s marathon bombings., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 12:57:52 PM 

Watch Now: Obama Speaks at National Prayer Breakfast 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 1:03:16 PM 

Bode Miller Leads Opening Training in Sochi Downhill 

h ttp://www.n b colym pics.co m/news/bode-miller-leads-o p ening-down h ill-training-sochi-olym p ics?ctx=team-usa= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 1:52:29 PM 

Watch What It’s Like to Ski Down an Alpine Track 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/sochi-mens-downhill-trainin~-skiers-pov~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 2:29:55 PM 

Bona Fide Bones: Charlemagne Relics Are Likely Authentic 

The relics of Charlemagne, long on display at a treasury in Germany, are likely the real bones of the Frankish king, 

scientists say.Last Tuesday (Jan. 28) marked exactly 1,200 years since Charlemagne died in A.D. 814.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 2:46:15 PM 

Costas Previews What to Watch Out for on Day 1 of Sochi Games 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/today-costas-previews-day-lo 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 2:46:17 PM 

The British Invasion Begins: Beatles Land in U.S. 50 Years Ago 

It was a half-century ago tomorrow that the Beatles arrived on U.S. shores for their first American tour and appearances 

on the Ed Sullivan show that kicked off Beatlemania and transformed pop music. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 3:08:06 PM 

Pope au Chocolat: Life-Sized Statue Greets Pope Francis 

Pope Francis looks at a chocolate statue of himself that he received as a gift, at the Vatican on Feb. 5, 2014. The statue 

was created using 1.5 tons of cocoa.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/6/2014 3:13:23 PM 

Virginia Bill to Decriminalize Sex Outside of Marriage Stalls 

Virginia isn’t for all lovers.An antiquated state law that makes it a crime to have sex outside of marriage remains on the 

books after an effort to decriminalize it failed to move out of a House subcommittee Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 3:13:25 PM 

Pope au Chocolat: Life-Sized Chocolate Statue Greets Pope Francis 

Pope Francis looks at a chocolate statue of himself that he received as a gift, at the Vatican on Feb. 5, 2014. The statue 

was created using 1.5 tons of cocoa.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 3:13:27 PM 

’Top Chef’ Judges Defend Shocking Finale Decision 

http://w~w~t~day~c~m/entertainment/t~p~chef~judges-defend-sh~cking-~na~e-decisi~n-2D12~67588~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 3:24:17 PM 

Skeleton Racers Aspire to Look Fierce 

The Olympic sport of Skeleton racing, a sort of single-man luge, is full of athletes who are not ones to be messed with. 

For this year’s Winter Games, skeleton racers are looking fierce from head to toe. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/6/2014 3:29:50 PM 

Political Undercurrent Penetrates Olympic Opening 

With the Winter Olympics set to begin in Sochi, Russia, it’s worth noting how these games - like other Olympics before 

them !1936, 1968, 1980, 1984) -- have become as much of a political story as an athletic one. For starters, there are the 

serious security concerns. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 3:46:01 PM 

Sochi Athletes Prep for the Big Day 

Valentin Cretu of Romania takes part in a men’s luge training session ahead of the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics at the 

Sanki Sliding Center on Feb. 6 in Sochi, Russia. Olympic opening ceremonies begin tomorrow, Feb. 7 at 11 a.m. ET. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 3:46:04 PM 

Watch the First-Ever Olympic Team Figure Skating Event 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/figure-skating/winter/15417[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Alexander Smith 

2/6/2014 3:51:36 PM 

Doctors Concerned For Health Of Castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga 

The health of Pacific castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga has deteriorated since he landed on a remote atoll more than a 

year after he set off on a fishing trip, a doctor treating him said Thursday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 4:24:17 PM 

Richard Engel: Sochi Mood Lifted as Games Begin 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 4:56:26 PM 

Jamaica’s Bobsled Team is Back in Business 

Jamaica’s two-man bobsled pilot Winston Watts speeds down the track during an unofficial progressive training session 

at the Sanki sliding center in Rosa Khutor, a venue for the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics, on Feb. 6. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 5:12:39 PM 

Selena Gomez’s Rep Confirms She Went to Rehab Last Month 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/entertainment/se~ena.~mez-did-stint-rehab-~ast.m~nth.2D12~67748~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 5:34:26 PM 

Gunning for Gold in Sochi 

Biathlete Laura Dahlmeier of Germany prepares to shoot during a training session ahead of the Sochi 2014 Winter 

Olympics at the Laura Cross-Country Ski and Biathlon Center on Feb. 6 in Sochi, Russia.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/6/2014 5:45:17 PM 

First Thoughts: Political Undercurrent Penetrates Olympic Opening 

With the Winter Olympics set to begin in Sochi, Russia, it’s worth noting how these games - like other Olympics before 

them !1936, 1968, 1980, 1984) -- have become as much of a political story as an athletic one. For starters, there are the 

serious security concerns. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton 

2/6/2014 5:56:17 PM 

Syria: Deal Struck to Evacuate Civilians from Besieged City 

An agreement has been reached for aid to be delivered to the besieged Syrian city of Homs and an evacuation of 

civilians to begin, according to reports Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

2/6/2014 6:39:43 PM 

Boehner: Immigration Reform Until Obama Regains Our Trust 

House Speaker John Boehner dampened prospects for immigration reform this year, blaming a lack of "trust" between 

the White House and Republicans."There’s widespread doubt about whether this administration can be trusted to 

enforce our laws," he said Thursday in a briefing with reporters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

2/6/2014 6:50:40 PM 

Boehner: No Immigration Reform Until Obama Regains Our Trust 

House Speaker John Boehner dampened prospects for immigration reform this year, blaming a lack of "trust" between 

the White House and Republicans."There’s widespread doubt about whether this administration can be trusted to 

enforce our laws," he said Thursday in a briefing with reporters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 7:50:14 PM 

Olympians Ready for Lift Off at Sochi Jumping Center 

Severin Freund of Germany jumps during the Men’s Normal Hill Individual Ski Jumping training ahead of the Sochi 2014 

Winter Olympics at the RusSki Gorki Ski Jumping Center on Feb. 6. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/6/2014 7:55:55 PM 

Royal Caribbean Cruise Illnesses Tied To New Scourge, CDC Says 

The gut bug that cut short a Royal Caribbean cruise last week and sickened nearly 700 passengers and crew is a new 

strain of norovirus that has become something of a scourge of the seas -- and everywhere else. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 7:55:56 PM 

Biden: LaGuardia Like a ’Third-World Country’ Airport 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/6/2014 8:50:00 PM 

Marshall Islands Castaway Worried About Getting Paid 

When fisherman Jose Salvador Alvarenga washed up on a Pacific island chain after apparently being lost at sea for a 

year, he had one big concern: back pay., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 9:28:15 PM 

Mild Weather May Be Problematic for Bobsledders 

Canada’s CAN-2 sled takes a turn during a training run for the two-man bobsled at the 2014 Winter Olympics on Feb. 6 in 

Krasnaya Polyana, Russia.A typically cold weather sport, bobsled athletes are accustomed to freezing temperatures.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Irina Tkachenko 

2/6/2014 9:28:16 PM 

Stray Dogs Disappear from Sochi Streets as Activists Worry 

SOCHI, Russia -- The stray dogs meandering around this city have been as common a sight as the Olympic rings -- 

trotting alongside transit buses, ambling outside the figure skating venue, even wandering into a hotel room or two. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Winter and Matthew DeLuca 

2/6/2014 9:50:09 PM 

Ex-SAC Fund Manager Martoma Convicted in Insider Trading Case 

A former trader with hedge fund SAC Capital was convicted of insider trading on Thursday, months after the massive 

fund run by Steven A. Cohen was slapped with a record $1.8 billion insider trading penalty. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/6/2014 9:50:10 PM 

82,000 Tons Of Coal Ash Spill From Plant Into North Carolina River 

About 82,000 tons of coal ash mixed with 27 million gallons of contaminated water -- enough to fill more than 40 

Olympic swimming pools -- has leaked from a North Carolina power plant and is threatening water supplies across state 

lines.Duke Energy, the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

2/6/2014 10:01:01 PM 

Hot Wheels: Ferrari Sells for Record 540 Million 

Careening financial markets don’t seem to be throwing the collectible car market off track.A 1957 Ferrari Testa Rossa 

recently sold in the U.K. for $40 million, according to people close to the deal. The private sale is believed to be the most 

expensive of the year so far. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Luke Russert 

2/6/2014 10:33:41 PM 

Three Reasons Boehner Hit Pause on Immigration Reform 

House Speaker John Boehner hit the pause button Thursday on major immigration reform in 2014, just one week after 

Republicans unveiled their "principles" for an overhaul.Why did the Republican leader - who has said for the past year 

that he wants to pass immigration legislation - slam on the brakes?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Brokaw 

2/6/2014 10:33:42 PM 

Bravo, CVS, for Banning Tobacco Products 

OPINIONI am a cigarette scold.Ask my smoking friends, or the ones who are still around. I get in their face, demanding to 

know why they want to kill themselves and bring grief to their families. I’ve even been known to do it to strangers.Part 

of the reason is personal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

2/6/2014 10:33:46 PM 

Minnesota School Evacuated After 30 Students Sickened 

A southern Minnesota school was evacuated Thursday morning after about two dozen students became sick with 

symptoms suggesting carbon monoxide poisoning, local media reported.The ill students were transported by ambulance 

to Mayo Health Systems in Springfield, Minn. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/6/2014 10:33:48 PM 

Study Suggests Route for Treating Autism 

Researchers looking for simple ways to treat autism say they may have explained why at least some cases occur: It all 

has to do with the stress babies undergo at birth.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 10:33:50 PM 

The Week in Pictures: Jan. 30- Feb. 6 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/6/2014 11:00:49 PM 

TSA: No Liquids on U.S. Flights to Russia 

The TSA is now imposing a temporary new ban on most aerosols, gels, powders, and liquids in carry-ons on U.S. flights to 

Russia -- bringing American regulations into line with the rules that Russia itself imposed earlier this week.Prescription 

medications will, however, be allowed.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt and Elizabeth Chuck 

2/6/2014 11:11:37 PM 

Harsh Winter Forces States to Scramble for Salt 

The world has plenty of salt. It’s America’s roads that are in short supply.The wild winter has wreaked havoc on the 

supply chain between salt mines as far-flung as Chile and weather-beaten U.S. states struggling to find enough salt to 

keep roads safe. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/6/2014 11:11:39 PM 

Georgia Officials Admit to Overreacting With Storm Watch Signs 

Georgia just can’t get winter right.The state’s transportation department apologized Thursday after posting an incorrect 

message on overhead electronic billboards warning commuters of a "winter storm watch" Thursday afternoon into 

Friday morning for metro Atlanta.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

2/6/2014 11:11:39 PM 

New Guidelines Pinpoint Women’s Stroke Risks 

The odd sensations started one morning just a few months after Karen Rastenis turned 50. At first it was just a weakness 

in her right leg. After a few days, she lost the use of her right hand and started to slur her words. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:11:40 PM 

USA’s Bode Miller Places First in Training 

Bode Miller of the United States skis during training for the Alpine Skiing Men’s Downhill ahead of the Sochi 2014 Winter 

Olympics at Rosa Khutor Alpine Center on Feb. 6 in Sochi, Russia., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:11:41 PM 

Amazon Wants You to Vote on Its New TV Shows, Again 

http://rec~de~net/2~14/~2/~6/amaz~n-~ants-y~u-t~v~te-~n-its-ne~-tv-sh~s~again[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/6/2014 11:11:42 PM 

Music to Your Ears: New Gadget Turns Dumb Speakers ’Smart’ 

Beep, a new gadget that turns any speaker into a "smart" device, wants to make it a lot easier for users to stream music.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:17:13 PM 

Judge: Drivers Allowed to Flash Headlights to Warn About Cops Ahead 

Flashing your headlights to warn fellow drivers of police "speed traps" may not be verbal -- but it is protected speech 

under the First Amendment, a federal judge ruled this week.U.S. District Judge Henry E. Autrey in St. Louis on Monday 

prohibited the St.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew J. Belvedere 

2/6/2014 11:33:31 PM 

AOL Alters 401(1<) Matching Contributions, Blaming Obamacare 

AOL is making a change in the way it distributes 401(k) matching contributions to employees because Obamacare has 

resulted in an "additional ~;7.1 million expense for us as a company," Chairman and CEO Tim Armstrong told CNBC on 

Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:44:17 PM 

Missed by a Hair: Figure Skating Takes Off in Sochi 

Julia Lavrentieva and Yuri Rudyk of Ukraine compete in the figure skating pairs short program during the Sochi 2014 

Winter Olympics at Iceberg Skating Palace on Feb. 6. The pair, both three-time Ukrainian national champions, finished 

eighth in the program totaling 46.34 points. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:44:18 PM 

Andrea Mitchell: Did Russia Snoop on U.S, Diplomat? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:44:18 PM 

Should You Borrow from Your 401(k)? 

http://www.toda¥.com/mone¥/debt-desperate-whatever-¥ou-do-dont-do-2D12062407~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/6/2014 11:44:19 PM 

Hall of Fame Slugger Ralph Kiner Dies at 91 

http://www.nbcsports.com/baseball/mlb/hall-fame-slugger-ralph-kiner-dies-91~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 12:00:47 AM 

Biden: LaGuardia Like a ’Third-World Country’ Airport 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 12:11:35 AM 

Sochi’s Craziest Crashes and Wipeouts (So Far) 

http://www.nbcolympics.com/photos/craziest-falls-crashes-and-wipeouts-sochi~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 12:22:30 AM 

Wipeout! Craziest Falls and Crashes of Sochi 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/photos/craziest-falls-crashes-and-wipeouts-sochi~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 1:42:58 AM 

Looking for Short Track to Victory in Sochi 

South Korea’s short track team practices during a training session at the Iceberg venue in Sochi on Feb. 6, 2014, on the 

eve of the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games opening ceremony.In years past, South Korea has fielded powerhouse 

short track Olympic teams and 2014 looks to be no exception. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 1:43:00 AM 

Facebook Grants Father’s Wish to See Dead Son’s Video 

Facebook has granted a Missouri father’s tearful request to unlock his dead son’s social media page and give him access 

to a video compilation of photos and posts he had been unable to view., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 2:31:25 AM 

Sochi Olympics: What to Watch on the Day of Opening Ceremony 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/what-watch-day-opening-ceremony~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 3:03:51 AM 

Leno’s Laughs by the Numbers 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

2/7/2014 4:29:32 AM 

So Long, Farewell, Jay Leno 

As he bade farewell to "the best job in show business," Jay Leno cast aside his trademark stoicism Thursday nil~ht and 

broke down. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 5:55:35 AM 

On the Wild Side: Lugers Know They’re Crazy 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/olym pic-lul~ers-know-their-sport-crazy-thats-why-they-love-it~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 9:26:10 AM 

Syrian Rebels Free Hundreds in Aleppo Prison Attack, Activists Say 

BEIRUT -- A suicide bomber blew himself up at the gates of a Syrian prison Thursday and rebels stormed in behind him, 

freeing hundreds of inmates as part of an offensive aimed at capturing key government symbols around the northern 

city of Aleppo, activists said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 9:26:13 AM 

Airport Riot Mars China Lunar New Year Holiday Celebrations 

BEIJING - A riot at a major airport in China by passengers angry about delays caused by heavy snow has marred the end 

of the traditional week-long lunar new year holiday, state media said on Friday, as millions rush to return to work. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/7/2014 9:58:47 AM 

Gool~le Protests Russian Anti-Gay Law With Rainbow Homepal~e 

Google has made clear its stance on the Russian anti-gay law marring the Sochi Olympic Games by giving its search page 

a rainbow makeover -- and a link to the part of the Olympic charter that bans "discrimination of any kind., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 10:58:08 AM 

Unbeliebable: Justin Gets Patted Down 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 11:30:42 AM 

NYC Couple Released After Drug Arrests in Philip Seymour Hoffman Death Probe 

h ttp://w~w~nbcne~y~rk~com/news/~~ca~/Drug-Suspects-Re~eased-Bail-Phi~ip-Seym~ur-H~ffman-Her~in-~nvestigati~n- 

244075711,html, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mary Murray 

2/7/2014 11:46:57 AM 

Canadian Mom Detained in Cuba Over Tot’s Death Allowed to Leave 

HAVANA -- A Canadian mother detained in Cuba after a traffic accident killed her three-year old son two days before 

Christmas is finally being allowed to go home to bury her only child.Justine Davis and her son, Cameron, were on a 

motor scooter when she collided with a truck along a dirt road. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 12:19:30 PM 

Opening Ceremonies Through the Years in Photos 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/photos/opening-ceremonies-through-years~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 12:30:19 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Friday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Friday. Here are five of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash and Alexander Smith 

2/7/2014 12:41:17 PM 

Homs Siege: Evacuations Begin After Ceasefire Deal In City 

CAIRO, Egypt -- The long-await evacuation of civilians from the devastated Syrian city of Homs was finally underway 

Friday, according to officials with the United Nations World Food Programme.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 12:41:19 PM 

Flippin’ Awesome: Skier Looks for Gold 

Freestyle skier Dmitriy Reiherd, 24, of Kazakhstan, trains during moguls practice at the Extreme Park at Rosa Khutor 

Mountain ahead of the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics on Feb. 5, 2014 in Sochi, Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 12:41:20 PM 

Lugers Strive for the Perfect Plunge 

Toennes Stang Rolfsen makes a run during a men’s singles luge training session in the Sliding Center Sanki at the Sochi 

2014 Olympic Games on Feb. 7. This year’s Luge events will take place in Krasnaya Polyana, Russia and run from Feb. 8- 

13. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/7/2014 12:46:56 PM 

One Soldier Killed, Nine Injured In Lewis-McChord Van Crash 

An American soldier died and nine others were injured after a van carrying troops recently back from Afghanistan 

crashed on its way to a military base in Washington, the base said Friday.The U.S. Army personnel were being driven 

from SeaTac airport to Joint Base Lewis-McChord, south of Tacoma, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Becky Bratu 

2/7/2014 1:14:05 PM 

Merkel Calls U.S. Envoy F-Bomb ’Unacceptable’ 

German Chancellor Anl~ela Merkel called the disparaginig remarks about the European Union by one of the United 

States’ top diplomats "absolutely unacceptable" a spokeswoman said on Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick J. Rizzo 

2/7/2014 1:52:43 PM 

Job Growth Struggles Again in January 

The economy’s job creation engine sputtered along again in January, when employment rose by a lower-than-expected 

113,000 and the jobless rate remained mostly flat at 6.6 percent, according to government data Friday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 1:52:44 PM 

Talk the Talk: Learn Some Russian for the Sochi Olympics 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/s~chi/ta~kin~-ta~k-~earn-russian~wi~ie-he-sett~es-s~chi~2D12~67366~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/7/2014 2:08:45 PM 

F-Bomb Flap: Did Russia Snoop on Senior U.S. Diplomat? 

The latest diplomatic flap over electronic snooping doesn’t involve NSA leaker Edward Snowden.This time U.S. officials 

suggest Russia was apparently listening in on a top U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 2:14:17 PM 

Wave of Snow from New York City Plow Truck Knocks Over Man 

http~//w~w~nbcnewy~rk.c~m/news/~~ca~/sn~w~P~~w-s~ush-Kn~cks.~ver-Man-Breaks.G~ass-D~~r-Br~~k~yn- 

244112631.html, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/7/2014 2:30:24 PM 

Immigration: Gains and Pains for (50P 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton and Becky Bratu 

2/7/2014 2:41:25 PM 

Merkel Calls U.S. Envoy F-Bomb ’Unacceptable’ 

German Chancellor Anl~ela Merkel called the disparaginig remarks about the European Union by one of the United 

States’ top diplomats "absolutely unacceptable" a spokeswoman said on Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 3:13:49 PM 

’You Inspire Us’: Obama’s Message for Olympians 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/7/2014 3:13:50 PM 

Injured Lindsey Vonn Hits the Catwalk Instead of the Slopes 

Olympic downhill champion Lindsey Vonn, who had to withdraw from the Sochi Games because of a knee injury, hit the 

catwalk at New York Fashion Week Thursday night to highlight the Go Red campaign to end heart disease in women.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 3:19:18 PM 

Ski Jumpers Soar as Games Draw Near 

USA’s Anders Johnson is silhouetted during a normal hill training session at the RusSki Gorki Jumping Centre during 

Sochi’s 2014 Olympic Games in Krasnaya Polyana, Russia. Winter Games Ski Jumping begins on Feb. 8. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 3:30:12 PM 

Apple Repurchases 514 Billion Worth of Shares 

Apple Inc has repurchased $14 billion of its stock in the two weeks since it reported disappointing first-quarter results, a 

company spokesman said.Apple bought $12 billion of shares via an accelerated share repurchase program (ASR) and $2 

billion of shares from the open market, the spokesman said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 3:30:13 PM 

Awkward! Athletes Who Are In a League Of Their Own 

http://www.today.com/id/48139179. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick J. Rizzo 

2/7/2014 3:46:46 PM 

Numbers Are In: Job Growth Struggles Again in January 

The economy’s job creation engine sputtered along again in January, when employment rose by a lower-than-expected 

113,000 and the jobless rate remained mostly flat at 6.6 percent, according to government data Friday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 3:52:21 PM 

Awkward! These Athletes Are In a League of Their Own 

http://www.today.com/id/48139179. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Clinch 

2/7/2014 4:08:45 PM 

Bitcoin Tumbles 20 Percent After Trading Halt for Technical Issues 

Virtual currency bitcoin lost nearly twenty percent of its value on Thursday evening, after major exchange Mt Gox halted 

trading to try to resolve ongoing technical issues.The digital currency -- which is known for its wild price fluctuations -- 

was trading at $680. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 4:24:52 PM 

Bode Miller and Counterpart Nearly in Sync in Training Run 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/bode-miller-patrick-kuen~-superim posed-run~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 4:25:01 PM 

Kiefer Sutherland ’Nervous About’ the New Season of ’24’ 

http://www~t~day~c~m/entertainment/kiefer-suther~and-nerv~us-ab~ut-ne~-seas~n-24-2D 12074468~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

2/7/2014 4:25:04 PM 

Why You’re the Thinnest You’ll Be All Week on Friday 

http://www.today.com/health/friday-youre-thinnest-youll-be-all-week-2D 12072231~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/20:~4 4:25:05 PM 

Meet the Genius Behind the Sochi Opening Ceremony 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/today-i~enius-behind-sochis-openin~-ceremony?ctx=top-moments~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 4:41:24 PM 

Lindsey Vonn Walks the Fashion Week Runway on Crutches 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/7/20:14 4:57:39 PM 

Retired Florida Cop Says Cinema Shooting Victim ’Scared’ Him 

A retired police captain told investigators he gunned down a man in a movie theater because "he scared the crap out of 

me" and hit him, but his own wife told police she didn’t see a blow, it was revealed Friday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga 

2/7/2014 5:35:34 PM 

Veni, Vidi, Vici! Pope’s Latin Twitter Nets 200,000 Followers 

He has embraced the age of social media age, but Pope Francis still has one foot in tradition, with more than 200,000 

followers for his Twitter account - in Latin.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 6:24:45 PM 

Awkward Sports Photo: Athletes in a League of Their Own 

http://www.today.com/id/48139179. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 6:57:24 PM 

Leonard Nimoy to Smokers: Quit Now, Live Lonl~ 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/e nte rtain m e n t/I eo n a rd-nim oy-u rges-sm o ke rs-q u i t-n ow-h e-battles-I u n g-disea s e-2 D 1207223 Z 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 7:24:26 PM 

Philip Seymour Hoffman Funeral Brings Out Somber Stars 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/e nte rtain m e n t/p h ilip-seym o u r-h offm a n-fu n e ral-b r i n gs-o u t-so m be r-sta rs-2 D 1207434Z 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 8:13:18 PM 

Russian Police Perform ’Get Lucky’ 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/russian-police-perform-get-lucky~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 8:29:45 PM 

Watch: Sochi Opening’s Epic Aerials 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/epic-aerial-display-wows-sochi-opening-ceremonyo 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 8:29:47 PM 

Obama Signs Farm Bill Into Law 

President Barack Obama signed a massive farm bill into law on Friday after a drawn-out debate in Congress.The 

president likened the nearly 51 trillion bill to a Swiss Army Knife for its many policy implications -- on agriculture, on 

public food programs, on the environment and beyond. 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 8:40:45 PM 

Maria Shriver Introduces ’Defining Moment’ 

Welcome to our corner of the NBC world. Here we will explore; we will profile; we will converse. Our mission is to 

elevate the individuals worth knowing and the stories worth reflecting upon., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 9:39:57 PM 

Scientists Find 800,O00-Year-OId Footprints in UK 

British scientists have discovered human footprints in England that are at least 800,000 years old -- the most ancient 

found outside Africa, and the earliest evidence of human life in northern Europe.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 9:50:52 PM 

Watch: Russian Police Get Down to ’Get Lucky’ 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/russian-police-perform-get-luckyo 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 10:34:24 PM 

Color Lights Up Fashion Week 

Models pose during the Kate Spade New York presentation during Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Fall 2014 at Center 548 

on Feb. 7, 2014, in New York City.Read more about what’s being seen at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/7/20:14:10:34:25 PM 

Retired Cop in Florida Cinema Shooting Staying in Jail 

A Florida judge ruled Friday that retired police captain Curtis Reeves must stay in jail while he awaits trial on charges he 

murdered a Navy veteran during a dispute over texting in a movie theater. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 10:56:03 PM 

Eastwood Jumps Into Action, Saves Choking Man 

http://www.today.com/entertainment/clint-eastwood-jum ps-action-saves-choking-man-2 D12077283~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/7/2014 10:56:06 PM 

Chevrolet Showcases Gay Families in Olympics Opening Ceremony Ad 

In a first, Chevrolet features gay families in its ad during the Opening Ceremony of the 2014 Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 11:12:20 PM 

Sochi Horses March Through Russia’s History 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/horses-usher-sochi-openin~-ceremony~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/7/2014 11:55:24 PM 

Colin Powell: ’Some Elements’ of GOP ’Demonize’ Minorities 

Colin Powell, the former secretary of state for George W. Bush, again criticized Republicans on Friday for their poor 

relationship with women and minority voters.. 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 12:21:45 AM 

Ukraine Protesters Dig in as Crisis Goes on 

Ukraine’s unrest erupted in November 2013 after President Viktor Yanukovych rejected an association agreement with 

the European Union in favour of closer ties with Moscow, and the turmoil has now become an all-out movement to oust 

him. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 12:21:47 AM 

One Big Party in Sochi: Opening Ceremony Performances 

Sochi’s 2014 Winter Olympics featured a spectacle of performances during its opening ceremony at the Fisht Olympic 

Stadium.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Aziz Akyavas 

2/8/2014 1:15:39 AM 

Hijacker Who Tried to Divert Flight to Sochi in Custody 

A Ukrainian passenger made a bomb threat and tried to hijack a plane to the Winter Olympics venue of Sochi on Friday, 

but the pilots hoodwinked him and continued on to Turkey, where he was duly arrested, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 1:20:53 AM 

Ex Factor: Fox Cancels ’The X Factor’ After Three Seasons 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 1:42:34 AM 

Russian TV Airs Doctored Video of Olympic Rin~;s 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/russian-tv-shows-doctored-video-olym pic-rings~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 2:57:48 AM 

What to Watch: Day 1 of Sochi (5ames 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/day-l-sochi-olym pics-what-to-watch-nbc~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin 

2/8/2014 6:06:43 AM 

Snow Slams Northwest As Power Outages Plague East 

Old Man Winter showed no signs of slowing down Friday after pounding the Northwest and Arkansas with snow while 

crews scrambled to get the power back on for hundreds of thousands of customers in Pensylvania and Maryland.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/8/2014 6:38:50 AM 

Google Glass for NYPD? It’s ’Being Assessed’ 

Will your next encounter with a police officer in New York City be captured by an official department-issue Google Glass 

headset? It’s a possibility: The NYPD has a couple units and is giving them a thorough evaluation.The news was first 

reported at VentureBeat earlier this week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/8/2014 6:38:52 AM 

Top U,S. Diplomat’s Gaffe Heard ’Round the World 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:38:54 AM 

Trenton Mayor Tony Mack Found Guilty in Corruption Trial 

h ttp ://www. n b c p h il a d e lp h i a. co m/n ews/I o ca I/Tre n to n- M a yo r-To n y-M a c k-G u ilty-o n-All-Co u n ts-Co r ru pti o n-Tri a l- 

244388551.html, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:38:56 AM 

Cal Defensive Lineman Ted Agu Dies on Training Run 

http://w~w~nbcbayarea~c~m/news/~ca~/Ca~-F~tba~Tack~er-Ted-A~u-Dies-2443273~1.htm~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:39:00 AM 

Playtime! Meet the Sochi Mascots 

The mascots of the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics, a hare, a bear and a leopard, take part in the opening ceremony of the 

2014 Sochi Winter Olympics on Feb. 7.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:49:45 AM 

FAA Checking After Report on Bieber ’Pot Plane’ 

The Federal Aviation Administration said Friday that it is looking into allegations that passengers aboard a Gulfstream jet 

last week interfered with the flight crew - an episode that NBC News reported involved pop star Justin Bieber and his 

father. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:49:48 AM 

Hockey’s Ovechkin Unfazed at Being Face of Russia’s Olympics 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/alexander-ovechkin-unfazed-pressure-bein~-russias-face-olym pics~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Franklin 

2/8/2014 6:49:50 AM 

What You Don’t Know About The Beatles’ U.S. Debut 

"1 think one of the cheekiest things we ever did was to say to Brian Epstein, "We’re not going to America until we’ve got 

a Number One record." Paul McCartneyFifty years ago the Beatles conquered America, touching down in New York on 

February 7, 1964, and making their live U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 9:04:28 AM 

Fallon Chokes Up on Last ’Late Night’: Tm Not Going to Cry’ 

Jay Leno had Garth Brooks sing on his final "Tonight Show" Thursday. On Friday, Jimmy Fallon opened his last "Late 

Show" jamming with Buckwheat Zydeco and closed it singing with The Muppets - a stark reminder of the different 

tastes the new host will bring to the 11:30 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 9:31:34 AM 

WATCH LIVE: Men’s Snowboard Slopestyle Final 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/snowboarding/winter/13505/~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 9:42:32 AM 

15-Year-Old U.S. Skier Voisin Injures Ankle, Out of Olympics 

h ttp ://www. n b co l ym p i cs. co m/n ews/15-yea r-old-m a ggi e-voisin-i nj u re d-o u t-o l ym p i cs ?ctx=att-o l ym p i c-news-d e s k 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 10:52:54 AM 

American Sage Kotsenburg Wins First Gold Medal in Slopestyle 

h ttp ://www. n b co l ym p i cs. co m/n ews/sage-kotse n b u rg-wi n s-fi rst-gold-m e d a 1-2014-sochi-olym p ics-slo p estyl e ?ctx=gold e n- 

moments, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gael Fashingbauer Cooper 

2/8/2014 11:03:59 AM 

’Monuments Men~ Frames the WWll Story Your School Skipped 

The events of the George Clooney-directed "Monuments Men," which opened Friday, seem almost impossible to 

believe., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 12:14:04 PM 

Mall Warninl~: Shoppers Possibly Exposed to Measles 

h ttp ://www. n b c n ewyo r k. co m/n ews/I o ca I/M e a sles-Expos u re-Pali s a d e s-M all- R ockl a n d-Co u n ty--244377491, h tm I~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 2:16:51 PM 

WATCH LIVE Premier League Soccer: Liverpool vs. Arsenal 

http://plstream.nbcsports.com 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 4:41:06 PM 

Bjoerndalen Wins Gold, Becomes Most Successful Winter Olympian 

h ttp~//w~w~nbc~ympics.com/news/~e-einar-bj~erndalen-wins-8~d-mens-1~km-sprint-matchin8-rec~rd-m~st-career- 

olym pic-medals?ctx=8olden-moments~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 4:41:07 PM 

Ukraine Won’t Investigate Bugging of U.S, Diplomat’s Call 

Ukrainian law enforcement said Saturday it will not investigate the phone bug between two U.S. diplomats when they 

discussed opposition in the Ukraine, which sparked controversy when one diplomat was heard dropping an expletive 

about the European Union.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 4:57:21 PM 

Speed Racer: Skater Sets New Record 

Speed skater Sven Kramer of the Netherlands set an Olympic record and defended his title in the men’s 5000m Saturday, 

winning gold with a time of 6 minutes, 10.76 seconds, a new Olympic record.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 5:08:22 PM 

Playtime! Sochi Shows Off Its Mascots 

The mascots of the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics, a hare, a bear and a leopard, take part in the opening ceremony of the 

2014 Sochi Winter Olympics on Feb. 7.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 5:24:39 PM 

Sochi Medals Aren’t Pure Gold! Fun Olympics Facts 

http://www.today.com/sochi/big-bright-beautiful-sochi-2014-medals-num bers-2D 12077287~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/8/2014 5:29:58 PM 

Officials: Woman Faked Pregnancy Before Stealing Relative’s Baby 

A Denver woman faked a pregnancy before snatching her step-sister’s 5-day-old newborn from his crib while his parents 

slept in their Wisconsin home, federal prosecutors say., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:34:19 PM 

Thrills and Spills: Lester Holt Tries Olympic Sports 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:50:47 PM 

Watch Live: Women’s Mogul Final 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/freestyle-skiing/winter/13514[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 6:50:49 PM 

Remains Found in Virginia ID’d As Missing Reserve Officer 

RICHMOND, Va. -- An autopsy has confirmed that found human remains are those of a Waynesboro reserve police 

officer who was reported missing a week ago.Kevin Wayne Quick’s body was found Thursday about halfway between 

Richmond and Charlottesville. The 45-year-old was reported missing on Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/8/2014 7:28:24 PM 

Feds to Extend New Benefits to Same-Sex Couples: Eric Holder 

The Justice Department on Monday will extend a new package of federal benefits to same-sex couples that Attorney 

General Eric Holder said will give "lawful same-sex marriages full and equal recognition, to the greatest extent possible 

under the law. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 8:33:07 PM 

Two Dead in Train Accident in French Alps 

MARSEILLE, France -- A huge falling rock derailed a train in the French Alps on Saturday, killing two people and partly 

pushing one of its carriages over the edge of a mountain slope, officials said.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 9:32:21 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Highlights of the Day 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/8/2014 9:59:09 PM 

Flu Shot Fail: Why Doesn’t the Vaccine Always Work? 

Vaccines have wiped out smallpox and they’ve nearly eradicated polio. Vaccination can control measles and mumps, and 

they protect travelers against yellow fever and cholera.Most are so good that a few doses in childhood cover people for 

decades, even life.= 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 10:37:03 PM 

Americans Dismiss Report of Figure Skating Fixing 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/americans-dismiss-report-figure-skating-judging-conspiracy~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 11:09:11 PM 

Bode Miller Dominates his Rivals in Training Run 

Bode Miller set himself up as favorite Saturday for the showcase men’s Olympic downhill, storming the mountain with 

the fastest training run of the day. The 36-year-old American showman will become the oldest man to win an Olympic 

Alpine title if he repeats the feat in Sunday’s race. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 11:25:38 PM 

Joan Mondale, Wife of Former Vice President, Honored at Memorial 

Political dignitaries joined family members at Saturday’s memorial service for Joan Mondale, the wife of a former vice 

president who was remembered for her passion and persistence about arts, politics and community.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/8/2014 11:57:49 PM 

Buff Guys: U.S. Bobsledders Play It Cool in Sochi 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/life-us-olym pic-mens-bobsledder~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 12:13:27 AM 

Watch Full Replays of Saturday’s Olympics Action 

http ://www. n bco lym p ics. co m/n ews/o lym p ics-I ive-extra-sc h ed u le-sat u rd ay-fe b-8-n bc~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 12:29:30 AM 

Turkish Protesters Take to Streets Over Online Restrictions 

Anger over new controls over the Internet boiled onto Istanbul’s streets Saturday, with police using water cannons and 

tear gas to disperse hundreds of protesters, Reuters reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 12:29:32 AM 

First U.S. Gold Medalist Captures the Olympics’ Fun 

h ttp ://www. n b co l ym p its. co m/n ews/sal~e-kotse n b u qg-ca pt u re s-fu n-olym p ics-histo r ic-slo p estyl e-i~old-m e d a l?ctx=igold e n- 

moments, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 12:56:10 AM 

Watch: Men Rack up Spectacular Crashes in Downhill Skiing 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/spectacular-mens-downhill-crashes~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 1:12:39 AM 

18-Year-Old Sells Champion Steer for $200K 

http://w~w~nbcdfw.c~m/news/~ca~/Grand~Champ~Steer-At.St~ck~Sh~w-Se~s-F~r~2~K~244534631.htm[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kristen Welker 

2/9/2014 1:50:24 AM 

Water Woes Dampen W. Va. Residents’ Faith 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kevin Tibbles 

2/9/2014 1:55:47 AM 

Science Could Help U.S. Win Olympic Gold 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 2:11:47 AM 

What to Watch: Men’s Downhill Tops Day 2 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/da¥-2-sochi-olym pics-what-to-watch-nbc~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/9/2014 2:11:49 AM 

Northwest Gets Another Winter Hit, While California Welcomes Rain 

While the Northwest got bombarded by a third wave of wintry weather Saturday, California got some much-needed 

rain. But experts say the moisture won’t completely quench the state’s thirst., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Williams 

2/9/2014 3:00:06 AM 

Woody Allen Disputes Daughter’s Sexual Abuse Claim 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 3:43:05 AM 

15-Year-Old Russian Skater Wows in Team Event 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/lipnitskaya-uses-pressure-fuel-bi~-performance~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 3:59:12 AM 

Wild Waves Whip Wales 

People look on as high waves strike the harbor wall at Porthcawl, Wales, on Feb. 8, 2014. Strong winds and heavy rain 

continue to lash the southwest of England and south Wales with winds gusting at up to 80 mph in places. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 4:36:58 AM 

Leap into River to Escape Crash Leaves One Missing 

Two people leaped from an interstate highway bridge into an Arkansas river to avoid a semi truck sliding toward a crash 

scene and only one was rescued, the State Troopers said Saturday.About 2 a.m.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

2/9/2014 6:18:38 AM 

9 Million Pounds of Meat Products from California Recalled 

Nearly 9 million pounds of meat products from a California company has been recalled because the items came from 

"diseased and unsound animals," according to federal regulators.The meat came from the Rancho Feeding Corp. of 

Petaluma, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

2/9/2014 7:07:00 AM 

8.7 Million Pounds of Meat Products from California Recalled 

Nearly 9 million pounds of meat products has been recalled by a California company that processed "diseased and 

unsound animals," according to federal regulators.The meat from the Rancho Feeding Corp. of Petaluma, Calif., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 7:23:01 AM 

Watch Live: Bode Miller Chases Downhill Gold 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/alpine-skiing/winter/13517/. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 9:58:26 AM 

WATCH LIVE: Women’s Snowboard Slopestyle Final 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/snowboarding/winter/13521/~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 10:57:42 AM 

Team USA Sweeps Slopestyle as Jamie Anderson Wins Gold 

http://w~w~nb~~~ympi~s~~~m/news/jamie~anders~n-wins-g~~d-w~mens-sn~wb~ard-s~~pesty~e-gives-us- 

sweep?ctx=~olden-moments, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 10:57:43 AM 

What to Watch: Figure Skating Tops Day 2 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/day-2-sochi-olym pics-what-to-watch-nbc~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 12:19:06 PM 

U.N.: Aid Convoy in Syria’s Homs Won’t Be Deterred by Attacks 

U.N. humanitarian chief Valerie Amos expressed deep disappointment on Saturday after an aid convoy came under fire 

in a besieged rebel district of the Syrian city Homs, though she vowed to keep pushing to deliver humanitarian 

assistance to Syria’s neediest.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

2/9/2014 1:56:01 PM 

Zoo Kills ’Unwanted’ Giraffe Marius, Feeds Carcass To Lions 

A zoo in Denmark killed a young giraffe with a bolt gun and fed its meat to the lions Sunday, saying the animal was 

"unwanted., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 2:17:42 PM 

While You Were Sleeping: Bode Miller’s Downhill Disappointment 

h ttp ://www. n b co l ym p its. co m/vid e o/bod e-mille r-fa Ire rs-m art h i a s-m aye r-wi n s-down hill-gold ?ctx= m o r ning-sta rt~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 2:44:20 PM 

WATCH LIVE: Premier League Soccer - Tottenham vs. Everton 

http://plstream9.nbcsports.com 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 2:49:52 PM 

Bjoerndalen: The Greatest Olympian You’ve Never Heard Of 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/ole-einar-bjoerndalen-~reatest-olym pian-youve-never-heard 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 2:49:53 PM 

Lawsuit : Cops Tasered Man Over Dropped Cigarette 

http ://www. n bclosa ngeles, co m/n ews/I oca I/c ivil-rights-I aws u it-I a-s h e riffs-d e p uties-d a n iel-j o h n so n-ta se r- 

244584451.html, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 3:00:44 PM 

Report: Gunman Kills Nun, Churchgoer On Russia’s Sakhalin Island 

MOSCOW - A gunman opened fire in a Russian Orthodox cathedral on the island of Sakhalin, off Russia’s far eastern 

coast - north of Japan - Sunday, killing a nun and a churchgoer and wounding six other people, officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 3:32:34 PM 

WATCH LIVE: Team Figure Skating Events 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/figure-skating/winter/13561[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 3:43:34 PM 

Alpine Skier Goes Airborne to Fetch Gold Medal 

Austria’s Matthias Mayer competes during the Men’s Alpine Skiing Downhill at the Rosa Khutor Alpine Center during the 

Sochi Winter Olympics on Feb. 9, 2014. Mayer won a gold medal for his run.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 3:59:57 PM 

Benedict ’At Peace’ One Year After Stepping Down as Pope 

VATICAN CITY -- A year after his shock resignation, Pope Emeritus Benedict has no regrets and believes history will 

vindicate his tumultuous and much-criticized papacy, the man closest to him told Reuters in a rare interview. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

2/9/2014 4:27:06 PM 

Schumer: Delay Date Immigration Overhaul Would Take Effect 

A key Democratic senator proposed to delay implementation of a proposed new law until after President Barack Obama 

leaves office.The suggestion floated by Sen. Charles Schumer, D- N.Y., was an attempt to mollify Republican concerns 

about Obama not enforcing the law.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/9/2014 4:32:37 PM 

Going Down! British Bobsledder Has Close Call with Elevator 

It was one thing when reporters complained about their hotel rooms in Sochi. Now, the athletes are running into 

problems, too.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Gregory 

2/9/2014 4:43:30 PM 

Hillary in 2016: The Bill Factor 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 4:59:35 PM 

Authorities Search for N.Y. Man Missing for Weeks in Mexico 

http://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/Iocal/Authorites-Search-New-York-M an-Missin~-M exico-Harry-Devert- 

244619321.html, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel 

2/9/2014 4:59:37 PM 

Engel Updates David with Dispatch From Sochi 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 5:10:27 PM 

Torrential Rain Threatens Bolivia With More Predicted 

Torrential rain and floods in Bolivia have killed 38 people and left many homeless, said the government on Thursday, as 

forecasters predicted more heavy rainfall with the north of the Andean country again likely to be the worst affected. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Sclafani 

2/9/2014 5:37:00 PM 

Fab Trivia: 4 Little-Known Facts About Beatles on ’Ed Sullivan’ 

The Beatles’ Feb. 9, 1964, appearance on "The Ed Sullivan Show" was the group’s most formative introduction to the 

U.S., and the first blast of the youth culture explosion of the 1960s. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 5:37:02 PM 

Slopestyle Star Jamie Anderson Brings U.S. Gold 

Self-confessed California hippie Jamie Anderson kept calm in the frenzy of a dramatic women’s snowboarding slopestyle 

final to clinch the first Olympic gold medal in the event on Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 5:47:59 PM 

Ukraine Places Anti-Terror Forces on Alert, Citing Vague Threats 

KIEV -- Ukraine’s state security service on Sunday placed anti-terrorist units on alert in response to a sharp rise in 

unspecified threats against sensitive installations including atomic power stations, airports and gas and oil pipelines. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 6:25:51 PM 

Russians Earn First Team Figure Skating Gold 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/russias-first-olym pic-medal-figure-skating-team-event-gold 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 6:36:51 PM 

Paul: Clinton Not Fit for High Office Over Benghazi 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/9/2014 6:53:11 PM 

Putin Cheers on Russian Phenom at Sochi Figure Skating 

SOCHI, Russia -- Russian President Vladimir Putin took in some figure skating Sunday, cheering on a 15-year-old phenom 

who led the host nation to its first gold medal of the Sochi Olympics.Putin watched as Yulia Lipnitskaya completed her 

free skate at the Iceberg Skating Palace. She scored 141. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 7:24:59 PM 

’Single and a Little Shy’: Dad Embarrasses U.S. Luger 

http://www.today.com/sochi/olym pians-dad-tries-get-his-very-single-son-date-today-2 D12083588~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 7:30:29 PM 

Prince Charles and Prince William Team Up for Endangered Species 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/news/prince-wi~iam-dad-team-preserve-ma~nificent-wi~d~ife.2 D12077538~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 7:41:26 PM 

Heavy Snow Hits Tokyo for First Time in 13 Years 

The Tokyo area was hit by a rare heavy snowfall on Saturday, stalling trains, grounding flights, and blanketing roads and 

skyscrapers with snow.By mid-afternoon, about 4 inches of snow had fallen. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 7:46:40 PM 

Warm-Up? Slopestyle Coach Would Rather Knit 

http://www.nbcolym pics,com/video/slopestyle-coach-would-rather-knit?ctx=top-moments~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 8:13:40 PM 

Goalies on Wheels Roll In for Ice Hockey Practice 

A volunteer transports Switzerland’s women Ice Hockey team goalkeeper Florence Schelling to a practice session during 

the Sochi Winter Olympics on Feb. 9, 2014. The Swiss women team head a morning training session in the arena and 

then had to leave before the preliminary round games start at noon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 8:13:41 PM 

Lester Holt: Lessons with the U.S. Curling; Team 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/today-lester-holts-curling-lesson~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

2/9/2014 8:19:15 PM 

Global Warming Pause? The Answer Is Blowin’ Into the Ocean 

For the past 13 years, global surface air temperatures have hardly budged higher despite continual pumping of planet- 

warming gasses into the atmosphere from the engines of modern life. Does this prove global warming is a giant hoax?. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 8:35:24 PM 

Russia Turns Back Olympic Clock With Skating Win 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/russia-turns-back-skatin~-clock-team-i~old 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/9/2014 8:35:26 PM 

Too Popular: ’Flappy Bird’ Creator Removes App from Stores 

Will success spoil Flappy Bird?Yes, apparently.The creator of "Flappy Bird" -- a free smartphone game that quickly 

soared to number one on both Apple and Android’s app stores -- removed the game from available downloads at noon 

on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 8:51:38 PM 

Eight Killed in Attack on Pakistani Pro-Government Leaders’ Home 

QUETTA, Pakistan -- A sleeping family of eight was killed in an attack on the home of two pro-government militia 

leaders in Pakistan’s restive Baluchistan region on Sunday, officials said.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 9:45:47 PM 

Fashion Statement: Shia LeBeouf Declares He’s ’Not Famous’ 

Hollywood is of course home to wild red-carpet style. But actor Shia LeBeouf stunned onlookers with a brand-new 

accessory at the Berlin premiere of his latest film, "Nymphomaniac.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 9:56:40 PM 

Nine Bullet Holes Found in SUV in Loud-Music Killing: Detective 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/9/2014 10:12:49 PM 

Salve Kotsenberl~’s Gold-Medal Secret: Metallica 

h ttp://www.to d ay, co m/soch i/secrets-sage-kotse n b u rgs-~old-m e d a l-m etall i ca-ra n d o-h e a It h y-st u ff-2 D 12083587, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

2/9/2014 10:55:53 PM 

New Jersey Paper Says it "Blew" Endorsement of Christie 

As a playground bully might say, "No backsies!"The Star-Ledger, one of New Jersey’s leading newspapers, on Sunday 

called its endorsement last year of Gov. Chris Christie in his re-election bid "regrettable" after recent scandals have 

rocked his administration. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Kristen Dahlgren 

2/9/2014 11:39:10 PM 

AOL Blamed My ’Distressed’ Baby for Benefit Cuts, Mom Says 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 12:11:08 AM 

Humanitarian Groups Rescue 600 From Besieged Syrian City 

BEIRUT -- Six hundred people left the besieged ruins of rebel-held central Homs on Sunday, escaping more than a year 

of hunger and deprivation caused by one of the most protracted blockades of Syria’s devastating conflict., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 2:15:09 AM 

Like Sinatra, Russian Skater Plushenko Doing it His Way 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/sinatra-plushenko-doing-it-his-way~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 2:57:51 AM 

Take the Most Scenic Trip in Russia 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kevin Tibbles 

2/10/2014 2:57:52 AM 

Competition’s Concussion Threat Weighs on Athletes 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joe Fryer 

2/10/2014 2:57:52 AM 

Ice Storm Incapacitates Pacific Northwest 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/10/2014 2:57:53 AM 

North Korea Rejects U.S. Envoy Meeting on Kenneth Bae 

North Korea has withdrawn an invitation for a U.S. envoy to visit the capital of Pyongyanl~ to discuss the release of an 

American citizen who has been held in the Asian nation for more than a year, a State Department official said Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 3:24:51 AM 

Two in Congress Press NFL Chief on ’Redskins’ 

h ttp ://p rofootballtalk, n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/02/09/two-m e m be rs-of-co n gress-writi n g-I ett e r-to-go o d e ll-u rging-red s ki n s- 

name-change/related/~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 8:53:28 AM 

Ex-Financial Trader Vanishes During Motorcycle Trip to Mexico 

http://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/Iocal/Authorites-Search-New-York-M an-Missin~-M exico-Harry-Devert- 

244619321.html, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 9:26:10 AM 

Skater Celebrates Medal by Accidentally Strippinl~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 9:53:09 AM 

Yet More Snow Coats New York City; Another Storm Looms 

h ttp ://www. n b c n ewyo r k. co m/n ews/I o ca I/Wea t h e r-Fo re ca st-Lig h t-S n ow-Cold-Te m p e ratu re s-S u n d ay-244617871, h tm [ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

2/10/2014 10:14:59 AM 

Hillary or Bust: How Clinton Buzz Hurts Other Dem Contenders 

For Democrats, 2016 is the year they hope to shatter the nation’s highest and toughest glass ceiling. But so far, the 

party’s self-declared glass ceiling cracker has the party’s other women waiting on her.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erika L. S~nchez 

2/10/2014 10:47:34 AM 

Financial Companies Look to Add Latino Investors and Leaders 

Sylvia Tergas was recruited out of college to work for Macy’s, moving from up from sales to the financial division. 

Though she really enjoyed helping colleagues answer questions about their 401Ks and other financial matters, she never 

pictured herself working in the world of investments.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/10/2014 11:03:41 AM 

From ’Freedom Fries’ to Best Friends: Obama, Hollande Pen Op-Ed 

What a difference a decade makes. President Barack Obama and French President Francois Hollande penned a joint op- 

ed detailing how the countries’ "alliance has transformed.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 11:19:55 AM 

WATCH LIVE: Julia Mancuso Eyes Gold in Super Combined 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/alpine-skiing/winter/13625[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 12:41:49 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Monday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Monday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. A 

mother fires back against AOL CEOAOL chief executive Tim Armstrong used two "distressed babies" as examples of why 

the company planned to change some 401(k) plans. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 12:41:54 PM 

U.S. Steamrolls Switzerland 9-0 in Women’s Hockey 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/cloud-9-us-womens-hockey-jum ps-all-over-switzerland-9-O-rout 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

2/10/2014 1:09:19 PM 

Bobsledder: How to Escape From a Sochi Bathroom 

The news of U.S. bobsledder Johnny Quinn’s feat of strength after he got locked in his bathroom at the Sochi (3ames 

traveled around the Twitterverse last week., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 1:25:35 PM 

Women’s Hockey Shoots for Second Straight Win 

The U.S. women’s ice hockey team huddles around the net before their match against Switzerland during Sochi Olympics 

preliminary action on Monday. The U.S. later scored three goals in less than a minute, five in the first period and 

steamrolled Switzerland 9-0.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 1:31:10 PM 

Snow More: New York City Braves Yet Another Storm 

h ttp ://www. n b c n ewyo r k. co m/n ews/I o ca I/Wea t h e r-Fo re ca st-Lig h t-S n ow-Cold-Te m p e ratu re s-S u n d ay-244617871, h tm [ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 1:52:57 PM 

Mancuso Pulls Through in Sochi Super-Combined 

Julia Mancuso of the United States celebrates her Bronze medal in the Alpine Skiing Women’s Super Combined on 

Monday, day 3 of the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics. Mancuso was beat out by Austria’s Nicole Hosp who took silver and 

Germany’s Maria HoefI-Riesch in gold. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 2:03:50 PM 

U.S. Embassy Warns of ’Threat’ to Flights Leaving Guyana 

Authorities in Guyana and the U.S. Embassy in the South American nation have warned of an unspecified "threat" to 

Caribbean Airlines flights out of the country.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 2:20:25 PM 

While You Were Sleeping;: Slopestyle Sweep and Curling; 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/jamie-anderson-~ives-us-sweep-slopestyle?ctx=morninl~-start~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Irina Tkachenko 

2/10/2014 2:31:24 PM 

Empty Seats Frustrate Crowds at Early Sochi Events 

SOCHI, Russia -- Where is everybody?Swaths of empty seats are visible at the early events of the Sochi Olympics, even 

at some of the traditional glamour events, frustrating organizers who want to sell the excitement of the Winter Games.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 2:53:13 PM 

Sochi Short Track Spills and Thrills 

South Korea’s Park Se-Yeong (2nd L) takes out Sjinkie Knegt of the Netherlands as France’s Sebastien Lepape (2nd R) and 

Canada’s Charles Hamelin (R) skate past, during the men’s 1,500m short track speed skating race finals at the Iceberg 

Skating Palace on Feb. 10. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 2:53:14 PM 

Tara Lipinski and Johnny Weir Fashion-Police Figure Skating 

http://w~w~t~day~c~m/s~idesh~w/t~day/tara-~ipinski-and-j~hnny-~eir~p~ice-figure-skating~fashi~n-543~1910[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

2/10/2014 3:26:03 PM 

College Football Star Michael Sam: ’I’m an Openly, Proud Gay Man’ 

A University of Missouri star projected to be drafted into the NFL looks set to become the first publicly gay pro football 

player., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 3:26:08 PM 

Sam’s Draft Status Dropping After Revelation 

http://pr~f~tba~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~2/1~/prediciti~ns-~f-draft-day-dr~p-f~r.michae~-sam/re~ated[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 3:26:09 PM 

Joe Posnanski: Pioneering Michael Sam Is Modern Jackie Robinson 

http://w~w~nbcsp~rts.c~m/j~e-p~snanski/r~bins~n-sam-b~a~in~-trai~s-seven-decades-apart~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 3:48:15 PM 

’Game of Thrones’ Teaser Promises Dragons, Return of ’Good Guys’ 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/e nte rtain m e n t/ga m e-th ro n e s-tea s e r-p ro m i ses-d rago n s-wed d ing-retu r n-good-g u ys-2 D 1208359 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 4:31:45 PM 

Bust a Move! Luger Unwinds Before Race 

Kate Hansen of the United States dances while being watched by security prior to the Women’s Luge Singles on Day 3 of 

the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics. The California native made her Winter Olympics debut today at the Sanki Sliding Center 

with a first run of 50.794. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/10/2014 4:37:09 PM 

First Thoughts: 5 Midterm Storylines to Watch 

Five Senate midterm stories to watch between now and Election Day: 1. The red-state Dem incumbents.,. 2. The GOP 

incumbents facing primaries... 3. All the women running in ’14... 4. All the House Republicans running for the Senate... 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Clinch 

2/10/2014 4:48:04 PM 

Bitcoin Tumbles Another 20% as Exchange Blames Bug 

The virtual currency bitcoin suffered further price volatility on Monday as major exchange Mt Gox blamed its ongoing 

technical issues on a critical flaw in the cryptocurrency which it said affected all exchanges. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 5:09:53 PM 

’Lego Movie’ Clicks Into No. 1 at Box Office With 569.1 Million 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/entertainment/~e~-m~vie-c~icks-n~-1-b~x-~ffice-69-1-mi~i~n-2D12~8~58Z 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/10/2014 5:09:55 PM 

Bomb Kills Two U,S, Civilian Contractors in Afghanistan: Report 

A car bomb killed two civilian contractors - reportedly both Americans - who were working in the Afghan capital on 

Monday, officials said., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erika L. S~nchez 

2/10/2014 5:09:55 PM 

How More Latinos in Finance Could Boost the Economy 

Silvia Tergas was recruited out of college to work for Macy’s, moving from up from sales to the financial division. Though 

she really enjoyed helping colleagues answer questions about their 401Ks and other financial matters, she never 

pictured herself working in the world of investments. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 5:15:30 PM 

"Dumb Starbucks" Draws Crowds and Plenty of Questions 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 5:53:45 PM 

Reddit, Tumblr and More Protest NSA With ’Day We Fight Back’ 

On Tuesday, a little more than two years after the "blackout" in opposition to the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), Internet 

freedom activists are officially "planning a day of protest against mass surveillance" aimed at the National Security 

Agency. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/10/2014 6:10:03 PM 

Georgia Prepares Heavily as South Expects Another Wintry Blow 

Atlanta won’t get fooled again.The South is bracing for another blast of winter weather starting Monday night, and 

Georgia and its biggest city are determined to avoid a repeat of last month’s disaster.On Monday afternoon, Georgia 

Gov. Nathan Deal declared a state of emergency for 45 counties, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 6:37:04 PM 

Ashley Wagner’s ’Angry Face’ Is New Olympic Meme 

http://w~w~today.com/tech/m~ve-~ver~mckay~a-mar~ney-ash~ey-wagners-angry-face-i~nites.s~chis-2D1208~164~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/10/2014 6:42:36 PM 

As Snow Days Pile Up, School Officials Scramble to Plug Holes 

The relentless winter of 2014 has taken a toll on everything from airlines and road budgets to vineyards and 

livestock.Now school districts are scrambling to figure out how to make up classes lost due to the cold and snow. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 6:59:01 PM 

Four-Story Wave Wipes Out All In Its Path 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Carlo Angerer 

2/10/2014 7:15:19 PM 

Sochi Crews Race to Fix Halfpipe Before White Goes for Gold 

SOCHI, Russia -- Crews at the snowboard halfpipe battled warm weather and raced to smooth and harden the course on 

Monday, one day before a marquee event at the Sochi Olympics -- American Shaun White’s bid for a third straight gold 

medal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 7:15:21 PM 

Prosecutors Rest in Loud Music Murder Trial 

Prosecutors have rested their case in the trial of a middle-aged white Florida man charged with killing a black teenager 

after a dispute over loud music outside a convenience store. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 7:15:23 PM 

Ashley Wagner’s ’Angry Face’ Is First Olympic Meme 

http://w~w~today.com/tech/m~ve-~ver~mckay~a-mar~ney-ash~ey-wagners-angry-face-ignites.s~chis-2D1208~164~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 7:31:45 PM 

Pilots Often Head to Wrong Airports, Reports Show 

Do you know the way to San Jose? Quite a few airline pilots apparently don’t.On at least 150 flights, including one 

involving a Southwest Airlines jet last month in Missouri and a jumbo cargo plane last fall in Kansas, U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 7:47:56 PM 

Cruz: ’Birkenstock-Wearing’ Activists ’Should Love’ Pipeline 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

2/10/2014 7:47:57 PM 

Why Michael Sam’s Team Kept His Secret 

We now know what Michael Sam’s teammates have long known: The All-American defensive lineman from the 

University of Missouri is gay, and could very well become the first ever openly gay football player in the NFL. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/10/2014 8:30:59 PM 

Lisa Was Called A ’Slut’ By Bank’s Big Data Hijinks 

How does a woman get a letter from her bank, and it’s addressed to "A Slut?" Or a man whose daughter died in an auto 

accident get a promotion addressed to "Daughter Killed In Car Crash/Or Current Business?~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Petra Cahill 

2/10/2014 8:41:48 PM 

Napoleon’s Chair No Match For Museum Guard Girth 

A historic chair that survived the over-sized ego of former French Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, various wars and over 

200 years of history, was no match for the girth of a museum security guard.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/10/2014 8:47:23 PM 

Flappy Bird is Dead. Now the Gold Rush Is On 

Now that Flappy Bird, a wildly popular smartphone game, has been pulled from the iOS and Android app stores, 

copycats and people on eBay are trying to profit from its absence.On Monday morning, bids on eBay for an iPhone 5s, a 

smartphone that retails for $650, reached $99,900. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 8:58:07 PM 

Is the Loch Ness Monster Dead? 

A veteran custodian of Loch Ness monster sightings is concerned that Nessie has not been seen in well over a year, and 

may be gone, according to a news report. This is the first time in nearly 90 years that such a lengthy lag in sightings has 

occurred.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 8:58:08 PM 

Kristen Stewart: ’1 Stand By Every Mistake I Ever Made’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 9:46:39 PM 

They Wore What? Bizarre Style at Fashion Week 

http://www.today.com/id/5433398Z 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 9:57:31 PM 

Captain to Blame in 2012 HMS Bounty Sinking, NTSB Finds 

The former captain of a the HMS Bounty, a replica three-masted sailing ship that sank off North Carolina during 

Hurricane Sandy, is likely to blame for the wreck, federal investigators said Monday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 10:13:57 PM 

Delayed: Obamacare Employer Mandate for Small Business 

http://www.cnbc.com/id/101393331~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 10:19:20 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Highlights from Day Three 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/10/2014 10:56:09 PM 

Republicans Slam New Obamacare Delay 

Republicans were quick to skewer the White House Monday for its announcement that it will delay another key part of 

the Obama health care law and give mid-sized businesses more time to comply with requirements to provide health care 

to employees. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 12:01:24 AM 

Stars Step Out at Academy Awards Nominee Lunch 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/e nte rtain m e n t/b i ggest-sta rs-awa rd s-sea so n-ste p-o u t-osca r-n o m in e es-I u n c h-2 D 12088611~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 12:33:59 AM 

Speed Skating Photo Finish Creates Confusion 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/speed-skating-photo-finish-creates-confusiono 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 12:49:44 AM 

Bieber Could Face Prison Over ’Pot’ Plane 

Justin Bieber could face federal prison time and a hefty fine if the Federal Aviation Administration finds he interfered 

with the flight crew aboard a private jet, according to authorities. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rohit Kachroo 

2/11/2014 1:22:15 AM 

Eager Ivory Sellers Fueling Elephant Slaughter 

DAR AS SALAAM, Tanzania -- It is a bloody industry that is emptying the wilderness of a mighty beast -- the noble 

elephant. But for the traders and the poachers behind the slaughter it is, simply, business.The cost of Africa’s poaching 

crisis is huge -- but so are the rewards for those responsible. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:22:17 AM 

Empowering Women One Photo at a Time 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

2/11/2014 1:38:27 AM 

New Subpoenas Seek Christie’s Helicopter Logs 

A special New Jersey committee investigating lane closures on the George Washington Bridge approved 18 new 

subpoenas on Monday, including a demand to the state police for records that could show if Gov. Christie Christie had a 

bird’s-eye view of the traffic chaos. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 2:10:59 AM 

US Nabs al Qaeda Leader in 60 Seconds 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 2:11:02 AM 

Big Changes Coming to Kraft Singles 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 2:11:07 AM 

French President Arrives in U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez and Tracy Connor 

2/11/2014 3:16:20 AM 

Castaway Crosses Pacific Ocean AI]ain on Way to Homeland 

Castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga crossed the Pacific Ocean again Monday -- this time in a plane instead of a fishing 

boat -- on his way home to El Salvador. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 3:48:35 AM 

Oh Baby! Dude Busted for Smoking Weed in Maternity Ward 

h ttp ://www. n b cmia m i. co m/news/I o ca I/M a r ij u a n a-S m ell-i n-De live ry-a n d-Infa n t-U n it-of-St u a rt-H o s p it a I-Lea d s-to-M a n s- 

Arrest-Authorities-244771611.htm [ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/11/2014 3:48:36 AM 

’Dumb Starbucks’ Prank Shuttered By L.A. Health Department 

It was the "dumbest" Starbucks parody ever. On Monday, a Los Angeles store called "Dumb Starbucks" was shut down 

by the local Health Department, not long after comedian Nathan Fielder announced during a press conference that he 

was the coffee venue’s mastermind. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 3:48:38 AM 

18 Patients Potentially Exposed to Rare Brain Disease 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Luke Russert 

2/11/2014 3:48:39 AM 

Members Pan (3OP Leaders’ Plan To Extend Debt Limit 

House Republican leadership met heavy resistance from 6OP members after presenting a plan on Monday that would 

extend the debt limit for one year in exchange for restoring recently cut military benefits, sources told NBC News., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 4:16:00 AM 

Theft of Spinal Bone to Train Cadaver Dog Brings Jail Term 

MILWAUKEE - A former Wisconsin medical examiner was sentenced to a year in jail on Monday for taking a piece of a 

corpse’s spinal column to train her cadaver-searching dog, court records showed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 4:42:56 AM 

15 Hurt in Blast at New Hampshire Ball Bearings Factory 

An explosion Monday afternoon at a New Hampshire ball bearings plant injured 15 people, including at least two 

seriously, authorities said.A spokeswoman for Monadnock Community Hospital said 15 patients were received there, 

and two of those were airlifted to other hospitals. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 4:42:59 AM 

Lena Dunham Reveals New Book Cover 

http://www.today.com/books/lena-dunham-reveals-new-book-cover-2D12088963~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 6:19:56 AM 

What to Watch: Day 4 of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/what-watch-day-4-2014-winter-olym pics~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 8:50:37 AM 

What to Watch: Day Four of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/what-watch-day-4-2014-winter-olym pics~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 8:56:12 AM 

Philly Futility: Sixers Lose by 40-Plus For 2nd Strail~ht Game 

http://w~w~csnphi~¥.c~m/basketba~-phi~ade~phia-sixers/instant-rep~a¥-warri~rs-123-sixers-8~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 9:18:07 AM 

WATCH LIVE: Women’s Slopestyle Final 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/freestyle-skiing/winter/13765/~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C. White 

2/11/2014 9:50:34 AM 

Michael Sam: Out of the Closet and Into the Dough, If He’s Good 

If he gets drafted by an NFL team, Michael Sam’s abilities on the gridiron may not be the only thing that attracts 

sponsors to the defensive lineman.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 9:50:39 AM 

Sex Offender Eyed in Sisters’ 1975 Disappearance: Sources 

h ttp~//w~w~nbcwashingt~n.com/news/~ca~/Shei~a-Ly~n-Katherine-Break-in-Decades-~d-Disappearance-~f-Md-Sisters- 

Police-244783641.html~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 10:07:11 AM 

15 Hurt as Blast Rocks Bali-Bearings Factory in New Hampshire 

An explosion at a New Hampshire ball-bearings plant injured 15 people, including at least two seriously, authorities said 

Monday.A spokeswoman for Monadnock Community Hospital said 15 patients were received there, and two of those 

were airlifted to other hospitals. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/11/2014 10:18:08 AM 

Geor~;ia Prepares as South Expects Another Wintry Blow 

Atlanta won’t get fooled again.The South is bracing for another blast of winter weather with freezing rain and sleet 

expected to begin walloping the area on Tuesday, and Georgia and its biggest city are determined to avoid a repeat of 

last month’s disaster.On Monday afternoon, Georgia Gov. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/11/2014 11:34:07 AM 

Deputy Slain in Florida’s Orange County; Suspect Found Dead 

A sheriff’s deputy was shot dead late Monday while responding to reports of car break-ins, officials in Florida said.The 

father of three’s suspected killer appeared to have run off and then killed himself, according to police in Orange County. 

A second suspect was also taken into custody.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 11:56:01 AM 

Alabama Recruit Rashaan Evans Shunned for Spurning Auburn Tigers 

h ttp ://coil egefoot ball talk. n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/02/11/ala b a m a-recru i t-getting-s h u n n e d-by-a u b u r n-fa n s-fo r-s p u r ning- 

tigers/related/, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 12:39:22 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Tuesday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Tuesday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. South 

braces for blast of winter weatherGeorgia declared a state of emergency Monday in anticipation of freezing rain, sleet 

and snow expected to hit parts of the state today and Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga and Alexander Smith 

2/11/2014 12:50:19 PM 

Huge Cops Bust Huge U.S.-Italy Mafia Network Mafia 

ROME - Police in Italy and United States have broken up a major organized crime network made up of powerful mafia 

clans plotting to smuggle huge amounts of illegal drugs and weapons, officials said on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga and Alexander Smith 

2/11/2014 1:06:49 PM 

U.S.-Italy Mafia Network Busted in ’Unprecedented’ Sweep 

ROME - Police in Italy and the United States have broken up a major organized crime network made up of powerful 

mafia clans plotting to smuggle huge amounts of illegal drugs and weapons, officials said on Tuesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:06:52 PM 

A Fan’s-Eye View of Sochi 

A fan wears glasses in the colors of the Russian flag as she watches the men’s 500-meter speedskating race at the Adler 

Arena Skating Center in Sochi on Monday.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:06:54 PM 

Frozen in Freefall: Sochi’s Slopestyle Finals 

Katie Summerhayes of Great Britain competes in the Freestyle Skiing Women’s Ski Slopestyle Finals on Feb. 11, day four 

of the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics. The U.S.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:12:30 PM 

Michael Sam’s Dad: My Son Made a ’Courageous Decision’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:23:21 PM 

From Hollywood to Washington: Shirley Temple’s Extraordinary Life 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:34:25 PM 

WATCH LIVE: Speed Skating Women’s 500m 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/speed-skatin~/winter/13707[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:34:30 PM 

The Intimacy of a High=Speed Collision on the Ice 

Sjinkie Knegt of the Netherlands and Se Young Park of South Korea crash during the Short Track Men’s 1500m Final B at 

Sochi’s Iceberg Skating Palace on Monday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 1:50:56 PM 

Hitting the Wall: Skaters Collide on Ice 

Sjinkie Knegt of the Netherlands and Se Young Park of South Korea crash during the Short Track Men’s 1500m Final B at 

Sochi’s Iceberg Skating Palace on Monday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 2:07:09 PM 

Great Performance? Putin Is Not Impressed 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ali Arouzi 

2/11/2014 2:07:13 PM 

Huge Anti-American Crowds Mark Iran Revolution 

TEHRAN -- Anti-American and anti-Israel sentiment ran high on the streets of Tehran on Tuesday as hundreds of 

thousands celebrated the 35th anniversary of the Islamic Revolution.Chants of "Death to Israel" and "Down with the 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 2:12:46 PM 

Norway Sweeps Gold Medals in Cross-Country Skiing 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/11/2014 2:18:10 PM 

’Dumb Starbucks’ Prank Shut Down By L.A. Health Department 

It was the "dumbest" Starbucks parody ever. On Monday, a Los Angeles store called "Dumb Starbucks" was shut down 

by the local Health Department, not long after comedian Nathan Fielder announced during a press conference that he 

was the coffee venue’s mastermind. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/11/2014 4:11:43 PM 

Andrea Mitchell: Critics Scrutinize Clinton Confidante’s Files 

Newly unearthed documents from one of Hillary Clinton’s closest friends reveal just how much scrutiny the 2016 

Democratic presidential frontrunner will face if she decides to run., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

2/11/2014 7:37:48 PM 

Record Number of Americans Renouncing Citizenship 

While Washington is focused on immigration, tax experts are focused on the opposite issue: a surge in Americans 

moving out.Last year, a record 2,999 Americans gave up their citizenship or terminated their long-term U.S. residency, 

according to new data from the U.S. Treasury Department. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Gregory 

2/11/2014 7:37:49 PM 

Autograph Diplomacy? Remembering Shirley Temple Black (1928-2014) 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

2/11/2014 7:37:50 PM 

Why Rising ’Quit Rate’ May Not Be A Good Sign for the Economy 

The latest monthly government data show the so-called quit rate has been rising steadily as the job market continues to 

improve., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/11/2014 7:37:53 PM 

Jetsons Age Beckons, But Opinion Split on Driverless Car, Drones 

A Tomorrowland-like future would be fine with plenty of Americans, according to a new survey, even as they fret about 

hackers and cybersleuths sniffing around their personal data.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 7:37:54 PM 

AI Roker: Atlanta Shuts Down as Storm Looms 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Luke Russert and Michael O’Brien and Frank Thorp 

2/11/2014 7:37:55 PM 

House GOP to Move Clean Debt Ceiling Extension 

House Republicans will move to pass a clean extension of the debt ceiling on Thursday, acceding to Democrats’ demands 

that no extraneous provisions be attached to the debt bill., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Courtney Kube 

2/11/2014 7:37:55 PM 

Intelligence Chief Clapper: Karzai Won’t Sign U.S. Security Deal 

Disgruntled senators are piling on the attacks against Afghan President Hamid Karzai after concerns that he won’t 

endorse a security pact with the United States allowing American troops to remain in the country long-term., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 7:37:56 PM 

African Migrants Dream of Soccer Glory After Perilous Journey 

MINEO, Sicily -- Like many young men in Italy, the soccer players who put on their cleats for an afternoon match in this 

small Sicilian town dream of international stardom on the field. But for this group, having made it this far is already an 

achievement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

2/11/2014 7:37:57 PM 

Flood-Battered Britain on Course for Wettest Winter in 250 Years 

LONDON -- Flood-battered Britain is on course for its wettest winter in 250 years, officials said Tuesday as hundreds 

more homes were submeq~ed in a crisis that could cost $1.85 billion. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 7:37:57 PM 

South Korea Wins Gold in Women’s 500m Speedskating 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/lee-san~-hwa-defends-~old-medal-5OOm ?ctx=l~olden-moments~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Courtney Kube 

2/11/2014 7:43:29 PM 

U.S. Leaders Rip Karzai on Security Deal Snub 

Disgruntled senators are piling on the attacks against Afghan President Hamid Karzai after concerns that he won’t 

endorse a security pact with the United States allowing American troops to remain in the country long-term., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Suzanne Gamboa 

2/11/2014 7:59:31 PM 

Immigration Advocates Shifting From Persuasion to Punishment 

Immigration advocates sent a message to Republicans Tuesday: "We will be a thorn in your side, every single day. We 

will be in your face. Get used to seeing us.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 8:10:22 PM 

Dangling Workers Rescued After Scaffolding Collapse 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 8:10:24 PM 

Take a Rare Look Inside Russia’s Kremlin 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

2/11/2014 8:26:47 PM 

Not This Again - Why We’re Back on the Debt Ceiling Subject 

The term "debt ceiling" faded into the background of political chatter after Congress not-so-triumphantly ended the 

government shutdown back in October.Now, it’s back -- but lacking its previous vengeance -- with a House vote 

scheduled for Tuesday night. What gives?= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 8:26:51 PM 

Christie: Scandal ’Extraordinary Disappointment’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez 

2/11/2014 8:32:29 PM 

Pacific Castaway on Last Leg of Journey Home 

SAN SALVADOR -- A horde of media and a handful of relatives were gathered Tuesday at an El Salvador airport to await 

the return of castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga, who says he was lost at sea for more than a year before washing up on 

the Marshall Islands. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelli B. Grant 

2/11/2014 8:43:04 PM 

Avoid Valentine’s Day Sticker Shock 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 8:53:53 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Highlights From Day Four 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 9:10:12 PM 

The Man Can Sing: Fred Armisen to Late Night 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 9:10:14 PM 

’Mother Lode’ of Well-Preserved Fossils Discovered in Canada 

A treasure trove of fossils chiseled out of a canyon in Canada’s Kootenay National Park rivals the famous Burgess Shale, 

the best record of early life on Earth, scientists say.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/11/2014 9:26:42 PM 

Hackers Mount Denial-of-Service Attack With Computer Clock Tool 

Hackers used a weakness in the Internet system that sets the time on computers’ clocks in order to overload a victim’s 

servers with traffic, in what is reportedly the largest-ever such cyberattack., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely 

2/11/2014 9:42:36 PM 

Can They Flee? Hundreds of Syrians Face Uncertain Fate 

The embattled Syrian city of Homs has had its share of terrible days and heartbreaking scenes, but what has unfolded 

over the last few days before the eyes of disbelieving U.N. officials and aid workers ranks among this city’s memorable 

images. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 10:09:06 PM 

Matt Lauer to Fill In For Bob Costas Due to Eye Infection 

http://w~w~today~com/news/b~b-costas-take-night-~ympics-coverage-~ver-eye-infecti~n-matt-2D12~93091~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga and Alexander Smith and Tracy Connor 

2/11/2014 10:14:40 PM 

Stranger Than Scorcese: Feds Bust Massive Trans-Atlantic Mob Ring 

A two-year probe that stretched from the streets of Brooklyn to an Italian peninsula has uncovered an alliance between 

a Gambino family man and the vicious ’Ndrangheta organization to shuttle massive amounts of heroin, cocaine and 

weapons across the Atlantic, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/11/2014 10:25:15 PM 

Southeast Hunkers Down For Another Wintry Blast 

Get ready for Round 2, Georgia.ln an unusually ominous warning Tuesday, forecasters said a potentially "catastrophic 

event" of "historical proportions" threatened to lash the Peach State and other areas of the Southeast with thick ice that 

could knock out power for days.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 10:25:16 PM 

The Man Can Sing: Why Fred Armisen Will Rock ’Late Night’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 11:02:55 PM 

Graco Recalls 3.8 Million Car Seats With Sticky Latches 

6raco is recalling nearly 3.8 million car safety seats because children can get trapped by buckles that may not unlatch. 

But the company has drawn the ire of federal safety regulators who say the recall should include another 1.8 million 

rear-facing car seats designed for infants.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/11/2014 11:40:58 PM 

Snowboard Makers Gain Precious Air With Creative Spin 

Sky-kissing snowboarders are stealing early thunder in Sochi, but the makers of their rides are stealthily winning the 

Games’ logo war by bathing the boards’ undersides in colorful, large and eye-popping lettering, branding experts say.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski and Alexander Smith and Robert Windrem 

2/11/2014 11:40:58 PM 

U~S~ AI Qaeda Suspect Facing Drone Strike Is in Pakistan: Source 

WASHINGTON -- The Obama administration is mulling whether to use a drone strike to kill a U.S. citizen in Pakistan, 

senior U.S. officials said Tuesday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/11/2014 11:46:29 PM 

Doggy Duty: What It Takes to Win Westminster 

http://w~w~t~day~c~m/pets/d~ggy-duty-banana-j~es-hand~er-dishes-winning-westminster-2 D:1209220:1~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:18:46 AM 

Tom Brokaw Diagnosed With Cancer, Prognosis Encouraging 

In a personal note, NBC News Special Correspondent Tom Brokaw revealed he has been diagnosed with cancer and said 

he and his physicians are very encouraged with the progress he is making. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:24:21 AM 

French Judge Orders 1-Euro Payment for Sad Michael Jackson Fans 

ORLEANS, France -- A French judge ruled on Tuesday that five Michael Jackson fans who said they were distraught over 

his death be paid a total of one euro in "emotional damages" by the entertainer’s doctor, who was convicted of 

involuntary manslaughter in 2011. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/12/2014 12:50:58 AM 

1 in 14 Women Reports Non-Partner Sexual Assault Worldwide 

One in every 14 females around the world ages 15 and older has been sexually assaulted at least once in their lives by 

someone other than an intimate partner, claims new research released Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:39:34 AM 

Celebrities Gather for White House Dinner 

A mixture of celebrities, thinkers and athletes will mingle with President Barack Obama and French President Francois 

Hollande Tuesday night at the state dinner honoring France.Comedian Stephen Colbert, filmmaker J.J. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/12/2014 1:39:35 AM 

How People Are ’Juicing’ Their Online Dating Profiles 

Want to make a good first impression in the world of online dating? It could cost you.Way back when the Greatest 

Generation were courting, a good first impression meant attaining a base level of hygiene and human decency.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 2:44:32 AM 

Top Dog: Canines Compete in Westminster Show 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 3:11:35 AM 

Most Powerful Olympic Flame Ever? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 3:49:18 AM 

New Suspect Named in Disappearance of Sisters 39 Years Ago 

6AITHERSBURG, Maryland -- Police on Tuesday named a 57-year-old former carnival ride operator as a person of 

interest in the case of two young sisters who disappeared while going to an Easter exhibit at a shopping mall in 1975., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez 

2/12/2014 3:49:19 AM 

Pacific Castaway Arrives in El Salvador 

SAN SALVADOR -- Overcome with emotion, castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga arrived home to El Salvador late Tuesday 

and was quickly whisked away to a hospital., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anne Thompson 

2/12/2014 3:49:21 AM 

Why Americans Have Reason to Celebrate in Sochi 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 4:11:15 AM 

The ’Go Face’ Unmasks the Emotions Behind Olympic Helmets 

http://www.today.com/sochi/go-face-unmasks-emotions-behind-olym pic-helmets-2D 12089804~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 4:38:13 AM 

Wire Fox Terrier Wins Best in Show at Westminster 

His owner’s emotions are likely sky high now.A wire fox terrier named Sky took the top prize at the 138th Westminster 

Kennel Club Dog Show on Tuesday, doggedly outperforming canines in six other categories at one of the oldest sporting 

events in the United States. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 5:15:38 AM 

What to Watch on Day 5 in Sochi 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/what-watch-day-5-2014-winter-olym pics~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 5:21:07 AM 

Obama Offers a Toast to French President 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 5:31:56 AM 

LeBron: I’ll Be on NBA’s ’Mount Rushmore’ 

http://probasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~2/11/1ebr~n.james-says-when-hes-d~ne-he~~-be~~ng-~n-nbas-m~unt- 

rushmore/related[ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 5:37:26 AM 

Shia LaBeouf Is An #1AmSorry Art Exhibit 

http://www.today.com/entertainment/shia-labeouf-iamsorry-art-exhibit-2 D12097666~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/12/2014 5:48:20 AM 

Checldng In? Virgin Atlantic to Greet With Google Glass 

On Tuesday, posh London travelers flying out of Heathrow might find themselves looking into the geeky future of 

customer service: Virgin Atlantic concierge staff greeting them with Google Glass., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 6:04:39 AM 

Whale You Be My Valentine? Aquarium Celebrates V-Day 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/pets/wha~e-y~u-be-my-va~entine-aquarium-anima~s-ce~ebrate-v-day-2D12~922~8~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 6:26:29 AM 

Big Lots Discounts that Twinkies Fix 

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Bil~ Lots is now the official thrift outlet for Twinkles and other Hostess snack cakes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/12/2014 6:26:32 AM 

Basic Precautions Would Have Stopped Brain Disease Exposure 

Neurosurgeons across the country are refreshing their medical school skills after learning that a second group of 

patients in six months has been exposed to a rare and fatal brain disorder through insufficiently sterilized surgical 

equipment. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 6:26:34 AM 

NASA Photos Show Possible Water Flows on Mars 

New clues are emerging about the mysterious streaks that appear on Mars’ surface during warm weather, though 

scientists still can’t say for sure that they’re caused by flowing water. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson, CNBC 

2/12/2014 6:26:36 AM 

Stocks Surge after Fed’s Yellen Assures Congress on Policy 

Stocks surged on Tuesday, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average closing nearly 200 points higher, after Federal Reserve 

Chair Janet ¥ellen reassured Wall Street that the Fed would continue the central bank’s policy of providing monetary 

stimulus to bolster the economy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

2/12/2014 6:26:39 AM 

Retired Tennessee Lawyer Killed by Exploding Package 

A retired lawyer was killed and a woman was critically injured when a package delivered to their rural Tennessee home 

blew up, authorities said Tuesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 6:26:41 AM 

Duke Energy to Dredge River After Coal Ash Deal Nixed 

Duke Energy said Tuesday it plans to begin dredging coal ash out of a North Carolina river as the state’s environmental 

agency moved to scuttle a previously proposed settlement with the company over pollution leaking from waste dumps 

at its power plants.Lawyers for the N.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 6:26:42 AM 

German Captures First Women’s Ski-Jumping Gold 

h tt p://www, n b c oly m p ic s. co m/n e ws/ge r m a n y s-ca r in a-vo gt-win s-fi r st-oly m p ic-wo m e n s-s k i-j u m pin g-eve n t ? c tx=gold e n- 

moments, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 7:25:44 AM 

What to Watch on Day Five in Sochi 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/what-watch-day-5-2014-winter-olym pics~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 8:47:00 AM 

Syrian Children Pay Highest Price as War Drags On 

Children continue to pay the hil~hest price as the civil war in Syria continues into a fourth year. So far more than 12,000 

children have been killed in the conflict. NBC News’ Keir Simmons reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 8:52:35 AM 

Michael Sam’s ’Old School’ Dad Struggles With Revelation 

h ttp ://p rofootballtalk, n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/02/11/sa m s-fat h e r-st r uggles-wit h-h is-so n s-revelat i o n/related/, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 9:30:54 AM 

No Silver Medal but Two Skiers Share Gold in Women’s Downhill 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/olym pic-first-dominique-~isin-tina-maze-tie-~old-sochi-womens- 

downhill?ctx=~olden-moments~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

2/12/2014 10:20:11 AM 

Seesaw Economy: Nearly 1 in 3 Dipped into Poverty 

In America’s new normal, plenty of Americans will tumble into poverty at some point - but few will be stuck there 

forever., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 10:20:12 AM 

Republican Elected to Replace Shamed San Diego Mayor Bob Filner 

244882691.html, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Monica Olivera 

2/12/2014 10:52:50 AM 

Mayor Gets Creative to Close ’Word Gap’ for Disadvantaged Kids 

For Angel Taveras, Rhode Island’s first Hispanic mayor, improving the Providence public school system is personal."l 

know that education is the path out of poverty, l’ve traveled it. l’ve lived it," said Taveras, the son of Dominican 

immigrants, who attended a Head Start program as a kid. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 11:14:51 AM 

Obama to Sign Order Raising Minimum Wage for Federal Contractors 

Fulfilling a promise made in his State of the Union address, President Barack Obama will sign an executive order 

Wednesday to raise the minimum wage to $10.10 for federal contract workers.Obama is scheduled to sign the order at a 

White House event on Wednesday afternoon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:04:15 PM 

Israel ’Should Expect a Reaction’ If Peace Talks Fail: Official 

Israel "should expect a reaction" if current peace talks break down, according to a Palestinian official who once headed 

Yasser Arafat’s security force.Jibril Rajoub, who now serves as the Palestinian Authority’s minister of youth and sport, 

told TIME that armed conflict was a possibility. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:36:29 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Wednesday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Wednesday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:41:51 PM 

Obama Offers a Toast to French President 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:52:50 PM 

Women Look to Reclaim Gold on Halfpipe 

Kelly Clark of the U.S. performs a jump during the Women’s Snowboard Halfpipe Qualification at the 2014 Sochi Winter 

Olympic Games on Feb. 12. After failing to win a gold medal in women’s halfpipe four years ago for the first time since 

1998, today the U.S, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:52:50 PM 

#SochiProblems: It’s Just Too Darn Hot For a Winter Olympics 

Sochi basked in sunshine Wednesday as temperatures reached around 60 del~rees Fahrenheit in the Winter Olympics 

host city.%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%2~ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3E~ut%2~f~r%2~a%2~run%2~with%2~the%2~e~rgian%2~Mts.%2~and%2~t 

he%20Black%20Sea. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:58:21 PM 

Watch Live: Bitter Hockey Rivals U.S. and Canada Face Off 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/hockey/winter/14947[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

2/12/2014 12:58:21 PM 

Ice Storm Hits Atlanta, Threatens ’Lonl~ Periods in the Cold’ 

Atlanta was braced for a vicious ice storm early Wednesday as a winter weather system threatened power outal~es 

across the South followed by heavy snow in the Northeast.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 12:58:23 PM 

Jumping for Gold: Women Head to Halfpipe Final 

Kelly Clark of the U.S. performs a jump during the Women’s Snowboard Halfpipe Qualification at the 2014 Sochi Winter 

Olympic Games on Feb. 12. After failing to win a gold medal in women’s halfpipe four years ago for the first time since 

1998, today the U.S, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:03:57 PM 

Jump for Gold: Women Head to Halfpipe Final 

Kelly Clark of the U.S. performs a jump during the Women’s Snowboard Halfpipe Qualification at the 2014 Sochi Winter 

Olympic Games on Feb. 12. After failing to win a gold medal in women’s halfpipe four years ago for the first time since 

1998, today the U.S, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:20:22 PM 

Major League Baseball to Drop Suit Against Biogenesis: Report 

h ttp ://h a rd b alltalk, n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/02/12/m aj o r-I e ag u e-ba s e ball-to-d ro p-th e-I a ws u it-again st-b i oge n e s is- 

bosch/related[ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:25:49 PM 

Russian Roar: Is Sochi Flame Most Powerful Ever? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:36:40 PM 

U.K, Flood Crisis: ’Mother Nature Has Created A Disaster’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:42:02 PM 

First Lady Greets Guests in Dramatic Carolina Herrera Ball Gown 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson and Daniel Arkin 

2/12/2014 1:58:13 PM 

’Catastrophic’ Winter Blast Wipes Out Power in South 

An army of emergency crews were gearing up for battle Wednesday with a vicious -- and rare -- ice storm in Georgia 

that had already cut off power for thousands of customers and left the streets of Atlanta looking like a sci-fi wasteland,, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:58:14 PM 

First Lady Greets State Dinner Guests in Carolina Herrera Ball Gown 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 1:58:15 PM 

Fire Rips Through Bangladesh Slum 

A man cries after losing all of his belongings in a fire at a slum at Mirpur in the Bangladeshi capital, Dhaka, on 

Tuesday.According to local media reports, at least 200 shanty dwellings and 20 shops were destroyed in the blaze, which 

was caused by an electrical short circuit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

2/12/2014 2:09:36 PM 

Seesaw Economy: Nearly One in Three Dipped Into Poverty 

In America’s new normal, plenty of Americans will tumble into poverty at some point - but few will be stuck there 

forever., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 2:36:49 PM 

Watch Live: Speedskatinl~ Men’s lO00m 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/speed-skating/winter/13876/~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/12/2014 2:42:09 PM 

Polar Bear Dies After Eating Purse and Coat at German Zoo 

A polar bear has died after eatinl~ a coat and a purse that fell into its zoo enclosure, officials said Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 3:20:18 PM 

One Dead After Bus, Truck Collide in Lower Manhattan 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 3:42:16 PM 

Speedskater Shani Davis Fails to Win Third Strail~ht Gold 

h ttp://www, n b co I ym p its. co m/n ews/s h a n i-d a vi s-fi n ish e s-seve n th-stefa n-groot h u is-wi n s-gold ?ctx=gold e n-m o m e n ts~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 3:42:18 PM 

Danica Patrick: A Moment That Defined My Life 

Danica Patrick’s racing career began behind the wheel of a go-kart in Roscoe, Illinois. Now, she’s the most successful 

woman in IndyCar and NASCAR, and her groundbreaking achievements include being the first woman to win a NASCAR 

Sprint Cup Series pole position. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/121’2014 3:58:18 PM 

WATCH LIVE: Figure Skating Pairs Face Off for Gold 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/figure-skating/winter/13856[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 4:30:58 PM 

Extinct Olympic Sports 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 4:53:09 PM 

Reid: GOP ’Rel~aininl~ Their Grip on Sanity This Week’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/12/2014 4:58:31 PM 

Massive Sinkhole Swallows Vintage Corvettes 

Corvette fans may want to look away. A massive sinkhole opened up beneath the National Corvette Museum in Bowling 

Green, Kentucky, swallowing eight of the cars on display., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Daniel Arkin 

2/13/2014 12:21:35 AM 

Is Atlanta Ready? ’Catastrophic’ Ice Storm Zeroes In 

Forecasters used words like "catastrophic" and "crippling" Tuesday night to describe an ice storm heading toward 

Georgia and the Carolinas, where power in some parts was expected to be knocked out for days.Almost a third of the 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Snow 

2/13/2014 12:43:12 AM 

Remembering Shirley Temple: Girl Who Made America Smile 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:33 AM 

Federal Judge: Kentucky Must Recognize Same-Sex Marriages 

Kentucky must recognize same-sex marriages performed in other states, a federal judge ruled on Wednesday, calling 

part of a state ban unconstitutional for denying gays and lesbians equal protection under the law.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:34 AM 

South on Ice: Brutal Storm Slams Southeast 

A brutal ice storm slammed the Southeast on Wednesday, blanketing streets with snow and ice and cutting power for 

more than 350,000 people.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:35 AM 

Fossil Shows Ancient Reptiles Gave Birth Head-First 

A new fossil that captures both birth and death reveals the earliest ancestors of the giant prehistoric sea predators 

called ichthyosaurs birthed their babies headfirst, according to a new study. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:36 AM 

End of an Era: Jeter Says 2014 Will Be His Last Season 

http://hardba~ta~k.nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~14/~2/12/derek-jeter-sa¥s-2~14-is-his-~ast-seas~n/re~ated[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:36 AM 

Congress Passes Bill to End Military Pension Cuts 

Congress has sent legislation to President Barack Obama that would restore full cost-of-living increases for younger 

military retirees.The Senate approved the legislation 95-3 on Wednesday, a day after the House approved it.Obama is 

expected to sign the bill. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

2/13/2014 3:19:36 AM 

Former New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin Guilty of Corruption 

Ray Nagin was convicted Wednesday of accepting bribes and free trips from contractors in exchange for helping them 

clinch millions of dollars in city work when he was mayor of New Orleans., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:39 AM 

Florida Man Executed for Rape, Murder of 9-Year-Old Boy 

h ttp ://www. n b cmia m i. co m/news/Exec u ti o n-of-J u a n-Ca r l o s-Ch avez-Kill e r-of-Jim m y-Ryce-Sc h e d u led-fo r-Wed n e sd a y- 

245177101.html, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Allison Linn 

2/13/2014 3:19:39 AM 

Debt Donations: Some Americans Help Uncle Sam 

Even as America’s elected officials have bickered endlessly about the nation’s debt load over the past few years, some 

Americans have quietly taken a different tack.They’ve been voluntarily giving the government a little extra help with that 

debt problem.The U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:39 AM 

TODAY’s Matt and AI ’Soak’ in Sochi 

TODAY’s Matt Lauer and AI Roker tour Sochi’s traditional Russian baths. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely 

2/13/2014 3:19:40 AM 

Bill Neely: Fate of Men of Homs in Doubt 

Syrian authorities have detained hundreds of men who left Homs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peter Alexander 

2/13/2014 3:19:49 AM 

Cars Backed Up for Miles in North Carolina 

On the interstates in North Carolina people are locking their cars and walking away as a large snow and ice storm moves 

across the state. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:54 AM 

Lul~e, Bobsled or Skeleton? Sochi Questions Answered 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/soch i/I u l~e-bo b sled-s keleto n-wh a ts-d iffe re n ce-b u r ning-so c hi-q u e stio n s-a n swe red-2 D 12103267~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/13/2014 3:19:55 AM 

Pig Caught Sniffing Skydiving GoPro Camera 

Another day, another GoPro camera getting the third-degree from an animal, this time from a pig inspecting one that 

apparently fell from an airplane into its pen. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:19:56 AM 

’Bi~;gest Loser’ Winner Addresses Eating; Disorder Controversy 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/e nte rtain m e n t/b i ggest-I o se r-wi n n e r-a d d re sses-eati n l~-d i so rd e r-co n t rove rsy-2 D 12099786~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin 

2/13/2014 3:36:19 AM 

By the Numbers: Wicked Ice Storm Takes Massive Toll on South 

A ferocious ice storm was wreaking havoc Wednesday across the Southeast, cutting power for more than 420,000 

customers and caking streets in ice and snow.Georgia -- not accustomed to dealing with such wintry chaos -- was the 

bull’s eye for the storm, with wide swaths of the state in the dark. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:41:44 AM 

N.Y.C. Bus, Stolen Truck Collide in Lower Manhattan, Killing 1 

A bus driver was killed and four people injured when a New York City bus and a stolen truck collided on Wednesday, 

slamminl~ into scaffoldinlg in lower Manhattan, New York officials said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Daniel Arkin 

2/13/2014 4:08:42 AM 

Bone-Chilling Winter Blast Wipes Out Power in South 

Emergency crews deployed for battle Wednesday with a vicious ice storm that cut off power for hundreds of thousands 

of people across the Southeast -- and worse power failures were on the way.About 400,000 customers were without 

power Wednesday evening in Georgia and the Carolinas, utilities reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely 

2/13/2014 4:08:43 AM 

Men Questioned After Escaping Besieged Homs 

Syrian civilians trapped in Homs, under siege for months, continue to be evacuated amid concerns about evacuees 

detained by government forces.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 4:08:43 AM 

Comcast to Buy Time Warner Cable in All Stock Deal 

Comcast has reached an agreement to acquire Time Warner Cable in all-stock transaction worth roughly $159 a share, 

according to people close to the deal.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael Isikoff 

2/13/2014 4:14:16 AM 

Exclusive: Snowden Swiped Password From NSA Coworker 

A civilian NSA employee recently resigned after being stripped of his security clearance for allowing former agency 

contractor Edward Snowden to use his personal log-in credentials to access classified information, according to an 

agency memo obtained by NBC News.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

2/13/2014 4:14:18 AM 

Winter Storm Could Be a Valentine’s Heartbreaker 

With Valentine’s Day coming up on Friday, love may be in the air, but so are snow and ice -- and Cupid could easily be 

grounded.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

2/13/2014 4:19:53 AM 

Great Cars Not Always a Great Deal; Which Are Tops? 

With more cars, trucks and crossovers flooding the market each year, buyers have an almost endless list of choices. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 4:25:13 AM 

For the Win! Sky the Terrier to Retire After Taking Westminster 

http://www.t~day.¢~m/pets/win-sky-terrier-retire-g~-~ut-t~p-after-taking-westminster-2 D12099783~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/13/2014 4:57:26 AM 

White House Unveils Plan To Cut Hacking Risk, But Will It Work? 

Critics say the White House’s voluntary plan for a "cybersecurity framework" released Wednesday is toothless without 

incentives for firms to comply with the blueprint for dealing with potential attacks.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 4:57:27 AM 

Violet Eyes? Gold Braids? 6 Best Beauty Trends From Fashion Week 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/sty~e/vi~et-eyes.~d-braids.6-fun.beauty-trends-fashi~n-week-2 D12092197~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 7:17:49 AM 

LeBron’s Buzzer-Beatinl~ Three Sinks Warriors 

http://w~w~csnbayarea.c~m/warri~rs/instant-rep~ay-~ebr~ns-buzzer-beatin~-three-sinks-warri~rs~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 7:50:07 AM 

McCain: Future Presidents Will Apologize Over Syria 

Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., talks about America’s response to the civil war in Syria, saying that future presidents will 

apologize over the U.S. not doing more to help the Syrian people. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 7:50:08 AM 

Texas Paying Mack Brown 32.75 Million Not to Coach 

h ttp ://coil egefoot ball talk. n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/02/12/texa s-payi n g-m a c k-b row n-2-75-n ot-to-co a c h/related[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 8:49:44 AM 

’Selfie’ Leads San Diego Cops to Church Burglary Suspect 

http ://www. n bcsa n d iego. co m/n ews/l oca I/Se Ifie- Lea d s-Ch u la-Vista- Poll ce-to-Ch u rch- B u rgla ry-S us p ect-245262961, htm I~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 9:05:56 AM 

Do~; Catches Fire, Owner Burned in Tick Removal 

http://www.nbcmiami.com/news/Florida-M an-Burned-After-His-Do~-Catches-Fire-245225271.htm [ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Zainab Abdul Aziz 

2/13/2014 9:11:40 AM 

Social Media Jumps to Defense of Topless Olympic Skier 

Lebanese are stripping down and taking social media by storm in solidarity with an Olympic skier who has come under 

fire back home for some racy photos., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 9:11:42 AM 

Afghanistan Frees Detainees Over U.S. Protest 

KABUL, Afghanistan --U.S. officials condemned the decision by Afghan President Hamid Karzai’s go to release 65 

militants on Thursday, saying some of the men were explosives experts who were directly linked to attacks that have 

killed Americans and civilians. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 9:49:50 AM 

Watch Live: Men’s Slopestyle Finals 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/freestyle-skiing/winter/14022/~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 9:49:51 AM 

’About Last Night’: 6 Reasons This Remake Is Better Than the Original 

h ttp://www.t~day.com/entertainment/ab~ut-~ast-night-6-reasons-remake-actually-better-~rigina~-2D1209307Z 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fazul Rahim and F. Brinley Bruton 

2/13/2014 9:49:53 AM 

Afghanistan Releases Militants Linked to Killings of U.S. Troops 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- U.S. officials condemned Afghanistan’s release of 65 militants on Thursday, saying some of the 

men were explosives experts who were directly linked to attacks that have killed American troops and civilians. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 9:49:55 AM 

Seth Meyers to Welcome Biden, Kanye and More 

http://www.today.com/entertainm e nt/seth-meyers-first-week-late-night-guests-incl u des-joe-biden-2 D 12103270 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fazul Rahim and F. Brinley Bruton 

2/13/2014 10:11:18 AM 

Afghanistan Releases Alleged Militants Linked to U.S. Deaths 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- U.S. officials condemned Afghanistan’s release of 65 alleged militants on Thursday, saying some 

of the men were explosives experts who were directly linked to attacks that have killed American troops and civilians.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

2/13/2014 10:16:55 AM 

My Bloody Valentine: Haunted Houses Woo Guests with a Boo 

Candlelight dinner and roses? Yawn. How about clutching your date’s hand in fear on Valentine’s Day?As the haunted 

house industry transforms from homespun to Hollywood-esque, bigger facilities with permanent sets and elaborate 

props mean higher overhead for operators. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/13/2014 10:22:28 AM 

Ice Storm Leaves 500K Shivering Without Power Across Southeast 

More than half a million people in the Southeast woke up to a cold and dark Thursday after the second vicious ice storm 

in as many weeks caused widespread power outages., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 11:11:14 AM 

What to Watch: Day Six of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/news/what-watch-day-6-2014-winter-olym pics~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Gregory 

2/13/2014 11:49:14 AM 

10 Questions for Rep. Raul Labrador (R-ID) 

1) Congressman, you didn’t vote to raise the debt ceiling. What did you want in return for supporting the hike?l would 

have supported any plan that would put us on a path to balance the budget in 10 years., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 12:00:12 PM 

Roller Coaster Rescue: 16 Freed After Busch Gardens Ordeal 

245259191.html, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 12:21:58 PM 

While You Were Sleeping;: Miller, Ligety Tune Up for Friday Final 

h ttp ://www. n b co l ym p its. co m/vid e o/bod e-mille r-ted-I i gety-tu n e-fri d ays-s u p e r-co m bin e d-fi n a l?ctx=m o r ning-sta rtu 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 12:38:06 PM 

Watch Live: U.S, and Slovakia Face Off in Men’s Hockey 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/ice-hockey/winter/14973[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 2:10:47 PM 

Dr, Nancy Snyderman Demystifies Three Myths About Mammograms 

Debunker: Dr. Nancy breaks down three myths around the effectiveness of mammograms, following the release of a 

major study. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/13/2014 2:10:47 PM 

Worker Struck by Bobsled at Olympic Track 

SOCHI, Russia -- A bobsled apparently rushin8 down the Olympic track to test conditions before a training session struck 

a worker on Thursday near the finish line of the course., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 2:10:48 PM 

Ski Slopestylers Cartwheel Through Clouds 

In this image made with a multiple exposure, Finland’s Antti Ollila competes in the men’s ski slopestyle qualifying round 

at the Rosa Khutor Extreme Park during the 2014 Winter Olympics on Feb. :13., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

2/13/2014 2:10:49 PM 

Cruisin’ for Deals: 21 Best Cars for Your Money 

With more cars, trucks and crossovers flooding the market each year, buyers have an almost endless list of choices. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 2:10:49 PM 

Buried in the Sand: Storm Whips Across U.K. Shore 

Unusually high winds whip up a miniature sandstorm around Perch Rock lighthouse on Wednesday, in New Brighton, 

U.K. Parts of the U.K. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 2:10:52 PM 

Tell Me More: Elizabeth Gilbert 

Author Elizabeth Gilbert inspired readers worldwide with her 2006 memoir "Eat, Pray, Love." Her most recent novel, 

"The Signature of All Things," is a critically acclaimed, New York Times bestseller. Here, Gilbert discusses self- 

accountability and reveals the limits of her forgiveness. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 2:27:17 PM 

Daredevils Walk High Wire Between Hot Air Balloons 

Two extreme athletes from France try to walk a tightrope between two hot air balloons about 16-hundred feet up in the 

air, above the Pyrenee Mountains in Spain. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/13/2014 2:43:42 PM 

First Thoughts: Cruz Puts Fellow Republicans on the Hot Seat 

GOP filibuster drama -- courtesy of Ted Cruz... The good health-care news for the White House - enrollment is no longer 

a problem... The bad news - HealthCare.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 2:54:46 PM 

Watch Live: Women Speed Skaters Compete in lO00m 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/speed-skating/winter/13993[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 2:54:47 PM 

U.S. Crushes Slovakia in Men’s Hockey 7-1 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/ice-hockey/winter/14973[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

2/13/2014 2:54:50 PM 

Smoking Can Speed Menopause for Some Women 

As if women needed another reason to kick the habit, a new study shows that smoking can speed the ticking of the 

biological clock, hastening the onset of menopause.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:00:32 PM 

’Idol’ Names Its First Openly Gay Contestant to Top 30 

h ttp ://www.to d ay. co m/e nte rtain m e n t/a m e r i ca n-i d ol-n a m e s-its-fi rst-o pe n ly-~ay-co n testa n t-to p-30-2 D 12107619~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:11:23 PM 

Watch Live: Figure Skating Men’s Short Program 

http://stream.nbcolympics.com/figure-skating/winter/13987[ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:17:06 PM 

Follow the Blue Painted Line? Alpiners Train in Sochi 

Austria’s Matthias Mayer skis during the downhill run of the Men’s Alpine Skiing Super Combined training session at the 

2014 Sochi Winter Olympics on Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

2/13/2014 3:39:11 PM 

Deliberations Resume in Loud Music Murder Trial 

Jurors resumed deliberations Thursday in the trial of a white Florida man who shot and killed a black teenager after an 

argument over loud rap music.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:39:13 PM 

Snow Day (Again!): Washington’s Winter Wonderland 

Young people make ’snow angels’ in front of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington early Thursday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/13/2014 3:55:31 PM 

Wicked Winter Storm Bruises East Coast 

A deadly winter storm has taken a toll from Texas to New England, producing a messy mix of ice-slicked roads, power 

outages and whiteout conditions that have battered millions of Americans enduring an already punishing winter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 3:55:35 PM 

Team Work: U.S. Zooms Into Speed-Skating Relay Finals 

Eduardo Alvarez of the United States (L) leads the pack as he competes in the Short Track Speed Skating Men’s 5000m 

Relay Semifinal on day 6 of the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics at at Iceberg Skating Palace. The U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/13/2014 4:06:34 PM 

Whiteout: Monster Snowstorm Wipes Out Power for Half Million 

A deadly winter storm has taken a toll from Texas to New England, producing a messy mix of ice-slicked roads, power 

outages and whiteout conditions that have battered millions of Americans enduring an already punishing winter. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/13/2014 4:39:39 PM 

Wireless Wars: Verizon Slashes Prices After Pressure From Rivals 

Forget early phone upgrades and other incentives; the wireless war is now all about low prices. Under pressure from 

rivals, Verizon unveiled a new plan that cuts prices and increases data limits for some customers.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelli B. Grant 

2/13/2014 4:50:40 PM 

Major Storm May Be Valentine’s Buzzkill 

Procrastinators may find that a snowy Valentine’s will put their plans on ice--or at least, result in one heck of a no-gift 

excuse.Florists and other retailers say they’re racing to execute contingency plans amid the snow and ice storm moving 

its way up the East Coast.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 4:50:42 PM 

Karzai: Afghan Prisoner Release Is ’No Concern’ to U.S. 

If U.S.-Afghanistan relations seemed like they were already at an all-time low, Afghan President Hamid Karzai threaten 

to inflame them even further Thursday.Karzai said the release of detainees considered dangerous by Washington was 

"of no concern" to the U.S.Despite U.S, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/13/2014 5:07:12 PM 

lED Shockwaves Inject Hidden Damage in Troops, Study Claims 

Tens of thousands of American combat veterans, many seemingly uninjured, carry higher risks of developing 

neurological disorders - and perhaps future organ ailments - simply because they were "exposed" to lED shockwaves, 

the Institute of Medicine reported Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 5:12:47 PM 

How’s Your Snow? Send Us Your Best Weather Photos 

http://w~w~t~day.c~m/news/sh~w-us-y~ur-sn~w-send-y~ur-weather-sh~ts-nbcnewspics-2 D12106534~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 5:29:07 PM 

Derek Jeter’s Greatest Feat? Staying Likeable as a Baseball Star 

h ttp ://h a rd ball talk. n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/02/13/d e rek-j ete rs-greatest-feat-stayi n g-i r re p re ssibly-likea b le-a s-a-ya n kee- 

and-baseball-icon/related/, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 5:29:11 PM 

Plushenko Withdraws From Olympics Due to Injury 

http://www.nbcolym pics.com/video/plushenko-withdraws-short-prol~ram 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Randee Dawn 

2/13/2014 5:34:39 PM 

’There’s Ice Ice Baby’: School Admins Announce Closure With Rap 

The students of Durham Academy in North Carolina may be getting a day off due to bad weather Thursday, but they 

didn’t learn about it with just the usual cookie-cutter inclement weather notice on the school’s website., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 6:17:51 PM 

Members of Congress Act Out ’House of Cards’ 

Now This News presents "House of Cards" with actual members of Congress reading lines from Kevin Spacey’s character, 

Frank Underwood. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Schecter 

2/13/2014 6:34:16 PM 

Farm Workers in Undercover Video Charged with Animal Abuse 

Four workers from a Wisconsin dairy farm who were seen on an undercover video allegedly abusing cows have been 

charged with a total of 11 counts of animal cruelty., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 6:34:19 PM 

Homs Ceasefire Extended for Three More Days 

BEIRUT - A humanitarian ceasefire in the Syrian city of Homs was extended on Thursday for three more days, the city’s 

governor told Reuters.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alessandra Malito 

2/13/2014 6:34:20 PM 

Federal Investigation Follows North Carolina Coal Ash Spill 

Federal authorities have launched a criminal investigation into a massive coal ash spill into a North Carolina River.The 

state Department of Environment and Natural Resources and Duke Energy have been ordered by the U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 7:12:11 PM 

Go Fish -- With Former Olympian Johnny Weir 

Bromance alert! The fii~ure skater searches for the perfect blini~ for a Black Sea fishini~ expedition with the "Access 

Hollywood" host., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/13/2014 7:39:34 PM 

IOC Will Re-Assess Logo Rules As Snowboards Go Big on Emblems 

The International Olympic Committee will re-examine its restrictions on Iogos worn and flashed by competitors, the 

organization said Thursday, as the rides of most Sochi snowboarders flaunt stated limits on the allowable size of 

manufacturer names. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 7:55:41 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Highlights From Day Six 

See the most stunning images from the sixth day of competition in the Sochi Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 7:55:44 PM 

The Week in Pictures: Feb. 6 - 13 

Snow days, 2,500 couples tie the knot, a giraffe is missed, Olympic dreams dashed, the horse in the room and more. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Gregory 

2/13/2014 8:28:01 PM 

#TweetThePress: GOP Playbook with Ramesh Ponnuru 

Will Speaker Boehner stay on as Speaker?%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

c~nversati~n=%22n~ne%22%2~ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3E.%3Ca%2~href=%22https://twitter’c~m/davidgreg~ry%22 

%3E@davidgregory%3C/a%3E%201’m%20amazed%20he’s%20stayed%20this%201ong., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 8:38:57 PM 

Turkey Clashes Over Internet Laws 

Riot police have used tear gas and water cannon to try to disperse protests in Ankara. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/13/2014 8:55:24 PM 

Smartphone Apps for Every Possible Valentine’s Day Scenario 

Fire up the Ginuwine, pop the cork on that champagne, and get ready to download some apps. Like it or not, Valentine’s 

Day is here, and your smartphone might the key to making it bearable.So what apps should you ch-ch-choose for the big 

day? (If you aren’t stuck in a snowstorm, that is). 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 8:55:26 PM 

PIN or Signature: Which Card is Smarter? 

Smart cards are much more secure than traditional credit cards. The bil~ question is what type banks will issue: PIN or 

signature?~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 8:55:27 PM 

The Duggars’ 7 Tips For a Sexy Marriage 

After 30 years and 19 kids, the Duggars know a thing or two about keeping the romance alive. That, and great hair. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

2/13/2014 9:28:00 PM 

Financial Freeze: Winter Woes Cost the Economy $15 Billion 

As the snow piles up, so have the costs.A succession of winter storms that have walloped large swaths of the country 

since December have taken a $15 billion bite out of U.S. businesses so far, according to one estimate, and the season 

has weeks still to go. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

2/13/2014 9:55:04 PM 

Stealth Wealth: More Rich Don’t Like Being Seen as Rich 

Is success being vilified in America? The successful seem to think so.A new poll from American Express Publishing and 

Harrison Group finds that 1 percenters no longer like to be seen as such.One-third of members of the group said they 

"like it when others recognize me as wealthy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/13/2014 10:27:14 PM 

Whiteout: Deadly Snowstorm Wipes Out Power for Half Million 

A brutal winter storm -- now blamed for 18 deaths -- has taken a toll from Texas to New England, producing a messy 

mix of ice-slicked roads, power outages and whiteout conditions that have battered millions of Americans enduring an 

already punishing winter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Gregory 

2/13/2014 10:54:35 PM 

#TweetThePress: GOP Playbook with Ramesh Ponnuru 

Will Speaker Boehner stay on as Speaker?%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

c~nversati~n=%22n~ne%22%2~ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3E.%3Ca%2~href=%22https://twitter’c~m/davidgreg~ry%22 

%3E@davidgregory%3C/a%3E%201’m%20amazed%20he’s%20stayed%20this%201ong., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 11:10:50 PM 

How Are Fil~ure Skaters So Flexible? Olympic Questions Answered 

You mean not everyone can perform the standing splits with one skate on the ice and the other over their headZ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/13/2014 11:26:54 PM 

Cosmic Shift? Global Spending on Space Programs Dips 

Global spending on government space programs dropped for the first time in almost two decades in 2013, a report 

showed on Thursday, as rising investment among emerging nations failed to offset cuts by the United States.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Frank Thorp 

2/14/2014 12:05:04 AM 

Dems Hope to Force GOP on Minimum-Wage Vote 

CAMBRIDGE, Md. -- House Democrats announced on Thursday that they will attempt to force a vote on a bill that would 

raise the minimum wage, a move aimed at highlighting Republican resistance to the legislation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 12:42:34 AM 

To Preserve and Protect: ’Frozen Zoo’ Helps Save Endangered Species 

Why is a San Diego conservation center storing the cells of 10,000 animals from 1,000 species? A scientist explains. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 12:42:34 AM 

Castaway Tells Doctors He’s Terrified of the Sea 

Castaway Jose Salvador Alvarenga, who says he spent 14 months adrift on the Pacific Ocean, has developed a serious 

phobia of the sea, his doctors said Thursday."He does not want to hear about the ocean," Dr. Fredy Serme6o told 

reporters at San Rafael Hospital in Santa Tecla, El Salvador.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz and Jeff Black 

2/14/2014 1:36:37 AM 

Deadly Storm to Produce Another Round of Snow, Sleet 

A brutal winter storm - now blamed for 18 deaths -will deliver one last blow of snow and sleet before warmer air 

moves in Friday, forecasters say., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

2/14/2014 2:36:10 AM 

Will the South Give on Gay Marriage? Couples Crusade for Rights 

The American South has generally not been on the forefront of the gay-rights movement -- but recent cases have 

pushed Dixie into the spotlight as the next battleground for same-sex couples., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

2/14/2014 2:36:11 AM 

49 of 50 States Have Snow as Drifts Pile Up 

Folks along the East Coast complaining about more than a foot of new snow -- piled on top of already large season 

totals -- should know that winter isn’t picking only on them: 49 of the 50 states had some snow on the ground on 

Thursday,~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katy Tur 

2/14/2014 3:24:53 AM 

Wicked Weather Costs Businesses Big Bucks 

Record snowfall and freezing temperatures have affected the bottom line for industries ranging from transportation to 

retail. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:24:04 AM 

Ban on Same-Sex Marriage Struck Down in Virginia 

A federal judge declared Thursday that Virginia’s ban on same-sex marriage is unconstitutional, making it the second 

state in the South to have restrictions on gay marriages overturned this week.But gay couples can’t get married just yet 

in Virginia.Judge Arenda L. Wright Allen, ruling in U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:34:53 AM 

What to Watch: Day 7 of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

Here’s a look at the compelling events, athletes and storylines of the Sochi Olympics on Friday, Feb. 14. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:34:56 AM 

Transit Police Probe Video of Cop Tasering Passenger 

The Bay Area Rapid Transit sytem’s police auditor is investigating a Jan. 29 incident in which a BART police officer 

repeatedly used his Taser on an unarmed but unruly passenger. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Barbara Mantel 

2/14/2014 4:34:57 AM 

Stroke Survivors Getting Behind the Wheel Without Evaluation 

A stroke can affect a person’s ability to speak, think, see and control the body. Yet stroke survivors often resume driving 

without being formally evaluated, according to new research. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:34:58 AM 

U.S. Joins 26 Countries to Fight Outbreaks 

The U.S. and 26 other countries began a new effort Thursday to prevent and fight outbreaks of dangerous infectious 

diseases before they spread around the globe.U.S. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter 

2/14/2014 4:34:59 AM 

Man Tried to Buy 10-Year-Old Girl for Sex: Prosecutors 

A 37-year-old Ohio man attempted to buy a lO-year-old girl "that I can train" for sex after posting an online ad, federal 

prosecutors alleged in an indictment and other documents released Thursday.Robert W. Thomas Jr. of Cuyahoga Falls 

was arrested Jan.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Amy Langfield 

2/14/2014 4:35:00 AM 

Widespread Storm Creates Single Worst Winter Travel Day 

Heavy, wet snow crippled travel options for millions of people Thursday, with more than 5,800 canceled flights by 

midmorning making for the worst single travel day this winter, according to masFlight. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/14/2014 4:35:00 AM 

Slip-Sliding Storm Sends Folks to the ER, Docs Say 

Emergency doctors praised people who stayed home in the path of a massive snowstorm that swept a broad swath of 

the U.S. Thursday, saying those who ventured out were winding up with injuries ranging from broken wrists, arms and 

legs to spinal fractures and heart attacks from shoveling. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/20:~4 4:56:43 AM 

Early Hockey Win Brings Only More Pressure for Russian Men 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 5:02:17 AM 

Those in Favor Say Arrr! Pirates Chase Newlyweds 

Groom Praem Pam Srichamnan and bride Suriya Utai run on pads over a pond as they are chased by men dressed as 

pirates during a wedding ceremony in Prachin Buri province, east of Bangkok, on Thursday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 7:39:31 AM 

What to Watch: Day Seven of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

Here’s a look at the compelling events, athletes and storylines of the Sochi Olympics on Friday, Feb. 14. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 8:12:15 AM 

Three Slain at Philadelphia Home in Execution-Style Shooting 

Three men were found dead in a ransacked home Thursday in what Philadelphia police say was an execution-style triple 

murder., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 8:28:46 AM 

Would-Be Actress, 21, Vanishes After Frantic Phone Call to Mom 

"It’s a possibility she may be a victim of human trafficking," 21-year-old Edmarie Lafontaine’s father said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 8:28:47 AM 

Bengals Cheerleader Files Class Action Alleging Wage Violations 

The complaint, filed by Alexa Brenneman, claims the Raideretts aren’t paid for practice time and mandatory non-game 

appearances.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 8:50:31 AM 

’Club Med’ Torture Chamber Was Disguised as House of Hope 

Prosecutors showed FBI video surveillance of a Chicago torture chamber at the center of an alleged abduction and 

extortion plot., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sara Neufeld 

2/14/2014 9:07:03 AM 

Latina Moms Educate Their Own on Early Ed 

CHICAGO --The pen scribble marks on a light blue folder could have been drawn by a :l-year-old, although the girl who 

made them was 3. And yet, to a group of women from her neighborhood who admiringly passed the folder around a 

room, the scribbles represented a victory.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 9:34:04 AM 

Now That’s Cold! 88 Percent of Great Lakes Covered With Ice 

It’s been so bitterly cold for so long in the Upper Midwest that 88 percent of the Great Lakes were covered with ice on 

Thursday, The Associated Press reported., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 10:06:45 AM 

Ice Storm Destroys Piece of Atlanta History 

Ice, snow and sleep collapsed three walls of Atlanta’s historic Craigie House.%20%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%2~ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3EA%2~piece%2~f%2~hist~ry~%2~st%2~t~%2~the%2~winter%2~st~rm.%2 

~see%2~why%2~this%2~wasn’t%2~just%2~any%2~d%2~h~use:%2~%3Ca%2~href=%22http://t" 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 10:06:47 AM 

’Bombogenesis’ Joins ’Polar Vortex’ as Top Winter Buzzword 

This bone-chilling winter has left obscure weather terms like "polar vortex" on everyone’s lips. The latest buzzword? 

"Bom bogenesis."%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%2~ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3Ewinter%2~St~rm%2~%3Ca%2~href=%22https://twitter~c~m/search?~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/14/2014 2:43:06 PM 

In California, Thousands Exposed to Measles 

Thousands of San Francisco Bay Area residents may have been exposed to measles last week when an unvaccinated 

student at the Unversity of California, Berkeley, attended classes and rode the area’s BART transit system. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:46 PM 

Watch Live: Figure Skating Men’s Free Skate 

Japan’s Yuzuru Hanyu and Canada’s Patrick Chan are both looking to become their nations’ first Olympic men’s figure 

skating champions.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/14/2014 4:04:48 PM 

Hazing Death of Baruch Freshman Declared a Homicide 

The death of a New York City college freshman who was repeatedly tackled during a hazing challenge has been declared 

a homicide -- setting the stage for possible charges against some of his fraternity brothers.Michael Deng, 19, suffered 

major head trauma in the Dec.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:48 PM 

Meredith Vieira to Make History as Prime Time Olympics Anchor 

With Bob Costas still sidelined by an eye infection, Meredith Vieira will make history on Friday by becominl~ the first 

woman to ever anchor NBC’s prime time Olympic coverage~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lou Dubois 

2/14/2014 4:04:48 PM 

From Sochi with Love: Valentine’s Day at the Olympics 

SOCHI, Russia -- Who needs flowers, cards and fancy dinners when you’ve got curling, freestyle skiing and figure 

skating?Approximately 6,345 miles away from home, Sochi will do just fine for Melanie, 39, and Ronnie Draper, 41, of 

Oklahoma City, Okla. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:51 PM 

While You Were Sleeping: Hockey, Curling and Bode Miller 

A look back at men’s hockey and curling results and preview of Friday’s medal events, including men’s figure skating 

featuring Canada’s Patrick Chan and American Jason Brown. 

View article,,. 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

2/14/2014 4:04:52 PM 

Have a Cow? Chipotle Made a Smart Comedy Show 

Cows exploding, leaked videos, and a nasty fight between a farmer and the agribusiness he takes on sets the stage for a 

new Hulu original comedy series whose producer might surprise you more than the detonating livestock. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:53 PM 

Guide Saved My Life by Staying at My Side for 30 Hours: Skier 

A backcountry skier who survived a deadly avalanche in Oregon said Thursday she would have succumbed to the 

wilderness if it were not for a guide who stayed with her for 30 hours., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/14/2014 4:04:54 PM 

Spy Plane Used in Aftermath of Historic British Floods 

Britain is using its most sophisticated spy plane to tackle floods caused by one of the wettest winters in 250 years.The 

Royal Air Force Sentinel aircraft is normally used to surveil enemy targets on the ground in places such as Afghanistan 

and Libya.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:54 PM 

Bode Miller: Mistakes Are Hard to Swallow 

American skier Bode Miller was unable to repeat his magical run from the Vancouver Games Friday in the men’s super- 

combined in Sochi. Miller, 36, placed sixth, and after his loss took to Twitter to congratulate the winners but also express 

his frustration. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:54 PM 

Icicles Dazzle in Lake Superior 

Just as people dress differently when temperatures plunge below zero, so does nature.The caves at the Apostle Islands 

National Lakeshore in northern Wisconsin have been transformed into showplaces for dazzling natural ice sculptures. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/14/2014 4:04:54 PM 

Savvy Olympic Ads Pluck Heartstrings for Profit 

The stirring ads you see during the Olympics aren’t just because the games bring out the best in humanity, advertisers 

included. Those heartstring plucks are worth big bucks, and savvy marketers know exactly how to play them. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/14/2014 4:04:55 PM 

Binge-Watch ’House of Cards’ on Valentine’s Day at Your Own Risk 

Kevin Spacey’s slick Southern statesman in House of Cards may not be much of a romantic, but plenty of singles and 

couples home on Valentine’s Day may spend their time watching episode after episode packed with his political 

machinations. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:55 PM 

’Dignified’ Picture of Migrants Claims World Press Photo Prize 

A picture of African migrants standing on the shore of Djibouti City at night, their glimmering phones held aloft to catch 

a weak signal, won the World Press Photo prize on Friday for American photographer John Stanmeyer of the VII photo 

agency.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 4:04:57 PM 

Swedish Men’s Hockey Captain Zetterberg Out of Olympics 

Henrik Zetterberg, captain of the Swedish men’s ice hockey team will miss the remainder of the Olympics with a 

herniated disc in his back. 

View article,,. 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/14/2014 4:59:58 PM 

Putin Stops In at USA House in Sochi 

SOCHI, Russia -- Russian President Vladimir Putin dropped in Friday at Team USA House at the Sochi Olympics.The visit 

was confirmed in a tweet from the U.S.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 5:05:24 PM 

5 Things Regular Couples Can Learn From Pairs Skaters 

Even if you’ll never master a triple axel, there are lessons mere mortals can learn from Olympics skating partnerships.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/14/2014 5:27:13 PM 

Oh, Hello There! Putin Visits USA House in Sochi 

SOCHI, Russia -- Russian President Vladimir Putin dropped in Friday at Team USA House at the Sochi Olympics.The visit 

was confirmed in a tweet from the U.S.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 5:27:16 PM 

Machete-Wielding Fighters Execute 70 in D.R, Congo: Peacekeepers 

Armed groups wielding machetes reportedly executed 70 people in the east of the Democratic Republic of Congo "to 

spread terror", the U.N. peacekeeping mission said on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 5:48:52 PM 

American Noelle Pikus-Pace Takes Silver in Women’s Skeleton 

Lizzy Yarnold of Britain won the gold medal in women’s skeleton run and American Noelle Pikus-Pace won silver.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 5:59:47 PM 

Aerial Skiers Sail to Women’s Finals 

Ashley Caldwell of the United States jumps during women’s freestyle skiing aerials training at the Rosa Khutor Extreme 

Park during the 2014 Winter Olympics on Feb. 14. Caldwell, back in action after two torn ACLs, was second at the first 

World Cup event this season. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/14/2014 5:59:47 PM 

NFL Report: Incognito and Two Others Harassed Martin 

The NFL’s independent investigation into Jonathan Martin’s claims that he was bullied has found that three Miami 

Dolphins starters -- Richie Incognito, John Jerry and Mike Pouncey -- "engaged in a pattern of harassment" that 

included vile racial and anti-gay slurs.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 6:21:29 PM 

Anchors Away! Lauer and Roker Zoom Down Double Lul~e 

Eight years after their first run, the TODAY anchors revisit the double luge in Sochi. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/14/2014 6:37:53 PM 

Kerry’s Brother: He’s Not Anti-Semitic, We’re Jewish 

John Kerry’s brother has responded to charges of anti-Semitism against the U.S. Secretary of State by some conservative 

Israelis -- including a prominent minister -- by writing publicly about the family’s Jewish roots.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

2/14/2014 6:37:54 PM 

Prosecutors: NFL Star May Have Raped Women in Several States 

Darren Sharper charged with sexual assault in L.A., and prosecutors say incidents in other states are being investigated. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/14/2014 6:54:13 PM 

Kerry’s Brother: John’s Not Anti-Semitic, We’re Jewish 

John Kerry’s brother has responded to charges of anti-Semitism against the U.S. Secretary of State by some conservative 

Israelis -- including a prominent minister -- by writing publicly about the family’s Jewish roots.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Herb Weisbaum 

2/14/2014 7:21:47 PM 

Out of the ’Shadows’: Pot Sellers Can Now Do Business With Banks 

WASHINGTON -The Obama administration issued new rules Friday intended to ease the concerns of banks wanting to 

deal with businesses that legally sell marijuana, something the nation’s banks have so far declined to do., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Erik Ortiz 

2/14/2014 8:38:20 PM 

Storm’s Aftermath: Monster 100-Car Crash Clogs Pennsylvania Highway 

A massive traffic pileup shut down part of the Pennsylvania Turnpike for several hours Friday, as an estimated 50 to 100 

vehicles crashed, flipped or spun out amid the slushy roadway -- another impact of Thursday’s monster storm.The main 

wreck occurred around 8:20 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 8:38:21 PM 

Japan’s first Olympic men’s figure skating gold medal for Yuzuru Hanyu 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 8:38:24 PM 

Skating’s Beauty Blurs Hazardous Side Effect 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 9:16:17 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Highlights From Day Seven 

See the most stunning images from the seventh day of competition in the Sochi Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Brunker 

2/14/2014 9:27:14 PM 

Did Cupid Misfire? Trainer Out After Viagra Found in Racehorses 

An accomplished New Mexico racehorse trainer has been suspended for 16 years and fined $40,000 after four of his 

steeds tested positive for the active ingredient in Viagra., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/14/2014 9:43:14 PM 

Fine Ride: World’s First 3-D Printed Bike Frame Weighs Just 3 Pounds 

It’s a first: a bike frame created entirely via 3-D printing. Empire’s prototype, on display at the London Bike Show, is solid 

(or rather hollow) titanium, and weighs just 1,400 grams -- around 3 pounds. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 10:04:53 PM 

Buns! Bobs! Mullets! Olympic skating hair by the decade 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/14/2014 10:10:11 PM 

Military Scientists Create Pizza That Lasts for Three Years 

Forget frozen pizza; science has finally created a slice that can last three years on the shelf before going bad.No, it’s not 

DiGiorno. It’s a ready-to-eat meal -- known as a MRE -- created for the military.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 10:58:55 PM 

Do You Believe in Miracles? 1980 Epic Still Vivid 

The Americans and Russians renew their rivalry Saturday morning in SochL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 11:20:45 PM 

Buns! Mullets! Olympic Hair Through the Decades 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 11:20:45 PM 

Hanyu Scores First Men’s Figure Skating Gold for Japan 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/14/2014 11:53:33 PM 

Struggling U.S. Speedskaters Scrap High-Tech Suits 

The new hil~h-tech skinsuits were developed with help from a prominent defense contractor and unveiled just before 

the Sochi Olympics., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/15/2014 12:10:02 AM 

NFL’s Goodell Paid $44.2M Last Fiscal Year: Report 

NFL owners wrote that the commissioner’s compensation for fiscal year 2013 "reflects our pay-for-performance 

philosophy."~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/15/2014 12:10:03 AM 

What Do You Do After an Olympic Medal Sweep? Throw an Epic Party 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/15/2014 12:15:34 AM 

Mammoth Find: 8.5-Foot Tusk At Seattle Construction Site Ready to Move 

Final preparations are underway for the removal of a mammoth tusk (in size and species) found at a construction site 

near downtown Seattle. Paleontologists from the Burke Museum have been hard at work excavating and protecting the 

tusk since its discovery on Tuesday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/15/2014 12:42:07 AM 

Unfair Arm Wrestling Match: Octopus Tries to Grab Diver’s Camera 

A pair of scuba divers filming off Carmel, Calif., got a great big surprise when a Giant Pacific octopus suddenly put an arm 

lock on one of their cameras.. 

View a rticle,.. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/15/2014 1:14:48 AM 

Google Wants to Make Your Internet Connection 1,000 Times Faster 

Google is working on data transfer speeds that would make its Google Fiber service seem like dial-up in comparison.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/15/2014 1:14:51 AM 

Narwhal Tusk Trafficker Found Guilty 

A New Jersey man was found guilty Friday of illegally trafficking and smuggling imported whale tusks.A federal jury in 

Bangor, Maine, also found Andrew L. Zarauskas, 60, of Union, N.J.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/15/2014 1:30:57 AM 

Pennsylvania Pile-Up ’Like a Horror Movie’ 

Pennsylvania Pile-Up ’Like a Horror Movie’~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/15/2014 1:47:00 AM 

Exploding Volcano Kills 3 in Indonesia 

Ash and debris blasted more than 12 miles in the air, killing three people and shutting down seven airports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/15/2014 2:25:15 AM 

U.S. Skater Abbott Lashes at Critics With ’Middle Finger’ 

Four-time U.S. champ Jeremy Abbott says to critics after his 15th-place finish in Sochi: "1 want to put my middle finger in 

the air and say a big ’F-you.’"~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:00 AM 

Building Collapse Kills London Cab Driver, Injures 2 Passengers 

A cab driver in central London was crushed to death and her two passengers injured when part of a building fell on the 

car in a horrific accident -- possibly the result of high winds hounding the country.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Riordan Seville 

2/16/2014 2:34:01 AM 

Damn the Regs! Oil, Rail Firms Adopt Safer Tank Cars On Their Own 

Companies that transport massive amounts of flammable crude oil say that, after several fiery explosions, they’re not 

waiting for the U.S. government to issue new regulations and will replace tank cars with new safer cars as fast as they 

can., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:01 AM 

Student Pilot Crash=Lands at Massachusetts Airport and Survives 

A student pilot cheated death during a crash landing at a small Massachusetts airport on Saturday -- walking away 

without a scratch, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:02 AM 

World Press Photo Awards 

The jury of the 57th annual World Press Photo competition announced its results, selecting 53 winners in 18 categories 

from nearly 100,000 entries.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:02 AM 

Obama Considers New Ways To Pressure Syria 

While talks between the Syrian government and the opposition end in Geneva, Switzerland, President Obama says that 

he considering new ways to apply pressure to end the civil war. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/16/2014 2:34:02 AM 

Egypt’s Arab Spring Now A Jail Cell For AI Jazeera Journalists 

Sleeping on the floor of a mosquito-infested Cairo prison with limited access to lawyers, three journalists provide a stark 

reminder of how distant today’s Egypt feels from the euphoria of the Arab Spring three years ago.Fireworks filled the sky 

over Cairo’s Tahrir Square the night of Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:03 AM 

Gracie Gold Shares Olympic Moves for Core Strength 

Figure skater Gracie Gold puts a lot of energy into strengthening her core. She shares a few moves, and discusses her 

overall workout and diet routine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:03 AM 

Home Away From Home: Olympians Get Comfy in Athletes’ Village 

Athletes’ Village is a place full of white walls and few frills -- until Olympians arrive in their bedrooms, and personalize 

their spaces with reminders of home. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/16/2014 2:34:03 AM 

100 Tons of Dried Eggs Recalled Over Salmonella Worries 

A Washington state firm is recalling more than 100 tons of dried egg products because they may be contaminated with 

salmonella, federal health officials said.Nutriom LLC of Lacey, Wash., issued the voluntary recall of some 22_6,710 pounds 

of egg products that were shipped nationwide and to U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:04 AM 

Russian Skicross Racer Suffers Spinal Injury in Traininl~ 

Russian skicross racer Maria Komissarova has been seriously hurt in training, with doctors making an immediate decision 

to operate, the Russian Freestyle Federation said on Saturday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wajahat S. Khan 

2/16/2014 2:34:04 AM 

Taliban Commanders ’Disappear’ in Lawless Karachi 

KARACHI, Pakistan -- The Pakistani Taliban have traded the mountains of the tribal badlands to the ghettos of the 

country’s largest city.Karachi, which is Pakistan’s financial nerve center, has seen decades of criminal and political 

violence.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:04 AM 

Germany Proposes Network in Europe to Avoid U.S. Data Snooping 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel wants to team up with France to establish Europe’s own communications network -- 

and avoid surveillance snooping by America.After last year’s reports revealing that the U.S.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:05 AM 

Avalanches Claim Six Lives Across Western U.S. 

An over-abundance of snow causes deadly avalanches in Oregon, Utah and Colorado.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:05 AM 

Power Failure: U.S. Alpine Skiers Struggle 

What a change four years makes: The U.S. alpine skiing squad only has one medal after four events.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton 

2/16/2014 2:34:08 AM 

’Juno’ Star Ellen Page Reveals She is a Lesbian 

Hollywood actress and "Juno" star Ellen Page came out as a lesbian on Friday night during an emotional speech at a 

conference for gay teens. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:08 AM 

Slippery When Frozen: Skaters Slide Toward Defeat 

Canada’s Charles Hamelin, left, and Eduardo Alvarez of the U.S. fall during the men’s 1,000 meter short track speed 

skating quarter-finals race at the Iceberg Skating Palace at the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympic Games on Saturday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:08 AM 

Girl ’Doing Great’ After Lung Transplant 

The Pennsylvania girl who was given a double lung transplant after her family fought to challenge the rules governing 

who receives donor organs is recovering and doing well enough to play with her siblings. NBC’s Kristen Dahlgren reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:34:08 AM 

Taliban: U.S. Will Meet Same Fate as Soviets in Afghanistan 

KABUL - The Taliban called on Afghans to expel the United States from Afghanistan on Saturday just as they said Afghan 

mujahideen fighters had done to Soviet forces 25 years ago to the day., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miguel Almaguer and Daniel Arkin 

2/16/2014 2:34:09 AM 

Drought Threatens to Cripple California Agriculture Industry 

A withering drought that has turned California rivers and reservoirs to dust now threatens to devastate the agriculture 

business in the country’s top farming state. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:55:35 AM 

Obama Signs Bill Raising Debt Ceiling During Golf Break in Calif, 

RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. -- President Barack Obama on Saturday signed separate measures into law to lift the federal 

debt limit and restore benefits that had been cut for younger military retirees.Obama signed the bills during a weekend 

golf vacation in Southern California. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 3:54:41 AM 

Venezuelan Protests Continue into Fourth Day 

Venezuelan police fired tear gas and turned water cannons on stone-throwing protesters on Saturday to stop them 

blocking a Caracas highway in a fourth day of sporadic unrest against President Nicolas Maduro’s government. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/20:~4 4:42:27 AM 

Jordan Davis’ Parents React to Verdict 

Parents of the black teen killed over loud music welcome "just a little bit of closure" after I~uilty verdicts on four charges.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 5:20:03 AM 

Time to Tango: Ice Dance Competition Kicks Off 

Americans Meryl Davis and Charlie White haven’t lost in two years, but their friends Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir of 

Canada are defending Olympic champs., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 5:30:44 AM 

Michael Sam Cheered at Missouri Game Halftime 

Students form a human shield to block protesters from an anti-I~ay church.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 5:58:15 AM 

Two Missing After Avalanche Hits Skiers in Colorado 

Two people were missing after an avalanche struck a group of seven skiers in Lake County, Colo., on Saturday evening, 

authorities said.Three people suffered broken bones and other injuries and two were unhurt, the county Office of 

Emergency Management said in a statement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 6:46:28 AM 

Watch Live: Miller Chases Super-(3 (3old 

Americans Bode Miller and Ted Ligety try to keep up with Norway’s Aksel Lurid Svindal in the men’s super-6.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 6:52:00 AM 

Watch Live: Miller Chases Super-G Glory 

Americans Bode Miller and Ted Ligety were trying to keep up with Norway’s Aksel Lund Svindal in the men’s super-G.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 7:24:31 AM 

Watch Live: Weibrecht, Miller in Super-G Hunt 

Americans Bode Miller and Ted Ligety were trying to keep up with Norway’s Aksel Lund Svindal in the men’s super-G.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 7:46:33 AM 

American Weibrecht Wins Silver in Close Men’s Super-G 

American Andrew Weibrecht captured lightning in a bottle, racing from Bib 29 to take the silver medal. Bode Miller 

shares the bronze.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/16/2014 8:39:56 AM 

Mistrial Declared on Murder Charge in Loud-Music Trial Jurors 

Jurors on Saturday found a white Florida man guilty of three counts of attempted murder and one other charge for the 

fatal shooting of a black teenager over loud music, but a mistrial was declared on the most-serious charge against the 

defendant -- first-degree murder. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 8:45:24 AM 

Feel the Rhythm, Feel the Rhyme of Jamaica’s Bobsled Theme Song 

Feel the rhythm, feel the rhyme. Starting Sunday in Sochi, it’s officially Jamaican bobsled time.And just in time for the 

occasion -- the team’s first Winter Olympics appearance in 12 years -- the Jamaican Tourist Board has released a catchy 

reggae jam titled "The Bobsled Song. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 9:33:37 AM 

Watch Live: Women’s Snowboard Cross Finals 

Watch live as American Lindsey Jacobellis looks to finally stake her claim as the world’s best in women’s snowboard 

cross despite past Olympic fumbles and stiff competition. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 9:39:07 AM 

Boy Hopes to End Playground Loneliness With ’Buddy Bench’ 

A second-grader tries to help children who were lonely during recess find playmates.o 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 9:39:09 AM 

Illinois Town Thanks ’Snow Heroes’ 

Hundreds of Skokie residents are posting signs around their town thanking snow plow drivers for their workSource:~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 10:17:07 AM 

What to Watch: See Top Sochi Events on Day Nine 

Curling, the men’s super-6 and the women’s snowboard cross final are among the events on tap on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 10:17:09 AM 

Accidental #SochiSelfie Officially Goes Viral 

A woman attempting to take a picture with her point-and-shoot camera at Thursday’s Russia--Slovenia men’s hockey 

game in Sochi has become one of the viral hits of the 2014 Winter Olympics.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 11:16:55 AM 

Gay Rights Push at Olympics Gets Backing of Rihanna 

A campaign to protest anti-gay laws in Russia during the Olympics has picked up some high-profile support from 

Rihanna.The singer posted a photo to Instagram late Saturday showing off a P6 cap., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 12:42:56 PM 

More Than 200 Miners Trapped: South Africa Emergency Services 

More than 200 illegal miners were reported trapped in an abandoned gold shaft in South Africa on Sunday, rescue 

services said.Workers from private ER24 emergency services said that they were in in contact with about 30 of the 

miners, who told them about 200 more were also stuck. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 1:58:37 PM 

What’s Buzzing in Tehran? Iran’s Vivid Art Scene 

Across Iran’s capital city galleries are packed with some works selling for more than a million dollars. NBC’s All Arouzi 

reports., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 1:58:39 PM 

Americans Miss Podium in Women’s Snowboard Cross Finals 

American snowboarder Lindsey Jacobellis crashed while leading a semifinal race on Sunday, dashing her chances for gold 

once again.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:04:14 PM 

Watch Live: U.S, Faces Off Against Slovenia in Men’s Hockey 

Watch LIVE as the U.S. men’s hockey team takes on Anze Kopitar and Slovenia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:09:31 PM 

More Than 200 Miners Trapped: South Africa Emergency Services 

More than 200 illegal miners were reported trapped in an abandoned gold shaft in South Africa on Sunday, rescue 

services said.Workers from private ER24 emergency services said that they were in in contact with about 30 of the 

miners, who told them about 200 more were also stuck. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 2:52:33 PM 

U.S. Breezes to Win Over Slovenia in Hockey 

Phil Kessel’s hat trick paced the U.S. as they beat Slovenia 5-1 Sunday to win Pool A and earn a berth in the quarterfinals. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

2/16/2014 3:41:30 PM 

Romney: Lewinsky Scandal Not an Issue for Hillary 

The Monica Lewinsky scandal shouldn’t be used in Republicans’ case against Hillary Clinton’s potential presidential bid, 

Mitt Romney said Sunday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 3:41:32 PM 

Powerball Estimated Jackpot Swells to ~400M 

This brutal winter could bring someone some cold cash this week.Lottery officials say there was no jackpot winner in 

Saturday’s Powerball drawing, adding the current estimated jackpot has jumped to $400 million or $227.8 million in cash 

value.Powerball said the next drawing will be Wednesday, Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 3:41:34 PM 

Watch Live: U.S, Vies for Gold in Ice Dancing 

American ice dancers Meryl Davis and Charlie White begin their quest for individual gold, facing off against Canadian 

rivals, training partners and reigning gold medalists Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/16/2014 4:13:50 PM 

The Best, Worst and Weirdest Moments from the Sochi Olympics 

Hard to believe, but the Sochi Olympics are halfway over. Dozens of medals have been handed out, and the games have 

already delivered one unforgettable moment after another.Here’s a quick look at the best, the worst and the most 

bizarre from the Black Sea.Top 3 Highs-- Oshie in SochL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash 

2/16/2014 5:18:51 PM 

Bomb Kills Four, Injures 14 on Egyptian Tour Bus from Israel 

CAIRO --Four people were killed and 14 injured when a bomb exploded on an Egyptian tourist bus traveling to Cairo on 

Sunday, officials said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod 

2/16/2014 5:40:33 PM 

Not Ready for Prime Time? Caucasus Go Modern, Fast 

GROZNY, Chechnya -- Near the gates to the city here, just off a main highway, motorists are assured they’ve reached an 

important place: "Grozny is the center of the world," a sign reads.This once war-torn city in the North Caucasus has been 

rebuilt rapidly and with a lot of panache. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul Goldman 

2/16/2014 7:06:49 PM 

Give Peace a Chance: Israeli Students Meet Palestinian Leader 

It was a rare example of dialogue in a region better known for its discord: On Sunday, about 300 Israeli students traveled 

to the de facto Palestinian capital of Ramallah to meet with the head of the Palestinian Authority. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 7:12:24 PM 

Wicked Winter: New England Hit With Another Snowy Blast 

The latest blast of snow to hit New Enigland dumped more than a foot in part of Massachusetts and packed heavy winds 

that left thousands without power Sunday on Cape Cod. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 7:18:07 PM 

Davis and White Take Lead Over Rivals in Olympic Ice Dance 

Meryl Davis and Charlie White lead the ice dance short dance over Canadian rivals Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir. The top 

20 dance couples move on to the long program Monday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash 

2/16/2014 7:18:10 PM 

Bomb Kills Three, Injures 15 on Egyptian Tour Bus from Israel 

CAIRO --Three people were killed and 15 injured when a bomb exploded on an Egyptian tourist bus traveling to Cairo on 

Sunday, officials said., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 7:23:41 PM 

Reality-Show Snake-Handling Pastor Dies -- From Snake Bite 

A Kentucky pastor who starred in a reality show about handling snakes during church services, died Saturday night after 

a fatal snake bite, police said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 7:34:31 PM 

Rescuers Lift Some Miners Trapped in South Africa 

Emergency workers on Sunday started to rescue a group of at least 30 miners trapped in an abandoned gold shaft near 

Johannesburg, South Africa -- but stopped after unearthing 12 people, local officials said., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 7:44:58 PM 

He’s Lovin’ It: Blind Man Wins McDonald’s for Year With 3-Pointer 

Michael Quin wins McDonald’s food for a year after sinking a 3-pointer at halftime of a College of the Ozarks basketball 

game on Saturday in Point Lookout, Missouri. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 8:17:10 PM 

Riot Police Stand Down as Protesters End Occupation of Kiev City Hall 

KIEV -- Ukrainian opposition protesters ended a two-month occupation of city hall in Kiev on Sunday and opened a road 

to limited traffic to meet an amnesty offer aimed at easing a stand-off over President Viktor Yanukovich’s rule., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 8:17:13 PM 

Sweet Garden Wedding Brings Vintage Style to Tennessee Barn 

Kelly and Will Myers’ romantic relationship began at a train station, and they like to think of their marriage as a lifelong 

train ride with (3od as the conductor., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 8:22:48 PM 

Flashback: The Lincoln Memorial Turns 100 

From Marian Anderson’s famous Easter concert to Martin Luther Kinig, Jr.’s "1 Have a Dream" speech, a look back at the 

iconic moments that have shaped the meaninlg of the Lincoln Memorial. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 8:39:00 PM 

Frozen-Over Lake Superior Provides Rare Access to Ice Caves 

Crowds of people are flocking to northwestern Wisconsin to trek on a frozen-over Lake Superior to reach dramatic ice 

caves accessible on foot for the first time in several years, courtesy of the long frigid winter. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 9:00:52 PM 

Jared Leto Deserves Oscar for Most Selfies 

Is Jared Leto beating all the other Academy Award nominees when it comes to sharing his life on Instagram? See for 

your selfie, Jonah Hill. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 9:17:14 PM 

Kerry Calls Climate Change ’Weapon of Mass Destruction’ 

JAKARTA -- U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry warned Indonesians on Sunday that man-made climate change could 

threaten their entire way of life, deriding those who doubted the existence of "perhaps the world’s most fearsome 

weapon of mass destructiom 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 9:55:04 PM 

Woman Taught History Class While Stuck on Turnpike 

Friday’s massive pileup on the Pennsylvania Turnpike created a traffic nightmare, sending drivers to the hospital while 

leaving others stranded for hours.One of those stranded drivers was Lynn McNulty, a teacher at the Hun School of 

Princeton. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 10:00:24 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Highlights From Day Nine 

See the most stunning images from the ninth day of competition in the Sochi Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 10:59:28 PM 

At Least 90 Slain in Nigerian Village Raid, Witnesses Say 

MAIDUGURI, Nigeria -- Suspected Islamist fighters killed at least 90 people in an early morning attack on a village in 

remote northeast Nigeria on Sunday, witnesses said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 11:15:34 PM 

Hockey Analyst Keith Jones Auditions for Sochi Mascot 

NBCSN’s hockey analyst Keith Jones dances along with the polar bear Sochi mascot while getting ready for a pregame 

show. Jones remarks at the end, "1 think I could do that job."~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/16/2014 11:58:59 PM 

FBI Checking Satanist Teen’s Claim of 22 Murder Victims 

The FBI said Sunday they were in contact with local police in a Pennsylvania town in the case of a self-proclaimed 

Satanist teen -- who claimed Friday that she has murdered more than 22 other people and admitted to stabbing a man 

to death in November. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 12:26:03 AM 

Preview the Men’s Olympic Hockey Playoff Bracket 

The group stage is over and the seeding for the playoffs has been determined. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 12:47:42 AM 

Groupon Writes Off U.S. History, Calls Alexander Hamilton ’President’ 

Groupon copywriters may want to find a discount for a remedial U.S. history course. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 1:31:00 AM 

’Killer Heroin’ Blamed in Fatal Overdoses 

On an icy night last month, a man entered a grocery store here, walked past the displays of cake mix and paper towels, 

and went into the bathroom, where he injected himself with heroin.Hours later, the man was found dead in the 

bathroom with a needle still in his arm, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 1:41:56 AM 

Winter Weather Takes Toll on Infrastructure 

As New England is digging out of the latest snow storm, many are turning their attention to the toll that the weather is 

taking on roads, pipes and other infrastructure. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 1:41:57 AM 

Great Lakes Give Rare Ice Show 

A frozen Lake Superior is giving visitors a rare and spectacular show of ice caves. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 1:58:19 AM 

Disturbing Images Come Out of Syria 

Troubling images depicting the violence in Syria serve as a reminder of the need for a solution in the war-torn nation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 3:13:59 AM 

Small Plane Crashes into Colorado Cliff, Killing 3 

Three people aboard a small private aircraft died Sunday after a crash into a cliff near the Telluride Regional Airport in 

Colorado, officials said.The single-engine Beechcraft Bonanza left the Telluride airport at 11:20 a.m. Sunday en route to 

the southwestern city of Cortez, Colo. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 3:30:31 AM 

Rohit Kachroo: Illegal Mines Plague South Africa 

Rohit Kachroo explains the problems of illegal mining in South Africa after a group of miners became trapped in an 

abandoned shaft east of Johannesburg., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 3:30:32 AM 

Maryland Hotel Evacuated After Suspected Carbon Monoxide Leak 

Nine people were hospitalized after apparently being exposed to carbon monoxide while staying at a Westin Hotel near 

BWI Marshall International Airport Sunday. 

View a rticle... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod 

2/17/2014 4:24:28 AM 

Not Ready for Prime Time? Caucasus Goes Modern, Fast 

GROZNY, Chechnya -- Near the gates to the city here, just off a main highway, motorists are assured they’ve reached an 

important place: "Grozny is the center of the world," a sign reads.This once war-torn city in the North Caucasus has been 

rebuilt rapidly and with a lot of panache. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 5:51:16 AM 

Police ID Body Found Off NYC Pier as Missing Fashion Designer 

Police identified the body of a man found floating on the Manhattan side of the Hudson River as that of a fashion 

designer who was reported missing last week.Michele Savoia, 55, was last seen inside the club Marquee on 10th Avenue 

in Chelsea at around 2:30 a.m. Friday, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 6:13:06 AM 

Kids With ADHD Can Train Their Brains, Study Finds 

Kids with ADHD may be able to learn better focus through a computer game that trains the brain to pay attention, a new 

study suggests., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 8:17:17 AM 

Ethiopian Airlines Jet ’Forced to Proceed’ to Geneva 

A Rome-bound passenger jet was "forced to proceed" to Geneva early Monday after the plane issued a hijack 

alert.%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%201ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3E Ethiopian%20Airlines%20statement:%20%E2%80%9Cflight%20702...%20sc 

hed uled%20to%20arrive%20in%20Rome%20 .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jason Cumming 

2/17/2014 9:06:16 AM 

Ethiopian Airlines Jet Hijacked by Co-Pilot: Geneva Airport Boss 

A Rome-bound passenger jet was "forced to proceed" to Geneva early Monday when its co-pilot took control of the 

aircraft while the pilot was in the bathroom, an official said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 9:11:48 AM 

An Inch an Hour: Chicago Braces for Yet More Snow, Freezing Rain 

A Winter Weather Advisory was issued for much of the Chicago area for Monday, warning of up to 6 inches of snow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/:L7/20:~4 9:28:09 AM 

One Dead, Six Wounded in Shooting at Teen Function in Dallas 

A shootout between rival gangs left one man dead and six others injured during a teen function at a Dallas nightclub., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 9:28:10 AM 

Winter Weather Takes Toll on Infrastructure 

As New England is digging out of the latest snow storm, many are turning their attention to the toll that the weather is 

taking on roads, pipes and other infrastructure. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/17/2014 10:06:05 AM 

’Bizarre’ Cluster of Severe Birth Defects Stuns Health Experts 

A mysterious cluster of severe birth defects in rural Washington state is confounding health experts, who say they can 

find no cause, even as reports of new cases continue to climb.Federal and state officials won’t say how many women in 

a three-county area near Yakima, Wash. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

2/17/2014 4:57:50 PM 

Parched California Pours Mega-Millions Into Desalination Tech 

Besiesed by drousht and desperate for new sources of water, California towns are ramping up plans to convert salty 

ocean water into drinking water to quench their long-term thirst. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:57:51 PM 

Watch Live: U.S, Vies for Ice Dancing Gold 

Americans Meryl Davis and Charlie White are back at it, trying to beat Canadians Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir for ice 

dancing gold,~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:57:55 PM 

Andrea Mitchell: N. Korea Genocide Report ’Shocking’ 

NBC’s Andrea Mitchell reports on the newly released UN report, detailing systematic human rights abuses perpetuated 

by the North Korean government against its own people. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:57:56 PM 

’Downton Abbey’s’ Love-to-Hate Character Loses His Charm 

What’s happened to "Downton Abbey’s" Thomas this season? The character fans love to hate has been sidelined, and 

that’s a crime. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin 

2/17/2014 4:57:57 PM 

New England Slammed Over Weekend, Second Blast to Come 

Monday’s forecast: More of the same.The winter that won’t quit resumes its wrath this week, with six inches of snow 

due to hit the Midwest and Great Lakes before sweeping eastward.The latest comes on top of last week’s lashing on the 

East Coast and a weekend blow for New England.~ 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/17/2014 4:58:00 PM 

Deal of a Lifetime: Brothers Dunk Huge NBA Dollars Without Team 

Two words are the core of a legal dispute between the NBA and two brothers whose pact is called "the best sports- 

business deal ever.", 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:01 PM 

Upside-Down Olympics: Skiers Flip for Chance at Medal 

Belarus’ Anton Kushnir competes in the Men’s Freestyle Skiing Aerials Qualification on day ten of the 2014 Winter 

Olympics. Team USA’s lone competitor Mac Bohonnon advanced to the finals after finishing in sixth place during the 

qualification round. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:01 PM 

Figure Skater Gracie Gold: l’m Not Such A Dark Horse 

"I think I could give the podium a go," the 18-year-old said of her prospects in SochL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:02 PM 

Tom Brokaw: How Russia-U,S, Rivalry Drove Cold War Space Race 

During the Cold War, Olympic rivalry between the U.S. and Russia was matched in the field of discovery as NBC News 

special correspondent Tom Brokaw explains.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:02 PM 

Bob Costas Returning to Olympic Anchor Seat 

After sitting out a few days due to eye irritation, Bob Costas is returning to prime-time coverage duties for the Sochi 

Olympics., 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:03 PM 

What’s the Impact of Michael Dunn Mistrial? 

The Michael Dunn mistrial reignites the debate over the controversial Stand Your Ground law. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/17/2014 4:58:03 PM 

Flappy Bird Lives on With Splashy Fish and Other Clones 

It looks like gamers aren’t quite ready to let go of Flappy Bird, the wildly popular game that was pulled from the Apple 

and Android stores last week. The evidence? A flock of clones that are currently dominating the app charts. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:04 PM 

U.S. Defeats Sweden 6-1 in Women’s Hockey Semis 

The United States won a resounding victory against Sweden for the right to play for the gold medal. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:04 PM 

Watch Top 10 Viral Videos From Sochi’s First Week 

A wardrobe malfunction, crashes, sinl~ing Russian police, and more. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 4:58:04 PM 

Brazil’s Indians Fight Back Against Wildcat Miners 

Tensions over forest and mineral resources are brewinl~ in Brazil’s remote Amazon, and one tribe has decided to take 

matters into its own hands. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/17/2014 4:58:05 PM 

Ten Earthquakes Rattle Oklahoma in Just Three Days 

The strongest in a series of ten minor earthquakes hit central Oklahoma on Sunday night, according to seismologists.The 

quake was initially measured at magnitude 4.2 but was later downgraded to a 3.8, the U.S. Geological Survey said.It was 

followed by three aftershocks between magnitude 3.0 and 2. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/17/2014 5:03:31 PM 

’Bizarre’ Cluster of Severe Birth Defects Haunts Health Experts 

A mysterious cluster of severe birth defects in rural Washington state is confounding health experts, who say they can 

find no cause, even as reports of new cases continue to climb.Federal and state officials won’t say how many women in 

a three-county area near Yakima, Wash. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 5:19:42 PM 

Russia Win Gold, USA Bronze in Two-Man Bobsled 

The medal for the United States in the two-man event is the country’s first since 1952. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 5:19:44 PM 

Oshie Mania: Hockey Star Is a Social Hit 

Hockey center Timothy "T.J." Oshie acquired viral fame after his stunning performance for Team USA in a shootout win 

over Russia during the Winter Olympics, gaining thousands of new followers on Twitter. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/17/2014 5:19:48 PM 

North Korea’s Horrors ’Strikingly Similar’ To Nazi Acts: UN 

Atrocities committed by North Korea al~ainst its own people are "strikinl~ly similar" to those perpetrated by the Nazis 

durinl~ World War II, the head of a United Nations panel said Monday after publishinl~ an unprecedented report., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 5:19:49 PM 

Prisoners’ Use of Smuggled Cellphones on the Rise 

They’re hidden in babies’ diapers, ramen noodle soup packages, footballs, soda cans and even body cavities.Not drugs or 

weapons, but cellphones.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 5:25:16 PM 

Deep Roots: The Evolution of the ’Tonight Show’ Band 

As the Roots take over the musical duties on the Tonil~ht Show With Jimmy Fallon, we take a look back at all the bands 

that came before them. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 5:25:19 PM 

Little Boy Separated From Family While Crossing Syrian Desert 

Marwan, a 4-year-old Syrian refugee, is assisted by UNHCR staff as he crosses the desert that straddles the Syrian border 

with Jordan. He had been temporarily separated from his family as they tried to flee the violence in Syria.UNHCR posted 

this image to Twitter on Feb. 16. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 6:41:06 PM 

Golden! U.S. Skaters Win Historic Olympic Title 

Americans Meryl Davis and Charlie White fend off the defending champion Canadians to claim the country’s first ice 

dancing crown. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 6:41:08 PM 

Here’s Questlove! The Evolution of the ’Tonight Show’ Band 

As the Roots take over the musical duties on the Tonil~ht Show With Jimmy Fallon, we take a look back at all the bands 

that came before them.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tony Dokoupil 

2/17/2014 6:57:35 PM 

Treatment or Jail: Patrick Kennedy Wages Fierce Anti-Pot Crusade 

As a hard-partying teenager, Patrick Kennedy met President Reagan at a fundraiser for the JFK Library, a meeting 

captured in a photograph that the former Rhode Island congressman now hangs in his home office., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 7:30:08 PM 

Jason Brown Explains His ’Bronytail’ 

Brown’s flowing mane even has its own Twitter account, @2014PonyPower, which has already racked up more than 

3,500 followers. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/17/2014 7:51:37 PM 

North Korea’s Horrors ’Strikingly Similar’ to Nazi Acts 

Atrocities committed by North Korea against its own people are "strikingly similar" to those perpetrated by the Nazis 

during World War II, the head of a United Nations panel said Monday after publishing an unprecedented report., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jason Cumming 

2/17/2014 8:56:21 PM 

Co-Pilot Arrested After Ethiopian Airlines Jet Hijacked 

A passenger jet flying from Ethiopia to Rome was hijacked early Monday by the co-pilot, who took control of the aircraft 

while the pilot was in the bathroom, diverted it to Switzerland and then fled out the cockpit window -- into the hands of 

police, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/17/2014 9:34:07 PM 

Slalom Favorite Shiffrin Set for Sochi Debut 

U.S. skier Mikaela Shiffrin travels the world with her journals, filling them with thoughts about her sport and her life. A 

good chunk of what the 18-year-old has put on paper lately is related to preparing for her Olympic debut -- in the giant 

slalom Tuesday, when she planned to contend for a medal, and the slalom Friday, when she will be an overwhelming 

favorite.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin 

2/17/2014 10:11:32 PM 

One Last Winter Blast to Come, but Then Thin~;s Look Up 

Relief is on the way for the snow-weary Midwest and Northeast, but not before winter lands one more punch. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Daniel Arkin 

2/17/2014 10:27:55 PM 

One More Winter Blast to Come, Then Thing;s Look Up 

Relief is on the way for the snow-weary Midwest and Northeast, but not before winter lands at least one more punch. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Williams 

2/18/2014 12:04:24 AM 

Jimmy Fallon: How We Made Brian Williams ’Rap’ 

Here’s how it all began: the new host of the "The Tonight Show" on the viral mash-ups featuring "Nightly News" anchor 

Brian Williams.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 12:52:45 AM 

Indiana Senate Approves Amendment to Ban Same-Sex Marriage 

INDIANAPOLIS -- The Indiana Senate on Monday approved a proposed amendment to the state’s constitution that 

would prohibit same-sex marriage but more steps are required before it goes to voters in 2016. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 1:57:40 AM 

4-Year-Old Syrian Refugee Reunited with His Parents 

A boy found walking by himself in the desert after fleeing the fighting in Syria has now found his family. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:41:16 AM 

Tired of Snow? ’Huge Warm Up’ on the Way 

Much of the Midwest was pounded by heavy snow and ice, but warming temperatures arriving later this week will bring 

rapid snowmelt and possible flooding,, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:41:17 AM 

Venezuela Orders US Diplomats to Leave 

The Venezuelan government has accused American diplomats of helping to organize anti-government protests,~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kevin Tibbles 

2/18/2014 3:08:34 AM 

Cross-Country Skier Sets Example for Nepal’s Children 

Dachhiri Sherpa had no illusions of winning Sochi gold, in fact, he placed second to last. But for him, the Olympics is 

about much more than medals., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 3:51:12 AM 

Oklahoma Pharmacy Won’t Sell Drug for Missouri Execution 

An Oklahoma pharmacy has agreed not to provide Missouri with a made-to-order drug for an inmate’s execution.Court 

documents filed Monday show that death row inmate Michael Taylor has reached an agreement with The Apothecary 

Shoppe. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/18/2014 4:02:06 AM 

Google Makes Move That Could Let Users Sign In With Sound 

Google has acquired Israeli start-up SlickLogin in a move that could make signing into your Google accounts a lot more 

secure.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/18/2014 4:13:05 AM 

U.N. Documents North Korea’s ’Unimaginable Cruelties’ 

A UN report based on interviews with defectors and survivors says the scale and nature of the Kim dynasty’s human 

rights violations "has no parallel."° 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 5:55:18 AM 

WATCH LIVE: Women’s Giant Slalom 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 5:55:20 AM 

Mirrored Models Take Over Madrid Catwalk 

Models display Fall/Winter designs by Miguel Marinero during Madrid’s Fashion Week, in Madrid, Spain, on Monday.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 5:55:21 AM 

Tall Order: Workers Clear Deep Snow from Swiss Roofs 

Workers in the Swiss village of Bedretto, carry out the big job of clearing snow from the rooftops following extremely 

heavy snowfall, on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 6:00:53 AM 

Australian Bobsledders Have Special Message for Fans 

Australia’s two-man bobsleigh pilot Heath Spence, left, and brakeman Duncan Harvey, right, celebrate in the finish area 

after the bobsleigh two-man heat 3 during the Sochi Winter Olympics on Feb. 17.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

2/18/2014 6:06:25 AM 

Equipment Theft Fails to Foil Idaho Special Olympians 

A team of Idaho Special Olympians was hopeful Monday that it could still make it to the annual state competition in two 

weeks as donations and offers poured in after someone stole most of its equipment. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 6:06:25 AM 

Protesters March for 8th Grader With BB Gun Killed by Police 

Dozens of protesters marched through Santa Rosa, Calif., Monday morning on behalf of teenager Andy Lopez. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/18/2014 7:54:32 AM 

Iran’s Ayatollah: Nuclear Talks ’Will Lead Nowhere’ 

On the eve of talks aimed at a permanent deal on Iran’s nuclear program, Ayatollah All Khamenei predicted the 

negotiations between the Islamic Republic and six world powers "will lead nowhere. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

2/18/2014 8:05:21 AM 

Jimmy Fallon to Brian Williams: ’The Tonil~ht Show’ Belon~;s in NYC 

Jimmy Fallon made his debut as host of "The Tonight Show" Monday but first he sat down as a guest -- of the Nightly 

News with Brian Williams. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 8:16:10 AM 

American Takes Bronze in Men’s Snowboard Cross 

After four unpredicatable rounds of racing in men’s snowboard cross, France’s Pierre Vaultier took home the gold medal 

with a win in the big final. American Alex Deibold took the bronze medal.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Dedman 

2/18/2014 2:30:03 PM 

Why Taxpayers Will Bail Out the Rich When the Next Storm Hits 

GULF SHORES, Ala. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:05 PM 

While You Were Sleeping: U.S. Teen Makes Olympic Debut 

Tina Maze of Slovenia won her second gold medal of the Sochi Olympics in the women’s giant slalom while American 

teenager Mikaela Shiffrin placed in fifth in her Olympic debut., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:08 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Tuesday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Tuesday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:10 PM 

Jimmy Fallon Nails ’Tonight Show’ Debut 

Jimmy Fallon ushered in a new era Monday, reinventing the 60-year franchise while honoring its roots with a triumphant 

return to the Big Apple. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:12 PM 

Canada’s Ice Dancing Silver Medalists Question Coach’s Commitment 

Ice dancing silver medalists Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir of Canada expressed frustrations with their coaching situation a 

day after placing second behind Americans Meryl Davis and Charlie White, with whom they share a coach in Marina 

Zoueva. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

2/18/2014 2:30:13 PM 

Flight Attendant Critically Hurt as United Jet Hits Turbulence 

Five people were taken to hospital - one of them in a critical condition - after a United Airlines jet ran into severe 

turbulence on a flight from Denver to Billings, Montana, on Monday., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:15 PM 

Incognito Tweets Apology to Martin: ’No Hard Feelings’ 

The former Miami Dolphins lineman implicated in a report documenting hazing on the team apologizes for "being a big 

baby.". 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

2/18/2014 2:30:31 PM 

Snack Bar Sales Soar on Hunger for Productivity, Convenience 

American workers are more productive than ever, increasingly fueled by snack bars they can gulp on the go. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Alexander Smith 

2/18/2014 2:30:31 PM 

One More Winter Blast Spells Messy Commute for Northeast 

Mother Nature continued to be the enemy of millions of East Coast commuters on Tuesday as a winter storm brought 

more snow ahead of the journey to work.The flurry came at the worst possible time for New York City where the snow 

started falling before 5 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:32 PM 

’Tonight Show’ Fans Cheer Fallon, Show’s Move to New York 

"Tonight Show" fans were impressed not only with the lineup, but also with Fallon’s humor and humility. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:34 PM 

Passport Fit for a Pope: Francis Renews I,D, As Regular Argentine 

Pope Francis wants to travel the world as a regular Argentine and not a privileged citizen of the Vatican City microstate, 

Argentina said on Monday,, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:36 PM 

Venezuela Orders U.S. Diplomats to Leave 

The Venezuelan government has accused American diplomats of helping to organize anti-government protests. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:30:36 PM 

Life Ed: 5 Simple Steps to Financial Sanity 

Our guide this week is Brittney Castro, a certified financial planner, and the founder and CEO of Financially Wise 

Women. Here, she shares her five simple steps to achieving financial sanity.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 2:41:24 PM 

Skaters Kerrigan and Harding: 20 years later 

Figure skaters Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya Harding sit down with NBC’s Mary Carillo to look back at the 1994 attack on 

Kerrigan that generated headlines and controversy for months. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/18/2014 2:57:53 PM 

Three U.K, Teens Accused Of Murder - While Victim Was Alive 

LONDON --Three teenagers were accused of murdering a man - despite the alleged victim still being alive.Rashid 

Naeem, 29, was stabbed at a market in the U.K. capital on Sunday afternoon, according to London’s Metropolitan Police. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 3:08:52 PM 

Video Captures Scene Inside Hijacked Ethiopian Jet 

Amateur footage shows inside the cabin after a co-pilot took control of an Ethiopian Airlines jet Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:08:37 PM 

Crash Landing: Ski Jumper Breaks Arm After Bad Fall 

Taihei Kato of Japan crashes as he competes in the Nordic Combined Men’s Individual large hill during day 11 of the 

Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics at RusSki Gorki Jumping Center. Kato landed awkwardly, lost his left ski and then fell hard 

on his left elbow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:24:56 PM 

Riot Police Patrol Streets Of Venezuela’s Caracas Ahead Of Protests 

The streets of Venezuela’s capital Caracas were filled with security forces armed with riot gear and water cannon 

Tuesday morning ahead of planned marches by supporters and opponents of President Nicolas Maduro. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:24:56 PM 

Watch Live: Lolo Jones, U.S. Women’s Bobsled Underway 

The first two runs of the women’s bobsled feature American gold-medal contenders Elana Meyers and Lauryn Williams. 

Lolo Jones will be the push athlete for the No. 3 U.S. sled. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:24:57 PM 

Moscow’s History of Spies and Secrets Revealed 

From spy films to novels to its real-life chilly atmosphere during the Cold War, the Russian capital has long been 

shrouded in intrigue. NBC’s Keir Simmons reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:41:32 PM 

Obama Delivers Remarks on Fuel-Efficiency 

President Barack Obama delivers remarks on fuel-efficiency and the economy at a Safeway distribution center in Upper 

Marlboro, Md.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/18/2014 4:41:36 PM 

Why Donning a Wild Tie May Score You That Coveted Job 

Job applicants may improve their odds of landing an offer by arriving for an interview rocking one bold yet quirky piece 

of clothing, from offbeat socks to a campy-colored bow tie, according to new Harvard Business School study.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:41:37 PM 

Men’s Freeski Lights Up Sochi Halfpipe 

Canada’s Matt Margetts competes during the Men’s Freestyle Skiing Halfpipe Qualification round at the Sochi 2014 

Winter Olympic Games on Feb. 18. Freeski Halfpipe Finals are scheduled for 12:30 p.m, ET on Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:47:13 PM 

Dueling Marches Fill the Streets of Caracas, Venezuela 

Protesters filled the streets of Venezuela’s capital Caracas on Tuesday, less than 24 hours after a fourth person died 

from the political unrest there over the past week., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:47:14 PM 

Homebuilders’ Confidence Takes Biggest One-Month Drop Ever 

U.S. homebuilder confidence suffered its largest one-month drop ever in February, hit by this winter’s relentlessly severe 

weather and concerns about the costs of labor and building lots, the National Association of Home Builders said on 

Tuesday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:52:51 PM 

Study: Arctic Getting Darker, Making Earth Warmer 

The Arctic isn’t nearly as bright and white as it used to be because of more ice melting in the ocean, and that’s turning 

out to be a global problem, a new study says.With more dark, open water in the summer, less of the sun’s heat is 

reflected back into space. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 4:52:51 PM 

’House of Cards’ Premiere Twist Baits Binge Watchers 

The second-season premiere of "House of Cards" dropped a bombshell that no one saw coming -- especially the target 

of Frank Underwood’s retribution., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/18/2014 5:03:44 PM 

GOP Faces Early Challenge in Bid to Re-take Senate 

GOP’s 2014 primary reason is about to begin... The good news for the GOP here: These races aren’t taking place in blue 

or purple states,., Is doing something in Syria better than nothing? .... 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 5:03:46 PM 

Tourists Must Leave Egypt By Feb. 20 or Face Attack: Militants 

A militant Islamist group has warned tourists to leave Egypt and threatened to attack any who stay in the country after 

February 20, raising the prospect of a new front in a fast-growing insurgency. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 5:20:13 PM 

Ladies’ Speed Skating Heats Up in Sochi 

Jessica Smith, farthest left, of USA leads the pack in heat 1 during the Women’s 1000m Short Track Heats at the Sochi 

2014 Olympic Games on Feb. 18. Smith finished second in her heat with a time of 1:31.359, advancing her to Friday’s 

quaterfinals.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 5:41:51 PM 

Watch Live: Americans Vie for Ski Halfpipe Gold 

American David Wise is a strong medal contender, sitting in second in second after this morning’s qualifying. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 6:03:35 PM 

Venezuela Opposition Leader Peacefully Turns Himself In 

Venezuela’s opposition leader, wanted for inciting violence, peacefully turned himself into authorities on Tuesday, 

shortly after dueling marches poured into the streets of the capital city Caracas.= 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 6:14:32 PM 

Devo Co-Founder Bob Casale Dies at 61 

The guitarist for the legendary new wave band died from "sudden conditions that led to heart failure" according to a 

post from his brother. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 6:41:49 PM 

American Wise Soars to Ski Halfpipe Gold 

Snow, rain and a slow halfpipe could not put a damper on the first-ever Olympic freeski halfpipe competition Tuesday, 

and American David Wise took the gold.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 6:41:52 PM 

Could Cars Be in Apple’s Future? 

Apple’s head of mergers and acquisitions met with Tesla CEO Elon Musk last spring around the same time a top analyst 

suggested the tech giant should acquire the electric car company, according to a report Sunday in the San Francisco 

Chronicle. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 6:58:04 PM 

U.S. Warship Runs Aground in Black Sea 

One of the U.S. Navy ships in the Black Sea that was supposed to be available to respond to an emeqgency in Sochi has 

been out of commission for nearly a week, a senior U.S. military official told NBC News.The U.S.S., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Natalia Jimenez 

2/18/2014 6:58:06 PM 

Fashion Photographer Turns Lens to Peruvian Highlands 

Fashion photographer Mario Testino is best known for his celebrity portraits regularly featured on the cover of Vogue 

magazine. In his new series "Alta Moda," he visited the highlands of Peru, photographing locals in their traditional dress 

worn on festive occasions in the city of Cuzco. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/18/2014 7:03:36 PM 

Missouri: Execution Will Proceed Without Tulsa Pharmacy’s Help 

Missouri’s governor said Tuesday that the state can still execute a convicted child-killer next week even though one 

compounding pharmacy has agreed not to sell it the drug used for lethal injections. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 7:14:31 PM 

Hotter than Miami? Russia Heats Up After Dark 

NBC News’ Keir Simmons ventures behind the velvet ropes of some of the hottest nil~htclubs in post-Cold War Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 7:25:28 PM 

Your Money: Should I Pay Off Mortl~age with My 401(14)? 

If you’re considering withdrawing from your 401(k) to pay off your mortage, do a thorough analysis with a financial 

adviser., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 7:30:55 PM 

Russia Dives Past Norway to Hockey Quarterfinals 

Alexander Ovechkin of Russia dives for the puck during the Men’s Playoff Qualification round against Norway at the 

Bolshoy Ice Dome during the Sochi 2014 Olympic Games on Feb. 18. Team Russia beat Norway 4-0 to secure their spot in 

the men’s quarterfinals on Feb. 19. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin and Polly DeFrank 

2/18/2014 7:36:23 PM 

That’s Cold: Snow Challenges Records in Some Cities 

The winter of our discontent isn’t over. The Northeast will enjoy a brief warm-up this week, but meteorologists are 

warning residents across a wide swath of the country to brace for at least another month of bone-chilling temperatures, 

ice and snow.Is this the worst winter ever? Well .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/18/2014 8:08:58 PM 

Andrea Mitchell: Venezuela Escalating Campaign Against U.S. 

NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell has more on the unrest in Venezuela and how it relates to America.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

2/18/2014 8:14:29 PM 

Milk Could Go Up 60 Cents a Gallon 

Dairy analysts estimate store milk prices could go up 60 cents in March, reaching their highest ever."The cupboards are 

dry," said dairy economist Mary Ledman.Blame cheese. Short supply pushed cheese to a new peak in January, going 

from $1.80 to $2.36 a block. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 8:46:25 PM 

Man in Fatal Prank Shooting: I Only Meant to Scare Teens 

The Arkansas man who fired at a car filled with teenaged pranksters -- killing one of them -- claims he only meant to 

scare them off, according to a court affidavit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 8:46:27 PM 

Fires Burn and Protests Rage at Kiev’s Independence Square 

Fire and smoke billow into the night sky as Ukrainians gather at Independence Square during continuing protest in Kiev 

on Tuesday. A police spokeswoman said nine people, including two police officers, were confirmed dead in the clashes., 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Cohn 

2/18/2014 9:46:06 PM 

Detroit to Lay Out Bankruptcy Blueprint 

The historic Detroit bankruptcy case moves into a crucial and contentious phase with the filing expected this week of the 

city’s so-called "plan of adjustment." That is the city’s plan to settle with its creditors and emerge from America’s largest- 

ever municipal bankruptcy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 10:08:01 PM 

Violence Wreaks Havoc in Ukraine 

A day of protests in Kiev ended in violence and death as anti-i~overnment protesters demand reform. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/18/2014 10:29:36 PM 

How a Tiny Streaming-TV Startup Ended Up Before the Supreme Court 

The outcome of a Supreme Court case regarding a small startup that has infuriated major television broadcasters could 

ripple to consumers’ TV sets and beyond,At the heart of the case is Aereo, a service that lets customers stream and 

record broadcast TV for a mere $8 per month.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 10:29:37 PM 

Church Posts Sign ’Forgiving’ Thieves Who Stole 340,000 

Church sign states "we forgive you"~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 10:29:37 PM 

Armored Car Guard Gets Life in Murder, ~2M Heist, Chides Judge 

PITTSBURGH -- A former armored car guard was sentenced Tuesday to life in prison plus 10 to 20 years for killing his 

partner and robbing their truck of $2.3 million, but not before he asked the judge not to "lecture" him.Kenneth Konias 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/18/2014 11:13:31 PM 

Shooter in Loud Music Killing Felt Victimized, Tapes Reveal 

JACKSONVILLE, Florida -- A Florida man convicted at the weekend of attempted murder in a dispute over loud rap music 

felt he was victimized by four teenagers he shot at, according to tapes of jailhouse telephone calls released by 

prosecutors on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black and Maria Stromova and Alexander Smith 

2/18/2014 11:24:35 PM 

Deadly Clashes Reil~nite Near Ukraine’s Parliament 

A fiery protest continued into early Wednesday morning in the Ukrainian capital of Kiev after a day of brutal violence 

that left 18 people dead in street clashes between police and anti-government protesters., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/18/2014 11:35:26 PM 

Castaway: I Don’t Care If People Believe Me 

The castaway who washed up on a Pacific island said Tuesday he doesn’t care if people don’t believe his story of being 

lost at sea for 14 months and just wants to forget the entire ordeal. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 1:33:35 AM 

Nun, 84, Gets Three Years Jail for Nuke Complex Break-In 

KNOXVILLE, Tennessee -- A U.S. judge sentenced an 84-year-old nun, Sister Megan Rice, on Tuesday to 35 months in 

prison for breaking into a Tennessee defense facility where enriched uranium for nuclear bombs is stored. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/19/2014 1:33:39 AM 

Google Warns Glass Users: Don’t be ’creepy or rude’ 

Google is officially putting the users of its Glass headset on notice with a set of do’s and don’ts -- not least among which 

is an unambiguous warning not to be "creepy or rude (aka, a "Gla**hole).~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 1:33:40 AM 

U.S. Moves to Revive Stalled Afghan Peace Talks, Prisoner Swap 

KABUL/WASHINGTON -- The Obama administration is taking steps it hopes could lead to a resumption of peace talks to 

end the Afghan conflict, including reviving a proposed swap of Taliban detainees held at Guantanamo Bay in return for 

U.S. prisoner of war Army Sgt. Bowe BergdahL 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 1:33:41 AM 

Cruise Ship Worker Accused of Sexually Assaulting Guest 

A crewmember on a Holland America Line cruise ship has been arrested after he sexually assaulted a guest in her room 

last Friday, officials said Tuesday., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ron Mott 

2/19/2014 3:32:49 AM 

Rock Salt Miners Stru~;gle to Meet Winter’s Demand 

Hundreds of miners are working around the clock to distribute salt in snowy areas where it’s desperately needed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello 

2/19/2014 3:32:51 AM 

Plane’s Sudden, Violent Turbulence Injures 5 

A United Airlines flight attendant remains hospitalized, recovering from injuries she suffered when her plane hit 

unexpected turbulence.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 3:32:52 AM 

Venezuela Opposition Leader Surrenders, Protesters Flood Streets 

CARACAS -- Venezuelan security forces arrested opposition leader Leopoldo Lopez on Tuesday on charges of fomenting 

unrest that has killed at least four people, bringing tens of thousands of his angry supporters onto the streets of Caracas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 3:43:50 AM 

What to Watch: Day 12 of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

Wednesday is loaded with hockey as all four men’s quarterfinals take place.o 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 4:05:37 AM 

Candy Crush Saga Maker Files for IPO 

The company behind the popular and addictive smartphone game Candy Crush had filed for an initial public offering. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 4:48:36 AM 

Chic Street Style at London Fashion Week 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black and Maria Stromova and Alexander Smith 

2/19/2014 5:15:37 AM 

Police Move to Crush Fiery Protests After 20 Killed in Street Clashes 

A fiery protest continued into early Wednesday morning in the Ukrainian capital of Kiev after a day of brutal violence 

that left 20 people dead in street clashes between police and anti-government protesters., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/19/2014 6:41:51 AM 

How Tetris Could Help You Stick to Your Diet 

Craving dessert? According to a new study, the best way to stick to your diet might be picking up your smartphone and 

playing a game of Tetris.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black and Maria Stromova and Alexander Smith 

2/19/2014 7:14:27 AM 

Police Move to Crush Fiery Protests After 25 Killed in Street Clashes 

A fiery protest continued into early Wednesday morning in the Ukrainian capital of Kiev after a day of brutal violence 

that left 25 people dead in street clashes between police and anti-government protesters., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black and Maria Stromova and Alexander Smith 

2/19/2014 7:57:59 AM 

Cops Move to Crush Fiery Ukraine Protests As 25 Die in Clashes 

A fiery protest raged on in the Ukrainian capital early Wednesday as a geopolitical struggle between Russia and the West 

turned deadly once again., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 8:52:22 AM 

NSA Official Who Helped Jessica Lynch Accused of Killinl~ Son 

Investigators say three-year-old boy suffered impact trauma on his body, as well as internal bleeding. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 9:08:42 AM 

Wiig Impersonates One Direction’s Harry Styles on ’Tonight’ 

Jimmy Fallon welcomed One Direction singer Harry Styles on "The Tonight Show." But all wasn’t as it seemed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/19/2014 9:08:43 AM 

SkyDrive Becomes OneDrive Today, Gains New Video, Photo Features 

Microsoft’s SkyDrive becomes OneDrive today, but it’s not just a change in name -- some new features will be making 

their debut as well. For most, however, the switch should be fairly unnoticeable. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 9:08:44 AM 

Sequins, Grit and Triple Jumps: A Ladies’ Figure Skating Primer 

Anything and everything you need to know before Wednesday’s competition. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 9:30:25 AM 

For the Dutch, Speed Skating Is a Way of Life 

Columnist Joe Posnanski takes a look at the speed skating culture in the Netherlands. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Raul A. Reyes 

2/19/2014 10:14:48 AM 

5 Ways U.S. History Is More Latino Than We Think 

The idea for historian Felipe Fern~ndez-Armesto’s new book came from a chance encounter while on the lecture circuit 

in 2007. The Notre Dame professor was in Colorado Springs, delivering a speech at the U.S. Air Force Academy, when 

one instructor mentioned that he wanted the U.S.= 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 10:20:16 AM 

Utah Mom Buys Up All of PacSun Store’s ’Indecent’ T-Shirts 

Judy Cox spent ~;567 buying all 19 T-shirts in stock that featured scantily dressed models in provocative poses. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/19/2014 10:36:52 AM 

Sweden Advances to Hockey Semis After Win over Slovenia 

Henrik Lundqvist made 19 saves for his second shutout of the Sochi Games and Carl Hagelin scored twice, helping 

Sweden rout upstart Slovenia 5-0 Wednesday to advance into Olympic hockey semifinals. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rill Dedman 

2/19/2014 10:36:55 AM 

Meet the Flood Insurance ’Robin Hood’ Who Saves Condo Owners Millions 

Editor’s Note: This is part two of a series. See part one: Why Taxpayers Will Bail Out the Rich When the Next Storm 

HitsORANGE BEACH, Ala. -- The builder of the most luxurious condominiums on this sugar-white sand beach had a 

problem. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/19/2014 11:09:35 AM 

Tug of War Between West, Russia Leaves 25 Dead in Ukraine 

Ukrainians awoke to burning barricades and 10,000 people filling the streets of Kiev Wednesday after the bloodiest day 

of violence yet in the country’s tug of war between Russia and the West., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:42 AM 

Protesters Storm Police Headquarters as Chaos Spreads to Lviv 

Anti-government protesters in the western Ukrainian city of Lviv seized the regional administration building and police 

headquarters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski 

2/20/2014 1:13:42 AM 

Investigation Widens in Soldiers’ Photo Mocking Funerals 

Fourteen Army National Guard members are being investigated for taking part in a photo that appears to mock funerals 

for fallen soldiers -- a "totally unacceptable" display, Pentagon officials told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:42 AM 

Favorite Russian Skater Falls During Short Program 

Russia’s Yulia Lipnitskaya fell as she competed in the fil~ure skatinig women’s short prol~ram at the Sochi 2014 Winter 

Olympics on Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joan Raymond 

2/20/2014 1:13:45 AM 

Couch Potato Today, Wheelchair Tomorrow? Study Links Sitting, Disability 

Here’s another reason desk jockeys need to get up and move. Researchers are finding that sedentary behaviors like 

sitting even just an hour extra per day can up your risk for disabilities in later life -- even if you are a moderately active 

gym rat. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:46 AM 

Flooding Woes Are on Tap for Snow-Buried Midwest 

Winter’s woes aren’t just about severe storms and bitter cold -- there’s still freezing rain and melting snow to grapple 

with., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/20/2014 1:13:46 AM 

Mystery of the Maersk: Two Dead on Capt. Phillips’ Former Ship 

Two American security guards were found dead on the Maersk Alabama -- the ship involved in the pirate attack later 

dramatized in the movie "Captain Phillips" -- while it was docked in the Seychelles, police said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito 

2/20/2014 1:13:47 AM 

’Christmas Cracker’ Bombs Sent to England Came From Ireland 

Seven small parcel bombs left at military installations in England last week all bore postmarks from the Irish Republic, 

according to intelligence sources, and while crudely made marked the first time in recent years that Irish republican 

militants had struck the English mainland. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:48 AM 

Justin Timberlake Cancels Concert Due to Illness 

Justin Timberlake tweeted Wednesday night that he was canceling his New York concert "due to health reasons."~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:49 AM 

Entrance Fit for a King 

Indian President Pranab Mukherjee, left, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, second from left, along with officials get 

ready to receive Bahrain King Hamad bin Isa AI Khalifa at the presidential palace in New Delhi on Wednesday. King 

Hamad is on a three-day official visit to India. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:50 AM 

Unbearable! Russia Hockey Loss Bums Out Mascot 

It has been a roller-coaster Sochi Olympics for the Polar Bear, which has been the most visible of the Games’ three 

mascots. And the elimination of the Russian men’s hockey team by Finland on Wednesday put the beast in a furry funk. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:53 AM 

Deadly Honeybee Diseases Likely Spreadinl~ to Bumblebees 

Wild bumblebees worldwide are in trouble, likely contractinl~ deadly diseases from their commercialized honeybee 

cousins, a new study shows.That’s a problem even thoul~h bumblebees aren’t trucked from farm to farm like honeybees. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:55 AM 

Bathroom Science: Robot Turns Human Waste Into Fuel 

NerdWatch: Dr. Peter Waiters created a robot that inl~ests human waste and converts it to energy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kayla Tausche 

2/20/2014 1:13:56 AM 

Wall Street Fights to Keep Young, Restless Analysts 

Wall Street’s two-year analyst program is the stuff of undergraduate legend.The deal: Give a bank your waking hours for 

a finite period of time, in which one is guaranteed nearly six figures in compensation and a rigorous boot camp in high 

finance. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:57 AM 

Senators Back ’Targeted Sanctions’ Against Ukrainian Officials 

A bipartisan duo is working on a bill to enact "targeted sanctions" against individuals in Ukraine.Sens. John McCain, R- 

Ariz., and Chris Murphy, D-Conn.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:13:59 AM 

U.S. Soldier Convicted of Killing Iraqi Family Dies in Prison 

A former soldier likely committed suicide in prison where he was serving several life terms for gunning down four 

members of an Iraqi family while he was deployed to their country.The case was the first prosecuted under a new law 

governing military cases in civilian courts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 1:14:00 AM 

Satellite View: Kiev Streets Burn in Protest 

An aerial view of central Kiev shows Independence Square (seen on the left) as smoke billows from clashes between 

anti-l~overnment protestors and police. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:02:21 AM 

300K Records Compromised in University of Maryland Data Breach 

The University of Maryland released a statement stating that over 300,000 University member names, social security 

numbers, and dates of birth have been compromised in a data breach taking place on Tuesday evening.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/20/2014 3:02:22 AM 

WhatsApp? What’s That? And Why Is It Worth 516 Billion? 

Facebook announced Wednesday that it is buying WhatsApp, the company and app that offers unlimited messaging on 

mobile devices for 99 cents a year. And anyone might blink at the price being paid: cash and stock amounting to about 

$16 billion, plus another potential $3 billion in restricted stock. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 4:35:25 AM 

What to Watch: Day 13 of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

Here’s a look at the compelling events, athletes and storylines of the Sochi Olympics on Thursday, Feb. 20. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 4:35:26 AM 

California Governor Proposes $687 Million Drought Package 

California Governor Jerry Brown on Wednesday revealed a spending package of $687 million in relief for drought- 

stricken communities throughout the state. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty 

2/20/20:14 4:35:26 AM 

Obama: ’Worth Noting’ Russian Role in Ukraine, Syria 

President Barack Obama said Wednesday it is "worth noting" Russia’s role in the violent civil unrest in both Ukraine and 

Syria., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katy Tur 

2/20/2014 4:35:26 AM 

Warmer Temperatures Spark Flooding Worries 

The warm weather won’t last for long, however. Another polar vortex is on the way. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 4:35:27 AM 

Miami Dolphins Fire Line Coach in Wake of Bullying Report 

To no surprise (based on the content of the Ted Wells report), the Dolphins have fired offensive line coach Jim Turner. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/20/2014 4:35:27 AM 

Missouri: We Found Another Pharmacy to Supply Execution Drugs 

Two days after one compounding pharmacy said it would not sell the drug needed for a Missouri execution, state 

officials revealed in court papers Wednesday that they have found another supplier for the lethal injection. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 4:35:27 AM 

School Worker Accused of Yanking 7=Year-Old Girl’s Teeth Out 

Harmani Osbi still holds her three front baby teeth in her hand after they came out on Tuesday. There’s only one 

problem. They weren’t supposed to come out anytime soon. According to the girl’s mother, they were yanked out by a 

worker at her school 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Williams 

2/20/2014 4:35:28 AM 

Brian Williams’ News Round-Up: With Apologies to Arsenio Hall 

A brief look at some of the news stories that caught our eye today at "Nightly News.", 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/20/2014 5:21:56 AM 

U.S. Slaps Sanctions on 20 Ukraine Officials 

The crisis in the Ukraine has turned into a battle of wills between the U.S. and Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/20/2014 6:39:43 AM 

Printing All of Wikipedia in 1,000 Books? It’s Not A Joke 

What’s black and white and unread all over? A paper copy of Wikipedia -- but this project to print out the entire 

collaborative online encyclopedia is no joke.PediaPress, which provides print-on-demand services to the Wikimedia 

Foundation, is planning to undertake its biggest order yet. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 6:39:55 AM 

Man Pleads Guilty in NYC Pipe Bomb Terrorism Plot 

NEW YORK -- A man accused of building homemade bombs to wage holy war in New York City pleaded guilty 

Wednesday to a terrorism charge less than a week before his scheduled trial in a rare state-level terrorism case.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/20/2014 7:10:52 AM 

Tinder Hook=Ups From Antarctica to Sochi 

Tinder, it’s so hot right now. The mobile dating app generated at least 75 million matches in 2013 and it looks like 2014 

might be just as active.Basically, Tinder reduces dating profiles down to a few Facebook photos. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 7:10:54 AM 

Biggest U.S. Jeweler Gets Hitched to Rival 

The largest U.S. jewelry chain on Wednesday decided to put a ring on its much smaller rival, creating a $6 billion jewelry 

juggernaut with expansive reach in North America.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/20/2014 7:10:55 AM 

T-Mobile Offers Insulted BlackBerry Users A Special Deal 

After T-Mobile’s poorly received promotion intended to tempt BlackBerry users to switch to new iPhones, the company 

is doubling down on its commitment to the dwindling but passionate Blackberry faithful -- to the tune of hundreds of 

dollars.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/20/2014 7:10:57 AM 

Violence, ’90s-Style: New Doom and Wolfenstein Games on Horizon 

Before there was "Halo" or "Call of Duty," there was "Wolfenstein 3D," the first-person shooter that introduced a 

generation of gamers to gratuitous violence in 1992.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 8:13:07 AM 

No. 2 Florida Survives Thanks to Auburn’s Disastrous 20 Seconds 

For 39 minutes and 40 seconds, Auburn were absolutely tremendous against Florida. But that wasn’t enough. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel and James Novogrod and Alexander Smith 

2/20/2014 8:59:44 AM 

’Live Ammunition’ Used as New Violence Erupts in Kiev 

KIEV, Ukraine -- A fragile truce between pro-West demonstrators and Ukraine’s security forces was shattered early 

Thursday as deadly battles erupted once again on the streets of Kiev. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 8:59:52 AM 

Tell Me More: Olivia Wilde 

Actress Olivia Wilde considers the meaning of integrity and shares one aspect of her dark side.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/20/2014 9:46:21 AM 

Family of NYC College Hazing Victim Plans to Sue 

The family of a New York City college freshman allegedly killed during a fraternity ritual called "The Gauntlet" has hired a 

top anti-hazing attorney and plans to sue.~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

2/20/2014 10:01:47 AM 

Heroin Overdose ’Cure’ Exists, But Can Users Find It? 

Tracey Helton’s descent into the world of opiates began at 17, when she had her wisdom teeth pulled and was 

prescribed Vicodin.Not long after, she began shooting heroin. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 10:32:43 AM 

Fallon Revives Hashtag Chat with Jonah Hill, Martin Scorsese 

"Hashtag epic" is about the only way to describe Jimmy Fallon and Jonah Hill’s "hashtag" conversation on Wednesday’s 

"Tonight Show."~ 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

2/20/2014 10:32:47 AM 

What’s It Like to Go Last at the Olympics? 

Remember in college, when you had a final on the last day of exams? Everyone else on campus seemed to be goofing 

off, partying or packing up to head home. And there you were, stuck in the library.That’s kind of what it’s like to have an 

event in the second half of the second week of the Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 10:48:15 AM 

Battle Rages for Control of Kiev’s Independence Square 

Violent clashes broke out in the Ukrainian capital on Thursday, breakin[~ a truce that had been announced hours earlier. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:42:52 PM 

Watch Live: Ladies’ Fi~;ure Skatinl~ 

South Korea’s Yuna Kim, leader after the short program, tries to repeat as gold medalist, while American Gracie Gold, 

who shines in the free skate, tries to move up from fourth to the medal stand. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:42:55 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Thursday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Thursday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:01 PM 

Soaring to Victory: France Sweeps Ski Cross Final 

Jean Frederic Chapuis, Arnaud Bovolenta and Jonathan Midol of France compete with Canada’s Brady Leman, right, 

during the men’s freestyle skiing cross finals at the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympic Games in Rosa Khutor on Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

2/20/2014 3:43:03 PM 

For Average Joes, Fighting FEMA Flood Maps Isn’t Easy or Cheap 

Editor’s Note: This is part three of a series. See part two: Meet the Flood Insurance ’Robin Hood’ Who Saves Condo 

Owners MillionsDRY HOLLOW ROAD, Pa. -- A creek winds along this paved road in central Pennsylvania, one branch 

shooting uphill and another cresting through empty fields.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:03 PM 

Winner Draws 5425 Million Powerball in California 

Someone in California plunked down at least $2 in Wednesday’s Powerball drawinl~ -- and is now an overnil~ht 

multimillionaire. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:10 PM 

Brain Dead Teen’s Mom Says in Letter that Daughter has Improved 

The mother of a teenage girl who was declared brain dead in California after complications during tonsil surgery spoke 

out in an open letter Wednesday, saying that her daughter is improving.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

2/20/2014 3:43:12 PM 

Duo Likely to Plead Guilty in 2011 Beating of S.F. Giants Fan 

Vicious attack after season opener at Dodger Stadium left paramedic Bryan Stow incapacitated.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:12 PM 

Vitali Klitschko: I Know ’Only Way’ to End Ukraine’s Crisis 

Opposition leader Vitali Klitschko said on Thursday that there was only one way to end the bloodshed engulfing 

Ukraine.Klitschko agreed to a cease-fire with President Viktor Yanukovych late on Wednesday but the pact collapsed 

hours later when clashes erupted in Kiev.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:12 PM 

The New Normal: Ordinary Men and Women Take Up Arms in Kiev 

Men and women from all walks of life have banded together in Ukraine’s escalating anti-government protests. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ghazi Balkiz and Henry Austin 

2/20/2014 3:43:13 PM 

Chicken-Wielding; Protesters Tarl~et Pussy Riot in Sochi 

SOCHI, Russia -- Chicken-wielding protesters targeted a press conference by Pussy Riot on Thursday where the punk 

band attacked their treatment by Russia’s security forces.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:13 PM 

U.S. Olympian Kate Hansen: Is That a Wolf in My Hall? 

Much has been written about the stray dogs of Sochi, which both journalists and athletes have taken to during the 

Winter Games.But now, a wilder animal is gaining online attention. U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Raul A. Reyes 

2/20/2014 3:43:15 PM 

Republican Latinos Fight Anti-Immigrant Rhetoric in Texas 

Hector De Leon grew up in humble circumstances on the east side of Austin, Texas. For most of his life he was 

surrounded by the Democratic Party, but switched allegiances after Republicans endorsed him in a local election. He 

hasn’t regretted his decision. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:15 PM 

See T.J. Oshie’s Incredible Puck Jul~;lin~; 

T.J. Oshie shows off some nifty stickwork 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:16 PM 

J.K. Rowling to Release Second Thriller as Robert Galbraith 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 3:43:17 PM 

Priest Performs Last Rites on Killed Protesters 

A priest performs the last rites on the bodies of anti-government protesters following clashes with riot police in 

Independence Square in Kiev.Deadly urban warfare broke out in the Ukrainian capital on Thursday, shattering an hours- 

old truce. Click here for the latest news from Kiev. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod and Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming 

2/20/2014 3:58:37 PM 

Combat Weapons and Makeshift Shields: Kiev Death Toll Hits 60 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Ukraine’s police officers were armed with combat weapons Thursday as dozens of anti-government 

protesters were killed in fierce clashes on the streets of Kiev. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod and Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming 

2/20/2014 4:29:37 PM 

Deadliest Day: Bloody Ukraine Protests Kill Dozens More 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Ukraine’s police officers were armed with combat weapons Thursday and dozens of anti-government 

protesters were killed in a bloody battle for control of central Kiev., 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd 

2/20/2014 4:29:41 PM 

Chuck Todd: Inside Gov. Walker’s Email Probe 

A look inside Wisconsin politics as Governor Scott Walker faces controversy after the release of emails from Walker’s 

aides written during his time as Milwaukee County executive and leading up to his 2010 campaign for governor.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 4:29:45 PM 

Hold on Tight: Canadian Skier Wipes Out During Ski Cross 

Canada’s Brady Leman falls crashes during the men’s ski cross final at the Rosa Khutor Extreme Park during the 2014 

Winter Olympics on Thursday. Canada will have another shot at a ski cross medal at the women’s event beginning at 5 

a.m. ET. on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/20/2014 4:29:50 PM 

Troubled Vets Get Unproven Treatments, New Report Finds 

Veterans of the Iraq and Afghan wars have high rates of depression, anxiety and other disorders, yet the U.S. military 

isn’t using tested treatment or screening methods to help them, a team of experts said Thursday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 4:29:53 PM 

Molotov Cocktails Delivered to Kiev Front Line 

Anti-government protesters carry Molotov cocktails in a shopping cart during clashes with riot police in Kiev’s 

Independence Square.Battles erupted on the streets of the Ukrainian capital on Thursday. Click here for the latest news 

from Kiev. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod and Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming 

2/20/2014 6:19:11 PM 

Deadliest Day: Dozens More Die in Bloody Ukraine Protests 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Dozens of anti-government protesters, facing Ukraine police officers armed with combat weapons, were 

killed in a bloody battle for control of central Kiev Thursday.. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 6:50:16 PM 

Ultimate Rematch: U.S. Vies for Gold Against Rival Canada 

Tara Watchorn of Canada checks Meghan Duggan of the United States during an intense start to the ice hockey women’s 

gold medal game on day 13 of the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics. The bitter rivals face off on Thursday as the U,S. women 

attempt to avenge their 2010 Olympic loss to Canada in the finals.. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/20/2014 6:50:17 PM 

Military Uses Unproven Mental Health Screening, Report Finds 

Veterans of the Iraq and Afghan wars, as well as other service members and their families, have high rates of depression, 

anxiety and other disorders, yet the U.S. military isn’t using tested screening methods to help prevent them, a team of 

experts said Thursday.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 7:36:55 PM 

Watch Live: U.S. Women Battle Canada for Gold in Hockey 

The two bitter rivals will face off for the fourth time in five Olympic gold-medal games dating to women’s hockey’s 

Olympic debut in 1998. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Petra Cahill 

2/20/2014 7:36:56 PM 

Ukraine Power Play Is Focus of ’F--- the EU’ Leaked Call 

When the now infamous "F--- the EU" conversation between American diplomats first surfaced this month, attention 

was focused on the presumed Russian leakers’ Cold War-era "tradecraft" and the impolitic use of the F-word.But taking 

a closer look at the substance of the conversation between U.S.~ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

2/20/2014 7:52:30 PM 

New Jersey Wrestlers Suspended After Hanging Photo Emerges 

Eight members of an unbeaten New Jersey high school wrestling team have been suspended after a photo surfaced 

showing team members posing with a mannequin in a rival school’s colors hanging from a noose. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/20/2014 8:07:58 PM 

Can a Divided Opposition Control the Violence in Ukraine? 

The bloody collapse of a ceasefire between the Ukrainian government and the opposition has raised questions about 

who’s in control of the protests in Kiev’s Independence Square and who can stop the situation from descending into 

even more deadly chaos. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 8:39:03 PM 

Maple Leaf Miracle! Canadian Comeback Topples U,S, 

Marie-Philip Poulin scored twice for the second straight Olympic gold medal game and Canada beat the United States 3- 

2 in overtime on Thursday for its fourth consecutive title. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

2/20/2014 8:39:05 PM 

Access to Bieber Jail Video Still on Hold 

A Miami-Dade County judge is considering whether to release police videos made shortly after pop star Justin Bieber 

was arrested in Miami last month. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:10:05 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Highlights From Day 13 

See the most stunning images from the thirteenth day of competition in the Sochi Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:56:59 PM 

’I’m Rapping to the Beat!’ Brian Williams, Lester Holt Get Down 

Jimmy Fallon’s "Tonight Show" team remixed years of "Nightly News" programs on Wednesday to create another epic 

compilation of the newsmen performing to "Rappers Delight." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:56:59 PM 

The Week in Pictures: Feb. 13 - 20 

A gaze behind a shield, Kiev burns in chaos, an entrance for a king, sliding to victory, repairs after lightning strikes and 

more. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/20:~4 9:57:00 PM 

Sotnikova Shocks World, Wins Figure Skating Gold 

Adelina Sotnikova of Russia became the new ladies’ figure skating Olympic champion in front of a home crowd. 

Vancouver gold medalist Yuna Kim finished second. With her bronze medal, Carolina Kostner becomes Italy’s first 

woman to medal in figure skating. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:00 PM 

Scuffle breaks out at Ukrainian Parliament 

A Scuffle breaks out in the Ukrainian parliament as violence intensifies on the streets of the capital. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:01 PM 

Lemurs in Peril: ’Extinctions Could Begin Very Soon’ if Nothing Done 

Some of the world’s top experts in lemurs sounded the alarm on Thursday about an imminent extinction threat to these 

primitive primates that live only in Madagascar and unveiled a three-year plan to try to prevent them from disappearing 

altogether. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/20/2014 9:57:01 PM 

Flu Killing More Young Adults This Year, CDC Says 

Influenza is killing more young and middle-aged adults this year than usual, in part because they’re less likely to be 

vaccinated, federal health officials said Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:01 PM 

American Maddie Bowman Takes Halfpipe Gold 

American Maddie Bowman made history at Rosa Khutor Extreme Park when she won the first I~old medal in women’s 

freeski halfpipe. Marie Martinod of France won silver, and Ayana Onokuza of Japan won bronze. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/20/2014 9:57:01 PM 

Ukrainian Olympic Team Hopes to ’Raise Spirits’ Back Home 

SOCHI, Russia -- They’re competing in Sochi. Their minds are in Kiev.The Ukrainian Olympic team -- 43 athletes in all 

and with a single bronze medal to show for its performance here -- is trying to finish a competition devoted to peace 

and harmony while its country is being torn apart. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:02 PM 

Christie Hopes for Springsteen Friendship Despite Differences 

New Jersey Governor Chris Christie talks about his relationship with Bruce Springsteen Thursday at a town hall event in 

Port Monmouth. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rich Gardella 

2/20/2014 9:57:02 PM 

New Tests Show Flame Arresters Can Stop (3as Can Explosions 

The portable plastic gas can industry has for the first time publicly released test results showing that explosions may be 

preventable if the cans include safety devices called flame arresters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

2/20/2014 9:57:02 PM 

Andrea Mitchell: EU Could Freeze Ukraine’s Assets 

NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell has more on an emergency meeting in Brussels where members of the EU will decide on a 

course of action regarding the Ukrainian conflict. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:02 PM 

Heartbreaking Reunion: Korean Families Meet Again After 60 Years 

Dozens of elderly North and South Koreans separated for six decades reunited Thursday, weeping and embracing in a 

rush of words and emotion. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/20/20:~4 9:57:02 PM 

The Shadow of Death: Priests on Front Line in Battle for Ukraine 

Carrying a cross and -- at times -- a shield, Orthodox priests have placed themselves in the line of fire amid the turmoil 

of Ukraine’s bloody uprising.On Thursday, several priests stood alongside protesters in central Kiev, performing blessings 

and delivering the last rites to those who were killed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/20/2014 9:57:02 PM 

First Thoughts: Walker’s Future Relies on Answers to Tough Questions 

Released emails could pose a potential problem for Scott Walker... Walker’s real test: How he answers the questions 

that will be coming.,. Disappointment all around at "Three Amigos" summit in Mexico... Remember when the GOP was 

praising the Clintons?... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:02 PM 

Complex Math Adds Up in Figure Skating Scores 

New rules used to score figure skating requires that judges create two different sets of scores, multiplied against varying 

factors, averaged and then added together. As if that wasn’t complicated enough, the scoring happens twice. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rob Lovitt 

2/20/20:~4 9:57:03 PM 

Drones Give Travelers’ Vacation Videos a Lift 

If your travel videos have been looking a little flat lately, it may be time to consider a new angle. Strap your camera to 

one of the new, lightweight drones now available and you can join the ranks of travelers who are discovering that the 

sky really is the limit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:03 PM 

Ukrainian Protester Fires Strange, Homemade Weapon 

An anti-government protester shoots an improvised weapon during clashes with riot police in Independence Square in 

Kiev on Thursday. Facing Ukraine police officers armed with combat weapons, dozens were killed in a bloody battle for 

control of central Kiev Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:03 PM 

John Williams on Scoring the Olympics Soundtrack 

The Olympic score was composed 30 years ago by Oscar winner John Williams. Williams sat down with NBC’s Joe Fryer 

to discuss the famous fanfare. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 9:57:03 PM 

Horse in the House: He Keeps Coming Back 

Nasar, an Arabian horse, stands in Dr. Stephanie Arndt’s living room Wednesday in Holt, Germany. Fearing for the 

horse’s safety, Dr. Arndt brought the horse into her house during a heavy storm in December and the horse now 

wanders through the house daily, browsing and looking for snacks. Dr. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

2/20/2014 10:43:29 PM 

Harsh Winter Breeds Costly Pothole Pain 

Every spring thaw brings potholes. This year, one of the harshest winters in memory is turning America’s highways into a 

historic pothole-palooza.Just ask Mike, a manager at a Mavis Discount Tire store in Bronx, N.Y., who would only give his 

first name. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 10:59:05 PM 

Pussy Riot Produced a Music Video at Olympics 

The Russian punk-protest band, Pussy Riot, used the video from their recent appearance at the Olympics to produce a 

music video that protests the Winter Games. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/20/2014 10:59:08 PM 

Last-Minute Pharmacy Switch ’Sordid,’ Death-Row Inmate Argues 

Lawyers for a Missouri prisoner on death-row slammed the state Thursday for refusing to identify the new pharmacy 

that is supplying the drugs for his lethal injection next week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 11:30:09 PM 

Housekeeper Charged with Killing Newborn at Employer’s Home 

The 26-year-old gave birth at a Long Island home where she worked, killed the newborn and left with the body in a 

plastic bag. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/20/2014 11:30:13 PM 

Body Found in Ticket-Laden Car After 12 Days 

The body of a woman missing for nearly two weeks was found Thursday slumped over inside her car, parked in the 

shadow of Philadelphia’s busy 30th Street Station, as it collected parking tickets and snow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 2:05:13 AM 

Ariz, Bill Decried As License to Discriminate 

PHOENIX -- The Arizona Legislature gave final approval Thursday to legislation that allows business owners asserting 

their religious beliefs to refuse service to gays and others, drawing backlash from Democrats who called the proposal 

"state-sanctioned discrimination" and an embarrassment. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 2:05:21 AM 

NASA’s NuSTAR Telescope Gets First Peek at Core of Supernova 

How do stars explode? Astronomers hope they’re a step closer to answering one of the universe’s enduring mysteries, 

thanks to first-of-its-kind X-ray mapping by NASA’s NuSTAR telescope of remnants of a supernova. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 2:05:22 AM 

Images of Olympians Taking Flight Will Take Your Breath Away 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem 

2/21/2014 2:51:49 AM 

U.S. Terror Warning Is About Yemen 8ombmaker 

Senior U.S. officials say that Wednesday’s terror warning about international air travel, first reported by NBC News, is 

the result of recent chatter about Ibrahim aI-Asiri, the al Qaeda bombmaker from Yemen responsible for several high- 

profile bombing attempts against U.S. targets. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 2:51:52 AM 

Winning Powerball Store Owner Had No Idea He Won $1M 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 2:51:55 AM 

A Tribute to Medal of Honor Recipient Walter Ehlers 

NBC News’ Brian Williams recounts the contributions of Walter Ehlers, the last surviving Medal of Honor recipient from 

the Omaha Beach invasion. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel and James Novogrod and Jason Cumming 

2/21/2014 5:58:04 AM 

Deadliest Day: Ukrainian Protesters Remain Defiant After Dozens Killed 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Dozens of anti-government protesters, facing Ukraine police officers armed with combat weapons, 

were killed in a bloody battle for control of central Kiev on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem 

2/21/2014 5:58:08 AM 

Brooklyn Nets Considering Signing Jason Collins: Sources 

The Brooklyn Nets are considering signing Jason Collins -- the first American male athlete in one of the four major 

professional leagues to come out as gay -- to a contract, sources tell NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:13:38 AM 

What to Watch: Day 14 of the 2014 Winter Olympics 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Sanger 

2/21/2014 6:13:42 AM 

Drivers Resuscitate Baby on Side of Miami Expressway 

A woman driving on a Florida expressway pulled over screaming for help when her 5-month-old nephew stopped 

breathing on Thursday afternoon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:44:40 AM 

Michelle Obama says "ew!" to Jimmy Fallon and Will Ferrell 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/21/2014 6:44:43 AM 

EPA Proposes Stronger Pesticide Rules to Protect Workers 

The Environmental Protection Agency proposed new rules on Thursday to protect farm workers, including mandatory 

training in languages such as Spanish and buffer zones to keep people clear of freshly sprayed fields. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:44:44 AM 

First Virtual Currency Bitcoin ATMs Coming to America 

It’s a very real machine for a virtual currency.On Thursday, startup Robocoin was unveiling a bitcoin ATM in Austin, 

Texas -- the first of at least seven it plans to operate in the United States by May. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:44:46 AM 

New Website Tracks Deforestation in Near Real-Time 

Forests around the world are disappearing at an astonishing rate. But now, these trees won’t fall without a sound.A new 

map and website called Global Forest Watch provides the first near-real-time look at the planet’s forests, using a 

combination of satellite data and user-generated reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:44:50 AM 

Girl Scout Makes Killing Selling Cookies Outside Pot Club 

Thirteen-year-old Girl Scout Danielle Lei did brisk business last Monday selling Dulce de Leches and other flavors outside 

The Green Cross medical marijuana clinic in San Francisco. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:44:54 AM 

’Jelly Doughnut’ Mars Rock Not Caused by Meteorite, Pictures Show 

New photos of the Martian landscape further rule out a meteorite impact as the culprit behind the "jelly doughnut" rock 

that mysteriously appeared in front of one of NASA’s Mars rovers last month. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:44:55 AM 

Why Did Olympic Figure Skater Weep After Hailed Performance? 

Mao Asada had an emotional moment after Thursday’s Olympic long program. Weeping isn’t unusual in sports, no 

matter the result. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming 

2/21/2014 7:47:03 AM 

Deal Reached to End Ukraine Crisis, President Yanukovych Says 

A deal has been reached to end the crisis gripping Ukraine after overnight negotiations with opposition leaders, 

European Union ministers and Russia, President Viktor ¥anukovych said in a statement on Friday.The pact is due to be 

signed at noon local time, according to the presidency’s website. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 9:20:02 AM 

Wagner Stunned by Ladies’ Free Skate Results 

American Ashley Wagner’s voice was among a chorus of experts and former champions who expressed shock at 

Thursday’s results, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming and Alexander Smith and James Novogrod 

2/21/2014 9:35:29 AM 

Deal or No Deal? President Claims Ukraine Pact, West Cautious 

KIEV, Ukraine -- President Viktor ¥anukovych said a deal has been reached to end the crisis gripping Ukraine early Friday 

but Western officials involved in the talks urged caution amid new reports of violence. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 9:35:30 AM 

LeBron James Turns in MVP Performance as Heat Crush Thunder 

While Kevin Durant has been largely spectacular this season, LeBron James may still be far and away the league’s best 

player. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 10:06:35 AM 

Watch Live: Women’s Ski Cross Finals 

Watch live as Kelsey Serwa and Marielle Thompson look to win Canada’s second consecutive gold medal in women’s ski 

cross. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton 

2/21/2014 10:06:38 AM 

Kiev Protesters ’Reinforcing Barricades’ Despite Talk of Deal 

Ukrainian protesters looked set to double-down in their bid to oust President Viktor Yanukovych after the government 

claimed a deal to end the crisis gripping the country had been brokered on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/21/2014 10:53:15 AM 

Same-Sex Marriage Lawsuits Exploding in U.S. Courts 

Same-sex marriage proponents are gathering steam.Recent high profile rulings on gay marriage tell only part of the story 

about the avalanche of lawsuits working their way through state and federal courts, challenging laws that ban or restrict 

same-sex marriages. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephen A. Nuffo 

2/21/2014 11:08:47 AM 

Both Parties See Opportunity With Latinos After San Diego Race 

The loss a week ago in San Diego’s mayoral race by Democrat David Alvarez has shaken California Democrats who saw 

the photogenic son of Mexican immigrants as a candidate with a solid chance of holding the seat for the party. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming and Alexander Smith and James Novogrod 

2/21/2014 11:39:53 AM 

Ukraine President Offers Early Elections to Quell Violence 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Ukraine’s President Viktor Yanukovych said Friday he would hold early elections and give up some of his 

powers in an attempt to end the crisis which has put the country on the brink of civil war. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 11:39:55 AM 

Petition Supporting Yuna Kim Sees Record Signatures 

More than 1 million people have signed an online petition for an "open investigation" of the figure skating judging 

process. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 11:39:58 AM 

From ’Game of Thrones’ to ’Pompeii,’ Kit Harington Swings His Sword 

"Game of Thrones" actor Kit Harington stars in his first leading role in "Pompeii," which opens Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 11:40:00 AM 

Canada Wins Gold, Silver in Women’s Ski Cross 

Canada dominated the podium. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 11:55:41 AM 

Melting Snow Reveals New York City Trash 

After weeks of bitter cold much of the Northeast got a break with sun and warming temperatures, revealing artifacts 

buried beneath the snow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 12:57:42 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Friday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Friday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod 

2/21/2014 12:57:44 PM 

Dozens of Ukrainian Police Defect, Vow to Protect Protesters 

KIEV, Ukraine - About 40 police officers defected to Ukraine’s opposition and marched into the heart of the protest 

encampment in the Kiev on Friday, the day after violent clashes between demonstrators and security forces killed 

dozens. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 12:57:47 PM 

Ukraine Protesters to Cops: ’We Are Peaceful People’ 

Demonstrators in the nerve-center of Ukraine’s protest movement said they were "peaceful people" and not intent on 

resorting to the violence that made Thursday the deadliest day of the country’s crisis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 12:57:49 PM 

Watch All the Drama From the Women’s Hockey Final 

Every dramatic moment and every heart-breaking goal from Thursday’s USA-Canada women’s hockey final. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming and James Novogrod and Alexander Smith 

2/21/2014 1:13:22 PM 

Ukraine President Offers to Hold Early Elections to End Clashes 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Ukraine’s President Viktor Yanukovych said Friday he would hold early elections and give up some of his 

powers in an attempt to end the crisis which has put the country on the brink of civil war. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming and James Novogrod and Alexander Smith 

2/21/2014 1:28:54 PM 

Ukraine President Offers Early Elections to End Clashes 

KIEV, Ukraine -- Ukraine’s President Viktor Yanukovych said Friday he would hold early elections and give up some of his 

powers in an attempt to end the crisis which has put the country on the brink of civil war. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 1:28:56 PM 

Veteran TV Newsman Garrick Utley Dies at 74 

Veteran reporter Garrick Utley, a frequent substitute anchor on "NBC Nightly News" and former moderator of "Meet the 

Press," lost his battle with cancer. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Sanger 

2/21/2014 1:44:27 PM 

Breath of Life: Drivers Revive Baby on Side of Miami Highway 

A woman driving on a Florida expressway pulled over screaming for help when her 5-month-old nephew stopped 

breathing on Thursday afternoon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 1:44:29 PM 

Watch Live: Canada and Britain Battle for Curling Gold 

Brad Jacobs looks to match the Canadian women by taking home the gold medal -- but he’ll have to get by David 

Murdoch and Great Britain first. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 2:15:32 PM 

American Shiffrin Storms to Lead in First Slalom Run 

Eighteen-year-old Mikaela Shiffrin took the lead in the first leg of the Olympic slalom on Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming and James Novogrod and Alexander Smith 

2/21/2014 2:31:11 PM 

Done Deal: Ukraine Protesters Agree to Peace Pact with President 

KIEV, Ukraine -- President Viktor Yanukovych signed a deal with Ukraine’s opposition leaders on Friday brokered to end 

the deadly violence that put the country on the brink of civil war. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 2:31:12 PM 

Pharrell Williams Puts Grammys Hat on eBay for Charity 

Pharrell Williams has decided to auction off the hat he wore at the Grammys in January, and will give the proceeds to 

charity. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 3:02:11 PM 

Before and After: Bloody Riots Leave Kiev in Ruins 

After months of protests and days of violence, Kiev’s Independence Square has lost its luster. Once an idyllic gathering 

place, the central square is now covered in smoldering ruins, makeshift hospitals and barricades. Now This News 

reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 3:02:13 PM 

’Loser Keeps Bieber’: Pop Star Slammed in Hockey Billboard 

The stakes are escalating ahead of today’s men’s hockey semifinal showdown between the U.S. and Canada. A billboard 

in Skokie, III. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 3:02:15 PM 

What Happens to Sochi After the Olympics? 

Find out what happens to Olympic stadiums after the Games end and what Sochi hopes will come from the near $50 

billion spent to construct these facilitates. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

ion Sweeney 

2/21/2014 3:02:17 PM 

Getting Reflective: Miles of Mirrors Power Thousands of Homes 

The bright lights seen above are hundreds of thousands of computer controlled mirrors focusing Mojave Desert sunlight 

onto boilers on top of three 459-foot towers. The focused solar energy heats up water to produce steam that powers 

turbines providing power to California homes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/21/2014 3:48:51 PM 

Shutdown: Both Parties Avoid Action Until After Elections 

Both parties in do-no-harm mode before upcoming midterms... Obama criticizes (3OP governors at D(3A fundraiser... The 

political activity is about to pick up: A handy calendar of the upcoming dates to watch... Reading the absentee-vote tea 

leaves in FL-13: Trouble for the Republicans?... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Maria Stromova 

2/21/2014 4:04:28 PM 

Miracle in Kiev: Shot Medic Survives After Tweeting ’1 Am Dying’ 

Losing blood from a gunshot wound to the throat, Olesya Zhukovska sent what she must have thought was her final 

tweet."l am dying," the 21-year-old wrote in Ukrainian on Thursday after being struck by a bullet. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 4:04:29 PM 

Flying High: Ski Cross Athletes Soar Skywards 

Fanny Smith of Switzerland, Anna Holmlund of Sweden, Katrin Ofner of Austria and Kelsey Serwa of Canada compete in 

the freestyle skiing women’s ski cross semifinals on day 14 of the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics at Rosa Khutor Extreme 

Park on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

2/2:~/20:~4 4:20:02 PM 

Evidence Leaked Ahead of ’Blade Runner’ Pistorius Trial 

Olympic ’Blade Runner’ Oscar Pistorius told security guards that nothing was wrong after he shot and killed his girlfriend 

Reeva Steenkamp, according to leaked prosecution evidence ahead of his murder trial, South African media reported 

Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 4:20:03 PM 

Italian Bobsledder Kicked Out of Olympics for Doping 

SOCHI, Russia -- An Italian bobsledder was kicked out of the Olympics on Friday for doping.The Italian Olympic 

Committee confirmed the expulsion in a statement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/21/2014 6:23:47 PM 

Then & Now: Ukraine’s Downtown in Ruins 

After months of protests and days of violence, Kiev’s Independence Square has lost its luster. Once an idyllic gathering 

place, the central square is now covered in smoldering ruins, makeshift hospitals and barricades. Now This News 

reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Suzanne Gamboa 

2/22/2014 1:53:29 AM 

Advocates: EPA Falls Short on Protecting Workers From Pesticides 

The Obama administration removed a requirement to make information about pesticides anonymously available to 

laborers when it proposed an update to farmworker protection regulations, advocates said Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kristen Welker 

2/22/2014 2:24:35 AM 

Virginia Residents Demand Coal Ash Cleanup 

After a pipe collapsed under a coal ash pond, the EPA is urging residents along the Dan River to avoid direct contact with 

the water. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 2:24:37 AM 

Deep Freeze to Return Next Week 

Another polar plunge is on the way. Meteorologist Janice Huff has the forecast. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 2:24:38 AM 

Report: LeBron James, Warner Bros. working on "Space Jam 2" 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 3:26:51 AM 

Marine Sergeant Turned Down for Medal of Honor for Third Time 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel has rejected the nomination of a Marine sergeant for the Medal of Honor -- the nation’s 

highest military award -- because there isn’t enough evidence that he deserved it, the Defense Department said Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

2/22/2014 3:26:55 AM 

Army Ordered to Keep Cold War Drug-Test Subjects Up to Date 

A federal judge has ordered the Army to track down soldiers who were subjected to secret medical experiments during 

the Cold War and warn them of any newly discovered health hazards they could face.In a ruling (PDF) entered Thursday 

in U.S. District Court in Oakland, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/22/2014 3:26:58 AM 

Deportation Delayed for Comatose Exchange Student 

The U.S. State Department extended late Friday the deportation deadline for a comatose exchange student, granting the 

Pakistani man an extra month in America, a lawyer handling the student’s immigration status confirmed to NBC 

News.But from his bedside at a Duluth, Minn. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 3:58:03 AM 

NFL Trainer Fired in Incognito Case Wins Award 

Kevin O’Neill was accused of not speaking up when racial slurs were used against an assistant, a charge he denied. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 3:58:05 AM 

Jazz Players’ Brains See Music as Lanl~uage 

When jazz musicians let their creativity flow and start to improvise melodies, they use parts of their brains typically 

associated with spoken language -- specifically, regions that help people interpret syntax or the structure of sentences, 

according to a new study. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 4:13:35 AM 

Adorable Anteater Arrives at New York City Zoo 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 4:29:20 AM 

BART Train Derails, Dangles Off Elevated Track 

An empty Bay Area Rapid Transit train derailed Friday night at the Concord station, leaving its lead car dangling off the 

elevated rails.Ryan Sellick, an engineer at Twitter, captured this scene:No injuries were reported in the incident at 6:20 

p.m. (9:20 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 5:31:17 AM 

24 Overlooked Soldiers to Receive Medal of Honor 

President Barack Obama will award the Medal of Honor next month to 24 soldiers whose heroism was overlooked 

because of their backgrounds, the Army said Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 5:31:20 AM 

Medal or Finnish-ed? U.S. Men Try to Ice Hockey Bronze 

The Finns will be more rested, so "we’ll see what kind of character we have," says U.S. defenseman Brooks Orpik. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/22/2014 5:31:22 AM 

Secret Dogecoin Mining Operation on Harvard Computers Results in Ban 

Someone at Harvard has been misusing the university’s powerful computing resources for nefarious purposes: mining 

the joke "Dogecoin" cryptocurrency. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton and Catherine Chomiak 

2/22/2014 9:08:30 AM 

Ukraine President Heads East After Concessions 

Ukraine’s embattled president reportedly left the capital for his support base in Ukraine’s Russia-leaning east, just hours 

after he made huge concessions aimed at ending deadly violence that has been shaking the country for weeks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton and Catherine Chomiak 

2/22/2014 9:23:43 AM 

Ukraine President Leaves Kiev After Concessions 

Ukraine’s embattled president reportedly left the capital for his support base in Ukraine’s Russia-leaning east, just hours 

after he made huge concessions aimed at ending deadly violence that has been shaking the country for weeks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/22/2014 9:23:45 AM 

Ukraine Opposition Chief Demands Early Elections 

Ukrainian opposition leader Vitaly Klitschko said that President Viktor Yanukovych had left Kiev and that the country 

must hold early elections. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod 

2/22/2014 10:25:46 AM 

Opposition Surrounds President’s Offices in Kiev 

KIEV, Ukraine - Ukrainian opposition factions roamed freely through the capital and surrounded the president’s offices 

Saturday, a day after President Viktor ¥anukovych made huge concessions aimed at ending deadly violence shaking the 

country. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton and Catherine Chomiak 

2/22/2014 10:25:53 AM 

Embattled Ukraine President Leaves Kiev After Bowing to Protesters’ Demands 

Ukraine’s embattled president reportedly left the capital for his support base in Ukraine’s Russia-leaning east, just hours 

after he made huge concessions aimed at ending deadly violence that has been shaking the country for weeks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick J. Rizzo 

2/23/2014 4:26:31 AM 

Detroit Files Historic Bankruptcy Blueprint 

Detroit revealed its historic plan to emerge from under $18 billion in debt Friday, laying the groundwork for what’s 

expected to be a long, bitter battle with creditors, retirees and bondholders over the biggest municipal bankruptcy ever. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jason Cumming and James Novogrod and Alexander Smith 

2/23/2014 5:28:18 AM 

Ukraine President Backs Down, Signs Peace Pact with Protesters 

KIEV, Ukraine -- President Viktor Yanukovych signed a deal with Ukraine’s opposition leaders on Friday brokered to end 

the deadly violence that put the country on the brink of civil war. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:34:53 PM 

The Highs and Lows of Sochi in Pictures 

The 2014 Winter Games are nearly over, but the highs, the lows and the breakout moments from Sochi will be difficult, 

if not impossible, to forget. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:34:54 PM 

U.S. Wins Bronze in Four-Man Bobsled 

Russia won the Olympic gold medal in four-man bobsled, while the United States took bronze. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/23/2014 5:34:54 PM 

How Google Glass Is Redefining Tech Etiquette 

When it comes to Google Glass, no one can see eye-to-eye. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:34:54 PM 

Last of Original ’Sound of Music’ Family Dies 

Maria von Trapp, the last surviving original member and second-eldest daughter of the musical family whose escape 

from Nazi-occupied Austria was the basis for "The Sound of Music," has died. She was 99. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:34:56 PM 

Go Inside Stalin’s Sochi Vacation Home 

Infamous Russian dictator Joseph Stalin’s summer home is a window unto the life and times of this historical figure. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:34:58 PM 

Mikaela Shiffrin May Be the Future of U.S. Skiing 

Get to know the 18-year-old gold medalist and the close friend who helped her realize her Olympic dream. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:34:59 PM 

IOC Chief: ’Every Big Event Has a Security Risk’ 

In an interview with NBC’s Bob Costas, Thomas Bach also says the Sochi Games will provide a catalyst for Russian winter 

sports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:35:00 PM 

Candlelight Vigil Honors Slain Missouri Girl 

Thousands of people turned out Saturday night for a candlelight vigil in Springfield, Mo., to remember Hailey Owens, the 

lO-year-old girl whose body was found stuffed in two trash bags in the home of a middle school football coach this 

week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lou Dubois 

2/23/2014 5:35:04 PM 

What Will Happen to the Stray Dogs of Sochi? 

On a Russian hillside overlooking the Black Sea sits Baranovka, a tiny town on the outskirts of Sochi. If you climb to the 

top of the hill, walk down a gravel road and past a construction checkpoint, you’ll start hearing the barks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander 

2/23/2014 5:35:10 PM 

After the Gold: Olympic Medalists Struggle With Real Life 

Congratulations! You’ve won the gold medal! Stand still while the photo flashes pop and the TV interviewer asks how it 

feels, and thousands of new Twitter followers glom onto your feed wanting to know what you have to say.Then prepare 

for a different kind of downhill. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:35:12 PM 

American College Student Reported Missing in Italy Found Dead 

American college student John Durkin, 21, was found dead in an Italian train tunnel after just one month during his 

study abroad semester, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:35:15 PM 

Could Arizona Businesses Deny Services to Gays? 

New legislation allows business owners to refuse service to gay patrons based on religious beliefs. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:35:17 PM 

Vet Shocked to Learn of Medal of Honor: ’1 fell to my knees’ 

Melvin Morris was commanding a strike force on a mission near Chi Lang, South Vietnam, when his special forces group 

came under attack and a fellow commander was killed near an enemy bunker. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:35:19 PM 

Four Members of Indianapolis Family Killed in House Fire 

Four people -- two children and their parents -- were killed and two other children were critically injured when a fast- 

moving fire swept through their Indianapolis home Saturday, fire officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/23/2014 5:35:21 PM 

Life in the Credit Basement: When Low Scores Are a Source of Pride 

They’re zeroes, and proud of it.ln the happy depths of the credit basement, a rare place 300 points beneath the lowest- 

measurable FICO score, a sub-culture is humming, and some of its inhabitants - many of whom worked hard to descend 

there - now aim to be heard. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joe Fryer and M. Alex Johnson 

2/23/2014 5:35:22 PM 

Arizona Governor Undecided on Anti-Gay Business Bill 

Arizona’s conservative governor may not sign a bill that would let businesses refuse to serve gay men and lesbians if it 

conflicts with their religious beliefs, she said Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 5:35:22 PM 

Gold! Canada Bests Sweden in Hockey Final 

Canada’s Sidney Crosby scores on a breakaway past Sweden’s goalie Henrik Lundqvist during the second period of the 

men’s ice hockey gold medal game at the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympic Games on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 6:06:21 PM 

Faulty Water Heater Pipe Blamed for Deadly Monoxide Leak 

A faulty water heater flue pipe caused the carbon monoxide leak that led to a restaurant manager’s death at a New York 

mall and sent more than two dozen people to hospitals. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 6:52:54 PM 

IOC Chief Says Russia Delivered on its Promise at Sochi Games 

International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach thanked volunteers, organizers, athletes, the host country and 

Russian President Vladimir Putin during the closing ceremony of the 2014 Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 6:52:57 PM 

See You in Four Years! Russia Hands Off to South Korea 

South Korean artists perform during the closing ceremony of the 2014 Winter Olympics on Sunday in Sochi, Russia. 

Pyeongchang, South Korea will be the host of the 2018 Olympic Winter Games. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 6:52:59 PM 

U.S. Seeks To Extradite Mexican Drug Cartel Kingpin 

The United States will seek to extradite Mexican drug cartel kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman from Mexico, the U.S. 

Attorney’s Office in New York said Sunday, a day after the drug lord was captured. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 6:53:01 PM 

Never Too Early: Athletes to Watch for 2018 Games 

We break down our top 18 U,S. athletes to watch come the 2018 Olympic Games in Pyeongchang, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/23/2014 7:08:37 PM 

Closing Ceremony Draws Russia’s Big Moment to a Close 

SOCHI, Russia -- Safely atop the medal stand, Russia put on a cultural pageant for the world, bid farewell to 2,800 

athletes and drew the curtain Sunday on an expensive, controversial -- and safe -- Winter Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 7:39:41 PM 

’Miracle on Ice’ Player Rebounds From Despair 

NBC Correspondent Harry Smith tells the story of an inspiring comeback by Mark Wells, a 1980 Team USA hockey player 

who was part of the ’Miracle on Ice’ before suffering a tragic injury that ultimately led to the sale of his gold medal. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 7:55:12 PM 

Russia Says Ukraine Opposition Has Flouted Deal and Seized Power 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov told U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on Sunday opponents of Ukraine’s Viktor 

Yanukovich had failed to abide by a peace deal they signed on Friday and had seized power, the ministry said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 7:55:13 PM 

Remembering Garrick Utley 

David reflects on the fulfilling career of the late NBC journalist Garrick Utley. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem 

2/23/2014 8:26:21 PM 

Jason Collins, Brooklyn Nets Agree to Deal: Source 

A high-ranking NBA source confirms to NBC News that the Brooklyn Nets have reached an agreement to sign Jason 

Collins, setting the stage for Collins to become the first openly gay athlete to play in a major American pro sports league. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 8:57:31 PM 

Then and Now: Olympic Venues, After the Games 

A look at what happened to Olympic venues after the games are over. Some become beautiful destinations, while others 

are completely abandoned. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 9:13:01 PM 

Sochi in Pictures: Closing Ceremony 

Russia wraps up the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics with dazzling performances and a handoff to South Korea for the 2018 

Winter Games. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/23/2014 9:13:03 PM 

Polio-Like Illness Paralyzes 5 Kids in California 

Scientists in California say that an emerging infection that mimics the worst symptoms of polio paralyzed at least five 

children in that state in a single year.The infections, possibly caused by a virus, are still very rare and there’s no 

widespread cause for alarm. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 9:13:04 PM 

Tornado Warning Halts Daytona 500, Clears Grandstand 

The Daytona 500 was halted by heavy rain and the speedway’s grandstands were temporarily cleared after a tornado 

warning was issued for the area.The Great American Race was stopped after 38 laps of the 200-mile race. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 9:28:33 PM 

Oldest Known Holocaust Survivor and Accomplished Pianist Dies 

Alice Herz-Sommer, the world’s oldest known Holocaust survivor and an expert pianist, died Sunday in London, her 

family said. She was 110. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

2/23/2014 10:46:11 PM 

’El Chapo’ Arrest Won’t Curb Flow of Drugs, Experts Say 

The arrest of Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman, the brutal leader of the Sinaloa Mexican cartel, is unlikely to put a dent in 

drug trafficking -- and may even fuel more violence as power struggles erupt -- experts say. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim IVlaceda 

2/23/2014 11:01:42 PM 

U.S. Ambassador to Russia Says Goodbye to Troubled Post 

MOSCOW - Despite high hopes for a "re-set" of U.S.-Russia relations under U.S. Ambassador Michael McFaul, the Russia 

expert and scholar is leaving his diplomatic post after a little more than two years, with those relations in what some 

would argue is a deep freeze. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/23/2014 11:01:44 PM 

Netflix and Comcast Reach Streaming Deal 

Comcast -- the country’s largest cable and broadband provider -- has come to a deal with Netflix to ensure that the 

streaming service’s video content would be piped directly to Comcast’s customers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely and Daniel Arkin 

2/24/2014 2:07:36 AM 

Will Rio Be Ready? Countdown Begins to 2016 Summer Games 

Hours after the Olympic flag was lowered in Sochi, many eyes were already fixed on Rio de Janeiro, the city of sun, 

samba and soccer-- and soon the host of the 2016 Summer Games. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 2:54:04 AM 

Jason Collins, First Openly Gay NBA Player, Takes Court 

Jason Collins is the NBA’s first openly gay player after signing a milestone contract with the Brooklyn Nets on Sunday.He 

suited up, went through warmups then entered the game in the second quarter on Sunday night when the Nets faced 

the Lakers in his hometown of Los Angeles. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 2:54:06 AM 

CNN Cancels ’Piers Morgan Live’ 

Piers Morgan’s three-year stint as host of a primetime CNN talk show is coming to an end, the cable news channel 

said.The date of the final edition of "Piers Morgan Live," which currently airs at 9 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 3:09:46 AM 

Why the Price of Dairy and Beef Just Got Higher 

The ongoing drought is causing increased prices for milk, cheese and beef. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 3:09:48 AM 

Ukraine Mourns Dead, Plans Next Steps 

It’s a turning point for the nation now that the president is gone and the former prime minister is free from jail. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 4:42:45 AM 

Delay, Drama, Dale: Earnhardt Jr. Wins Daytona 

After a six-hour rain delay and a number of crashes, No. 88 Dale Earnhardt Jr. wins the 56th Daytona 500. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt and Ben Mayer 

2/24/2014 4:42:46 AM 

McConnell Sharpens His Game for Two-Front Battle 

LEBURN, Ky. -- Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell arrives at the eastern Kentucky sports complex looking as 

though he’s dressed for work in the Capitol: suit, tie, dress shoes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 8:04:20 AM 

’Avatar’ Star Allegedly Punches Paparazzo 

"Avatar" star Sam Worthington was charged with assault Sunday in Greenwich Village after allegedly punching a 

photographer in the face, police say. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 8:19:54 AM 

Browns Talked Trade with 49ers Over Jim Harbaugh: Jimmy Haslam 

Browns owner Jimmy Haslam has confirmed the existence of discussions with between his team and the 49ers. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erika L. S~nchez 

2/24/2014 8:35:37 AM 

Latino Lens: A Migrant Workers’ Son Finds Magic in Books 

Award-winning poet and author Rigoberto Gonz~lez, a son of migrant workers, traveled between Mexico and the United 

States for most of his young life. Born in Bakersfield, California, he grew up in Michoac~n, Mexico until he was 10. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 8:35:40 AM 

God Told Me to Leave Scouting Combine, Prospect Adam Muema Says 

The NFL Draft Advisory Board has projected that Adam Muema will be fourth-round to seventh-round pick. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:06:45 AM 

Red, White and Gold! Day-by-Day Recap of Top Team USA Moments 

Here’s a day-by-day recap of the most memorable Team USA moments from Sochi 2014. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:37:42 AM 

’Mass Killing’ Arrest Warrant Issued for Ukraine’s Yanukovych 

Ukraine’s acting interior minister issued an arrest warrant for embattled President Viktor Yanukovych, the Associated 

Press reported Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:37:45 AM 

Egypt’s Greatest Pharaoh Sees the Light Again 

The orientation of the Great Temple of Abu Simbel, an architectural marvel, allows the sun’s rays to penetrate through 

to the innermost sanctuary, illuminating the statue of King Ramses II. Thousands of foreign and Egyptian visitors 

crowded the almost 3,500 year old funerary temple to witness the solar phenomenon that occurs only twice a year on 

February 22nd and October 22nd. NBC News’ Charlene Gubash reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

2/24/2014 9:53:21 AM 

Parched: California Braces for Drought Without End in Sight 

As California and other western states face what some scientists fear could be a prolonged drought amplified by global 

warming, water experts say there’s simply no way to predict how long the dry spell will last.The best thing to do, they 

said, is to prepare for the worst and hope for rain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:53:23 AM 

Jason Day Win Longest Match Play Championship Final in History 

It was the first time that the Match Play final has gone into overtime since the inaugural event in 1999. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 10:09:00 AM 

Connecticut Mother of Twins Survives Bullet to Brain 

"God was truly with me & by my side!!!! Please keep praying for me. I can’t stop cryingggg," 30-year-old mother posted 

on Facebook. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 10:40:03 AM 

Can You Get The Flu From The Flu Shot? 

30 Seconds to Know: Why doesn’t the flu vaccine make you sick? NBC’s Nancy Snyderman explains. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 11:11:14 AM 

’Downton Abbey’ Was a Fixer-Upper This Season 

"Downton’s" lighthearted, heartwarming finale was just the palate cleanser fans needed in the sour aftermath of 

Matthew Crawley’s death. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black and Robert Windrem 

2/24/2014 11:26:47 AM 

Jason Collins Becomes First Openly Gay NBA Player 

Two rebounds and five fouls in 10 scoreless minutes doesn’t make for much of a box score, but Jason Collins’ return to 

the NBA on Sunday night will be remembered for much more than that. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 11:57:52 AM 

Global Warming Limits Head to Supreme Court 

The Supreme Court is hearing a case that tests whether the EPA can regulate greenhouse gases in power plants. 

View article... 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 12:29:00 PM 

Zimbabwe’s Mugabe Celebrates 90th Birthday With ~IM Party 

Zimbabwean President Robert Mugabe told crowds celebrating his 90th birthday on Sunday that he was "made to feel 

as youthful and energetic as a boy of nine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 1:00:03 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Monday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Monday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 1:00:05 PM 

Ukraine’s New Government Asks for 335 Billion in Foreil~n Aid 

Ukraine said on Monday it needed $35 billion in foreign assistance over the next two years and appealed for urgent aid 

following the overthrow of its president.The Finance Ministry said it had called for a donor’s conference and needed the 

first aid in the next week or two. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 1:00:08 PM 

Egypt’s Military-Backed Government Resigns in Surprise Move 

Egypt’s interim prime minister announced the resignation of his Cabinet on Monday, a surprise move that could be 

designed in part to pave the way for the nation’s military chief to leave his defense minister’s post to run for president. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 1:15:42 PM 

CNN Cancels ’Piers Morgan Live’ After Three Years 

Piers Morgan’s three-year stint as host of a primetime CNN talk show is coming to an end, the cable news channel 

said.The date of the final edition of "Piers Morgan Live," which currently airs at 9 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 1:31:14 PM 

Kerry Kennedy’s ’Drugged Driving’ Trial Set to Begin 

Robert F. Kennedy’s daughter, Kerry, goes on trial today for allegedly driving while impaired. NBC’s Katy Tur reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 1:46:46 PM 

Ouch! Bird Crashes Through Plane Windshield 

A Florida pilot had a scary moment this weekend when a a bird crashed through his windshield. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Jim Miklaszewski 

2/24/2014 2:17:42 PM 

Pentagon Wants to Cut Troops to 1940 Levels, Ditch A-10 and U-2 

Firing the opening salvo in a bloody budget battle, the U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel is set to recommend 

drastic cuts of billions of dollars that would take U.S military forces to levels not seen since before World War I1. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 2:17:44 PM 

No Makeup Monday! TODAY Anchors Go Bare-Faced 

It’s No Makeup Monday! The anchors, joined by Dr. Mehmet Oz, show their bare faces and chat about body image for 

TODAY’s #LoveYourSelfie series. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 2:17:44 PM 

Daytona Win Gives Earnhardt Jr. ’Greatest Feeling’ 

Dale Earnhardt Jr. celebrates in Victory Lane after winning the 56th NASCAR Daytona 500 in Daytona Beach, Fla., on 

Sunday."Man winning this race is the greatest feeling that you can feel in this sport, aside of accepting the trophy for the 

championship," Earnhardt Jr. said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 2:33:14 PM 

Seth Meyers Expects ’White-Hot Panic’ on ’Late Night’ Debut 

For Meyers the move is a much bigger departure from what he’s used to -- and he’s feeling the heat. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 2:48:47 PM 

Roker, NYC Mayor Bury the Shovel After Snow Spat 

New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio and AI Roker buried the, er, shovel days after Roker publicly scolded de Blasio for not 

closing city schools during a snowstorm. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 3:04:14 PM 

Russia Doubts New Ukrainian Government’s Legitimacy 

Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said he had grave doubts about the legitimacy of neighboring Ukraine’s new 

leaders on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

2/24/2014 3:35:21 PM 

Texas Gov. Rick Perry Not About ’To Ride Off Into the Sunset’ 

Rick Perry may be retiring from the job he’s had for fourteen years, but he isn’t slowing down."l’m not going to ride off 

into the sunset," he told NBC News in an interview in Washington D.C. "I’m pretty sure I’m not going to go back to Paint 

Creek, Texas, and shut my doors. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 3:35:24 PM 

Alec Baldwin Waves ’Good-Bye’ to Public Life, Possibly New York City 

In an essay, Alec Baldwin announced his intentions to leave public life and possibly New York City, saying he’s tired of 

fighting paparazzi. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 3:35:27 PM 

Kerry Kennedy Drugged-Driving Trial Opens in New York 

Kennedy was arrested in 2012 after she failed a sobriety test following an accident on highway near her home in 

Bedford, N.Y. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/24/2014 3:35:28 PM 

First Thoughts: Opening Ceremonies for 2014 Midterms 

Campaign 2014 season is already off and running... Here come the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 3:35:32 PM 

Seen From Space: Ice Covers 80 Percent of Great Lakes 

A deep freeze has settled in over the Great Lakes this winter and a new image released by NASA shows the astonishing 

extent of the ice cover as seen from space.NASA’s Aqua satellite captured this image of the lakes on the early afternoon 

of Feb. 19. At the time, 80. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 3:35:32 PM 

Missing in America: Heather Elvis 

MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. -- A South Carolina couple has been charged with murder in connection with the December 

disappearance of 20-year-old Heather Elvis, Horry County Police announced at a news conference Monday 

morning.Sidney and Tammy Moorer were charged with one count each of murder, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/24/2014 3:51:01 PM 

Supreme Court Deals Itself Out of Poker Case 

The US Supreme Court has declined to decide whether poker is a contest of skill or is instead a game of chance covered 

by a federal law directed at illegal gambling. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/24/2014 3:51:03 PM 

Court Passes On Challenges Restricting Handguns to Young Adults 

The U.S. Supreme Court declined Monday to consider whether the Second Amendment right to keep and bear arms 

applies outside the home, taking a pass on a hot topic that has divided the lower courts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

2/24/2014 3:51:04 PM 

Supreme Court Sniffs at Smelly-Washers Case 

It’s the case of the smelly washing machines.The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday rejected an appeal from the makers of 

front-loading clothes washers who face class-action lawsuits, involving potentially millions of customers, that claim a 

design flaw causes a musty odor. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 4:06:38 PM 

Leopard Sparks Panic, Breaks Into Indian Hospital 

A leopard leaps across a construction site near a furniture market in the Degumpur residential area in Meerut, India on 

Sunday. The leopard sparked panic in the Indian city when it strayed into a hospital, a theater and an apartment 

complex before evading captors, an official said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin 

2/24/2014 4:53:15 PM 

Egypt’s Sudden Cabinet Resignation Opens Door for El-Sisi 

CAIRO - Egypt’s interim Prime Minister Hazem eI-Beblawi unexpectedly submitted his Cabinet’s resignation Monday in a 

move that clears yet another hurdle for Field Marshall Abdel Fattah el-Sisi to declare his candidacy for president. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 4:53:18 PM 

Egg McMuffin for Lunch? McDonald’s Mulls Longer Breakfast Hours 

Egg McMuffin - it may not be just for breakfast anymore.McDonald’s, which currently cuts off its breakfast menu at 

10:30 a.m., is considering offering both breakfast and lunch menus at a time when people’s eating habits are changing 

-- particularly those coveted customers in their 20s and 30s. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

2/24/2014 5:08:49 PM 

Obama Goads Governors to Partner on Top Priorities 

President Barack Obama pleaded with governors on Monday to help advance his "year of action" on the state level. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 5:08:52 PM 

Pope Francis Revamps Vatican Finances 

VATICAN CITY - Pope Francis has taken his boldest step yet to overhaul the Vatican’s scandal-plagued finances, creating a 

new department with broad powers to oversee all of its economic and administrative affairs, the Vatican said on 

Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sandra Lilley 

2/24/2014 5:24:23 PM 

Opposition Protesters Block Roads in Venezuela’s Capital 

Despite calls from the opposition to keep protests peaceful, anti-government demonstrators burned trash and set up 

barricades in Venezuela’s capital city of Caracas on Monday.The actions disrupted traffic and commutes, but there have 

been no reports of major violence. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 5:39:53 PM 

Did Ukraine Government Forces Target Protesters? 

KIEV -- New video appears to show that gunfire by government forces during Thursday’s deadly battle with protesters 

here in the capital of Ukraine was more deliberate and targeted than previously known. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 6:11:03 PM 

Harold Ramis, ’Ghostbusters’ Star, Dies at 69 

The actor, writer and director delighted audiences with his work on such comedies as "Stripes," "Groundhog Day" and 

"National Lampoon’s Vacation." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 6:11:06 PM 

Oil Spill Shuts Down Part of Mississippi River Near New Orleans 

A 25-mile stretch of the Mississippi near New Orleans remained closed Monday after two vessels collided and caused an 

oil spill on Saturday, the U.S. Coast Guard said.The Lindsay Ann Erickson crashed with the Hannah C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 6:11:06 PM 

Evenly Matched Spelling Bee Competitors Run Out of Words 

Impasse. I-M-P-A-S-S-E. Impasse.That’s what a spelling bee in Kansas City, Mo., came to over the weekend, when 

organizers ran out of words after 66 rounds without a winner. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/24/2014 6:26:40 PM 

Judge Denies Stay of Execution in Missouri Lethal Injection 

A federal judge on Monday denied a stay of execution for a Missouri murderer who argued that the state is violating his 

rights with a last-minute, secrecy-shrouded switch of pharmacies for the lethal injection. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/24/2014 6:57:48 PM 

Sweet Revenge: Developers Protest Candy Crush 

The maker of the wildly successful smartphone game "Candy Crush Saga" has been cracking down on app developers for 

creating games with names too similar to its saccharine cash cow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 6:57:51 PM 

Traffic Snarl: Protesters Block Highways in Venezuela 

Demonstrators join hands to block a highway in the Altamira neighborhood of Caracas, Venezuela on Monday. The 

banner over their heads reads in Spanish "We are all Venezuela. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

2/24/2014 7:13:23 PM 

McCain Urges Veto of Arizona’s Denial of Service Bill 

Arizona Sen. John McCain weighed in Monday on controversial legislation in his home state that would let businesses 

refuse to serve gays and lesbians if it conflicts with their religious beliefs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 7:13:23 PM 

Michael Sam Fails to Impress at NFL Combine 

The former University of Missouri defensive end is bidding to make the NFL. He would be the first openly gay player in 

the league. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 7:28:58 PM 

’Details Matter’: Apple’s Tim Cook on Steve Jobs’ 59th Birthday 

%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%201ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3E Remem berin~%20my%20friend%20Steve%20on%20his%20birthday.%20%2 

2Stay%2~hun~ry~%2~Stay%2~f~ish%22.%2~We%2~h~n~r%2~him%2~by%2~c~ntinuing%2~the%2~w~rk%2~he%2~v 

ed%20so%20much. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 8:31:06 PM 

Hagel: Cuts Force Military to Face ’Significant Challenges’ 

U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel talks about Department of Defense spending cuts Monday at the Pentagon. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito and Mark Potter and Monica Alba 

2/24/2014 8:46:45 PM 

U.S. Tracked Drug Lord’s Cell Phones, Leading to Capture 

American officials who had been tracking the world’s most notorious drug lord were afraid that he had slipped through 

their grasp one more time.The DEA, ICE and the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin 

2/24/2014 8:46:45 PM 

Proposed Military Cuts Loom Over Tucson Air Force Base 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel likely faces a tough uphill climb as he pushes the Pentagon and Capitol Hill to cut billions 

of dollars from the U.S. defense budget -- but the terrain ahead could be even tougher for the millions of ordinary 

Americans caught in the crossfire. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 8:46:47 PM 

Ukrainian Protesters Enter President’s Palace 

After Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych fled Kiev, protesters entered his opulent presidential palace and posted 

images to social media. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/24/2014 9:17:44 PM 

Pain Pill in Pregnancy May Raise Child’s ADHD Risk, Study Finds 

The "safest" drug for relieving aches and pains, lowering fever and treating headaches in pregnancy may not be so safe 

after all, according to a new report -- it may raise the risk of ADHD and similar disorders in their children. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:17:46 PM 

Robin Thicke and Paula Patton Breaking Up 

"We will always love each other and be best friends," the singer and actress, married since 2005, told People magazine 

on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Sandra Lilley 

2/24/2014 9:33:17 PM 

What’s Next for Strife-Torn Venezuela? 

The recent clashes in Venezuela, which left 11 dead and over 100 injured, has put the South American country in the 

international community’s spotlight. In the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:48:50 PM 

’Space Jam 2’ with LeBron? ’News to Me,’ He Says 

LeBron James says he knew nothing about a "Space Jam" sequel purportedly with him as star, but if it happened, "It’d be 

great." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:48:53 PM 

Taco Bell Rolls Out Waffle Taco in Breakfast War with McDonald’s 

Look out Egg McMuffin... here comes the Waffle Taco.On the same day McDonald’s said it was considering extending its 

breakfast menu beyond 10:30 a.m., Taco Bell rolled out the heavy artillery for its entry into the fast-food breakfast wars 

on March 27. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 9:48:56 PM 

Home-Plate Collision Ban: MLB Leaves an Out 

There’s one exception to this new rule: if the catcher has the ball and is blocking the plate. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/24/2014 10:04:23 PM 

Mark Zuckerberg: $19 Billion for WhatsApp Is Cheap! 

Facebook is buying WhatsApp in a deal worth up to a jaw-dropping $19 billion -- but Mark Zuckerberg thinks he scored 

the messaging service for cheap. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 10:04:25 PM 

NY Conductor Writes Apology Letter for Canceled Train 

After a promised train didn’t show up, the conductor left 500 apology notes on passengers’ seats the following workday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 10:04:28 PM 

Bunnies Lure Tourists to Japanese Island 

Two tourists feed hundreds of rabbits at Okunoshima Island on Monday in Takehara, Japan. The Island is often called 

Usagi Jima, or "Rabbit Island," for its large rabbit population. The rabbits have become a tourist attraction, with many 

visitors coming to feed the animals. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Geraint Vincent and Henry Austin 

2/24/2014 10:19:59 PM 

Lawyer Tried To Warn Prison Before Client’s Israeli Shootout 

The lawyer for an American killer who died in a shootout with Israeli special forces Sunday said when she tried to alert 

authorities about his state of mind, she was told he could "pray to God. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 10:20:01 PM 

Soaked Firefighters Battle Gushing Hydrant 

A group of firefighters in Canoga Park, Calif., respond to a broken fire hydrant Monday after a car runs over it 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 10:51:01 PM 

Usher: Talent Is at an ’All-Time High’ on ’The Voice’ 

"The Voice" is back for an all-new season and, as always, that means a new batch of hopefuls ready to take the stage. 

But not everything is the same. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/24/2014 11:06:38 PM 

’Dancing With the Stars’ Names Erin Andrews as New Co-Host 

"Dancing With the Stars"pink-slipped co-host Brooke Burke-Charvet Friday, and on Monday, the ballroom bash already 

has a new co-host. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jane Wells 

2/24/2014 11:22:10 PM 

Winners, Losers in Pentagon’s New Budget 

As the Pentagon outlined its proposed budget Monday afternoon, some clear winners and losers emerged.Winners: 

Companies and communities around big defense programs such as the F-35 multi-role tighter.Losers: Companies and 

communities around military bases, especially those that may face closure. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 12:39:25 AM 

Dad Charged After SUV Runs Over Daughter on First-Date 

A 12-year-old Pittsburgh girl who got out of her father’s SUV to pose for photos with a boy following her first date was 

hit and killed by the vehicle, according to authorities -- and her dad has been charged with drunken driving. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

2/25/2014 1:41:16 AM 

Big Business to Arizona: Gay Discrimination Bill Bad for Economy 

Apple, American Airlines and Marriott delivered a message to Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer on Monday: State legislation 

allowing companies to discriminate against gays on religious grounds would be bad for business. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 2:12:11 AM 

Ohio Governor Gives Kidnapped Cleveland Women Courage Award 

Ohio Gov. John Kasich has presented his annual courage awards to three women who survived their decade-long 

imprisonment in a Cleveland house. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/25/2014 2:12:14 AM 

California Students Line Up For Meningitis Shots 

The first of 18,000 University of California, Santa Barbara, students lined up for shots Monday as the school began 

offering an imported vaccine to halt an outbreak of dangerous meningitis that sickened four, including one young man 

who lost his feet. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 2:12:21 AM 

Source of Stonehenge Bluestone Rocks Identified 

Scientists have found the exact source of Stonehenge’s smaller bluestones, new research suggests.The stones’ rock 

composition revealed they come from a nearby outcropping, located about 1.8 miles (3 kilometers) away from the site 

originally proposed as the source of such rocks nearly a century ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 2:12:23 AM 

Selfies (Probably) Not Spreading Lice Among Teens, Expert Says 

The story that teens were getting lice by taking too many selfies went viral on Monday. But is it true?First, the source of 

the story. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 2:12:24 AM 

Disney World Raises Ticket Prices 

LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. -- The cost of going to the Magic Kingdom at Walt Disney World just got more expensive.Disney 

World has raised the one-day ticket price to the Magic Kingdom by 54 so that it now costs 599 before taxes for visitors 

over age 9. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 2:12:25 AM 

’Microbial Pompeii’ Found on 1,000-Year-Old Teeth From Germany 

A "microbial Pompeii" has been found on the teeth of 1,000-year-old human skeletons. Just as volcanic ash entombed 

the citizens of the ancient Roman city, dental plaque preserved bacteria and food particles on the teeth from a medieval 

cemetery in Germany. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 3:14:12 AM 

Biden Laughs Off 2016 Question in ’Late Night’ Debut 

Vice President Joe Biden said he was ready to drop a bombshell announcement when he appeared as a guest on the 

debut of NBC’s "Late Night" with Seth Meyers on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 3:14:14 AM 

The Latest Tattoo Trend? Crazy Realistic 3-D Ink 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski 

2/25/2014 4:00:35 AM 

Pentagon Cuts Could Slash 90,000 Soldier Jobs 

U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel stressed the cuts are necessary because of tight budgets and a changing battlefield. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:00:37 AM 

No. 4 Syracuse Holds Off Maryland 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Harry Smith 

2/25/2014 4:00:40 AM 

Not Your Grandma’s Quilt: How to Speed Up a Timeless Art Form 

Jenny Doan at the Missouri Star Quilt Company can teach anyone how to make a quilt in a day. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:16:13 AM 

How a Mars Mission Could Ease California’s Future Droughts 

What does NASA’s research into water production on Mars have to do with countering future droughts in California? 

Everything. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:31:44 AM 

Mavs Beat Knicks on Nowitzki’s Lucky-Bounce Jumper 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 5:33:43 AM 

’El Chapo’ Lawyers File Petition to Block U.S. Extradition 

Attorneys for notorious drug kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman have filed a petition asking a Mexican court to block 

any extradition requests from the United States.Guzman was captured by Mexican marines on Saturday inside a 

Mazatlan condo tower in a pursuit aided by U,S. law enforcement agencies. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 7:37:25 AM 

Explosions, Gunfire Ring Out in Thai Capital 

BANGKOK -- An explosion and gunfire rang out near a sprawling anti-government protest site in the Thai capital early on 

Tuesday after the protesters’ leader warned that government supporters were planning to bring armed militants to 

Bangkok. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 9:10:17 AM 

Case Closed: 1990 Florida Murder Finally Solved, Police Say 

Ivelisse Berrios Beguerisse was "picked at random" and slain by killer who was executed for three other murders in 

2011, police say. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 9:41:26 AM 

Texas Woman Tackles Boundaries on Pro Football Team 

While women have played kicker in pro football, Jennifer Welter has broken new ground by becoming the first female 

running back on a men’s team. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/25/2014 10:12:25 AM 

Big Bite: Pentagon Budget Cuts Would Plump Troops’ Grocery Bills 

If the first casualty of war is truth, the first casualty of peace may be diaper prices. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Alastair Jamieson 

2/25/2014 10:12:27 AM 

Ukraine Plans Election on May 25 to Replace Ousted President 

Officials in Ukraine have begun preparations for presidential elections as early May 25, even as the location of the 

country’s president remains unknown. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 10:28:05 AM 

AR-15 Issued to School Police in One Utah District 

AR-15 rifles have been issued to school police in one Utah district.The Granite School District Police Department said it 

has equipped all officers with the weapons in a bid to reassure parents. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 10:28:07 AM 

Homeless People in San Jose to be Moved Into Motels, Hotels? 

It would take about $40 per person, per day to fund the plan, which San Jose, Calif., officials said is cheaper than running 

shelters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 10:59:08 AM 

Knicks Point Guard Raymond Felton Arrested on Gun Charges: NYPD 

Raymond Felton, who siigned a S10 million contract with the Knicks in 2012, turned himself in at an NYPD precinct. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

2/25/2014 12:01:08 PM 

Big Bite: Pentagon Budget Cuts Could Raise Troops’ Grocery Bills 

If the first casualty of war is truth, the first casualty of peace may be diaper prices. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/25/2014 12:01:12 PM 

Sealed With a Kiss: Italy’s P.M. Renzi Wins Confidence Vote 

Italy’s Prime Minister Matteo Renzi won his first confidence vote in parliament in the early hours of Tuesday, Reuters 

reports, pledging to pass wide institutional reforms to tackle the country’s economic malaise. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 12:47:46 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Tuesday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Tuesday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 12:47:47 PM 

Peak at 27? Yes, But We Worry Less About Our Looks as We Age 

Few would deny Megan Fox, 27, is hot. But is it downhill from here? The TODAY/AOL body image survey finds we feel 

best about our bodies at 27. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Clinch 

2/25/2014 12:47:49 PM 

Website of Bitcoin Exchange Mt. Gox Offline Amid Theft Reports 

The price of virtual currency bitcoin slumped 20 percent on Tuesday morning as one of its leading major exchanges, Mt 

Gox, went offline amid fears that it is on the verge of bankruptcy.Japan-based Mt Gox’s website was blank Tuesday 

morning and trading on it had been halted. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 1:03:19 PM 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford: Heavy Drinking Is ’Past Me’ 

Embattled Toronto Mayor Rob Ford told Matt Lauer on TODAY Tuesday that his heavy drinking is a thing of the past. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 1:18:55 PM 

First Lady to Propose Ban on Junk Food Marketing in Schools 

First Lady Michelle Obama will unveil a proposal Tuesday that would ban marketing junk food and sodas in schools, a 

White House official confirmed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/25/2014 1:19:00 PM 

From Space, North Korea Is a Nation in the Dark 

A photo newly released by NASA starkly illustrates the divide between North and South Korea.The night view of the 

Korean Peninsula was taken by the Expedition 38 crew aboard the International Space Station on Jan. 30. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/25/2014 1:49:58 PM 

California Polio-Like Illnesses Not Linked, Officials Say 

A medical mystery is deepening in California, where state health officials now say reports of polio-like illnesses that have 

left as many as 25 children with paralyzed limbs don’t appear to be connected. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 1:50:00 PM 

Biden, Yanukovych Spoke 9 Times in 3 Months, Source Tells AP 

Two days before he fled Ukraine’s capital, President Viktor Yanukovych huddled on the phone for more than an hour 

with Vice President Joe Biden, his primary conduit with the U.S. government throughout the political crisis consuming 

the former Soviet republic. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 2:21:05 PM 

Bible in Bus Driver’s Pocket Saves Him From Bullets 

A bus driver who was shot in the chest was saved by a Bible in his pocket, leading police to believe that "some kind of 

intervention" took place. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

2/25/2014 2:21:07 PM 

Ex-Guantanamo Detainee Moazzam Begg Arrested In Terrorism Case 

LONDON -- An outspoken former Guantanamo Bay detainee was arrested by British police Tuesday on suspicion of Syria- 

related terrorism offences.Moazzam Begg, a British father-of-four, is suspected of attending a Syria terrorist training 

camp and facilitating terrorism overseas, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 2:36:40 PM 

Respiratory Failure Caused Two Deaths on Captain Phillips’ Ship 

The two former U.S. Navy SEALs found dead aboard the Maersk Alabama -- the ship involved in the pirate attack later 

dramatized in the movie "Captain Phillips" -- died of respiratory failure and were suspected to have suffered heart 

attacks, possibly from drug use, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fakhar ur Rehman 

2/25/2014 2:36:42 PM 

Airstrikes Kill at Least 27 Suspected Militants in Pakistan 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -- Jet fighters and helicopter gunships pounded alleged militant hideouts in volatile tribal areas 

near Pakistan’s border with Afghanistan on Tuesday, killing at least 27 people.The airstrikes took place in the Shawal 

valley, which straddles North and South Waziristan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jon Sweeney 

2/25/2014 3:07:49 PM 

Fifty Years Ago, Cassius Clay ’Shook Up the World’ 

On this day in 1964, Cassius Clay, better known as Muhammad Ali, became the world heavyweight champion. The 22- 

year-old challenger from Louisville, Ky., defeated Charles "Sonny" Liston in a technical knockout after six rounds at 

Convention Hall in Miami Beach, Fla. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 3:23:19 PM 

Centralizing Organ Removal May Benefit Transplants 

For decades, surgeons have traveled to far-off hospitals to remove organs from brain-dead donors and then rushed back 

to transplant them. Now an experiment in the Midwest suggests there may be a better way: Bring the donors to the 

doctors instead. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vaughn Hillyard 

2/25/2014 4:09:53 PM 

Brewer Likely to Veto Anti-Gay Measure 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer is likely to veto the state’s controversial measure that could allow businesses to refuse service 

to gay and lesbians due to religious beliefs, according to three people close to the governor and familiar with her 

thinking. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:09:54 PM 

’It’s Easy’ to be Part of Ukraine’s Revolution, But What Next? 

KIEV, Ukraine -- They’ve forced the president to flee, but protesters here say the next steps may be the hardest. 

GlobalPost contributors Ben Solomon and Nadia Parfan speak to Ukrainians about their revolution.This originally 

appeared on GlobalPost. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:09:56 PM 

Massive Chunks of Ice Clog Allegheny River 

Massive chunks of ice on Pennsylvania’s Allegheny River have nearly swallowed the small town of Parker. WPMI’S Joe 

Holden reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:09:57 PM 

Life Ed: How to Manage Anxiety 

Maria W. Deibler, Psy.D., is a clinical psychologist and the founder and executive director of The Center for Emotional 

Health of Greater Philadelphia. Dr. Deibler specializes in anxiety disorders and obsessive compulsive and related 

disorders. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Clinch 

2/25/2014 4:09:59 PM 

Bitcoin Exchange Mt. Gox Closed ’For the Time Being’ 

One of the major exchanges for virtual currency bitcoin said Tuesday it was closing all transactions for now, shortly after 

its chief executive said the business was at "a turning point. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:25:31 PM 

Soviet Star Removed from Top of Ukrainian Parliament 

Demonstrators take down a symbolic gold star, reminiscent of Soviet-era Russia, that decorated the spire atop the 

parliament building in Kiev. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:41:03 PM 

Ukraine’s Ousted President Viktor Yanukovych Faces ICC Trial 

KIEV, Urkaine - Ukraine’s parliament voted on Tuesday to send fugitive President Viktor ¥anukovych to be tried by the 

International Criminal Court once he has been captured. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:41:07 PM 

Uncle Sam Spending Millions to Feed Honeybees 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture will spend millions of dollars to help farmers and ranchers improve pastures in five 

Midwestern states to provide food for the nation’s struggling honeybees under a program to be announced Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 4:56:45 PM 

Palestinians Construct Billion-Dollar City on a Hill 

On a windswept West Bank hilltop, the biggest construction project in the history of the Palestinian people is taking 

shape. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/25/2014 5:12:13 PM 

First Lady Proposes Ban on Junk Food Marketing in Schools 

First lady Michelle Obama stepped up the pressure Tuesday against companies selling junk food to students, announcing 

a new government proposal that would ban advertising of sodas and unhealthy snacks in public schools. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gil Aegerter and Tracy Connor 

2/25/2014 6:29:58 PM 

Robots, Drones and Subs: Where Should the Military Invest? 

The Pentagon is putting tens of thousands of soldiers, the A-10 and U-2 aircraft, and billions of dollars on the chopping 

block in the budget proposal outlined by Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel this week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 6:30:01 PM 

Who’s Paying The Marriage Penalty This Year? 

Marriage can be a wonderful thing, but for some couples it can also be a costly institution come tax time. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vaughn Hillyard 

2/25/2014 6:45:35 PM 

Brewer Likely to Veto Anti-Gay Measure 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer is likely to veto the state’s controversial measure that could allow businesses to refuse service 

to gay and lesbians due to religious beliefs, according to three people close to the governor and familiar with her 

thinking. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 6:45:36 PM 

Radical Right ’Leaner and Meaner,’ Civil Rights Group Says 

The Southern Poverty Law Center on Tuesday released its annual count of hate groups and extremists in the United 

States, reporting a decline in numbers but a "leaner and meaner" movement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/25/2014 7:01:13 PM 

Can the NSA Hear You Now? Encrypted Blackphone Unveiled 

Before former NSA contractor Edward Snowden leaked thousands of classified documents, encryption was mostly the 

province of cryptographers and other privacy advocates. Now Silent Circle wants to make it as easy as turning on your 

smartphone. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 7:01:15 PM 

Aliens? Art Project! Egypt’s Mysterious Spirals Explained 

To some viewers, it looks like a landing strip for extraterrestrial spacecraft -- or perhaps the portal to a parallel universe, 

if not an ancient monument to a benevolent deity who had a keen eye for design and symmetry. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 7:01:16 PM 

Disney Workers Want Pay Boost 

Hundreds of Walt Disney workers call for higher pay and benefits as their union prepares to sit down with the company 

to negotiate a new contract. WESH’s Amanda Ober reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 7:16:48 PM 

Pete Williams: Eyes on Ariz?s Anti-Gay Bill 

The Arizona law would allow business owners to turn away gay and lesbian customers as long as they claim to be doing 

so in the name of religion. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 7:16:52 PM 

Courting Higher Learning: Athletics + Academics = Success 

Above: Aaliyah Galloway, 12, left, and Melliah Santos, 12, laugh as they play squash at the Lenfest Center, in 

Philadelphia.Inner cities are not typical havens for squash, which is similar to racquetball but is often considered a niche 

sport for the elite. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 7:32:19 PM 

Refinancing Can Lower Student Loan Debt 

Millions of Americans could put more money in their pockets each month by refinancing their student loans. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 8:18:52 PM 

Colorado County Reports $1M in January Pot Sales 

It’s high times for at least two pot stores in Colorado.A southern Colorado county with a pair of recreational weed shops 

became the first in the state Monday to announce tax totals from its fledgling -- and recently legalized -- industry. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Henry Austin 

2/25/2014 8:18:53 PM 

Ex-Boxing Champ Vitali Klitschko to Run For Ukraine Presidency 

The political strusgle for the fate of Ukraine has already proved far bloodier than any of his 47 bouts in the ring, but that 

didn’t stop former heavyweight boxing champ Vitali Klitschko from announcing his candidacy for the country’s 

presidency Tuesday."l’ll run for president. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

2/25/2014 8:50:01 PM 

Bill Clinton Eases Into Kentucky Senate Race 

LOUISVILLE, KY - Bill Clinton kicked off his 2014 campaign efforts Tuesday by wading into what might be the nastiest 

contest of the midterm cycle: the Kentucky Senate race.But the former president’s message was more a plea for 

cooperative solutions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 8:50:05 PM 

Arlington Blanketed as D.C. Is Hit with More Snow 

A burial team leads a horse drawn caisson through a snow covered Arlington National Cemetery, above, on Feb. 25, in 

Arlington, Va. The Washington, D.C., area received about an inch of snow this morning, adding to an already significant 

total for the winter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

2/25/2014 8:50:07 PM 

Glowing Bugs May Lure Fish in the ’Plastisphere’ 

Bits of plastics floating in the ocean have become home to glowing microbes that appear to diabolically lure fish into 

eating them. The ruse may allow the tiny bugs passage to fish guts where they grab nutrients essential for survival in 

what scientists have dubbed the "plastisphere. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto and Henry Austin 

2/25/2014 9:05:39 PM 

Fukushima Radiation Low Enough for Some Residents to Return 

TOKYO - Hundreds of people may be allowed to permanently return to their homes near Japan’s Fukushima nuclear 

plant if a no-go order in place for almost three years is lifted in April as expected. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cox 

2/25/2014 9:21:09 PM 

Bitcoin’s Back to the Wall as it Fights to Survive 

Bitcoin suddenly finds itself in a battle for survival, caught in a worst-nightmare scenario of technical snafus that 

threaten not only billions of investor dollars but also overall integrity. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/25/2014 9:21:10 PM 

Obesity Rates Dropping in U.S. Preschoolers 

Obesity rates are falling among America’s pudgy preschoolers, perhaps the latest sign that the super-sized nation is 

getting a handle on its weight problem, according to new figures from government health officials. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 10:07:50 PM 

U.S. Expels Venezuelan Diplomats, Echoes Similar Move in Caracas 

A demonstrator holds a placard, above, as she stands in front of national guards during a protest near the Cuba’s 

Embassy in Caracas on Feb. 25. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 10:07:53 PM 

Obama: U.S. Must Stay Focused on Manufacturing 

President Barack Obama announced two new "manufacturing hubs" in Michigan and Illinois on Tuesday, which he said 

would spur middle-class job growth in America. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa Riordan Seville 

2/25/2014 10:54:39 PM 

Fed Emergency Order: Test Crude for Flammability Before Shipping 

Federal officials have issued an emergency order mandating that crude oil from North Dakota must be tested for 

flammability before it can be shipped by rail. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/25/2014 11:41:13 PM 

Family Welcomes Second Baby After China Relaxes One=Child Policy 

Li Yan, left, pregnant with her second child, lies on a bed as her daughter places her hand on her stomach in Hefei, 

China, on Feb. 20. Li gave birth to a baby boy on Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mary Murray 

2/26/2014 12:12:15 AM 

Seven Things To Know About the Venezuela Crisis 

Venezuela, Latin America’s biggest exporter of crude oil, with some of the world’s largest petroleum reserves, is facing 

its biggest anti-government protests in a decade. As many as 13 people have been killed, 150 injured and 500 arrested in 

the unrest. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 12:27:52 AM 

Hats Off to This Genius ’Toy Story’ Theory About Andy’s Mom 

A new online theory about the "Toy Story" series of films has fans buzzing. Does Andy’s mom play a deeper role in the 

movies’ mythology? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 12:27:53 AM 

Art Project Celebrates the Rain on a Sunny Day 

Reflected in a puddle of melted snow, people and dogs walk past umbrellas suspended from trees at Spanish Banks 

Beach in Vancouver, B.C., on Feb. 25. The art installation, called the "Rainblossom Project," was put up by an anonymous 

group to celebrate the rain the city receives. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Brokaw 

2/26/2014 12:58:55 AM 

Veteran’s Harrowing Tale Immortalized by Angelina Jolie 

NBC News’ Tom Brokaw interviews Angelina Jolie about her latest film, "Unbroken," chronicling the remarkable life of 

97-year-old Louis Zamperini. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 12:59:01 AM 

Romney to Brewer: Veto Anti-Gay Bill 

Former Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney urged Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer to veto a controversial measure 

that could allow businesses to refuse service to gays and lesbians. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 1:30:08 AM 

Big Data Breach: 360 Million Newly Stolen Credentials For Sale 

A cybersecurity firm said on Tuesday that it uncovered stolen credentials from some 360 million accounts that are 

available for sale on cyber black markets, though it is unsure where they came from or what they can be used to access. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

2/26/2014 1:30:11 AM 

Appeal Denied as Deadline for Missouri Execution Nears 

A federal appeals court has denied a stay of execution for a Missouri murderer who is scheduled for a lethal injection 

shortly after midnight Tuesday -- but three judges issued a strongly worded dissent.Missouri Gov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski 

2/26/2014 1:30:12 AM 

US Plans to Withdraw all Forces from Afghanistan 

In a phone call Tuesday, President Obama urged Afghan President Hamid Karzai to sign a bilateral security agreement. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Williams 

2/26/2014 1:45:46 AM 

Auto Rankings, Las Vegas Fender Benders and More 

NBC News’ Brian Williams touches on some of the stories that caught our eye Tuesday at "Nightly News." 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely and Daniel Arkin 

2/26/2014 2:01:16 AM 

Olympic Crackdown: Rio Scrambles to Squash Gangs Before Games 

Brazil is busy getting Rio de Janeiro in shape for the World Cup this June and the 2016 Summer Olympics, two banner 

events that officials hope will cement the sprawling metropolis as a technicolor cultural capital. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

2/26/2014 2:01:18 AM 

Former CNN Anchor Loses Arm After Freak Accident Complication 

Former CNN anchor Miles O’Brien revealed Tuesday that his left forearm was amputated this month after a freak 

accident led to emergency surgery for a potentially life-threatening condition called compartment syndrome. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

2/26/2014 2:01:23 AM 

Meth Conviction Thrown Out Because Cops Were Too Efficient 

A Maine man’s meth-trafficking conviction was overturned Tuesday because the cops were too efficient -- they arrested 

him before he could actually finish cooking any meth to distribute.The state Supreme Judicial Court threw out Aaron S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Pappas, LiveScience 

2/26/2014 2:01:24 AM 

Plan to Decode Richard IIl’s Genome Sparks Protest From Historian 

King Richard III has been dead for more than 500 years, but his bones continue to ignite fresh controversy.The medieval 

king, unearthed from a Leicester parking lot in 2012, has been the center of debate over where and how his body should 

be reburied. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 3:18:52 AM 

NFL Won’t Rule Out Moving Super Bowl from Arizona 

With Arizona potentially passing a law that would allow business owners to deny service to gay couples on religious 

grounds, the NFL could be pull the plug on the next Super Bowl, which is due to be played at University of Phoenix 

Stadium in Glendale. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:05:14 AM 

Mexican Drug Kingpin Guzman Avoids U.S. Extradition, for Now 

MEXICO CITY -- Mexican drug kingpin Joaquin "Shorty" Guzman won a temporary injunction to block his extradition to 

the United States where he faces narcotics and arms trafficking charges, a federal judge ruled on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:05:15 AM 

Small Town Cops Impounded Cars from the Poor, Sold Them, Prosecutors Say 

Police in a small California town colluded with a towing company to impound the cars of poor people and then sell the 

vehicles for profit or keep them when the owners couldn’t pay, prosecutors said Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:05:17 AM 

Scientists Will Decode King Richard IIl’s Entire Genome 

The genetic code of King Richard III, the medieval English monarch whose body was found buried under a parking lot in 

Leicester, is set to be sequenced.Researchers at the University of Leicester announced the project on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:36:20 AM 

Extreme Cold Returns 

Bitterly cold temperatures sweep through the upper Midwest, bound for the East Coast. NBC News’ Chris Clackum 

reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:36:22 AM 

Michelle Obama, Amy Poehler Hit Parks for Healthy Recreeation 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 5:07:20 AM 

Aaron Hernandez in Fight With Fellow Inmate: Jail Officials 

Authorities are investigating after former New England Patriots tight end and murder suspect Aaron Hernandez was 

involved in an altercation with another inmate at a Massachusetts jail. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 5:07:22 AM 

San Diego Police Chief Steps Down in Wake of Sex Scandals 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

2/26/2014 5:22:56 AM 

More Americans Are Getting Brazilian Butt Lifts 

Americans like big butts: The numbers cannot lie.Last year, cosmetic surgeons across the country performed nearly 

10,000 buttock augmentations, up from the approximately 8,500 done in 2012, according to new stats from the 

American Society of Plastic Surgeons. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and M. Alex Johnson 

2/26/2014 6:09:31 AM 

Appeals Denied as Deadline for Missouri Execution Nears 

The U.S. Supreme Court denied a stay of execution for a Missouri murderer who was scheduled for a lethal injection 

shortly after midnight Tuesday.The court’s decision came hours after the 8th Circuit U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 6:09:33 AM 

No. 1 Florida Clinches Share of SEC Title 

The top-ranked Gators survived a furious upset attempt by Vanderbilt. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and M, Alex Johnson 

2/26/2014 6:56:09 AM 

Missouri Murderer Executed After Supreme Court Rejects Appeal 

A Missouri man who kidnapped, raped and murdered a 15-year-old girl near Kansas City 25 years ago was executed early 

Wednesday after the U.S. Supreme Court denied a last-minute stay.The state Department of Public Safety said Michael 

Taylor, 47, died from a lethal injection at 12:10 a.m. (1:10 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 7:11:42 AM 

Bryan Cranston Fears ’Godzilla’ in New Trailer 

The actor may have played a monster of certain proportions on "Breaking Bad," but nothing could prepare even Walter 

White for this horror. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 8:13:51 AM 

Midwest Freezes Again in New Bout of Extreme Cold 

Bitterly cold temperatures sweep through the upper Midwest, bound for the East Coast. NBC News’ Chris Clackum 

reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 8:29:24 AM 

James Harden Goes Off for 43 Points as Rockets Bury Kings 

James Harden had a season high 43 points against the Kings without playing a second after the third quarter. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 8:44:58 AM 

Wichita State Rolls to Record 30th Straight Regular-Season Win 

Wichita State became the first team in NCAA history to win 30 straight regular-season games Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 9:00:24 AM 

Golden Gate Bridge Hit Milestone in 2013 with 46 Suicides 

San Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge marked a milestone in 2013 as 46 people leaped to their deaths in what appears to 

be the deadliest year for suicides at the landmark, a watchdog group said on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 9:00:26 AM 

Michigan Lawmaker Aims to Arm Abuse Victims 

A Michigan lawmaker hopes to allow domestic abuse victims to carry guns, even in "gun free zones," including schools 

and churches. WEYI’s Walter Smith-Randolph reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 9:15:49 AM 

I’m in Charge of Miltary Now, Ukraine’s Interim President Says 

Ukraine’s acting president has assumed the duties of head of the armed forces.Oleksander Turchinov’s move was 

announced in a decree published on the presidential website Wednesday, Reuters reported.Turchinov was assigned 

presidential powers by the parliament on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem 

2/26/2014 9:46:53 AM 

Stealth Search: Embattled AI Qaeda Hunts for a New Bin Laden 

Battered and on the run, al Qaeda is quietly looking for a charismatic leader capable of taking command when Ayman al- 

Zawahri’s tenure comes to what will likely be a violent end. And just as quietly, the U.S. intelligence community is 

searching for that same man -- so they can kill him. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 10:02:25 AM 

Teacher Accused of Selling Heroin Near Philadelphia Prep School 

"l’m at a loss for words for this," a school administrator said. "I will not have that person around my school or around my 

kids at all." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 10:33:34 AM 

Kanye West on ’Late Night’: I’m Just Like Michelangelo 

After an unusually mellow interview with Seth Meyers, Kanye West unleashed a tsunami onstage with an electrifying 

five-minute medley. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/26/2014 11:04:32 AM 

Arctic Blast to Bring Temperatures Up to 50 Degrees Below Normal 

A blast of cold air from the Arctic locked swaths of the United States in a deep freeze Wednesday with temperatures 

falling to as much as 30 degrees below average.The icy punch arrived Tuesday and is the first of two Arctic air masses to 

descend from the north this week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem 

2/26/2014 11:04:36 AM 

Six Potential al Qaeda Leaders Eliminated Since Bin Laden Raid 

Since Osama bin Laden was killed in a U.S. Navy SEAL raid on his compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan, on May 1, 2011, six 

potential candidates to lead al Qaeda have been killed in U.S. drone strikes, according an NBC News analysis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello 

2/26/2014 11:20:18 AM 

Federal Air Marshal Service Offices Set to Close in Six Cities 

More than a fifth of Federal Air Marshal Service’s field offices will be closed over the next two years, government 

sources told NBC News late Tuesday.Pittsburgh, Tampa, Cleveland, Phoenix, San Diego and Cincinnati will lose their 

bases, leaving 20 sites across the country. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 11:35:44 AM 

Selfie-Esteem: Teen Girls Say Selfies Boost Their Confidence 

Selfies give teens a way to control the image of themselves that they’re showing to the world, according to findings from 

the TODAY/AOL Body Image survey. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 11:51:19 AM 

10-Year-Old Among Three Girls Shot in Drive-By 

"They said that it was a fight ... and one of the girls had called the boys to come back to shoot them," victim’s mom says. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 12:22:23 PM 

Trooper Thought Kerry Kennedy Had Medical Problem After Crash 

A New York state trooper testified Tuesday at Kerry Kennedy’s drugged-driving trial that he was concerned she might 

have suffered a seizure or stroke after her car swerved into a truck in 2012. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

2/26/2014 12:37:53 PM 

Can Ukraine Avoid an East-West Split and Bloody Civil War? 

A Russian flag flew in front of the City Hall in Sevastopol, Ukraine, on Wednesday - a tangible sign of pro-Moscow, 

separatist sentiment that could wreck plans to end the bloodshed that gripped the country last week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/26/2014 12:53:29 PM 

Arctic Blast Sends Temps Plunging to 50 Degrees Below Normal 

A blast of cold air from the Arctic locked swaths of the United States in a deep freeze Wednesday with temperatures 

falling to as much as 30 degrees below average.The icy punch arrived Tuesday and is the first of two Arctic air masses to 

descend from the north this week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Maria Stromova 

2/26/2014 1:09:03 PM 

Putin Orders Military Drill Amid Turmoil in Neighboring Ukraine 

Russian President Vladimir Putin has ordered a drill to test the combat readiness of his armed forces, the country’s 

defense minister said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 1:09:05 PM 

Michelle Duggar: 19 Reasons Why I Love My Body 

Every stretch mark is a blessing, says the mom of 19 kids, who says she’s learned to love the body that God (and lots of 

children) gave her. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mike Taibbi 

2/26/2014 1:09:06 PM 

Arizona Governor Poised to Veto Anti-Gay Bill 

The tide seems to be turning for the Arizona bill that would allow anyone in business to refuse service to others on the 

basis of religious beliefs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 1:09:09 PM 

Four Charged in Slaying of 7-Year-Old Pop Warner Football Player 

Pop Warner football player Taalib Pecantte was shot Dec. 2 as he sat in his mother’s car. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 1:40:13 PM 

Pope Francis Meets His ’Mini-Me’ as Carnival Starts 

Pope Francis kisses 19-month-old Daniele De Sanctis, who showed up at the pontiff’s general audience in St Peter’s 

Square on Wednesday dressed in a pope costume of his own.De Sanctis was hoisted up to Francis as he drove by in his 

open-topped jeep. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 1:40:14 PM 

Target Earnings Slammed by Data Breach 

Target Corp says the massive data breach over the holidays helped push its profit down 46 percent and could hurt future 

earnings too.The discount retailer said Wednesday that sales fell 5.3 percent as the breach scared off customers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 2:26:50 PM 

Watch Pope Francis Meet His ’Mini=Me’ 

A toddler, dressed as the pontiff for Carnival, is blessed with a kiss from Pope Francis himself at the Vatican. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 2:26:52 PM 

Paul Rudd, Jimmy Fallon Lip-Sync Battle on ’Tonight Show’ 

"Tonight Show" host Jimmy Fallon took on "Anchorman 2" star Paul Rudd in a lip-sync fight for the ages on Tuesday’s 

show. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 2:42:32 PM 

Most Americans Now Support Gay Marriage, According to Survey 

Support for gay marriage has surged in the United States in a decade with just over half of Americans now behind the 

idea, according to a survey released Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 2:42:34 PM 

Hidden Cameras Show Adults Buying Alcohol For Teens 

TODAY set up an experiment, wiring a liquor store with a hidden camera and hiring two actors to pose as underage 

teens. None of the male customers made purchases for them, but several women were a different story. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 2:58:08 PM 

What Is the Fed, and Why Do We Need It? 

The Federal Reserve System is a private institution that is also the central bank of the United States. CNBC’s Brian 

Sullivan explains. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

2/26/2014 3:29:19 PM 

First Thoughts: Tax Reform Lands with a Thud 

(3OP tax-reform proposal lands with a thud -- among fellow Republicans... Why is Brewer waiting?... Bill Clinton, Alison 

Grimes follow the Obama/Dem 2014 playbook by emphasizing raising the minimum wage, reducing inequality... Hillary 

gives speech in Miami at 8:30 pm ET_. (Sray’s precarious lead in D.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:00:23 PM 

Kerry Kennedy Takes Stand, Says She Mistakenly Took Sleep Aid 

The daughter of the late Sen. Robert Kennedy testified on the third day of her drugged-driving trial in suburban New 

York City. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:00:25 PM 

’Biggest Loser’ Winner ’Proud’ of ’Healthy Weight Loss’ 

Three weeks after her win, Rachel Frederickson wants concerned fans to know she’s healthy, and she’s proud what she 

accomplished. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:15:55 PM 

Vigils Planned For Trayvon Martin on 2nd Anniversary of Shooting 

Vigils are planned Wednesday across the nation to remember slain teen Trayvon Martin on the two-year anniversary of 

his death -- a fatal shooting that became a flashpoint against racial profiling and stand-your-ground laws. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:15:56 PM 

Cosmo Editor-in-Chief Joanna Coles Shares Her Must-Have Apps 

Joanna Coles assumed the reigns of Cosmopolitan in September 2012, and since then the world’s largest women’s 

magazine has been busy expanding its focus on the politics and policies impacting women’s lives. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 4:31:31 PM 

Rescue Pup Helps Kids Who Share His Brain Disorder 

Once almost euthanized, Frank, a chihuahua-dachshund mix with hydrocephalus is training to become a therapy dog for 

young patients. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

2/26/2014 4:31:32 PM 

U.N, Official Describes ’Shocking’ Scene in Syria Refugee Camp 

A top United Nations official has described conditions in a Palestinian refugee camp in the Syrian capital as 

"shocking."Filippo Grandi, head of the U.N. Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA), which cares for Palestinian refugees, 

visited the Yarmouk camp in Damascus on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito 

2/26/2014 5:02:35 PM 

FBI Never Revealed It Had AI Qaeda Mole Who Met Bin Laden 

The FBI had a mole inside al Qaeda who met with Osama bin Laden eight years prior to 9/11 and knew he planned to 

finance terror attacks, but the bureau declined to tell Congressional investigators or the 9/11 Commission about the 

mole, sources involved in the case told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

2/26/2014 6:04:52 PM 

Kerry: Russia Must Be ’Very Careful’ in Judgments on Ukraine 

Secretary of State John Kerry warned Wednesday that Russia must be "very careful" in decisions it makes about Ukraine 

and that it must keep its commitment to respect the sovereignty of the nation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 6:04:54 PM 

Riot Police Push Back Protesters With Tear Gas in Turkey 

Riot police used tear gas to disperse demonstrators as they tried to march to the Turkish Parliament during a protest 

against the ruling Ak Party in Ankara on Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod and Alexander Smith 

2/26/2014 6:04:55 PM 

Ukraine Sculptor Builds Replacement For Toppled Lenin Statue 

Lying in the dirt in the Ukrainian village of Lenino is a statue of the man who gave the settlement his name: Vladimir 

Lenin. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

2/26/2014 6:35:56 PM 

Back to Basics: Can Trackpads and Keyboards Save BlackBerry? 

BlackBerry’s newly unveiled flagship phone may give some a sense of d~j~ vu with its hard buttons, trackpad and 

QWE RT¥ keyboard. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 6:35:57 PM 

Police Haul Loud Talker From Supreme Court 

A California man was hauled from the U.S. Supreme Court by police for standing up and talking loudly during oral 

arguments Tuesday morning.Court officials say Noah Newkirk of Los Angeles stood near the end of arguments in a 

patent case and began talking about campaign finance. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Maria Stromova and Alastair Jamieson 

2/26/2014 6:35:59 PM 

Combat Ready? Putin Orders Military Drill as Ukraine Simmers 

Russian President Vladimir Putin put 150,000 Russian combat troops on high alert for war game Wednesday, rattling 

nerves in a neighboring Ukraine already consumed by upheaval. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 7:07:03 PM 

Ice Cover on Lake Superior Largest in Decades 

Lake Superior is virtually icing over for the first time since 1996, thanks in large part to unyielding arctic air. KARE’s John 

Croman reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

2/26/2014 7:07:06 PM 

Kerry Says High Court Would Strike Down Arizona Anti-Gay Law 

Secretary of State John Kerry said that he "cannot imagine" how a proposed Arizona law that could allow businesses to 

deny services to gays and lesbians would be deemed constitutional by the Supreme Court. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 7:38:20 PM 

Court Orders Google to Remove Anti-Islam Film From YouTube 

A U.S. appeals court on Wednesday ordered Google to remove from its YouTube video-sharing website an anti-Islamic 

film that had sparked protests across the Muslim world.By a 2-1 vote, a panel of the 9th U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams and Erin McClam and Miranda Leitsinger 

2/26/2014 8:09:23 PM 

Federal Judge Strikes Down Texas Gay Marriage Ban 

A federal judge on Wednesday declared Texas’ ban on gay marriage unconstitutional but left the ban in place while an 

appeals court considers the matter.The judge, Orlando Garcia of U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin Carlson 

2/26/2014 8:24:57 PM 

Can David Letterman Keep Up With Jimmy Fallon? 

Amid all of late night television’s shakeups and new faces, there’s been one constant for the last handful of years: David 

Letterman. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/26/2014 8:56:03 PM 

’Extreme’ Avalanches Creating Treacherous Conditions in West 

Heavy snowfall this month that smothered mountains in the West has also paved the way for a perilous setting, creating 

some of the meanest avalanches in recent memory. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

2/26/2014 9:11:36 PM 

Older Dads at Much Higher Risk of Passing Along Mental Disorders 

The ticking of the biological clock may have just gotten a lot louder for men.Older dads have a much higher risk of having 

kids with mental health issues and learning disabilities, according to a report published Tuesday in JAMA Psychiatry.After 

poring through data from 2. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 9:58:07 PM 

U.S. Plans 51 Billion Loan to Ukraine, Kerry Says 

The United States plans to make available $1 billion in loan guarantees to Ukraine and is considering other direct 

financial assistance, Secretary of State John Kerry said on Wednesday.Kerry told reporters that the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 9:58:08 PM 

Meet the Man Who Has Eaten Only Pizza for 25 Years 

When Dan Janssen tells people about his pizza-only diet, he usually gets one of two reactions: "They either want to kill 

me, or they think I’m a hero." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Geraint Vincent 

2/26/2014 10:13:45 PM 

Israeli Police and Palestinians Clash at Temple Mount 

Trouble flared at the one of the most important religious sites in the Old City of Jerusalem that is at the center of the 

Arab-Israeli conflict on Tuesday.Israeli police said around 20 masked Palestinian youths were throwing stones and 

firecrackers at Israeli security forces. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hayley Goldbach 

2/26/2014 10:13:46 PM 

New Blood Test Is Better at Finding Birth Defects, Study Finds 

It’s the news that no pregnant woman wants to hear: "There is a chance that something is wrong with your baby." And 

for most women who undergo prenatal screening, it’s a false alarm -- followed by days or weeks of anxiety and invasive 

tests, only to determine the baby is healthy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 10:13:47 PM 

Same-Sex Marriage Foe Makes Texas-Sized Twitter Typo 

A GOP candidate running for lieutenant governor in Texas probably wishes he’d checked one of his tweets for 

typos.State Sen. Dan Patrick, a conservative Republican locked in a primary race with incumbent Lt. Gov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/26/2014 10:29:18 PM 

Google Ordered to Take Down ’Innocence of Muslims’ Film From YouTube 

A U.S. appeals court on Wednesday ordered 6oogle Inc to remove from its YouTube video-sharing website an anti- 

Islamic film that had sparked protests across the Muslim world.By a 2-1 vote, a panel of the 9th U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

2/26/2014 11:00:24 PM 

’Kissing Cowboys!’ Gay-Marriage Supporters Cheer Texas Ruling 

Gay rights supporters cheered a federal judge’s decision in Texas on Wednesday to strike down the Lone Star state’s 

same-sex marriage ban -- with shouts of "Kissing Cowboys!" and "1 am proud to be a Texan" -- in what one described as 

a "landmark day" in the bid for lesbians and gay men to wed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Stromova and Jeff Black 

2/26/2014 11:31:25 PM 

Klitschko to Crimeans: Radicals Are Not Coming For You 

Ukrainian protester leader Vitali Klitschko, the former heavyweight boxing champion who wants to be president, 

assured pro-Russia Crimeans on Wednesday that "radicals and nationalists" weren’t coming to get them. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:02:35 AM 

Teen Survives 250-Foot Plunge 

A California teen is recovering after plummeting into a ravine. KCRA’s Richard Sharp reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:18:05 AM 

Jason Collins Nets Jersey Flying Off the Shelves 

Fresh off his debut Sunday as a 10-day contract player with the Brooklyn Nets, NBAjourneyman Jason Collins has the 

league’s best-selling jersey, rocketing past mainstays like LeBron James and Kobe Bryant. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:49:13 AM 

Detroit Mayor: ’Strategic Demolition’ of Burned Homes Starts in 30 Days 

Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan said Wednesday that "strategic demolition" of some fire-damaged vacant homes will begin 

within 30 days,The announcement Wednesday night came at the start of Duggan’s first State of the City address. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Roach 

2/27/2014 12:49:14 AM 

Scientists More Certain Than Ever on Climate Change, Report Says 

Experts are more certain than ever that human activity is changing the global climate, even though they don’t fully 

understand every detail of the climate system, according to a new report released Wednesday by two of the world’s 

leading scientific bodies.The document from the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:49:15 AM 

Wound-up Over White Winter Trends at Paris Fashion Week 

A model presents a creation by designer Gareth Pugh as part of his women’s ready-to-wear Fall/Winter 2014-2015 

collection during Paris Fashion Week on Feb. 26. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Katy Tur 

2/27/2014 1:51:28 AM 

When Good Dogs Go Bad: Why Your Pup Feels No Shame 

It may seem as though your dog is filled with remorse after his or her latest bout of mischief but research suggests 

otherwise. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:22:35 AM 

Mummy Murder Mystery: Incan Woman Victim of Foul Play 

A mysterious mummy that languished in German collections for more than a century is that of an Incan woman killed by 

blunt-force trauma to the head, new research reveals.The story began in the 1890s, when Princess Therese of Bavaria 

acquired two mummies during a trip to South America. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

2/27/2014 2:38:14 AM 

Senator Calls For Total Ban of ’Dangerous’ Bitcoin 

Sen. Joe Manchin, D-W.Va, has written to federal regulators urging them to totally ban Bitcoin, the "cryptocurrency" 

that has so excited the financial and tech world over the last year. Manchin calls Bitcoin "dangerous," "disruptive" and 

"highly unstable. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joy Jernigan 

2/27/2014 2:38:16 AM 

Mom Killed During School Pickup Spurs Safety Reminder 

Any parent who’s ever buckled a child into a car seat knows the drill: You lean into the car, fumbling with those buckles 

and latches, while traffic whizzes by. That common scene turned deadly for an Arlington, Va., mom this week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:38:17 AM 

Cuba Sees Green in Cigar Festival 

A Cuban worker harvests tobacco leaves, above, on a plantation in the San Juan y Martinez municipality, Pinar del Rio 

province, Cuba, on Feb. 25. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:53:47 AM 

After Murder Acquittal, Guns Returned to Blind Man 

A judge in Florida rules that the state must return a 10 millimeter Glock and rifle to a legally blind man who was 

acquitted in a deadly shooting. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty 

2/27/2014 3:56:00 AM 

Clinton: I’ve Seen U,S. Challenges ’First Hand’ 

Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said she has seen "first hand" the tremendous challenges the United States 

faces and was quick to cite her years of experience during a wide-ranging discussion at the University of Miami on 

Wednesday."We face big challenges at home and abroad. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 3:56:03 AM 

Paula Deen on Losinl~ ’Everything;’: ’I’m Still Alive’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 4:27:06 AM 

Texas Cops Suspended for Homeless Sign Competition 

Two police officers in Texas spent weeks competing to see who could take the most cardboard signs away from 

homeless people, even though panhandling doesn’t violate any city law. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/27/2014 5:13:43 AM 

Super-Sized Servings? FDA Proposes Major Food-Label Revamp 

Official serving sizes are finally catching up with modern eating habits.A 20-ounce soft drink would now be a single 

serving, and so would a whole cup of ice cream, under a major revamp of the familiar food label being released 

Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Suzanne Gamboa 

2/27/2014 6:00:19 AM 

Pope, Carter Call For Calm in Venezuela 

Pope Francis and former President Jimmy Carter called on leaders to step in to end the violence in Venezuela, which has 

already killed at least 13 people, making it the country’s worst conflict in a decade.Carter is planning a trip and wants to 

meet with leaders from both sides. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 6:00:20 AM 

Boston Marathon Bans Backpacks, Handbags 

Runners in this year’s Boston Marathon won’t be allowed to use backpacks or handbags a year after two bombs killed 

three people at last year’s race. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

2/27/2014 6:00:21 AM 

As Heavy Rain Pours Down on Parched California, Landslide Worry 

The first of back-to-back rain storms swept the length of California on Wednesday, canceling flights and threatening 

floods and deadly landslides. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/20:~4 7:02:05 AM 

Hundreds of Foods in U.S. Contain Hazardous Chemical: Report 

Nearly 500 foods found on grocery store shelves in the United States, including many foods labeled as "healthy," contain 

a potentially hazardous industrial plastics chemical, according to a report issued Thursday by a health research and 

advocacy group. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin 

2/27/2014 8:34:55 AM 

Arizona Governor Jan Brewer Vetoes Anti-Gay Bill 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer has vetoed a hot-button measure that would have permitted businesses in the state to deny 

service to gays and lesbians for religious beliefs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Leslie Shaffer 

2/27/2014 9:21:36 AM 

The ’Chinese Dream’ is the U.S., Survey Reveals 

The Chinese may have a nationalistic reputation, but when asked to pick their ideal country, more than a third are 

looking to the U.S., according to a survey by advertising group WPP.Around 35 percent of Chinese picked the U.S. as 

their ideal country today, more than any other country. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 9:52:36 AM 

Suspect to Cops: ’1 Thought Cocaine Wasn’t Illegal in Florida’ 

Guy Lanchester, 46, of Key West allegedly told police he didn’t understand why he’d been arrested. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 9:52:37 AM 

Eagles Sign WR Riley Cooper to Four=Year Deal, Source Says 

The Eagles and pending free agent Riley Cooper agreed to a four-year deal Wednesday, a source told CSN Philly. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito 

2/27/2014 10:08:14 AM 

Exclusive: Mole Who Met Bin Laden Killed by AI Qaeda in Bosnia 

An FBI mole who provided valuable intelligence on al Qaeda and met with Osama bin Laden was lured away from the FBI 

to work for the CIA, but was killed by al Qaeda operatives in Bosnia who suspected he was an informant, NBC News has 

learned exclusively. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patricia Guadalupe and Suzanne Gamboa 

2/27/2014 10:39:00 AM 

Afro Latinos’ Mixed Identity Can Leave Them Out of the Mix 

Afro Latino Marco Davis laughed when he recalled the lengths he went to keep in touch with black and Latino alumni 

groups when he graduated from Yale University. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 10:54:32 AM 

Seth Meyers Wins With Fake or Florida Game Show on ’Late Night’ 

"Late Night" contestants were tasked with Sunshine State fact and fiction in a game-show spoof that’s certain to become 

a recurring hit. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 10:54:34 AM 

Actor Rogen Has ’Knocked Up’ Moment on Capitol Hill 

Seth Rogen appears on Capitol Hill Wednesday to talk about the way Alzheimer’s disease has impacted his family. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 11:25:37 AM 

George W. Bush’s Paintings to Be Displayed in Presidential Library 

The painting that began as a hobby for Bush, 67, following his presidency will soon become a public exhibit of his 

artwork. In early April, the 43rd president will have his paintings displayed at the George W. Bush Presidential Library 

and Museum at Southern Methodist University as part of an exhibit titled "The Art of Leadership: A President’s Personal 

Diplomacy." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 11:41:07 AM 

Attack on Bus Driver Caught on Video 

Surveillance video captures the brutal attack on a bus river after he tried to remove an unruly passenger. KING’s Elisa 

Hahn reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:42:56 PM 

Cycling in the Dark: World Championship Lights Up Track Racing 

Cyclists with neon costumes participate in the opening of the Track Cycling World Championships at the Vel6dromo 

Alcides Nieto Patiffo cycle track in Cali, Colombia on Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:42:59 PM 

New York City Winter Turns Homeless Invisible 

Using the popular social network Instagram, Ruddy Roye (@ruddyroye) has earned a large group of followers from 

photographing issues of poverty around New York City. He is a self-described "lnstagram activist. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:58:28 PM 

Cuban Spy Set to Be Released from U.S. Prison 

A Cuban intelligence officer convicted of spying in the United States was set to be released from federal prison on 

Thursday after serving around 15 years. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 12:58:29 PM 

IOC Will Pay John Tavares’ NHL Salary After Olympic Injury 

Islanders’ star John Tavares is expected to miss remainder of 2013-14 season after suffering an injury during the 

Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

2/27/2014 12:58:30 PM 

NATO Secretary-General to Russia: Do Not ’Escalate Tension’ 

NATO Secretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen warned Russia on Thursday against any action in the southern 

Ukrainian region of Crimea.Moscow has denounced the interim government that replaced Ukrainian President Vikor 

Yanukovych, whom they supported, and announced military drills along its border. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty 

2/27/2014 1:14:02 PM 

Clinton: I’ve Seen America’s Challenges ’First Hand’ 

Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said she has seen "first hand" the tremendous challenges the United States 

faces and was quick to cite her years of experience during a wide-ranging discussion at the University of Miami on 

Wednesday."We face big challenges at home and abroad. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 1:29:41 PM 

Jim Lange, Longtime ’Dating Game’ Host, Dies at 81 

Longtime "Dating Game" host Jim Lange, who made a point of blowing a kiss to his viewers at the end of each show, has 

died. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 1:45:12 PM 

’Free El Chapo’: Mexicans March for Jailed Drug Lord 

More than a thousand people marched in support of captured Mexican drug lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman in the 

capital of his home state on Wednesday, calling for his freedom. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:31:50 PM 

Holy Box Offic!! Bible-Based Movies Flood Theaters 

Producers are hoping to be blessed with great box office when their Bible-based movies "Son of God," "Noah" and 

"Exodus" hit theaters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:31:51 PM 

’Grey’s Anatomy’ Star: April’s Choice ’Will Have Repercussions’ 

The wait to see who April picks is over, and star Sarah Drew told TODAY that fans will know her decision right away. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:47:23 PM 

Why Are Kids Obsessed With Elmo? 

30 Seconds to Know: Why are toddlers obsessed with this red Muppet with a high pitched voice and a giggle that annoys 

most adults. Child psychologist Tovab Klein explains why children relate and see themselves in this innocent little 

monster. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:47:27 PM 

Brrr! AI Roker Reports on Deep Freeze From Icebreaker 

Ice jams continue to cover rivers across the nation as 49 states reach below the freezing mark. TODAY’s AI Roker reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 2:47:30 PM 

Critics Fear Painkiller’s ’Frightening’ Potency 

A group of health care, consumer and addiction treatment groups is urging the FDA to revoke the approval of the 

prescription drug Zohydro. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 3:03:04 PM 

Russian Spy Ship Docks in Havana 

A Russian Vishnya class warship docked in Havana on Wednesday without explanation from Communist Cuba or its state 

media. The Viktor Leonov CCB-175 boat measures 300 feet long, 50 feet wide and holds a crew of around 200. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Plesser and Alastair Jamieson 

2/27/2014 3:18:32 PM 

Bribery Bombshell: Leaked Tapes Trigger Protests in Turkey 

ISTANBUL, Turkey -Turkey’s extraordinary corruption scandal deepened Thursday with the publication of a new audio 

recording purporting to show Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan instructing his son to hold out for a larger bribe on a 

business deal. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Claudio Lavanga 

2/27/2014 3:34:05 PM 

Disgraced Capt. Schettino Returns to Concordia Wreck 

ROME - When Capt. Francesco Schettino abandoned the Costa Concordia after the cruise ship ran aground on the Italian 

island of Giglio two years ago, a furious harbor master ordered him to "get back on board, damn it!"On Thursday, 

Schettino finally did. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Maria Stromova 

2/27/2014 4:20:23 PM 

Crimea Leader Calls Referendum Amid Ukraine’s ’Total Chaos’ 

The leaders of Ukraine’s Crimea region further distanced themselves from last week’s regime change in Kiev by 

announcing plans Thursday to hold a referendum on its political future. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 4:51:22 PM 

Cuban Spy Released from U.S. Prison 

A Cuban intelligence officer convicted of spying in the United States was released from a federal prison on Thursday 

after serving around 15 years.Fernando Gonzalez, 50, a member of the so-called Cuban Five, is expected to return to 

Cuba in a few days, the Spanish-language El Nuevo Herald reported. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/27/2014 5:06:56 PM 

Does This Mean I Can Eat More? Questions on the New Food Labels 

The FDA is proposing the first changes to those little black-and-white food labels in more than 20 years, and they aim to 

take a more realistic look at what people eat.A 20-ounce soft drink would now be a single serving under the proposed 

rules, and so would a whole cup of ice cream. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 5:06:58 PM 

’Breaking Bad’s’ Aaron Paul Wants Jesse on ’Better Call Saul’ 

Aaron Paul told The AP that he’s had "serious talks" to bring Walter White’s partner in crime on "Breaking Bad" to the 

spin-off. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 5:07:00 PM 

For Love and Money: Many Parents Want to Work 

A new survey of executives finds that more than four in 10 male and female working parents would prefer to work 

rather than stay at home. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 5:38:05 PM 

’SNL’s’ New Weekend Update Team Tackles ’Intimidating’ Legacy 

It’s never easy to take a job someone else really made their mark in. So just image how hard it is to fill a role nearly a 

dozen people mastered before you. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 5:38:07 PM 

New Ukraine Leader Yatseniuk Says Ousted Government Stole S70B 

Ukraine’s new prime minister Arseny Yatseniuk accused the government of ousted President Viktor ¥anukovych of 

stripping state coffers bare and said 537 billion of credit it received had disappeared. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel 

2/27/2014 5:38:11 PM 

Richard End;el: What to Know Now on Ukraine 

Viktor ¥anukovych, the ousted president of Ukraine, is in Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 5:38:15 PM 

Tell Me More: Julie Delpy 

Oscar nominee Julie Delpy shares her thoughts on empathy and the definition of power. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 6:24:57 PM 

’Mein Kampf’ Signed by Hitler on the Block 

Adolf Hitler’s "Mein Kampf" is one of the most reviled screeds in modern history, but officials say two rare early editions 

signed by him could go for more than ~20,000 at an online auction Thursday.Nate Sanders, owner of Nate D. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 6:25:00 PM 

Fewer Wrinkles, Thinner Arms: TODAY Anchors Get Photoshopped 

Anchors Matt Lauer, Savannah Guthrie, AI Roker and Natalie Morales, with the help of Cosmopolitan, got the works. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Charlene Gubash and Henry Austin 

2/27/2014 6:25:01 PM 

Militants Set Down Strict Laws for Christians in Syrian City 

CAIRO - An extremist Islamist group disowned by al Qaeda has brought back seventh-century laws to govern Christians 

living in the Syrian city of Raqqa, which it took over last year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

2/27/2014 6:40:27 PM 

Does This Mean I Can Eat More? New Food Label Questions, Answered 

The FDA is proposing the first changes to those little black-and-white food labels in more than 20 years, and they aim to 

take a more realistic look at what people eat.A 20-ounce soft drink would now be a single serving under the proposed 

rules, and so would a whole cup of ice cream. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 6:40:33 PM 

Cats to Combovers: Oscar Categories We’d Like to See 

Best actor and actress are fine and all, but how about we liven up the Oscar race with awards for felines, headgear, and 

butt jokes? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

2/27/2014 7:11:33 PM 

Dalai Lama’s Road to Selfie Enlightenment on Instagram 

Yes, even the Dalai Lama takes selfies. This month, His Holiness set up an Instagram account, which has attracted nearly 

12,000 followers.The Dalai Lama is no newbie when it comes to the Internet. His Twitter account currently boasts more 

than 8. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matt Rivera 

2/27/2014 7:27:05 PM 

Want to Win an Oscar? Follow This Secret Formula 

Every time the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences hands out another Oscar, they do more than honor an 

artist or a producer for their achievement in filmmaking. They also add a new data point to rich set of statistics going 

back to the first awards ceremony, in 1928. With over 80 entries in the Best Picture category, NBC News decided to look 

back at all of the past winners to determine what, if anything, the top films had in common. The average length is 139 

minutes, with the all-time record holder, "Gone with the Wind" clocking in at 238 minutes. "Gone With the Wind" might 

be the prototypical best picture because it shares a lot with the other winners: it’s a romance, set in the past, based on a 

book. More than two-thirds of all winners take their inspiration from a book or play, and if you expand the definition of 

adaptation to include real-world events (like this year’s nominee, "American Hustle"), the number jumps almost as high 

as the percentage of winning dramas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 7:27:11 PM 

Glitter and Gloss: Canary Islands Search for Carnival Queen 

A nominee for Santa Cruz de Tenerife’s Queen of the Carnival shows off her outfit under the watchful eyes of the judges 

on the Spanish Canary Island of Tenerife on Wednesday. Dresses worn during the gala to elect the carnival queen are 

more than 16 feet high and over 175 Ibs in weight. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 7:42:39 PM 

Color Photos Reveal War Photographer’s Softer Side 

An exhibit in New York features the rarely-seen color work of legendary black-and-white photographer Robert Capa. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 9:15:37 PM 

’Heroes’: Couple Adopts Four Ukrainian Kids Amid Protests 

Lisa and Dave Bundy found themselves uncomfortably close to the violence in Kiev, which broke out near the apartment 

they’d stayed in for three months while they finalized the adoption of four children. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 10:02:16 PM 

The Week in Pictures: Feb. 20 - 27 

Hindu goddess dons green, infant roadside rescue, rebel retreat, Argentinian rice for Russian newlyweds, Olympic goal 

gets gold and more. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 10:02:19 PM 

Why We Should Be Talking More About Old Dads 

A growing body of research points to health risks for children of older dads, but paternal age still isn’t on most couples’ 

radar. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 10:02:20 PM 

4-Year-OId’s Paper Dress Creations Cause Fashion Buzz 

Move over Jason Wu. There’s a new fashion designer in town and she’s creating buzz, one magnificent paper dress at a 

time. Oh, and she’s 4. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 10:17:50 PM 

Obama Opens Up About Life Without Dad, ’Bad Choices’ 

President Barack Obama speaks at an event to unveil the "My Brother’s Keeper" initiative at the White House. The 

initiative aims to make sure that every young man of color has an opportunity to get ahead and reach his full potential. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/27/2014 10:17:53 PM 

Craft Couture: 4-Year=Old’s Paper Dresses Delight 

Move over Jason Wu. There’s a new fashion designer in town and she’s creating buzz, one magnificent paper dress at a 

time. Oh, and she’s 4. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Linda Carroll 

2/27/2014 10:48:52 PM 

Potent New Painkiller May Prove Lethal for Addicts, Critics Warn 

The new painkiller Zohydro was approved just a few months ago and isn’t even on pharmacy shelves yet, but the potent 

pill has already sparked a firestorm of protest from doctors and activists who fear that it will lead to abuse, addiction 

and deaths. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Doug Stoddart 

2/27/2014 10:48:53 PM 

Hoard of Gold Coins the Main Attraction at Money Show 

Part of a $10 million gold-coin cache dug out of the ground by a California couple who noticed a rusty can while walking 

their dog went on public display for the first time at a currency show in Atlanta on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

2/27/2014 10:48:53 PM 

Holder Hospitalized and Released After Shortness of Breath 

Attorney General Eric Holder was hospitalized for about three hours Thursday after experiencing heart-related shortness 

of breath -- but he didn’t have a heart attack -- Justice Department officials told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erik Ortiz 

2/27/2014 11:19:59 PM 

String of Social Media Scandals Plagues Military 

Social media can be a lifeline for U.S. service members missing home -- but that also sets the stage for scandalous 

behavior.A string of photo-sharing posts over the past two weeks has brought dishonor to the uniform and created a 

barrage of controversy for the military. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

2/28/2014 12:22:03 AM 

Ex-NFL Star Darren Sharper Hit with New Rape Charges 

New Orleans Police announced Thursday that they have issued an arrest warrant for former Saints star and NFL Network 

commentator Darren Sharper in connection with the alleged rapes of two women last year in the city’s Central Business 

District. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

2/28/2014 12:52:50 AM 

Religious Liberty or Anti-Gay Discrimination? A Debate Heats Up 

Despite a major victory in Arizona on Thursday, the battle over where the line will be drawn between "religious 

freedom" and protection for gays against discrimination is only just heating up, advocates on both sides say. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

2/28/2014 12:52:51 AM 

Oscar Gown Picks 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:00 AM 

Niagara Falls Stuns in Sub-Freezing Temps 

A partially frozen Niagara Falls is seen on the American side during sub freezing temperatures in Niagara Falls, Ontario, 

on Sunday.The area experienced bitter cold temperatures with a high of 9 degrees Fahrenheit and a low of -1 degree 

expected later tonight, according to weather.com. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:01 AM 

Why Does Putin Stir Up So Much Trouble for America? 

30 Seconds to Know: Russian president Vladimir Putin excels at creatinl~ headaches for his Western 

counterparts. Steve Sestanovich explains what Putin is up to, and why. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:01 AM 

Mountain Lion Family Feast Caught on Camera 

With an adorably wrinkled nose, a mountain lion cub honed her hunting skills earlier this month on a dead mule deer 

caught by mom in California’s Malibu Creek State Park. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:04 AM 

Dancing, Falling, Photobombing: Oscar GIFs Keep on Giving 

DeGeneres engineered several of the night’s most talked about -- and most GIF-able -- moments, but she had 

plenty of help. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander 

3/4/2014 2:17:04 AM 

TVs in Kids’ Bedrooms Tied to Extra Pounds 

It may not make parents popular, but tossing out the TVs that sit in the corner of most children’s bedrooms may keep 

them from packing on pounds. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Oberg 

3/4/2014 2:17:05 AM 

Russia Crisis Raises Space Station Questions, But NASA Has Options 

HOUSTON -- Thanks to its reliance on Russia, NASA is once again confronted with the nightmare of a diplomatic 

roadblock in a project originally made possible by diplomacy: the U.S.-Russian partnership in space exploration. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:05 AM 

False Alarm: ’Olympus’ Movie Ad Draws $1.9 Million Fine 

It turns out that using emergency warning tones in a TV commercial with images of the White House blowing up and the 

flashing words "THIS IS NOT A TEST" is frowned upon by the government.The Federal Communications Commission said 

Monday it was fining three media giants 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:06 AM 

’Legographer’ Proves You’re Never Too Old for Toys 

Andrew Whyte, 39, from Portsmouth, England started a photo project charting the travels of a "Legographer" 

-- a Lego character who likes to take pictures. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:06 AM 

Mixed Media: Artist Uses Plastic to Recreate Fine Art 

British artist Jane Perkins recreates masterpieces with bits and pieces of plastic materials. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

3/4/2014 2:17:06 AM 

March Madness: More Snow for East Coast 

The winter storm that downed power lines and snagged travel in the Midwest over the weekend made its way east 

Monday, slamming the nation’s capital but sparing New York City. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:08 AM 

Workers Salvage Classic Corvettes from Kentucky Sinkhole 

Workers use a crane to recover the first Chevrolet Corvette, the 2009 Corvette ZR-1 "Blue Devil," from a sinkhole at the 

National Corvette Museum in Bowling Green, Ky. on Monday. The 40-foot sinkhole opened up under the museum on 

Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:08 AM 

As Icy Weather Lingers, a Chilly Spring Awaits 

The mid-Atlantic was hit hard again Monday while more snow and ice also arrived in parts of the South, 

cutting power to thousands in Arkansas and Texas, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:08 AM 

Surrender or Face ’Storm,’ Russia Reportedly Tells Ukraine 

The Russian military has given Ukrainian forces in Crimea until 5 a.m. Tuesday (10 p.m. ET Monday) to surrender or face 

a "storm," Interfax news agency reported."lf they do not surrender by 5 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Gosk 

3/4/2014 2:17:09 AM 

Lupita Nyong’o: Hollywood’s New ’It’ Girl 

The first major film appearance for Lupita Nyong’o set this year’s awards season on fire. Find out how she got 

her big break. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:09 AM 

Lawyers, Judges Targeted in Pakistan Terror Attack 

A group of armed men, including two suicide attackers, stormed a court complex in the Pakistani capital on Monday in a 

rare terror attack in the heart of Islamabad that killed 11 people and wounded dozens.One lawyer described it as a 

scene from hell, with blasts and firing all around. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:11 AM 

Are Same=Sex Marriages in Utah Still Recognized? 

30 Seconds To Know: About 1,000 same-sex couples were married in Utah before a court order halted any 

future marriages. Columbia Law Professor Suzanne Goldberg explains what happens to those couples who are 

in legal limbo. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John W. Schoen 

3/4/2014 2:17:16 AM 

Air Travel Sees $6 Billion Winter of Discontent 

As another powerful winter storm pummeled the East Coast on Monday, tens of thousands of airline passengers faced 

another round of cancellations and delays that will leave them stranded far from their destination.Those delays will also 

take another bite out of the U.S. economy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:17:18 AM 

Arby’s Buys Pharrell Williams’ Iconic Hat for $44,100 

Pharrell Williams’ iconic hat, which made headlines when he wore it at the Grammys, has sold to Arby’s in a 

charity auction for ~44,100. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 3:19:37 AM 

Obama Talks Ukraine With National Security Council 

President Barack Obama convened a National Security Council meeting in the White House Situation Room on Monday 

evening to discuss the crisis in Ukraine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 3:50:42 AM 

Lebron James drops 61 points in career night 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:06:21 AM 

Illuminated Boat Floats Along Coast of Smog Enshrouded City 

A tourist boat, decorated with green lights, travels on the Pearl River amid heavy haze in Guangzhou, Guangdong 

province, on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:21:51 AM 

Honor Student Sues Parents for Support 

A New Jersey honor student who claims her parents threw her out when she turned :~8 is now suinl~ them for 

immediate financial support and to pay for collel]e. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:21:55 AM 

Lot to Do, Little Time for Brazil’s World Cup 

Tuesday will mark :100 days to go until Brazil hosts the World Cup. But four stadiums are still under 

construction, and work outside many venues is far from over. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:21:56 AM 

That’s Hot! Genome Could Lead to Even Spicier Peppers 

Scientists have sequenced the genome of the pepper plant, revealing the genes responsible for pepper’s spiciness.The 

new genome, detailed Monday in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, could pave the way for even 

more mouth-numbingly hot peppers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

3/4/2014 5:23:51 AM 

Cleaner Plate Club: More Fruits, Veggies Eaten at School 

Empty plates and half-eaten scraps on thousands of cafeteria trays offer the first tangible evidence that new federal 

standards on school meals are sprouting healthier eating habits, a new study claims. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin 

3/4/2014 5:39:30 AM 

Dramatic Testimony on Day One of Pistorius Trial 

One of Pistorius’ neighbors said she heard a "blood-curdling" scream on the night the Olympian killed his 

girlfriend. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

3/4/2014 6:56:48 AM 

Quarter Million in Property Stolen from Kardashian, Odom Home 

Law enforcement officials in California said they were investigating a report of nearly a quarter million dollars in 

property stolen from the West San Fernando Valley home belonging Khloe Kardashian and Lamar Odom. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 8:14:06 AM 

Oscar Pistorius ’Greets Reporters,’ Chats With Sketch Artist 

%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

partner=%22tweetdeck%22%3E%3Cp%3E~scar%2~Pist~rius%2~wa~ks%2~int~%2~c~urtr~~m.%2~Greets%2~rep~rters% 

20sittin~%20behind%20him%3C/p%3E- 

Rohit%20Kachroo%20(@ RohitKachroolTV)%20%3Ca%20href=%22https://twitter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 8:29:43 AM 

Powder Party! White Cloud Covers Carnival Revelers 

Revelers throw talcum powder over each other during carnival in Santa Cruz de la Palma in the Canary islands, Spain, on 

Monday. The celebration, known as ’Los Indianos,’ represents the return of emigrants from the Americas, who returned 

to the island of Las Palma wealthier. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 8:45:20 AM 

Oscar Pistorius Trial Halted After Witness’ Photo Shown on TV 

The Oscar Pistorius murder trial was halted briefly Tuesday after a South African TV channel showed an image of 

prosecution witness Michelle Burger. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

3/4/2014 8:45:22 AM 

~250K in Property Missing from Khloe and Lamar’s Home: Sources 

The disappearance of nearly $250,000 in property from a California home belonging to Khloe Kardashian and former 

NBA star Lamar Odom is being investigated, law enforcement sources told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jonathan Sanger 

3/4/2014 9:00:53 AM 

Jason Collins Plays First Home Game With the Nets 

Jason Collins played his first home game with the Brooklyn Nets on Tuesday, in Brooklyn.Collins, the first openly gay NBA 

player, stepped on the court to a standing ovation with 2:41 left in the game against the Chicago Bulls. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 10:02:53 AM 

Oscar Pistorius’ Lawyer to Witness: Let’s Visit House 

Oscar Pistorius’ defense lawyer Barry Roux on Tuesday cast doubt on neighbor Michelle Burger’s testimony on the 

second day of the Olympic sprinter’s murder trial. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 10:34:01 AM 

Brigadier General’s Sex Assault Case Goes to Trial 

A brigadier general admits he committed one military crime: carrying on a three-year adulterous affair with an 

underling. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 10:34:03 AM 

Warning Shots Fired at Unarmed Ukraine Troops Who Want Jobs Back 

Troops loyal to Moscow fired warning shots at unarmed Ukrainian soldiers protesting in the strategic Ukrainian 

peninsula of Crimea on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 11:51:49 AM 

Warning Shots Fired in Standoff at Crimea Base 

Pro-Russian troops who have taken control of the Belbek Air Base in Crimea fired warning shots on Tuesday as 

unarmed Ukrainian soldiers, who previously manned the airfield, demanded their jobs back. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 11:51:52 AM 

Pistorius ’Wipes Away Tears’ as Bullet Wounds are Discussed 

Erin Conway-Smith, a senior correspondent with NBC News’ partner GlobalPost, highlights that accused killer Oscar 

Pistorius became emotional during Tuesday’s testimony. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 12:53:46 PM 

Reeva Steenkamp’s Mother: ’1 Can Forgive’ Pistorius 

June Steenkamp, the mother of the woman shot and killed by Oscar Pistorius last February, said it doesn’t 

matter what happens to the man accused of the murder -- because her daughter "is never coming back." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 12:53:51 PM 

Russia Sends More Troops Into Ukraine’s Crimea: Report 

A Russian military transport truck and some 150 soldiers crossed into Crimea from southern Russia at the key port of 

Ketch, Ukrainian television reported on Tuesday.%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%201ang=%22en%20data-scribe-reduced-action-queue=%22%3 E%3Cp%3 E%3Ca%20href=%22https://twitter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/4/2014 1:24:41 PM 

Lasers Put Heat-Sensitive Flies in the Mood for Love 

"Is it getting hot in here, or is it just me?" That’s what a fly under the effects of the "Fly Mind-Altering Device" might say 

as the neural circuits involved in mating are activated -- by heat generated from a beam of infrared light. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vilma Anusaite and F, Brinley Bruton 

3/4/2014 1:24:41 PM 

Putin Calls Crisis in Ukraine an ’Unconstitutional Coup’ 

Russian President Vladimir Putin broke his silence on the Ukraine crisis Tuesday, saying the country’s former leader had 

been ousted in an "unconstitutional coup" but insisted the use of force would be a "last resort. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

3/4/2014 2:11:20 PM 

~;250K in Property Missing from Khloe and Lamar’s Home: Sources 

The disappearance of nearly $250,000 in property from a California home belonging to Khloe Kardashian and former 

NBA star Lamar Odom is being investigated, law enforcement sources told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:11:25 PM 

Drew Carey, Bill Dee Williams Join ’DWTS’ 

On Tuesday morning, "Dancing With the Stars" host Tom Bergeron and his new co-host, Erin Andrews, 

announced the star-studded cast for season 18. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

3/4/2014 2:26:55 PM 

RadioShack Closing Up To 1,100 Stores 

RadioShack said Tuesday that it will close up to 1,100 stores as the electronics retailer tries to restructure and reinvent 

itself.That’s more than twice the closures predicted in previous reports.Chief executive Joe Magnacca said the retailer 

would be left with over 4,000 stores. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:26:58 PM 

Drew Carey, Billy Dee Williams Join ’DWTS’ 

On Tuesday morning, "Dancing With the Stars" host Tom Bergeron and his new co-host, Erin Andrews, 

announced the star-studded cast for season :18. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

3/4/2014 2:42:30 PM 

First Thoughts: Six Things to Watch in Texas Tuesday 

The six things you need to know about Tuesday’s primaries in Texas... All polling places close at 9:00 pm ET (though most 

close at 8:00 pm ET) .... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 2:58:02 PM 

Twitter Snafu Triggers Mass Reset of User Passwords 

If you’re a Twitter user, you may have an email sitting in your inbox telling you to change your password right 

now. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson, CNBC 

3/4/2014 2:58:04 PM 

Stocks Rebound, Surge Upwards, After Putin’s Comments on Ukraine 

Stocks rebounded on Tuesday from the previous day’s big drop, jumping sharply as concerns over Ukraine eased after 

Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered troops close to Ukraine back to barracks. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 3:29:03 PM 

Former U,S. Ambassador to Russia Says Putin’s Latest Remarks ’Ominous’ 

Russia President Vladimir Putin’s description of the Ukraine crisis as an unconstitutional coup is an "ominous threat" 

that could be used to justify a further Russian push into Ukraine, the recently departed U.S. ambassador to Russia said 

Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 3:29:07 PM 

Late Night Hosts Keep John Travolta Jokes Going 

John Travolta’s mangling of Idina Menzel’s name has inspired late night hosts’ jokes and an online widget. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 3:44:44 PM 

Kerry Pays Respects to Kiev Protesters at ’Shrine to the Fallen’ 

Secretary of State John Kerry paid his respects to those killed during the unrest that led to the overthrow of Ukrainian 

President Viktor ¥anukovych during a visit to Kiev’s Independence Square on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:15:41 PM 

Perk Up! The Evils of Coffee, Debunked 

It’s easy to blame coffee for everything from tremors to headaches. But, as Dr. Madelyn Fersntrom explains, a 

humble brew might actually be good for you. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:31:16 PM 

Kerry Takes the Stage: Secretary to Speak Out on Ukraine Tensions 

Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in Ukraine on Tuesday carrying $1 billion in American loan guarantees and other 

help for the new government there -- but apparently not much hope that Russia will back down. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:31:20 PM 

Ice Dancing Luminaries Join ’Dancing With the Stars’ 

D.J. Tanner, Winnie Cooper and Lando Calrissian will face off for ballroom bragging rights this season on 

"DWTS." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen 

3/4/2014 4:31:23 PM 

Jeff Rossen: On the Scene at Pistorius Trial 

Jeff Rossen takes us outside the murder trial of South African double-amputee Olympic sprinter, Oscar 

Pistorius, where large crowds gather to get a glimpse of the athlete. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:46:53 PM 

Brian Williams Discusses Guy Marrying His Girl 

The Nightly News anchor stopped by "Late Night" and opened up about the marriage plans of his daughter 

Allison, star of HBO’s "Girls." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 4:46:56 PM 

Splat! Lawyer Throws Ink at Tycoon Accused of Fraud 

An assailant hurled black ink at an Indian tycoon accused of multibillion-dollar fraud, shouting "he has cheated and 

robbed us" outside the country’s highest court Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 5:17:56 PM 

Kerry in Kiev: ’Nothing Strong’ About How Russia Is Acting 

Secretary of State John Kerry traveled to Ukraine on Tuesday and condemned Russia’s use of "aggression and 

intimidation as a first resort" in its takeover of the Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 5:18:01 PM 

Obama Reasserts Russia’s Move Violated International Laws 

President Barack Obama said Russia’s incursion into Ukraine is not a "sign of strength," but rather a miscalculation that 

risks pushing former Soviet bloc nations further from Moscow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 5:18:03 PM 

’Real Housewives’ Stars Plead Guilty to Fraud 

"Real Housewives of New Jersey" stars Teresa and Joe Giudice pleaded guilty to bankruptcy fraud, wire fraud, 

and failing to pay taxes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 5:18:04 PM 

Ballerinas Strike a Pose Against ’Concrete Jungle’ 

When New York City-based photographer Dane Shitagi first started taking pictures of ballerinas :14 years ago, 

the backdrop was quite a bit different than the one he uses today. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vilma Anusaite and F, Brinley Bruton 

3/4/2014 5:18:07 PM 

U.S. Foreign Policy Like Running ’Experiments on Rats’: Putin 

Russian President Vladimir Putin broke his silence on the Ukraine crisis Tuesday and accused the U.S. of interfering in 

world affairs as if it were conducting experiments on lab rats."l think they sit there across the pond in the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 5:49:06 PM 

Obama: ’Strong belief’ Russia Violating International Law 

President Barack Obama said Russia’s incursion into Ukraine is not a "sign of strength," but rather a miscalculation that 

risks pushing former Soviet bloc nations further from Moscow. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/4/2014 6:04:41 PM 

Facebook to Buy Drone Company Titan Aerospace for $60 Million 

The next step on Facebook’s path to Internet-connecting the entire globe is a high-tech one: buying up drones.Facebook 

is slated to buy New Mexico-based drone maker Titan Aerospace for about $60 million, a source confirmed to CNBC on 

Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 6:35:43 PM 

Super (Model) Market: Chanel Transforms Runway to Grocery Aisle 

Most designers try to make consumers dream at their fashion shows, but Karl Lagerfeld sought to bring them back into 

real life by presenting his latest collection in a spoof Chanel supermarket. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

3/4/2014 6:51:16 PM 

New Orleans Shivers in One of Coldest Mardi Gras Ever 

Not only is it raining on their parade, but it’s darn cold, too.Mardi Gras revelers in New Orleans -- accustomed to balmy 

weather for their big annual celebration -- spent Tuesday bundled up under their costumes as the mercury hovered in 

the high 30s. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tanya Mohn 

3/4/2014 6:51:22 PM 

Permanent Vacation: Digital Nomads Work From the Road 

It’s the dream of many a desk jockey: explore exotic locales around the world -- without quitting your day job. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

3/4/2014 7:06:56 PM 

Putin’s Body Language Betrayed Anxiety, Aggression 

Vladimir Putin tried to sound reasonable and in control as he addressed the Ukrainian crisis during his news conference 

Tuesday -- but his lip-licking and furrowed brow betrayed a mix of aggression and nervousness, body-language experts 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/4/2014 7:53:40 PM 

Digi-Ransoms: Meetup.com Latest in Long History of Cyber Hostages 

Want your website back? It will cost you.Meetup.com, a website with nearly 16 million users, was shut down for four 

days after hackers launched multiple DDoS attacks against it. It would all stop, the hackers wrote, if Meetup’s leadership 

would pay a ransom.Their demands? A measly $300. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 7:53:42 PM 

Bill Neely: How Far Into Ukraine Will Russian Troops Go? 

Russian President Vladimir Putin has reserved the right to move his army deeper into Ukraine. NBC News’ Bill 

Neely looks at just how far Russian troops may advance into the Ukraine as tension in the area remains high. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Carrie Dann 

3/4/2014 8:09:10 PM 

White House Weighs Limited Options for Ukraine 

The White House continues to weigh its options to address Russian intervention in Ukraine and it’s not clear that any of 

them are good. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

3/4/2014 8:40:13 PM 

Bunch of Bullion: Dealer Says Gold Coin Hoard Not From Heist 

The rare coin expert who is helping a California couple sell $10 million in gold pieces they dug up said Tuesday that there 

is no way the mother lode came from a 1900 heist at the San Francisco Mint. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 8:40:15 PM 

Fat Tuesday: Carnival Celebrations Culminate on Mardi Gras 

Brazil’s Carnival maintains a frenetic pace as celebrations continue around the world on Fat Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 9:42:25 PM 

’Little Couple’ Star: ’1 Knew Something Was Wrong’ With Jen 

In an exclusive clip that TLC is sharing with TODAY, the family is happy when they land in Mumbai to meet 

their new little girl, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

3/4/2014 9:58:04 PM 

Crimea Chess Match: Three Ways the Ukraine Standoff Could End 

It’s a tense moment in Ukraine to say the least: The United States is demanding that Russia start behaving responsibly. 

President Vladimir Putin is reserving the right to use force. Meanwhile Ukrainians are watching and wondering whether 

their country will be torn apart. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

3/4/2014 9:58:07 PM 

PTSD Before It Had a Name: Vietnam Vets Sue DOD 

A class-action lawsuit by Vietnam vets asks the Pentagon to reverse less-than-honorable discharges, due to 

PTSD symptoms suffered after combat, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 10:44:41 PM 

Kerry to Andrea Mitchell: Putin ’Really Denied There Were Troops?’ 

Respondinl~ to a question from NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell, Secretary of State John Kerry expressed surprise 

at Putin’s earlier claims about Ukraine: "He really denied there were troops in Crimea?" 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 11:00:20 PM 

Fluffy Friends: Disabled Dog and Rescue Chicken Bond 

Why did the chicken cross the road? Perhaps to get to her best friend, a disabled Chihuahua. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/4/2014 11:31:22 PM 

Facebook Could Be First Private Company to Hire Beat Cop 

Facebook is poised to become the first private company in the country to bankroll a full-time beat cop. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 1:50:43 AM 

Witness: Prosecutor in Army Sex Assault Case Wanted Char~;es Dropped 

FORT BRAGG, N.C. -- About a month before a U.S. Army general’s trial on sexual assault charges, the lead prosecutor 

broke down in tears, appearing drunk and suicidal as he told a superior he didn’t think the closely watched case should 

go forward, according to testimony Tuesday.Lt. Col. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rehema Ellis 

3/5/2014 2:06:23 AM 

The Price of Giving Birth Rises Even Higher 

Find out what you can do to control the price you pay to have a child in the U.S. -- without sacrificing care. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello 

3/5/2014 2:37:28 AM 

Monstrous Winter Brings Record Flight Cancellations 

More than 80,000 flights have been cancelled this winter, as bitter cold, ice and snow continues in much of 

the nation. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

3/5/2014 2:37:29 AM 

Kerry Moved by Heroism of Kiev Protesters 

Secretary of State John Kerry showed support for Kiev Tuesday as a defiant Putin hit back at the U.S. for 

"meddling" in Ukrainian affairs, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 2:53:07 AM 

Call of the Wild: Models Tread Grassy Terrain 

A model presents a creation for the Alexander McQueen 2014/2015 Autumn/Winter ready-to-wear collection during 

Paris Fashion Week on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 3:08:38 AM 

Building Shaped Like Giant Teapot Unveiled in Chinese City 

Workers stand next to a building shaped like a clay teapot in the Chinese city of Wuxi. The building, which is still under 

construction, will house a cultural exhibition hall when it is completed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peter Alexander and Jeff Black 

3/5/2014 3:55:15 AM 

Obama Doesn’t View Putin as Irrational, Senior Official Says 

President Barack Obama does not view Russian President Vladimir Putin as irrational -- as some commentators have 

suggested -- and expects to speak with him on the phone in the coming days in an effort to resolve the Ukraine crisis, a 

senior administration official said Tuesday evening. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 4:10:49 AM 

Edward Snowden to Speak at SXSW Festival 

U.S. intelligence leaker Edward Snowden will speak at SXSW, a leading media, technology and music festival in Austin, 

Texas next week, organizers said Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson and Henry Austin 

3/5/2014 4:10:50 AM 

Big Chill: Arctic Cold Encases East, South in Ice 

A "super cold" blast locked much of the country in ice Tuesday, stranding thousands of motorists, canceling some Mardi 

Gras festivities and collapsing the roof of a Kentucky store.The latest arctic weather system to hit the winter-weary 

eastern U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/5/2014 5:43:34 AM 

Porn Dethroned as Top Source of Mobile Malware 

Pornography is no longer the leading source of malware on mobile devices, according to a new study.The non-honor 

now goes to Web-based ads, according to Blue Coat, a security firm that analyzed data from more than 75 million global 

users for a report it released Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 7:16:22 AM 

Breathless: Models Go Vacuum-Packed for Fashion 

A model presents a creation for the Iris van Herpen Fall/Winter 2014-2015 women’s ready-to-wear collection during 

Paris Fashion Week on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 7:31:56 AM 

Must-See Video: Olympic Hero T.J. Oshie Nets Backhanded Goal 

After falling behind 2-0, St. Louis scored four unanswered goals -- including T.J. Oshie’s dazzling effort to tie 

the game. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 7:31:57 AM 

No. 7 Syracuse Falls to Georgia Tech in Stunning Home Loss 

It went from bad to worse on Tuesday night for Syracuse as the No. 7 Orange fell at the Carrier Dome on 

Senior Night 67-62 to Georgia Tech in an ACC contest. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 8:18:09 AM 

Dwight Howard, Houston Cool Off LeBron James and Beat the Heat 

Miami was on the second night of a back-to-back and it showed at points. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 9:04:43 AM 

Oscar Pistorius Murder Trial Witness Gets Threatening Phone Call 

%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 
O O O O O O O O O "~ O partner=~22tweetdeck~22~3E ~3Cp~3EAt~20~3Ca ~20href=~22https://twitter.com/search. q=~2523OscarTrial&src 

=hash%22%3 E#~scarTria~%3C/a%3E~%2~Char~%2~J~hns~n~%2~third%2~witness~%2~returns%2~t~%2~the%2~witness% 

20stand. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem and Jim Miklaszewski 

3/5/2014 9:04:43 AM 

Russia’s Test-Firing of ICBM Planned, But ’Suspicious’ 

Russia said it test-fired an Intercontinental Ballistic Missile on Tuesday, a planned event that timing of which was still 

called into question by United States officials because of the ongoing Ukraine crisis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 9:04:44 AM 

Suburban Blast Destroys 10 Homes in New Jersery, Kills Woman 

"It felt like a bomb," resident of nearby complex says. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 9:20:19 AM 

Suburban Blast Destroys 10 Homes in New Jersey, Kills Woman 

"It felt like a bomb," resident of nearby complex says. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 9:35:50 AM 

Russia Eyes Two More Intercontinental Missile Tests This Month 

Russia is planning to test-fire two more intercontinental ballistic missiles later this month, a move that could raise 

regional tensions after a similar launch on Tuesday.Moscow submitted requests for three tests to the government of 

neighboring Kazakhstan on Feb. 19, which were approved on Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 9:51:24 AM 

Geor~;e P, Bush Wins GOP Primary for Texas Land Commissioner 

The 37-year-old’s father is former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush and his grandfather and uncle are former Presidents 

George H.W, and George W. Bush. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Daniel Arkin 

3/5/2014 10:37:48 AM 

Ukraine Crisis: What You Need to Know Now 

The crisis in Ukraine has recently unfurled at a breakneck pace, swinging wildly between disorder and diplomacy.What 

started as small protests became a nationwide movement -- and then a violent crackdown. Bloodshed gave way to 

bureaucracy in central Kiev. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 10:37:50 AM 

Gender-Bending Photos Imagine Dads Breast-Feeding Their Babies 

When Hector Cruz’s wife had trouble breast-feeding their newborn, he wasn’t sure how to help. Now he’s 

trying to start a conversation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 11:39:57 AM 

Russia’s Lavrov Warns West that Ousting Leaders is ’Contagious’ 

The West’s support for protesters who ousted Ukraine’s president sets a bad example around the world, Russia’s foreign 

minister said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 11:55:33 AM 

Yosemite Outsmarts its Food-Stealing Bears 

Remembering to lock up everything from baby wipes to bratwurst may be irksome for Yosemite National Park visitors, 

but a new study finds the park’s stringent food storage rules slashed the amount of human food eaten by black bears by 

63 percent. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 12:11:08 PM 

Man Behind Freddy’s Ribs on ’House of Cards’ Talks Sad Plot Twist 

After a season of shockers and plenty of collateral damal~e,the future is unclear for Freddy Hayes (Reg E. 

Cathey) on "House of Cards." 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 12:11:11 PM 

Oscar Pistorius Apologized After Firing Gun at Restaurant: Boxer 

%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

partner=%22tweetdeck%22%3E%3Cp%3E Boxer%20Kevin%20Lerena%20is%20next%20to%20~ive%20evidence%3C/p%3 

E-Rohit%20Kachroo%20(@ RohitKachroolTV)%20%3Ca%20href=%22https://twitter. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 12:26:42 PM 

Ukrainian Missile Defense Battalions Seized: Report 

Pro-Russian forces seized two Ukrainian missile defense battalions in the Crimea region on Wednesday, according to a 

report.NBC News was unable to immediately to confirm the report. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/5/2014 12:26:45 PM 

Walk Inside Seinfeld’s Apartment, Courtesy of Oculus Rift 

Watching re-runs of "Seinfeld" not enough for you? Then take a digital trip into Jerry’s apartment with Oculus Rift.The 

virtual reality headset isn’t on sale to the general public yet. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 12:57:58 PM 

Worse Than Vesuvius? How Humans Are Destroying Ancient Pompeii 

The iconic Roman city is crumbling despite millions pledged to preserve it. Will neglect and mismanagement 

prove more destructive than Mount Vesuvius? NBC News’ Claudio Lavanga reports, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 1:44:35 PM 

Report: Hillary Clinton Says Putin Behaving Like Adolf Hitler 

Hillary Rodham Clinton reportedly compared Russian President Vladimir Putin’s incursion into Ukraine to the behavior of 

Adolf Hitler.Clinton, the former secretary of state and a potential presidential candidate in 2016, made the remarks at a 

private fundraiser Tuesday night in Long Beach, Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 2:31:24 PM 

Judge Denies Teen’s Attempt to Sue Parents for Money 

A high school student suing her parents for living and school tuition costs has lost her first round in court. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

3/5/2014 3:17:58 PM 

Fireworks on Capitol Hill After Former IRS Official Won’t Testify 

A tense scene ensued on Capitol Hill on Wednesday after a former IRS official targeted by Republicans in an investigation 

into the agency’s targeting of conservative groups refused to testify before a House committee. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

3/5/2014 3:18:00 PM 

First Thoughts: Establishment Holds in Texas, but Tea Party Yanks Party Right 

If the GOP establishment largely won the battle last night, the Tea Party has already won the war. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eamon Javers 

3/5/2014 4:20:00 PM 

Stealth Players: Who’s on Putin’s American Payroll? 

In Washington, Vladimir Putin’s Russian government has all the usual tools of statecraft at its disposal--an enormous 

embassy compound on Wisconsin Avenue, a stately Beaux-Arts ambassador’s residence on 16th Street, and even a 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Twitter account. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 4:51:02 PM 

Oprah Scolds Lindsay Lohan in New Reality Series 

When Lindsay Lohan emerged from rehab last year, Oprah Winfrey took her under wing, and the pair planned 

a documentary series in which Winfrey’s OWN crew would capture Lohan’s road to recovery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 5:06:37 PM 

Physicist Believes Evolution was Inevitable 

Professor Jeremy England believes that the laws of physics could explain how evolution began, and why life on 

earth was all but inevitable, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 5:06:39 PM 

Residents Jump to Safety in Detroit Apartment Complex Fire 

A fast-moving fire devastated a Detroit apartment complex early Wednesday, sending frantic residents leaping from 

windows and at least four people to the hospital, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 5:22:08 PM 

Three Children Pulled to Safety After Woman Drives Van Into Ocean 

A woman who drove her minivan into the ocean in Florida, endangering her three children until rescuers charged into 

the water and pulled them to safety, was undergoing a mental health evaluation Wednesday, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

3/5/2014 5:37:38 PM 

Second Baby Gets Early AIDS ’Cure’ 

A second newborn baby born infected with the AIDS virus has been given a promising but controversial treatment that 

researchers hope, but don’t dare to say, may provide a working "cure" for the virus. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 5:53:12 PM 

All Sides Responsible for Atrocities in Syria: U.N. 

All sides in Syria’s civil war are using shelling and siege tactics to punish and starve civilians and big powers bear 

responsibility for allowing such war crimes to persist, U.N. human rights investigators said on Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 6:08:45 PM 

Target Executive Resigns After Credit Card Data Breach 

A senior executive at Target has resigned following the massive credit card data breach at the retail giant.Chief 

Information Officer Beth Jacob, who had been in the post since 2008, stepped down effective Wednesday, the company 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 6:55:10 PM 

World’s Oldest Person ’Kind of Happy’ to Turn 116 

Misao Okawa, a Japanese woman believed to be the world’s oldest person, turned 116 on Wednesday and celebrated by 

tucking into a white cake decorated with strawberries and candles.She credits a healthy appetite and getting plenty of 

rest for her longevity. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 6:55:14 PM 

Apps I Live By: Gretchen Rubin 

Gretchen Rubin’s wildly popular book "The Happiness Project" has been translated into more than 30 languages and 

spent more than two years on the New York Times bestseller list; her follow-up, "Happier at Home," also became a 

bestseller. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 7:10:44 PM 

George Lopez Gets Second Act With ’Saint George’ 

George Lopez returns to TV with a new sitcom, "Saint George," for FX. The comedian will draw from his life as 

a divorced father for the show. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 7:41:46 PM 

SAT Dumps Essay, Promises ’More Opportunities’ 

The College Board is making far-reaching changes to the SAT exam that it says will help close the test’s socioeconomic 

gap among college aspirants. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 7:57:21 PM 

Location, Location: Designers Show Collections in Dreamy Spaces 

A model walks the runway during the Alexander McQueen show, above, as part of the Paris Fashion Week Womenswear 

Fall/Winter 2014-2015 on March 4, 2014, in Paris, France. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 7:57:23 PM 

Massive Detroit Fire Leaves Dozens Without Homes 

A fireman walks away from an apartment building after it was destroyed by a four-alarm blaze on Detroit’s west side 

early Wednesday. There were no immediate reports of any deaths caused by the fire at the Jason Manor Apartments, 

which broke out at about 6 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 8:28:29 PM 

Caged Journalists Appear in Cairo Court for Trial 

Egypt’s state news agency says that the trial of three AI-Jazeera English journalists and 17 other defendants on terrorism 

charges has been adjourned until March 24. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 8:44:02 PM 

What’s Holding Back the Economy? Fed Says the Weather 

It’s official: The series of winter storms that have plagued the nation since December and have even lifted our level of 

misery, also acted like a drag on the economy in many regions of the U.S., a Federal Reserve survey showed Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 8:44:05 PM 

Three Kids Pulled to Safety After Pregnant Mom Drives Into Ocean 

A pregnant woman who drove her minivan into the ocean in Florida, endangering her three children until rescuers 

charged into the water and pulled them to safety, was undergoing a mental health evaluation Wednesday, authorities 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 8:59:35 PM 

Kerry Says Russia and Ukraine Willing to Keep Talking 

Secretary of State John Kerry met Wednesday with his counterparts from Russia and Ukraine and said that everyone 

agreed it was important to resolve the crisis in Ukraine through dialogue. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 8:59:38 PM 

U.S. Knew of Russian Moves in Crimea Before Incursion 

Several 11-76 military cargo planes flew an undetermined number of forces into Crimea late last week, 

according to the officials. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 8:59:43 PM 

All in a Gene: Secrets of Lookalike Butterflies Revealed 

To fool predators, some butterflies create wing color patterns that make them resemble their unpalatable cousins. Only 

recently have scientists been unraveling how they do that, and now researchers have identified the gene that does the 

trick for an Asian swallowtail. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jessica Golden 

3/5/2014 9:30:47 PM 

NFL Boot Camp: Players Learning the Business of Business 

NFL players earn an average of $1.9 million a year, but they are notorious for getting into serious financial trouble after 

they retire. Now the league is trying to help them handle life beyond the gridiron. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

3/5/2014 10:17:30 PM 

Two Reports Point to Possible Future AIDS ’Cure’ 

Two studies released Wednesday point to separate ways to manage the deadly and incurable AIDS virus -- not a 

complete cure, but perhaps a way to save patients decades of having to take multiple pills every single day. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 10:17:33 PM 

Conan O’Brien to Host MTV Movie Awards 

Conan O’Brien will host the MTV Movie Awards next month, and of course, the comedian and talk-show host had to joke 

about the cheeky ceremony. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/5/2014 10:17:35 PM 

Winklevoss Twins Book SpaceShipTwo Trip With Bitcoin 

Cameron and Tyler Winklevoss, bitcoin investors and villains of "The Social Network," have signed on to be the 700th 

and 701st passengers on Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo rocket plane. And in keeping with their evangelism for the 

virtual currency, the twins paid their fare in bitcoins. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

3/5/2014 10:17:37 PM 

Feds Offer Two-Year Obamacare Delay for Some 

People with health insurance the government considers substandard may keep the policies for another two years, the 

Obama administration said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 10:33:10 PM 

She Wore What? Bizarre Style on Paris Runways 

From poofy gowns to puzzling hats, take a look at our favorite designs from the ready-to-wear collections. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/5/2014 11:04:11 PM 

Washington State Issues First Legal Pot Business License 

Washington issued its first legal marijuana business license Wednesday, launching a new phase in the state’s ambitious 

effort to regulate a market that has been illegal for more than 75 years. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

3/5/2014 11:35:14 PM 

Hillary Clinton Calls Putin ’A Tough Guy With Thin Skin’ 

Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on Wednesday called Russian President Vladimir Putin a "tough guy with a thin 

skin" and said he is "squandering the potential" of Russia with his aggressive posture in Ukraine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 12:52:37 AM 

Debunked: Cheeseburger as bad as smoking 

Report that protein raises risk of dying of cancer in middle age isn’t based on a cause-and-effect relationship. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 12:52:40 AM 

Note Left for Female Pilot: Cockpit ’No Place for a Woman’ 

It turns out that some still aren’t ready for women to fly planes, as a sexist note left by a passenl~er for the 

female pilot of his flil~ht revealed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

3/6/2014 2:09:31 AM 

Amid Ukraine Crisis, Senators Eye State Defense Interests 

Despite the attention focused on Ukraine, Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel’s testimony Wednesday before the Senate 

Armed Services Committee was remarkable for another reason: it showed how lawmakers remain focused on bread- 

and-butter budget concerns even in times of international crisis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 2:09:35 AM 

Henry Kissinger Weighs in on Ukraine Crisis 

Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger says Ukraine’s fate should not be a choice between the East and the 

West but rather a "bridl~e between them." 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anne Thompson 

3/6/2014 3:26:50 AM 

Church Sex Abuse Survivors Criticize Pope 

On Ash Wednesday, Pope Francis’ strong words - printed in Italy’s largest newspaper -- caught some 

parishioners by surprise. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 4:13:26 AM 

’Russia Today’ Anchor Quits On Air Over Putin ’Whitewash’ 

An anchor with the U.S. network RT -- or "Russia Today" -- dramatically quit on the air Wednesday afternoon, saying 

the Kremlin-funded outlet "whitewashes" the actions of Russian President Vladimir Putin.Liz Wahl, who works out of the 

network’s Washington, D.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 4:13:29 AM 

Australian Held in North Korea: They Interrogated Me Daily 

An Australian missionary, detained for two weeks in North Korea for spreading Christianity, said he was interrogated 

four hours a day and kept under constant guard. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 4:13:35 AM 

U.S. Spy Agencies Deny Failure on Crimea Seizure 

United States spy agencies late Wednesday denied intelligence failures stemming from Russia’s military incursion into 

the Crimean peninsula.ln a Senate hearing early Wednesday, Sen. John McCain assailed Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel 

for what he called a "massive failure" by U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 5:00:09 AM 

Wake Forest Upsets No. 4 Duke 

Wake Forest has made a habit of giving top teams in the ACC a tough time in Winston-Salem, and that was no 

different for No. 4 Duke on Wednesday night, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 5:00:12 AM 

Canadiens Prospect Bozon Hospitalized for Meningitis 

Tim Bozon, a Montreal Canadiens prospect and star in the Western Hockey League, is in critical condition after 

being diagnosed with meningitis, the league stated in a release Wednesday, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 5:31:17 AM 

E.U. Freezes Assets of Ex-Ukrainian President Yanukovych, Son 

Ousted Ukrainian President Viktor ¥anukovych and his son are among 18 people whose assets have been frozen by the 

European Union for allegedly embezzling government funds, the 28-member bloc revealed in its official journal on 

Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

3/6/2014 8:22:06 AM 

Suspect Charged With Murder Over Missing Student Holly Lynn Bobo 

A Tennessee man was charged Wednesday with kidnapping and killing a 20-year-old nursing student almost three years 

after she disappeared without a trace. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 9:24:17 AM 

Must-See Video: Big Hit Triggers Big Brawl as Flyers Battle Caps 

It didn’t even take a full period for the Flyers and Capitals to go after each other, sparking a brawl that resulted 

in three ejections. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 9:24:20 AM 

Mom Arrested After Toddlers Found Wandering Alone in Los Angeles 

Two good Samaritans found the "hungry" and "filthy" 3-year-old and 2-year-old boys wandering in South Los 

Angeles. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 9:39:56 AM 

Cockpit Smoke Sparks American Eagle Flight’s Emergency Landing 

The airline said the landing was done out of an abundance of caution and that there were no reports of 
injuries. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erika L. S~nchez 

3/6/2014 10:11:04 AM 

AII-Latina Theater Troupe Makes Art of Identity 

Alexandra Meda, executive director and ensemble member of Teatro Luna, Chicago’s first and only alI-Latina theater 

group, says she was always encouraged to be involved in theater. Though her family was not wealthy, her mother, an 

arts lover, always found a way to have her in acting classes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 10:11:06 AM 

Moscow Set to ’Simplify’ Citizenship for Russian Speakers 

MOSCOW - Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said Moscow was simplifying procedures for native Russian speakers who 

have lived in Russia or the former Soviet Union to gain Russian citizenship. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 10:42:08 AM 

Male Screams Sounded ’Embarrassed’: Oscar Pistorius Neighbor 

PRETORIA, South Africa -- A neighbor of Oscar Pistorius returned to the stand Thursday after retrieving notes made after 

the Olympian fatally shot his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp.Charl Johnson lives around 193 yards from the double- 

amputee sprinter’s home. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Fazul Rahim and Henry Austin 

3/6/2014 10:42:10 AM 

Five Afghan Soldiers Killed in U.S.-Led Coaltion Airstrike 

KABUL-- Five Afghan soldiers were killed in a NATO airstrike in Afghanistan’s eastern province of Logar on Thursday, 

Afghan officials and the coalition said.The U.S.-led forces said the incident was an accident. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

3/6/2014 10:57:46 AM 

Suspect Charged with Killing Missing Nursing Student Holly Bobo 

Country music star Whitney Duncan’s cousin Holly Bobo was kidnapped and killed shortly after she vanished without a 

trace three years ago, cops alleged as they charged a man with her murder on Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 11:28:54 AM 

Crimean Parliament Votes to Join Russia, Sets Referendum Date 

Crimea’s parliament voted to join Russia on Thursday and its Moscow-backed government set a referendum within 10 

days on the decision in a dramatic escalation of the crisis over the Ukrainian Black Sea peninsula. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 11:28:56 AM 

’Resurrection’ Star Not Alone in Seeing Dead People All Over TV 

"That 70’s Show" star Kurtwood Smith returns to TV on ABC’s "Resurrection," a thought-provoking drama 

about people who return from the dead. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F, Brinley Bruton 

3/6/2014 12:00:08 PM 

What Invasion? Russian Denials on Crimea Triggers War of Words 

As pro-Russian forces consolidate their control of Ukraine’s Crimea, occupying and surrounding military bases and a key 

ferry terminal, a war of words has broken out over Moscow’s denials that their military was involved. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Courtney Kube 

3/6/2014 12:15:45 PM 

U.S. Navy Destroyer Heads for Waters Near Ukraine for Exercise 

Editor’s note: Due to an editing error, an earlier version of this story incorrectly stated that the U.S.S. Truxtun had 

entered the Black Sea.WASHINGTON -- A U.S. Navy destroyer was en route to the Black Sea on Thursday - but it had 

nothing to do with tension in Ukraine, Pentagon officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 12:46:47 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Thursday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Thursday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 1:02:19 PM 

How Does Touchscreen Technology Work? 

Touchscreen technology has been around since the 1970s. But how exactly does it work? Touchscreens work 

by using the human finger as an electrical conduit - the phone doesn’t even know it’s your finger -just that it’s 

something that can carry a current. Lauren Goode explains. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erika L. S~nchez 

3/6/2014 1:17:57 PM 

Latina Theater Troupe Makes Art of Identity 

Alexandra Meda, executive director and ensemble member of Teatro Luna, Chicago’s first and only alI-Latina theater 

group, says she was always encouraged to be involved in theater. Though her family was not wealthy, her mother, an 

arts lover, always found a way to have her in acting classes. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 1:17:59 PM 

Reluctant Father: I Didn’t Love My Baby At First 

When his baby arrived, Phillip Toledano didn’t feel the surge of love everyone told him to expect. He’s relieved 

to discover he’s not alone. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 1:18:00 PM 

GM Faces Tough Questions About Recall 

The National Highway Traffic Administration is ordering General Motors to provide answers on why it took so 

long to recall more than a million cars, even after more than a dozen people were killed, NBC’s Tom Costello 

reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 1:33:38 PM 

Brooklyn Rabbi Accused of Distributing Child Porn 

"There’s not one grain of truth in this alleged situation," friend says. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 2:20:11 PM 

III. Family Accused of Selling ~4.2M Worth of Shoplifted Goods 

A criminal complaint claims the Bogdanovs had swiped American Girl dolls, Furby robotic toys and baby goods 

as part of their decade-long plot. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 2:20:12 PM 

Oscars’ It Girl, Lupita Nyong’o: Where She Goes From Here 

Nyong’o captured our hearts, so it’s no surprise we want more from the talented It Girl, but right now, there’s 

not much more on the way. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 2:20:14 PM 

Take a 360-Degree Tour From NYC’s 1 World Trade Center 

In a new website feature, Time magazine provides a breathtaking, panoramic view of New York City. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

3/6/2014 2:35:46 PM 

Fighter Pilot Launches Viral ’Selfie’ 

A Danish fighter pilot has gone viral with a ’selfie’ taken at the moment he fired an air-to-air missile.Thomas Kristensen is 

one of the Royal Danish Air Force’s most experienced F-16 Fighting Falcon pilots, having completed missions over 

Afghanistan, the Balkans and Libya. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

3/6/2014 2:51:20 PM 

First Thoughts: Christie Brings Blue-State Message to CPAC 

Christie at CPAC: What a difference a year makes... How does he get received? (The governor speaks at 11:45 am.)... 

Rand Paul as Howard Dean?... Clinton walks back the Putin-Hitler comparison... And the health-care debate heats up 

again. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

3/6/2014 3:22:13 PM 

First Thoughts: Christie Brings Blue-State Message to CPAC 

Christie at CPAC: What a difference a year makes... How does he get received? (The governor speaks at 11:45 am.)... 

Rand Paul as Howard Dean?... Clinton walks back the Putin-Hitler comparison... And the health-care debate heats up 

again. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

3/6/2014 3:22:14 PM 

Extreme ’Selfie’: Fighter Pilot Snaps Epic Action Shot 

A Danish fighter pilot has gone viral with a ’selfie’ taken at the moment he fired an air-to-air missile.Thomas Kristensen is 

one of the Royal Danish Air Force’s most experienced F-16 Fighting Falcon pilots, having completed missions over 

Afghanistan, the Balkans and Libya. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 3:22:14 PM 

One Year Later: Venezuela Without Chavez 

One year after the death of President Hugo Chavez, Venezuelans are facing rapid inflation, violent protests 

and a crisis of confidence in the government. Now This News looks at life in the South American nation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 3:22:15 PM 

Spot the Difference: Dogs and Owners Share Style at Crufts 

Photographers focus on the similarities and the differences between dogs and their owners on the opening day of Crufts 

dog event in Birmingham, England. In the photo above, a woman sits with a Great Dane during the first day of the show 

on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 3:22:16 PM 

Head of Russian-Funded Network Says Anchor Quit as a Stunt 

The top editor at Russia Today, a Kremlin-funded cable network that airs in the United States, said Thursday that an 

anchor who quit live on the air was engaging in a "self-promotional stunt. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 3:22:16 PM 

Atheists Appeal Ruling in World Trade Center Cross Fight 

Is it a religious symbol or piece of history? A controversy over a cross-shaped steel beam found in the World 

Trade Center rubble continues to rage. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 3:22:17 PM 

GM Faces Tough Questions Over Deadly Recall 

The National Highway Traffic Administration is ordering General Motors to provide answers on why it took so 

long to recall more than a million cars, even after more than a dozen people were killed. NBC’s Tom Costello 

reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 3:37:48 PM 

Oscar Pistorius Cried, Prayed After Shooting Girlfriend: Witness 

PRETORIA, South Africa -- Oscar Pistorius wept, prayed and tried to help his girlfriend breathe by holding two fingers in 

her clenched mouth after shooting her, one of the Olympic runner’s neighbors testified Thursday."l shot her. I thought 

she was a burglar. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

3/6/2014 3:53:23 PM 

’Our Mom Is Trying to Kill Us!’: Hero Recounts Ocean Rescue 

"Help us -- our mom is trying to kill us!" a young child screamed as a pregnant woman drove her minivan -- with three 

young children inside -- into the ocean in Florida, a trucker who waded into the frigid Atlantic waters to rescue them 

said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/6/2014 4:08:58 PM 

Meet Lammily, the Crowd-Funded ’Realistic’ Alternative to Barbie 

Don’t want to be a Barbie girl?Last year, artist Nickolay Lamm created an alternative: a doll with a body based on the 

average measurements of a 19-year-old American woman, taken from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). The 3-D 

model he posted online soon went viral. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Vilma Anusaite and Henry Austin 

3/6/2014 4:09:02 PM 

Prince Harry: We Stole American Warrior Games Idea 

LONDON -- Prince Harry joked Thursday that a Paralympic-style sporting championship for injured servicemen and 

women known as the Warrior Games was "such a good idea by the Americans that it had to be stolen.""When I was in 

Washington in 2012 I met the small contingent of the U.K. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 4:24:31 PM 

Jeff Rossen: Pistorius a ’Broken Man’ 

NBC News’ Jeff Rossen reports from the Pretoria, South Africa, after an emotional day of graphic testimony in 

the Oscar Pistorius murder trial. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 4:24:32 PM 

Nell deGrasse Tyson Shares a Universe of Knowledge on ’Cosmos’ 

Astrophysicist Nell deGrasse Tyson explores the mysteries of the universe on his new series "Cosmos." 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 4:55:42 PM 

Pro-Russia Troops Surround Parliament in Ukraine’s Crimea 

Pro-Russian forces surrounded the parliament building in Ukraine’s Crimea on Thursday after lamwakers voted to join 

Russia and set a referendum within 10 days. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

3/6/2014 4:55:47 PM 

Senate to Vote on Military Sexual Assault Measures 

The Senate is set to vote Thursday afternoon on two proposals to curb sexual assault in the military.The measure from 

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand, D-N.Y., would remove consideration of sexual assault crimes from the military chain of 

command. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/6/2014 5:42:26 PM 

Bitcoin Creator Satoshi Nakamoto Found, Newsweek Says 

The long-sought creator of the buzzy digital currency Bitcoin could be a reclusive man living a quiet life in California, 

claims a new report in Newsweek. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 6:13:29 PM 

White House Imposes Tough New Sanctions 

As Russian forces threaten to increase their presence in Ukraine, the White House deploys new diplomatic 

tactics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 6:44:36 PM 

’Memory Wound’ To Honor Victims of Norway Massacre 

A memorial to the 77 people slain three years ago by a lone-wolf terrorist in Norway will cut right through the heart -- 

and straight through an island. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 6:44:39 PM 

’Why We Rescue’ Project Showcases Shelter Pups 

Sponsored by Purina ONE, Humphrey’s "Why We Rescue" project involves photos of rescued shelter animals in 

all 50 states along with audio interviews with the animals’ owners. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 7:00:10 PM 

Christie: GOP, Not Media, Must ’Define Who We Are’ 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie said Thursday that Republicans must have a proactive message that drowns out the 

media’s efforts to "define who we are. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 7:15:46 PM 

Interpol Reviewing ’Red Notice’ Request for Yanukovych’s Arrest 

Interpol is reviewing a request by Ukrainian authorities to arrest ousted President Viktor Yanukovych, the international 

police agency said Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 7:15:47 PM 

Monster Black Hole Spins at Half the Speed of Light 

For the first time, astronomers have directly measured how fast a black hole spins, clocking its rotation at nearly half the 

speed of light. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 8:18:03 PM 

10 Questions: Fmr. NATO Ambassador on What Comes Next in Ukraine 

As tensions grow between the United States and Russia over Ukraine’s Crimea region, former U.S. Ambassador to NATO 

and President of the Chicago Council on Global Affairs Ivo Daalder breaks down the accelerating situation and possible 

outcomes. David interviewed him Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

3/6/2014 9:04:28 PM 

Mandatory Flu Shots Kept Small Kids Out of Hospitals 

Connecticut’s new requirement that all kids in daycare get a flu shot every year appears to have kept many of those 

children out of the hospital during later flu seasons, researchers reported Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

F. Brinley Bruton 

3/6/2014 9:19:54 PM 

Crimea Says It Wants to Secede From Ukraine. What’s Next? 

Crimea’s parliament voted to split from Ukraine and join Russia Thursday and its Moscow-backed government set a 

national referendum on the issue within 10 days.The decision is a dramatic escalation of the crisis over the Ukrainian 

Black Sea peninsula. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 9:19:56 PM 

Return of El Ni?o Could Bring Rain, Heat, Misery 

The infamous El Niffo weather pattern, which can trigger droughts and flooding in some regions, could make a comeback 

this year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/6/2014 9:35:28 PM 

Facebook Redesign Features Less Clutter, Bigger Photos 

Facebook is about to get a make-over. If you’re experiencing d~j~ vu, don’t worry; you are not imagining things.One year 

ago, Facebook announced a News Feed redesign. It promised "more vibrant" content and a "fresh new look." It turns 

out that users were not in love with it. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 10:06:31 PM 

The Week in Pictures: Feb. 27- March 6 

Dancing debutantes, caged journalists in court, a battered boat, storks on surveillance and more. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray 

3/6/2014 10:06:31 PM 

CPAC Split: Should GOP be Uncompromising or More Inclusive? 

The first day of the Conservative Political Action revealed a split among Republican leaders about their visions for the 

future of the party.Should the GOP be an uncompromisingly conservative party? Does it need to be more pragmatic and 

more inclusive? Or should winning be its only goal?Sen. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 10:06:40 PM 

Chilling Viral Video Shows War’s Impact on Kids 

Save the Children UK’s 94-second video -- posted on Wednesday and already nearing 5.5 million views -- 

shows how a young British girl sees her life transform from happy and ordinary to bleak and wrought with 

suffering over a short period of time after a war breaks out. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 11:23:36 PM 

Murder Charge OK’d Though Victim Didn’t Die for 13 Years 

A Texas man can be tried as an adult on murder charges -- even though he was only 13 at the time he allegedly set a 

young boy on fire in 1998, and the victim didn’t die until three years ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/6/2014 11:54:31 PM 

Kelly O’Donnell: CPAC Splits on Election Strategy 

Conservatives at CPAC have differing opinions on how to go about winning elections. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

3/6/2014 11:54:31 PM 

Is Russia Committing an Act of War? 

Does Russia’s military adventure in Ukraine amount to an act of war? And if not, what does the term mean?Several 

Western nations, including the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, have described Russia’s actions in Crimea 

as an act of aggression. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/7/2014 12:55:47 AM 

Not So Fast: Speed-Reading App Fails To Convince Experts 

A new Web app that promises vast increases in reading speed has been making the rounds in social media and tech 

news. But experts in the field say that the technique not only doesn’t work, it didn’t work when it was first proposed, 

either -- more than 40 years ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

3/7/2014 12:55:49 AM 

Family Thanks ’Brave Men’ Who Rescued Mom, Kids From Ocean 

The family of the pregnant woman who drove a minivan into the Atlantic Ocean -- with her three kids inside -- thanked 

"the brave men" Thursday who ran into the chilly Florida surf and saved all four of them.Ebony Wilkerson, 32, of Cross, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Courtney Kube 

3/7/2014 12:55:53 AM 

Army Sex Assault Prosecutor Suspended Over Alleged Assault 

An Army attorney tasked with prosecuting cases of sexual assault and abuse has been suspended from his duties after a 

woman he worked with accused him of groping her and trying to kiss her.Lt. Col. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 12:55:54 AM 

Playboy Must Pay S6 Million to Fired Whistleblower 

LOS ANGELES -- Playboy Enterprises must pay $6 million to a former accounting executive who was wrongfully 

terminated, a federal jury in California decided Wednesday, and may have to pay more when punitive damages are 

decided later this week.According to the suit filed in the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 3:16:07 AM 

Roller Coaster Builder Blames Six Flags for Woman’s Death 

The German manufacturer of the "Texas Giant" at the Six Flags in Arlington is blasting the amusement park. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 3:16:08 AM 

Kentucky Sues Crew of Ship That Collapsed Bridge 

Kentucky transportation officials are suing seven members of the crew of a cargo ship that struck and collapsed part of a 

bridge over the Tennessee River two years ago, causing millions in damage and diverting traffic for four months. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

3/7/2014 4:18:10 AM 

Possible New Leak at Hanford Nuclear Waste Site 

Just two days day after the Obama administration proposed to cut millions of dollars in funding to clean up the infamous 

Hanford nuclear site in Washington state, the Energy Department said Thursday that one of the location’s oldest storage 

tanks may have sprung another leak. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 4:18:13 AM 

Colorado Launches Campaign to Curb Stoned Driving 

DENVER -- Colorado is spending $I million on television ads making fun of marijuana users who space out during 

everyday tasks -- an effort to stop stoned driving. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:04:55 AM 

Get a Look at the Nation’s First Televised Marijuana Ads 

One company is lighting up the airwaves with ads to connect consumers with medical marijuana doctors. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:04:55 AM 

Alleged Bitcoin Creator: ’I’m Not Involved in Bitcoin’ 

Updated at 11:44 p.m. ET:Newsweek writer Leah McGrath Goodman told the AP that she stood by her story on Dorian S. 

Nakamoto, saying, "There was no confusion whatsoever about the context of our conversation -- and his 

acknowledgment of his involvement in Bitcoin. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:04:59 AM 

Slimy, Spiky and Slightly Unsightly: Strange-Looking Animals 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patti Domm 

3/7/2014 5:20:31 AM 

Friday’s Jobs Report for February: No Surprise if it’s Chilled 

February’s job gains were likely once more chilled by winter weather, and even March’s employment report could be 

slushy.Economists expect to see 150,000 non-farm payrolls added in February, when the government data is released on 

Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:20:32 AM 

’Johnny Football’ Signs Deal with Nike 

The Texas A&M quarterback’s abilities at the NFL level are unknown, but Nike seems to be betting he’ll 

perform well enough to be a star, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 7:08:51 AM 

Tony Hawk Believes Skateboarding; Will Be Added to Olympics 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/7/2014 7:08:52 AM 

Vine Bans 6-Second Porn: ’Not A Good Fit’ 

Six-second video-sharing app Vine has announced that porn is no longer welcome on its servers, calling it "not a good fit 

for our community," and has posted guidelines on just what is and isn’t "explicit sexual content. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 7:08:55 AM 

Isaiah Washington Will Help Send Off Sandra Oh on ’Grey’s Anatomy’ 

After seven years and a notorious exit, actor Isaiah Washington returns to "Grey’s Anatomy" to help say 

goodbye to Sandra Oh. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 7:09:01 AM 

Greek Protesters Clash With Riot Police 

Greek riot police used tear gas, pepper spray and batons in scuffles Thursday with anti-austerity protesters who took to 

the streets despite a partial ban on demonstrations in the capital during a visit by German President Joachim Gauck. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 7:24:32 AM 

The Beat Doesn’t Go on For Those Who Don’t Feel the Music 

A new study says some people derive no pleasure from listening to music and show no reaction to it. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 8:41:50 AM 

Bee Attack Kills Gardener in Front Yard 

Smoke from a permitted controlled burn may have disturbed a beehive in the area, police say. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 8:41:52 AM 

Blind Man Cheats Death as Train Passes Over Him 

Train operator saw the man headed for platform’s edge as he pulled into the station and sounded the horn to 

no avail. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 8:41:53 AM 

Blue Jays Eye Marcus Stroman, Drew Hutchinson for Rotation 

The Jays are toyinl~ with the idea of pushinl~ Marcus Stroman from Double-A to Toronto’s rotation. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 8:57:25 AM 

Nicole Kidman’s Accent Bothers Some in ’Grace of Monaco’ 

Grace Kelly was born in Philadelphia, and some think Aussie-raised Nicole Kidman’s accent in "Grace of 

Monaco" falls flat. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 9:44:03 AM 

Pistorius Judge Will ’Forcibly Remove’ Anyone Who ’Misbehaves’ 

61obalPost senior correspondent Erin Conway-Smith highlighted an ominous warning from the Oscar Pistorius murder 

trial’s judge on Friday.%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

partner=%22tweetdeck%22%3E%3Cp%3ECourt%20in%20session. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 10:00:14 AM 

Oscar Pistorius Kept Gun with Him ’All the Time’: Ex-Girlfriend 

Oscar Pistorius’ ex-i~irlfriend Samantha Taylor took the stand at the Olympian’s murder trial on Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 10:31:09 AM 

Oscar Pistorius Cheated on Me With Steenkamp: Ex-Girlfriend 

Oscar Pistorius’ ex-girlfriend Samantha Taylor told his murder trial Friday that they split up after the Olympian was 

unfaithful to her with the model he later fatally shot. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 11:02:07 AM 

Surgeon Frank Jobe, Savior of Major League Pitchers, Dies at 88 

Dr. Frank Jobe invented the elbow surgery that saved Tommy John’s career and revolutionized treatment for 

major-league pitchers. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto and Henry Austin 

3/7/2014 11:48:54 AM 

Japan’s ’Beethoven’ Mamoru Samuragochi Sorry For Deception 

TOKYO -- A supposedly deaf composer once lauded as Japan’s Beethoven apologized Friday after confessing that he 

could partially hear and that he did not write his music himself. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 12:19:56 PM 

Ukraine Paralympic Chief Says Will Quit Games if Russia Invades 

Ukraine’s Paralympic chief said his team would quit the Winter Paralympic Games if Russia invaded his home country, 

and that he hoped the competition would be able to spread peace instead. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 12:19:59 PM 

Colorado Avalanche Rookie Nathan MacKinnon Breaks Gretzky Record 

Rookie earns style points, as well, as point came as he set up Colorado’s overtime game-winner against the 

Red Wings. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 12:20:01 PM 

Jeff Rossen: ’Game Faces On’ at Oscar Pistorius’ Trial 

NBC News correspondent Jeff Rossen weighs in on the fifth day of Oscar Pistorius’ murder trial -- which included 

dramatic testimony from the Olympian’s former girlfriend Samantha Taylor:"When Samantha Taylor first took the stand, 

Oscar Pistorius was stoic. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 12:20:03 PM 

’Angry’ Oscar Pistorius Fired Shot Out of Sunroof: Ex-Girlfriend 

Samantha Taylor, who testified that she started dating Oscar Pistorius aged 17, also recounted an occasion when the 

Olympic sprinter fired a shot out of a car’s sunroof. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 1:06:42 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Friday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Friday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 1:22:13 PM 

Oops: Obama Flubs Aretha Franklin Hit ’Respect’ 

The president was paying tribute to the singer at the Women of Soul concert on Thursday night when he 

messed up the spelling of her iconic tune. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 1:22:14 PM 

Intruder Shooting Accused: It’s What I Had to Do 

A Long Island man who allegedly shot a backyard intruder insists he was acting in self-defense. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patrick J. Rizzo 

3/7/2014 1:53:16 PM 

Job Market Thaws a Bit in February 

The nation’s job market emerged from the winter chill in February when the economy created a larger-than-expected 

175,000 jobs, government data showed Friday.The acceleration in jobs growth could put to rest some of the fears of a 

slowdown in the economic recovery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 1:53:17 PM 

Lena Dunham: ’SNL’ ’Girls’ Spoof Is ’One of the Best Things’ Ever 

Dunham is a writer, producer and actress, but that’s not all. The "Girls" creator is also a "Saturday Night Live" 

superfan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 2:24:23 PM 

Happy 80th, Willard! 8 Facts About the TODAY Legend 

Willard Scott has been a part of TODAY for more than 30 years, but how well do you know the veteran 

weather reporter and birthday greeter? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 2:24:25 PM 

Frozen Falls: Ice Cascades Down Ocean Cliffs 

Like a frozen waterfall, a wall of ice more than 40 feet high stretches down to the high-tide line on Otter Cliffs 

overlooking the Atlantic Ocean, in this time-exposure photo made Thursday at Acadia National Park in Maine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray and Domenico Montanaro 

3/7/2014 2:39:58 PM 

Tea Party Still Winning GOP Debate 

Why the Tea Party is still winning; and why GOP incumbents are going to have to fight tooth and nail to hold 

on to their jobs. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 2:40:01 PM 

Base: Mishandled Grenade Was Likely Cause of Four Marine Deaths 

An explosion that killed four Marines at Camp Pendleton in California last year was probably caused when a grenade 

round was mishandled, the base said. Two Marines were relieved of duty after an investigation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 3:10:57 PM 

Only Pariah States Will Accept Crimea’s Referendum: Ukraine PM 

Ukraine’s new prime minister predicted that only a handful of pariah states would accept the results of a looming 

referendum in Crimea over whether to secede from the country and join Russia."lt is absolutely and entirely 

illegitimate," Arseniy Yatsenyuk told CNBC in an interview Friday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 3:10:59 PM 

Pistorius to Security Guard After Shooting: ’Everything Is Fine’ 

PRETORIA, South Africa - Around 10 minutes after fatally shooting his girlfriend through a locked toilet door, Oscar 

Pistorius told a security guard "everything is fine," his murder trial heard on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 3:11:01 PM 

Winter Storm Drops Messy Mix of Snow and Rain Across 5 States 

Winter’s wrath isn’t over for about 10 million people in the South and Mid-Atlantic getting walloped with up to 5 inches 

of snow, freezing rain and ice knocking out power to tens of thousands. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 3:26:32 PM 

Double Vision: NASA Enlists Kelly Twins for Space Study 

Identical twin astronauts Scott and Mark Kelly are participating in a unique NASA study. The goal: insights into 

what could happen to humans on a mission to Mars. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 3:57:22 PM 

All Aboard! Queen Mary 2 Takes Trip Around the World 

Captain Kevin Oprey takes time out from his round-the-world voyage for a unique portrait beneath the soaring hull of 

the Queen Mary 2 off the coast of Indonesia’s resort island of Bali last Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 4:43:53 PM 

Suspect in Holly Bobo Case Has History of Violence, Drugs 

The convicted felon suspected in the kidnapping and murder of Tennessee nursing student Holly Bobo has a lengthy rap 

sheet that includes shooting his mom in the knee and threatening his grandparents, according to court records. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 4:43:55 PM 

Japanese Beethoven Apologizes, Dons New Look 

A supposedly deaf composer once lauded as Japan’s Beethoven apologized on Friday after confessing that he could 

partially hear and that he did not write his music himself. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 4:43:56 PM 

Pee-wee Herman’s ’Big Adventure’ Bike Sells for $36K on eBay 

The retro beach cruiser that co-starred with Pee-wee Herman in the 1985 film "Pee-wee’s Big Adventure" has 

a new owner. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/7/2014 5:14:59 PM 

Bitcoin 101: Who Is Satoshi Nakamoto And Why Do People Care? 

Why is the press chasing a 64-year-old man named Dorian S. Nakamoto across Southern California?Because he could be 

the key to one of the biggest mysteries of the Internet Age and the creator of a virtual currency that, in total, is worth 

more than $7 billion. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:15:00 PM 

Woman Who Drove Kids Into Ocean Reported Rape Days Earlier 

The woman who authorities say drove a minivan into the Atlantic Ocean with her three children inside reported to 

police three days earlier that her husband raped her in a South Carolina hotel room. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:15:03 PM 

Massachusetts Outlaws ’Upskirt’ Photos After Court Ruling 

In a serious blow to Peeping Toms, Massachusetts has outlawed secretly taking photographs of "the sexual or other 

intimate parts" of people in public.Gov. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/7/2014 5:30:43 PM 

Desperately Seeking Satoshi: Bitcoin Creator Hunt Turns Bizarre 

One of the Internet’s strangest mysteries just got more bizarre. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:30:45 PM 

3-Year-Old’s Haircut Video Will Melt Your Heart 

In a video that has gone viral, a 3-year-old with Rapunzel-like locks shows that her princess power of 

compassion is best displayed when she gives up her beloved hair. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:46:18 PM 

Think Twice Before Haggling Over College Financial Aid 

Parents who play colleges off against each other over financial aid packages may help fuel a tuition cost arms 

race, experts say. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 5:46:19 PM 

’Unfathomable’: Billy Joel Cover Singer Tapped for Piano Man’s Band 

Mike DelGuidice has gone from singing Billy Joel tunes in a cover band to playing them live on stage with the 

man himself. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 6:48:01 PM 

Attempted Murder Charges Filed Against Mom Who Drove Kids Into Ocean 

The woman who drove her minivan into the Atlantic Ocean, endangering her three children until rescuers charged into 

the water to save them, has been charged with three counts of attempted first-degree murder, authorities in Florida 

said Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 7:03:36 PM 

Security Researchers Say ’Trula’ Spyware May Have Russian Origin 

A sophisticated piece of spyware has been quietly infecting hundreds of government computers across Europe and the 

United States in one of the most complex cyber espionage programs uncovered to date. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 7:50:08 PM 

Brick by Brick: Pakistan’s Women Strain to Pay Off Debt 

Women have limited opportunities in Pakistan’s highly traditional, patriarchal society. Khurshid Mumtaz, 25, a Pakistani 

brick factory worker, comforts her crying daughter Haima, 4, while posing for a picture at the site of her work in Mandra, 

near Rawalpindi, Pakistan. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 8:36:32 PM 

Accuser Says General in Sex Assault Case Threatened to Kill Her 

The woman said the officer threatened to kill her and her family if she ever told anyone. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 8:51:56 PM 

Pentagon Analyzed Putin’s Body Movements in the Past 

The Pentagon has studied and researched the "body movements" of Russian President Vladimir Putin twice over the 

past six years in an effort to predict his future decisions and actions, defense officials revealed Friday.The revelation 

came as U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 9:23:04 PM 

No. 2 Wichita State keeps on rolling, now 32-0 after beating Evansville 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 9:23:07 PM 

Tick Tock: U.S. Gears Up to Spring Ahead 

Dave LeMote wipes down a post clock at Electric Time Company, Inc. in Medfield, Mass. on Friday. The upcoming 

weekend brings spring daylight saving time, which officially starts on Sunday March 9 at 2 a.m. local time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 9:54:10 PM 

Why the Jobless Rate Isn’t What It Seems 

The unemployment number: it’s the mother of all economic barometers. But do Americans really know what 

it’s telling us and whether it’s giving us a complete picture of the labor market’s health? Watch this NBC News 

video and find out. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 9:54:13 PM 

Holy Smoke, Bullwinkle! Rocky and Friends Are Back 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

3/7/2014 10:25:16 PM 

It’s Cute, It’s Cuddly, It’s Sapping Your Willpower 

You’ve just scrolled through two dozen GIFs of cats jumping into boxes. Now, get ready to kiss your willpower goodbye. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 11:42:45 PM 

U.S. Warns Citizens Against Ukraine Travel 

The U.S. State Department on Friday warned U.S. citizens against non-essential travel to Ukraine, "particularly the 

Crimea Peninsula," because of the Russian occupation. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Courtney Kube and Jim Miklaszewski 

3/7/2014 11:42:46 PM 

Russians Have ’No Intention of Leaving’ Crimea, Official Says 

Nearly a week after Russian forces seized control of Crimea, a senior U.S. defense official told NBC News that the 

Russians have no intention of leaving the region. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 11:42:47 PM 

Google ’Pretty Sure’ Your Data Is Safe: Schmidt 

Google is "pretty sure" your data is safe, Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt said Friday at a panel discussion at South by 

Southwest Interactive.Google has upgraded the encryption process it uses to help keep people’s information secure, he 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/7/2014 11:42:47 PM 

Boeing Reports Wing Cracks on 787s in Production 

Boeing said Friday that "hairline cracks" had been discovered in the wings of 40 787 Dreamliner jets still in production, a 

condition that could delay deliveries of some jets but will not alter its guidance on deliveries for 2014.Boeing said wing- 

maker Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/7/2014 11:42:48 PM 

Celebrate Being Offline on ’National Day of Unplugging’ 

Could you use a break from the constant stream of tweets, texts, status updates and photos of someone’s lunch? 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/8/2014 12:59:52 AM 

Malaysia Airlines Loses Contact With Flight Carrying 239 

A Malaysia Airlines flight carrying 239 people has lost contact with air traffic control and was still missing two hours after 

it was supposed to have landed in Beijing, the airline said Saturday morning. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/8/2014 1:46:30 AM 

Has Radiation Entered Our Food Supply Chain? 

Scientists are testing kelp on the west coast to see if radiation from the Fukushima nuclear disaster has 

reached California. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/8/2014 1:46:31 AM 

WATCH LIVE: Harvard vs. Yale in NCAA Matchup 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ayman Mohyeldin 

3/8/2014 1:46:34 AM 

Prosecution Paints Pistorius as Trigger Happy, Temperamental 

Oscar Pistorius has shown a lot of emotion during the first week of his murder trial, but prosecutors say he has 

a darker, angrier side. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Gosk 

3/8/2014 1:46:37 AM 

Millennials by the Numbers 

This generation of young adults may be more politically independent than the ones before it and it’s also less 

religious. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/8/2014 1:46:39 AM 

The Queen Mary 2 as You’ve Never Seen 

It’s all about perspective in this image the ship’s captain showcased. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

3/8/2014 2:17:37 AM 

Malaysia Airlines Flight With 239 Aboard Goes Missing 

A Malaysia Airlines flight carrying 239 people has lost contact with air traffic control and was still missing hours after it 

was supposed to have landed in Beijing, the airline said Saturday morning. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/8/2014 2:17:38 AM 

Malaysia Airlines Reportedly Sought to Replace Older Jets 

Malaysia Airlines reportedly has been seeking to replace older aircraft such as the Boeing 777-200 that was reported 

missing early Saturday on a flight from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

3/8/2014 2:33:14 AM 

Boeing 777 Has Had Strong Safety Record 

The Malaysia Airlines flight carrying 239 people that lost contact with air traffic control Friday involved one of Boeing’s 

most popular planes with a strong safety record. 

View article,s. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

3/8/2014 2:33:15 AM 

FBI: Mariah Carey’s Husband, NFL Stars Victimized in NBA Scam 

Prosecutors charged a Los Angeles man with nearly a dozen felonies in connection with an alleged scheme to 

fraudulently sell season tickets and shares in the Miami Heat basketball team, victimizing such celebrities as Nick Cannon 

and former NFL quarterback Warren Moon, authorities announced Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Becky Bratu 

3/8/2014 2:48:50 AM 

Boeing 777 Boasts Nearly Spotless Safety Record 

The Malaysia Airlines flight carrying 239 people that lost contact with air traffic control Friday involved one of Boeing’s 

most popular planes with a strong safety record. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 8:35:19 AM 

Missing Jet: Helicopters Sent after ’Yellow Object’ Spotted 

Vietnam is sending helicopters to check a floating "yellow object," which may be a life raft from the missing Malaysian 

Airlines plane, Reuters reported Monday.This is a breaking news story. Please check back for updates. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 8:35:20 AM 

’Lindsay’ Premiere: New Series, Same Chaotic Lohan 

Docu-series chronicling troubled star looked more like an episode of ’Hoarders’. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 8:50:58 AM 

Missing Jet: Choppers Sent after ’Yellow Object’ Spotted in Sea 

Vietnam scrambled rescue helicopters on Monday to check a floating "yellow object" that rescue teams believe could be 

a life raft from the missing Malaysian Airlines plane. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 10:39:22 AM 

Should Parents Let Teens Meet Online Friends? 

When Debra Spark’s son met an online friend in real life, her "creep feelers" went out. What should parents 

know about online friendships? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Marian Smith 

3/10/2014 10:54:56 AM 

Why Benedict Arnold Is an ’American Patriot’ .., in London 

LONDON -The new ambassador to Britain was stunned to spot something peculiar not far from the U.S. Embassy: a 

plaque on the side of a once-grand building paying tribute to America’s most notorious traitor.There it was, clear as day: 

"Major General Benedict Arnold American Patriot. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 11:57:05 AM 

KNOW IT ALL: Monday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Monday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. Still no 

signs of Malaysia Airlines jetThe whereabouts of the jumbo jet that disappeared over the weekend remain a mystery. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 11:57:08 AM 

Nuns Freed After Three-Month Syria Ordeal 

A group of nuns held by rebels in Syria for more than three months were released on Sunday and arrived back in Syria 

after traveling through Lebanon, officials and witnesses said.The nuns arrived at a border crossing late on Sunday night 

and headed toward Damascus in a minibus. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Stevenson 

3/10/2014 12:12:39 PM 

Magnitude-6.9 Quake Strikes Off Northern California 

A magnitude-6.9 earthquake struck off the coast of Northern California on Sunday night, the U.S. Geological Service 

reported.The epicenter was 48 miles west-northwest of Ferndale and 50 miles west of Eureka at a depth of 4.3 miles, 

the USGS said.The quake, which occurred at 10:18 p.m. PT (1:18 a. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 12:43:24 PM 

Paralympians Take Off at Sochi Games 

Tino Uhlig of Germany and Haitao Du of China compete in the cross country men’s 20km standing competition during 

the Sochi 2014 Paralympic Games, in Krasnaya Polyana, Russia, on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

3/10/2014 12:43:26 PM 

Technology, Engineering Among ’Hottest’ Jobs for New Vets 

Military members swapping stripes for ties, blue jeans or office casual should seek jobs in the fields of technology, 

operations management and engineering, according to an annual ranking of "Top 20 Hot Jobs For Veterans," released 

Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 12:43:29 PM 

Americans Riding Public Transit in Record Numbers 

Americans are boarding public buses, trains and subways in greater numbers than any time since the suburbs began 

booming.Nearly 10. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 12:58:59 PM 

Adam Lanza’s Father: I Wish He’d Never Been Born 

The father of Sandy Hook school shooter Adam Lanza told a writer for the New Yorker that he and his ex-wife, 

Nancy, never suspected their son was dangerous. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 12:59:03 PM 

Oscar Pistorius Vomits in Courtroom During ’Graphic’ Testimony 

PREORIA, South Africa -- Double-amputee sprinter Oscar Pistorius vomited in court while a pathologist testified at his 

murder trial on Monday.A bucket was placed in the dock before Professor Gert Saayman, who carried out an autopsy on 

the Olympian’s slain girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp, took the stand. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 1:30:00 PM 

Skydiver Who Collided With Plane: I’ll Jump Again 

A small plane clipped the strings of a skydiver’s parachute over the weekend, sending the pilot and the jumper 

tumbling, Both men survived. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 1:45:35 PM 

Oil Slick Not From Missing Malaysian Jet, Investigators Say 

An oil slick spotted in the waters between Malaysia and Vietnam after the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 

was determined not to be from an aircraft, the top investigator said Monday. 

View article... 



Fro m: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/:10/20:14 2:0:1::17 PM 

Keir Simmons: Tense Wait for Clues of Missing Jet Drags On 

NBC News’ Keir Simmons reports from the briefing room in Malaysia where officials update the media every 

few hours on the desperate search for missing flight 370. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 2:32:14 PM 

Pump Jump: Gasoline Prices Up a Dime a Gallon In Last Two Weeks 

DoS, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/10/2014 2:32:18 PM 

Edward Snowden to Talk NSA and Privacy at SXSW 

NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden is scheduled to make an appearance -- via videoconference -- for a panel discussion 

at South by Southwest in Texas on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 2:32:20 PM 

Don’t Let the Bubble Pop on These 4 Underappreciated Shows 

It happens every season: A promising show gets canceled before its time, and this year will be no different. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Dedman 

3/10/2014 2:47:53 PM 

U.S. Nuclear Agency Hid Concerns, Hailed Safety Record as Fukushima Melted 

In the tense days after a powerful earthquake and tsunami crippled the Fukushima Daiichi power plant in Japan on 

March 11, 2011, staff at the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith and Jacquellena Carrero 

3/10/2014 2:47:54 PM 

]oran van der Sloot Won’t be Extradited to U.S. for 26 Years 

The Dutchman suspected of murdering teenager Natalee Holloway will not be extradited to the United States to face 

trial for another 26 years, the Peruvian government has ruled.Joran van der Sloot is the main suspect in the death of the 

Alabama teen on the Caribbean island of Aruba in 2005, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

3/10/2014 2:47:58 PM 

Supreme Court Staying Out of Breast-Cancer Bracelet Dispute 

The U.S. Supreme Court declined Monday to take up a legal dispute over whether school districts can ban bracelets 

worn by students bearing the slogan "1 V boobies! (KEEP A BREAST)" to promote breast cancer awareness. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 2:48:01 PM 

Radiation Fears Force Fukushima’s Children Inside 

March 11 marks the third anniversary of the earthquake and tsunami that devastated Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 

power plant. In Koriyama, a short drive from the crippled Fukushima nuclear plant, the city recommended children up to 

two years old not spend more than 15 minutes outside each day. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 3:03:31 PM 

Expert Help On HowTo Manage Insomnia 

Juggling life’s daily challenges can be stressful enough without the added torment of not being able to get a good night’s 

sleep. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 3:18:56 PM 

Judge in General’s Sex Assault Case Eyes Pentagon Interference 

The jury in the court-martial of Brig. Gem Jeffrey Sinclair was dismissed for the day Monday while the judge looked at 

new evidence that a Pentagon lawyer may have interfered with a possible plea bargain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

3/10/2014 3:50:04 PM 

56.6 Million ’French Mistress’ Tops Car Auctions 

A rare, 1937 French Roadster just sold for $6.6 million, proving that rich car collectors are still spending.Total sales for 

the collectible-car auctions at the Amelia Island Concours d’Elegance over the weekend topped $66.8 million, a record 

for the event. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

3/10/2014 4:21:08 PM 

Kim Jong Un Wins 100% of Votes in North Korea Election 

North Korea’s state media confirmed on Monday what was surely never in doubt -- a 100 percent, no-abstention victory 

for leader Kim Jong Un in the country’s stage-managed parliamentary election. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/10/2014 5:38:34 PM 

Race Against Time in Search for Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 

With few clues, searchers are racing time, wind, and the current as they search for missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, 

which disappeared from radar early Saturday morning between Kuala Lampur and Vietnam with 239 people on board. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/10/2014 6:09:34 PM 

Race Against Time in Search for Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 

With few clues, searchers are racing time, wind, and the current as they search for missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, 

which disappeared from radar early Saturday morning between Kuala Lampur and Vietnam with 239 people on board. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 6:09:38 PM 

Cameras, Cops and Checkpoints Will Protect Boston Marathon 

Authorities laid out a broad security plan Monday for the Boston Marathon -- cameras along the route, checkpoints for 

spectators, National Guard troops and more than 3,500 police officers -- and told fans to leave their backpacks at home. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 6:09:39 PM 

Forgotten? #SyriasChildren of War: A Live Documentary 

On the third anniversary of Syria’s war, NBC News is devoting 48 hours to expose the impact of the humanitarian crisis 

on its most innocent victims -- the babies and children. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Wajahat S. Khan 

3/10/2014 6:09:42 PM 

Did Pakistan TV Debate Prompt Burning of Yoga Center? 

ISLAMABAD - Armed men may have burned down a yoga center in Pakistan after it was criticized during a provocative 

television talk show, local observers said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt 

3/10/2014 6:25:06 PM 

All Eyes On Germany’s Merkel In Ukraine Storm 

MAINZ, Germany - In the Western allies’ standoff with Russia over the Crimea crisis, Germany’s role has been described 

as that of the "good cop," encouraging dialogue over harsh sanctions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 6:56:10 PM 

U.S. Wants ’Concrete Evidence’ Russia Is Serious About Diplomacy 

The United States welcomes further talks on the Ukraine crisis but first wants to see "concrete evidence" that Russia is 

serious about diplomacy, the State Department said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 7:11:44 PM 

What Was Learned from Air France 447 Crash? 

The mysterious disappearance of a Malaysian Airline flight draws parallels to the 2009 crash of Air France 

flight 447. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Esposito 

3/10/2014 7:27:23 PM 

Who Flew? FBI to Check Thumbprints of Impostor Passengers 

The FBI is expected to analyze thumbprints of two men who used false passports to board the Malaysia Airlines plane 

that disappeared en route to China and see if they can find a match in their massive database, NBC News has learned. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

3/10/2014 7:27:26 PM 

Crocodile Hunter Steve Irwin’s Final Words: ’I’m Dying’ 

Seven years after TV personality Steve Irwin died from a stingray attack, the cameraman who was by his side is speaking 

out about what happened on Sept. 4, 2006. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

3/10/2014 7:27:26 PM 

Holly Bobo’s Family Suspected Her Kidnapper Lived Nearby 

The man charged with kidnapping and murdering 20-year-old nursing student Holly Bobo in 2011 lived 15 miles from the 

Tennessee home that he is suspected of snatching his victim from -- appearing to confirm suspicions the family had at 

the time of her disappearance that her abductor lived nearby. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/10/2014 9:00:16 PM 

Husband of Minivan Mom: Abuse Charge Driven by ’Mental Illness’ 

The husband of Ebony Wilkerson, the mother accused of trying to murder her three children by driving her minivan into 

the ocean, said Monday that her claims of abuse are "the result of extreme mental illness. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

3/10/2014 9:15:48 PM 

A Puzzle With No Pieces: What Happened to Malaysia Plane? 

The disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 is so baffling that veteran aviation investigators say they are struggling 

to come up with a plausible theory in the absence of any wreckage. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

3/10/2014 11:19:29 PM 

Suspect Arrested for Body Parts Found Near Hollywood Sign 

Cops have finally made an arrest in connection with the high-profile murder of a retired flight attendant whose 

dismembered body was found near the iconic Hollywood sign in 2012, officials in Los Angeles announced Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:05:49 AM 

Salvadoran Castaway to Visit Fishing Mate’s Family in Mexico 

The castaway with an incredible story of spending more than a year adrift at sea will leave El Salvador for Mexico this 

week to visit the family of his fishing mate, who didn’t survive the ordeal in the Pacific. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:05:51 AM 

Money to Burn: Colorado Hauls in ~2M in One Month of Pot Taxes 

Colorado inhaled about $2 million in recreational marijuana taxes in January, the first full-month of revenue reported 

from the fledgling recreational pot industry, the state’s Department of Revenue announced on Monday.The tax total 

reported by the state Department of Revenue showed $14. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:05:52 AM 

After Seven OTs, Hockey Title Game Ends in Tie 

Nobody lost -- and both teams were declared winners -- after a seven-overtime high school ice hockey Ohio 

state championship game. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:05:53 AM 

Chobani Seeks to Sell 20 Percent Stake 

Chobani, the Greek yogurt maker that has quickly grown into a U.S. sensation, is looking to sell a minority stake in a deal 

that could value the company at around $2.5 billion, people familiar with the matter said.The New Berlin, N.Y. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:05:53 AM 

Jason Bateman No Smarter After ’Bad Words’: ’l’m Just a Dumb Actor’ 

Jason Bateman plays against type in his directorial debut "Bad Words" as a vengeful grown-up crashing a 

children’s spelling bee. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:05:53 AM 

Bitcoin Exchange Mr. Gox Files for U,S, Bankruptcy Protection 

Mr. Gox, once the world’s largest bitcoin exchange, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in Dallas, a move that will 

temporarily put U.S. legal action on hold against the Japanese company.The company said without such protection it 

would spend substantial funds defending itself against a U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:05:54 AM 

Apple Releases lOS 7.1 With CarPlay Support, New Siri Options 

Apple has released its first major update to lOS 7, the software that powers the iPhone and iPad. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/11/2014 12:21:23 AM 

Emergency Beacons Not Fool-Proof When Jets Go Missing 

As the hunt for the missing Malaysia Airlines jet continues, experts say it’s not surprising that no emergency signals have 

been picked up -- especially if the plane is underwater. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

3/11/2014 1:53:58 AM 

Crimean ’Nazi’ Billboard Highlights Propaganda Problem: U.S. 

A billboard in Crimea featuring a Nazi symbol emblazoned over the region on one side -- and the Russian flag on the 

other -- highlights how local pro-Russian officials are framing a referendum on whether the peninsula should break 

away from Ukraine, State Department officials said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 1:54:01 AM 

Game Postponed After Stars’ Peverley Collapses 

After Dallas’ Rich Peverley collapsed on the Stars’ bench, the NHL postponed the l~ame al]ainst the Blue 

Jackets. Peverley was conscious and beinl] treated at a hospital. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:25:06 AM 

Children Feel Devastating Toll in Syrian Civil War 

The fourth anniversary of the Syrian conflict looms and it’s the nation’s children who feel the most hardship. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:56:19 AM 

Kevin Bacon Schools Millennials on ’80s Awareness 

The "Footloose" star wants those born after :~985 to put down their smartphones and get a lesson on Russian 

nukes and parachute pants. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:56:21 AM 

’1 Got a Break,’ Says N.Y. ’Castle’ Owner Who Was Shot in Head 

Owner of lavish Long Island wedding spot says God was watching out for him when he was shot in head by 

unknown assailant. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:56:24 AM 

Seemingly Never-Ending Winter a Joy for Ice Boaters 

The frigid season has provided a frozen playground ice boaters rarely get to have. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

3/11/2014 3:42:59 AM 

Cop:l Was Demoted for Reporting Ogling of Whitney Houston’s Body 

A former police SWAT team supervisor filed suit Monday against the city of Beverly Hills and its police department, 

alleging he was removed from his position for reporting that a fellow officer disturbed the scene of Whitney Houston’s 

death in 2012. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:16:09 AM 

Wade Carries Heat Past Wizards, Into Playoffs 

LeBron James set the tone pregame. Dwyane Wade took over in the fourth quarter. And the Miami Heat got 

clinched a playoff spot. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:16:14 AM 

’Burger King Baby’ Seeks Birth Mom on Facebook 

In 1986, a newborn wrapped in a red sweater was found abandoned in the bathroom of a fast-food restaurant. Nearly 

three decades later, the baby is all grown up and looking for her biological mother, and tens of thousands of people are 

trying to help. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:16:16 AM 

Parents of Slain Black Teens March Against ’Stand Your Ground’ 

The parents of two black teenagers whose high-profile killings set off fiery debates over American race relations 

marched on the Florida Capitol on Monday, pressing lawmakers to reform the state’s self-defense laws. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:16:20 AM 

’Fatal Vision’ Author Joe McGinniss Dies at 71 

Joe McGinniss, a noted adventurer and author whose classic "Selling of the President" about the campaign of Richard 

Nixon landed him on the best-seller list at 26 and who then went on to author the blockbuster crime book "Fatal Vision," 

died at 71 on Monday.McGinniss was born on Dec. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:16:22 AM 

Ontario Hockey League Player Terry Trafford Missing 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:16:23 AM 

Olympic Crew Leaves Space Station, Reaches Finish Line on Earth 

A pair of Russian cosmonauts and a U.S. astronaut left the International Space Station in a Russian Soyuz capsule on 

Monday and returned to Earth, ending a six-month mission.With former station commander Oleg Kotov at the controls, 

the Soyuz touched down at 11:24 p.m. ET Monday (9:24 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:16:25 AM 

Legendary Racehorse Native Driver to Get New Resting Place 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/11/2014 5:31:54 AM 

Experts Predict the Internet’s Next Decade 

Leading experts on the Internet, technology and policy have chimed in on what we can expect in the next decade when 

it comes to connectivity and its effects on society. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 6:33:52 AM 

Peverley Asked to Return to Game After ’Cardiac Event’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 6:33:54 AM 

Deleware Knocks Off William & Mary for CAA Title 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 7:51:20 AM 

Relatives to Get ~5,000 for Every Passenger Aboard Missing Jet 

%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

partner=%22tweetdeck%22%3E%3Cp%3E%3Ca%2~href=%22https://twitter.c~m/search?q=%2523M alaysia&src=hash% 

22%3E#M a~aysia%3C/a%3E%2~Air~ines%2~t~%2~disburse%2~c~ns~~ati~n%2~m~ney%2~t~day%2~t~%2~%3Ca%2~href 

=%22https://twitter.com/search? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Chuck 

3/11/2014 8:53:29 AM 

Syria’s Children Suffering, Dying Three Years Into Conflict 

Three years of conflict are testing the resilience of Syrian children.More than 5. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 8:53:31 AM 

Peverley Suffers ’Cardiac Event’ During NHL Game, Asks to Return 

Dallas Stars center Rich Perverley was hospitalized following a scary collapse on the ice Monday which 

resulted in the game being postponed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 8:53:40 AM 

Delaware Knocks Off William & Mary for CAA Title 

CAA regular season champion Delaware knocked off No. 3 seed William & Mary in a 75-74 thriller on Monday 

night, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 9:55:41 AM 

P.J. Tucker Ejected After Elbowing Blake Griffin in Head 

P.J. Tucker may be getting a call from the league for this one - the Suns forward was ejected after elbowing 

Blake Griffin in the head. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 10:26:52 AM 

Ontario Hockey League Player Terry Trafford Missing 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Windrem 

3/11/2014 10:42:22 AM 

Japan Has Nuclear ’Bomb in the Basement,’ and China Isn’t Happy 

No nation has suffered more in the nuclear age than Japan, where atomic bombs flattened two cities in World War II 

and three reactors melted down at Fukushima just three years ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 10:58:02 AM 

Olympic Space Station Crew Returns to Earth 

An American astronaut and two Russians who carried a Sochi Olympic torch into open space landed safely and on time 

on Tuesday in Kazakhstan, defying bad weather and ending their 166-day mission aboard the International Space 

Station."We have a landing! 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 11:44:29 AM 

Syria’s Children: Life in a Refugee Camp 

About 3 million children have been displaced by Syria’s civil war. NBC News is publishing a new portrait every 

two hours throughout the day. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:00:03 PM 

KNOW IT ALL: Tuesday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Tuesday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:00:05 PM 

How Pope Francis Became a Catholic Rock Star 

About a year into his role as the leader of the Catholic church, Pope Francis has broken with tradition in many 

ways. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:15:42 PM 

Islanders Stun Canucks with Seven=Goal Third Period 

The Canucks took a 3-0 lead into a third period yet that all came crumbling down against the Isles. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:46:46 PM 

President Obama Zings Zach Galifianakis on ’Between Two Ferns’ 

Durinl~ a visit to the web series ’Between Two Ferns,’ President Barack Obama showed off his funny side with 

host Zach Galifianakis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 12:46:47 PM 

Snag a Spouse At College? No Way, Parents Say 

’Marry Smart’ says women should find a husband in college. Parents say they want college-aged kids to focus 

on their studies, not marriage. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 1:17:48 PM 

Afghanistan Buries Warlord Who Became Vice President 

A funeral procession for Afghanistan’s influential Vice President Mohammad Qasim Fahim was held in Kabul on Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 1:33:20 PM 

Iranians on Missing Jet May Have Been ’Smuggled or Trafficked’ 

The Iranian pair who boarded the missing Malaysia Airlines jet using stolen passports "might just be people that are 

being smuggled or trafficked," according to the head of Interpol. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:04:33 PM 

Did Missing Jet Fly 350 Miles After Last Contact? 

Malaysia’s military believes the missing Boeing 777 turned and flew hundreds of miles to the west after it last made 

contact with civilian air traffic control, a senior military officer told Reuters on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:20:07 PM 

Heavy Snow Will Worsen Montana Flooding Before Moving East 

A late-winter storm is expected to dump as much as a foot of additional snow on the northern Rockies -- including 

Montana, where the governor has declared a flood emergency -- before pounding the Northeast later this week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:20:08 PM 

General To Seek Deal in Sex Case After Brass’ Tampering 

Attorneys for an Army general charged with sexual assault said Tuesday that they have decided to try to renegotiate a 

plea bargain with a new set of military officials after the judge determined that the case may have been improperly 

influenced by political concerns.Judge Col. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:35:37 PM 

’Bachelor’ Winner Should’ve Turned Down Final Rose 

Winner Nikki received only a single rose and the reassurance that Juan Pablo Galvais liked her "a lot." 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:35:38 PM 

Jerry Sandusky’s Wife: He Misses Grandldds, Friends 

Jerry Sandusky’s wife, Dottle, sits down for an exclusive interview with Matt Lauer. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 2:51:11 PM 

Son Unseats Dad To Win Alaska’s Iditarod Dog Sled Race 

Dallas Seavey early Tuesday morning won his second Iditarod sled-dog race in three years, unseating his father, Mitch, 

as defending champion while breaking the race’s three-year-old record. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 3:06:44 PM 

Two Figures in Bridge Scandal Due in Court to Fight Subpoenas 

Two former allies of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, both key figures in the scandal over lane closings at the George 

Washington Bridge, asked a judge Tuesday to lift subpoenas ordering them to turn over text messages and other 

documents. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 3:22:14 PM 

ClA Director Denies Spying on Senate Intel Committee 

%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%2~an~=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3EC~A%2~direct~r%2~denies%2~hackin~%2~Senate%2~inte~%2~c~m puters% 

2~t~%2~thwart%2~investi~ati~n%2~int~%2~i~e~a~%2~detenti~n%2~and%2~interr~ati~ns%2~under%2~Bush%2~m~re 

%20%3Ca%20href=%22https://twitter.com/search? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew Cole 

3/11/2014 3:37:54 PM 

Snowden: CIA Playing ’Keep Away’ from Senate Investigators 

Former NSA contractor Edward Snowden said Tuesday the CIA was trying to play "keep away" with the U.S. Senate for 

allegedly spying on members of the Senate’s Intelligence Committee after a dispute over a classified document.But he 

accused Sen. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Matthew Cole 

3/11/2014 3:53:23 PM 

Snowden: Feinstein a Hypocrite for Blasting ClA Spying 

Former NSA contractor Edward Snowden accused Sen. Dianne Feinstein of hypocrisy Tuesday for complaining about 

alleged CIA spying on U.S. senators while tolerating government spying on private citizens. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 4:09:00 PM 

Watch Live: Dr. Nancy with Syria’s Children of War 

Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports live from a Lebanese hospital that treats Syrian refugees from surrounding camps. Join in 

on the live webcast at noon ET and ask questions on Twitter, Facebook and Google+ using the hashtag #SyriasChildren 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 4:39:58 PM 

ClA Director Denies Spyinl~ on Senate Intel Committee 

CIA Director John Brennan told NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell that the agency did not snoop on Senate Intelligence 

Committee computers to thwart an investigation into illegal detention and interrogations under President George W. 

Bush."We weren’t trying to block anything," Brennan said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Lisa A. Flam 

3/11/2014 4:39:59 PM 

First Case of Polio Suspected Among Syrian Refugees in Lebanon 

A little boy lay on his hospital bed, his small body floppy on the left side. The 19-month-old, a refugee from the conflict 

in Syria, has not been vaccinated, and polio is suspected.The child has been isolated with polio-like symptoms, NBC chief 

medical editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman said Tuesday. Dr. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

3/11/2014 4:40:01 PM 

Crimea Declaration of Independence Shows ’Hurry’ to Join Russia 

The Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea on Tuesday passed a "declaration of independence," paving the way for it to join 

Russia after this weekend’s referendum. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 4:40:04 PM 

’Long Island Medium’: TODAY Set Is ’Crazy’ With Spirits 

Theresa Caputo stopped by TODAY Tuesday morning to talk about her series, but some other visitors to Studio 

:IA caught her attention instead, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 4:55:34 PM 

Military Can’t Say Definitively Whether Missing Jet Flew West 

Malaysia’s military is looking into the "possibility" that the missing Boeing 777 turned and flew hundreds of miles to the 

west but can’t say for certain it reached the Malacca Strait, along the country’s west coast, a transport official told NBC 

News. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 4:55:38 PM 

Andrea Mitchell: inside Feinstein’s CIA Accusations 

NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell reports on Sen. Dianne Feinstein’s claims that the CIA improperly searched 

Congressional computers in its investigation of Bush-era detention and interrogation program, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Brian Alexander 

3/11/2014 5:11:07 PM 

Tommy John Surgery Doesn’t Boost Performance: Study 

In what could be a blow to hundreds of young baseball pitchers, a new study being presented Tuesday debunks the 

notion that Tommy John surgery is an easy way to make it to the major leagues. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:26:48 PM 

Say Cheese! Jon Hamm and Jimmy Fallon Photobomb Tourists 

During "The Tonight Show" Monday, the comedian said his crew told sightseers that they were taking photos 

to be used for the Top of the Rock’s website. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 5:57:49 PM 

Two Figures in Bridge Scandal in Court to Fight Subpoenas 

A New Jersey legislative committee will have to wait a while before getting its hands on emails and text messages from 

two central figures in the investigation into why allies of Gov. Chris Christie ordered lanes closed at the George 

Washington Bridge. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 6:44:20 PM 

Why Adoption Isn’t the Answer for Syria’s Children 

The urge to "rescue" children suffering in Syria is all too human. But experts say international adoption isn’t 

the way to help in a crisis, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Martha C, White 

3/11/2014 6:44:22 PM 

Price of All-American Egg and Bacon Breakfast Harder to Swallow 

Wake up and smell the price increase.The all-American breakfast -- eggs, bacon and a cup of Joe -- is getting more 

expensive.Commodity prices on bacon, coffee, milk and other breakfast staples are rising, and analysts say there’s no 

hitting the snooze button on this trend. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 6:44:24 PM 

Suspect in Holly Bobo Case Pleads Not Guilty 

The man charged with kidnapping and murdering Tennessee nursing student Holly Bobo has pleaded not guilty. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray 

3/11/2014 6:44:26 PM 

First Thoughts: Personality vs. Politics in Florida Election 

What FL-13 could help answer: What’s the more potent force right now -- campaigns or the environment?... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kasie Hunt 

3/11/2014 7:00:04 PM 

McCain Floats Independent Probe of ClA Spying Charge 

Sen. John McCain says an independent investigation might be necessary to determine whether the CIA improperly 

accessed Senate computers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ben Popken 

3/11/2014 7:00:05 PM 

Carrier Wars Spell Smartphone Plan Deals 

T-Mobile and AT&T have kicked off the next great cellphone war and the winners may be shoppers.The two brands are 

duking it out on Twitter over customers. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen 

3/11/2014 7:15:34 PM 

Jeff Rossen: Graphic Details in Pistorius Trial 

Barry Roux aims to discredit Pathologist’s science. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 7:15:35 PM 

Dr, Nancy Snyderman Goes Inside a Refugee Hospital 

In this special series, Chief Medical Editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman shares the stories of the innocent victims of 

Syria’s civil war. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/11/2014 7:15:36 PM 

Dine and Dash 2,0: How Tech is Changing Eating Out 

Forget paying the bill. A new generation of apps is making it easier than ever to make a quick exit when eating out at a 

restaurant. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 7:15:37 PM 

Cute or Cringe-Worthy? Strangers Share First Kiss in Ad 

Clothing brand Wren recruited 20 (beautiful) strangers to share a first kiss, all while the cameras were rolling. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 7:46:37 PM 

Turkey Mourns Teenager Caught in Police Crackdown 

The coffin of 15-year-old Berkin Elvan is carried through Istanbul near Okmeydani Hospital on Tuesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 8:33:13 PM 

lan Williams: Russia Tightens Its Grip on Crimea 

NBC News’ lan Williams reports from a Ukrainian naval base outside Sevastopol where Russian forces have 

implemented a blockade. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 8:48:50 PM 

ClA Director Says He Can’t Rule Out Terrorism on Malaysia Plane 

Terrorism cannot be ruled out as a factor in the disappearance of a Malaysian Airlines plane, the director of the Central 

Intelligence Agency said in an exclusive interview with NBC News’ Andrea Mitchell on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely 

3/11/2014 9:19:56 PM 

Syria: Behind the Staggering Numbers Are Real Lives 

DAMASCUS, Syria - For much of its recent history, the Middle East has been a dangerous region, with at least one of its 

countries locked in crisis or conflict. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Curry 

3/11/2014 11:08:11 PM 

Behind The Fight: Why The Senate and CIA Are Feuding 

A political firestorm erupted in Washington on Tuesday when a key lawmaker took to the Senate floor to accuse the 

nation’s top spy agency of possibly breaking the law and violating the U.S. Constitution. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/11/2014 11:54:44 PM 

President Obama Stops at NYC Gap, Buys Sweaters 

President Obama stopped at a Gap store in Manhattan Tuesday, purchasing sweaters for his daughters and a 

workout top for his wife, in a show of support for the chain’s decision to raise wages for U.S. employees. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:40:57 AM 

Twins’ Fate Highlights Heartbreak of Syria 

At sunrise Tuesday, an 18-year-old Syrian refugee walked into Taanayel Hospital in Lebanon, pregnant with twins and 

ready to give birth -- two months early. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:41:03 AM 

One More Winter Storm Set to Lash Midwest, East 

Spring may be a little more than a week away, but winter still has unfinished business.A storm that has already caked 

parts of the northern Rockies in snow was expected to push across the Midwest and into the Northeast late Tuesday, 

forecasters said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Rafferty 

3/12/2014 12:41:05 AM 

GOP Keeps Fla. Con~;ressional Seat 

Republican David Jolly was declared the winner Tuesday of a closely watched Florida Congressional race both parties 

viewed as testing grounds to hone strategies for the 2014 midterm elections.Jolly defeated Democrat Alex Sink in a tight 

race to fill the Tampa Bay-area seat of the late GOP Rep. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor and Jim Miklaszewski 

3/12/2014 12:41:06 AM 

Failed Sex-Assault Bill Echoes in Case Against General 

A judge’s ruling that military commanders may have improperly influenced the prosecution of Brig. Gen. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/12/2014 12:41:07 AM 

Crowdsourced Jet Search Overwhelms Satellite Company’s Servers 

A satellite imagery provider is trying to give people all over the world the opportunity to help search for the missing 

Malaysia Airlines jet -- but the demand is proving more than its servers can handle. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 2:13:51 AM 

Firefighters Battle 6-Alarm Blaze in San Francisco 

A fire near AT&T Park in San Francisco this evening grew to six alarms. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 2:13:52 AM 

Hospital Warns 1000s of Patients About Tainted Insulin 

A suburban hospital near New York City says over 4,000 patients may be at risk of exposure to hepatitis B, 

hepatitis C and HIV after authorities found that an insulin pen may have been used with more than one 

patient. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 2:13:53 AM 

Inmate to Walk Free After 30 Years on Death Row 

A Louisiana man who has spent nearly three decades on death row was slated to walk free on Tuesday, after 

prosecutors asked a judge to set aside his first-degree murder conviction and death sentence, citing new evidence in the 

case. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 2:29:18 AM 

Circus Center Reaches New Heights in Britain 

Student Lydia Harper performs on the silks during a photocall for the launch of Britain’s National Center for Circus Arts in 

east London, on March 11. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

3/12/2014 2:44:51 AM 

Missing Malaysia Jet: Could Sabotage or Hijack Be to Blame? 

With no distress signal, no sign of any wreckage and no credible claim from terror groups, investigators on Tuesday 

began to consider whether the pilots or passengers may be to blame for the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines flight 

MH370. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely 

3/12/2014 2:44:53 AM 

Children Caught in Syria’s Brutal War Struggle to Find Comfort 

In an overcrowded school, children who fled the fighting can hardly hold back their tears when describing 

what has happened to their families. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 2:44:58 AM 

Serious Flooding Strikes Wyoming and Montana 

Officials are carefully watching the water levels in central Montana where they’re using drones to help 

monitor the situation. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

3/12/2014 3:31:23 AM 

FBI to Use Billboards in Hunt for ’Most Wanted’ Bombing; Suspect 

The FBI announced a billboard campaign Tuesday that it hopes will help it track down a man wanted in a trio of 

bombings a decade ago in Northern California -- two at a biotechnology company and then another a month later at a 

nutritional products firm. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 4:02:08 AM 

World’s Oldest Masks Go On Display 

The oldest known masks in the world went on display in Jerusalem on Tuesday in the largest-ever exhibit of the ghoulish 

faces, believed to have been created in the Holy Land thousands of years before the time of the Bible. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Murray 

3/12/2014 4:33:17 AM 

GOP May Reap Rewards of Obama’s Unpopularity in Midterms, Poll Finds 

President Barack Obama and his Democratic Party are facing difficult political headwinds less than eight months before 

November’s midterm elections, according to a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 5:19:56 AM 

Bears Cut Peppers Four Years into $84M Deal 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 5:35:23 AM 

Lakers to Declare Kobe Bryant Out for the Season 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 7:39:15 AM 

Dolphins Trade Jonathan Martin to 49ers 

Tackle Jonathan Martin will return to the Bay Area after the Miami Dolphins announce they will trade him to 

the San Francisco 49ers. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 8:10:21 AM 

About 7 Million Americans Have New Hips, Knees 

It’s not just grandma with a new hip and your uncle with a new knee. More than 2 of every 100 Americans now have an 

artificial joint, doctors are reporting.Among those over 50, it’s even more common: Five percent have replaced a knee 

and more than 2 percent, a hip. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 8:41:22 AM 

Phil Jackson, New York Knicks Reach Deal in Principle: Report 

Coaching legend would return to the franchise that drafted him in :1967 and where he won two rings as a 

player. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 9:12:52 AM 

Bullet-Marked Toilet Door Takes Center Stage at Pistorius Trial 

The brown, bullet-marked toilet door through which Oscar Pistorius shot and killed his girlfriend was set up in the 

courtroom at the athlete’s murder trial Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 9:12:54 AM 

NFL Free Agency Tracker: Who’s Going Where? 

Check out Rotoworld’s list of the top NFL free agents by position, with live updates of where they will be 

playing next. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely 

3/12/2014 9:28:07 AM 

Living in a Box, Eating Weeds: Syria’s Children on the Edge 

DAMASCUS, Syria -- They live in a wooden box at the side of a road: six children, their mother and father.The children’s 

shoes are broken, their hands dirty, their faces smiling but tired of a life lived on the edge, almost literally. They don’t 

have money. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

3/12/2014 9:43:42 AM 

Late Winter Storm Spells ’Atrocious’ Commute For Millions 

Millions of Americans faced a rough morning commute Wednesday as forecasters warned up to two inches of snow 

would be falling by dawn in some areas.A huge band of the country was under a winter storm warning by 4 a.m. ET - 

stretching from central Illinois to northern New York and Maine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 10:29:56 AM 

Ex-Formula One Star Michael Schumacher Shows ’Encouraging Signs’ 

Formula One legend Michael Schumacher is showing "small, encouraging signs" of improvement but still faces a long 

fight to recover after suffering a severe head injury in a ski accident, his agent said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 10:45:28 AM 

Missing Jet: Life Raft Reportedly Found in Malacca Strait 

Fishermen in Malaysia found an orange and black life raft floating in the Malacca Strait, local media reported 

Wednesday.The discovery was reported to maritime officials, who tried to recover the raft but it sank into the sea, 

according to the New Straits Times. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 10:45:32 AM 

Report: Final Words from Were ’All Right, Good Night’ 

The last words from missing the Malaysia Airlines plane were "all right, good night," Malaysian officials reportedly told 

anxious relatives in China on Wednesday.That sentence was uttered to Malaysian air traffic controllers in response to 

the routine handover to their Vietnamese counterparts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/12/2014 10:45:32 AM 

Laser-Bending Chip Could Put A Projector in Your Pocket 

Optics researchers have created a tiny chip that creates a projected image without shining a bright light through a small 

image, and in fact uses no lenses at all. Instead, it uses the physics of light rays to "bend" a laser beam toward where it 

needs to go -- thousands of times per second. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 10:45:33 AM 

San Franciscans Watch as Massive Fire Engulfs Building 

Residents at Mission Creek Senior Community gathered on the roof of their building to witness a fire burning in San 

Francisco on Tuesday.The blaze at an apartment building under construction near AT&T Park sent an enormous plume of 

black smoke high into the sky. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:03:03 PM 

Jerry Sandusky’s Wife: Victims ’Were Manipulated’ 

Dottle Sandusky, Jerry Sandusky’s wife of 37 years, maintains that her husband is innocent of the charges of 

child sex abuse that resulted in his imprisonment. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:03:11 PM 

Violence Erupts in Istanbul After Teen’s Death 

Protesters clashed with police in cities across Turkey on Tuesday after the death of a 15-year-old boy who was hit in the 

head by a tear-gas canister during anti-government demonstrations last summer. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:18:43 PM 

Missing Jet Search Now Covers Area Almost the Size of Indiana 

More than 27,000 square nautical miles of sea are being searched in an "unprecedented" 12-nation effort, officials said 

Wednesday as the hunt for the missing Malaysia Airlines jet entered its fifth day. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:18:45 PM 

Report: Final Words from Jet Were ’All Right, Good Night’ 

The last words from missing the Malaysia Airlines plane were "all right, good night," Malaysian officials reportedly told 

anxious relatives in China on Wednesday.That sentence was uttered to Malaysian air traffic controllers in response to 

the routine handover to their Vietnamese counterparts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:49:50 PM 

Six Killed in Thailand in Crash Caused by Elephant 

Six people were killed in Thailand in a three-vehicle accident when a van crashed into a wild elephant crossing a road in 

pre-dawn darkness on Wednesday, a hospital official said.All four occupants of the van were killed when it crashed into 

the elephant and then veered off the road, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 12:49:52 PM 

New Yorkers Come Out of Hibernation for Signs of Spring 

A brief spike in temperatures brought out New York City residents eager for spring after a snowy winter. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Philip LeBeau 

3/12/2014 1:05:29 PM 

Auto Ownership Drives Out of Reach for Many 

The average household in 24 of America’s 25 largest metropolitan areas cannot afford to pay for the average priced new 

car or truck, a new study shows. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 1:36:25 PM 

Comedian in Hot Water Over Taxi Snake Prank 

Jimmy Failla, a comedian and former New York taxi driver, is in trouble with city taxi regulators for picking up 

passengers and pointing a python in their direction, and recording their horrified reactions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 1:52:02 PM 

Winter Third Snowiest for Chicago Thanks to Latest Storm 

The storm that hit the Chicago area overnight Tuesday dropped up to 6 inches of snow -- moving this season into third 

place for snowiest on record.The flakes had been falling at a rate of 2 inches per hour, and was expected to be gone by 

late Wednesday morning, forecasters said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peter Alexander 

3/12/2014 1:52:03 PM 

Obama to Seek Broad Expansion of Overtime Pay 

President Obama this week will seek a broad expansion of overtime pay, the White House confirmed Wednesday. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 1:52:06 PM 

U.S. Kicks Off Joint Naval Drills Near Crimea 

A joint naval exercise of U.S., Bulgarian and Romanian naval forces in the Black Sea has started, the Bulgarian navy said 

on Wednesday.The U.S.S. Truxtun, a U.S. guided-missile destroyer with about 300 crew and part of the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 3:25:17 PM 

Peter Alexander: Obama, Brennan Bond Key Amid Charges 

NBC News’ Peter Alexander explains the importance of President Barack Obama’s relationship with CIA 

Director John Brennan following Senate hacking claims. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 3:40:53 PM 

Building Collapse Kills One, Injures 20 in Manhattan 

Authorities are responding to reports of an explosion and collapse in Manhattan. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 3:56:26 PM 

Watch Live: Dr. Nancy with Syria’s Children of War 

Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports live from a camp for Syrian refugees in Lebanon. Join in on the live webcast at noon ET and 

ask questions on Twitter, Facebook andGoogle+ using the hashtag #SyriasChildren 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Arata Yamamoto 

3/12/2014 4:27:34 PM 

Oil Worker’s Claim Of Burning Plane Probed: Official 

An oil worker’s claim that he saw a burning plane plunge into the seas near the last known location of the missing 

Malaysia Airlines jet is being probed by investigators, officials said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 4:27:36 PM 

Gitmo Detainees Are on ’Long Term Non-Religious Fasts’: U.S. 

Prisoners on hunger strikes at Guantanamo Bay have been re-branded as "individuals participating in long term non- 

religious fasting" by U,S. authorities.A 24-page document obtained by the Miami Herald appears to distinguish them 

from those who fast for religious reasons. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 4:27:39 PM 

Deadly N¥C Building Collapse Leaves Smoky Scene 

A building collapsed in Upper Manhattan on Wednesday, killing at least two people and injuring more than a dozen, 

setting off a search for anyone trapped in the debris, officials said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 4:43:08 PM 

Honey Hunters’ Ancient Art Faces Uncertain Future 

In the foothills of the Himalayas, members of a Nepalese tribe ply an ancient trade in treacherous conditions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 4:58:41 PM 

Colorado Police Catch Car Chase Suspect Tied to Amber Alert 

The man who allegedly stole an SUV with a child inside from a Colorado gas station faces a slew of charges after he led 

cops on a high-speed pursuit that included striking a state trooper and hijacking two other cars. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Steve James 

3/12/2014 5:14:15 PM 

Sex Industry Study: Internet Is Driving Prostitution Off Streets 

The world’s oldest profession is adopting a new business model; street-walkers are heading to the information 

highway.A first-ever study of the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 5:14:17 PM 

Bringing Up Baby in a Nursery of Convenience 

Parents spend astounding amounts of money on gadgets that claim to ease life with baby. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 5:45:18 PM 

Jeff Rossen: How the Pistorius Defense Will Unfold 

Pistorius’ defense team shows how shoddy police work contaminated the crime scene. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

3/12/2014 6:16:26 PM 

’Big Bang Theory’ Renewed for Three More Seasons 

Sheldon Cooper (Jim Parsons) will get to keep his favorite spot on his couch for three more years. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 6:16:28 PM 

Top U,S. Commander Warns Against Leaving Afghanistan in 2014 

America’s top military commander in Afghanistan delivered a grim prediction Wednesday, warning that if all U.S. troops 

are forced to withdraw from the country at the end of this year, the security situation there would deteriorate and the 

U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Talesha Reynolds 

3/12/2014 6:16:31 PM 

Firm That Manages Dental Clinics for Kids Excluded From Medicaid 

Company that operates Small Smiles clinics accused of violating 20:10 settlement with Justice Department. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 6:47:34 PM 

Anchors ’Glimpse the Future’ of Internet 

Happy 25th birthday, World Wide Web! With these NBC News archive clips from :~994 and :~995, we go back 

to when the World Wide Web and Internet were mere mysteries. See what Matt Lauer, Katie Couric, Bryant 

Gumbel, Tom Brokaw-and Bill Gates- had to say so many years ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 7:03:01 PM 

Dwarfed by Russian Might, Ukraine Plans New Force of 33K 

KIEV -- Some 40,000 volunteers have come forward to join a proposed new National Guard, Ukraine’s new pro-Western 

authorities say, a tentative first step towards overhauling a military outgunned and outmanned by Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 7:03:03 PM 

Want Safer Nuclear Power? Fusion May Pave the Way 

Dr. Omar Hurricane at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has made a breakthrough that could lead 

to safer form of nuclear energy, derived from fusion, not fission. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

3/12/2014 7:34:13 PM 

Crash Expert: Malaysia Jet Will Become ’Criminal Inquiry’ 

The investigation into the disappearance of flight MH370 is likely to turn into a criminal inquiry as mounting evidence 

points to a deliberate act, a leading air crash investigator said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 7:34:15 PM 

Harlem Building Collapse Kills Two, Injures 22 

Authorities are responding to reports of an explosion and collapse in Manhattan. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

3/12/2014 7:49:46 PM 

Ex-Envoy ’Not Very Optimistic’ on Russian Pullback in Crimea 

It’s worth trying to forge a deal to get Russian President Vladimir Putin to reverse his invasion of Ukraine, but it probably 

won’t work, the recently departed U.S. ambassador to Russia said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 7:49:49 PM 

Surprise: Doctor Says iPads May Be OK For Babies 

A doctor who helped write guidelines discouraging media use by babies and toddlers has had second thoughts 

about the iPad. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hayley Goldbach 

3/12/2014 7:49:51 PM 

Resilient Syrian Children Find Play, Laughter 

In small voices, they tell of grandmothers killed by shells, brothers who died fighting. They sleep on concrete floors in 

tents with plastic siding, in muddy camps packed with refugees. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 8:05:14 PM 

Replay: Dr. Nancy Snyderman Reports From Syrian Refugee Camp 

In Day 2 of this special series, Chief Medical Editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman shares the stories of the innocent 

victims of Syria’s civil war. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 8:20:54 PM 

Swim for it! ’Maybe Thousands’ of Sharks on ’Sharknado 2’ 

The sequel to the "Sharknado" cult phenomenon premieres on Syfy in July with a dozen or so actor cameos 

and "thousands" of sharks. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

3/12/2014 10:09:34 PM 

Top Obama Aide, Lawyer Met with Feinstein Over ClA Allegations 

White House Chief of Staff Denis McDonough and White House Counsel Kathryn Ruemmler met with Sen. Dianne 

Feinstein late Tuesday to try to deescalate the dispute between the Senate Intelligence Committee and the CIA, NBC 

News has learned.The pair met with Feinstein, D-Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 10:40:45 PM 

Alan Thicke Blurs Lines With New ’Reality-lsh’ Show 

"Growing Pains" dad, who’s also dad to "Blurred Lines" singer Robin Thicke, is getting a "reality-ish" show, part 

true, part scripted. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 10:40:49 PM 

Harlem Building Collapse Kills Three, Injures 60 

Authorities are responding to reports of an explosion and collapse in Manhattan. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/12/2014 11:11:56 PM 

NSA’s Malware Methods Outed in Latest Leak 

The latest report from the top-secret documents that former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden 

made off with describes the agency’s efforts to infect and monitor PCs much in the way ordinary hackers do. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/12/2014 11:27:25 PM 

Tiny Survivors: Faces of an Endless Conflict 

About 3 million children have been displaced by Syria’s civil war. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Melissa Dahl 

3/13/2014 12:13:55 AM 

Grieving the Unknown: Families of the Missing Face Painful Limbo 

We don’t know what happened to the missing Malaysia Airlines jet, which throws the families of the passengers of Flight 

370 into a kind of painful in-between: Their loved ones aren’t here. But they’re also not certainly dead. They’re just ... 

gone. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 12:13:56 AM 

Ukrainian Rabbi Plays Down Neo-Nazi Threat From Nationalists 

KIEV -- A leading Ukrainian rabbi said on Wednesday he saw no sign of hostility toward Jews from nationalists involved 

in last month’s uprising but was cautious on whether there could be a rise in anti-Semitic threats. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Robert Frank 

3/13/2014 12:13:59 AM 

Help Wanted: Must Take $1 Million Trip Around the World 

Imagine the following help wanted ad."Now Hiring: Candidate wanted to take a $1 million trip around the world -- for 

free. The applicant will spend a year eating at the finest restaurants, sleeping at five-star hotels and enjoying the world’s 

most elite nightclubs and resorts. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 1:31:40 AM 

Both Sides In Venezuela Take to the Streets 

Both supporters and opponents of Venezuela’s President Nicolas Maduro took to the streets of the country’s capital, 

Caracas, Wednesday to mark one month since the demonstrations which have left 22 dead and injured scores 

started."Today we’re marching to denounce the repression. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely and Dr. Nancy Snyderman 

3/13/2014 2:17:55 AM 

No End in Sight for Syria’s Suffering 

A report on both sides of Syria’s border with Bill Neely in Damascus and Dr. Nancy Snyderman in Lebanon. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:17:58 AM 

Judge Dismisses Charges Against Indian Diplomat 

A federal judge has dismissed charges against an Indian deputy consul-general whose New York City arrest and strip- 

search set off a diplomatic spat that strained relations between the United States and India. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:17:59 AM 

Will it Crush? Arnold Takes to Tank for Charity 

Watch the action star terminate everythinl~ from a taxi cab to a table full of birthday cakes all while 

throul~h a series of one-liners. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:18:01 AM 

Crimean Tatar Leader Tells Putin Secession Would Break Pact 

A Crimean Tatar leader told Russian President Vladimir Putin on Wednesday that the secession of Crimea from Ukraine 

to join Russia would violate an international treaty in which Russia, Britain and the United States vowed to keep Ukraine 

intact. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:18:05 AM 

Trucker Kept Sex Slaves in Trailer for Months, Feds Say 

A Utah truck driver kept sex slaves in his semitrailer for months at a time while he traveled the country, filing down their 

teeth, forcing them to alter their appearance and beating them until they nearly passed out, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:18:05 AM 

Medal of Honor Recipient Dies at 82 

The death of retired U.S. Army Col. Ola Lee Mize, who served in both the Korean War and Vietnam, leaves 74 

living recipients of the Medal of Honor. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:18:08 AM 

Huge Storm Heading to Northeast 

Temperatures are tumbling from Ohio to Maine. Weather Channel Meteorologist Mike Seidel has the forecast. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:18:08 AM 

Russian, U.S. Politicians Trade World Cup Barbs 

Last week, two U.S. senators called for Russia to be stripped of the 20:18 World Cup. Wednesday, Russian MPs 

responded with a letter requestinl~ the U.S. be thrown out of this year’s tourney. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:48:59 AM 

Three More Killed in Venezuela as Clashes Persist 

Protesters battled soldiers in the streets of Caracas again on Wednesday as three more fatal shootings raised to 25 the 

death toll from a month of demonstrations against Venezuela’s socialist government. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

3/13/2014 4:21:52 AM 

Poll: Pope Francis Has ’Strengthened’ Faith of U.S. Catholics 

Pope Francis has a year under his belt at the Vatican, a Person of the Year title and even his own fan magazine. And new 

data shows that he’s making American Catholics more committed to their faith. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 4:21:54 AM 

Parts of Northeast Brace for Up to Two Feet of Snow 

Just days away from spring, a powerhouse snowstorm will bury parts of the Northeast overnight as sleet, wind and 

plunging temperatures pave the way for a treacherous morning commute, forecasters said Wednesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 6:10:40 AM 

Jets Agree to Terms with Eric Decker 

The Jets announced that former Broncos receiver Eric Decker Decker, the No. 9 player on the updated PFT 

Free Agent Hot 100, has agreed to terms with the team. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hayley Goldbach 

3/13/2014 6:10:41 AM 

Refugee Worker Cares for Syria’s Orphans 

Maria Assi, 45, has thousands of children. While she only has one biological daughter, Leila, there are countless Syrian 

refugee children who consider her family.As chief executive of Beyond Association, she spends all day working at 

refugee camps throughout Lebanon. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 7:28:24 AM 

Harlem Building Collapse Kills Five, Injures 74 

Four people were killed, more than 70 people were hurt and others are missing after two buildings collapsed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

3/13/2014 7:44:03 AM 

Report: Missing MH370 Flew For Four Hours After Known Position 

The mystery over missing Malaysia Airlines flight 370 deepened Thursday as the Wall Street Journal reported that U.S. 

investigators suspect the jet stayed in the air for four hours past its last confirmed radar position.U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 7:59:33 AM 

Car Hits Crowd at Club During #SXSW: Two Die, 23 Hurt 

At least two people are dead and 23 others injured after a car hit a crowd outside a club in Austin, Texas, police and 

emergency officials said.The driver is in custody, police told NBC station KXAN.Officers say a car ran through a barricade 

close to The Mohawk venue just after 12:30 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

3/13/2014 9:17:19 AM 

Not Just Talk: Pope Francis Cleans Up Finances in First Year 

In his first year in Rome, Pope Francis’ comments on everything from gays to atheists have gotten most of the attention, 

but his aggressive efforts to reform the Vatican’s scandal-scarred financial apparatus show he’s not all talk. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 9:17:23 AM 

What’s Ex-Pope Benedict Been Doing in Retirement? 

Former Pope Benedict abdicated a year ago. How exactly has he been spending his days since stepping down? 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 10:04:02 AM 

Tanker Explosion, Huge Fire Disrupts Commute In Newark N,J, 

A large tanker exploded into flames, shutting down roads and transit systems in Newark, New Jersey early Thursday and 

commuter delays are expected into the morning as the cleanup continues. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 10:04:03 AM 

Masked Gunmen Fire on Army Bus in Cairo, Killing One 

Masked gunmen opened fire on an army bus in Cairo on Thursday, killing one officer and wounding three soldiers, a 

military source told Reuters, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/131’2014 10:19:35 AM 

Pistorius Murder Trial Shown Blood=Stained Prosthetic Legs 

A picture of Oscar Pistorius’ blood-stained prosthetic legs was shown during the South African athlete’s murder trial 

Thursday.The image was shown by defense lawyer Barry Roux in the court in Pretoria. Roux was questioning a police 

forensics expert, Police Col. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jacquellena Carrero 

3/13/2014 10:19:36 AM 

Exiles in America Soften Stance on Cuba Ties 

For many years, Tony Zamora opposed U.S. ties with Cuba. He once slipped onto Cuban shores as part of the Bay of Pigs 

operation and was imprisoned following the failed mission. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Saye-Maye Cole 

3/13/2014 10:19:37 AM 

Child War Survivor to Syria’s Children: Don’t Give Up 

Saye-Maye Cole, now 34, grew up in Liberia through two brutal civil wars, escaped the country to get an education, and 

ultimately returned to work in the country’s Ministry of Finance, where he coordinates international loans aimed at 

rebuilding Liberia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 10:50:42 AM 

Pistorius Vomits in Court at Graphic Images of Steenkamp’s Body 

Oscar Pistorius vomited and sobbed in court Thursday as graphic close-up images of the body of Reeva Steenkamp were 

repeatedly shown during his murder trial.lmages of Steenkamp’s gunshot wounds appeared very briefly, and seemingly 

by mistake, as the court scrolled through other images of the scene. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/131’2014 11:06:21 AM 

Madness Fever: What to Expect From Conference Tourneys 

The major NCAA conference tournaments kick off in earnest this week. Here are previews for all of them. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ron Allen 

3/13/2014 11:06:24 AM 

Gas Leak Likely Cause of Deadly NYC Blast 

At last count the blast killed at least three people and injured scores more. A desperate search is underway for 

those still unaccounted for, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 11:52:59 AM 

Winter’s Last Stand? Snow, Cold Pummel East 

Winter has made a loud, last stand a week shy of spring, sending an icy blast across the Midwest and Northeast. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 11:52:59 AM 

Harlem Building Collapse Kills Six, Injures 74 

Seven people were killed, more than 70 people were hurt and others are missing after two buildings collapsed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 12:24:10 PM 

Get a Glimpse of What It’s Like Inside a 777 Cockpit 

As questions arise about whether pilots of Flight 370 played a part in the jet’s disappearance, NBC’s Kevin 

Tibbles goes in the cockpit of a flight simulator. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 12:55:16 PM 

Controversial ’Jeopardy!’ Winner Ends Run With Almost $300K Winnings 

Arthur Chu left his "Jeopardy!" reign Wednesday with humor, and as the show’s No. 3 winner of all time. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 1:26:21 PM 

California Analyst’s Cricket Bat Video Shown At Pistorius Trial 

A video by an American crime-scene analyst comparing the sound of a gunshot to a cricket-bat strike was used in the 

murder trial of South African paralympian Oscar Pistorius on Thursday.Pistorius’ neighbors told the court last week that 

they were woken by the sound of gunshots and screaming on Feb. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chuck Todd and Mark Murray 

3/13/2014 1:41:55 PM 

First Thoughts: Democrats’ Messaging Running on Empty 

Running on empty? What midterm message will inspire Democrats to vote in November?... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 1:41:58 PM 

Cookbook Author Paula Wolfert Is A Warrior 

As a cookbook author, Paula Wolfert has enjoyed a remarkable and illustrious career. She has five James Beard Awards 

to her name, countless other accolades, and has been referred to as the "Queen" of Mediterranean cooking. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

3/13/2014 2:13:04 PM 

Losing Faith: 21 Percent Say Religion ’Not That Important’ 

One in five Americans say religion does not play an important role in their lives, a new NBC/WSJ journal poll shows - the 

highest percentage since the poll began asking participants about their focus on faith in 1997. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Pete Williams 

3/13/2014 2:13:06 PM 

Attorney General Calls for Lower Drug Sentences 

Attorney General Eric Holder on Thursday called for lower sentences for non-violent drug crimes, potentially reducing 

prison time by an average of a year.ln remarks to the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:59:48 PM 

Russell Crowe’s ’Noah’ Banned in Some Arab Countries 

Thoul]h the studio says that artistic license has been taken with ’Noah,’ controversy has already bel~un to swirl 

for the film. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 2:59:53 PM 

Americans Spent Record 356 Billion on Pets in 2013 

Americans spent an all-time high of $55.7 billion, almost the annual GDP of Uruguay, on their pets in 2013 and will creep 

close to spending $60 billion this year.Bob Vetere of the American Pet Products Association told buyers and exhibitors at 

the Global Pet Expo in Orlando, Fla. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 3:15:26 PM 

Fallon’s Putin Unveils Cold War Kickstarter on ’Tonight Show’ 

Donning a blond hairpiece and a fake Russian accent, Fallon-as-Putin introduced his new venture from his 

lavish office. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 3:30:59 PM 

U.S. Tech’s Offshore Cash Piles Earn Govt. Interest, Report Says 

Four of the biggest U.S. technology groups collectively hold an estimated $124 billion in U.S. Treasury debt, much of it 

offshore, earning them tax-free interest, the UK’s Bureau of Investigative Journalism (BIJ) said on Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 3:31:00 PM 

Trump: ’Putin Has Eaten Obama’s Lunch’ on Ukraine 

"We have to show some strengths," the real estate mogul said Thursday, adding that he hoped the president 

"doesn’t do something very foolish and very stupid to show his manhood," 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt 

3/13/2014 4:17:41 PM 

Why Merkel Is Taking On Russia With Words, Not Military Threats 

MAINZ, Germany - Three days ahead of a referendum on whether Crimea should become part of Russia, German 

chancellor Angela Merkel on Thursday warned Moscow that it risked "massive" political and economic damage if it 

refuses to change course over Ukraine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 4:17:43 PM 

Why Can’t We Kill the Marriage Penalty? 

Some wealthy and low-income married couples are losing out at tax time, but experts say eliminating the so- 

called marriage penalty is complicated. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam and Henry Austin 

3/13/2014 4:48:46 PM 

Endless Winter: Snow, Temps and Records Fall in Latest Icy Blast 

Winter won’t let go.A week before spring, an icy blast dumped more than 2 feet of snow on Vermont, caused a deadly 

50-car pileup in Ohio and packed wind strong enough to knock out the lights at the Capitol dome. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 5:04:24 PM 

NYC Building Collapse Kills Six, Injures 74 

Seven people were killed, more than 70 people were hurt and others are missing after two buildings collapsed. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 5:04:24 PM 

Driver Faces Murder Charges After Car Hits Crowd at SXSW Club 

A suspected drunken driver faces capital murder charges after striking a crowd outside a downtown Austin, Texas, club 

used as a venue for the South By Southwest digital conference, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 5:35:27 PM 

U.S. Ship Moves to Strait of Malacca In Search of Missing Jet 

The guided-missile destroyer USS Kidd is moving to the Strait of Malacca -- west of the Malaysian peninsula -- to 

continue the search for the missing airliner, senior defense and military officials told NBC News. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 5:35:30 PM 

Richard Engel: On the Train to Crimea 

NBC’s Richard Enl~el takes the train to Crimea to slip around Russian military checkpoints. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 6:06:34 PM 

Gunman in Theater Texting Case Also Sent Message 

The retired police captain accused of murdering a Navy veteran after complaining he was texting in a movie theater had 

just sent a text message from the cinema himself, new documents show.Curtis Reeves’ son -- a police officer who 

planned to meet his parents at the Wesley Chapel, Fla. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 6:22:08 PM 

Mississippi Man Found Alive in Body Bag Dies 

The Mississippi man who was found alive in a body bag late last month has died.Walter Williams, 78, made headlines on 

Feb. 28 when he was found moving in a body bag moments before he was to be embalmed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 6:37:24 PM 

NBC News Crew Briefly Detained in Ukraine’s Crimea 

An NBC News crew was briefly detained by pro-Russian militia Thursday on the Ukrainian peninsula of 

Crimea.%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter- 

tweet%22%2~~ang=%22en%22%3E%3Cp%3EDetained%2~by%2~pr~%2~russian%2~mi~itia%2~in%2~crimea.%2~Questi~ 

ned%20for%20an%20hour%20or%20so. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Luke Russert and Frank Thorp V 

3/13/2014 7:08:24 PM 

Boehner Invites Pope Francis to Address Congress on U.S. Visit 

House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio, extended an open invitation to Pope Francis on Thursday to speak before a Joint 

Meeting of Congress if he were to ever travel to the United States. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 7:23:57 PM 

’Orange Is the New Black’ Teases Bloody Fight, Fancy Inmates 

When "Orange is the New Black" returns on June 6, it will pick up with last season’s bloody cliff-hanger and 

introduce a new inmate at the prison. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 7:39:29 PM 

Tiny T, Rex Relative Roamed a Warmer Arctic 

A miniature cousin of Tyrannosaurus rex once roamed the Arctic, a new fossil discovery reveals.The new tyrannosaur 

(Nanuqsaurus hoglundi) had a skull length of between 23 and 27 inches (60 to 70 centimeters) when full-grown. In 

comparison, an adult T. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 7:39:30 PM 

Four Million Renters Want to Buy. But Can They? 

Ten percent of renters say they want to buya home in the next year, according to a new report. The trouble is, 

there is not that much out there. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 8:26:08 PM 

The Week in Pictures: March 6- 13 

A harrowing scene in Harlem, Caracas confrontations, dog days return to SoCal, Iditarod inspires and 

#Syriaschildren stay strong. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

3/13/2014 8:26:14 PM 

HPV Test Can Replace Pap, FDA Advisers Say 

A test for the virus that causes cervical cancer can replace the annual Pap smear for many women, experts say. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kate Gibson, CNBC 

3/13/2014 8:26:16 PM 

Stocks Tumble On Mounting Concerns Over China and Ukraine 

Stocks tumbled on Thursday, with the Dow dropping 230 points, on growing concerns that events surrounding Ukraine 

are escalating and that China’s slowing growth will rub off on the global economy and bite into corporate profits. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michelle Caruso-Cabrera 

3/13/2014 8:41:48 PM 

$3 Billion for Ukraine Aid Would Go to Russia 

As Western leaders prepare a bailout package for embattled Ukraine, they face a startling irony: Thanks to the almost 

bizarre structure of a bond deal between Ukraine and Russia, billions of those dollars are almost certain to go directly 

into the coffers of the Putin government. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann and Michael O’Brien 

3/13/2014 8:57:18 PM 

Senate Reaches Deal on Jobless Benefits Extension 

Senate negotiators have reached a bipartisan deal on a measure to extend expired long-term unemployment insurance 

benefits to more than two million Americans. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 8:57:25 PM 

Zuckerberg: U.S. Government Is a ’Threat’ to Internet Security 

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says he called President Barack Obama to vent his frustration over the "damage" the 

government has wreaked on Internet security, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 9:43:37 PM 

PM at UN: Ukraine a Victim of Russian ’Military Aggression’ 

Ukraine’s interim Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk told the United Nations Security Council in New York City Thursday 

that Ukraine is a victim of Russian "military aggression. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

3/13/2014 9:43:41 PM 

Heads in the Sand: Experts, Victims Testify About Concussion 

A bad head injury forced women’s soccer gold medalist Briana Scurry to resort to experimental surgery to ease her 

blinding headaches. She thinks it worked, but she still suffers from anxiety, depression and other symptoms. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Patti Domm 

3/13/2014 9:43:41 PM 

Stocks Tumble: Dow Drops 230 Points on China, Ukraine Concerns 

Stocks tumbled on Thursday amid concerns that events surrounding Ukraine are escalating and that China’s slowing 

growth will rub off on the global economy and bite into corporate profits.The Dow Jones Industrial Average suffered its 

worst day since Feb 3, ending the day down 231 points or 1. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 9:59:12 PM 

Six Things You Need to Know About the General Motors Recall 

General Motors’ announcement that it is recalling more than one million vehicles has gotten attention from Congress, 

sparked investigations, and may pose a formidable challenge for the company’s fresh CEO. Here’s what you need to 

know:What’s the problem and when did it start? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 9:59:16 PM 

Surreal Art Puts Shelter Pets in the Spotlight 

Hungarian photographer Sarolta B~n creates fantastical, serene images of shelter animals in an effort to help 

them get adopted. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez and Rich Gardella and Kevin Monahan and Talesha Reynolds 

3/13/2014 10:14:45 PM 

GM Chose Not to Implement a Fix for Ignition Problem 

Engineers at General Motors found a way to stop ignition switches from shutting off nine years ago, but made a 

"business decision" not to order the partial fix to a problem that has now been linked to a dozen deaths, NBC News has 

learned. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 11:16:49 PM 

80 Percent of Colombian Drugs Gets to U,S., General Says 

The U.S. doesn’t have the ships and surveillance capabilities to go after the illegal drugs flowing into the U.S. from Latin 

America, the top military commander for the region told senators Thursday, adding that the lack of resources means he 

has to "sit and watch it go by."Gen. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/13/2014 11:32:22 PM 

Negatives Go Digital for Romanian WWl Army Photographer 

Photo enthusiast Cezar Popescu looks at a glass plate negative from the "Costica Acsinte picture archive" before 

scanning at the lalomita County Museum in Slobozia on Feb. 21, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 12:18:34 AM 

Senators Call for ’Robust’ Humanitarian Strategy in Syria 

Responding to devastating reports on the plight of 5.5 million Syrian children thrown into peril by civil war, 19 U.S. 

senators have introduced a resolution calling on President Barack Obama to develop and send to Congress "a more 

robust U.S. strategy for addressing the Syrian humanitarian crisis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 12:18:35 AM 

SpaceX Postpones Cargo Supply Launch to Space Station 

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. -- The next supply run to the International Space Station has been delayed.SpaceX was 

scheduled to launch a a Falcon 9 rocket carrying a cargo ship from Cape Canaveral, Fla., before dawn on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 1:04:50 AM 

Man Arrested for Using Twitter to Threaten Shooting 

The account showed the suspect allegedly pointing a rifle in the direction of various Los Angles city streets, 

police said. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 1:04:52 AM 

Dad Shoots, Kills Boy Found in Daughter’s Bedroom, Police Say 

A 17-year-old Texas boy was shot dead early Thursday after a dad discovered the teen in his daughter’s bedroom, local 

media reported.The homeowner’s 16-year-old daughter let the boy into the Harris County house in the early morning 

hours Thursday, deputies told the NBC station in Houston KPRC. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

3/14/2014 1:20:26 AM 

Senate Passes Flood Bill That Guts Reforms, Protects Homeowners 

Homeowners and businesses welcomed the Senate’s passage on Thursday of a bill designed to slow implementation of a 

2012 law that would end federal insurance subsidies for people living in flood zones. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erika Angulo 

3/14/2014 1:20:27 AM 

Army Tests Physical Capabilities of Soldiers for Better Placement 

Fort Stewart, GA -- With her blonde hair tucked inside a camouflaged helmet and some 80 pounds of gear wrapped 

around her petite body, Army Sgt. Jennifer Lancaster stretches her arms to reach the top of a 6-foot high wall in front of 

her. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez and Rich Gardella and Kevin Monahan and Talesha Reynolds 

3/14/2014 1:51:30 AM 

GM Chose Not to Implement a Fix for Ignition Problem 

Engineers at General Motors found a way to stop ignition switches from shutting off nine years ago, but made a 

"business decision" not to order the partial fix to a problem that has now been linked to a dozen deaths, NBC News has 

learned. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 1:51:33 AM 

Six Things You Need to Know About the General Motors Recall 

General Motors’ announcement that it is recalling more than one million vehicles has gotten attention from Congress, 

sparked investigations, and may pose a formidable challenge for the company’s fresh CEO. Here’s what you need to 

know:What’s the problem and when did it start? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 2:07:08 AM 

Thailand Celebrates National Elephant Day 

Mahouts pray while sitting on top of elephants during Thailand’s National Elephant Day in the ancient Thai capital 

Ayutthaya on March 13. Thais honored the elephant on Thursday with special fruit and Buddhist ceremonies across the 

country to pay homage to their national animal. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

John Yang 

3/14/2014 2:22:37 AM 

Coast Guard Icebreaker Keeps Ships Moving on Great Lakes 

ON LAKE SUPERIOR--Being on a Coast Guard cutter on an ice-breaking mission is an experience for all the senses.As the 

U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Alder made its way through the Duluth, Minn. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 2:22:39 AM 

Army Private Arrested in Florida 36 Years After Prison Break 

MIAMI -- One of the U.S. Army’s "15 Most Wanted" fugitives was arrested in Florida on Thursday, more than 36 years 

after the man escaped from a federal prison in Kansas and went on the run.James Robert Jones, a U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 2:38:10 AM 

Army Private Arrested 36 Years After Prison Break 

One of the U.S. Army’s "15 Most Wanted" ful]itives was arrested Thursday when he showed up for work in 

Pompano Beach, authorities said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 4:57:18 AM 

Martin Happy to Start With Clean Slate on 49ers 

Jonathan Martin said his trade to the San Francisco 49ers provided him with a ’blank slate’ as he looks to move 

on from a bullying scandal. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 7:31:57 AM 

Missing Plane Sent Signals to Satellite for Hours: U.S. Official 

A Malaysia Airlines plane sent signals to a satellite for four hours after the aircraft went missing, an indication that it was 

still flying for hundreds of miles or more, a U.S. official briefed on the search said Thursday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 7:32:00 AM 

Putin Speaks to Iranian President About Ukraine, Nukes 

Russian President Vladimir Putin has spoken to his Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani about Ukraine and expressed his 

appreciation of Tehran’s "constructive approach" in talks with six world powers on its nuclear program. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:18:35 AM 

Plane Evacuated After Gear Failure on Takeoff at Philly Int’l 

A U.S. Airways flight leaving Philadelphia Thursday evening was evacuated after a mechanical failure. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:34:11 AM 

NYC Building Collapse Kills Eight, Injures 74 

Eight people were killed, more than 70 people were hurt and others are missing after two buildings collapsed 

in New York City. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:49:43 AM 

Moscow Accuses White House of Excluding Russian Reporters 

MOSCOW - Russia accused the White House of discriminating against Russian journalists by barring them from a news 

conference with President Barack Obama and Ukraine’s prime minister."We believe that the refusal to allow Russian 

journalists to attend the press conference on March 12 of U,S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/14/2014 8:49:46 AM 

’StingRay’: Records Show Secret Cellphone Surveillance by Calif. Cops 

A number of police departments in California have been using controversial "StingRay" type of cellular interception 

devices for at least six years, with little or no disclosure, according to documents obtained by Sacramento’s NewslO. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ron Mott 

3/14/2014 9:20:35 AM 

Suspect in SXSW Deaths to Face Capital Murder Charges 

Two people were killed early Wednesday morning by a suspected drunk driver who plowed his car into a 

crowd of people in Austin, Texas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 9:20:36 AM 

Red Glare: Bulls Blow Rockets Out By 24 Points 

The Rockets didn’t bring the energy, so the Bulls brought the pain. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 9:36:10 AM 

Photo of Bare-Chested Pistorius at Crime Scene Shown at Trial 

The murder trial of South African paralympian Oscar Pistorius was Friday shown images of the athlete taken on the night 

he shot dead his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 9:51:45 AM 

AAC: Coach Admits Memphis ’Stank’ in 72-53 Defeat by UConn 

Niels Giffey scored 24 points and added nine boards and a pair of blocks to lead No. 2:1 UConn to a 72-53 win 

over No. :19 Memphis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 9:51:46 AM 

Don’t Call Yourselves Reagan-Republicans,’ McCain Scolds Senators 

Sen. John McCain speaks on the Senate floor about proposed action toward Russia over military advances in 

the Ukraine. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alastair Jamieson 

3/14/2014 10:53:46 AM 

Radar Shows Plane Deliberately Flew Toward Indian Ocean: Reports 

Military radar evidence suggests the missing Malaysia Airlines jetliner was deliberately flown west toward the Indian 

Ocean’s Andaman Islands, sources told Reuters on Friday as mounting evidence pointed to a criminal inquiry into Flight 

MH370. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/14/2014 11:09:23 AM 

Facebook Users: Get Ready To Scroll Past Video Ads 

We’ve been hearing for almost a year that Facebook would soon be adding auto-playing video ads to your stream, and 

the final countdown has begun. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 11:40:09 AM 

Malaysians Pray for Missing Plane Passengers 

Thousands gathered at Malayia’s National Mosque on Friday as special prayers were said for the passengers of missing 

Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370,The Malaysian Prime Minister attended prayers for those on board the plane at a second 

mosque near Kuala Lumpur international airport. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 11:55:38 AM 

KNOW IT ALL: Friday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy Friday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:1. Missing 

jet hundreds of miles off course? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kelley Holland 

3/14/2014 12:11:11 PM 

What Obama’s New Overtime Rules Could Mean 

President Barack Obama has announced plans to change the rules governing which employees are eligible for overtime 

pay, rules that last changed almost a decade ago. Supporters say the move will boost economic growth, but opponents 

warn of negative consequences. Here’s why.Who gets overtime pay now? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 12:26:46 PM 

Editor: Princess Diana Leaked Royal Phone Numbers to Tabloid 

Princess Diana leaked a royal phone book to a tabloid editor to seek revenge on her estranged husband, 

according to testimony in a London phone hacking trial. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 12:42:26 PM 

No More Missing in Manhattan Building Rubble: Police 

Police said early Friday that no one else is missing in the smoldering rubble of two buildings that were leveled 

by a gas explosion in East Harlem. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 12:58:01 PM 

Led Zeppelin to Unveil New Songs With Reissue of First 3 LPs 

As Led Zeppelin once promised, the song remains the same -- but this time they’re throwing in a few extras. This 

summer, the group is reissuing their first three albums as deluxe editions packed with previously unreleased goodies. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 1:29:17 PM 

Not Sprinl~ Yet: St. Patrick’s Day Snow Threatened for Northeast 

A mild weekend in the Northeast could give way to St. Patrick’s Day snow -- perhaps 3 to 6 inches in New York, 

Philadelphia and Washington -- as the relentless winter refuses to loosen its grip. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 1:44:53 PM 

Is Social Media Killing School Dances? 

Busy with extracurricular activities and social media, many students are skipping what used to be the prime 

social event for teens. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello 

3/14/2014 2:00:27 PM 

Tom Costello: What We Know So Far About Missing Jet 

The missing Malaysia Airlines jetliner could have flown for 2,500 miles in any direction, however, it’s last 

known point of direction was toward the Indian Ocean. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andy Eckardt 

3/14/2014 2:31:33 PM 

Polar Bear Cub Ventures Out of Birth Cave for First Time 

Polar bear fans in Germany caught a glimpse of a three-month-old female cub’s first steps this week after it left the cave 

it was born in for the first time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod 

3/14/2014 3:02:39 PM 

Pro-West Ex-Minister Hrytsenko Says Son Kidnapped in Crimea 

SIMFEROPOL, Crimea - A senior pro-Western politician in Ukraine said Friday that his son and two others were 

kidnapped my masked men late at night. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 3:18:09 PM 

Pistorius Trial Sees Blade Runner Bare-Chested at Crime Scene 

Police photographs of a bare-chested Oscar Pistorius with his prosthetic legs and shorts covered in blood, taken shortly 

after the athlete shot dead his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp, were shown to the court in his murder trial Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 3:18:16 PM 

Getting in the Spirit: Awkward St. Patrick’s Day Photos 

What’s more awkward than the color green? Nothing, at least according to these 11 photos of St. Patrick Day 

celebrations. Cheers! 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrea Mitchell 

3/14/2014 3:49:08 PM 

U.S. Could Offer Concessions If Putin ignores Crimea Vote 

LONDON -The United States and Ukraine’s interim government could offer concessions to Vladimir Putin - but only if 

Russia ignores the outcome of Sunday’s controversial referendum in Crimea, sources close to the talks said Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Miklaszewski 

3/14/2014 3:49:11 PM 

U.S. Military Searches Seas East of India for Malaysian .let 

U.S. surveillance aircraft hunting for the missing Malaysia Airlines jet were over a southern part of the Bay of Bengal 

Friday - a zone much further west than in previous searches.A P-3 maritime surveillance aircraft was flying missions over 

the area, to the east of India. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 3:49:13 PM 

Malaysians Pray for Missing Jet Passengers 

Thousands gathered at Malayia’s National Mosque on Friday as special prayers were said for the passengers of missing 

Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370,The Malaysian Prime Minister attended prayers for those on board the plane at a second 

mosque near Kuala Lumpur international airport. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 3:49:15 PM 

U.S. Wins its First Sochi Paralympic Gold 

Evan Strong won the gold and led the Americans in a sweep of the first-ever Paralympics snowboard cross 

event. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 3:49:17 PM 

Apple Devotes Entire App Store Section to Selfies 

Apple has made it easier to snap a photo of yourself with the "Sharing Selfies" section of the App Store. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 4:04:50 PM 

Scrabble Asks Facebook Fans to Help Add to Official Game Dictionary 

Fans are coming up with a lot of interesting words, including reviving the suggestion made on "The Simpsons" 

years ago: kwyjibo. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Rossen 

3/14/2014 4:20:26 PM 

Jeff Rossen: Pistorius Police on Trial 

The Pistorius defense team aims to unravel the murder case against the Blade Runner as they accuse police of 

mishandling evidence, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

3/14/2014 4:35:45 PM 

’Match Continues’: Russia Compares Kerry-Lavrov Talks to Soccer Game 

U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry took his negotiations aimed at ending the crisis in Ukraine with Russian Foreign 

Minister Sergey Lavrov outdoors Friday.Kerry invited his Russian counterpart for a walk in the vast garden of Winfield 

House, the American ambassador’s palatial residence in London. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 4:51:17 PM 

One U,S. Theory: Plane’s Disappearance ’Act of Piracy’ 

Investigators probing the missing Malaysia Airlines jet are examining the possibility the plane’s disappearance is "an act 

of piracy," and that the plane may have landed somewhere rather than crashed, the Associated Press reported.The AP 

attributed the information to a U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 4:51:19 PM 

Richard Eng;el: Crimea Street Art Shows Stark Divide 

A giant, pro-Russian mural competes with a wall of anti-Putin posters in Crimea, where NBC News Chief 

Foreign Correspondent, Richard Engel, reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tracy Connor 

3/14/2014 5:37:44 PM 

Vet Who Says He Was ’Kissing Sailor’ in Famous Photo Dies 

A Navy veteran who claimed to be the sailor who was kissing a nurse in the famous Alfred Eisenstaedt photo taken in 

Times Square on V-J day has died,Glenn McDuffie’s daughter said he died Sunday of natural causes. He was 86. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 6:08:47 PM 

Erin Go Bye: Sam Adams Pulls Out of Boston St. Patrick’s Parade 

The maker of Sam Adams beer says it is withdrawing its sponsorship of Boston’s St. Patrick’s Day parade because 

organizers exclude gay groups.Boston Beer Co. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 6:24:20 PM 

Administration Targets Poor-Performing For-Profit Colleges 

The Obama administration announced new rules to crack down on low-performing for-profit career colleges with high 

rates of student loan defaults and a dismal track record of gainful employment. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 6:24:22 PM 

James Brown Biopic ’Get on Up’ Releases Funky First Trailer 

Film preview shows the Godfather of Soul as an impoverished child, a young jail inmate, and a rising superstar. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:12:50 PM 

’No Dragons’: JK Rowling Pens History of Quidditch 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:12:52 PM 

Obama on ’Mom’ Jeans: ’I’ve Been Unfairly Maligned’ 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:28:25 PM 

Chimp Attack Victim Fights For Her Day In Court 

It’s been five years since Charla Nash was viciously attacked by a 200-pound chimpanzee. Now, she’s fighting 

for her day in court. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:43:56 PM 

Target Warns Data Breach Could Be Worse Than Reported So Far 

Target Corp. warned that last year’s massive security breach could have been more extensive than reported so far. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:59:28 PM 

U.S. Scientists: ’Seismic Event’ Near Missing Jet Path Is Normal 

The "seismic event" that Chinese scientists detected close to where the missing Malaysia Airlines jet lost contact and 

said were consistent with a plane crash are "regularly occurring," U.S. scientists said Friday.U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 8:59:29 PM 

Richard Engel: Until Referendum, Who Controls Crimea? 

30 Seconds to Know: Richard Engel explains who controls the strategically important peninsula, and what will 

happen after the upcoming referendum. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/14/2014 8:59:37 PM 

Raised Money on Kickstarter? Time to Pay Uncle Sam 

Crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter can be an easy way for artists and entrepreneurs to raise money -- but they may be 

surprised to find the IRS likely sees the funds raised for their passion projects as taxable income. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 10:16:53 PM 

Ukraine’s President Shows He’s Combat=Ready By Touting Troops 

Ukraine’s acting president -- proudly sporting combat fatigues -- praised his country’s troops Friday and pledged to 

build up the force as Russia shows no signs of backing down from the Crimea crisis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 10:16:54 PM 

It’s Official: Phil Jackson to Head Knicks Front Office 

The Knicks are finally set to announce on Tuesday that Phil Jackson will join the team’s front office, reportedly 

at a whopping salary of ~;12 million a year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 11:03:29 PM 

Lawsuit Says GM Hid Ignition Defect in Recalled Cars 

General Motors was hit with a lawsuit Friday from customers who said their vehicles lost value because of ignition 

problems that prompted a recall of 1.6 million cars. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 11:19:00 PM 

Rwandan Gets 25 Years in France’s First Trial over 1994 Genocide 

PARIS - A Paris court sentenced a former Rwandan soldier to 25 years in jail on Friday for his role in Rwanda’s 1994 

genocide, in France’s first trial to punish those responsible for the three-month wave of violence. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/14/2014 11:19:03 PM 

Uber Expands Insurance Coverage for Ridesharing Drivers 

SAN FRANCISCO -- UberX on Friday expanded the insurance coverage it offers to ridesharing drivers, a step toward 

easing regulators’ and lawmakers’ concerns and creating broader acceptance of the services. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/14/2014 11:19:07 PM 

Why .Berlin and .NYC? For Cities, It’s Business 

Next week, Berlin will become the first major international city with its own top-level domain name, meaning people will 

be able to register websites that end in ".berlin."lt isn’t the only city that wants to get in on the action. London, Paris and 

Tokyo are all scheduled to do the same this year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello 

3/14/2014 11:50:08 PM 

New Satellite Data Hint at Missing Jet’s Path 

The missing Malaysia Airlines jet made a definitive left turn back toward the mainland after it disappeared from civilian 

radar a week ago, a U.S. government source told NBC News on Friday.The Boeing 777-200 then made a right turn north 

up the Strait of Malacca, the source said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 12:36:43 AM 

Colleges Offer to Pay Students to Take a Gap Year 

MEDFORD, Mass. -- Colleges are paying students to take a year off after high school to travel, volunteer or do 

internships so that students of all income brackets can benefit from "gap years. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 12:52:17 AM 

Man Charged with Capital Murder in Two Deaths at SXSW 

A suspected drunken driver was charged Friday with capital murder in the deaths of two people he allegedly killed as he 

sped erratically through streets filled with attendees of the South by Southwest digital conference in Austin, Texas. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ann Curry 

3/15/2014 12:52:23 AM 

Mother Reunites With Long-Lost Daughter 

After escaping Sudan’s civil war and being separated for 24 years, a mother and daughter have finally located 

each another on Facebook. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 2:40:44 AM 

Iowa State Lights Up Poor Kansas Defense in Big 12 Tournament 

No. 16 Iowa State held off No. 10 Kansas in the semifinals of the Big 12 tournament, 94-83. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 2:40:45 AM 

No. 11 Syracuse Falls to NC State, Continues Losing Streak 

Syracuse’s inaugural game in the ACC Tournament didn’t exactly go as planned, as NC State shocked No. :1:1 

Cuse 66-63. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 2:56:23 AM 

Ice Slab Crushes Car She Just Paid Off 

You might expect Amanda Hubbard to be upset - she had just finished paying off her car -- but she’s grateful 

she wasn’t inside it, 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 2:56:24 AM 

Colorado Car Chase Suspect Faces Several Charges 

The desperate felon accused of multiple carjackings during a dangerous pursuit with Colorado cops appeared before a 

judge Friday for the first time. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 3:27:22 AM 

Breaking Tradition: Widows Celebrate Holi Festival in India 

Women, who are widows, dance during Holi celebrations organized by the non-governmental organization Sulabh 

International at a widow’s ashram in Vrindavan in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh on March 14. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 4:13:43 AM 

Cancer Returns for Hall of Fame QB Jim Kelly 

Buffalo Bills legend Jim Kelly has another fight on his hands -- his oral cancer is back after surgery last year. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello and Gil Aegerter 

3/15/2014 6:01:53 AM 

Missing let Made Two Suspicious Turns Before Vanishing 

The missing Malaysia Airlines jet made two suspicious turns -- a left turn toward the mainland and then a right turn 

north up the Strait of Malacca -- after it disappeared from civilian radar a week ago, a U.S. government source told NBC 

News on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

3/15/2014 8:05:29 AM 

Malaysian PM: Jet Search Widens to Large New Areas 

Malaysia’s prime minister on Saturday said the search for missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 had widened to two large 

corridors as far north as the Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan border, based on more satellite data about the plane’s 

movements. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

3/15/2014 9:07:32 AM 

Malaysian PM: Jet Search Widens to Large New Areas 

Malaysia’s prime minister on Saturday said the search for missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 had widened to two large 

corridors as far north as the Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan border, based on more satellite data about the plane’s 

movements. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ammar Cheikh Omar and Henry Austin 

3/15/2014 9:07:34 AM 

United by Fear: Life Under Militants More Radical Than AI Qaeda 

An Islamist militant group disowned even by al Qaeda is finding few followers in the Syrian city it controls. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 9:23:12 AM 

Police (30 to Home of One of Missing Jet’s Pilots: Witnesses 

Malaysian police arrived at the residential area where one of the missing Malaysia Airline jet’s pilots lives, witnesses told 

NBC News on Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 9:38:43 AM 

Police (30 to Home of One of Missing Jet’s Pilots: Witnesses 

Malaysian police arrived at the residential area where one of the missing Malaysia Airline jet’s pilots lives, witnesses told 

NBC News on Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 10:40:55 AM 

Missing Jet Briefing Canceled After Shock Revelations 

Malaysian authorities canceled a daily press conference at which they were set to answer questions about the 

disappearance of the Malaysia Airlines flight a week ago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 11:58:34 AM 

NHL Star to Get Olympic Medal After Doping Error 

Nicklas Backstrom will get an silver medal even though he was suspended from Sweden’s gold-medal game 

defeat to Canada for testing positive for pseudoephedrine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 11:58:38 AM 

UConn Holds Off Cincinnati to Advance to AAC Final 

Role players such as DeAndre Daniels and Niels Giffey made valuable contributions to No. 21 UConn’s win over 

No. 13 Cincinnati. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 1:00:49 PM 

Ukraine President Blames ’Kremlin Agents’ for Violence 

Ukraine’s acting president accused "Kremlin agents" on Saturday of fomenting deadly violence in eastern cities, in one of 

the most direct and highest-level criticisms aimed by Kiev at President Vladimir Putin. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

David Arnott 

3/15/2014 1:16:21 PM 

Full Military Honors for Unknown World War I Soldiers 

Almost 100 years after they were killed in action in World War I, twenty British soldiers were reburied with full military 

honors Friday in a somber ceremony at a cemetery in northern France.The bodies of the soldiers were discovered in 

2010. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 2:18:18 PM 

Yoga World Unites to Fight Human Trafficking 

Thousands of people in dozens of countries around the world are expected to roll out their yoga mats Saturday as part 

of a campaign to raise awareness of human trafficking. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

3/15/2014 2:49:21 PM 

Spirited Spat: Pipeline Battle Rages on Kentucky’s ’Holy Land’ 

Corn-speckled lands owned by a group of Catholic Trappist monks and a convent full of nuns have become a 

battleground in a fight between Big Energy and the "singing sisters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 3:20:25 PM 

Downward-Facing Human? Yoga Has Gone to the Dogs 

It sounds silly at first: yoga for dogs, but the people who take "doga" classes with their canine family members 

can’t stop raving about it. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 3:36:00 PM 

Ukraine Votes to Dissolve Crimean Parliament 

SIMFEROPOL, Ukraine -- Ukraine’s national parliament voted to dissolve the regional Crimean parliament Saturday as 

pro-Moscow leaders there finalized preparations for a referendum on whether to join Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 4:22:42 PM 

Camera Phones Face-Off in West Bank Protest 

A Palestinian man and a member of the Israeli security forces take pictures of each other with their cellphones after 

Palestinians from the West Bank village of Nabi Saleh, near Ramallah, demonstrated against Jewish settlers and the 

nearby settlement of Hallamish on Friday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 4:38:14 PM 

Keir Simmons: Malaysian PM’s ’Dramatic Revelations’ 

NBC’s Keir Simmons reports on the dramatic revelations from Malaysia’s Prime Minister including that flight 

370 was deliberately diverted from the original flight path, and that the communications systems were turned 

off on purpose. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 5:09:21 PM 

Thousands March in Moscow to Protest Crimea Vote 

Tens of thousands of anti-government protesters marched in central Moscow Saturday, a day before a Kremlin-backed 

referendum in Crimea on whether to break away from Ukraine and join Russia.It was the largest anti-government 

demonstration since 2012. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 5:56:02 PM 

Angelina Jolie Considers Another Preventative Surgery 

Jolie, who spoke publicly about her preventative double mastectomy, is said to be weighing her options and 

looking into other preventative measures. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 6:27:03 PM 

Nets Sign Jason Collins for Remainder of the Season 

Collins, the first openly gay player, in one of the four major team sports, has signed a contract with the 

Brooklyn Nets for the remainder of the season. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 6:27:05 PM 

USA Defeats Russia for Paralympics Sled Hockey Gold 

Team USA defeated Russia in Paralympics men’s sled hockey gold medal game, becoming the first nation to 

repeat as champions. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 6:42:44 PM 

Pistorius Dropped By Company That Made His Blades 

Oscar Pistorius, on trial for murder, was dropped by the company that manufactured the blades he used to 

become the first double amputee to run at the Olympics. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 7:44:52 PM 

Irresistible: Eight Green Treats for St. Patrick’s Day Fun 

Sure, you could serve up all the St. Patty’s Day classics, but wouldn’t you rather put together a totally original, 

absolutely irresistible spread? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 8:31:28 PM 

Sentencing Postponed for Florida Man in Loud Music Killing 

The sentencing for the man who was convicted in the shooting death of a Florida teen over loud music has been delayed 

because of a new retrial date. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 9:02:34 PM 

Referendum Monitor Criticizes U.S. Involvement in Crimea 

The tone of a news conference with international election monitors in Crimea turned decidedly anti-American Saturday, 

when Serge Trifkovi~, an American foreign affairs analyst of Serbian origin, criticized the United States’ involvement in 

the upcoming referendum. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 9:02:36 PM 

Ukraine Paralympians Cover Medals During Russian National Anthem 

Ukraine’s Paralympic cross-country team covered their silver medals during the Russian national anthem on 

Saturday in silent protest. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elisha Fieldstadt 

3/15/2014 9:49:16 PM 

New Information on Missing Jet Raises More Questions 

Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 was deliberately diverted off course, authorities said Saturday, marking the biggest break in 

the investigation since the jet disappeared more than a week earlier with 239 people on board. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Miranda Leitsinger 

3/15/2014 10:20:21 PM 

Girl Born in India With Two Heads Sent to New Delhi for Care 

A girl born with two heads at a hospital in northern India earlier this week has been transferred to a medical center in 

the country’s capital for further care, a health official said Saturday.The girl, who also has two necks, was born on 

Wednesday morning, according to media reports. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 10:20:25 PM 

Chicago River Goes Green for St. Patrick’s Day 

Chicago’s waterway is glowing green in the spirit of St. Patrick’s Day.As per annual tradition, the Chicago River was dyed 

green Saturday -- the spectacle’s 52nd year. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 10:35:58 PM 

Horses Dash on Frozen River for Ice Derby in Siberia 

Trotters compete in a harness race on the frozen Yenisei River during the 44th Ice Derby amateur horse race near the 

settlement of Novosyolovo, Russia some 155 miles south of the Siberian city of Krasnoyarsk on Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 11:22:41 PM 

Duke Bounces N.C. State to Hit ACC Title Game 

Jabari Parker led a balanced attack that gave the Blue Devils a shot at the ACC tournament title against 

Virginia. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 11:22:42 PM 

100 Chickens Discovered in Basement 

Crews discover nearly 100 birds inside a home during a routine fire call. Andy Mehalshick reports. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 11:38:18 PM 

U.S. Senators Hold Putin Responsible For Ukraine ’Al~l~ression’ 

A bipartisan block of U.S. senators gathered in Ukraine on Saturday to show solidarity with the beleaguered country 

while taking aim at Russian President Vladimir Putin."There’s one person I hold accountable for this aggression -- that’s 

Vladimir Putin," Sen. Ron Johnson, R-Wis. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/15/2014 11:53:48 PM 

Comedian David Brenner, ’Tonil~ht’ Favorite, Dies 

Legendary stand-up comedian David Brenner died of cancer Saturday at the age of 78, his publicist said in a 

statement.Brenner made dozens of appearances as a guest and filled in as a host on Johnny Carson’s "Tonight Show" 

beginning in the 1970s. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 12:24:54 AM 

Knicks’ Melo Calls Jackson Hiring a ’Power Move’ 

Carmelo Anthony might leave the Knicks in free agency, but he seemed initially excited about Phil Jackson’s 

hiring. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joe Fryer 

3/16/2014 12:24:56 AM 

Receding Floodwaters Don’t End Montana’s Troubles 

The process of cleaning up after a flood has become far too routine for Roundup, Mont., residents. Record snow pack, a 

constant threat of rain and warm temperatures combined to flood the town of about 1,800. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kristen Dahlgren 

3/16/2014 12:24:58 AM 

Paralympics Brings Miracles and Money to Sochi 

The U.S. sled hockey team beats Russia for the gold medal in the Paralympics. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Neely 

3/16/2014 12:24:59 AM 

Third Anniversary of Syrian Civil War Arrives with No End in Sight 

Chemical weapons, civilians seized and starved - the suffering during Syria’s three-year civil war has been 

traumatic. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Kerry Sanders 

3/16/2014 12:40:32 AM 

Missing Malaysia Flight 370 Mystery Becomes Criminal Investigation 

Malaysia’s prime minister says the missinl~ plane was airborne for seven hours and only could have been taken 

down with someone at the controls. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 2:44:53 AM 

Sierra LaMar’s Dad Laments ’Not Knowing What Happened’ 

Teenager Sierra LaMar disappeared two years ago, and her family is still searching for a trace of her. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 3:31:04 AM 

Fire Risk Prompts Honda Odyssey Minivan Recall 

DETROIT -- Honda Motor Co is recalling nearly 900,000 Odyssey minivans that could catch fire, the U.S. National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration said in a recall notice. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 5:03:27 AM 

Iowa State Rallies Past Baylor to Take Big 12 Title 

No. :16 Iowa State had to rally in the second half to win its first Big :12 title since 2000. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 5:03:29 AM 

Third Person Arrested in Killing of Aspen Socialite 

DENVER -- A third person was arrested Saturday in connection with the murder of an Aspen, Colorado, socialite whose 

body was found inside her home in the chic ski resort town last month, police said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 8:08:52 AM 

76ers Succumb to Grizzlies in 20th Straight Loss 

Memphis Grizzlies’ :103-77 win Saturday night sent the 76ers to a franchise-tying 20th straight loss. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 8:24:20 AM 

Louisville Blows Out UConn to Win AAC Title 

Louisville beats UConn by double-digits for the fifth consecutive time, ending what had grown to be a terrific 

rivalry with a 7:~-6:~ AAC title game win. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 8:55:18 AM 

Malaysia Authorities Investigate Pilot’s Flight Simulator 

Malaysian authorities said Sunday that experts were investigating the flight simulator that the pilot of the missing 

Malaysia Airlines jet kept at his home.Police searched Capt. Zaharie Ahmad Shah’s home Saturday, as well as the home 

of co-pilot Fariq Ab Hamid. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 9:57:01 AM 

Malaysian Opposition Condemns Politics in Jet Response 

Malaysian political opposition leaders lashed out at the government Sunday over its handling of the disappearance of 

Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, warning it should not use the crisis to crack down on political parties. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 10:43:15 AM 

Search Area for Missing Jet ’Significantly Expanded’ 

Authorities on Sunday said the search area for the missing Malaysia Airlines jet had been "significantly expanded," and 

that the number of countries involved in the hunt for the aircraft had increased from 14 to 25. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Alexander Smith 

3/16/2014 11:14:00 AM 

Canning Colonialism: New Zealand to Vote On Scrapping Its Flag 

New Zealand’s political leaders confirmed this week that they will give voters the opportunity to scrap their national flag 

and come up with a new design. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 2:50:43 PM 

Little Car Causes Big Damage in Arizona Crash 

A Mini-Cooper crashes into a store in Phoenix, Ariz., after slamming through a bus stop. No one was injured in 

the incident. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 3:06:16 PM 

Six Thinl]s to Watch for on Selection Sunday 

Who’s fil~hting for the top seeds in the NCAA tournament, which teams are nervous and what’s at stake in the 

conference tournament title I~ames. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 3:21:49 PM 

Moon Rises Above New York City Skyline 

The moon rises behind the skyline of New York’s Lower Manhattan as two people watch from a park along the Hudson 

River in Jersey City, New Jersey, on Saturday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod 

3/16/2014 3:21:49 PM 

Russia or Ukraine? Crimea’s Referendum Vote Begins 

SIMFEROPOL, Ukraine -- Voters in Ukraine’s autonomous Crimean region began casting ballots Sunday in a referendum 

on whether the peninsula should become part of Russia instead. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 3:52:31 PM 

Bill Maher Dishes on Red State Performances 

NBC’s Harry Smith sits down with political comedian Bill Maher as he tours the nation ripping on Republicans 

and Democrats alike. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 3:52:35 PM 

The Battle for Iowa Heats Up 

NBC’s John Yang presents a special look at state and national politics in the crucial election state. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jim Maceda 

3/16/2014 4:08:06 PM 

What’s Putin’s Next Move? It’s Anyone’s Guess, Experts Say 

Official tallies from Crimea’s referendum are expected on Monday, but the end result is already fairly certain: A 

breakaway from Ukraine.The only question in what manner will Crimeans choose to become Russian -- either directly or 

in steps. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 4:23:37 PM 

Herdsmen Kill 100 in Attacks on Nigerian Villages 

KADUNA, Nigeria -- Gunmen shot, hacked and burned to death at least 100 people and razed homes in central Nigeria, 

a region riven by disputes over land, religion and ethnicity, local officials and witnesses said on Sunday.Police confirmed 

the raids by Fulani herdsman at around 11 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 4:54:44 PM 

Creative Costumes Fill Israel’s Streets for Purim 

The Jewish holiday of Purim commemorates the Jews’ salvation from genocide in ancient Persia, as recounted in the 

Book of Esther which is read in synagogues. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

3/16/2014 5:25:29 PM 

Jeep Goes Small to Go Global 

Jeep is betting that big things will come from a small package -- in this case the new Jeep Renegade that debuted at the 

2014 Geneva Motor Show.The pint-sized sport-utility vehicle is more than just the latest addition to the maker’s lineup 

of SUVs. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 5:25:30 PM 

North Korea Fires 10 Short-Ran~;e Missiles: South Korean Media 

SEOUL -- North Korea fired 10 short-range missiles into the sea off the east of the Korean peninsula on Sunday, South 

Korea’s Yonhap news agency reported, citing unidentified government officials in South Korea.Yonhap said the missiles 

flew for 45 miles before splashing into the sea. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 5:56:28 PM 

Kerry to Russia: U.S. Will Not Accept Outcome of Crimea Referendum 

The United States told Russia on Sunday that it would not accept the results of Crimea’s referendum on seceding from 

Ukraine and it continued to urge a political resolution on Moscow, a senior U.S. State Department official said.The 

official, describing a telephone conversation between U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 5:56:30 PM 

Hindu Temple Set on Fire in Pakistan Over Blasphemy 

ISLAMABAD - Hundreds of angry Pakistanis attacked a Hindu temple and set it on fire in southern Pakistan overnight 

following a rumor that a member of the Hindu community had desecrated the Koran, police and community leaders said 

on Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 6:58:21 PM 

White House Rejects Crimea Vote, Decries Russian ’Intimidation’ 

The White House says it rejects Crimea’s referendum on seceding from Ukraine, saying the Sunday vote has been 

influenced by "threats of violence and intimidation" by Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

James Novogrod 

3/16/2014 6:58:23 PM 

Russia or Ukraine? Polls Close in Crimea’s Referendum 

SIMFEROPOL, Ukraine -- The polls have closed in Ukraine’s autonomous Crimean region following a contentious day of 

voters casting ballots Sunday in a referendum on whether the peninsula should become part of Russia instead.The 

voting ended at 8 p.m. local time (2 p.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 7:13:52 PM 

Pro-Russia Protesters Storm Donetsk Offices 

DONETSK, Ukraine - Pro-Russian demonstrators in eastern Ukraine smashed their way into public buildings and burned 

Ukrainian-language books on Sunday in further protests following two deadly clashes in the region last week. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 8:00:10 PM 

Church Services Honor Victims of NYC Building Blast 

A pair of congregations gathered to mourn Sunday -- one for its lost church and one for two members who 

lost their lives in the massive explosion. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 8:00:13 PM 

At Least 16 Nigerians Killed in Stampedes Over Jobs 

ABUJA, Nigeria -- At least 16 people were killed in desperate stampedes for government jobs in Nigeria when hundreds 

of thousands were invited to apply for fewer than 5,000 positions, officials and activists said Sunday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 8:31:10 PM 

India Suspends Its Search for Missing Jet 

India suspended its search for the missing Malaysian Airlines plane on Sunday, while awaiting instruction from Malaysian 

officials, the Ministry of Defense said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 9:33:13 PM 

Early Count Shows 95 Percent of Crimea Voters Want to Be Russian 

A vast majority of the votes indicated voters wanted Crimea to become part of Russia. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 9:33:14 PM 

Swift Justice: LAPD Gets a Lamborghini (3allardo 

A couple donated use of the S:182,000 sports car to appear at LAPD charitable events. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 9:48:45 PM 

Army General’s Plea Deal Drops Sexual Assault Charges: Attorneys 

An Army general has agreed to a plea agreement that includes dropping sexual assault charges against him, defense 

attorneys said Sunday.Lawyers representing Brig. Gen. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 10:04:06 PM 

Virginia May Nab Top Seed After Beating Duke 

Brogdon scored 23 points and Harris notched 13 of his 15 points after halftime as Virginia won their first ACC 

tournament title since 1976. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 10:04:07 PM 

Atlantic 10 Tourney: Saint Joseph’s Goes From Bubble to Champ 

For the third time in three days St. Joe’s prevailed, winninl~ the Atlantic :10 Tournament championship with a 

65-6:1 win over No. 23 VCU. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 11:21:37 PM 

Obama Calls Putin to Warn of Sanctions After Crimea Referendum 

President Barack Obama warned of looming consequences for Russia in a conversation Sunday with Vladimir Putin 

following this weekend’s referendum in Crimea.Obama reaffirmed the U.S. refusal to recognize the outcome of the vote 

in Crimea, warning the Russian president that the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 11:37:10 PM 

Obama Warns Putin of ’Additional Costs’ After Crimea Vote 

President Obama warned Vladimir Putin of "additional costs" for Russia after a weekend referendum to separate Crimea 

from the Ukraine went forward.ln a phone call between the leaders on Sunday, Obama told the Russian president that 

the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 11:37:12 PM 

March Madness HQ: Florida, Wichita State, Arizona, Virl~inia claim No. 1 seeds 

Florida, Wichita State, Arizona and Virginia claimed the No. :~ seeds in the 20:~4 men’s NCAA tournament, 

while the seeding committee also dished out a few surprises in the bracket, ensuring yet another lively March 

Madness. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/16/2014 11:52:46 PM 

Obama to Putin: U.S. Will Punish Russia for Ukraine Vote 

President Obama warned Vladimir Putin of "additional costs" for Russia after a weekend referendum to separate Crimea 

from the Ukraine went forward.ln a phone call between the leaders on Sunday, Obama told the Russian president that 

the U.S. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Joe Fryer 

3/17/2014 12:23:53 AM 

Funny Man David Brenner Dies After Cancer Battle 

The world mourns David Brenner, who is known for his many appearances on "The Tonight Show." 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Tom Costello 

3/17/2014 12:39:25 AM 

Will Authorities Ever Find Missing Malaysia Flight 370? 

Authorities have drastically increased the scope of their search for the missinl] plane. One expert says we may 

never find out what really happened, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Gabe Gutierrez 

3/17/2014 12:39:27 AM 

Tornado-Stricken Town Rallies to Get Helmets For All Students 

A group raised enough money to purchase enough helmets for every student and employee in Moore, Okla. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 12:55:04 AM 

LeBron, Heat Pull Away Despite Harden’s 30 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Rehema Ellis 

3/17/2014 12:55:06 AM 

Wood Bank Supplies Heating Fuel for Families in Need 

A New England community has created wood banks to help supply families with heating fuel during these cold 

winter months. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Richard Engel and James Novogrod 

3/17/2014 1:10:44 AM 

Eastern Ukraine Will Become Part of Russia, Crimea’s Deputy Prime Minister Says 

SIMFEROPOL, Ukraine -- Crimea’s Deputy Prime Minister said Sunday that the weekend referendum there may mark 

the beginning of similar events in mainland Ukraine, calling the vote in Crimea a "first step. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 1:57:00 AM 

Canada-Mexico Flight Makes Emergency Landing in Montana 

A flight from Canada to Mexico carrying 181 passengers and six crew members aboard made an emergency medical 

landing in western Montana on Sunday after running into extreme turbulence that injured two flight attendants, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 4:31:35 AM 

Venezuelan Protesters Clash With Police 

Demonstrators clashed with police in Caracas on Sunday as anger at the government flared again. Anti-government 

street protests by Venezuelans fed up with violent crime, shortages of basic items such as flour and cooking oil and high 

inflation have roiled Venezuela since mid-February, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 4:31:36 AM 

6.7 Quake Hits off Chilean Coast 

A strong earthquake hit off the northern coast of Chile on Sunday evening, prompting a brief evacuation of part of a 

coastal area but not causing any injuries or significant damage.The magnitude 6.7 quake -- originally measured as a 7. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 4:47:06 AM 

March Madness HQ: Who’s Going to Win It All? 

Florida, Wichita State, Arizona and Virginia claimed the No. 1 seeds in the 2014 men’s NCAA tournament, 

while the seeding committee also dished out a few surprises in the bracket, ensuring yet another lively March 

Madness. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 4:47:07 AM 

Kremlin-Backed Journalist: Russia Could Turn U.S. to ’Ash’ 

MOSCOW -- A Kremlin-backed journalist issued a stark warning to the United States about Moscow’s nuclear 

capabilities on Sunday as the White House threatened sanctions over Crimea’s referendum on union with Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 4:47:09 AM 

ADHD Treatment May Be Tied to Obesity, Study Suggests 

The stimulants used to treat ADHD might be making kids fat, a new study suggests. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 4:47:10 AM 

Delta Plane Loses Wing Panel During Flight 

A panel on one of the wings on a Delta aircraft fell off during a flight from Orlando, Fla., to Atlanta, 6a., on Sunday, 

according to the airline.The detached panel did not impact the aircraft’s ability to fly or land, Delta spokesman Anthony 

Black said of Flight 2412. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 7:22:08 AM 

Flight Engineer on Missing Malaysia Airlines Jet Probed: Reuters 

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia - A flight engineer who was among the passengers on the missing jet is being investigated by 

Malaysian police as they focus on the pilots and anyone else on board who had technical flying knowledge, a senior 

police official told Reuters. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 7:53:12 AM 

Disputed Crimea Referendum Sees 96.8 Percent Vote to Join Russia 

More than 96 percent of Crimeans who voted in the region’s disputed referendum backed breaking away from Ukraine 

and joining Russia, an official said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 8:54:58 AM 

Polygamist Sect Leader Warren Jells Hospitalized 

Polygamist sect leader Warren Jeffs has been hospitalized, according to prison officials in Texas.Jeffs, 58, is serving a life 

sentence after being convicted in 2011 of sexually assaulting two minors whom he described as his spiritual wives. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 8:54:59 AM 

Missing Jet Flew Low To Avoid Radar Detection: Report 

The missing Malaysia Airlines jet may have dropped to altitudes as low as 5,000 feet to avoid radar detection, according 

to investigators quoted in a Malaysian newspaper on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 9:26:12 AM 

Missing Jet May Have Flown Low To Avoid Radar: Report 

The missing Malaysia Airlines jet may have dropped to altitudes as low as 5,000 feet to avoid radar detection, according 

to investigators quoted in a Malaysian newspaper on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 10:43:38 AM 

Eight Teams That Can Cut Down the Nets 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 10:43:41 AM 

Navy SEALs Take Back Seized Libyan Oil Tanker, Pentagon Says 

A team of navy SEALs boarded and took control of an oil tanker in the Mediterranean Sea on Sunday night after the 

vessel was seized by armed Libyans, the Pentagon said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 10:43:43 AM 

Pistorius Had ’Great Love and Enthusiasm’ for Guns: Witness 

Oscar Pistorius has a "great love and enthusiasm" for guns, the Olympian’s murder trial was told on Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 10:59:11 AM 

Missing Jet’s Pilot Felt ’Lucky,’ Friend Tells Newspaper 

The captain of the missing Malaysia Airlines jet was "very aware of the great responsibility a pilot bears towards his 

passengers and crew," a friend told a newspaper on Monday.Capt. Zaharie Ahmad Shah, 53, took his job very seriously, 

Peter Chong told The Star. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 11:45:46 AM 

Ukraine Calls Up 40,000 Reservists in Wake of Crimea Vote 

Ukraine’s parliament endorsed a presidential decree Monday to deploy 40,000 reservists to its army and national guard, 

only hours after Crimea voted to join Russia.Crimea, a southern peninsula with ties to Russia, voted overwhelmingly in a 

referendum on Sunday to rejoin Moscow’s rule. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 11:45:49 AM 

KNOW IT ALL: Monday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

Good morning, and happy St. Patrick’s Day. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. 

Sweeping majority of Crimeans vote to join RussiaMore than 96 percent of Crimean voters indicated on Sunday they 

wanted to break away from Ukraine and become a part of Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 11:45:55 AM 

Wedding bells! Savannah Guthrie Weds Fiance Mike Feldman 

TODAY anchor, 42, and her fianc~ Mike Feldman tied the knot over the weekend near her hometown of 

Tucson, Ariz. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 12:17:02 PM 

Married! Savannah Guthrie Weds, Reveals She’s Pregnant 

TODAY anchor, 42, and her fianc~ Mike Feldman tied the knot over the weekend near her hometown of 

Tucson, Ariz. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 12:32:35 PM 

Flight Experts: What Might Have Motivated Pilots? 

Analysts discuss the latest developments in the Flight 370 case, including Malaysian officials’ focus on the 

pilots. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 12:32:37 PM 

Mother of Slain Reeva Steenkamp Flees Oscar Pistorius Trial 

The mother of slain model Reeva Steenkamp left Oscar Pistorius’ murder trial on Monday to avoid seeing crime scene 

photos.%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

partner=%22tweetdeck%22%3E%3Cp%3EJune%20Steenkam p%20in%20court%20today. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 12:48:16 PM 

Four Injured After ’Going Too Fast’ Bus Overturns in Virginia 

Police said the driver of a bus from New York to Georgia was "going too fast" for the snowy conditions, and he 

was charged with reckless driving. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

3/17/2014 12:48:18 PM 

Wanted: New Limo to Carry the President, Must Be Made-in-USA 

The U.S. Secret Service has begun the process of ordering up a new presidential limousine -- but it will be a lot more 

complicated than simply checking out what’s available in Washington showrooms. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 1:34:48 PM 

Why Do Your Eyes Get Red When You’re Tired? 

If you had a bad night of sleep, your eyes could be bloodshot. Dr. Dana Blumberg explains why. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 1:34:49 PM 

Has ’Dancing With the Stars’ Finally Found the Right Formula? 

It seems the powers that be behind the ballroom bash are serious about making changes and trying to kick off 

season :18 on the right foot, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Michael O’Brien 

3/17/2014 2:05:59 PM 

Obama Announces New Sanctions Against Russia 

President Barack Obama issued new sanctions against Russia on Monday, making good on his threat to punish the 

Russian government over its actions in Ukraine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 2:06:01 PM 

After the Vote: Crimeans Raise Soviet Flag 

A man kisses the Soviet Union flag in Simferopol’s Lenin Square on Sunday. Crimeans voted overwhelmingly to break 

away from Ukraine and join Russia. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 2:52:35 PM 

Washing Machine Put Pistorius into ’Combat Mode,’ Witness Says 

PRETORIA, South Africa - Oscar Pistorius said he drew his gun and went into "combat mode" after hearing the noise of a 

possible intruder at home, which turned out to be a washing machine, a guns expert testified Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 2:52:39 PM 

Study to Check Chocolate-in-a-Pill Benefits 

It won’t be nearly as much fun as eating candy bars, but a big study is being launched to see if pills containing the 

nutrients in dark chocolate can help prevent heart attacks and strokes. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

3/17/2014 3:08:16 PM 

Obama Warns Russia: More ’Provocations’ Mean More Sanctions 

President Barack Obama said Monday that new sanctions on Russian officials will "continue to increase the costs" on its 

government and that the United States is prepared to impose further sanctions if needed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Anna Chan 

3/17/2014 3:08:17 PM 

Carol Does the Unthinkable on ’The Walking Dead’ 

"The Walking Dead" has never been shy about taking jaw-dropping turns, and on Sunday, the drama did just that -- 

twice. (Spoiler alert! If you haven’t watched the episode yet, come back later. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Koba 

3/17/2014 3:23:53 PM 

Your March Madness Pool Is Probably Illegal 

An estimated 50 million people reportedly took part in March Madness office pools last year, and the number should be 

about the same this time around. And those people may be breaking the law. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 3:23:54 PM 

Secession Vote Leaves Crimea Divided 

Opinion in Crimea divided over referendum to join Russia. NBC’s lan Williams reports from the capital, 

Simferopol. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 3:23:56 PM 

St. Paddy’s Day Snow! DC Hit by Up to Two Inches Per Hour 

The Mid-Atlantic was hit by a treacherous mix of ice, sleet and snow early Monday, The Weather Channel 

rep~rted.%3Cb~~ckqu~te%2~c~ass=%22twitter-tweet%22%2~data-partner=%22tweetdeck%22%3 E%3Cp%3E1- 

2"%20per%20hour%20%3Ca%20href=%22https://twitter.com/search ? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 3:55:06 PM 

Army General Pleads Guilty to Lesser Charges 

Brig. Gen. Jeffrey Sinclair pleaded guilty Monday to mistreating an ex-lover and other lesser charges after striking a plea 

deal to scrap sex assault counts that could have sent him to prison for life.A sentencing hearing for Sinclair, 51, was 

slated to be held later at Fort Bragg, N.C. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Julianne Pepitone 

3/17/2014 4:10:46 PM 

Alleged Bitcoin Creator Hires Lawyer to ’Clear His Name’ 

Dorian S. Nakamoto, the man whom Newsweek claimed is the creator of digital currency bitcoin, hired a lawyer to "clear 

my name" and issued his strongest denial yet over the weekend. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Paul A. Eisenstein 

3/17/2014 4:26:22 PM 

GM Taking $300M Charge For Ignition Recall Costs 

Still stinging from the headlines surrounding an ignition switch recall that is blamed for taking at least 12 lives, General 

Motors announced another three recalls on Monday covering a total of 1.5 million midsize crossover-utility vehicles, 

commercial vans and luxury sedans. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 4:26:25 PM 

Erin Go Brrrr! Snow for Some on St. Patrick’s Day 

Spring, mercifully, is scheduled for Thursday.The nation’s capital and parts of the Mid-Atlantic were spanked again 

Monday morning with another winter snow, making St. Patrick’s Day cold and messy.Snowfall at Dulles airport in 

Sterling, Va., totaled 10 inches at 10 a.m., the agency said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 5:13:06 PM 

Third Victim Dead in SXSW Crash 

A third victim has died from last week’s drunken-driving crash at near Texas’ South by Southwest festival.Austin Police 

confirmed Sandy Thuy Le, 26, died from her injuries sustained in the early Friday morning incident in which two dozen 

people were mowed down on a street closed to vehicles. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Carrie Dann 

3/17/2014 5:28:29 PM 

McCain Blasts Obama For ’Timid’ Response to Russia 

Sen. John McCain blasted the "timidity" of the Obama administration’s sanctions on Russian officials Monday, saying 

that the White House needs a "fundamental reassessment" of the relationship between the United States and Russian 

President Vladimir Putin. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keith Wagstaff 

3/17/2014 5:59:33 PM 

What Can Pilots Learn From Flight Simulators? 

Malaysian police investigated a flight simulator found in the home of Capt. Zaharie Ahmad Shah, the pilot of the missing 

Malaysia Airlines jetliner -- but there likely wasn’t much the experienced pilot could learn from the equipment, an expert 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 6:30:41 PM 

Think Spring: D.C, Residents Battle Latest Storm 

Snow is plowed behind a jogger running on the Washington Monument grounds in Washington, D.C. on Monday. Snow 

fell in parts of the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast as winter-weary motorists faced another potentially treacherous 

commute Monday morning, just days before the start of spring. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Keir Simmons 

3/17/2014 7:01:50 PM 

Keir Simmons: In Search of Flight 370 

Keir Simmons reports from a cockpit aboard a plane that is searching for missing Malaysian jetliner MH370 

over the Indian Ocean. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 7:17:18 PM 

Army General Admits He Caused Lover ’Emotional Harm’ 

Brig. Gen. Jeffrey Sinclair pleaded guilty Monday to mistreating an ex-lover and other lesser charges -- telling a judge 

that he caused the woman "emotional harm" during a three-year affair. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Eric Baculinao and Elisha Fieldstadt 

3/17/2014 7:32:55 PM 

Girlfriend of American Passenger on Missing Jet Holds Out Hope 

The Iongtime girlfriend of an American passenger on the missing Malaysian Airlines jet said Monday she is hopeful he 

and the other passengers will be found alive. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 7:48:28 PM 

St. Patrick’s Day Celebrations From Dublin to N¥C 

See images from St. Patrick’s Day celebrations around the world. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Mark Koba 

3/17/2014 8:04:08 PM 

Jocks on Campus: Are They College Athletes or Unpaid Workers? 

As the NCAA men’s basketball tournament--better known as March Madness--begins Tuesday, the very term "student- 

athlete" is under fire. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein and Pete Williams 

3/17/2014 8:04:09 PM 

Feds: California Man Wanted to Join AI Qaeda, Bomb LA Subway 

A National Guard private from California was arrested trying to cross the U.S. border into Canada on Sunday and charged 

with attempting to travel to Syria to join al Qaeda and fight for "Allah’s Army. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 8:19:38 PM 

Chicago Paints the Town Green 

Watch the Chicago River go green in honor of St. Patrick’s Day. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

3/17/2014 8:35:16 PM 

What a Headache: 31 Billion in Brain Scans 

U.S. headache sufferers are racking up nearly a $I billion a year on brain scans -- and the vast majority of them are 

probably unnecessary, a new analysis finds. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 8:35:18 PM 

1,500-Year-Old Antarctic Moss Brought Back to Life 

Moss frozen on an Antarctic island for more than 1,500 years was brought back to life in a British laboratory, researchers 

report.The verdant growth marks the first time a plant has been resurrected after such a long freeze, the researchers 

said. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Erin McClam 

3/17/2014 9:21:45 PM 

Experts Say It’s Unlikely But Not Impossible Missing Jet Landed 

Air disaster experts -- who readily admit they are as baffled as everyone else about the disappearance of Malaysia 

Airlines Flight 370 -- say it is technically possible but almost unimaginable that the plane landed somewhere. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Andrew Blankstein 

3/17/2014 9:52:53 PM 

Man Who ’Sextorted’ Miss Teen USA Gets 18 Months in Prison 

A Southern California man was sentenced to 18 months in federal prison Monday for a "sextortion" scheme involving 

about a dozen young women, including current Miss Teen USA Cassidy Wolf.Jared James Abrahams, 20, of Temecula, 

Calif. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maggie Fox 

3/17/2014 9:52:56 PM 

Last-Minute Surge: Five Million Now Signed Up for Obamacare 

Five million people have now signed up for health insurance on the state and federal online exchanges, the Obama 

administration said Monday -- a number that suggests a big-last minute surge to get coverage.The new figures suggest a 

final push by the White House to get people to enroll is working. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/17/2014 9:53:00 PM 

Lottery Millionaire Used Winnings to Abuse Kid: Cops 

A convicted sex offender who won $10 million with a scratch-off lottery ticket used some of the money to groom a 

young boy for more abuse, authorities said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Jeff Black 

3/17/2014 11:41:48 PM 

Russia’s 11: Who Are the Officials the U.S. Has Sanctioned? 

When President Barack Obama on Monday imposed the most comprehensive set of sanctions against Russia since the 

Cold War, he designated seven Russian officials as targets for having their bank accounts and property frozen for 

supporting Crimea’s vote to secede from Ukraine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 12:12:54 AM 

From the Roof Up: Workers Construct Upside-Down House 

Workers are putting the final touches on an eccentric tourist attraction Monday, in Fengjing Ancient Town, Jinshan 

District, south of Shanghai. Built in the "China Folk Painting Village," the upside-down house will also contain upside- 

down furniture. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

M. Alex Johnson 

3/18/2014 12:59:38 AM 

Six Theories, Four Last Words: Missing Jet by the Numbers 

The language of aviation is full of numbers, and dozens of them are buzzing around the investigation into the 

disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370.The most crucial number -- for those 239 missing souls aboard the flight 

and their friends and loved ones -- is this one: 10. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 1:46:15 AM 

’Can’t Imagine’ Sabotage by Pilot, Friend Says 

A friend of the missing Malaysian jet’s pilot said he can’t imagine him being involved in any deliberate act to 

commandeer the plane -- a scenario being mentioned more often as the mystery of the flight is prolonged.Chris Nissen, 

an aviation technology consultant who now lives in Portland, Ore. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 2:01:50 AM 

Warmest Winter on Record Worsens California Drought 

SAN FRANCISCO -- California is coming off of its warmest winter on record, aggravating an enduring drought in the most 

populous U.S. state, federal weather scientists said Monday.The state had a average temperature of 48 Fahrenheit (9 

Celsius) for December, January and February, an increase from 47. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 2:01:51 AM 

War-Torn Korean Families Share Prized Memories 

Kim Hong-ji photographed a few of the people who took part in the recent North and South Korean family 

reunion. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 3:34:38 AM 

’Bunny’ Mellon, Billionaire Snared in Edwards Trial, Dies at 103 

Rachel "Bunny" Mellon, the billionaire heiress to the Mellon banking fortune, who funneled hundreds of thousands of 

dollars to help former Sen. John Edwards cover up his extramarital affair, died Monday at age 103.Mellon died of natural 

causes at her 4,000-acre estate in Upperville, Va. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 4:05:32 AM 

Bookie Refunds Bets on Manchester United 

"They deserve .. better": Anyone who bet the Red Devils would retain the Premier League title is getting a 

refund from Fred Done, which will cost him ~;333,000. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 4:36:45 AM 

Kevin Durant Drops 35 as Thunder Ax Bulls 

The OKC star extends his streak to 32 consecutive games of 25 or more points and grabs :~2 boards in a 97-85 

win over Chicago. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 5:07:46 AM 

Biden’s Europe Trip a Signal to Putin 

Vice President Joe Biden set off for Europe late Monday, beginning a three-day trip to showcase U.S. support for Eastern 

European allies following Russia’s incursion into Ukraine. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 5:07:48 AM 

Missing Malaysian Airliner Scams Crop Up on Facebook 

Online scammers rarely let a big news event go by without trying to exploit it. The case of Malaysia Airlines Flight 

MH370, which disappeared more than a week ago and still has not been found, is no exception. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 5:38:58 AM 

UN Says It Detected No Crash or Explosion 

Sensitive nuclear monitoring equipment has found no evidence that Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 exploded or crashed, 

the U.N. said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 6:25:28 AM 

Bookie Refunds Bets on Manchester United 

"They deserve .. better": Anyone who bet the Red Devils would retain the Premier League title is getting a 

refund from Fred Done, which will cost him ~;333,000. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 6:25:30 AM 

Tick-Tick-Tick: Pick a Bracket in 68 Seconds 

You may ask: Does this pick-basketball-games-without-thinking system really work? Well, it depends what you 

mean by "work," 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 7:12:03 AM 

U.N. Says It Detected No Crash or Explosion 

Sensitive nuclear monitoring equipment has found no evidence that Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 exploded or crashed, 

the U.N. said Monday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 7:58:27 AM 

Archaeologists Find 3,200-Year-Old Human Skeleton With Cancer 

LONDON -- British archaeologists have found what they say is the world’s oldest complete example of a human being 

with metastatic cancer and hope it will offer new clues about the now common and often fatal disease. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 8:13:55 AM 

More White than Green on Record-Breaking St. Paddy’s Day in D.C. 

The nation’s capital experienced its snowiest St. Patrick’s Day since 1884, according to The Weather 

Channel.%3Cblockquote%20class=%22twitter-tweet%22%20data- 

partner=%22tweetdeck%22%3E%3Cp%3E2~14%2~is%2~going%2~in%2~the%2~record%2~books%2~as%2~Washington~ 

%20D.C.’s%20snowiest%20St. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Devin Coldewey 

3/18/2014 8:13:58 AM 

Unnerving 900-Megapixel Portraits Seem to Stare Back 

Photography of the "gigapixel" order really hit the mainstream with the massive picture of President Obama’s 2009 

inauguration, in which individual faces were visible from a quarter mile away. But what if all those pixels were dedicated 

to just one face? 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 8:29:26 AM 

Two Americans Held Over Businessman’s Slaying at Bahamas Resort 

Carl Yerger, 45, was found stabbed to death Friday on the grounds of the Big Game Club and Resort & Marina. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Maria Elena Fernandez 

3/18/2014 8:44:59 AM 

Presidents on TV Are No Longer Above the Flaw 

The president of the United States on ABC’s "Scandal" is a killer. But he’s not alone: the two people running against him 

in his bid for re-election also have committed murder. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 9:00:36 AM 

TV Pitchman Kevin Trudeau Sentenced to 10 Years In Prison 

A federal judge sentenced TV pitchman Kevin Trudeau to :10 years in prison for bilking consumers through his 

infomercials, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

JoNel Aleccia 

3/18/2014 9:16:09 AM 

The Littlest Donors: Neonatal Organ Donation Offers Hope In Tragedy 

The day before her daughter died, Deanna Slifka felt her move, with kicks just as strong as any during the perfectly 

normal pregnancy with her second child. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 9:47:12 AM 

Missing Jet’s Initial Turn Was Entered Using Computer 

The first turn of missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 was made using the jet’s computer system rather than its manual 

controls, authorities confirmed to NBC News - reinforcing the theory that the plane was deliberately diverted. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 9:47:15 AM 

Russia’s Vladimir Putin Pushes on Toward Annexation of Crimea 

MOSCOW - Unfazed by U.S. and European Union sanctions targeting top officials, Russian President Vladimir Putin 

moved closer to annexing the Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea on Tuesday.Crimea held a referendum Sunday, in which 96. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Bill Briggs 

3/18/2014 10:18:25 AM 

24 Can’t Settle Score: Latino Vets See Racism Despite Medals 

One man slithered across an open field toward a manned tank, climbed atop and chucked in a grenade, saving his 

exposed company.Two others held their ground -- each alone -- firing into enemy thickets while fellow troops escaped 

and until the heroes, inevitably, were killed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 11:35:40 AM 

Crimea Referendum Followed ’All Democratic Norms,’ Putin Says 

The referendum in Crimea followed "all democratic norms" and the region’s vote to secede from Ukraine was 

"convincing," President Vladimir Putin told a special joint session of Russia’s parliament on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 11:35:42 AM 

Winter Storm to Dump Yet More Snow on Upper Midwest, Northern Plains 

Spring may be days away, but the northern Plains and Upper Midwest are about to get walloped by yet another winter 

storm, meteorologists said Tuesday.The system traveled east from the Rockies, and by 5 a.m. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova 

3/18/2014 11:51:14 AM 

Crimea Was ’Stolen’ From Russia, Vladimir Putin Says 

MOSCOW - Crimea was "stolen" from Russia when it was handed to Ukraine half a century ago, President Vladimir Putin 

said Tuesday.In a speech setting out Moscow’s historical ties to the peninsula, Putin said Crimea was a symbol of 

Russia’s military glory and the birthplace of its navy. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 11:51:21 AM 

KNOW IT ALL: Tuesday’s Top Stories at NBC News 

6ood morning, and happy Tuesday. Here are six of the top stories we are following this morning at NBC News:l. Putin 

takes next step in bid to annex CrimeaRussian President Vladimir Putin today notified his country’s parliament and 

government of Crimea’s request to be annexed. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 11:51:24 AM 

Relatives of Missing Jet’s Passengers Threaten Hunger Strike 

Dozens of family members of passengers aboard missing Flight 370 threatened to go on a hunger strike during a heated 

argument with airline officials on Tuesday. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Scott Friedman 

3/18/2014 12:22:25 PM 

Lightning Strike Fires Reignite Debate Over Gas Pipe Safety 

Ross and Meg Rushing were entertaining a friend at their brand-new home in Lubbock, Texas, on Aug. 24, 2012, when a 

clap of thunder appeared to set off their burglar alarm. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 1:09:04 PM 

Dramatic River Rescue Caught on Camera 

A man found himself clinging to his car in the middle of a raging river in the state of Washington. Awitness 

saw him veer offthe road and called 911. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova 

3/18/2014 1:39:54 PM 

Putin Slams West, Calls For End to ’Cold War Rhetoric’ 

MOSCOW - Russian President Vladimir Putin tore into the U.S. and its allies over the Ukraine crisis on Tuesday, criticizing 

"Western exceptionalism" that sees itself as "always right."’We have to stop this Cold War rhetoric and realize that 

Russia is an independent nation ... 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 1:39:55 PM 

’American Horror Story’ Writer Confirms Carnival Theme in New Season 

The scary FX series could feature terrifyinl~ rides and scary clowns in its new season, which is expected to be 

Jessica Lanl]e’s last, 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Albina Kovalyova 

3/18/2014 1:55:23 PM 

Putin Signs Draft Treaty Making Crimea Part of Russia 

MOSCOW - President Vladimir Putin defiantly signed a draft treaty making Crimea part of Russia Tuesday, despite the 

threat of even more U.S. sanctions against his country.The document was signed in front of cameras and cheering 

lawmakers gathered in the Kremlin. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 1:55:25 PM 

Missing Jet: ’Hunger Strikers’ Start Eating Again After 7 Hours 

BEIJING - Dozens of family members of passengers aboard the missing Malaysia Airlines jet who went on a "hunger 

strike" Tuesday started eating again after about seven hours. 

View article... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 2:42:03 PM 

NFL Seeking $16M from Rapper for Super Bowl Bird: Report 

The NFLis suing the singer for flipping the bird during the Super Bowl. 

View article,,. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBC News Top Stories 

3/18/2014 2:42:06 PM 

Report: L’Wren Scott’s Company Was Nearly S6M in Debt 

A day after her apparent suicide, new details are emerging about Scott’s fashion company. 

View article,,. 
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